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several reams of pap~ r or several inches of wood or water. For gamma rays, which are highly
penetrating, very thick mat erial is requi red, such as several feet of paper or several inches of co ncrete

APPENDIX A

or lead .

PRIMER ON RADIOACTIVITY AND TOXICOLOGY

Fission is the process whereby a large nucl eus (for exampl e, uranium-235) absorbs a neutron
This appendix gives a brief introduction to rad ioactivity and toxi cology. In th e rad ioactivi ty

section, topics covered include radi active decay, fission, rad ioactive wastes, and units and categories

and splits into two frag ments, resulting in the release of energy. In each fi ssion. two or three
neutrons are released . on the average. which may go on to produce fissions of nearby nuclei. If in

of exposure [taken from WINCO (1988)]. In th e toxicology section, top ics covered include
definitions of toxic and tox icology, how substan ces or material s can be toxic, major types of toxic

substances and wastes. and major factors in determ ining toxicity . In addition to the sections covering
these topics, a th ird section discusses exposure path ways , which have th e same attributes whether the

fa ct one or more of the released neutrons go on to cause additional fissions. and the process is
repeated again and again, the effect is a self-s ustained chai n reaction, and a condition called

crit ical it y. When the tremendous energy released in fi ssion is controlled (as in a nuclear reactor). it
can be used for various benefits , such as to propel submar ines or to provide electricity that can light

source of the exposure is radioactive or toxic .

and heat homes.

A-1 Radioactivity

Rad iation occurs on earth in many forms. both natural and man-made. Natural forms include
light . heat from the sun. and th e decay of radioactive elements in the earth ' s crust. Rad ioactivity

Through natu ral or man-made processes, atoms of elements can be put in an unstable state.
When an atom is in an unstable state, its nu cleus (which is made up of protons and neutrons) will

even exists naturall y within the human body, mostl y from potassium, which is an essential element
for health . Man has also deliberately created sources of ionizing radiation for var ious uses, such as

undergo a process of change by releasing energy in orde r to achieve stability . This change can come

nuclear-power generation, diagnostic and th erapeuti c medicine, nondestructi ve testing of pipes and

about through either radioactive decay or fission.

welds, and nuc:ear materials related to the prod uction of atomic weapons.

Radioactive decay is the process whereby th e nucl ei (p lural of nuc leus) of unstab le atoms emi t
energy in the form of subatomic-sized pan icles or light-like waves in order to become stable. As this

Radioactive waste is anoth er possibl e product of acti vities deali ng with radioactivity . The
Depanment of Energy (DOE) manages various types of rad ioactive wastes. mostly ge nerated by

emitted energy_ termed ionizi ng radiatio n, passes th rough a material , it can change th e chemical

weapons production and nu clear-power research programs. Such wastes are class ified as low-level,

structu re and behavior of the material's atoms . It is through this process of chemi cal structure change

transu ranic, or hi gh-level. Also managed by DOE is spent nu clear fu el, whi ch has been used as the

that radiation can lead to biological damage in humans. The level of damage depends on several

fue, in a nuclear reacto r and is highl y radioactive (though not offi ciall y regarded currently as

factors, including the amount of energy absorbed .

"waste"). Low-level waste is th e least dangerous of these and can in some cases be handled with no
shield ing oth er th an th at provided by the waste's container. Transurani c waste. high-level waste, and

Radioactive decay prod uces three mai n types of ionizing radiation- alpha part icles, beta

particles. and gamma ray:;. None can be detected by our senses. These types can each have different

spent nuclear fuel are more dangerous and requ ire special hand ling proced ures, shieldi ng, and other

measures to isolate them fro m people and the environment.

levels of energy and thus have varyi ng abi lities to pen rate and harm th e hum an body . Because each
type has different characteristics, different amounts of materi al must be used to stop (shield) th e
radiation. Alpha particles are the least penetrating and can be Slopped , or shielded , by thi n layers of

Special units are used to measure rad iation and its effects . The most common units are
roe ntgen, radiation abso rbed dose (rad), roe ntgen equivalent man (rem), and perso n-rem.

material such as a single sheet of paper. Shieldi ng for beta particles requires th icker material, such as
A- I
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The roentgen measures the amount of electrical charge (or ionization) produced by x-rays or

A-2 Toxicology

gamma radiation in air . Rad is the amount of energy absorbed by a material. Neither the roentgen
nor the rad gi ves an indication of biolog ical damage. The rem equates the biological damage done to

organ isms regardless of the type of ionizing radiation absorbed. For external radiation exposure from
gamma rays. roentgen, rad, rem. and effective dose equivalent are approxi mately equal. (See below

for a definition of effective dose equivalent.) Person-rem is a unit of collective radiological dose, that
is, the collective total dose to a population. Person-rem is calculated by summing the individual dose

When certain natural or man-made materials or substances have harmful effects that are not
random or not solely at the site of contact, the materials or substances Can be described as toxic
(Ottobo ni 1991). Toxicology is a branch of science dealing with the toxic effects that chemicals or

other substances may have on living organisms.

to each member of a population. For example, if 100 workers each received 0 . 1 rem (100 millirem),
then the collective dose would be 10 perso n·rem (1 00 perso ns x 0. 1 rem). Current regulatory limits,
as well as li mits described in Volume 2 of this EIS . are exp ressed in effective dose equivalent.

Chemicals can be toxic for many reasons, including their ability to cause cancer; to harm or
destroy tissue or organs; or to harm body systems such as reproductive, immune, blood-forming, or
nervous systems (Onoboni 1991). The following list gives a brief definition and examples of three

The biologicai effects of io nizing radiation vary acco rding to the type of radiation, the dose

types of substances that can be toxic:

received, and the type of cell affected. Any dose of radiation can damage body cells. However, at

Carcinogens are substances known to n use cancer in humans or to cause cancer in

low radiation levels, such as those administered to patients receiving x-rays or those received by

animals and therefore may be capable of causing cancer in humans. Examples of

workers handling radioactive wastes. damage to cells is so slight that they can usually either repair

generally accepted human carcinogens include asbestos , benzene, and vinyl chloride

themselves or be replaced by th e regeneration of healthy cells .

(Kamrin 1988).
Effective dose equivalent is anoth er key term used in the radiological protection field to
Some chemicals in controlled studies have been shown to cause a harmful or fatal

describe the damage that radiation exposure can do to the body. The effective dose equivalent
measures the damage to the exposed individual 's total body due to radiation exposurr

effect. Examples include metals such as cadmium , lead, and mercury; strong acids

The effective

such as nitric acid and sulfuric acid; some welding fumes ; coal dust; sulfur dioxide;

dose equivalent can be used to estimate the exposed individual 's risk of health effects. Effective dose

and some solvents (Onobon i 1991 ).

equivalent takes account of variables such as different susceptibilities of body tissues to different

forms of radiation. The effective dose equivalent is often referred to simply as dose.
Some biological materials that may be toxic include various body fluids and tissues
and infectious agents (Onobon i 199 1) .

Exposures are ofte n classified into two categories- acute exposure, which is a large dose

received over a few hours or less: and chronic exposure, which involves repeated small doses over a
long time (months to years). Ch ronic doses are usually less harmful than acute doses because the

Some waste materials contain substances that may be toxic if not handled properl y. Wastes

are substances that are no longer useful or that may be discarded from manufacturing, maintenance,

time between exposures at low dose rates allows th e body time to repair damaged cells .

construction, or research operat ions. Some wastes contain toxic materials to which the public may be
exposed if the waste is not treated, stooed, or di sposed of properly, so their handling and care is
especiall y impo rtant.

A-3
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There are two major types of nonradioactive wastes- industrial /commercial solid waste (at the
INEL. this is called INEL industrial waste) and hazardous waste. Industrial/commercial solid waste is

government or professional organizations. In

oL~ers,

the protection guideline is more strict than a set

exposure level. In any case. the greater the health hazard. the greater the level of protection

waste generated by manufacturing or industrial processes that do not contain hazardous ingredients.

required . For many toxic substances, the level of protection allows no exposure under normal

Hazardous waste is any waste that is either characteristically hazardous or is listed as hazardous by

conditions and much effon is made to ensure no exposure will result from accidents .

the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act. Examples of hazardous waste include metals, such as

selenium, arsenic, lead, and mercury, and organic compounds, such as carbon tetrachloride and

A-3 Exposure Pathways

trichloroethylene.
Normal and emergency operations at some DOE facilities have the potential to expose
Even though chemicals can be toxic, many factors influence whether inhalation or ingestion of
a panicular substance has a toxic effect on hu mans (Ottoboni 1991). These factors include (a) how
much of the substance the person comes into contact with, (b) whether the person inhales or ingests a
relatively large amount of the substance in a short time (called acute exposure) or a relatively small
amount repeatedly (called chronic exposure), and (c) the period of time over whi ch the exposure

occurs.

workers or members of the public to radioactive or toxic materials. To maintain high levels of safety,
specialists analyze exposure scenarios possible for normal operations and accidents . The materials

involved and appropriate protective measures are also considered. The term used to describe these
scenarios is "environmental exposu re pathways." The following describes the four conditions that
must exist to form a pathway by which radioactive or toxic materials can be transported through the
environment to workers or the public (Maheras and Thorne 1993):

Scientists determine a substance's toxic effect (or toxicity) by performing controlled tests on

I.

animals. In add ition to environmental and physical factors, these tests help establish three oth er

Source term - This is the material released to the environment, including the amount
of radioactivity (if any) or mass of material. the physical form (solid. liquid, gas).

imponant facto rs that are considered when measuring toxicity-dose-response relationship, threshold

panicle size distribution , and chemical form .

concept. and margin of safety (Ottoboni 1991). The dose·response relationship is established as a
result of contro lled tests on animals. It relates percentage of animals with observable toxic effects to

2.

dose administered. Once an initial dose is administered , it is increased or decreased until, at the

Environmental transport medium - This can be air, surface water, groundwater. or the
food chain.

upper end. all animals are affected and , at the lower end, no animals are affected . The threshold
concept means that most toxic chemicals will prod uce no effect if present in small enough amounts.

3.

Thus. there is a threshold of effect or a "no-effect level. " Margin of safety is an arbitrary separation

Exposure route - This is the method by which a person can come into contact with the
material . for example. external exposure from contaminated ground or immersion in

between the highest exposu re level producing no adverse effect in any test animal species and the

contaminated air or internal exposure from inhalation or ingestion of radioactive or

exposu re level that has been estimated to be safe for humans. No margin of safety has been

toxic material.

un iversally established. For so me chemicals. a small margin of safety is sufficiently protective but
for others a larger margin is requi red . The importance of margin of safety is that all factors related
10

4.

the use of the chemical are taken into account so that a permissible exposure level is set well into

Human receptor - This is th e perso n or pe rsons potenti ally exposed. The level of

exposure depends on such factors as location. duration of exposure, time spent

the no-effect range.

outdoors. and di etary intake.

To ensure protection of the health and safety of workers and the public. companies develop
programs that help keep toxic exposures to a min imum _ In some cases, specific levels are set by
A-5
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These fou r elements define an exposure pathway. For example, one scenario might involve

APPENDIXB

gases released from a stack as the source term, air as the transpon medium, external gamma exposure

CONSULTATION LETTERS

from the passing cloud as the exposure route, and an onsite worker as the human receptor. Another
scenario might involve a volatile organic compound as the source term, groundwater as the transpon
medium, ingestion of contaminated drinking water as the exposure route, and an offsite member of
the publ ic as the human receptor. No matter wh ich pathway the scenario involves, local factors , such
as water sources, agriculture, and weather patterns, also playa big role in determining the pathway's

This appendix includes consultation/approval letters between the U.S. Depanment of Energy
(DOE) and the U.S. Depanment of the Interior, Fish and Wildlife Service, regarding threatened 'and
endangered species, and between other State and Federal agencies as needed. Leners currently
supplied are from the U.S. Depanment of the Interior , Fish and Wildlife Service, to DOE.

imponance to potential exposures .
Also included in Appendix B is a description of the public involvement process and

A-4 References

correspondence documenting consultation meetings held between DOE and various concerned

Karnrin, M. A., 1988, Toxicology--A Primer on Toxicology Principles and Applications, Chelsea,
Michigan : Lewis Publishers, Inc.
Maheras, S. J. and D. J. Thome, 1993, New Production Reactor Exposure Pathways at the Idaho
National Engineering Loboratory, EGG-NPR-8957, EG&G Idaho, Inc., January .

agencies.

B-1 Consultation/Approval Letters

Ottoboni , M. A., 1991 , The Dose Makes the Poison: A Plain-Longuage Guide to Toxicology, second
ed ition, New York: Van Nostrand Reinhold .
WINCO (Westinghouse Idaho Nuclear Co., Inc.), 1988, Introduction to Radiological Safety: Study
Guide, Rev . 2, Idaho Falls, Idaho.
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United States Department of the interior
FISH AND Wll.DLIFE SERVICE
IcW!o SUiU orocc, ~oloriuJ SC ..... lc U

,',,,0.

.&696 oYetWld RO&d, Room H6
BoiM, Id.aho 13705

recommend that additional surveys be made for proposed and/or
candidate species that are likely to be in your project area.
the project is likely to adversely impact candidate species,
informal consultation with this office is recommended .

If

If you have any questions regarding Federal consultation
responsibilities under the Act, please contact Alison Beck Haas
of this office at (208) 334-1931 .

January 24, 1995

Thank you for your continued interest in the Endangered Species
Program.
Tim Reynolds
Environmental Science Research Foundation
101 South Park Suite 1 2
P.O . Box 51838
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405-1838
Subject:

Sincerely,

~
~Charles

o-

INEL-DOE Species List Update
(SP' 1-4-95-SP-80/Updates SP' 1-4-94-46/506.0000)

Dear Mr . Reynolds:

Enclosures

As requested by your telephone calIon January 11, 1995, we have
attached a list (Enclosure 1) of endangered and threatened,
proposed and/or candidate species that may be present in the
proposed project area .
The list fulfills the requirements of the
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (Service) under Section 7(c) of
the Endangered Species Act of 1973 (Act), as amended . The
requirements for Federal agency compliance under the Act are
outlined in Enclosure 2 .
Please reference the species list
number o n Enc l osure 1 in all subsequent correspondence, reports,
environmenta l assessments, environmental impact statements,
biological assessme nt s (evaluations), Coordination Act reports,
etc.
If a construction project is not commenced within 180 days
of this response, a subsequent species list request is required
by regulations . This letter u pdates the Service's species list
response of January 26, 1994, SPI 1-4-94-46.

cc:

3- '7lf(~~.

H. Lobdell
state supervisor-Ecological Services

IDFG, Hdqtrs., Boise
IDFG, Region 6, Idaho Falls

If a listed species ap pears on Enclosure 1, a biological
assess ment (evaluation) would be prud~nt.
Should your biological
assessment (evaluation) determine tha t a listed spec i e s i s likely
to be affected adversely by the project, the Environmental
Science Research Foundation should request formal Section 7
consultation through this office .
It a proposed species is
likely to be jeopardiz ed by a Federal action. regulations require
a conference between th e Federal agency and the Ser vice.
Cand i date species that may appear on Enc l o sure 1 have no
protection unde r the Act, but are included for earl y planning
c ons i deration .
Proposed species could be formally listed and
candidate species could be formally proposed and listed during
project planning. thereby falling within the scope of Section 7
o f the Act. Therefore, if they appear on Enclosure 1, we

VOLUME 1
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ENCLOSURE 1

Painted milkvetch

LISTED AND PROPOSED ENDANGERED AND THREATENED
SPECIES, AND CANDIDATE SPECIES, THAT HAY OCCUR
WITHIN THE AREA OF THE INEL-DOE PROJECT AREAS
FWS-1-4-95-SP-80

Also State species INPS

(Jc)

(Astragalus ceramicus var.

~)

State protected species

Merriam's ShreW'
(~

monitor status

merriami)
State protected species

Long-billed curlew
(Numenius americanus)

King's bladderpod
State INPS monitor
(Lesguerella kingii var. cobrensis) species

COM!1ENTS
Bald Eagle

Occasional~y

(LE)

winter on

part of INEL

( Haliaeetus leucocephalus )

Nipple cactus
(Coryphantha missQuriensis)

State INPS monitor

Sepal-tooth dodder

state INPS

species
species

(Cuscuta denticulata)

PROPOSED

~

State INPS sensitive

Lemhi milkvetch

species

(Astragalus aguilonius)
None

CANDIPATE

~~

Winged-seed evening primrose
(camissonia pterosperma)

State INPS sens itive

Spreading gila

State INPS 2 species

species

(Ipomopsis polycladon)

Burrowing Owl
(~

(Gilia polycladon)

(C2)

cunicularia)

Ferruginous Hawk

state INPS sensitive

Tree-like oxyytheca

species

(oxytheca dendroidea)

(~2)

(.Il!!kQ ~)

Long-eared Hyotis
(~ evotis)
Small - footed Hyotis
(~ subulatus)

GENERAL COMMENTS

(C2)

C2

(C2)

Idaho pointheaded .rasshopper
(Acrolophitus punchellus)
Townsend's big-eared Bat
(fl=~

(C2)

townsendii)

Pygmy Rabbit

=

category 2

Taxa for which information now in possession ot

the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service indicates that proposing to
(C2)

Occur just north of
INEL
Also State species of
special concern status

Also State species of

(C2)

(Brachylagus idahoensis)

special concern status

list as endangered or threatened is possibly appropriate, but for
which conclusive data on biological vulnerability and threat are
not currently available to support proposed rules.
Further
biological research ~nd tield study may be needed to ascertain
the status of t axa in this category.
INPS M a ~ Taxa that are common within a limited range as
well as those taxa which are uncommon, but have no identifiable

threats.
INPS S

=

Sensitive

Taxa with small populations or localized

distributions within Idaho that presently do not meet the
criteria for classification as Priority 1 or 2, but whose

VOLUME 2
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populations and habitats may be jeopardized without active
management or removal of thredts.
INPS 1 - state Priority 1 Taxa in danger of becoming extinct or
extirpated from Idaho in the foreseeable tuture if identifiable
factors contributing to their decline continue t operate ; these
are taxa whose populations are present only at critically low
levels or whose habitats have been degraded or depleted to a
significant degree.

I NPS 2

=

State Priority 2

Taxa likely to be classified as

Prior i ty 1 vithin the foreseeable future in Idaho , if factors
contributing to their population decline or habitat degradat io n
or loss continue .

ENCLOSURE 2
FEDERAL AGENCIES' RESPONSIBILITY UNDER SECTIONS 7:a) AND (c)
OF THE ENDANGERED SPECIES ACT
SECTION 7(a) - Consultation/Conference
Requires:
1)
Federal agencies to utilize their authorities to carry out
programs to conserve endangered and threatened species;

2)

Consultation with FWS when a Federal action may affect a

listed endangered or threatened species to insure that any action authorized,
funded or carried out by a Federal agency is not likely to jeopardize the
continued existence ' of listed spec ies ; or result in destruction or adverse
modification of critical habitat. The process is initiated by the Federal
agency after determining the action may affect a listed species; and
J)
Conference with FWS when a Federal action is likely to
jeopardize the continued exi~tence of a proposed speci es or result in
destruction or adverse modification of proposed critical habitat.

SECTION 7 (c) - Biological Assessment for Major Construction Activities l'
Requires Federal agencies or their designees to prepare Biological Assessment
(SA) for major construction activities.
The BA analyzes the effects of the
action V on listed and proposed species . The process begins with a Federal

agency in requesting from FWS a list of ·proposed and listed threatened and
endangered species (list attached). If the BA is not initiated within 90
days of receipt of the species list, the accuracy of the s pecies list should
be inf ormally verified with our service. The BA should be completed within

180 days after its initiation (or within such a time period as is mutually
agreeable). No irreversible commitment of resources is to be made during the
SA process which would foreclose reasona ble and prudent alternatives t o
protect endangered species.
Plann i ng, design , and admini strative actions ma y
be taken; however, no construction may begin .
We recommend the following f or inclusio n in the SA; an onsite inspection of
the area to be affected by the proposa l which may include a de tailed survey
of the area to determine i f t ~9 species are present; a review of litera ture
and scientific data to determ i ne s pecies' distribution, habitat needs , and
other biological requirements; interviews with experts , including those
with in FWS, State conservation departments, universities a nd others who may
have data not yet published in scientific literature ; an a nalysi s o f the
effects of the proposal on the species in terms of individuals and
populations, i ncluding consideration of cumulative effects of the proposal on
the species and its habitat; a n analysis of alternative actions consid ered .
The BA s hould document the results , i ncluding a discussion of study methods
used, any problems encountered, and other relevant information . The SA
should conclude whether or not a li sted or proposed s pecies will be affected .
Upon completion, the SA s hould be forwarded to our office .
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A major construction activity is a construction project (o r other
under taking having similar physical impacts) which is a major action
significantly affecting the quality of human environment as referred to in

l'

the NEPA (42 U.S.C.

4332

United StateS Department of the Interior
F!S:-i .~"D \;.,,"1tD1IFE SERVlC::

(2) (e).

I~ .:..~o 3m: Ofic:.
~ G:>G

"Effects of the action refers t o the direct and indirect effects on an
action on the species or critical ha b itat, together with the effects of other
activities that are interrelated or interdependent with that action.
U

;t

£.:.:J lorai S::--ic::II
o..d...,~ Nn d. ~m S1G
!eUf.Id..\oUiOS

January 26, 199.;

Dr. Tim Re yn olds
Oepar':::ner.c of Ene:-c;,
Idaho Field office
7aS OOE place
Idaho Falls. I daho 63401-1562
Subj ect:.:

INtL Spec ies Lise Updaee
S7; 1-4-94 - SP-46/updates 1-4-9J-SP-362

File

506.0000

Dear Or. Reynolds:
The U. S. Fish and '' ''ild 1 ife See v ice (Serv ice ) is we iting to update the spec ies
list SP-1-4-93-J62 for the Department of Energy.
Thac list is enclosed foe
your information. There are no additions or changes eo ehe list;
ehe
peevious list continues to fulfi l l ehe requirements of the Service under
Section 7(CI of the £ndangered Species .\Ct of 1973 ("ct), as amended.
This
officially updates the lis t as of che dace o f this leceer . and pro v ides you
wieh a new reference number S?-1-4-94 - 46.
You should refer to che new speci.es
lise number in all subs e quenc coerespondence and documentation.
Information regarding Federal agency obligations under the "ct. biolog i cal
assessmenes. and cand id ate species has been provided eo you in peeviou s
co e:'espondence f rom this of!ice.
It you have furcher questions.
...,oul d like
t he informacion sent to you 3.gain . please coneact RIchard Ho.... ard of th is
of~ice ac 208-J34-!9Jl.
Thank you foc your concinued inte rest in the £ndatlg e red Species Program.
S i nce!'ely •

.....

-- -

'\l~~
~ H.
Chai:-l~

Lobdell
Stace Supervisor

Enclosure
rWS-E:S, Portland
IOrC-HQ. Boise
IOrC-Reg. 6. Idaho falls
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1

Non e

t' yc;:ny Rabbi:t
(B :-acM vlac'.Js

(C2)
~dahoens

Loggerhead Shr i.ke
(~

i.s 1

(C2)

ludovi.c~anus)

Townsend's !Jig-eared Sat
(? tecotu$ to·..Insend i ~)
fer::,uginous Howk
(9 u :.eo :-ecalis)

(C21

(C2)

Lo n g-billed Curle'..I
(JcI
(flumeni.us at:\e:-~canu s)
t'ainted !':'Iilkvetch
(JCj
("st:'aoa1u$ ce :-amicus

CEN"ERAL

~)

COKM£~rrS

C2 • Catecory 2 Taxa for which info r:nat ion now in possession of the U 5 , Fish
and \.Iildlife Service indicates that proposing to list as endangered or
t h reate n ed is possibly appropriate , but f.or whic h conclusive data on
b i olog1. cal '/uine:ability and UII:eat. are not. cu crently available to support
p:opos(:d !,ules.
turtheC" biologic al resea rc h and field study may be ne eded
ascertai n the status of taxa in this category.
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COi':su1:3.:':'c:1. / Co:\!"e:-e~c~

:te<;"..:i.:-es:
1)
Fede:-al ac; = ~ c:"es : 0 u:.:"!.:"=.e :.~ei: au:.:"o: :':.:" es :'0 ca:: '! 0 '4 :' ?=-Oq=-3!':'1S ::'0
consa:':e e~~a~;e:ed and :.!'::ea:.e~ed spec:"es;
2)
Consu1:a:.ion w i:~ : ""/5 '. r.en a Fede::-al ac:ion !':'lay af!"ec:. a lis:.ed en::!anc;e:ec
t.!'I:eat.e::.ed s;ecies t.o insu::-e t.hat. any act.ion aut. hor:':::ed, fund.ed 0:::' car:ied out. b .... a Fedli!:!
agenc y i.s not. likel y t.o jeopa rl:!i::e t.he cont.inued exLst.ence of list.ed soecies; c:" :esul: :
dest.:"uc:i.on 0:' ad v e:se modi!"icat.ion of c=itical habit.at..
The process 'is init.iat.ed by :.h(
:ede:al agency after deeer::lining t.he ac:.ion r:lay affect. a list.ed species; and
J)
Con!e:-ence wi:!'! FWS when a federal act.ion is likely to jeopardil.~ the
cO I". :,:'r:ued exist.ence of a p:oposed species or result in dest.:uc:.ion or adverse r:lodi!"icat.i(
of p:oposed c:-it.ical habit-at. .
S::C:"ION

united States Department of the Interior

(e)

S?:::C::::S ,\C-:

Biological ~ssess ment. fo: Major Const:uc:.ion ~ct.i .... ities !I

:tequi:es Fede::-al aqenc:'es or their desiqnees to prepare !Hological '\ssessment. (B~) for mi
const:uc:.ion ac::. iv ities. The 3'\ analy::es t.he effect.s of t.he ac:.ion ll on list.ed and :1:-000
spec i es,
The process beg i ns wit.h a Federal agency i n request.inq from rws a list. of 'tlr~tl\
and l i st.ed t h reatened and endanger e d species (lise att.ached),
If the a" is not. initi.at~f
wit. hi n 90 da ys of receipt of the species list., the accuracy of the spec i es lise should b.
in !o:- r:l ally ve:=-ified with oue Se: v ice.
The a" should be completed wichin laO days af:e:
ini t i at. i o n (o:=- wi.thin such a tir:le period as is mut.ually agreeable).
No irreversible
co :r.~i t::lent. ot resources is to be made durinq the BA pr:::cess which would foreclose reason .
and prudent. alt.ern a tives to pro t.ect endanqered speci.!s.
Planninq, design, and
administrat.i ve act.ions may be taken; however. no const.ruct.ion may begin .
~e

reco:"l"mend t he follo winq for inclusion in t.he SA; an onsit.e inspect.ion of t.he area t.o
a ffec:.ed by the proposal wh i ch may include a detailed sur v ey of the area to det.ermine if
species are present; a reviel.l of literat.ure a nd scient.ific data to determine species'
d ist. :ibution , habita t. needs, and ot.her biological requirement.s; int.ervi.ews l.Iit.h expe::s ,
inc ludinq those l.I ithi n FWS, Stat.e conser v at.ion department.s, universit.ies and ot.hers who
have dat a noc ye t published in sciencifie l 'iterat.ure; an analysis of t.he effect.s of t.he
proposal on the spec ies in terms of individu als and populat.ions, including consideracion
cumulat.ive effec t.s of che proposal o n che species and its habicat.; an analysis of
alt8rnaci'.l'e ac:. ion s considered .
The 9A should document. t.he results, includinq a discuss
of scudi' met.~od5 u5ed, any problems encount.e:::,ed , and ot.her relevant. intormat.ion. The a,;
Ihould conclude whet.her or not. a list.ed ::' . proposed spec i es will be affect.ed.
Upon
completion, t.he SA should be torwarded co our office .
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?e~:=..l.:\

ZIS P:-ojec': Manage:Cepar-:.:::ent. of :::nerc;y
785 DOE ?lace
Idaho Falls, Idaho B3401
Subjec~ :

:::IS - !: nvi:ontnent.al ~est.o:a. t.i on
and Waste Ma.nagement (S06.0110/1019.2036/ER 92/0911)

Dea: 1'6..=. :tot!'l.-nan:
The U. S. Fish and Wildlife Sarv l.CB i9 ",ritinq in response to your let.t.er of
Novembe: 10, 1992 concerning

t~e

preparaeion

ot

an Environment.al Impact

Stat.ement. (::::15) for the Environmental Restoration and Waste Hanagemene
ac':ivities at. t!1.e Idaho Natio na l Enginee:ing Laboraeory.

and sent it to you: office.

'E~&WM )

On November 4, 1992

This leteer amends those seoping seatements by

providing a lise of t!1.reat.ened. endangered and candida.ee 9pecie9 that. are
found in t.he area . :or furt:her in!oO'lation

please coneaee Bill Hullins or

Ri c !1 Howard of my sea!! at. 20B/J34 - 1931.
Since.:oely.

A major const.ruct.ion ac:. ivity is a const.ruct.ion project. (or other unde:t.aking havinc;.
similar physical i.mpact.s) wh ich is a major ac:.i.on significant.ly affect. ing the qualit.y of
human environment. as referred t.o in t.he UE?A (42 U.S.C. 4J32 (2) eel.

1I

11 ·!: !! ect.s of the &ct.ion refer s to th e direcc and indirect et!ect.s on an act.ion on Chl
Ipecl.as o r cr itical habitat., t.ogether wi ch t.he effect.s of ocher act. iv ities t.hat. are
i.nte r:-e lat.ed or in t.erdependent with chat. act.ion.
M

Cha.rles R. Lobdell
Field Supervisor
cc: BFA (::::RT), Washington, D. C.
twS-:-ofl:. Port.land
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Le~h!..

r.\i!.':'c.·re::::~

UStS/3!.."! Sansi:i',e

?la!":15 oilk·"e':.c~
(i\s-::::,:!calu!I c!.",i!lo~5)

USFS/BL.'i Sensi'=.ive

Thisele milkveee~
(.i\s1:-eoalu!I ken'::':':I:ll'w':.!. va:.

BI-'i: sensitive

'_ •• ' Uj

!:Iald Zagle
(Galiaee';'.ls

Win~e:!..ng
1

.i\.rea

Wi:1gad-seed aven ing pr!.::l::I!le
(Ca.r:'L issonia ,:)1:e"os'Oe~a)

SI-,{ sensitive

Nipple cac':us
(Co:'VOhantha rot 550ur: e05; 5)

niPs Monitor Species

Large-flowe::-ed gymnos1:e:is
(Gvmnosee-;s nud'caul's)

BI-'i: sensitive

Spreading gilia
(!oomoosi5 oolvc1adcn)

BL..,{ Sensitive

eucoce:lhalus)

None

lUng' 5 bladde::od
INPS Mcnitor Species
(Le 9C'Ue-eLla ls!..na.il var. ccbrensis)
pYfii.\Y Rabbit
(B:,;!c~·'!'"-:n.z!l

(C2)
t~a~o'!'~!li.S)

T=ee-like cxyt:heca
(OxV'1:heca cend::o;dea)

BI-'{ Sensitive

Logge=head Shrike
eC2)
(Lan i us ludov;c"anu!I)
Cc:N'EiUL C01-iX8rrs:

't':lwn!lend ' s Big-eared Bat (C2)
(? l ecotU!l ::ownsendi.~)
C2 • Category 2 Taxa fcr which inicr::lation no,", in posse9sion 'Of tha u.s. tish.
and Wildlife Service indicates t!'lae prcposing t.o lise as endangered or
threater.e-:1 is possibly 3P?=O?::!..aee , t:Ut for which conclusive data on
biol ogical vulne::ability and threat are not. current.ly available to support
proposed rules.
:urther biolog ical rl!:5earch and field. !!It.udy may be needed to
ascerta i n the seatus of taxa i:1 :hi$ ca:.egory.

Long-billed curlew (JC)
(rlu!':!en!..us ~e= ; can'.l !l)
rer:-uginou!l Kawk (C2)
(9ueto reoaLis)
Painted mill<veech (JC)
(~!It::,agaLus ceramicu!I var .

CJ • Category J Taxa that. have prcven to be more abundanoc or wides'9read than
previously believed and/or "those tha1: a..re nooc !lubjece eo any identifiable
threaoc .
If furt:~er research or changes in habitat: indicaee a significane
decline in any of these taxa, they may be reevaluated fcr possi..ble inclusion
in caeegcries 1 or 2.

~l

Sensit.ive Species - OSr'"S Those animal species ideneified by the Regional
Fcre9t:er fcr which pcpulaeion viability is a concern as evidenced by
significane cur:ent or predico:.ed do'"'nward-trends in population numbers or
densie r or significant. current or predic:ed downward e=end!!l in habitat:
capab i lity tha1: would reduce .. specie!!' existing dist:=ibution.
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t.axa IoIni::!'\ a=e

Idaho Operations Office
850 Energy Drive

Idaho Falls. Idaho 83401·1563
Apri 1 26, 1994

7axa. :.!'\ a e a:e c::=.:::o:'1 .... !. '!~:..:-. a l~i,:ed ::-ar.ge a. s well as :.!".ose
bu; ha v e no i c.enci!ia.b l e t.h=ea.t.s.

I.: :1,C:==O:1,

Charles H. Lobdell
Field Supervisor
US Fis h and Wildlife Service
4696 Overland Road, Room 576
Boise ID 83705
SUBJECT:

Species Li!t Updale Request for the Spent Nuclear Fuel (SNF) and
Environmental Restoration and Waste Management (ER & WM) Environmental
1mpact Statement (EIS) (OPE-EIS-94.235)

Dear Mr. Lobdell:
We are in receipt of your letter dated December IS, 1992, which provides a list of threatened,
endangered, and candidate species for the above referenced project at the Idaho National
Engineering Laboralory (!NEL). Due to the length of time since the last request for
informatioD, we are formally requesting an update for any changes in species' srarus or
add itional available informalion regarding critical habitats. Thank-you for your consideration.
Sincerely,

Roger Twitchell
Acting NEPA Compliance Officer
EIS Project Office
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ENC LOSURE
LISTED AND PROPOSED ENDANGEREO AND THREATENED
SPECIES, AND CANDIDATE SPECIES THAT HAY OCCUR
WITHIN THE AREA OF THE DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY'S
IDAHO NATIONAL ENGINEERING LABORATORY SITE
SP# 1-4-94-SP-142

Unired 5rares Deparrmenr of rhe Inrerior
FISH ."''-:0 ""1 LDLt FE SERVICE
!~ L";O 511::

OEc:. ::: :~Ic,:aI SC:""1c:J
"G"Go..c:!'-::!i\.o,d .~m);~

*c. : :1..~O U; Oj

May 18 , 1994

COMMENTS

LISTED SPECIES
Bald Eagle
(Haliaeetus leucocephalus)

Roger Twitchell
Acting NEPA Compliance Officer
Depa r t ment of Energy
Idaho Operations Office

PROPOSED SPECIES
Nt..ne

850 Energy Drive
Idaho Falls , Idaho
Subject :

Wintering Area

83401-1563

Species List Update for Environme ntal Restoration and
Waste Management
(SP: 1-4-94-SP-142/File~ 506.0110)

Dear Mr . Twitchell:
The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (Service) is writing to
provide you with an updated list af threatened, endangered,
candidate, and proposed species which may occur on the project
site at the I daho National Engineering Laboratory .
You requested
the update in a l ette r to our office on April 26, 1994.
There
are no additions o r changes to the pr e vious list . This letter
officially updates spec ies l ist nu mber 1-4-9)-SP-84 and provides
you with a new number 1-4-94-5P-142 .
You should re fe r to the new
nu mber in subseque nt correspondence and documents .
Information concerning Federal agency obligations under the
Endangered Spec ies Act ha ve b ee n provided to you in the past .
If
you would like us t o send you any of thi s information again or if
you have questions, please contact Al iso n Beck Haas of my staff
at (208)334-1931.
Thank you for your continued i nterest i n the endangered s pecies
program.
Sincere ly,

~<Z'>'1 .6. '-7lI~r4..'

o~Char1es

H. Lobdell
State Supervisor , Ecological S ervices

CANDIDATE SPECIES
Pygmy Rabbit (C2)
(Brachylagus idahoensis)
Loggerhead Shrike (C2)
(Lanius ludovicianus)
Townsend's Big-eared Bat (C2 )
(Plecotus townsendii)
Long-billed Curlew (3c)
(Numenius americanus)
Ferruginous Hawk (C2)
(Buteo Regalis)
Painted Hilkvetch (Jc)
(Astraga lus ceramicus var. apus)
OTH ER SPECIES
Lemhi Milkvetch
(Astraga lus aguilo niu s )

USFS/ BLM Sensitive

Plains Milkvetch
(Astragalus gilvif loru s )

USFS/ BLM Sensitive

Thistle Milkvetc h
(A s tragalus kentrophyta var .
jessiae)

BLM sensitive

Enclosure
cc :
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Winged-seed Evening Prinrose
(Ca~issonia oterosoerna)

8L'1 sensitive

Nipple Cact.us
(Co t v ohantha missouriens i s)

INPS Monitor Spec i es

Large-flowered Gyrnnosteri s
{Gvnnosteris nudicaulis)

BU1 Sensitive

Spreading Gilia
(Ipornoosis polycladon )

B~'1

King ' s Bladderpod
(Lesquerella kingii var.
cobrensi s)

INPS Monitor Species

Tree - like oxytheca
(Oxvtheca dendroiden)

BLM Sensitive

INPS M
Monitor Taxa that are common within a limited range as
well as those taxa which are uncommon , but have no identifiable
threats .
d

sensitive

GENERAL COMMENTS:
C2 = Category 2 Taxa for which information now in possession of
the u.s. Fish and Wildlife Service indicates that proposing to
list as endangered or threatened is possibly app ropr iate, but for
which conclusive data on biological vulnerability and threat are
not currently available to support proposed rules.
Further
biological research and field study may be needed to ascertain
the status of taxa in this category .
)c = Catego ry) Ta xa that ha ve proven to be more abundant or
widespread th a n previously believed and/ or those that are not
subject to any ide ntifiable threat.
If further research or
changes i n habitat indicate a significant decline in any of these
taxa, they may be reevaluated for possible inclusion in
categories 1 or 2.
sensitive species - USFS Those animal species identified by the
Regional Foreste r for which population via bility is a concern as
evidenced by signi ficant current or predicted downward trends i n
population numbers or density or significant cu rr ent or predicted
downward trends in habitat capability that would reduce a
species' exis t ing distribution.
sensitive Species - ~ Sensitive species are those designated
by the state director, usually in cooperation with the state
agencies responsible for managing the species as sensitive. They
are those species that are:
1) under statu s review by the
Service/ National Mar ine Fisherie ~ Se rvice ; o r 2) whose numbers
are declining so rapidly that federal listing may become
necessary; or 3) with typically small and widely disp ersed
populations; or 4) those inhabiting ecological ref u gia or other
specialized or unique habitats.
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Department of Energy
Idaho Operations Office
850 Energy Dr ive
Idaho Falls,ldaho 8 3 ~O'·1553

May 26, 1994

Ms. Beanie

May 26, 1994

The draft EIS \\ill be available for your review in early July 1994 through LiUian Stone's office
of the Department of (nterior (DOl) and we look fo rward to your review and conuneots thrOUI!!!
DOl's consolidated response. If you have any questions concerning this or related maners ple;:'e
contact me at (208) 526-0776.

Sincerely,

;:f~~

Ms. Mollie Beattie, Director
U . S. Fish and Wildlife Service
18~9 C Street NW, MIB 3012
Washington, D . C. 20240

Roger Twitchell
Acting NEPA Compliance Officer

Subject: Depa rtment of En ergy (DOE) Consultatio n Strategy in Conjunction with the
Preparation of a Draft Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement (EIS).
(OPE· EIS·94 .302)
Dear Ms. Beattie:

The DOE Idaho Operations Office is preparing a draft EIS for DOE Programmatic Spent Nuclea r
ruel (S NF) M anage ment and Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (!NEL) Environmental
Restoration and Waste Management (ER&WM) Programs.
The EIS is organized into two separate vo lumes . Volume I addresses programmatic spent nuclear
fuel management fo r the enti re DOE complex. Volume II covers spent nuclear fuel management
and ER&WM management actions within the boundaries of the INEL. In o rd er to fulfill our
responsibilities to consult under the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and the
Endangered Species Act, we requested an updated species list for INEL and the surrounding area
from the USFWS Idaho State Supervisor for Ecological Services. Our request was mailed on
April 26, 1994 and the updated species list was received in ou r office May 23, 1994.

Volume I of the EIS deals with Progra mmat ic Spent Nuclear Fuel issues that involve five DOE -

sites and five Navy sites. We have not specifically requested species lists in conjunction with the
preparation of Volume I, al though recent USFWS species lists were among the resources used in
characterizing the sites and analyzing potential impacts to threatened and endangered species.
Site specific NEPA documents will be prepared for actions based on decisions derived from the

final programmatic EIS. It is our strategy to request species lists for these more detai led site
specific environmental reviews.
We fully recogn ize our responsibility under NEPA and the Endangered Species Act to consult

with your

~,gency .

This letter is

(0

inform you of our strategy wi th regard to the programmatic

aspects of this EIS .
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8-2 Public Involvement

available for review and comment during the comment period . The list was updated based on
responses to the Notice of Availability for the draft EIS.

In scop ing this Environmental Impact Statement (EIS), DOE actively solicited comments from
a wide group of interested parties. A NOlice of Intent. announcing the scoping period for a

8-3 Agency Meetings

programmatic EIS addressing enviro nmental restoration and waste management activities (including
spent nuclear fuel manage ment) across the entire DOE complex , was published by DOE in the
Federal Register (see 55 FR 204: Octoher 22. 1990; p. 42633). as required under the National

Environmental Policy Act. Wrillen comments. as well as oral comments received at 23 public
scoping meetings. were received in response

to

this announcement. Comments were received on the

Draft Implementation Plan fo r the DOE Programmatic EIS during six regional workshops held across
the country in early 1992. In October 1992. a Notice of Intent was published in the Federal Register
(see 57 FR 193 : October 5. 1992: p. 45773). addressing the Idaho National Engineering laboratory
(lNEl) environmental restoration and waste management and spent nuclear fu el activities. Five
scoping meetings were subsequently held throughout Idaho at which additional comments were

The EIS Project Office has reviewed all comments received on the draft SNF and INEl EIS .
To more fully understand, evaluate, and consider certain agency comments, consultations have taken
place among agency, INEl, and Navy officials. In addition to addressing specific comments on the
draft SNF and INEl EIS, these consultations helped promote a mutual understanding of DOE issues
important to the agencies. Continued consultation between these agencies and the Federal government
enhances the knowledge and expertise of both and promotes both informed decisionmaking and
effective mitigation of potential impacts from the proposed actions. Table 8 -1 shows the dates and
locations of the meetings held with the various agencies. Meeting correspondence follows on
subsequent pages .

rece ived .

A Notice of Opportunity to Comment . announcing DOE's intention to expand the scope of the
ongoing Spent Nuclear Fuel (SNF) and INEl EIS to include a review of spent nuclear fuel
management alternatives across the entire DOE complex, was published in the Federal Register (see
58 FR 170: September 3. 1993: p. 4695 1). Government agencies and the public were invited to

comment on the expanded scope. The Not ice of Opponunity included a toll-free telephone number to

Table B-1. Meetings held in response to agency comments on the Department of Energy
Programmatic Spent Nuclear Fuel Management and Idaho National Engineering laboratory
Environmental Restoration and Waste Management Programs Draft Environmental Impact Statement.
Agency
Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety
Board

l ocation

Date

Washington, D.C.

November 9, 1994

Environmental Protection Agency

Washington, D.C.

December 15, 1994

Center for Disease Control

Conference call

November 22, 1994

has compiled a mailing list that contains the addresses of interested agencies. organizations, and

Council on Environmental Qual ity

Washington, D.C.

December 21 , 1994

ind ividuals. As a result of this effort. numerous comments have been received that have contributed

Seneca Nation of New York

New York

January 10, 1995

to EIS planning .

Shoshone-Bannock Tribes of Idaho

Fort Hall , Idaho

December 2, 2 1, and 29. 1994
January 10, 1995

which comments could be sent by facs imile. oral comments could be recorded for later transcription,
or infotmation could be requested. To facilitate the scoping and public involvement process, DOE

As a result of the scoping process and related activities. DOE developed its mail ing list of
potentiall y interested panies for the initial distribution of the Department of Energy Programmatic
Spent Nuclear Fuel Management and Idaho National Engineering l abo ratory Enviro nmental
Restoration and Waste Management Programs Draft Environmental Impact Statement (SNF and IN El
EIS). Th is list for the draft EIS includes more than 1000 !'ederal . State. and local agencies; public
organizations; and private citizens to whom the EIS (or a Summary only. if so requested) was made
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Department of Energy
Washington. DC 20585

Department of Energy
JAN 20 1595

Idaho Operations Office
850 Energy Drive

Idaho Fa lls, ldaho B3401 · 1563
Feb r ua ry 17 , 1995

The Honorable John 1. Conway
Chainnan
Defense Nucl ear FacilH i es Safety Board
625 Indi ana Avenue, NW
Suite 700
Wash i ngton , DC 20004
Dear Hr . Chainnan:
Thank you very much for the Defens e Nuclear Facil,ties Safety
Board (DNFSB) staff participation i n the meet i ng held
November 9 , 1994 . The Department of Energy (DOE) requested · that
meet i ng with t he goal of resolving , where possible , your
Se ptember 30, 1994, comments on the Spent Nuclear Fuel and Idaho
Na ti onal Engineer i ng Laboratory Draft Env i ronmental Impact
Stat ement (E IS) . The Department desi red , by bri ngi ng our
r e spe ct ive staffs togeth e r, ·to 91ean further ins i ght into the
bases of DNFSB ' s comm ents a"d t o e xchange technical info nn ation
regard i ng the DOE's analytical approach in the Draft EIS . The
r es ult s of our meeting shou l d enhance the quality of the
i nf ormat i on presented to the DOE deci s ionmakers and the publ ic in
the Final EIS.
Th e purpo s e of th i s follow·up letter i s to su mma r ize our
d iscuss ions and agreements dur i ng the meeting . The enclo s ed
Comme nt Res ol ut i on Summary const i tu tes DOE ' s understand i ng of what
was dis c uss ed and agr e ed to dur i ng our meeting , as I/ell as the
Department's proposed act i on to re s ol ve the DNFSB techn i ca 1
c omments. We wo ul d ap pr eci ate confirmation of the acceptabili t y
of the proposed re solu ti on of you r c omment s. Thank you again for
the Boa r d's par ticip ation In t his process .

Si ncere 1YI

ytl e
eputy ssist ant Secretary
f or Wa st e Hanagement
En vi r onm enta 1 Management

Mr. Andrew Stadnik
Defe nse Nuclear Faciliti es Safety Board
625 Indiana Avenue, N.W., Suite 700
Washingto n, D . C. 20004
SUBJECT:

Resolut ion of Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board (DNFSB) Co mment on the
Multifacility Accident Assessment in the Department of Energy (DOE) Spent
Nuclear Fuel Man agement (SNF) and Idaho National Engineering Laborato ry
(I}I'EL) Draft Envi ronmentallmp ac t Statement (EIS) (OPE·EIS-95 .05 1)

Dear Mr. Stad nik:

Enclosed are the mo re detailed information the Depanment of Energy committed to providing
du ring the No vember 9, 1994, meeting between the DOE and the DNFSB o n DNFSB co mment

number B. I (mu ltifacility accident assessment).
Three enclosures are included. The fi rst is a copy of the comment B. I resolu tion summary that
was transmitted to ~1r. 1. Conway, DNFSB Chainnan, under separate cover. The second
enclosure contains the assessments of multifacility accident caused by a seismic event. The sites
addressed in the material include the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory the Hanford site, the
Savannah River site, and the Navy sites. The discussion·is based on the review the Department
completed following the November 9 meeting. Finally, the third enclosure is the reference
I

material which su pports the EIS accide nt analysis for the Idaho Nat io nal Engineering Laborat ory,
Report #DOElID· l047 1 Draft. The draft repo rt is cited as a reference in E nclosure 2. It is
important to note that this report will be slightly mod ified to su ppo rt the final EIS and as a result
of addressi ng the DNFSB's comments.

Enclosure
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Mr. A. Stadnik

-2-

February 17, 1995

Department of Energy
If you would like to discuss the details of the analysis, or have any questions, please call
Mr. Mark Pellechi, (20S) 526- 1545, of my staff.

Washington, DC 20SeS

JAN I 9

Tom Wichmann, Manager
EIS Project Office
Enclosu re (3)
cc w/enc:

D. Brown, DOE-OR
S. Clark, DOE-RL
D. Connors, Bettis
C. Gertz, DOE-NV
R. Guida, NR
C. Hansen, NR-lBO
P. Phillips, DOE-OR
D. Ryan, DOE-SR
K. Waltzer, DOE-SR

19~5

Ms . Katie Biggs
United States Environmental Protection Agency
Office of Federal Activit i es
Mail Stop: 2252
401 M Street , SW
Washington , D. C. 20460
Dear Ms . Biggs:
This letter transmits the final meeting minutes for the conference calls held
on December 15 , 1994, to clarify and resolve the Environmental Protection
Agency's (EPA) comments on the Department of Energy's Programmatic Spen t
Nucl ear Fuel Management and Idaho Nat i ona 1 Engi neeri ng Laboratory
Env i ronme nta 1 Restorat i on and Waste Management Programs Envi ronmenta 1 Impact
Statement (EIS) . We have incorporated your comments on the draft minutes and
are plea sed to provide this final version for your records and for
distribution as you deem appropriate.

cc w lo enc: 1. Conway, DNFSB
D. Hoel, EM-37

On ce again , [ would like to express our appreciation for the excellent
cooperation we have received from EPA i n reviewing the EIS and in discussing
the comments.

S[j:2:J '4J
s

Dav id F. Hoel
Office of Spent Fuel Management
Office of Waste Management
Envi ronmenta 1 Management
Enc 1osure
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Department of Energy
Idaho Operations Office
850 Energy Drive

Idaho Falls. Idaho 83401·1563
January 6, 1995
Mr. Kennelb W. Hoil., M.S.E.H.
Special Programs Group (F29)
Natiocal Cenler for Environmental Heallb
Cenlers for Disease Control
Atlanta, GA 30341-3724
SUBJECT:

Transminal of Telephone Conference Call Meeting Minutes (OPE-EIS-95 .010)

Dear Mr. Holt:
Thank you very much for your participation in lbe conference call held November 22, 1994. The
Department of Energy requested this meeting wilb lbe National Center for Environm<ntal Heallb
(NCEH) with the goal of resolving, where possible, your September 30, 1994 comments on the
Spent Nuclear Fuel and Idaho National Engineering Laboratory Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management Draft Environmental Impact Statement. The Department desired, by
bringing our respective staffs together, to glean further insight into the bases ofNCEH's
comments and to exchange technical infonnation regarding DOE's analytical approach in the
DEIS.
As agreed to during the conference call, DOE prepared draft meeting minutes documenting the
results of the conference caIl. NCEH reviewed and commented on the draft minutes on

January 5, 1995.
Enclosed please find for your review the final meeting mInutes, which reflect NCEH's
January 5, 1995 comments. Please sign and return the minutes to the EIS Project Office. Thank
you again for your valuable participation in this effort.

J:'tJ~
Tom Wichmann, Manager
EIS Project Office

Participants:
CEQ STAFF
Ray Cl ark
El i zabeth Bl ag
Joe Fuller

DOE
David Hoel, EM-37
Matt Urie, GC-51
Stan Lichtman, EH-25

David Hoel opened the meeting by thanking the CEQ staff for agreeing to me~t
with us and then proposed to brief them on the DOE Programmatic Spent Nuclear
Fuel Management and Idaho National Engineering Laboratory Environmental
Restorat i on and Waste Management Programs Envi ronmenta 1 Impact Statement
(SNF/i HEL EIS) per the attach~d handout. (A copy of the Draft EIS Summa ry
had been previously provided to Ray Clark.)
Before begi nning the bri efi ng , Stan Li chtman bri efly descri bed hi story of
spent fuel management and the 1992 phaseout of DOE spent fuel reprocessing,
which led to the need for interim storage decisions . David Hoel described the
evolution of the SNF/INEL E1S as a result of the INEL court order, including
the rat i ona 1e for combi ni ng programmatic spent fuel management NEPA ana lyses
(Volume I) with that of the INEL cleanup and waste management programs (Volume
2) .

The following summarizes the discussions that occurred during the course of
the handout bri efi ng :
DOE (Hoel and Lichtman) clarified for El izabeth Blag the'
relationship of the SNF/INEL EIS to the DOE Waste Management
Programmatic EIS, the EIS on the Proposed Pol icy for Acceptance of
Foreign Research Reactor Spent Nuclear Fuel, and the Office of
Civilian Radioactive Waste Management EIS regarding development of
a Multi-Purpose Canister.
When disc ussing the public comments regarding confusion on how .11
DOE ' ~ EISs tie together (see chart #5), Stan Lichtman offered to
provide a separate briefing on this to CEQ staff at a later dat •.
Elizabeth Blag noted the Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board
(ONFSB) comment that the EIS lacks a proposed action (see chart ~5)
and stated that she previously had conversations with John MacEvoy ,
of the ONFSB staff, on this subject. She told Mr . MacEvoy that she
bel ieves that the DOE approach to framing the proposed action and
alternat i ves analyzed is appropri ate and in accordance with CEQ
regulations. DOE agreed with her opinion and Matt Urie briefly
described DOE/ DNFSB staff interactions regarding this ONFSB
comment .

Encloswe
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Meeting with Seneca Nation Representatives

Ray Clark asked whether there was any research going on to explore
different technologies for treatment of SNF. DOE (Hoe1 and
Lichtman) explained that, while the EIS does analyze the reasonably
foreseeable impacts of the use of technologies for wet storage, dry
storage and SNF process i ng , the EIS ' i s not intended to support
decisions on use of these technologies. Such decisions would be
based on project- or site-specific NEPA reviews. DOE further
explained that except for some ideas on using surplus plutonium as
fuel i n nuclear reactors, we are unaware of any research to reduce
the radioactivity or accelerate the radioactive decay of SNF or
other highly radioactive materials.
Ou ri ng discussion of EIS analyses being performed on environmental
justice (see chart #13), Matt Urie reminded E1 izabeth 81ag of the
EIS technical guideline on environmental justice that had been
provided for her review. Blag stated that she had reviewed the
techn i cal guideline and passed it to another CEQ staff member for
review. Generally, she feels that the technical guideline is a
reasonable approach and would forward any comments after consulting
with the other staff membe r.
David Hoe1 emphasized that the briefing information on cost
compari sons (charts #14-16) was pre1 imi nary and the select i on of
preferred a lternat i ves (charts n 7 and 20-24) was pendi ng
Secretarial approval .

~O,

~995

Date:

January

Location:

SNI

Attendees:

Ahmad Al-Daoult, DOE-WVAO
Russ Gill, WVNS
John Chamberlain, WVNS

ott ices , Irving NY

Lisa Maybee, SNI
Adrian stevens, SNI
Doug Wiggins, SNI
WVDP activities and potential cooperative actions with SNI were
discussed. DOE spent tuel stored at WVDP was discussed and the
DOE Programmatic EIS for Fuel.
D. Wiggins was primarily interested in any potential WVDP waste
shipments, including the DOE spent fuel stored at the WVDP, that
may cross or pass near the SNI reservations. He requested that
SNI be included in planning for any future vaste shipments.
SNI representatives did not inquire about possible vaste
shipments other than from the WVDP. DOE contacts for infonaation
on the Programmatic Fuel EIS vere offered in addition to thoae
available in the documentation SNI had previously received. SNI
representatives d clined.

The CEQ staff thanked the DOE representatives for the briefing, as it greatly
enhances their understanding of DOE spent nuclear fuel management proposa ls
and respective NEPA reviews.

At tachment:
SNF and INEL ER&WM EIS Briefing for Council on Environmental Quality (27
charts on 11 pages)
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Department of Energy

Department of Energy

Idaho Operat ions Office
850 Energy On'l e

Idaho Opera lions Office
850 Energy Drive
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83401-1563

Idaho Falls. Idaho 63401-1 :63
Oec~mber

p, 199.1

January 9, 1995
:'>lr :'>Iar.... in Osbol.le
Shos hone-Bannock Tribes
PO. Box 306
Fort Hall, Idaho 83203 -0306
SUBJECT :

Resolution of Shoshone- Bannock Comments on the Department of Energ y (DO E)
Spent ~uclear Fuel Management and Idaho National Engineering Labontory
Environmental Restoration and \Vaste :,\Ianagemeat Programs Draft
Environmental Impact Statement (pSNF and J)."EL ER& W:'>I DEIS)
(OPE-EIS-94.774)

Ms. Diane Yupe, Tribal Anthropologist
Shoshooe-Bannock Tribes
Bureau of Indian Affairs
P. O. Bod06
Fort Hall, ID 33203-0306
SUBJECT:

Ethnobotany Concerns of the Shoshone-Bannock Tribes (OPE-EIS-95 .012)

Dear Ms. Yupe:
Dear I-lr Osborne:
Thank you very much fo r the Tribes' participation in the meeting held December 2, 1994, at Fort
Hall. The DOE arranged this meeting with the Shoshone-Bannock Tribes with the goal of
resolving, where possible, your September 29, 1994, comments on the PS ~'F and ML
ER&W:I<I DEIS The Department desired, by bringing our respective staffs togetl:er, to glean
further insight into the bases of the Tribes' co mments and to exchange technical information
regard ing DOE's anal ytic al approach in the DEIS The resu lts of our meeting should enhance
the quality of the informatioo presented to the DOE decisionmakers in the Final EIS

The purpose of this follov..up lener is to summarize what ).vas discussed and agreed to during our
meeung The enclosed minutes coostitute DOE's understanding of what was discussed and
agreed to, as well as the Department's action to resolve the comments. [f your uoderstar.ding
dtffers from what is descnbed in the enclosed, plea:;e notify us as scon as possible

Per a commitment at our December 22, 1994 meeting, we have obtained a preliminary
ethnobotany table from the forthcoming Environmental and Research Science Foundation _
publication: Anderson, J. E., K, Rupp le, J. M. G1enn~n, K. E. Holte~ and R. C. Rope. 199), _
Vegetation, Flora, and Ethnoecology of the Idaho Nauonal Eogmeenng Laboratory, ESRF-OO) .
Please review and supplement the information in the table fo r its accuracy, particularly as it
relates to the Shoshone-Bannock Tribes. We are currently considering the appropriate level of
detail,."d format of the information for the Final Enviro nmental Impact Statement.
To meet productioo schedules, we need your comments by January 17, 1995 . If you have. ,
questions or need additional info rm ation, please call Roger Twitche ll, our ecologIcal spectalist,
at (208) 526-0776.

I look forNard to cODtinued sessions between our tecnnical !ipecialistS, as well as a Map-up
with Tribal CounCil members and our management officials to conclude our
coosu.taHOOon thJs documen t. Thank you again for your participation in this process
meeu~g

Sincerely,

~~~

:;:I~
Tom Wichmann, Manager
EIS Project Office

r

Tom Wichmaru:, Manager
EIS Project Office
Enclosure
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Department of Energy

TillBES

Idaho Ope rations Office
850 Energy Drive
Idaho Falls. Idaho 83401-1563
January 25, 1995

CULTlJRAL RESOURCE COORDINATORI
ANTHROPOLOGIST

FORT HA~L INDIAN RESERVATION
PHON E
Ff'J/.

(208) 238·3706
(208) 237-<>797

p , o. SOX 306
FORT HAll. IDAHO 83203

January 18. 1995

Ms. Jeanette Wolfley, Esquire
Counsel, The Shoshone-Bannock Tribes
P. O. Box 306
Fon Hall, ID 83202
SUBJECT:

Mr. Roger L. T",itcheU
NEPA Compliance Officer
U.S. Department of Energy
850 Enerb'Y Drive, /o.fS-1216
Idaho Falls. Idaho 83401-1563

Comments on the Department of Energy Programmatic Spent Nuclear Fuel
Management and Idaho National Engineeriing Laboratory Envitonmental
Restoration and Waste Management Draft Envitonmental Impact Slatement
(OPE-EIS-95.029)

Dear Ms. Wolfley:
RE: Vegetation, flor .. and Ethnoccology of the INEL, ESRF-005 (Ander,on, J.E ., et.a1., 1995)
DcarRoge r ,
The Tribes' re<:eived the several pages of tables of the botanical srudV done by Idaho State
Gniversi<y on the INEL, Please thank Mr. Wichmann for his immedUlte attention to gathering this
information we requested.
1 have reviewed the enclosed documents and I also spoke with one of the researchers about the
content of the table.. I believe the information provided i. accurate in the sen,e of sCientific
analy,;s and referencing previou, anthropological work. I nOled that the authors didn't complete
the category of Shoshone Baonock terms and uses. r funhcr believe that additional work between
the researcher. and the Tribes' can compliment a completed document and be a major benefit to
both our interes!>.

In summary. the docu"",nt as written is accepw>le for EIS pu rpo,es. Additionally, the T ribes'
and DO!! may .... nt to make plans in completing the omitted portions of Ihe study documen/. If
!.bere an~ any questions or concerns,. feel fr~~ La conLaCl me (238·3706) at your cOllvc:nience,

~-KD;on. K. Yup~
,....,--

VOLUME 2

makers in the Final EIS .

The purpose of this follow-up letter is to summarize what we discussed during QUI meeting.
Please review the enclosed draft meeting notes for accuracy. If these notes are acceptable to you,
please sign them indicating your agreement, and return the original to me. [f I have miSSlated

our discussion, or otherwise left out pertinent points, or made any other errors, please let me
know as soon as possible, and I will make corrections.
Thank you again for your participation in this process.

::'~~-r-e------------------

Sincerely,

a..uwn.J. Raourcc

Thank yo u very mue!:. for your participation in the meeting held on December 29, 1994 at your
office in Fort Hall. The Department of Energy requested this consullation with Tribal Counsel
with the goal of resolving, if possible, the Tribes' comments on the legal aspects of lbe SNF and
INEL ER&WM Draft EIS . I appreciate your discussions with me on these matters, as well as
the Tribes' legal system , and the Tribes' viewpoint on its relationship with the INEL. The results
of our meeting should enhance the quality of the information presented to the DOE decision-

Counsel

Coo~or
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APPENDIXC
INFORMATION SUPPORTING THE ALTERNATIVES

Department of Energy
Idaho Operations Office
850 Energy Drive
Idaho Falls. Idaho 83401-1563
February 2. 1995

Mr. Curtis Williams
Transportation Manager. The Shoshone-Bannock Tribes
P. O. Box 306
Fort HaU, Idaho 83202
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C-1 INTRODUCTION
This appendix provides data and environmental information about the Idaho National

completed. or are being considered. to implement the four spent nuclear fuel management.

management allernatives shown in the box to

Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) describes

Summary of potential environmental impacts of the Greater-Than-Class-C
Dedicated Storage Proj ect under Allernative B . . . . . . . . . . .

C-4.7. 1-4

Summary of potential environmental impacts of the Hazardous Waste
Treatment. Storage. and Disposal Facilities Project under Alternative D ..

C-4 .8. 1-3

Summary of potential environmental impacts of the Industrial/Commercial
Landfill Expansion Project under Allernative B . . . . . . . . . . .
. . C-4.9 . 1-3

C-4.9.2-1.

Summary of potential environmental impacts of the Gravel Pit
Expansion Project
Summary of potent ial environmental impacts of the Central Facil ities Area
Clean Laundry and Respirator Facility Project und er Alternative B

SNF and INEL EIS ALTERNATIVES
A (No Action)

Complete all neat-term actions identified and
continue operating most existing facilities.

these allernatives in detail.

Serves as benchmark for comparing potential

C-4.9 . 1-1 .

C-4.9.3- 1.

Engineering Laboratory ([NEL) site and surroundi ng area. related to projects that are being

effects from the other three alternatives.

The appendi x presents two types of

B (feo-Year Plan)

projects:

Complete identified projects and initiate new
projects 10 enhance cleanup, manage the
Idaho National Engineering Labor.tory
waste streams and spent nuclear fuel ,
prepare waste for final disposal. and develop
technologies fo r spent nuclear fuel ultimate
disposition .

I. Planned or ongoing projects whose
C-4.9.2-5

National Environmental Policy Act
(NEPA) documentation was

C-4.9.3-3

C-4.IO. I-1. Summary of potential environmental impacts of the Calcine Transfer Project
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . C-4. 10. 1-3
(Bin Set #I ) under Alternative B
C-4. 10.2-1 . Summary of potential environmental impacts of the Plasma Hearth Process
Project under Allernatives B and D . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . C-4 . 10.2-4

proposed to be completed before the

C (Minimum Treatment, Sto nage, and Disposal)

Record of Decis ion for this EIS is

Minimize treatmen . storage. and disposal
functions at the lNEL to the extent possible
(including receipt of spent nuclear fuel).
Conduct minimum cleanup and
decootamination and decommissioning
prescribed by regulation. Transfer spent
nuclear fuel and waste from environmental
restoration activities to another site.

issued .

2. Foreseeable proposed projects whose
detail ed design or planning will not
begin until the Depa nment of
Energy (DOE) has dete rmined that

o (Max imum Treatment. Storage. and

Disposal)
Maximize treatment. storage. and disposal
functions at tbe Idaho Nationa l Engineering
Laboratory to accommodate waste and spent
nuclear fuel from DOE faci lities. Conduct
maximum cleanup and decontamination and
decommissioning.

th e requ irements of the NE PA
process for the project have been
completed.
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An objecti ve of this appe ndi x is to provide sufficient analysis for twel ve foreseeabl e projects
tn allow timely deploy ment if needed for th e project. DOE would evaluate th e remai ning 25
foreseeable projects on a case-by-case basis to determine if any add itional NE PA or further eval uati on
is needed before implementi ng the project. The twelve projects are as foll ows :

Alternative

Project
Expend ed Core Facil ity Dry Cell Project

B, D

Increased Rack Capacity for C PP-666

B_ D

Dry Fuel Storage Facility; Fuel Receiving,
Canning/Characterizat ioll, and Shippi ng
Fort St. Vrain Spent Nucl ear Fuel Receipt and Storage

L

B,C, D

B, D
B, C _ D

Tank Farm Heel Removal Project
High -Level Tank Farm New Tanks

C, D

Sh ippinglTransfe r Statio n

INEL (pits at several facility areas)
• Gravel Pit Expansions

Waste Experim ental Reduction Facility Incineration

B, D

Nonincinerable Mixed Waste Treatment

B, D

Sodium Processing Project

B. D

Gravel Pit Expansions

B, D

" dlci ne Transfer Project

B, D

II

a :e;!~r~~N~~~ V'::S~er

C

• Remediation of Groundwater
Contamination {Environmental Remediation IER)1

a ~~~~~~:~~!~ ~t:~~ement

II ~e:~g~~::~~ ~~~~ re~~lor
Test Area North or Te st Reactor Area

• Greater·Than·Class-C Dedicated Storage
Elldaho Chemical Proeesslng Plant (ICP P)

• New Calcine Storage
• Tank Farm Heel Removal Project
• High·level Tank Fa"" New Tanks

• High level Tank Farm Replacement
(upgradO phase)
• Calcine Trans fer Project (Bin Sel '1)

• Waste Immobilization Facility
• Additional Increased Rack Capacity (CPP-666)
• Dry Fuel Siorage Facility; Fuel Receiving.
CannlnglCharacterizallon. and ShiPPIng
• Fon St. Vrain Spent Nuclear Fuel Receipt and Storage
• Increased Rack Capacity 'or CPP·666
• Spenl Fuel Processing
• Fuel Processing Complex (CPP-601) 0&0
• Fuel Aecl:"pt and Siorage FaCifity (CPP-600) 0&0
• Headond Processing Plant (CPP-640) 0&0
• Waste Calcine Facility (CPP-633) 0&0

established ind ustrial areas on the INEL site corresponding to th e numbered areas shown on th e
figure . These numbers correspond to th e numbered Waste Area Groups used to facil itate
environme ntal remediatio n efforts on the INEL site. Through out this appendix th ese areas are called

a

major facility areas .

lJ

Complex (RWMC)

• RWMC Modifications to suppon
Private Sector Treatment 01 Alpha-Contaminalod Mixed
l ow-Level Waste
• Waste Characterization Facility
• Transuranic Storage Area Enclosure and
Storage Project
• Pit 9 Retrieval (ER)
• Vadose Zone Remediation IER)

Decontamination and Decomissioning (0&0)
• Materials Test Reactor 0&0

Figure C-I-I shows the locations of all 49 projects . Most o f th ese projects are within

Experimental Breeder Reactor (EBR)-II BOiling Water
Reactor Experiment (BORAX)
• BORAX-V 0&0

Central FaclllUea Area (CFA)
• InduslrtaVCommercial Landlill Expansion
• Heallh Physics Instrument laboratory
• RadIOlogical Envtronmental Sciences Laboralory Replacement
• CFA Clean Laundry and Re spirator Facility

2.5 miles , ..t of RWMC (for ,nalyala purpose.)
• IdahO Waste Processing Facility
• Private Sector Aipha-contamlnated Mixed
low-level WaSie Treatment
• Hazardous Waste Treatmen t. Storage.
and Disposal Facilities
• Mixedllow-level Wasle Treatment FaCility
• Milledllow-level Waste Disposal Facility

D ~~vx~e~=~r:~~~:~~(~~~ell Proiect

a ~'~:':~e~~~~~:t':;~~:t~~~:!~~~l-W)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Radioactive ScrapIWaSie Facility
Central Uqu~ Waste Processing FaCIlity 0&0
EBR-II Blanket Treatment
Plasma Heanh Proce" Prolect
Electrometallurglcal Process DemonstratIon
Sodium Processing Protect
Waste Handling F.Clllty
RED062e

Power Burst Facility (PBF}'AuxUiary Reactor Ar.a (ARA)
• Nonlnclnerable Milled Waste Tteatment
• Waste Ellpenmenial ReductIOn FaCility tnclneratlon
• ARA-U 0&0

Figure C-I-I . The Idaho National Engi neering Laboratory location of projects assoc iated with
proposed alte rn atives .
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Table C-1-1. Ongoing projects associated with programs and waste streams.
Table C-I-I lists the twelve projects called "ongoing projects." Because their NEPA
Facility
location-

documentation was proposed to be completed before the Record of Decision for this EIS , they are
Projects

included in Alternative A (No Action) and other appl icable alternatives . Their descriptions are
presented in Section C-2 of

L~is

appendix in the order listed in the table. The list of twelve includes

three remediation-related prnjects whose NEPA review was well advanced before the decision of June
1994 for DOE to institute a policy to avoid duplication by using the Comprehensive Environmental
Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA) process for review of actions to be taken
under CERCLA (DOE 19940).

Material!
waste

stream'

Alternativeb

SNF

A. B. D

SPENT N\JCLEAR FUEL PROJECTS
TAN

Test Area No rth Pool Fuel Transfer

ENVIRONMENTAL RESTORATION-REMEDIATION PROJECTS
TAN

NA

All

Pit 9 Retrievalc

RWMC

NA

All

Vadose Zone Remediation

RWMC

NA

All

Remediation of Groundwater Contamination

C

ENVIRONMENTAL RESTORATION-DECONTAMINATION AND DECOMMISSIONING PROJECTS (O&D)
Foreseeable projects' are listed in Table C-3-1 at the beginning of Section C-3, which
provides generic environmental information applicable to these projects . Summary descriptions of
these projects are presented in Section C-4 in the order listed in the table.

The remaining introductory sections discuss the organization and content of the project

summaries (C-I.I ) and generic assumptio ns (C- 1.2).

AuWiary Reactor Area (ARA)-II 0&0

PBFIARA

NA

All

Boiling Water Reactor Experiment V D&.Od

EBR·IIBORAl<

NA

All

WASTE MANAGEMENT PROJECTS
Hig!- Level Tank Farm Replacement (upgrade phase)

tCPP

HLW

All

Transuranic Sto rage Area Enclosure and Storage Project

RWMC

TRU

All

Waste: Charactc:rization Facility

RWMC

TRU

All

Wute Handling Facilityd

ANL-W

LLW. MLLW.

All

haza rdous

C··1.1 Organization of Project Summaries
Each project summary contains a narrative and a data sheet. The narrative includes a general

INf·RASTRUCTURE PROJECTS
Health Physics Instrument Lab

CFA

NA

All

:::;~~~~~~Ilnd Environmc:nlll Scic:nces Laboratory

CFA

NA

All

project objective and a project description. Foreseeable projects summaries include project-specific
options (alternat ives) where these differ from the EIS alternatives or are options within an EIS
alternative . The project data sheets provide project-specific data for both ongoing and foreseeable
projects for INEL spent nuclear fuel. environmental restoration, and waste manage ment act ivities .

These data sheets differ depending upon the applicable phases(s) of a project: (a) projects with a
constru ction and operations phase. (b) projects with an operations phase only, and (c) decontamination
and decommissioning projects.

a. In response to public comments , the portion of thi s append ix deali ng wi th these projects has been rev ised and
expanded to consolidate environmental inforrr.ation found in other parts o f Ih is EIS and supporti ng
documentation.
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• . Acronym definition :
BORAX
Bo iling Water Reactor Experiment
CFA
Central Fac il ities Area
EBR-)
Experimental Breede r Reactor I
ICPP
Idaho Chemical Processing Plant
lL W
low-level waste
HLW
high-level waste
MLLW
mixed low- level waste
NA
n Ol applicable
PBF/ ARA
Power Bu rst Facility/ Auxiliary Reactor Area
RWM C
Radioactive Waste Management Complex
SNF
spent nuclear fuel
TAN
Test Area No rth
TRU
Ira nlun nie waste
b . Alternatives (See a lso bolt on page C- I-I and discussion in Ch.pter 3. E IS Vo lume 2)
A
No Action
8 - Ten-Year Pl.n
C - Minimum Treatment . Sto rage. a nd Disposal
D - Mtximum Treatment . Storage . and Disposa l
e . When DOE decided in June 1994 to institute a policy to avoid duplication by using the Comprehensive Environmental
Response. Compensation. and Liabi lity Act (CE RCLA ) process fo r review of CERCLA actions (DOE 1994a). thi! project , a,
described in this appendix. was an Interim Actio n being implemented under the INEL Federal Facility Agreement and Consent
Order. A separate CERCLA Record o f Decision would be signed for the Final Actio n.
d . National Environmental Policy Act documentation for these projects is essentially complete. Due to program constraints . the
decision may not be approved before June I. 199.1 .

C-1-5
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A generic data sheet is shown in Figure C-I-2, and a guide to the types of data on the sheet is gilleft
in Table C-I-2 . The data sheets provide the basis for the analyses of the impacts for the following
environmental attributes:
•

Geology and soil (acres disturbed)

•

Water resources

•

Wildlife and habitat

•

Historic, archaeological, or cultural resources

•

Air resources

•

Human health

•

Transportation

•

Waste management

•

Socioeconomic conditions.

The project summaries for foreseeable projects include a table that summarizes the projectspecific impacts of the proposed action on selected conditions within these environmer!tal attributes.

C-1.2 Generic Assumptions
The general assumptions used for analysis purposes that are applicable to several or all
projects are listed in the section. Project-specific assumptions are given in individual project
descriptions . Assumptions that form the basis for all the project analyses are as follows :

I. INEL construction projects scheduled for completion by June I, 1995, are included in the

baseline against which the impacts of the proposed alternatives are analyzed. a Ongoing
projects were assumed to have their NEPA documentation completed by that time.
2. The time frame for the SNF and INEL EIS is the 10 years from June 1, 1995, to June 1,
2005. Ultimate shutdown and decontamination and decommissioning (life cycle) impacts
for these projects are qualitatively assessed if they occur beyond the time frame analyzed
in this EIS .

a. These projects are not described in this appendix (see EIS Section 2.2.4).
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Project Data Sheet
G Descriptionlfunction :

(1 )

e

("')
I
I

-.J

<

o

n WAG
e EIS Alter. (A, B, C or D):
r SNF or Waste stream:
i Action tvpe:
c Structure Type:
Size: (m2)
I
Other features:
n
f
(Pits, ponds, power
0
/water/sewer lines)
Location:
Inside/outside of fence
Inside/outside of blda.
C Cost($) : PreConst.
0 Cost($) : Const.
n Schedule Start lEnd: PreConst.
s Schedule Start /End: Const.
t No. of workers: (new/exist)
r Heavy Equip.
Equip. used:
Trips:
u
c Acres Disturbed: New
t
Previous
I
Reveqetated
0 Air Emissions:
(None / Ref.)
n

I Effluents:
n
Type :
f
Quantity: (liters)
0 Solid wastes:
Type:
Quantitv: (m3)
Haz.lToxic Chemicals:
Storaaelinventorv

Rev.

C Cultural resource effects:
Pits~onding created:
(m2)
n Water usage: (liters)
s Energy requirements:
t
Electrical: (MWH/yr)
Fossil fuel: (liters)
Niahtliahts used: YIN
Generators:
Night YIN
Day YIN
0 Cost($): Operation:
p Schedule Start /End:
e No. of workers: (new/exist)
Equip. used:
r Heavy Equip.
Trips:
a
t Air Emissions:
I
(None / Ref.)

0

(2)
1/ 3 )
1/4 )
1/5)
(6)

(7)

(8)

1/2 0 )
(21 )
(22)
1( 2 3)
(24)
(25)

n

a Effluents:
1(9)
(1 0 )

I

(11 )

n

I
f
0

(12)

r

m
a
(13 )

t
I
0

(14)

n

Type:
(Iiters/yr)
Quantity:
Solid wastes:
Type:
Quantity:
(m3/yr)
Haz.lToxic Chemicals:
Storaqe/inventory
Pits/ponds used: YIN (m2)
Water usaae: (liters/vr)
Energy requirements:
Electrical: (MWH/yr)
Fossil fuel: (liters/vr)
Niahtliahts used: YIN
Generators:
Night YIN
Day YIN

(15)

c:
N

1/17)
1/18)
( 19)

0

r

3:
m

Date
:(16)

Figure C-I-2. Generic project data sheet (refer to Table C-2 for guide to informat ion) .

(26)

(27)

(28)
1( 2 9)
1/30)
(31)

1/32)
(33)

Table C-I-2 (continued).
Table C-I-2. Guide to project data sheet.
Data box
identification
(Refer to Figure

Data box
identification
(Refer to Figure

C· l<!)

Parameter name

C-1-2)

Explanation

Parameter name
Structure type

Indicates the type of structure to be constructed by the projcct .
For 0&0 projects. lists the facilities that would be .ffected.
provides the structure size (square meters) . and identifies
significant features

(7)

Location

Indcntifics the physical location o f the project in reference to
existing INEL facil ities

GENERIC INFORMATION
(I)

Description/Function

Project title

(2)

Waste Area Group (WAG)

Indicates which INEL grouping is used to facilitate the project's
environmental remediation er(orU . Within each WAG are

regulatory

~units "

(facilitia or areas) designated as waste

management uni15 . The WAGs are identified on Figure C- I- l by
WAG number and are as foUows :
WAG 1
WAG 2
WAG 3
WAG 4
WAGS

Test Area North (TAN)
Test Reactor Area (TRA)
Idaho Chemical Processing Plant (Jepp)
Central Facilities Area (CFA)
Power Burst Facility (PBF)/Auxiliary Reactor Area

CONSTRUCTION OR DECONTAMINATION AND DECOMMISSIONtNG (0&0) INFORMATION: The 0&0
shect is basically the same as the construction data sheet but docs not include an operations section .
(8)

(4 )

Spent nuclear fuel or waste
stream

Indicates project costs associated with construction or D&.D
Provides schedule dates in calendar year format (for example .
1995)

Number of wo rken

Projects the number of wo rkers that wo uld be required for
construction or D&D

(10)

Heavy equipment

Defines equipment that would be used during construction o r
0&0 and estimates heavy equipment traffic volumes (trips) to and
from the construction or D&D site

Indicates which SNF and INEL EIS alternative would include the
project :

( II )

Acres disturbed

Provides description o f land usc, by identifying new or previously
disturbed and revcgetated areas (acres)

Alternative
Alternative
Alternative
Alternative

(12)

Air emissions

References Technical Support Document fo r Air Resources
(Belanger et al 1995) for project-specific air emissions during
construction or 0&0

(13)

Ernuents

Identifies the type and lists amounts (liters) of liquid wastes that
would be generated during construction or D&D

(14)

Solid wastes

Identifies the type and lists amounts (c ubic meters) o f so lid wastes
that would be generated during the constructio n o r 0&0

(IS)

Ha t,a rdous/toxic chemicals

Lists the types and lists amounts (inventory/stonge) o f haza rdous
and toxic chemicals that could be present at the const ruction o r
0&0 site

( 16)

Cultural resource effects

Identifies issues that wou ld relate to cu ltu ral resources and
historica l preservation of the constructio n o r D&D site

(17)

Pits and ponding created

Indicates if a new pit or pond wou ld be used during construction
or 0&0 and lists area(s) (square meters )

(18;

Water usage

Projects the Iota I amo unt o f wate r (liters) that would be used
during construction o r 0&0

(19)

Energy requirements

Projects the amount o f electricity (megawatt hours per year) and
fossil fuels (liters) that would be nceded during construction o r
0&0

(20)

Night lights

Indicates if night lights would be uscd during construction o r
0&0

LLW
MLLW
GTCC
HW
ER
Infra .
Action type

Experimental Breeder Reactor I (EBR-I)
Radioactive Waste Management Complex (RWMC)
Naval Reactors Facility (NRF)
Argonne National Laboratory. West (ANL-W)
Miscellaneous surface sites and liquid disposal areas
throughout the INEL that are not included within
other WAGs

A
B
C
D

No Action
Ten-Year Plan
Minimum Treatment, Storage. and Disposa l
Maximum Treatment. Storage. and Disposal

Indicates the type of project: spenl nuclear fuel. waste
management program (waste st reams), environmental restoration.
o r infrastructure. Acronyms used are as follows:
SNF
HLW
TRU

(5)

Indicates project costs prior 10 co nstruction or 0&0

Construction (0&0) cosls

WAG 6
WAG 7
WAGS
WAG 9
WAG 10

EIS alternative

Prcconstruclion (Pre-D&D)
costs

Schedule dates

(ARA)

(3)

Explanation

(6)

s pent nuc lear fucl
high-level waste
transuranic waste (includes alpha-low-level waste (evLLw)1
low-level waste
mixed low-level waste
greater-than-Class-C waste
haza rdo us waste
environmental restoration
infrastructure

Provides the major objective o f the project :
New - construction o f a new facility
D&.D - D&.D o f an existing facility
Expand - expand a fac ility or process
Modify - modify a faci lity or proceu
Operation - operation of an existing capability

C-I-8
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VOLUME 2
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VOLUME 2
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Table C-I-2 (continued ).
3. INEL industrial wastes are not analyzed as a separate waste stream. The volume of this
waste is small considering the size of the INEL, and recycling and waste reduction are
Data 00';
identification
(Refer to Figure

C·I·2)
(11)

reducing the current quantities. Incremental changes to this waste stream are addressed in
Explanation

Parameter name

the infrastructure project summary section (Section 4.9) and in the evaluation of the

Indicates if a generator would be required during construction or

Generators

0&0 . and whether day o r night usc would be indicated

Industrial/Commercial Landfill Expansion project (Section 4.9.2), which would be s'ized to
accommodale all of this waste.

OPERATIONAL INFORMATION
Operation costs

Projects the operating cost of a project for a given period of time

Schedule

Provides sta rt and end operation dates

(13)

Number of workers

Projects the number of workers (new and existing) that would be
required for operat io ns

(24)

Hea'>ly equipment

Defines equipment thaI would be used during operations and
estimates heavy equipment traffic volumes (trips) to and from the
operatio ns site

Spent nuclear fuel

Heiselmann (1995)

(2SI

Air c:missions

References operatio ns air emission analyses. or lists the type and
amount of air emissions to the environment during operatio ns

Transuranic, low level , and mixed low
level

Morton and Hendrickson (1995)

(26)

Ernucn15

Identifies the types and lists amounts (liters per year) of liquid
waste that would be generated during operations

High level

Freund (1995)

(27)

Solid wastes

Identifies the types and lists amounts (cubic meters per year) of
solid waste that would ~ generated during operations

5. Project schedules in the data sheets for each project are for analysis purposes only .

(28 )

Hazardo us/to xic chemica ls

Identifies the types and lists amounts (inventory/storage) of
haza rdous and to :tic c hemicals that would bc present at the
operations site

6. The following general assumptions relate 10 the transponation of spent nuclear fu;1 and

(29 )

Pits and ponding used:

Indicates if a pit or pond would be used during operatio ns. and
lists area(s) (square meters)

(301

Water usage

Projects the amount of water (liters pe r year) that would be used
during operations

(3 1)

Energy requirements

Projccts the amount of electricity (megawatt hours per year) and
fossil fuels (liters per year) that would be nceded for operations

(31)

Nig ht lights

Indicates if new night lights wo uld be used during o perations

(33)

Generators

Indicates if a new generator wou ld be required during operations.
and whethe r it would be used day or night

(22)

4. The following references were used for waste stream values:
Spent nuclear fuel or waste stream

Reference

wastes on and off the INEL site:

The number of shipments associated with each project is based on the volume of
waste that will be Iransported to and/or from each facility and the capac ity of the
transport vehicles . The method of determining the number of shipments is consistent
with th at used in the environmental impacts section on transportation (Section 5. 11 )
of the EIS .

Shipments withir. major facility areas (fo r example. from CPP-603 to CPP-666 at the
Idaho Chemical Processing Plant) are not anal yzed.

High-level wastes are stored at th e INEL. but shipments of high-level wastes are not
planned within the timeframe of th is EIS .

C- I- IO
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Offsite shipments are allocated to those foreseeable projects (su mmarized in
Section C-4) that are requ ired to manage the spent nuclear fuel or waste in those

C-2 ONGOING PROJECTS-DESCRIPTIONS

shipments. (For example. naval spent nuclear fuel shipments are allocated to the
Increased Rack Capacity for CPP-«>6 project. described in Section C-4 . I .2.) Specific

Ongoing projects as identified in Table C- I- I in Section C- I are described in this section.

assumptions are identified in the footnotes of the impact table fo r the appl icable
foreseeable project .

All onsite shipments would be made by truck . All offsite shipments were assumed to
occur by truck; som. offsite shipments may be by rail . which would result in a lower
number of shipments.

VO

El
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C-2.1 TEST AREA NORTH POOL FUEL TRANSFER
PROJECT NAME: Test Area North Pool Fuel Transfer

This project is proposed to be evaluated, approved, and in process as of June 1, 1995 (DOE 1995a).

It is included in EIS Alternatives A (No Action), B (Ten-Year Plan). and D (Maximum Treatment,
Storage, and Disposal) .

GENERAL PROJECT OBJECTIVE: The proposed general objectives of the Test Area North Pool
Fuel Transfer Project are (a) to provide a low-cost , environmentally sound alternative to submerged
storage of the Three Mile Island, Loss-of-Fluid-Test , and commercial spent fuels in the Test Area
North Hot Shop storage pool and (b) to ensure compliance with applicable codes and regulations
regarding interim storage of spent nuclear fuel.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION: The Test Area North Hot Shop storage pool contains greater than 7.5
million curies of spent fuel and fuel debris consisting primarily of 343 canisters of core debris from
the Three Mile Island reactor accident. The storage pool also contains fuel and fuel remnants from
the Loss-of-Fluid-Test facility tests and U.S. Government-owned commercial fuel rods and
assemblies.

DOE proposes to remove all of these materials from the storage pool and place them in suitable
interim dry storage.

The Three Mile Island fuel canisters must be dewatered or dewatered and dried before placing them
in dry storage casks to prevent canister corrosion. The dryer system is located ins ide the TAN-607
Hot Shop . The canisters would be individually transferred to the dryer system u ing the existing
Three Mile Island canister grapple and overhead crane. The water would then be removed from the
canisters by purging the interior with hot (3000 F) nitrogen and heating the exterior with heating
blanJcets. This nitrogen would be supplied from an existing liquid nitroge n storage sy tern and
filtered and vented through the existing Hot Shop filter system after passi ng through the canister.
Four canisters would be dried at a time.

C-2 . 1-1
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When seven canisters are ready, they would be loaded into the NRC-certified 1258 shipping cask and
moved to Test Area North or Idaho Chemical Processing Plant for storage.

At the Idaho Chemical Processing Plant, the shipping cask would be upended and the canisters
unloaded into a new storage facility via a shielded transfer cask for safe interim storage. The
Alternate Fuel Storage Facility would be an aboveground concrete monolith with individual storage
vault positions for each canister. The concrete monolith would provide for seis

IC

stability,

shielding, and monitori ng of monolith and vault conditions. The individual vaults would be
cylindrical in section and would be sealed to the environment. Provisions for monitoring the interior
of the individual vaults would be provided . The canisters would be retrievable for future transfer or
maintenance activities .

The Loss-of-Fluid-Test and commercial fuel would be removed from the water, washed to remove
surface contamination, and suspended in the Hot Shop to dry. These fuels would he stored dry at the
Idaho Chemical Processing Plant or at Test Area North in unvented storage containers.

Approximately 3 million liters (780,000 gallons) of water would remain in the storage pool following
removal of the spent fuel and fu el debris . Spectroanalysis of the pool water conducted in 1991 and
1992 identified a total radionuclide concentration of approximately 3 curies in the pool. The nonfuel

solid low-level waste, approximately 485 cubic meters (635 cubic yards) consisting of Three Mile
Island canister storage hardware and metals , would be removed from the pool and transferrr..d to the
Radioactive Waste Management Complex after the fuel and fuel debris have been removed. The pool
water would be treated via demineralization, filtration, and ion-exchange until it meets the criteria for
discharge to a surface impoundment. The water would then be discharged to a surface impoundment
area. The pool would remain empty of material and water and would be dispositioned in a separate
project.

VOLUME 2
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Project Data Sheet
G Description/funct ion:

e
n WAG
e EIS Alter. (A B C or D) :

()

,

IV

,
I.#.l

r SNF or Waste stream:
i Action type:
c Structure Type:
Size: (m2)
I
Other features:
n
f
(Pits, ponds, power
/water/sewer lines)
0
Location:
Inside/outside of fence
Inside/outside of bldo.
C Cost($): PreConst.
0 Cost($) : Const.
n Schedule Start /End: PreConst.
s Schedule Start /End: Const.
t No. of workers: (new/exist)
Equip. used:
r Heavy Equip.
Trips:
u
c Acres Disturbed: New
Previous
t
I
Reveoetated
0 Air Emissions:
(None / Ref.)
n

TAN Pool Fuel Transfer

C
0

1& 3
ABO
9'-F
New
Storage Facility
(30xI2)
380

n
s

Storage Pad 18 m x 91 m x 30 cm
Existing Pool (7x21 x7 m deep)
Road/Power Lines

0

InsidelCPP
Outside CPP-749 South or East
$4.12 Mil.
$16.48 Mil
1993 - 1994
1995 - 1996
8 (ExistinQ)
Trucks
1 to CFA 13 to RWMC
0
0 .8
0

a

t

p

e
r

See Belanger et al. 1995

t

I
0

I Effluents:
Type:
Quantity: (liters)
f
0 Solid wastes:
Type:
Quantity: (m3)
Haz.IToxic Chemicals:
Storage/inventory

I
I

n
f
0

r
m
t

or-<

~
m
'"

I

None

0

n
LLW
485

Ind.
8.5
None

January 11, '95
None identified
None
Minimal
0
12 800 I diesel
No
No
No
$1. 7 MiVyr for first four years
1997 - 2000
No new
Trucks
66 TAN to ICPP & back
See Appendix F,
Section 3

n
a Effluents:

a

n

Rev. 11
Cultural resource effects:
Pits/ponding created: (m2)
Water usaoe: (liters)
Energy requirements:
Electrical: (MWH/yr)
Fossil fuel: (liters)
Nightlights used: YIN
Night YIN
Generators:
Day YIN
Cost($) : Operation:
Schedule Start /End:
No. of workers: (new/exist)
Equip. used:
Heavy Equip.
Trips:
Air Emissions:
(None / Ref.)

Type:
(liters/yr)
Quantity:
Solid wastes:
Type :
(m3/vr)
Quantity:
Haz.IToxic Chemicals:
Storaoe/inventory
Pits/ponds used: YI N (m2)
Water usage: (Iiters/yr)
Energy requirements:
Electrical: (MWH/yr)
Fossil fuel: (liters/vr)
Niohtliohts used: YIN
Generators:
Night YIN
Day YIN

None

None
None
No
Minimal
<0.1
0
Yes
No
No

C-2.2 REMEDIATION OF GROUNDWATER CONTAMINATION

as a main source of these contaminants, and the highest concentration of groundwater contaminants is
found near this injection well. These levels drop rapidly as the distance from the well increases.

PROJECT NAME: Remediation of Groundwater Contamjnation
The first-phase or Interim Action plan calls for extraction of groundwater with a pump placed in the
This project is proposed to be evaluated and approved as of June I , 1995 and in process in 1996. It

existing TSF-05 well casing, removal of contaminants from the groundwater in a treatment facility,

is incl uded in EIS Alternatives A (No Action), B (Ten-Year Plan), C (Minimum Treatment, Storage,

and discharge of the cleaned water to a surface impoundment. The Interim Action treatment facility
includes an air stripper, a multimedia sand filter , carbon off-gas treatment, and an ion-exchange

and Disposal), and D (Maximum Treatment, Storage, and Disposal).

system. Groundwater may be extracted from two new monitoring wells, TAN-25 and TAN-26, if it
GENERAL PROJECT OBJECTIVE: The proposed general project objective of the Remediation of

is determined that their use would improve the efficiency of the remediation effort or if more water is

Groundwater Contamination Project is to reduce contamination in the vicinity of an injection well that

needed to operate the treatment facility. Add,lionai groundwater could be obtained by pumping

is located in the Test Area Nonh Technical Support Facility.

existing Test Area Nonh and United States Geological Survey (USGS) wells , including USGS-24 and
TAN-IS.

PROJECT DESCRJPTION: The first phase of the Remediation of Groundwater Contamination
Project is an Interim Action being implemented under the INEL Federal Facility Agreement and

If additional water needs to be added to meet treatment system requirements, extracted groundwater

Consent Order. The Interim Action is already in process in accordance with a Comprehensive

would be stored awaiting treatment in a 75,700-liter (20,OOO-gallon) surge tank . The firs t step of

Environmental Restoration and Compensation Liability Act Record of Decision signed by the

actual treatment is by processing through an air stripper unit. Air discharge from the air stripper unit

Department of Energy Idaho Operations Office (DOE-ID), the Idaho Department of Health and

is filtered through granular activated carbon to capture volatile organic compounds removed from th e

Welfare, and the U.S . Environmental Protectio n Agency (Region Hi). A second Record of Decision

groundwater. The groundwater is then filtered through a multimedia sand filter to remove any solids

for the Final Action will implement the second phase or remainder of the project.

or sediments . As a polishing step , the groundwater is processed through an ion-exchange column to
remove radionuclides. Finally , processed groundwater is discharged to the Test Area Nonh disposal
pond (TSF-07) .

This project would reduce the co ncentrations of trichlomethylene, tetrachloroethylene,
dichloroethylene, lead. strontium-90, and other contaminants in the groundwater surrounding the
T F.{)5 injection well at the Technical Support Facility. This well was used from 1955 until 1972 to

Wastes generated during the treatment of contaminated groundwater include spent carbon, ion-

dispose of Test Area Nonh liquid wastes into the Snake River Plain Aquifer. On at least one

exchange resins. and filter sediment . Each of th ese solid wastes is disposed of in approved disposal

occasion. concentrated evapo rator sludges from the processing of low-level radioactive and process

facil ities. The treatment site includes a contam inated waste storage area for the storage of processing

wastes were disposed of through injection down the well. The liquid wastes injected through the well

wastes that are classified as hazardo us. low-level radioactive, or mixed low-level radioactive wastes.

included organic. inorganic. and low-level radioactive wastewaters that were added to industrial and

sanitary wastewater.

The Final Action or second phase to funher remediate th e co ntaminant plume will follow the Interim

Contaminants have been found in the aquifer down to 122 meters (400 feet) below the ground

co ncentration respo nse to pumping will be used in designing the Final Action. The Final Actio n

surface. The co ntaminant plume is estimated to have spread up to 2.5 kilometers (1 .5 miles) in the

could mndify/expand the Interim Action. resulting in sig nificant changes to

Action . Information and analytical data gathered during the Interim Action on contaminant

dir.!C!ion of groundwater now and continues to grow. The injection well (TSF-05) has been identified
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Project Data Sheet
G Descriptionlfunction:
e
n WAG

e EIS Alter. (A B C or D):

("')

,

N
N

,

~

r SNF or Waste stream:
i Action type:
c Structure Type:
Size: (m2)
I
n
Other features:
f
(Pits, ponds, power
/water/sewer lines)
0
Location:
Inside/outside of fence
Inside/outside of blda.
C Cost($): PreConst.
0 Cost($): Const.
n Schedule Start /End: PreConst.
s Schedule Start /End: Const.
t No. of workers: (new/exist)
Equip. used:
r Heavy Equip.
Trips:
u
c Acres Disturbed: New
Previous
t
I
Reveaetated
0 Air Emissions:
(None / Ref.)
n

Rev. 13

Remediation of
Groundwater Contamination
1
A B C 0
ER
New
Building
925
Pond

Inside TAN
Outside
$5 Mil/ yr
Complete
1993 - 1994
34 Subs.
None
3
0
0
See Belanger et al. 1995

C Cultural resource effects:
0 Pits/pondina created: (m2)
n Water usaae: (liters)
s Energy requirements:
t
Electrical: (MWH/yr)
Fossil fuel: (liters)
Niahtliahts used: YIN
Generators:
Night YIN
Day YIN
0 Cost($): Operation:
p Schedule Start /End:
e No. of workers: (new/exist)
r Heavy Equip.
Equip. used:
Trips:
a
t Air Emissions:
(None / Ref.)
I

None

See Appendix F,
Section 3

a Effluents:
I
I
n
f
0

r
m

I
0

n
Industrial
No information

No information
5 678 propane
56 775 diesel
Yes
No
Yes
$5 Mil /yr
1994 - TBD
10 Existina
Trucks
5 per year on site

n

t
Construction Water
No information

None identified
Yes
No information

0

a
I Effluents:
n
Type:
Quantity: (liters)
f
0 Solid wastes:
Type:
Quantity: (m3l
Haz.fToxic Chemicals:
Storaaelinventorv

January 18, '95

Type:
Quantity:
liters/yr)
Solid wastes:
Type:
Quantity: (m3/vr)
Haz.lToxic Chemicals:
Storaae/inventorv
Pits/ponds used: YIN (m2)
Water usage: (liters/yr)
Energy requirements:
Electrical: (MWH/yr)
Fossil fuel: (Iiters/yr)
Niahtliahts used: YIN
Generators:
Night YIN
Day YIN

Water
99000000
LLW
66

MLLW
100

Haz.
Ind.
(No info.) 21

None
Yes
9.90E+07
No information
No information
Yes
No
No

C-2.3 PIT 9 RETRIEVAL (Interim Action)

The approach approved in the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability
Act Interim Action Record of Decision would require that waste and contaminated materials requiring

PROJECT NAME: Pit 9 Retrieval nnterim Action)

treatment be removed from Pit 9 using remotely operated excavators. After soning and

This project has been previously evaluated (DOE 1993a) and approved with a finding of No

separation, chemical extraction, and/or stabilization processes. Physical separation technologies

characterizing, wastes would be placed into a treatment unit. Treatment could include physical

Significant Impact (issued September 29, 1993). It is expected to be operable as of August 1996.

would be used to separate mixtures of solids and to concentrate the contaminants before funher
treatment. The physical separation treatment could include mechanical methods, such as wet or dry

GENERAL PROJECT OBJECTIVE: The proposed general objectives of this Pit 9 Interim Action are

screening, flotation, gravity concentration, sedimentation, and filtration. Chemical extraction is the

to reduce the potential for exposure of workers, the public, and the environment to contaminants

treatment technology selected to remove contaminants from soils and sludges . A final stabilization

disposed in Pit 9; to expedite the overall cleanup of the Radioactive Waste Management Complex at

process would add solidifying agents or use thermal technologies to reduce the concentrated waste

the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory; and to reduce the potential for migration of Pit 9 wastes

contaminants to an unleachable form .

to the Snake River Plai Aquifer.
After treatment, concentrated waste contaminants would be placed in drums. These drummed wastes
PROJECT DESCRJPTION: The Pit 9 Retrieval Project is an Interim Action initiated under the

would then be placed into storage at the Radioactive Waste Management Complex Transuranic

INEL's Federal Facility Agreement and Consent Order. This Pit 9 Interim Action would excavate

Storage Area. All such drummed wastes would remain in storage until they were sent offsite for

and treat wastes contaminated with radioactive and hazardous substances disposed of at Pit 9 of the

disposal at an acceptable facility.

Subsurface Disposal Area of the Radioactive Waste Management Complex. Included in the project
Cleaned soils and waste materials meeting standards would be returned to the Pit 9 excavation for

would be the design, construction, and operation of a double-containment retrieval enclosure,
treatment facilities, waste storage facilities, and an office facility for project personnel.

permanent disposal. Any waste being returned to the pit would be required to meet an average
concentration of transuranic isotopes of less than 10 nanocuries per gram and to meet all other

Pit 9 is approximately 5 meters (17 feet) deep, 39 meters (127 feet) wide, and 116 meters (379 feet)

applicable regulatory requirements, including land disposal restrictions under the Resource

long. Materials disposed in Pit 9 include sludges, graphite, combustibles, plastics, wood , metals, and

Conservation and Recovery Act. The land disposal restrictions would be met for these wastes

drums. Radioactive contaminants include plutonium and americium. Organic hazardous contaminants

through del isting (that is, they would be demonstrated to be nonhazardous). Nonhazardous wastes are

incl ude trichloroethylene and carbon tetrachloride.

not subject to Subtitle C hazardous waste disposal and site closure requirements of the Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act. After treatment operations were completed, Pit 9 would be closed in

Proof-of-process testing for the proposed remediation technologies was completed in December 1993

accordance with app licable requirements, including Subpan D of the Resource Conservation and

before construction of the facilities began . A limited production test will be performed with the

Recovery Act and State of Idaho solid waste disposal requirements .

completed facilities before full-scale remediation would begin. Key elements of the proof-of-process
testing and the limited production test would include showing that the primary steps of the remedial

The treatment facility wou ld be designed to treat 1,800 cubic meters (2,400 cubic yards) per year of

process would work as an integrated system, proving that material cleaned during processing meets

which 200 cubic meters (260 cubic yards) per year would be concentrated waste contaminants that

the treatment standards for material returned to the pit, and demonstrating th at the final waste material

would be retained for disposal. The remaining cleaned soils, 1,600 cubic meters (2 , 100 cub ic yards)
per year, would be returned to Pit 9 for disposal . All waste generated by the operation of the facility

could be safely stabilized and meet all disposal and/or storage criteria.

would be put into the waste stream and treated with the recovered wastes .
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Project Data Sheet
G Descriptionlfunction:
e
n WAG
e EIS Alter. (A B C or D):
r SNF or Waste stream:
I Action type:
c Structure Type:
Size: (m2)
I
n
Other features:
(Pits, ponds, power
f
/water/sewer lines)
0
Location:
Inside/outside of fence
Insideloutside of bldQ.
C Cost($): PreConst.
0 Cost($): Const.
n Schedule Start lEnd: PreConst.
s Schedule Start /End: Const.
t No. of workers: (new/exist)
r Heavy EqUip.
Equip. used:
Trips:
u
c Acres Disturbed: New
t
Previous
I
ReveQetated
0 Air Emissions:
n
(None / Ref.)
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C Cultural resource effects:
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A B C D
ER
New -- Remediation
Buildings (4)
4,830
Utilities

s
t

0
p

e
r
InsideRWMC
Outside
$16 Mil.
$49 Mil.
1993 - 1994
1995 - 1999
150 Peak Subs.
Trucks
11 to CFA
0
5 .2
0
See Belanger et al. 1995
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HW
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None

None
See Appendix F,
Section 3

a Effluents:

t
Construction Water
No information

No information
136 k Diesel 27 k Prooane
Yes
No
Yes
$29 Mil.
1999 - 2000
100 ExistinQ, 100 New

n

a
I Effluents:
n
Type:
f
Quantity: (liters)
0 Solid wastes:
Type :
Quantity: (m3)
Haz.IToxic Chemicals:
StoraQe/inventory

Pits/ponding created: (m21
(liters)
Energy requirements:
Electrical: (MWH/yr)
Fossil fuel: (liters)
Nightlights used: YIN
Generators:
Night YIN
Day YIN
Cost($): Operation:
Schedule Start /End:
No. of workers: (new/exist)
Heavy Equip.
EqUip. used:
Trips:
Air Emissions:
(None / Ref.)

n Water usaQe:

January 9, '95
None identified
No
Minimal

Type:
(Iiters/yr)
Quantity:
Solid wastes:
Type:
(m3/yr)
Quantity:
Haz.IToxic Chemicals:
Storage/inventory
Pits/ponds used: YIN (m2)
Water usaQe: (literslyr)
Energy requirements:
Electrical: (MWH/yr)
Fossil fuel: (Iiterslyr)
NiQhtliQhts used: YIN
Generators:
Night YIN
Day YIN

None

Ind.
LLW
Minimal
Nitric Acid
No information
No
No information
No information
No information
Yes
No
No

C-2.4 VADOSE ZONE REMEDIATION

th e ground surface with catalytic oxidation. This program would use the existing vapor vacuum
extraction well and several additional extraction wells that would be located in areas of the Subsurface

PROJECT NAME: Vadose Zone Remediat ion

Disposal Area known to have significant levels of organic vapors in the vadose zone.

This project is proposed to be evaluated , approved, and in process as of June I, 1995. [t is included

The co mplexities of the subsurface environment and uncenainty associated with modeling contaminant

in E[S Alternatives A (No Action), B (fen-Year Plan), C (Minimum Treatment, Storage, and

respo nse to extraction make it diffi cult to predict how many wells would eventually be required, and

Disposal), and D (Maximum Treatment, Storage, and Disposal).

for what period of time they would need to operate to achieve cleanup goals . Up to three phases of
cleanup activity could be implemented over six years. The first phase of the project would include

GENERAL PROJECT OBJECTIVE: The proposed general objective of the Remediation of Organic

the installation of five additional extraction wells, vapor treatment units, and vapor monitoring wells.

Contamination of the Vadose Zone Project is to prevent organic contaminant migration to the Snake

[f determined necessary, subsequent phases may include more vapor extraction wells, monitoring

River Plain Aquifer that underlies the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory ([NEL) in groundwater

wells and vapor treatment units . The maximum number of vapor extraction wells and accompanying

contaminant concentrations exceeding acceptable risk levels and/or Federal and State maximum

vapor treatment units would be 14.

contaminant levels.
Each vapo r extraction well would be linked to a catalytic oxidation unit or equivalent vapor treatment
PROJECT DESCRJPT[ON: The Remediat ion of Organic Contamination of the Vadose Zone project

system capable of maintaining an airflow that would range between 125 and 150 cubic feet per

would remove volatile organic contamination found in the unsaturated hydrogeologic zone (vadose

minute. No residual treatment wastes would result from use of this treatment system.

zone) beneath the Subsurface Disposal Area of the Radioactive Waste Management Complex at the
[NEL by removing and treating vapors of volatile organic contaminants from soils and underlying

Long-term groundwater and soil vapor monitoring would be performed to confirm the ability of the

rock. Cleanup goals would be established as vadose zone contaminant concentrations that would not

vapor vacuum extraction system to prevent contaminants from migrating to the Snake River Plain

result in groundwater contaminant concentrations exceeding maximum contaminant levels or resulting

Aquifer at levels that would result in unacceptable groundwater contaminant co ncentrations.

in unacceptable risks to future groundwater users.

Monitoring of soil vapor and groundwater would continue after remediation is complete to verify that
organic contaminant concentrations in the vadose zo ne remain below acceptable levels.

Organic contaminant concentrations have been detected in soil vapor, surfi cial soils, and groundwater
beneath the Subsurface Disposal Area in concentrations ranging from I part per million to 2800 parts
per million. The primary contaminants of concern are carbon tetrachloride, trichloroethylene,
tetrachloroethylene. and I.I,I -trichloroethane. Most of these contaminants were transponed to the
[NEL for disposal in the form of solidified lubricants. solvents, used oils. and degreasing agents. A
small quantity of contaminants have reached the Snake River Plain Aquifer in concentrations that are
lower than Federal and State safe drinking water standards. The Snake River Plain Aquifer has been
designated as a sole-source aquifer by the U. S. Environmental Protection Agency.

Vapor vacuu m extraction has been chosen as the remediation technology to be used to remove organic
vapors from the vadose zone. [n implementing this techno logy. extracted vapors would be treated at
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EIS Alter. (A. B C or D):
SNF or Waste stream:
Action type :
c Structure Type:
Size: (m2)
I
n
Other features:
f
(Pits. ponds. power
/water/sewer lines)
0
Location:
Inside/outside of fence
Inside/outside of bldg.
C Cost($): PreConst.
0 Cost($): Const.
n Schedule Start /End: PreConst.
s Schedule Start /End: Const.
t No. of workers: (new/exist)
Equip. used:
r Heavy Equip.
Trips:
u
c Acres Disturbed: New
Previous
t
i
Revegetated
0 Air Emissions:
n
(None / Ref.)
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Vadose Zone Remediation

C Cultural resource effects:
Pits/pondinQ created: (m2)
n Water usaQe: (liters)
s Energy requirements:
t
Electrical: (MWH/yr)
Fossil fuel: (liters)
NiQhtliQhts used: YIN
Night YIN
Generators:
Day YIN
0 Cost($): Operation:
p Schedule Start /End:
e No. of workers: (new/exist)
r Heavy Equip.
Equip. used:
Trips:
a
t Air Emissions:
i
(None / Re!.)
0
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A B C D
ER
Remediation
No information

Remediation Equipment

Inside RWMC
TBO
$4 Mil.
$7 Mil.
1993 - 1994
No information
10 Subs.

0

I

0

See Belanger et al. 1995
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See Appendix F.
Section 3

a Effluents:

None
0
2.1
0

Construction Water
Minimal

No information
No information
Yes
No
Yes
$6 MilJyr
No information
10 Existing
Trucks
0.3 per year to CFA

n

a
I Effluents:
Type:
n
Quantity: (liters)
f
0 Solid wastes:
Type:
Quantity: (m3)
Haz.lToxic Chemicals:
Storagelinventory

January 11. '95
None identified
No information
No information

Type:
(liters/yr)
Quantity:
Solid wastes:
Type:
(m3/yr)
Quantity:
Haz.lToxic Chemicals:
StoraQe/inventorv
Pits/ponds used: YIN (m2)
Water usaQe: (liters/yr)
Energy requirements:
Electrical: (MWH/yr)
Fossil fuel: (liters/yr)
Niohtliohts used: YIN
Generators:
Night YIN
Day YIN

No information

Ind.
10

HW
2

No information
No information
No information
No information
No information
Yes
No
No

C-2.S AUXILIARY REACTOR AREA (ARA)-I1

effiuent air would be passed through high-effi ciency paniculate air filters to minimize releases of

DECONTAMINATION AND DECOMMISSIONING

paniculate materials

10

the atmosphere.

At Auxiliary Reactor Area (ARA)-II. about 114 liters (30 gallons) of fuel oil remain in the 3,800-liter
PROJECT NAME: Auxiliary Reactor Area (A RA )-" Decontamination and Deco mm issioning

(I ,OOO-gallon) ARA-705 underground storage tank. This oil may be contaminated and, therefore,
classified as mixed waste. If contaminated. it would be disposed of at the Waste Experimental

This project has been previously evaluated (DOE 1993b) and approved with a finding of No

Reduction Facility or taken to the INEl Radioactive Mixed Waste Storage Facility for storage. Fifty-

Significant Impact (issued September 29, 1993). It is expected to be in process as of June I , 1995.

five cubic meters (70 cubic yards) of contaminated asbestos has been removed from ARA-II and
would be transponed

10

the Radioactive Waste Management Complex .

GENERAL PROJECT OBJECTIVE : The proposed general objectives of the Auxiliary Reactor Area
(ARA}-II Decontamination and Decommissioning Project are to ensure that the identified facilities are
in a safe configuration, to determ ine and execute appropriate decontamination activities, and to

deco mmiss ion th e fac ilities that are surplus to DOE's future programmatic needs. This project would
reduce the risk of radioactive exposure and el iminate the need for , and cost of, furthe, surveillance
and maintenance at these sites.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION : This project would decontaminate and deco mmission the radiologically
contam inated buildings. stru ctures, utilities, and other miscellaneous items at ARA-II at th e INEL.

The Auxiliary Reactor Area is composed of ARA-I . -II. -III , and -IV. ARA-II was the site of the
Stationary Low-Power Reacto r No. I (Sl- I). An accident occu rred at Sl- I in 1961 th at resulted in
three deaths . Followi ng th e accident . th e Sl-I building was disassembled and buried 0.8 kilometer
(0.5 mile) east of the AR A- II fac ility bound ary. and th e reactor was buried at the Rad ioactive Waste
Management Complex . Remaining suppo n buildings at ARA-II were decontaminated and co nvened
to laboratories and weldi ng shops. During th e 1980s. the use of th ese buildings was discontinued .
All buildings. structures. and utilities at ARA -II would be demolished and removed and the site
recontoured and reseeded .

Contaminaled building male rials wou ld be cuI up

10

redu ce bulk and packaged and transpon ed to the

Radioactive Wasle Management Complex fo r d isposal. Convenlional rad iological deconlamination
methods. such as surface wiping and scabbling (which is lhe mechani cal or hydraulic removal of
su rfaces). would be used

10

deco nlaminale buildings . stru ctures . and utilities. During scabbli ng,
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ARA·II 0&0
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n WAG

e EIS Alter. (A B C or D):
r SNF or Waste stream:

()
I

N
VI
I

W

I Action type:
c Structure Type:
Size: (m2)
I
n
Other features:
(Pits, ponds, power
f
/water/sewer lines)
0
Location:
Inside/outside of fence
Inside/outside of bldg.
0 Cost($): Pre 0&0
& Cost($): 0&0
0 Schedule Start /End: Pre 0&0
Schedule Start /End: 0&0
I No. of workers: (new/exist)
n Heavy Equip.
Equip. used:
Trips:
f
0 Acres Disturbed: New
Previous
r
Revegetated
m
a Air Emissions:
(None / Ref.)
t
I
0 Effluents:
Type:
n
Quantity: (liters)

5

0

A B C 0
ER
0&0
Building (5)
ARA·602, 606, 613, 614, 615

n

I
f
0

Tanks, Utilities

Inside ARA·"
Inside Bids.
$817 k
$4.06 Mil.
1985 • 1993
1993 • 1997
50 Existing & Subs.
Trucks
35 to RWMC / WERF / CFA
0
6.5
allARA·"
See Belanger et al. 1995
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January 5, '95

0 Solid wastes:

MLLW
114 cont. oil
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'1/

Type:
Quantity: (m3)
Haz.fToxic Chemicals:
Storage/inventory
Cultural resource effects:
Pits/pondina created: (m2)
Water usaae: (liters)
Energy requirements:
Electrical: (MWH/yr)
Fossil fuel: (liters)
Niahtliahts used: YIN
Generators:
Night YIN
Dav YIN

LLW
1004

Asbestos
11
None
None identified
No
Minimal
0
0
No
No
Yes

IND
276

C-2.' BOILING WATER REACTOR EXPERIMENT (BORAX)-V

be minimal , industrial hazards to workers would be reduced, and residual contamination
and radiation fields would remain in place under concrete containment.

DECONTAMINATION AND DECOMMISSIONING

Entombment would generate significantly less airborne pollutant emissions because minimal

PROJECT NAME: Boiling Water Reactor Experiment fBORAX)-V Decontamination and

excavation would be conducted. Also, significantly less solid waste would be generated. This

Decommissjoning

waste would consist of lead shieldinf;, instruments containing mercury. and a small amount of
This project is proposed to be evaluated, approved , and in process as of June I , 1995 . This project is

combustible material that would not be contaminated.

included in EIS Alternatives A (No Action), B (Ten-Year Plan), C (Minimum Treatment, Storage,
and Disposal), and D (Maximum Treatment, Storage, and Disposal).

GENERAL PROJECT OBJECTIVE: The proposed general objectives of the Boiling Water Reactor
Experiment (BORAX)-V Decontamination and Decommissioning Project are to remove the
BORAX-V facility from the list of surplus facilities , remove or stabilize potential sources of
contamination, and either eliminate or significantly reduce the requirement of future surveillance and
maintenance of the facility.

PROJECT DESCRJPTION : This project would decontaminat. and decommission the remaining
BORAX-V facility by one of two alternatives :

I.

DlsmtJ/lJl~m~m

would restore the BORAX-V site at the Idaho National Engineering

Laboratory to its natural condition . Dismantling would involve the removal of the
BORAX-V and BORAX-IIII11I1V reactor vessels and removal of remaining facility
systems (incl uding a sump and associated structu ral material) from the basements. After
removal of the reactor vessels, piping, and equipment, the walls of the reactor building
and adjacent areas would be decontaminated to acceptable release limits. The reactor
building foundation would be demolished to a minimum of six feet below grade. The
site would then be backfilled, graded to resemble ex isting co ntours in the area, and
revegetated .

2.

Entomb~nt

would involve limited removal of wastes followed by backfilling the reactor

vessels and building and installing a concrete cap. Because this action would not involve
excavation. cultu ral resou rces would not be impacted, airborne pollutant emi ssions would
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Other features:
(Pits, ponds, power
/waterlsewer lines)
Location:
Inside/outside of fence
Insideloutside of blda.
Cost($): Pre D&D
Cost($): D&D
Schedule Start lEnd: Pre D&D
Schedule Start lEnd: D&D
No. of workers: (new/exist)
Heavy Equip.
Equip. used:
Trips:
Acres Disturbed: New
Previous
Revegetated
Air Emissions:
(None / Ref.)

See Belanger et al. 1995

Effluents:
Type :
Quantity:

LLW
3000

(liters)

None

Inside EBR-I
Inside Borax-V
$1.3 Mil.
$1 .6 Mil.
1993 - 1994
1995 - 1996
6-8 Existing
Trucks
13 to RWMCIWERF
0
0.2
all

MLLW
100 - 500

0 Solid wastes:
Type:
&
Quantity: (m3)
0
Haz.fToxic Chemicals:
I
Storaae/inventorv
Cultural resource effects:
f Pits/pondina created: (m2)
0 Water usaae: (liters)
Energy requirements:
Electrical: (MWH/yr)
Fossil fuel: (liters)
Niahtliahts used: YIN
Generators:
Night YIN
Day YIN

"

January 5, '95
llW
460

MllW
3.0
None
No
No
Minimal
0
0
No

No
Yes

HW
4.5

Ind.
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C-2.7 ffiGH-LEVELTANK FARM REPLACEMENT

3.

(UPGRADE PHASE)

Twenty-five valve boxes require replacement valves because of as-Iow-as-reasonablyachievable and other maintenance considerations. The existing valves have exceeded
their useful life, have become highly failure prone, and are no longer supported by the
manufacturer. New top loading ball valves, with remote maintenance capability, are

PROJECf NAME: Hjgh-Level Tank Farm Replacement CUpgrade Phase)

being installed .
This project has been previously evaluated (DOE 1993c) and approved with a finding of No
4.

Significant Impact (issued June 1993). [t is expected to be in process as of June I , 1995.

Six valve boxes (A6, B2, B3, 84, B5, B9) must have their tops raised to grade to
accommodate the new valve systems and to allow the secondary containment
impro\'ements in boxes B2 and B3 .

GENERAL PROJECf OBJECTIVE: The proposed general objective of this project is to design ,
construct, and stan up modifications to the existing Idaho Chemical Processing Plant high-level waste
tank farm ancillary systems. These modifications would (a) provide compliance with the Notice of

5.

and (c) resolve other maintenance and

as-Iow-as:r~nably-achievable

The tile-encased pipe from Building CPP-641 to valve box C-29 must be replaced
because of incompatibility of the secondary containment. A new double-encased,

Noncompliance Consent Order, (b) provide co mpliance with the Notice of Violation Consent Order,

stainless steel transfer pipe is being installed.

issues. The Notice of

Noncompliance Consent Order compliance date is December 31 , 1995; the Notice of Violation
6.

Consent Order compliance date is December 31, 1996.

Tile-encased pipes at Building CPP-<i04 must be replaced because of incompatibility of
the secondary containment. This action wo uld be accomplished by providing a new

PROJECf DESCRIPTION: Design for this project has been completed . The construction contract

valve box C-40 and the associated double encased stainless steel replacement piping.

was awarded June 1993 ; construction is in progress .

Five existing valve boxes are being demolished .

All valve boxes, transfer piping, and pressure/vacuum relief piping being upgraded by this project are

1.

The pressure/vacuum relief pipe from all eleven tanks must be replaced to resolve

for Idaho Chemical Process ing Plant tank farm systems that must remain in service through at least

radialion safely and as-Iow-as-reasonably-achievable consideralions . The exisli ng pipe is

the "cease use" dates (March 2009 for five tanks; June 2015 for six tanks) established in the Consent

carbon sleel and physically delerioraled. New stai nl ess sleel pipe is being inslalled .

Order for the eleven existing high-level waste storage tanks. Some transfer lines and valves would
remain permanently in service if new replacement tanks are constructed.

Detailed upgrade requirements and actions are the foll owing:

I.

Two valve boxes (82 and B3) require secondary containment improvement. Secondary
containment piping is being installed.

2.

Five valve boxes (C28, C29, C30. C31. C38) require a seco nd form of leak detectio n.
Conductivity probes are being installed .
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0
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r Heavy Equip.
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Piping & Valves
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0
2 .8
0
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s Energy requirements:
Electrical: (MWH/yr)
t
Fossil fuel: (liters)
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Night YIN
Generators:
Day YIN
0 Cost($): Operation:
p Schedule Start /End:
e No. of workers: (new/exist)
r Heavy Equip.
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a
t Air Emissions:
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(None / Ref.)
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None

No information
170 k Diesel 3.8 k Propane
No
No
No
No increase
No increase
No increase
None
No increase

n
a Effluents:

See Belanger et al. 1995
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None identified
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a
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n
f
Quantity: (liters)
0 Solid wastes:
Type:
Quantity: (m3)
Haz.lToxic Chemicals:
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January 5, '95
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Type:
(liters/vr)
Quantity:
Solid wastes:
Type:
(m3/yr)
Quantity:
Haz./Toxic Chemicals:
Storage/inventory
Pits/ponds used: YIN (m2)
Water usaoe: (liters/vr)
Energy requirements:
Electrical: (MWH/yr)
Fossil fuel : (Iiters/yr)
Nightlights used: YIN
Generators:
Night YIN
Day YIN

No increase

No increase

No increase
No
No increase
No increase
No increase
No
No
No

C-2.8 TRANSURANIC STORAGE AREA ENCLOSURE

Approximately 95 percent of the waste stored at the Transuranic Storage Area is estimated to be

AND STORAGE PROJECT

contamir .ted with chemically hazardous substances regulated under the Resource Conservation and
Recovery Act. Toxic Substances Control Act. and the Idaho Hazardous Waste Management Act. The
existing storage methods and configurations do not comply with these and other Federal and State

PROJECT NAME: Transuranjc Storage Area Enclosure and Storage Project

requirements and regulations .
This project has been previously evaluated (DOE 1992) and approved with a finding of No Significant
Because retrievable storage of Transuranic Storage Area waste began in 1970 at the Radioactive

Impact (issued May 18, 1992). It is expected to be in process as of June I, 1995.

Waste Management Complex, some of the waste containers have been stored for over 20 years. It
GENERAL PROJECT OBJECTIVE: The proposed general objective of this project is to construct a

has been conservatively estimated, based on limited container integrity inspections and deterioration

facility to retrieve and re-store transuranic waste to allow compliance with Resource Conservation and

stud ies, th at up to 10 percent of the Transuranic Storage Area waste containers may be breached .

Recovery Act storage requirements and the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory's Pan B Resource

This possibility of breached waste containers presents the problem of potential radiological and

Conservation and Recovery Act Permit.

hazardous chemical contamination of the environment unless retrieval and fe-storage occur and

increases the need for an enclosure during retrieval.
PROJECT DESCRIPTION : This project would provide for the retrieval and re-storage of
T ransuranic Storage Area waste by constructing and operating the Retrieval Enclosure, Waste Storage

This project would provide capabilities to retrieve and re-store wastes in new permitted storage

Facility. suppo n facil ities. and assoc iated upgrades to utilities. Transuranic Storage Area waste is

buildings designed tn meet requirements of the Resource Recovery Conservation Actrroxic

located in the R_J ioactive Waste Management Complex .

Substances Control Actlldaho Hazardous Waste Management Act. The design would incorporate the

This project summary desc ribes both the T ransuranic Storage Area Enclosure Facil ity Project and the

compositions present at the Radioactive Waste Manage ment Complex . The facility and suppon

Storage Facility Project . The proj ects are desc ribed together because the Environmental Assessment

equipment would have a minimum design life of 25 years. Wastes characterized and repac kaged at

fl exibilit y required to accommodate future modifications and adaptations for various waste forms and

th e Waste Characterization Facility wnuld be transferred to the Waste Storage Facility for permitted

included both activities and to fac il itate docum entation and review act ivities .

storage until the waste can be disposed of at either a geologic repository such as the Waste Isolation
Since 1970. Depanment of Energy defense-generated and other contact-handled transuranic waste has

Pilot Plant. as low-level waste at another disposal facility. or until appropriate treatment can be

been placed in 20-year relrievahle storage at the Transuranic Slorage Area. Presently, approximately

perfo rmed .

65 .000 cubic mete" (85 .000 cubic yards) of contact-hand led transurani c waste is stored in drums and
boxes that are stacked on three asphalt pads (Transurani c Storage Area Pads I , 2. and R) and in two

The Retr ieval Enclosure would be a metal build ing th at would enclose Transuranic Storage Area Pads

nearby air suppon weather shield buildings at th e Transuranic Storage Area. Approximately 80

1. 2. and R. The Waste Storage Facility wou ld consist of a series of ind iv idual pre-engineered metal

percent of the waste is on these pads and is covered with I to 1.5 meters (3 to 4 feet) of soil and /or

buildings. The Waste Storage Facility would replace th e current air suppon weather shield buildings

with a fabric tarpaulin. The remaining 20 percent of the waste is stored in two air suppon weather

and would be a Resource Conservati on and Recovery Act-permitted storage fac ility prov iding a large r

shield buildings .

storage capac ity. The suppon faci lities would include an operati ons control bu ilding. Utility
upgrades to suppon the project would incl ude fi re water. potable water. electric power.

communications. alarms. and sewage .
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The retrieval process would consist of four steps:

1.

Removing and disposing of the soil covering the waste (not applicable for waste retrieved
from the Air Support Weather Shield buildings).

2.

Removing the waste containers from the Air Support Weather Shield buildings (which
would be done as part of Radioactive Waste Management Complex operations) and from
Transuranic Storage Area Pads 1, 2, and R (which would take place within the Retrieval
Enclosure).

3.

Surveying the containers during retrieval for contamination and integrity and
decontaminating or overpacking the containers, if necessary.

4.

Re-storing the waste in the weather-protected, Resource Conservation and Recovery Actpermitted Waste Storage Facility.

Transuranic forage Area enclosure waste, 52,000 cubic meters (68,000 cubic yards), would be
retrieved at a rate of approximately 5,200 cubic meters, (2,750 cubic yards) or 25,000 drum
equivalents per year [1 drum equivalent = 0 .21 cubic meters (0.275 cubic yards)1 . This activity
would continue for approximately 10 years. This throughput may be expanded if breached or
cOlltaminated containers are encountered at a lower rate than the 10 percent assumed for design
analyses.
Of the storage modules in the Waste Storage Facility, three are completed; all would be complete by
1996. The Retrieval Enclosure would be complete by 1996, and the Operations Control Building
would be complete by June 1995.
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Project Data Sheet
G Description/function:

e
n WAG

e EIS Alter. (A B C or D):
r SNF or Waste stream:
Action type:
c Structure Type:
Size: (m2)
I
Other features:
n
f
(Pits, ponds, power
/water/sewer lines)
0
Location:
Inside/outside of fence
Inside/outside of bldQ.
C Cost($) : PreConst.
0 Cost($) : Const.
n Schedule Start /End: PreConst.
s Schedule Stalt/End: Const.
I No. of workers: (new/exist)
r Heavy Equip.
Equip. used:
Trips:
u
c Acres Disturbed: New
Previous
I
I
Reve~etated
0 Air Emissions:
(None / Ref.)
n
i

("')
I

IV
00
I

~

Rev. 9

TSA Enclosure and
StoraQe Project
7
A B C D

C

1RJ

t

0

n

s

New
Ops. Building 2,200
Enclosure 29,430
Storage 24,080

0

p

Utilities

e
r
a

Inside RWMC except 2 acres
Outside
Completed
$139.2 Mil.
Completed
1993 - 1996
150 Peak Subs.
Trucks
22 to CFA
2
10 .4
0

I

I
0

January 5, '95

None identified
No
1420 k
No information
920 k Diesel 184 k Propane
Yes
No
Yes
$5 Mil./yr
1994 - 2025
47 New
Trucks
1000 to & from IWPF
See Appendix F,
Section 3

n

a Effluents:
I
I
n
f
0

r
m

See Belanger et al. 1995

a
I Effluents:
n
Type:
Quantity: (liters)
f
0 Solid wastes:
Type:
Quantity: (m3)
Haz.lToxic Chemicals:
StoraQe/inventory

Cultural resource effects:
Pits/pondinQ created: (m2)
Water usaQe: (liters)
Energy requirements:
Electrical: (MWH/yr)
Fossil fuel: (liters)
NiQhtliQhts used: YIN
Generators:
Night YIN
Day YIN
Cost($): Operation:
Schedule Start /End:
No. of workers: (new/exist)
Heavy Equip.
Equip. used:
Trips:
Air Emissions:
(None / Ref.)

I
i

Construction Water
No information

0

n
Industrial
800
No information

I)

Type:
(liters/yr)
Quantity:
Solid wastes:
Type:
Quantity:
(m3/yr)
Haz.fToxic Chemicals:
StoraQe/inventory
Pits/ponds used: YIN (m2)
Water usaQe: (liters/yr)
Energy requirements:
Electrical: (MWH/yr)
Fossil fuel: (Iiters/yr)
Nightlights used: YIN
Generators:
Night YIN
Day YIN

None

LLW
1

Ind.
85

None
No
1 325 k
5,000
415 k
Yes
No
No

C-2.9 WASTE CHARACTERIZATION FACILITY

Identify waste forms and composition to aid in planning future treatment and
disposal facilities for wastes that do not meet certification criteria for the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant

PROJECT NAME: Waste Characterization Facility

This project (DOE 1995c, 1995d) is proposed to be evaluated, approved , and in process as of June I,

Demonstrate container opening, waste handling, and packaging equipment required for

1995 . It is included in EIS Alternatives A (No Action), B (Ten-Year Plan), C (Minimum Treatment,

future treatment facilities

Storage, and Di. posal), and D (Maximum Treatment, SlOrage, and Disposal).
Provide experimental and pilot-scale treatment process mockup and testing to support
future treatment facilities

GENE RAL PROJECT OBJECTIVE: The proposed general objective of this project is to provide the
Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL) with a waste characterization facility for transuranic
waste and reclassified low-level waste as required by the Resource Conservation and Recovery Ac!.

Provide fac ilities for visual characterization of unknown waste contents

PROJECT DESCRIPTION : This project would provide the design, co nstruction, and operation of a

Provide facilities for removal of items from containers that otherwise could be certified

Waste Characterization Facility at th e Radioacti ve Waste Management

Com~lex

for disposal.

on the INEL . The

Waste Characterizatio n Facil ity would provide facilities to open containers of contact-handled
transu ranic waste, reclassified low-level waste, and mi xed low-level waste; obtain and examine
samples; and repackage the characterized waste in an environment designed to contain alpha-type
radi ation .

The facility would perform the followi ng specific functions:

Verify waste for ms contained in representative sampl es of waste stored in co ntainers th at
have been certified usi ng nondestructive examinatio n techniques at the Stored Waste
Examination Pilot Plant

Sample waste in co ntainers fo r characterizati" n and analysis required by the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant Waste Acceptance Criteria. including th ei r "no migration
determination" co nditions and other co nditions that Environm ental Protection Agency
may promulgate for performance assessmen!.

Data would be used to ass ign and verify

waste codes, complere labels and manifests. and to prepare waste profile data forms
required for shipment and disposal. The actual analysis would be performed by an
app roved analytical laborato ry.
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Project Data Sheet
G Descriptionlfunction:

e
n WAG
e EIS Alter. (A B C or D):
r SNF or Waste stream:
i Action type:

c Structure Type:
Size:

I
n
f
0

C
0

n

s
t
r
u

c
t
i
0

n

(m2)

Other features:
(Pits, ponds, power
/water/sewer lines)
Location:
Inside/outside of fence
Inside/outside of blda.
Cost($): PreConst.
Cost($): Const.
Schedule Start /End: PreConst.
Schedule Start /End: Const.
No. of workers: (new/exist)
Equip. used:
Heavy Equip.
Trips:
Acres Disturbed: New
Previous
Reveaetated
Air Emissions:
(None / Ref.)

Waste Characterization
Facility
7
A B C 0

TR.J
New
Building
4,200
Utilities

Inside RWMC
Outside
$8.6 Mil.
$29.4 Mil.
1990 - 1995
1995 - 1997
80 Subs.
Trucks
33 to CFA
0
2.1
0
See Belanger et al. 1995

Rev. 9
C Cultural resource effects:
0 Pits/pondina created: (m2)
n Water usaae: (literS}
s Energy requirements:
t
Electrical: (MWH/yr)
Fossil fuel: (liters)
Niahtliahts used: YIN
Generators:
Night YIN
Dav YIN
0 Cost($): Operation:
p Schedule Start /End:
e No. of workers: (new/exist)
EqUip. used:
r Heavy Equip.
Trips:
a
t Air Emissions:
i
(None / Ref.)
0

<:

o

~

!T1
N

Construction Water
No information

I
I
n
f
0

r
m

t
i
0

n
Industrial
1 200
None

No information
128 k Diesel 25.5 k Propane
No
No
Yes
$5 Mil./yr
1998 - 2023
36 Existina
Trucks
60 per year
See Appendix F,
Section 3

n
a Effluents:

a
I Effluents:
n
Type:
Quantity: (liters)
f
0 Solid wastes:
Type:
Quantity: (m3)
Haz.IToxic Chemicals:
Storaae/inventory

January 5, '95
None identified
2 lagoons (3 200 m2 each)
No information

Type:
(Iiters/Yr)
Quantitv:
Solid wastes:
Type:
(m3Ivr)
Quantity:
Haz.IToxic Chemicals:
Storaae/inventorv
Pits/ponds used: YIN (m2)
Water usaae: Oiters/vr)
Energy requirements:
Electrical: (MWH/yr)
Fossil fuel: (liters/yr)
Niahtliahts used: YIN
Generators:
Night YIN
Dav YIN

LLW
1 000
LLW MLLW
66
1

TRU
0.5
None

HW Ind.
1 20

Yes (laaoons)
360 k
10,000
5.5 k Diesel 900 k Propane
Yes
No
No

C-2.IO WASTE HANDLING FACILITY
PROJECT NAME:

~ll l ndli n g

7.

Provide a controlled outdoor storage area for nonradioactive metal and wood scrap .

PROJECT DESCRIPTION: The Waste Handling Facility at Argonne National Laboratory-West

Facility

would provide a central point for waste receipt, sorting, storage, and transportation from Argonne
The National Environmental Policy Act documentation fo r this project is ongoi ng and was proposed

National Laboratory-West. The wastes would include low-level radioa<.1 ive waste, mixed low-level

to be co mplete by June I, 1995. This project is included in EIS Alternatives A (No Action). B (Ten-

waste, hazardous waste, polychlorinated biphenyl-contaminated waste, and solid (nonradioactive,

Year Plan), C (Minimum Treatment, Storage, and Disposal) , and D (Maximum Treatment, Storage,

nonhazardous) waste. The facility would contain the following :

and Disposal).
Hazardous waste storage area
GENERAL PROJECT OBJECTIVE: "'"he proposed gene ral objecti ve of this project is to constru ct
Municipal sanitary waste (cold waste) sorting area

and ope ra! e a Waste Handling Facility at Argonne National Labo ratory-West that has th e fo llowi ng
seven proposed objectives:

Contact-handled radioactive waste storage area
I.

2.

Provide an indoor storage area for low-level waste and mixed low-level waste that is
al ready packaged and awaiting transport for final disposal.

Excess items (nonrad ioacti ve, nonhazardous) storage area

Provide an indoor 90-day storage and repackaging area las defi ned in 40 CFR 262 .: l (a)1

Offices.

fo r hazardous waste and for polychl orinated biphenyl wastes regul ated by th e Toxic
Substances Control Act per 40 CFR 761.65(b) .

The 650-square-mtter (780-square-yard) Waste Handling Facility would provide room for the

Provide an indoor storage area for rec yclable excoss items awa:ting transport to the

contamination and presence of hazardous materials.

monitoring of al l solid waste gp.nerated at Argonne National Laboratory-West for radioact ive
3.

INEL excess area, including Resource Conse rvation and Recovery Act-regulated
recyclable materials. such as baneri es and lead scrap .

Hazardous wastes are accumul ated at over 40 hazaidous waste satellite accu mu lation
areas located throughout th e Argonne National Laboratory-West site. In th e hazardous

4.

Provide an area and equipment for the sorting, seg regatio n. and dumpster loading of

waste storage area, th e new faci lity would accept hazardous wastes fro m the satellite

solid wastes .

accumulatio n areas following the fill ing of the waste container or termination of the

Provide moni to ring equipment for performing bulk rad iological surveys of all

hazardous waste storage room unt il transpo rt from Argonne National Laboratory-West.

nonradioactive wastes to ensure that no radi ological wastes are released to th e

A smaller room (the Drum Fill Room) would be dedicated to th e co mbining of like

waste process . The Waste Handl ing Facility would store the wastes in a dedi cated
5.

environment or transpo rted to a nonpermitled facil i'Y .

wastes into a si ngle container. reduci ng the number of shipments offs ite. Hazardous
wastes with recycle potent ial would be combined and identified .

6.

Provide controlled aboveg round outdoor tank sys tems fo r storage of waste o il and
ethylene glycol awaiting recycl ing .

C-2. 10-1
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•

The municipal sanitary waste sorting area would provide for (a) monitoring all solid
waste generated at Argonne National Laboratory-West for radioactive contamination and
presence of hazardous materials and (b) sorting waste to recover

~cyclable

materials. In

anticipation of Resource Conservation and Recovery Act proposed Subtitle 0
requirements and to assist in meeting DOE waste minimization requirement';, this facility
Nould provide a means of establishing a maximum recycling effort. Tank storage for
waste oil and ethylene glycol would also be provided .

•

The Waste Handling Facility would include a storage area for contact-handled low- level
radioactive wastes generated at Argonne National Laboratory-West. Radioactive
materials would be packaged at the Argonne National Laboratory-West generating facility
and sent to the Waste Handling Facility for storage pending transport to the Radioactive
Waste Management Complex, the Waste Experimental Reduction Facility, or the
Radioactive Mixed Waste Storage Facility, all located on the INEL. Covered storage of
radioactive materials would satisfy requirements of DOE Orders 5400.5 (DOE 1993d)
and 5820.2A (DOE 1988) to protect personnel and the environment from releases of
radioactive materials.

•

The Waste Handling Facility would include controlled (fenced) outdoor storage areas for
scrap wood and metal that have been verified to be nonradioactive/nonhazardous . Scrap
wood/metal segregation would allow for recycling.
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Project Data Sheet
G Descriptionlfunction :
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Waste Handling Facility

e
n WAG
e EIS Alter. (A B C or D) :
r SNF or Waste stream:
i Action type:
c Structure Type:
Size: (m2)

9
LLW

A B C 0
HW
MLLW
New
Building
650

I
n
f
0

(j
I

C

IV

0

o

"

~

s

t

r

u

c
t
i
0

n

Other features:
(Pits, ponds, power
/water/sewer lines)
Location:
Inside/outside of fence
Inside/outside of blda.
Cost($): PreConst.
Cost($): Const.
Schedule Start /End: PreConst.
Schedule Start /End: Const.
No. of workers: (new/exist)
Heavy Equip.
Equip. used:
Trips:
Acres Disturbed: New
Previous
Revegetated
Air Emissions:
(None / Ref.)

None

Inside ANL·W
Outside
$130 K
$2.7 Mil.
1995 • 1996
1996 • 1997
16 Subs.
Trucks
2 to CFA
0
0.3
0
See Belanger et al. 1995

C Cultural resource effects:
0 Pits/ponding created: (m2)
n Water usage: (liters)
s Energy requirements:
t
Electrical: (MWH/yr)
Fossil fuel: (liters)
Nightlights used: YIN
Generators:
Night YIN
Day YIN
0 Cost($): Operation:
p Schedule Start /End:
e No. of workers: (new/exist)
r Heavy Equip.
Equip. used:
Trips:
a
t Air Emissions:
I
(None / Ref.)

n
f
0

Type:
Quantitv: (liters)
Solid wastes:
Type:
Quantity: (m3)
Haz.lToxic Chemicals:
Storage/inventory

Construction Water
No information

See Appendix F,
Section 3

n

a Effluents:
I
I
n
f
0

r
m
t
I
0

n
Industrial
75
None

No information
18 k Diesel 3.6 k Propane
Yes
No
Yes
$550 k/yr
1997 • 2017
5 Existing
Trucks
22Jyr to RWMC WERF CFA PBF

0

a
I Effluents:

January 18, '95
None identified
No
No information

Type:
Quantity:
(liters/vr)
Solid wastes:
Type:
Quantity:
(m3/yr)
Haz.lToxic Chemicals:
Storaae/inventorv
Pits/ponds used: YIN (m2)
Water usage: (Iiters/yr)
Energy requirements:
Electrical: (MWH/yr)
Fossil fuel: (liters/yr)
Niahtliahts used: YIN
Generators:
Night YIN
Day YI N

t-fN
8000
LLW
20

Ind.
170
None
No
No information
160
24500
Yes
No
Yes

HW
2

C-2.11 riEALTH PHYSICS INSTRUMENT LAB

All instrumentation returned to the Health Physics Instrument Lab would be brought to the
transponing and receiving area. surveyed for contamination. and decontaminated. Once the
instrument is checked in. it would have an "as found" determination performed to check the condition

PROJECT NAME: Health Physics Instrument Lab

of the instrument. Defective instruments would then be repaired per recommended repair procedures .
This project is proposed to be evaluated. approved. and in process as of June I. 1995 (DOE 1995b).
It is included in EIS Alternatives A (No Action). B (Ten-Year Plan). C (Minimum Treat ment.

After repair. each instrument would have a reproducibility check performed before actual calibration

Storage. and Disposal. and D (Maximum Treatment. Storage. and Disposal) .

adjustments are made. The actual calibration control adjustment procedure would depend on the type
of readout for the instrument. Calibrations would be performed in the gamma well lab. gamma lab.

GENERAL PROJECT OBJECTIVE: The proposed general objective of the Health Phys ics

beta lab. x-ray lab, low-level lab, or low-scatter lab as required. After calibration, the instrument

Instrument Lab Project is to provide a technologically up-to-<late facility that safely accommodates the

would have a calibration sticker attached and placed in storage.

programmatic and operational needs of the health physics program at the Idaho National Engineering
Laboratory ([NEL).

In addition to calibrations, the Health Physics Instrument Lab would provide technical suppon and
standard irradiations for the Operational Dosimetry Unit. These irradiations would be performed in

PROJECT DESCRJPTION: The existing Health Physics Instrument Lab is located in Central

the panoramic lab, a1phalbeta irradiation lab, low-level lab, or low-scatter lab as required . The

Facilities Area Building 633. which was originally designed for the World War" naval gun testing

dosimeter a sembly room would be used for disassembly before irradiation and assembly after

program. The facil ity is 40 years old . has significant structural and mechanical deficiencies. and was

irradiation of the dosimeters.

constructed with asbestos wallboard . The final disposition of Building 633 would not be pan of this
project.

This project would provide the design. construction. and operation of a replacement faci lity to
accommodate the Health Physics Instrument Lab at th e INEL. The new facility would provide
approximately 2.400 square meters (2.900 square yards) of space divided amo ng four major areas:
(a) transponing. receiving. and storage; (b) instrument control and repair; (c) labo ratory operations ;
and (d) office and suppon areas.

The Health Physics Instrument Lab would provide ponable health physics monitoring instrumentation
and direct reading dosimetry procurement. calibratio n. and mai ntenance. along with research and
development suppon services to the INEL and others. The existing Health Physics Instrument Lab
maintains Natio nal Institute of Standards and Technology quality cali bration services and provides
suppon in specifi cation and acceptance evaluation of new radiological instrumentation. These
instruments are calibrated and maintained in compliance with standards of the American National
Standards Institute and are used to accurately measure exposure of perso nnel from radiological
sources and to ensure a safe and healthy workplace for IN EL workers.
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Project Data Sheet
G Description/function:
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Health Physics Instrument Lab

e
n WAG

e EIS Alter. (A B C or D):
r SNF or Waste stream:
I Action type:

c Structure Type:
Size:

I
n
f
0

()
I

tv

C
0

n
I

Y-l

s
t

r
u

c
t

I
0

n

(m2)

Other features:
(Pits, ponds, power
/water/sewer lines)
Location:
Inside/outside of fence
Inside/outside of bldg.
Cost($): PreConst.
Cost($): Const.
Schedule Start /End: PreConst.
Schedule Start /End: Const.
No. of workers: (new/exist)
Heavy Equip.
Equip. used:
Trips:
Acres Disturbed: New
Previous
Revegetated
Air Emissions:
(None / Ref.)

4
A B C D
Infrastructure
New
Building
2,140
None

Inside CFA
Outside CFA·625
$1 Mil.
$13.3 Mil.
1991 • 1998
1999 - 2000
20 Subs.
Trucks
17 to CFA
0
1.3
0
See Belanger et al. 1995

C Cultural resource effects:
0 Pits/ponding created: (m2)
n Water usage: (liters}
s Energy requirements:
Electrical: (MWH/yr)
t
Fossil fuel: (liters)
Nightlights used: YIN
Generators:
Night YIN
Day YIN
0 Cost($): Operation:
p Schedule Start /End:
e No. of workers: (new/exist)
Equip. used:
r Heavy Equip.
Trips:
a
t Air Emissions:
I
(None / Ref.)
0

o<

r

f

Construction Water
No information

None identified
No
No information
No information
54 k Diesel 11 k Propane
Yes
No
Yes
$1.3 MiUyr
2001 to 2030 - 2050
2 Existing
Trucks
1 per yer to CFA
See Appendix F,
Section 3

n

a Effluents:
I
I
n
f
0

r
m

a
I Effluents:
n
Type:
Quantity: (liters)
f
0 Solid wastes:
Type :
Quantity: (m3)
Haz.lToxic Chemicals:
Storage/inventory

January 5, '95

t
I
0

n
Industrial
600
None

m

....

I () J

Type:
Quantity:
(liters/yr)
Solid wastes:
Type :
(m3/yr)
Quantity:
Haz.lToxic Chemicals:
Storage/inventory
Pits/ponds used: YIN (m2)
Water usage: (Iiters/yr)
Energy requirements:
Electrical: (MWH/yr)
Fossil fuel: _(liters/yr)
Nightlights used: YIN
Generators:
Night YIN
Day YIN

LLW
< 600

HW
No increase

Ind.
LLW
HW
< 0.5
25
16.4
<SARAICERCLA reportable
amounts
No
4.4 M liters/yr
(Electrical Heat)
210
0
Yes
No
No

C-2.12 RADIOLOGICAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES

Rad iological and Environmental Sciences Laboratory activities. The replacement facility would
include the enhanced ability to conduct beta, gamma, x-ray, and neutron dosimetry irradiations and

LABORATORY REPLACEMENT

would streamline sample receipt and flow through the testing process. The facility would include
controlled environment labs, chemical and biological labs, a central library, a secure sample and

PROJECT NAME: Radiological and Environmental Sciences Laboratory Replacement

record storage area, a loading docie, a receiving room, a computer room and waiting room for whole
The National Engineering Policy Act (NEPA) documentation for this project is essentially complete.

body count clients, and sufficient office space to support the facility personnel.

Due to budget contraints, the finding of No Significant Impact may not be approved prior to June I,
1995. This project is included in EIS Alternatives A (No Action), B (Ten-Year Plan), C (Minimum
Treatment, Storage, and Disposal), and D (Maximum Treatment, Storage, and Disposal).

GENERAL PROJECT OBJECTIVE: The proposed general objective of the Radiological and
Environmental Sciences Laboratory Replacement Project is to provide updated analytical and support
capabilities for the environmental, oversight, and standardization programs of DOE, the United States
Geological Survey, and the INEL.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION : The Radiological and Environmental Sciences Laboratory includes
buildings CFA-690, CFA-{;76, and CFA-{;38 located at the Central Facilities Area within the Idaho
National Engineering Laboratory (INEL) site boundaries. CFA-{;90 includes the Director's Office,
the Analytical Chemistry Branch, Environmental Sciences Branch , Laboratory Quality Branch, and
Radiological Sciences Branch ; and offices for the Lockheed Idaho Technologies Company Operational
Dosimetry Unit and the United States Geological Survey . CFA-{;38 is used for irradiation (beta,
gamma, x-ray, and neutron) of dosimeters. CFA-{;90 was constructed in 1963, CFA-{;76 is a 1963
BuUer storage building, and CFA-{;38 is a 1950 munitions bunleer, all of which are inadequate for
current operational requirements and have various cnde deficiencies. The potential decontamination
and decommissioning of existing facilities would not be part of this action .

This project would provide for the design, construction, and operation of replacement test, office, and
storage facilities with the capability to support environmental surveillance programs, oversee certain
DOE contractor activities nationwide, and provide services as a DOE standardization laboratory.

This project would provide approximately 5,300 square meters (6,300 square yards) of laboratory and
office space to consolidate Radiological and Environmental Sciences Laboratory operations, correct
existing facility deficiencies, and provide additional space to meet the demand of expanding
C-2. 12-1
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Descriptionlfunction:

WAG
EIS Alter. (A B C or D):
SNF or Waste stream:
i Action type :
c Structure Type:
Size: (m2)
I
Other features:
n
f
(Pit3, ponds, power
/water/sewer lines)
0
location:
Inside/outside of fence
Inside/outside of bldo.
C Cost($): PreConst.
0 Cost($): Const.
n Schedule Start /End: PreConst.
s Schedule Start /End: Const.
t No. of workers: (new/exist)
r Heavy Equip.
Equip. used:
u
Trips:
c Acres Disturbed: New
t
Previous
i
Reveoetated
0 Air Emissions:
(None / Ref.)
n
I Effluents:
n
Type:
Quantity: (liters)
f
0 Solid wastes:
Type :
Quantity: (m3)
Haz.lToxic Chemicals:
Storage/inventory

Rev. 9

RESl Replacement
4
A B C D
Infrastructure
New·· Replace
Building
5 ,300
Parking lot, road,
power, water sewer lines

Inside CFA
Outside CFA·690
$1.1 Mil.
$25 Mil.
1995 • 1998
1999 • 2000
60 Subs.
Trucks
41 to CFA
0
2 .8
0

C Cultural resource effects:
0 Pits/pondino created: (m2)
n Water usaoe: (liters)
s Energy requirements:
t
Electrical: (MWH/yr)
Fossil fuel: (liters)
Niohtliohts used: YIN
Generators:
Night YIN
Day YIN
0 Cost($): Operation:
p Schedule Start /End:
e No. of workers: (new/exist)
r Heavy Equip.
Equip. used:
Trips:
a
t Air Emissions:
I
(None / Ref.)
0

See Appendix F,
Section 3

a Effluents:
I
I
n
f
0

m

a
t
Construction Water
No information

No information
85 k Diesel 17 k Propane
Yes
No
Yes
$200 k/yr
2001 . 2031
40 Existino
Trucks
16 per year to CFA

n

r
See Belanger et al. 1995

January 5, '95
None identified
No
No information

I
0

n
Industrial
1 500
None

.....

I() l.j

Type:
Quantity: (Iiters/yr)
Solid wastes:
Type:
(m3/yr)
Quantity:
Haz.lToxic Chemicals:
StoraQe/inventory
Pits/ponds used: YIN (m2)
Water usage: (Iiters/yr)
Energy requirements:
Electrical: (MWH/yr)
Fossil fuel : (Iiters/yr)
Niohtliohts used: YIN
Generators:
Night YIN
Day YIN

llW
100
TRU llW MllW HW
1
0.1
0.1
0.1
No information
No
174 000
2000
290 k Propane
Yes
No
No

Ind.
600

C-3 ENVIRONMENTAL INFORMATION

C-3.1 Affected Environment

This section provides environmental information applicable to th e foreseeable projects

The baseline environmental conditions against which the potential environmental effects of the

described in Section C-4. Much of th e information is given by reference to places in th e EIS chapters

foreseeable projects (alternatives) can be measured are described primarily in Chapter 4 of this

and in EIS Appendi x F, Techn ical Methodologies and Key Data, th at desc ribe the affected

volume of the EIS . Table C-3-2 lists the major environmental attributes, the conditions that are

environment and environmental impacts. Topics covered are affected environment (C-3. 1), generic

characterized , and the SNF and INEL EIS sections or support documents where they are described in

environmental impacts (C-3 .2), mitigation of impacts (C-3 .3), and other generic issues (C-3. 4).

more detail. These major environmental attributes correspond to the summary impact tables included
in individual project summaries.

Foreseeable projects are shown in Table C-3-1. This table correlates th e projects to the
alternatives they implement . As shown by the table some projects suppo rt management of more than

For easier reference, applicable information from EIS Chapter 4 figures has been summarized

one waste stream. Summary descript ions of these projects are presented in Section C-4 in th e order

on Figures C-3- 1 through C-3-3 . These figures are referenced in Table C-3-2 to show the location of

listed in the table. Where a project is applicable to more than one category, the project is cross

selected characterized co nditions relative to foreseeable projects and the INEL site. Figure C-3- 1 is a

referenced to where the summary is located (for example, the Idaho Waste Processing Facility would

map of the INEL site, Figure C-3-2 is a map of the INEL site and its vicinity showing the seven-

manage transuranic, low-level. and mixed low-level waste. but is described only in the transuranic

county region of influence, and Figure C-3-3 includes the INEL in relation to southern Idaho and

waste section).

portions of adjacent states.

Consistent with the Secretary of Energy's June 1994 (DOE 1994a) statement regarding th e
National Environmental Policy Act, DOE will rely on the Comprehensive Environmental Response,
Compensation. and Liability Act (CERCLA) process for review of actions to be taken under
CERCLA . Accordingly, DOE does not plan to make project-specific decisions on potential remedial
actions at the INEL based on the analysis in this EIS , and thus summari es of such remed ial act ion
projects are not listed here. The documentation prepared for remedial actions pursuant to CERCLA
and the Federal Facility Agreement and Consent Order will consider National Environmental
Protection Act values such as anal yses of cumulative, offsite, ecological. and socioeconomi c impacts,
consistent with the Secretarial Policy to the exte nt practicable. The cumul ative impacts of reasonably
foreseeable remedial actions at the INEL are included in the analyses in this EIS . In addition, in line
with DOE ( 1994a), the list does include fo r NEPA review the siting, constructio n and operation of
treatment, storage. and disposal facilit ies, whose fu nctions include the management of waste fro m
remediation-related projects .

C-3-1
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Table C-3-1 (continued) .
Tab'" C-3-1.

Foreseeable projects associated with programs and waste streams.
Other

supported
Project

Appendix C
section

Facility

wutc

locatio n

stream,··b

Appendix C
Project

AlternativeC

section

Facility
location

Other
supported
wute

stream.l,b

Alternative'

WASTE MANAGEMENT PROJECTS
SPENT NUCLEAR FUEL PROJECTS

High-level wu te

C4.1

C4.3

Expended Core Facility Dry Cell Projec:t

C4.1.1

NRF

NA

B.D

Tank Fann Heel Rc:mo'Jal

C4.3.1

ICPP

NA

B.C.D

Increued Rack Capacity for CPP-666

C4.1.2

ICPP

NA

B.D

Wute Immobilization Facility

C4.3.2

ICPP

NA

B.C.D

Additional Increased Rut Capacity

C4.1.3

tCPP

NA

B.D

High-Level Tllnk Finn New Tanks

C4.3.3

ICPP

NA

C.D

New Calcine Storage

C4.3.4

ICPP

NA

0

Radioactive ScraplW•• lC Facility

C4.3.S

ANL-W

NA

B.C.D

(CPP~

C4.1.4

ICPP

NA

B.C.D

Fort St. Vrain Spenl Nuclear Fuel
Receipt and Stonae

C4.U

ICPP

NA

B.D

Spent Fuel Pnx'USln&

C-4. 1.6

ICPP

NA

0

Experimental Brccdcr Reactor-II Blanket
Treatment

C4.1.7

AN L-W

NA

B.D

ElectromdAllureical Process
Demonstration

C4.1.&

ANL-W

NA

B.C.D

Dry Fuel Storage Facility; Fuel
Receiving. Cannine/Characterization. and

Sh;ppmc

ENVIRONMENTAL RESTORATION
PROJECTS o.co.tam ......... ~
Deco.."o;""","" (1)"0)

Tran.uranic wu tc

C4.2

C4.4. 1

INELd,c

NA

B.D

Radioactive: Wute Management Complcx
Modification. to Support Private Seetor
T reatment of Alpha· Contaminated Mixed
Low-Level Wule

C4.4.2

RWMC

NA

B.D

Idaho Wasle Processing Facility

C4.4.3

INEL"

LLW. MLLW

B.D

ShippingfTRn.fer Station

C-4 ,4 ,4

RWMC

LLW. MLLW

C

Low·level Walle

Centtll Liquid Wute Processing Facility

C4.2.1

ANL-W

NA

B.D

Eneinecrinc Test Reactor

C4.2.2

TRA

NA

B.D

Matcrialt Test Reactor

C-4.1 .J

TRA

NA

B.D

Fuel Processine Complex (CPP...t.OI )

C-4.2 .4

tCPP

NA

B.D

Fuel Receipt and Sto rlge Facility
(CPP-Wl)

C-4.2.S

ICPP

NA

B.D

Headend Procc.ssinC Plant (CPP-640)

C4.2.6

ICPP

NA

B.D

Wute Calcine Facility (CPP-6JJ)

C4.2.7

ICPP

NA

B.D

C4.S.1

PBF/AKA

MLLW

B.D

Mixed Low-Level Waste Treatment
Facility

C4 .S.3

INEL"

MLLW

0

Mixed Low· Level Waste Disposal
Facility

C4,S .4

INEL"

MLLW

B.D

Mixed low-level waste

C-4 .6.4

TRAlPBF

NA

B.D

Remote Mixed Waste Treatment Facility

C4.6.6

ANL-W

NA

B.D

Sodium Processing Project

C-4 .6.7

ANL-W

NA

B.D

TRA or
TAN

NA

B,D

INEL"

NA

0

Hazardous wule
Hazardous Wule Treatment . Stonge: .
and Disposal Facilities

/07

C4.6

Nonincinerlble Mixed Wule Treatment

Greater·Than·Cla .. ·C Dedicated Storage

VOLUME 2

C4.S

Wule Experimental Reduction Facility
Inciner:ation

Grealer·lhan·Clau·C waste

C-3-3

C-4 .4

Private Sector Alpha-Contaminated Mixed
Low-Level Wu tc Treatment

VOLUME 2

C4.7
C4.7.1
C4.&
C4.&.1

C-3-4

i~\

Table C-3-1 (conti nu ed) .
Table C-3-Z. Affected environmental attributes and conditions characterized in the Environmental
Impact Statement.

Other
supported
A!,pcndix C
lection

Project

Facility
location

WUIC

Itream.··b

AJtemativc t

Environmental attribute
INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECTS
Indu.lriallCommercw Landfill Expansion

C-4.9 . 1

Gravel Pit Expamion.
Central Facilities Area Clean Laundry
and R.espiralor Facility
TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS

Section 4.6. Geology
Appcndilli F-2. Geology and Water

B.D

-Geology

4.6.1. Figure 4 .60 1

B.D

- Natunl resOUR:C$ (soil , minenls)

4.6.2

-Seismicity

4.6.), Figure. 4.60), -4
Figure C·)·)

NA

B.C .D

C-4 .9 .2

INEL

NA

C-4.9.3

CFA

NA

Geoleg)' and soil.
acres disturbed

C-4 . 10

Calcine Transfer Project (Bin Set '1)

C-4. 10.1

ICPP

<0

B.D

-Volcanism

4.6.4

P1uma Hearth Process Project

C-4. 10.2

ANL

(g)

B.D

-Acres disturbed

4.9 .1

Genenl hydrologic conditions:

Section 4.8, Water Resources
A,PpcndiJt F-2 , Geology and Water
Figures C·)-2, C·)·)

-Snake River Plain Aquifer

4.8 .2.1. Figure 4.8-2
Figure C·J·)

- Surface drainage

4.8. 1. t. 4.8.1.2
Figures C·) · t. C·)-3

I . Acronym definition :
ANL-W
CFA

crrcc
lCPP
LLW
MLLW
NA

NRF
PBF/AKA
RWMC
TAN
TRA
TRU
~

Maonne National Laboratory-Weal
Central Facilities Area
grcatcr-than-Clas.-C
Idaho Chemical Processing Plant
low-level waste
mixed low-level waste
not applicable
Naval Reactor Facility
Power Bunt Facility/Auxiliary Rudon Area
Radioactive Waste Management Complex
Tesl Area North
Teat Reactor Area

tranluranic

shown by this column some projecu support management of more than one waste stream .

c. Altcmativc.l (See .lIo box on page C-I-) and dilcussion in Chapter 3 , EIS Vo lume 2) :
A

-

No Action

B

-

Ten-Yc.ar Plan

C

-

Minimum Treatment . Stonge. and Disposal
Maximum Treatment , Stonge, and Disposal

o -

Environmental Implu:t Statement and
support document cross reference.

Genenl geology , seismicity, and volcanism :

CFA

Water resources

b.

Characterized existing conditions

C-4.9

Wildlife and habitat

d. For the impact analysis, these projects are aslumed to be at a new location, 4 kilometers (2.S milu) cast of the Radioactive
Waste Management CompleJ; o
e. For air emis.ion and tn.nJpo r1.&tio n analysis, this project is also aslumed to be located at the .ite boundary near U .S .

Hi",way 26.
This project
I . Thi. projec1

u applicable

to hi&h·level waste.

a applicable to

millied Iow· level and tnn.unnic wu1e• .

C-3-5

Historic . archaeo logical.
or cultura l resources

VOLUME 2

- Groundwater now

Figure 4.8-2

-F1oodplains

4.8.1.3. Figure 4.8-)
Figure C-3-)

-Vadose zone

4.8.2.3

-Wetlands

See wildlife and habitat (below)

- Wate r quality

4.8.2. S. Table 4.8-1

- Water usc and rights

4.8.3

Genera l biotic resources:

Section 4.9, Ecology
Figures C-J -1. C-3-2. C-3-J

- Vegetation

4.9.1. Figure 4.9-1

- Animal communities

4.9.2

-Threatened. endangered. and sensitive species

4.9.3. Table 4.9- )

-Wetlands

4.9.4, Figure 4.9- )
Figure C-3- )

-H uman·caused radionuclides in nora and fauna

4.9.5

General cu llural resou rces :

Section 4.4. Cultural Resources :
Section 4 .2. Land Usc

- Archaeologica l sites and historic structures

4 .4. 1

-Native American cultural resources

4.4.2. Figure C-3-2

-Paleontolog ical resources

4.4 .J

C-3-{j

\ \'0
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Table C-3-2 (conlinued).
Environmental attribute

Air reeoutca

Human health

Chan.cteriz.cd elliltina condition.

Environmentallmptoct Statement and
.upport document Croll reference.

Gcncru air quality :

4.5, Aeathctic and Scenic Resourcea
4.7 . Air RCiourcea
Appendix F·3 , Air Reaoutcel
Belanger ct .1 (1995)

-Climate and meteorology

4 .7 . 1

-Standards and regulation.

4.7.2. Figure 4.1-2

-Radiological.it quality , including cwting
emissions. onlite and o((.ite do.a

4.7.3

eNonradioloeic:al condition. inc:ludin& .OUrceI and
concentrations of air pollutants onlite and orr.ite

4.7 .4

c::::::::::J
_

ITIIIIIl

c::::=:J

4.5.2. Figure C-] -J
4. 12, Health and Safety
Appendix F4, Health and Safely

-Rad iological and nonradiologicaJ health risks to
public: from atmospheric: releases

4 . 12. 1. Public Health and Safety

rub to

Argonne National La boratory·West
Auxiliary Reactor Area
Boiling Waler Reactor Experiment
Central Facilities Area
Experimental Breeder Reactor - I
Idaho Chemical Processing Plant
Naval Reactors Facility
Power Burst Facility
Radioactive Waste Management Complex
Test Area North
Test Reactor Area
Under grazing permits
Juniper woodlands
Potential wetlands
Probable maximum lload area

~orth

-DeaipWed wildcmeu .ir quality standard.
Potential health errc:d.l (rom c:urn:nt INEL
oPCnltions :

-Radiological and nonradiological health

AN L-W
ARA
BORAX
CFA
EBR-I
ICPP
NAF
PBF
AWMC
TAN
TRA

Playa 1 -

4. 12. 1.2

public (rom elOundwatc:r rc:leuCi

4.12.2
Transporution

Wute mana&cment

Genen.1 transportation :

4. 11, Traffic and Transportation

- Roadways and railroads

4. 11.1. 4.11.2, Figure 4. 11-1
Figure C-3-2

-Su eline road and rail traffic

Tables 4. 11 -2 , -3

oAirports

4.11.3.4.11.4

-Waste and material trans portation , including
baseline radiological doses

4.11.5

Gcncn.lactivities (minimization, c haracteriution.
treatment , storage , and disposal o f waste
gene rated fro m ongoing activities):

Section 2.2.7. Waste Managcment
Table 2.2-1

-

Playa 2

2.2.7.1

-Radioactive wute

2.2.7.2

Socioeconomic
conditiont

-INEL industrial wu le

2.2.7.3

General IOCM>cconomic cond ition. :

4.3, Socioeconomics

INEl ONerSlon Dam

Appendix F- l . Socioeconomic.
FIgure C-3-2
- Employment and income

4.3. 1, Table 4.3- 1, Figure 4.3- 1

- Populition and housin&

4.3.2, Fiaurc 4.3-2. Table 4.3-3

- Community sc:rvices and public rlN.ncc

4.3 .3 , Table 4.3-4

SAA0071
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Figure C-3-1. Selected environmenlal allribules alllle Idaho Nalional Engineering Laboralory sile.
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Figure C-3-2. Selected enviro nmental attributes in the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory site vicinity
(showing the seven-county region of innuence).
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Figure C-3-3. Selected envi ro nmental attributes in southern Idaho and ponions of adjacent states.
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C-3.2 Generic Environmental Impacts

p1roject versus the long-term productivity depend upon the end use generally specified by the EIS
alternative. Alternative B (fen-Year Plan) specifies industrial use and Alternative D (Maximum

Th is section provides generic information on environmental impacts of foreseeable INEL
projects. to supplement the summary impact tables in the indi vid ual project summaries and to aid in

Treatm ent, Storage, and Disposal) specifies complete dismantlement consistent with unrestricted
residential use. Alternative C (Minimum Treatment. Storage, and Disposal) relies on surveillance by
institutional controls providing for no immediate restoration to long-term productivity. Because the

the interpretation of these tables.

preferred D&D option has not yet been identified , individual projects are assumed to produce waste
consistent with Alternative B.

The foreseeable INEL projects' fall into several categories with differing generic
environmental impacts as follows:

New Projects Within Existing Facilities. In foreseeable projects located in existing facilities.

•

Decontamination and decommissioning of existing facilities

•

New projects within existing facilities

construction impacts would be minimized by the building confinement or co ntainment. Examples are
the following projects:

•
•

New constructio n within developed industrial areas (identified by numbers on
Figure C-I-I ). These areas are described as maj or facility areas in Sectio n 2 .2.4. This

•

•

Modification within an existing Argonne National Laboratory-West building for processing
of sodium coolant (Sodiu m Processi ng Project).

term is used in the follow ing discussion and throughout this appendix

•

Increased Rack Capacity for CPP-666 (spent nuclear fuel storage)

New constru ction conservatively assumed 10 be outside any established major facility area

For activities involving outdoor facilities , sUl.h as demonstrating calcine transfer from Bin

(shown on Figure C- I-I as being 2 .5 mil es east of the Rad ioactive Waste Management

Set I ICalcine Transfer Project (Bin Set #1 )1, other precautions would be taken to confine

Complex )

construction impacts.

For some of these projects , operational impacts (such as water use. emissions, and effi uents)

Expansion of existing supporting infrastructure.

would be within th e existing operational envelope for th e various INEL major facility areas.
The differing generic impacts and mitigation measures for th ese categories are discussed in the
followi ng paragraphs .

Examples are new slO rage projects (such as th e add itional spent nuclear fuel racks project mentioned
above) and technology development projects (such as the calcine transfer demonstration mentioned
above) . For other projects. such as the sodium coolant processing project (also ment ioned above) and

Decontamination and Decommissioning of Existing Facilities. The process for identifying
(a) fo reseeable decontamination and deco mmissioning (D&D) projects and (h) th e preferred D&D

th e Waste Experimental Reductio n Facility incineration project, the change in impacts due to the
project woul d be outside the existing operational env elope.

option for each suc h project is desc ribed in Section 2.2.6 .2. The short-term impacts of any D&D
New Construclion Withi n Major Fucility Areas. Othe r foreseeahle projects involve the
const ructi on of new faci lit ies within th e perimeter of major fac ility areas at th e INEL. specificall y at
3 . No foreseeable projecu Ire loc.ated at the INE L Idaho Falls faciliti es. Co nsistent w ith the recent DOE

5CCretariaJ policy on NE PA (DOE 1994a). no remed iation-related projects are incl uded . as discussed in the
Introduction to lhi!l Section C-l.

C-3-11
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th e Test Reactor Area. Idah o Chemical Processing Plant. Radioacti ve Waste Management Compl ex .
Naval Reactor Faci lity. and Argonne Nationa l Laboratory -West. The co nstru cti on impacts would
VOLUME 2
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depend in pan on whether or not newly disturbed land is involved . In either case, location within one
of these existing areas would minimize certain impacts (such as on wildlife and habitat) and malee it
easier to mitigate others (su_h as on water resources , and historic, archaeological, and cultural

Expansion or Existing Supporting Inrrastructure. Expansion of existing infrastructure,
such as landfill and gravel pits, involves disturbing new land or extracting surface deposits at various
locations outside fenced major facility locations.

resources) compared with INEL locations outside these major facility areas.
Table C-3-3 lists environmental attributes and the analyzed conditions used to characterize the
Some projects in this category represent continuing functions , so operational impacts (such as
water use, emissions, and effluents) would be within the existing operational envelope for the various
INEL major facility areas. Examples are the Expended Core Facility Dry Cell Project at the Naval

environmental impacts of each foreseeable project. The EIS section where the analyses are
documented are also referenced. The following subsections discuss the generic impacts of the
projects.

Reactor Facility and the High-Level Tank Farm New Tanks Project at the Idaho Chemical Processing
Plant. For some new functions, most operational impacts would be sufficiently small to be considered

C-3.2.1 Geology and Soil, Acres Disturbed

within the existing operational envelope. Examples are the Dry Fuel Storage Facility (Fuel
Receiving, Canning/Characterization, and Shipping) Project and the Greater-Than-Class-C Dedicated
Storage Project. For production-scale treatment facilities, such as the Waste Immobilization Facility
Project, the changes in impacts due to the project would be outside the existing operational envelope.

Proposed reasonably foreseeable projects would only have minor, localized impacts on the
geology of the INEL site for all ahernatives evaluated . Direct impacts to geologic resources at the
INEL site would be associated with disturbing land or extracting surface deposits to construct new
facilities and for use as fill for remediation activities, as needed. Acreage disturbed and quantities of

New Construction Assumed to be Outside Major Facility Areas, New treatment and

surface deposits are identified on summary impact tables and data sheets for the individual projects.

disposal facilities for transuranic waste, mixed low level (both alpha-contaminated and beta-gamma-

None of the foreseeable projects would conllict with existing land use policies for the INEL site,

contaminated) waste, low-level waste, and hazardous waste may be located outside existing major

existing uses of lands bordering the INEL site. or local land use plans.

facility areas . The fi ve specific foreseeable projects are as follows : Idaho Waste Processing Facility;
Private Sector Alpha-Contaminated Mixed Low-Level Waste Treatment; Mixed/Low-Level Waste

C-3.2.2 Water Resources

Treatment Facility; Mixed / Low-Level Waste Disposal Facility; and Hazardous Waste Treatment,
Storage, and Disposal Facilities. For analysis of impacts, these projects are assumed to be at a new

The current practice of no direct radioactive discharges exceeding DOE Order 5400.5

location, 4 kil ometers (2.5 miles) east of the Radioactive Waste Management Complex as indicated on

(DOE 1993d) limits to the Snake River Plain Aquifer would continue. No foreseeable project would

Figure C-I-I and noted on Table C-3-1 . The impacts based on the assumed location are reasonably

intentionally discharge radioactive liquids to the vadose zone.

conservative because th e location is (a) on previously undisturbed ground , (b) near an INEL site

under any of the alternatives (considered cumulatively with existing conditions) would not result in

bou ndary, which increases the analyzed impact of air emissions on the public, and (c) in the INEL

conce ntrations above the U.S. Env ironmental Protection Agency's maximum contaminant levels (or

Impacts from all foreseeable projects

quadrant closest to th e Craters of the Moon Wilderness Area, the nearest Class I visibility area as

DOE-derived concentration gu ides) beyo nd the INEL site boundary . The projects collectively would

defined by the Clean Air Act (42 U.S.C §7401 et seq.).

have minimal impact on regional ground water quality and their water usage would have a negligible
effect on the quantity of water in the aquifer. Eftlue nts and water usage quantities are identified on

For th e Private Sector Alpha-Contami nated Mixed Low-Level Waste Treatment, a location is

summ ary im pact tahl es and data sheets for the indi vidual projects.

also assumed at the INEL bou ndary near U.S. Highway 26 for air and transportation impacts
analyses.

C-3-13
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C-l.2.3 Wildlife and Habitat
Table C-3-3. Environmental anributes, analyzed impacts , and cross references .
Environmental attribute:
Geoloey and soil. acres
disturbed

Wate:r rcsourcCl

Impact! analyzed
Surrace deposit excavation; use of
aggrcgate resources; ncw or previously
disturbed acres
Water use, effluent type and quantity

Environmental Impact Statement and support
document cross rcfcrcnces
Section 5.6. Geology
Section 5.2, Land Use
Appendix F-2, Geology and Wate:r
Section C-3.2.1

facility areas. previously undisturbed habitat would be impacted by loss of plant productivity and local
biodiversity resulting from loss of species co mmon to :NEL sh rub -steppe vegetation. Nonnative

Section 5.8, Water Resources
Section 5. 13. INEL Services
Appendix F-2, Geology and Water
Section C-3.2.2

annu al plant species may replace more desirable. less vigorous native species. Mortality or
displacement of animal species would include those species that are less mobile such as burrowing
animals, insects , and rodents. Nest ing birds could also be adversely impacted if co nstruction

Disturbed acreage (efrects on nora and
fauna productivity . individual
displacement. and habitat fragmentatio n)

Section 5.9, Ecology
Section 5.2, Land Use
Section C-3.2.J

Historic. archaeological.
or cultural resources

Cultural resource sitcs

Section 5.4, Cultural Resources
Section C-3.2.4

Air resources

Radiologica! and non radiological
emissions . visibility

Section 5.7. Air Resources
Append ix F-3, Air Resources
Section C-3.2.5

Human health

Health impact! to workcrs and public
from releases of radioactive and
nonradioactive contaminant! to the
atmosphere and groundwater;
radiological impact! in te:nns of
exposure and cancer risk

Section 5. 12. Health and Safety
Appendix F-4 . Health and Safety
Section C-3.2.6

Transportation

Heavy cquipment types and trips (onsite
and offsitc)

Section 5.11 , Traffic and Transportation
Section C-3.2.7

Waste: management

Waste volumes generated during project
construction and operation

Section 3. 1, Description or Altemative.s
Section C-3.2.8

Socioeconomic
conditions

New and existing numbl=:r of workers
for construction and operation phases

Section 5.3, Socioeconomics
Appendix F- l , Socioeconomic.
Section C-3.2.9

Other impacts

Visual impacta on aesthetic and scenic

Section 5.5, Aesthetic and Scenic Reaource.s
Section C-3.2. 10. 1

Facility accident health impacts on
workers and public ; secondary
(environmental) impacts

Section 5.14 . Facility Accidents
Append ix F-S. Facility Accidents
Section C-J .2.10.2

WlldJjfe and habitat

Reaso nably foreseeable projects outs ide existing buildings and some 0&0 projects di sturb
land , as identified in C-3.2. i . For such projects both within and outside the fence lines of major

activities occur during prime nesting seasons . Outside fence lines, some potential for habi tat
frag ment ation exists . For previously disturbed habitat, biodiversity loss. productivity loss, and
resu lting animal displacement and animal mortality would be less.

Short-term adverse impacts could potentially include temporary elevated exposure of biota to
hazardous materials and rad ionucl ides dur ing and immediately after construction activi ties in
environmentally co ntrolled areas" inside major fac ility areas. Residual radionuclides and hazardous
materials from past activities. not part of the proposed project. would still be potentially co nsumed by
animals and abso rb ed by plants . These materials may result in injury to individual anim als or plants.
but have not historicall y resulted in measurable impacts to popul at ions on or off th e INEL site.

Federal protected and candidate species and State-sensitive species would not be affected by
implementing any foreseeable proj ect with in majo r fac ili ty areas because no critical habitat for
protected spedes has been designated on th e INEL site. Because of th eir location, potential wetland s
(F igure C-3-1) and aquati c reso urces (Figure C-3-3) wou ld also not be affected fo r any foreseeable
project within a majo r faci lity area. For foreseeable projects in a new location o utside the major
facility areas. a location wou ld most likely be selected to avoid such habitats. wetlands. and aquatic
resou rces and app li cable miti gat ive measures would be implemented as desc ribed in Section C-3 .3.3.

a. An environmentally controlled area (ECA) is a ddinl!d rt:gion within the boundaries of a major faci lity area
wht:re a hazardous and/or radioactive: wastt: spill /rdea'ie has h«n doc umented . Evt! n when the spi lllrd ease has
been cleaned up. the area retains its ECA designation.
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For radiological emissions, impacts at onsite and offsite locations from individual projects are

C-3.2.4 Historic, Archaeological, or Cultural Resources

given, in percent of the applicable dose limit, in the summary impact table of the project summary.
Established Federal laws and regulations would be followed for identifying, evaluating, and

mitigating impacts to cultural resources. Impacts to resources of value to Native Americans (such as

None of th ese values is more than a few percent of the dose limit of 10 millirem per year specified in
the National Emissions Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAP).

sacred or hunting and gathering areas, archaeological sites, and human remains) would be determined

Nonradiological impacts are expressed in terms of concentrations of criteria and toxic air

through consultation with the affected Native American groups.

pollutants in ambient air (that is, locations to which the public has access, such as outside the INEL
In previously unsurveyed areas, undiscovered archaeological, Native American, and

site boundary and along public roads traversing the site) and potential impact on other air quality

paleontological resources may exist and could potentially be adversely impacted . For foreseeable

values. At site boundary locations, the highest predicted concentrations of criteria pollutants from the

projects involving such areas, a cultural resource or paleontological survey would be performed.

36 foreseeable projects in Alternative D (Maximum Treatment, Storage, and Disposal) (Plus the other
activities described above) would remain well below applicable air quality standards. Concentrations

Direct impacts to archeological resources fro m individual projects would be those associated
with ground disturbance from construction activ ities. Direct impacts to existing structures would

at public road locations within the INEL boundary could increase significantly from current levels,
but would remain well below applicable standards even with proposed the locations of some major

usually result from demolition or modification of the structures. Direct impacts to traditional

construction projects or combustion sources relatively close to a public road. Offsite levels of all

resources may occur through land disturbance. or by changi ng th e environmental setting of traditional

toxic air pollutants would be below applicable standards for all cases.

use and sacred areas. When sites and structures have not been formally eval uated , they would be

For foreseeable projects collectively, the incremental impacts at onsite locations of toxic air

considered potentially eligible for the National Register of Histori c Places.

pollutant emissions are well below occupational standards in all cases. Health effects due to air

For de..:ontamination and decommissioning projects and projects inside existing structures, no

emissions are discussed in Section C·) .2.6.

land is disturbed . or previously disturbed land has already been surveyed. Any structures already
placed on the National Register of Historic Places are identified in project summaries as are other

Collective impacts related to ozo ne formation and stratospheric ozone depletion from

potentially eligible structures. For other projects inside major facility areas and for projects outside

emissions of volatile organi c co mpounds are well below the levels considered "significant" by State or

facility areas. the evaluation requirements of the appropriate laws and regulations would be followed ,

Federal standards. The potential for impacts on atmospheric visibility at Craters of the Moon

as detailed in Sectio n 5. 19. 1.

National Monument and its associated Wilderness Area has been found to exist under co nservative
sc reening analysis . The criterion for acceptable color shift is exceeded, due mainly to nitrogen
dioxide emissions . Some foreseeable projects (specifically the Waste Immobilization Facility and

C-l.2.S Air Resources

Waste Experimental Redu ction Facility Incineration projects) exceed the criterion alone or. in the case
Impacts of radiological and nonradiological air emissions have been assessed for co nstruction

of the Idaho Waste Processi ng Facility. contribut e significantly to the total. The potential for

and operation of new facilities and for demolition activities assoc iated with decontamination and

visibility deg radation would be lesse ned by use of combustion co ntrol equipm ent to reduc e nitrogen

decommissioning of existing facilities . both including heavy equipment operation within the INEL.

dioxide emissions. More refined visibi lity models (i n place of the more conservative screening

Th is aMe5sment is in conjunction with maximum operation of existing facilities. environmental

methods) could result in lower predicted impacts . Emissio n co ntrols would be required if more

restoratKJn activities. and other mobile sources such as vehicular traffic .

refined modeling still predicts visibility impacts . Cont rols may. in fact. be required by other

regulations. even if visibility degradation criteria are not exceeded.
C·) · I?
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C-l.2.6 Human Health

C-l .2.7 Transportation

Section 5. 12 provides estimates of health impacts to workers and the public from releases of

Activities included in the scope of this EIS involve the transponat ion of industrial , hazardous.

radioactive and nonradioactive contam inants to the atmosphere and groundwater. A detailed

dnd radioactive materials within the boundaries of the INEL site (onsite) and on highways and rail

explanation of th e health effects methodology is contained in Appendix F-4.

systems outside the boundaries of the INEL site (offsite). The total number of shipments for each
alternative is shown in Tables 5.11-4 and 5 . 11 -5 of Section 5. 11 , Transponation. General

C-3.2.S.1 R.d'o'og'c.' Atmcapherlc R./e••u . Under th e conservative assumptions

assumptions used in allocating transponation impacts (number of truck trips) to specific projects are

described in Section 5. 12. 1. 1. 1, some foreseeable projects are calculated to produce so me small

included in Section ":-1.2 , Generi c Assumptions. and specific assumptions are identified in footnotes

increase in rad iation exposure (mrem per year) and in lifetime fatal cancer risk, due to air emissions

to the summary impact tables for the appl icable foreseeable projects.

of radioactive materials. to an INEL worker and to the max imal ly exposed individual at the site
boundary.

In tum, the calculated risk of a fatal cancer effect expECted over the next 70 years among

The impact on the regional traffic system from foreseeable projects under all alternati ves

the entire surroundi ng population would increase. These values fo r individual projects are given in

would be minimal. U.S. Highway 20, the regional highway with highest use around the INEL ,

the summary impact tables in the project summaries.

woul d co ntinue to provide free flowi ng (Level A) service.

C-3.2.7.1 Incident-Fre. Tr.n.portation. The impacts of incident-free transpon of waste

C-3.2.S.2 Nonrsdlologlcal Atmcaph.rlc R.I...... As described in Appendix
F-4.2 . I .2. a hazard coefficient of one establishes the level of exposure to nonrad ioact ive emissions

(transurani c, low-level , and mi xed low-level ) and spent nuclear fuel have been evaluated in

(both carcinogenic and noncarcinogenic) below whic h it is unli kely for even sensitive populations to

Sectio n 5. 11.2.2 . For truck shipments of waste. approx imately one cancer fatality was estimated

experience adverse health effects. As described in Section 5 . 12.1 . 1.2 , calcul ated hazard coefficients

among workers and members of the public under Altern ati ve D due to radiation and toxic exposure .

are cumulative in that they include risks associated not only with fo reseeable projects but also with the

These impacts are approxi mately double the consequences of Altern ative B. The increase in

maximu m baseline and ongoing projects . Because of the co nservative methods and assumptions used

Alternative D would be associated with ship ments to and fro m existing INEL waste management

in the assessment. health effects are unlikely even fo r hazard coefficients somewhat above one. As

facil ities and the proposed T ransuranic Storage Area Enclosure and Storage Project. Private Secto r

discussed in Section C-3 .2.5 and summarized in the project-specific impact tables. pollution levels

Alpha-Contaminated Mixed Low-Level Waste Treatment Facility, and the Greater-Than-Class-C

would be within air quality standards. and negligible impact on health effects is expected fo r the

Ded icated Storage Facility. Train shipments yi elded consequ ences th at were much lower than truck

foreseeable projects.

shipments .

Minor co nstruct ion-related impacts would incl ud e localized levels of fugit ive dust and tailpipe

For spent nucl ear fuel. Alternative C yie lded th e highest conseque nces (app roxi mately 1.2
cancer fatal iti es among workers and th e general puhlic) . These impacts are approxi mately three times

emissions of combustion products fro m construction equipment.

the consequences und er Alternative B. and would be associated primarily with th e proposed Fuel

C-J.2.S.3 Groundwat.r R.,...u . No health effects specific to groundwater releases

Rece,;ing. Cannin g/Characterization. and Shippi ng Facility .

from foreseeable projects are identified in Sectio n 5. 12. 1. This absence is due to changes in current

and future discharge practices (as described in Section C-3.2 .2) compared to past practices.

C-3- 19
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C-3.2.7.2 Tr.nsportatlon Accidents. The potential impacts from offs ite transportation

transpo rtation mileage is increased about 40 percent by these decontamination and decommissioning

accidents involving spent nuclear fuel or radioactive waste have been evaluated in Section 5.11.2.4.

activities . While the maximum reasonably foreseeable accident doses are the same, the annual

For spent nuclear fuel , the radiological risk from transportation accidents would be high est for

frequencies are increased by 40 percent. The accident-related fatal cancer risk for the population

ATternative C (but still well below one cancer fatality). For radioactive waste, radiological risk from

within 50 miles (80 kilometers) from all low-level and mixed low-level waste onsite shipment is about

transportation accidents would be highest for alternatives A and B (also well below one cancer

one in 18,000 years for a generic suburban population zone. This estimate conservatively bounds the

fatality). In addition to radiological ri sks associated with the accidental release of radioactivity,

impact of all foreseeable decontamination and decommissioning projects (and hence anyone project)

transportation accidents also pose nonradiological risks , such as risk of fatality from the ph ysical

(a) because these projects only contribute about 30 percent (4 parts in 14) to the estimate, and

impact sustained during an accident. The risk of fatalities from vehicle impacts would be

(b) because the population density around the INEL site is less than 10 percent of a generic suburban

approximately 10 to 10,000 times higher than the risk of fatal cancers from accidental release of

population zone.

radioactivity. From this perspective, the nonradiological risk from transportation accidents would be
approximately 2 .5 fatalities under Alternative B; this risk would be approximately 1.6 times higher

C-3.2.B Waste Management

under Alternative D. The increased ri sks under Alternative D would be associated with increased
spent fuel and waste volu mes shipped to existing facilities , and the five foreseeable projects in

Waste management would invol ve not only the throughput of various waste treatment facilities
but also the incidental waste generated during construction and operation of these and other

Alternative D but not in Alternative B in Table C-3-1.

foreseeable projects. Estimated quantities of waste materials characterized by type are included on
project data sheets. Where Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) issues are not yet

The maximum reasonably foreseeable onsite spent nuclear fuel transportation accident
involves baseline act ivity and not any foreseeable project. Because the estimated number of spent

identified , they would be reviewed during the permitting process. Individual foreseeable projects

nuclear fuel shipments is expected to be the same for all EIS ahernatives, the annu al frequency and

wou ld be designed , constructed, and operated in compliance with Federal and State laws and DOE

consequences of the maxi mum reasonably foreseeable accident are not affected by foreseeable

orders and othe r guidelines affecting the generation, transportation, treatment, storage, or disposal of

projects.

hazardous and lor rad ioactive waste. Impacts of th ese activities are discussed under other subheadings
in this section (C-3.2) .

Onsi te transuran ic waste shipments are expected to be dominated by a baseline activity
(shi pments between the IN EL Rad ioactive Waste Management Complex and Argonne National

C-l.2.9 Socioeconomic Conditions

Laboratory·West as part of the characterization and certification program required for ship ments of
INEL transuranic waste to the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant). Because the estimated number of onsite

As stated in Secti on 5. 15.2, the cumulative impact on regional employment under

transu ranic waste shipments is ex pected to be approximately the same for all EIS alternatives , the

implementation of all foreseeable projects under any of the EIS alternatives would be an overall

annual frequency and consequ ence of the maximum reasonahly foreseeable accident are not affected

decl ine dur ing th e ten-year time frame of this EIS . Initially , implementation of any of the EIS

by foreseeable projects.

alternati ves would generate temporary increases in empl oyment within the region surrounding th e

INEL. primaril y due to construction acti vities . However. individual construction projects could be
Onsite low·level and mixed low· level waste shipments are expected to be dominated by

manned by the regional work force. The magnitude of the cumul ative impact on regional employment

shipments of rout ine operatio nal waste from INEL facilities to INEL treatment, sto rage, and disposal

und er impl ement ation of all fo reseeable projects und er any of the EIS alternati ves is not expected to

facilities . Some variability in th e number of shipments. and consequently the probability of accidents,

be suffi cient to notabl y affect the socioeconomic resources of the region.

i. seen as a result of foreseeable deco ntamination and decommissioning projects. Total waste
C-3·21
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No environmental impact due to noise is expected from th e foreseeable projects because buses

Even for Alternative D. this risk is about a factor of ten below the DOE National Safety

are the primary source of road noise. Construction workers would be driving private vehicles and no

Policy Goal (DOE 199Ia)a

project's operating staff would change the total number of buses significantl y.
The potent ial health effects fo r hazardous materials are more qualitative than for
Individual project requirements for electricity. water usage. waste water discharge, heating

radioactive materials. They are reported as a percentage of the concentration at th e si te

oil . diesel fuel , and propane are given on the individual project data sheets. Existing systems within

boundary that could cause life-threatening health effects . Without the foreseeable projects,

major facility areas are expected to handle collective requirements, except as indicated in individual

concentrations are well below the threshold values for life-threatening health effects. The

project descriptions.

concentrations from maximum reasonably foreseeable accidents remain unchanged as a

C-3.2.10 Other Impacts

occur as a result of th ese projects. Concentrations as a result of the increased inventories

result of the 31 foreseeable projects in Alternative B. Lower-consequence accidents could

and management act ivities in Alternative D. and of the five foreseeable projects in
C-3.2.10.1 Aesthetic and Scenic Ruourcu. Except for the potential fo r impacts on

Alternative D but not in Alternative B, are 20 percent higher for a few acc idents, but still
well below life threatening values.

atmospheric visibility at Craters of the Moon Wilderness Area (see Figure C-3-2) under worst-case
modeli ng conditions (see C-3.2.5 above), no adverse visual impact on aesthet ic and scenic resources
has been identified for any of the foreseeable projects. In all instances, new faciliti es would resemble

•

Fo r the collective populatio n: Without fo reseeable projects. th e estimated excess fa tal
cancers from any maximum foreseeable rad iation accident range from 10. 7 to 10-4 per

existing facilities and would not change the visual character of the INEL site.

year. These estimates remai n essenti all y unchanged for th e 31 foreseeabl e projects in
Alternative B. They also remai n essenti all y unchanged for the 36 fo reseeable projects in

C-3.2.10.2 Facility Accidents. Section 5. 14 addresses the consequences of possible

within 80 kilometers (50 miles), for wo rkers. and for the environment. Under the conservative

Alternative D with one exception: The estimate fo r low-level/mixed low-level waste
increases fro m 10-7 to 10. 5 per year excess fatal cancers due primarily to increased

analysis used. foreseea ble projects are calculated to produce so me potential for increase in hum an

inventories and management activities .

facility accidents for a member of the public at the nearest si te boundary. for the collective population

health effects . These increases are summarized below.
•
•

For the wo rker: The esti mated radiatio n dose to the facility worker Idefined as a worker
located 100 mete rs (300 feet) from the poi nt of releasel fro m various maximum

For the individual at the nearest site boundary: The foreseeable projects coll ectively do
not change either the potential radiation exposure or the freque ncy of th e highest

foreseeable accidents is esse nt iall y unaffected for th e 36 foreseeable projects in

consequence accidents (those producing a potential exposure greater than about 0. 1 rem).

Alternative D. Regardless of the alternative . workers closer to the point of release have

(See Figures 5. 14-2, -6, -9. and ·12 .) However. the very low risk of fatal cancer from

the pote nti al fo r injury or death .

lower-exposure. higher-frequency accidents causes th is annual cancer risk to increase fro m
one in about 20 million per year to abou t one in 5 million per year. This increase is
most ly due to the additional spent fu el and waste management activit ies at th e IN EL and

Generic potential impacts on the environment from maximum foreseeable accidents at

fo reseeable projects. termed secondary impacts in Section 5. 14. are characterized there according to

the associated five projects in Alternative 0 but not in Alternative B (see Table C-3- 1).
3. The policy states (hal the cance r fatality nsk 10 the population within one mll~ of the site boundary of a DOE
nuclear facility should nol exceed 0 . 1 percent of the sum o f all cancer fatality nsks resu lting from all other
sources.
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the materia] handled : spent nuclear fuel, high-level waste, or transuranic waste, low-l evel waste,

C-l.l .2 Water Resource.

mixed low-level waste, or hazardous waste. A summary of these impacts follows.
The development of pollution prevention plans, such as the INEL Storm Water Pollution
•

No environmental impacts would result from hazardous waste, low-level waste, or mixed
low-level waste accidents.

Prevention Plans (DOE-ID 1993a, 1993b) and the INEL Groundwater Protection Management Plan
(Case et al. 1990), and implementation of best management practices are also imponantto preventing
future sources of pollution to water resources (see Section 5 . 19.5). These practices develop standard

•

No change in land use is expected from transuranic waste accidents. A one-year

procedures for handling waste materials and preventing accidental discharges . Existing monitoring

agricultural land withdrawal of land on or off the INEL site may be necessary--up to

and surveillance programs around tanks and ponds would also reduce impacts of inadvenentliquid

IO,OOO acres for a maximum foreseeable spent nuclear fuel accident and up to 4,000 acres

release by restricting their duration and volume.

for a maximum foreseeable high-level waste accident.
C-3.l .l Wildlife and Habitat
•

A spent nuclear fuel , high-level waste, or transuranic waste accident could cause limited
adverse effects to surface water, ground water, vegetation, or wildlife. No impacts would
be expected to endangered or threatened species.

Unavo idable impacts to biota from foreseeable projects within major facilities could include
disturbance of a limited amount of habitat, monality or displacement of some animals (primarily small
mammals, reptil es , and birds), and possibly temporary elevated exposure levels to airborne

•

Land may have temporary restrictions (up to one year) for agricultural and public/tribal

radionuclides and hazardous materials. Mitigation measures (see Section 5 . 19.6) for ground

access .

di sturbance would include drainage structures to minimize soil erosion and reseeding bare ground .
Uptake of radionuclides would be minimized by dust suppression, containment, and erosion contro l.

C-3,3 Mitigation of Impacts

and by rapid removal of any newly exposed soil contaminants .

An overview of all mit igation measures applicable to foreseeable projects is presented in
Section 5 . 19. These measures are summ arized helow (with subheadings in the same order as impacts

For any new location not within the perimeter of a major facilit y area, preactivity surveys fo r
sensitive and protected species and habitats, identification of jurisdictional wetl ands, and consultation
with approp ri ate agencies would be conducted . Needed miti gati " ' would be ex plicitl y identifi ed,

in Section C-3 .2).

based on the results of th e surveys and consultations . DOE would evalu ate th e proj ect design to
determine if relocation or mod ificat ions would minim ize potential negative effects . Where

C-3.l .1 Geology and Soil, Acres Disturbed

practicable. modificatio ns would be impl emented .
Potential soil erosion in areas of ground disturbance would be mitigated through min imizing
areas of surface disturbance and by using engi neering practices (as desc ribed in Section 5 . 19.3), such

C. l .l .4 HistoriC , Archaeological, or Cultural Resource.

as storm w. ter runoff control, slope stabi lizatio n, and wind erosion (fugitive dust) protection . Such
protection could il. lude covering soil stockpiles and water spraying . No oth er mitigatio n measures

For cultural resources (Section 5 . 19. 1), all mitigation pl ans woul d be developed in
co nsultat ion with Native Ame rican T ribes (where approp ri ate). th e State Historic Preservatio n Office,

related to land use are required .

and the Advisory Cou nci l on Historic Preservation. These plans wou ld co nfo rm to appropriate
standa rds and guidelines eslablished fo r historic preservation aClivilies by th e Secrelary of the Interior
C-3-25
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under current terms of the National Historic Preservation Act. If a foreseeable project affects areas of

requirements for drivers . packaging. labeling. marking. and placarding. There are also requirements

religious. cultural , or historic value to Native Americans, DOE would follow the mandates of the

that specify the maximum dose rate associated with radioactive material shipments. which help to

Archaeological Rosources Protection Act, the Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation

reduce incident-free transportation doses. Mitigation of consequences from transportation accidents

Act, and the American Indian Religious Freedom Act.

would also be through emergency response programs.

C-3.3.S Air Resources

C-3.3.8 Waste Management

For air resources (Section 5 . 19.4), controls to reduce radiological emissions and doses would

Pollution prevention and waste minimization practices would be applied both to the throughput

depend on the nature of the specific process and the types and amounts of radionuclides that may be

of various waste treatment facilities and also to the incidental waste generated during construction and

released . For example, controls would include limiting iodine-129 emissions from spent nuclear fuel

operation of these and other foreseeable projects .

or high-level waste processing by means such as charcoal or silver zeolite filtering media.
High-efficiency paniculate air filters would be used extensively to reduce emissions of radionuclides

C-3.3.9 Socioeconomic Conditions

that are paniculates. Waste acceptance criteria for waste treatment processes would put a limit on the
radioactive source term.

No mitigation measures are required for socioeconomics or noise. For INEL services.
practices would he implemented to reduce inefficient use of utilities and energy services. Recvcling

Best available control technology would be designed for each pollutant associated with a

of materials would be considered during planning of decontamination and decommissioning projects.

significant emissions increase as defined in the State of Idaho regulations. These impacts would be
further defined and resolved during the air permitting process before a project could proceed .

C-3.3.10 Other Impacts

Emission control equipment wou ld be used as required or appropriate to reduce such impacts .
With regard to visibility degradation of aestheti c and scenic resources (Section 5 . 19.2) due to
C-3.3.6 Human Health

operations. mitigation measures could include administrative control s on facility operation or use of
combustion control equipment to further reduce nitrogen dioxide emiss ions.

Health and safety hazards would be mitigated by best management practices and by
occupational and radiological safety programs that operate under the same regulatory standards and
limlls as currently apply to the (NEL. Elements of these programs include access control , perso nnel

Mitigation of consequences from facility acdde nts would be primarily through emergency
planning. preparedness. and res ponse prog rams . Response actio ns could includ e immediate and

dosimetry. safety analysis, inspection and surveillance. annual reporting . The intent of these

longer-term restricted access to and cleanup of contaminated land . as well as interdiction of

programs is to keep risks as low as reasonably achievable . For this reason. administrative limits on

agrh:ultural products from such land .

radiation exposure and other hazards are set well below the allowed regulatory limits.

C-3.3.7 Transportation

Mitigat ion measures related to transportation of radioactive and hazardous materials include
use of approved transport vehicles and containers . There are U.S. Department of Transportation
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C-3.4 Other Generic Issues

significant histori c structures and archaeological sites is listed for each foreseeable project in its
summary impact table and in Table 5.4·1. to the extent they have been surveyed .

C.J.4.1 Cumulative and Indirect Impacts
C·3.4.2,4 Air Resources. Discharge of combustion products and particulate matter into the
Cumul ative and ind irect impacts are discussed in Section 5. 15 . Th e specific projects

air fro m proposed projects would contribute

desc ribed in th is appendix are included in the cumulati ve impact anal ysis in Section 5. 15 for each of

to

localized reduction of air quality . At the Craters of

the Moon Wilderness Area. potential impacts on visibility impairment as a result of nitrogen dioxide

the four anal yzed alternatives. Each project, and the alternative under which it would be

emissions could be assoc iated with so me projects . If such impacts are co nfirmed by mo re refined

implemented, is listed in Tables C- I-I and C-3-1.

analysis, control measures would be required before projects could proceed .

C.J.4.2 Beneficial and Adverse Effects

C·3.4.3 Irretrievable and Irreversible Commitments of Resources

Adve rse environmental effects which cannot be avoided are described in Section 5. 16.

Irretrievable and irreversible commitments of resources are described in Section 5. 18.

C-3.4.2.1 Wa1er Resources. The foreseeable projects do not include comprehensive

Irrevers ible and irretrievabl e commitments o f resources fo r certain foreseeable projects would

remed iation of all contami nated media and areas . Th is impact is considered unavoidably adverse for

potentiall y include land, aggregate. groundwater (areas of contamination), ai r resources, and energy
resources. However. some materials (for example. structural and stainless steel) and resources (for

water qUality.

example, wate r use) are considered recyclabl e and are not considered an irreversibl e and irretrievable
C-3.4.2.2 Wildlife and HabHat As described in C-3 .2.3, unavoidable impacts to biota for

commitment of resources.

some fo reseeable projects would incl ude disturbance of undisturbed habitat andlor of previously
disturbed habitat that is of low quality and limited use to wildlife. Short-term adverse impacts to
biota could potentially include te mporary elevated exposure to residual radionu cl ides and hazardous

Fac il ities for disposal of rad ioactive andlor haza rdous wastes would cause irreversible and
irretrievable commi tments of land resources of prev iously open-space land. Local services potentiall y

materials from past activities dur ing and immed iately after constru ction activities for foreseeable

lost fro m the commitment of these acreages would include lost vegetation productivity. lost wildlife

projects.

produ cti vity. and lost multiple-use or alternati ve-use opportun ities (for example. disposal sites would
not undergo future decommissioning or decontaminat ion and hahi rat reclamation),

Utilization of an additio nal acreage outside the major facility areas would increase the amount
of habitat loss and would have the potential to enhance habitat fragmentation on the INEL site.

Some of the agg regate resources (sand . gravel. pumice. and landscaping cinders) extrac ted on
the site would be irreversibl y and irretrievably committed in support of certain fo reseeable projects.
Aggregate quantities utilized durin g construction for concrete production and foundation preparation

C·3.4.2.3 Cultural Resources. Adve rse impacts related to removal or alteration of
potentially significant historic structures could occur. Ad verse impacts may also occur

are listed on the ind ivid ual project data sheets . Aggregate demands fo r these uses and for road

to

co nstru ctio n and mai nt enance va ry hy E IS altern ative. as show n on the data sheets fo r the Gravel Pit

archaeological sites of importance to Native Americans and areas of traditional or relig ious
importance. Although most adverse effects to sites can be mitigated th rough scientific study. effects

Expansion Project.

to sites that are important to Native American grou ps may remain adverse. The number of potentiall y
C-)-29
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Activities at the INEL site have resulted in the irreversible and irretrievable commitment of

•

groundwater in the Snake River Plain Aquifer that has been affected by chemical and radioactive

Land Use: Even when environmental impacts include land disturbance and land-use
category changes from open space to industrial uses (as for projects outside major facility

contaminant plumes. Because of changed practices. this commi tment is not expected to increase due

areas), no effect on long-term productivity of the total INEL environment is expected.

to foreseeable projects. All potable water wells on the INEL site are monitored routinely to ensure
that water withdrawn from the aquifer is utilized appropriately. as specified under Federal and State

•

regulations .

Geology: For foreseeable projects undergoing construction activities. some soil and
aggregatelborrow loss would be expected. However, these activities would be of short
duration and soil loss would be minimized by initiating the mitigation measures outlined in

Portions of air resources at the INEL site would be committed under some foreseeable

Section C-3.3.1. Therefore, no long-term effect on environmental productivity of the

projects. Lost services associated with commitments of air resources may include lower visitor use of

habitat surrounding these sites is expected.

portions of the regions because of lowered visual quality .
•
Commitment of energy resources (electricity, heating oil, diesel fuel , and propane) is

Wildlife and Habitat: The potenti al short-term productivity loss in habitats adjacent to
individual INEL facilities and to major facility areas would be offset by a reduction in

quantified on individual project data sheets .

contaminant exposure to ecological resources , thereby increasing environmental

productivity. There would be a long-term loss of productivity and biodiversity associated
C-l.4.4 Relationship Between Short-Term Us. of the Environment and the Maintenance

with the acreage that would be disturbed and used .

and Enhancement of Long-Term Productivity
•
The relationship between short -term use of the environment and the maintenance and

Cultural Resou rces: Additional informatio n gained during preactivity surveys for
archaeological , historical, or paleontological resources could be co mpiled into a database

enhancement of long-term productivity is discussed in Section 5 . 17 .

or added to an ex isti ng database to improve the knowledge of area history . Also
coordination with affected Native Americans would increase sensitivity to their conctrns

Implementation of most fo reseeable projects would cause some adverse impacts to the

and show greater co nfidentiality of areas that hold cultural and religious significance for

environment and would permanently commit certa in resources. However, many of these uses of the

them. Increasing the histori cal knowledge and understanding of th e area would provide a

environment would be of short duration and offset by long-term enhancements to the environmental

basis for the enhancement of future management of cultural resources in the region.

prod uctivilY of the region. The following is a descriptio n of the generic short-term influences on the
envi ronment and the associ ated effects on the maintenance and enh ancement of long-term produclivity

•

of the environment.

Air Quality: Areas disturbed for constructi on act ivities wou ld result in short-term.
elevated levels of particulate matter in these areas of disturbance. Mitigation measures

outlined in Section C-3 .3. 1 would red uce fugitive dust potential. No long-te rm effect on
•

General : Implemenlation of any of the alternatives would cause some adverse impacts to

air quality is expected from construction.

the environment and would permanentl y commit certain resources. However. under

several of the alternatives these uses of the environment would be of sho rt duration and
offset by long -term enhancements to the environmental productivity of the region. as
discussed as follows and in Section 5. 17.

C-3.4.5 Environmental Justice

As stated in Section 5 .20. DOE has reviewed th e projects to conside r the ex tent to which
minority or low-income populations cou ld be affected . DOE's overall review indicated that the
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potent ial impacts cal culated for each discipline under each of th e proposed alternatives present no

C-4 FORESEEABLE PROJECTS-DESCRIPTIONS

significant risk and do not constitute a reasonabl y foreseeable adverse impact to th e surrounding
population. Therefore, the impacts also do not co nstitute a disproportionatel y high and .dverse
impact on any particular segment of the population, incl ud ing mino rities or low-income communities

Foreseeable proposed projects. whose detailed design or planning will not begin until the

in th e area, and thus do not present an environmental justice concern .

DOE has determined that the requirements of the National Environmental Policy Act process for the
project have been completed , are listed in Table C-3-1 in Section C-3 and are described in this

C-3.4.6 Consultation with Other Agencies

section .
Letters regarding co nsultation under Endangered Species Act and National Historic
Preservation Act are included in Appendix B. Consultation Letters. A Iisting of agencies and perso ns
consulted is also included in Appendix B.
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C-4.1.l EXPENDED CORE FACILITY DRY CELL PROJECT
PROJECT NAME : Exoended Core Facility Dry Cell Project

C-4.1 PROJECTS RELATED TO SPENT NUCLEAR FUEL
GENERAL PROJECT OBJECTIVE: The general project objective of the Expended Core Facility
Dry Cell project would be to inc rease the efficiency of naval spent nuclear fuel module preparation .
If implemented. the new Dry Cell would improve module preparation efficiency. minimize
transportation. preclude disturbances of other sites, and make efficient use of existing facilities .

Historically. naval spent nuclear fuel has been transported from the defueling location to the Idaho
National Engineering Laboratory (INEL) where it is unloaded into water pools at Expended Core
Facility . The spent nuclear fuel modules were prepared for examination and storage by removing the
nonfuel structural sections in the Expended Core Facility water pools. After preparation and
examination, the fuel bearing sections are shipped to the Idaho Chemical Processing Plant for storage.
Removal of nonfuel stru ctural sections is needed to facilitate examination and to minimize the amount
of material managed as spent nuclear fuel.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION: Expended Core Facility

The Expended Core Facility is located within the confines of the Naval Reactors Facil ity at the INEL.
It is a large laboratory facility used to receive, examine. and prepare for storage and transport naval
spent nuclear fuel and irradiated test specimen assemb lies . The information derived from the
examinations performed at the Expended Core Facility prov ide engineering data on nuclear reactor
environments. materi al behavior, and design performance. These data are used to develop longer·
li ved naval fuel and to ensure fuel already in use in warships can be operated as long as possible.
Naval spent nuclear fuel is prepared at the Expended Core Facil ity for storage and shipment to the
Idaho Chemical Processing Plant.

The building that houses the Expe nded Core Facility is a concrete block structure approximately
1,000 feet by 194 feet. This space provides offices and enclosed work areas. includi ng an array of
interconnected reinforced concrete water pools th at permit visual observation of naval spent nuclear

fuel during handling and inspection whi le shielding workers from radiation . Adjacent to the water
pools are shielded cells used fo r operations that must be performed dry. Access to the Expended
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Core f acility foc receipt and shipping of large containers is provided by large rollup doors that allow

concrete with varying densities, normal (150 pounds per cubic foot), 195 pounds per cubic foot, and

rail car and truck entry.

280 pounds per cubic foot. Walls are 3 feet thick to provide the necessary shielding to reduce

The water pools are 430 feet long and about 40 feet wide. The depths of the different water pool

from the operating gallery and viewed through windows which are specially constructed to be

zones vary from 20 feet to 45 feet. There are five crane bridges for routine movement of material

nonbrowning and equal in shielding value to the concrete walls.

radiation in occupied areas . All work in the cells is done by remotely operated equipment controlled

within the pools . A network of walkways also serves as work platforms from which examination
technicians conlro l and manipulate the tools and measuring apparatus which must be used under

At the Expended Core Facility, the spent fuel is unloaded from shipping containers with special,

water.

heavily shielded transfer casks to protect the workers from radiation . The spent fuel is removed from
the transfer cask in the water pool where the depth of the water is sufficient to shield the workers

Wall. and gates divide water pools into smaller work areas . This sectionalization makes it possible to

from the radiation of the exposed spent fuel modules . The subsequent machining operations and

drain onl y a small portion of the pool at a time for equipment maintenance and repair. The shielded

examinations of the spent fuel are performed in the water pool under the required depth of water

cells are located to the nvrth of the water pools. Transfer of irradiated material between the water

where operations and examinations can be performed safely . After the work on the spent fuel is

pools and shielded cells is co nducted via three transfer canals.

completed, the spent fuel is loaded into a shielded transfer cask (under water) for transit to the storage
location, such as the Idaho Chemical Processing Plant. These are the main pieces of special

All water pools are watertight, reinforced concrete construction. The water pool floors are designed
to support installed equ ipment and shielded shipping containers. The depths and sizes of individual
water pool zones have been determined by shielding requirements, the size of the materials to be

equipment and facilities that are required to perform the necessary operations with naval spent nuclear
fuel. There are many other pieces of equipment and apparatus that are also used along with the main
equipment to do the necessary work safely and efficiently.

handled, and accommodation of the machine tools and operating equipment. All construction joints in
the water pools contain water stops . Water pool walls and floors are coated with a thermal-setting

PROJECT DESCRIPTION:.

Dry Cell Project:

plastic coating, which is highly resistant to radiation damage, is amenable to easy decontamination,
and contributes to water tightness.

Pumose and Need: This project would provide for the design, construction, and operation of
a fac ility for the preparation of naval spent nuclear fuel modules for shipment to storage facilities .

Liquid radioactive wastes are generated in the Expended Core Facility through the radioactive

These opera ions are currently performed in the Expended Core Facility water pool. The primary

contamination of the water pool water by the introduction of corrosion products from the fuel and

function of the facility would be to examine fuel modules and remove non fuel structures from the fuel

no nfuel materials from the irradiations test programs and the unloading of spent fuel shipping
containers . The Expended Core Facility has developed a var iety of techniques for treating liquid
wastes a.-,d has achieved a zero discharge of liquid radioactive waste to the environment. The design
basis for the Expended Core Facility liquid treatment system is to maintain zero discharge, maintain
water clarity, minimize the amount of water-borne activ ity, and reduce exposures to personnel to as
Iowa value as possible.

modules , thereby reducing the volume of material that must be managed as fuel. Additionally,
control rods would be fastened to the fuel modules to ensure shutdown conditions are maintained .
This work would be performed in a shielded, radiologically controlled area with remotely operated
equipment utilizing proven fuel handling methods. The facility would be designed for a 4O-year life,
built of structural steel and concrete, and would be integral with the existing Expended Core Facility
building .

The shielded cells afford another major capability of the Expended Core Facility . There are 14
concrete cells used for examination of smaller components . The shielded cells are constructed of
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Ll!ki1i2n: The Naval Reactors Facility Expended Core Facility is located on the INEL site in

The Dry Cell would also be designed to facilitale decontamination and decommissioning al some

Bune County which is part of the Eastern Idaho Intrastate Air Quality Control Region No. 61. The

future dale. This would be achieved by including cell liner conlaminalion barriers, no fixed

Naval Reactors Facility is in the southern portion of the INEL site, about 23 kil ometers (14 miles)

embedded piping, a minimum of cracks and crevices, smooth surfaces, and wall penelralions large

north of the southern site boundary. The Dry Cell Project would be a southeast extension of the

enough 10 be radiologically surveyed 10 verify deconlaminalion effecliveness.

Expended Core Facility building . The Universal Transverse Mercator coordinates for the Dry Cell
Facility Main Exhaust Stack will be 4834625 meters north and 345550 meters east. The township,
range, section coordinates are T4N R30E Section 30.

The Dry Cell would be anached 10 the exisling Expended Core Facility building and provisions would
be made 10 Iransfer fuel modules between the Dry Cell and existing water pit facilities where similar
work is presenlly performed . Operations of the Dry Cell would increase the efficiency of fuel

Type of Facility: The Expended Core Facility Dry Cell would be a shielded concrete
structure with remotely operated equipment for preparing naval spent nuclear fuel modules for

module preparation at the Expended Core Facility by performing the operations dry instead of using
the current underwater process.

examinalion and shipment 10 slorage facilities .
Descriplion of Drv Cell Physical Layout: The Dry Cell Project would include an east
The major elemenl of the Dry Cell Facilily would be a large reinforced concrele shielded cell with

extension and a south extension of the existing Expended Core Facility building. The east extension

inlerior dimensions of 22 feel wide by 84 feel long by 21 feel high, conlaining all the equipmenl

would be 2,400 square feet and would be the same height as the existing Expended Core Facility

necessary to inspect and disassemble fuel modules. Shielded deconlamination and repair cells would

High Bay which is 57 feet 8 inches . The east extension would house a truck bay and an overhead

be attached to the main shielded cell 10 allow remote deconlaminalion and repair of equipmenl used

bridge crane. The 2,400 square feet east extension of the Expended Core Facility building would be

throughoul the Expended Core Facilily.

constructed similar to the existing building. The design life of the building would be 40 years .
Construction materials would be noncombustible and corrosion-resistant.

Des jgn Objecljves : The facilily would have the capabilily 10 prepare and load one fuel
module per shift in a shipping cask. Based on a IwO shift per day operation (500 shifts per year), and

Critical items and systems (ventilation, electrical , fire proleclion, and utility systems) would be

an assumptio n thaI 25 percenl of the lime the facilily would be shul down for mainlenance, the Dry

designed to provide confinement of radioactive malerials under normal operations and Design Basis

Cell Facilily yearly capacily is expecled 10 be aboul 375 modules .

Accidenl conditions. Structural design, including loading combinations and construction of critical
items, would, as a minimum, be in accordance with current editions of pertinent nationally recognized

The cell des ign would incorporale 4-foot-th ick radialion shielding walls construCled of high-densily

codes and standards as identified in DOE Order 6430. IA (DOE 1989a).

and normal-densily concrete. The shielding would be designed 10 limit radialion levels in normall y
occupied areas around the cell 10 0. 1 millirem per hour or less. At the INEL sile boundary , there

The 2,400 square foot southeast corn er extension would be constructed of reinforced concrete block

would be no measurable elevalion above the naturally occurring background radiation levels. The

and metal sandwich panels . Roofs would be designed to resist verti cal live, snow, and wind loads in

Dry Cell design would meet the lalesl seismic requiremenlS and would include negalive pressure air

accordance wi th ANSI Standard A58 . 1. The roof would also be designed as a part of the lateral force

ventilation for rad iological conlamination control. Shielded lead glass windows and viewing aids

resisling system to make the build ing unites) act as an integral system.

would be provided as requi red al the work slalions. Power, Iighling, and a fire suppression syslem
would be provided .

The Expended Core Facility building extension to the south would be 8,210 square feet and would be
a two-story construction approximately 36 feet high. The south extension would house on the first
floor, the sh ielded cell operating gallery, a truck bay, support office spaces. restrooms, and spares
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storage. The second floor of the south extension would house an equ ipment support area above the

cell requirements are a negative differential pressure of I to 2 inches of water and 1 air changes per

operating gallery and general open storage space above the support office spaces. The east end of the

hour.

second floor would contain the shielded cell ventilation system high efficiency particulate air (HEPA)
filters and fans .

The shielded cell would include a shipping cask transfer canal that extends underneath the east end of
the main cell. The shipping cask transfer tunnel would be 21 feet deep, 11 feet wide, and 54 feet

The building south extension structure would match that of the existing Expended Core Facility

long. A shipping port and shield plug would be in the floor of the cell over the shipping cask transfer

building. The building would have a structural steel frame and a steel truss supported roof with

canal . The plug would be removed when a cask is placed beneath it for loading. The Shipping cask

exterior walls of 12-inch reinforced concrete block up to a height of 10 feet above fl oor level.

transfer cart would be supported by two rails. Directly under the shipping port, provisions would be
made for seismically restraining the transfer cart.

The shielded cell would include a preparation cell , a decontamination cell , and a repair cell . Shielded
cell viewing windows and master-slave man ipulators would be installed for remote operations.

The Dry Cell facility shielded cell, and repair and decontamination cells would require several cell

The shielded preparation cell would be fabricated of reinforced concrete with interior dimensions of

window would be designed to remain unbroken and in place after a seismic event.

windows . A combination high-density glass and oil-filled viewing windows would be required . The
22 feet wide by 84 feet long by 21 feet high . The decontamination cell would be 22 feet wide by 21
feet \0 inches long by 21 feet high. The repair cell would be 22 feet wide by 28 feet 6 inches long

The Dry Cell facility east extension would have an overhead crane. The overhead bridge crane

by 21 feet high. The shielded cell walls would be constructed of high density concrete with a

would have a minimum 13O-ton capacity and a minimum hook height of 39 feet 6 inches above the

minimum density of 230 pounds per cub ic foot. Shielded wall thickness would be 4 feet.

Expended Core Facility building floor.

The Dry Cell shielding would be designed to limit radiation levels in normally occupied areas around

The Dry Cell shielded cell would have up to two overh ead bridge cranes on a common rail that can

the cell to 0 .1 millirem per hour or less. At the INEL site boundary , there would be no measurable

lift a working load of \0 tons. The Dry Cell shielded cell would also have up to th ree

increase in radiation above the naturally occurring background radiation levels.

electromechanical manipulators mounted on a common rail to perform remote handling and

maintenance.
The spread of radioactivity would be minimized by confinement barriers: the shielded cells would
contain a fully lined floor and partially lined wall of stainless steel and the building's ventilation

The design of the fire protection system would achieve a level of fire protection that meets or exceeds

exhaust system would be filtered . Confinement would also be achieved by providing air locks and

the "improved risk" level.

otherwise regulating the differential pressures in the various areas of the building to mai ntain the air
flow from uncontaminated areas toward areas of higher contaminat ion and by HEPA filtration and

The shielded cell special suppression system is carbon diox ide. Agent quantity requirements and

carbon adsorber filtration.

installation procedures shall comply with NFPA 12.

The radioactive ventilation system has three exhaust fans with 1,500 cubic feet per minute capacity

filters from fire in-cell . The fire screens shall be accessible for replacement and cleaning.

Fire screens would be installed upstream of the HEPA filters in the ventilation system to protect the
for each fan . Overall system capacity is sized for two fans to be running and one in standby to meet
normal cell and zone differential pressure requirements and in-cell ai r change requirements. The in-
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The huilding extension fadlity fire sprink,"r system would be a wet type and would be installed in

one. with no reduction in environmental impact). and additional transportation for the nonfuel sections

accordance with NFPA 13. The new syst<m shall be simil ar to th e ex isting system and woul d be

at each of th e five serv icing facilities . The Expended Core Facility already has the trained personnel .

connected to the sprinkler alarm system. The standpipe system would conform to NFPA 14 and

proven procedures. and specialized faci lities and equip ment necessary for this work. If th e spe nt

would include hose cabinets in required locations .

nuclear fuel modules were prepared at the Expended Core Faci lity. the fuel section could be
transferred to another part of the Expended Core Facility fo r more detailed examination without

Schedule for Co nst ruction and In itial Operation : The sc hedule fo r the Dry Cell Project is to

hav ing to load it into a transport cask for shipment to another location for examination.

commence construction in May 1996 and co mplete co nstructio n in May 1998 . Initial operation would
be August 1998.

Prepare th e Modules at AnOlher Location: If this opt ion were carried out . naval spent nuclear
fuel would be transported to a central location wh ere it would be unl oaded . th e nonfuel strucru ral

PROJECT-SPECIFIC OPTIONS

sections removed, and the fuel section reloaded into a transport cask and shipped to the Expended

NOT E: The previous project description was used for the analysis of potential consequences in

facilities , installation of specialized equipment, and additional transportat ion.

Core Facility for examination. This option would require additional handling , co nstruction of new

Chapter 5 of Volume 2 of the spent nuclear fuel and INEL ER&WM EIS where th e project would be
implemented under Alternatives B (Ten-Year Plan) and D (Maximum Treatment. Storage, and
Disposal).

Phase Out Removing Nonfuel Stru cru ral Sections: If this option were implemented , naval
spent nuclear fuel would be examined and stored without removing the nonfuel strucrural sections. In
some cases, this would make internal examination of the spent nuclear fuel modules mo re difficult.

The option to phase out examinations at the Expended Core Faci lity is evaluated in Alternatives A

New equ ipment and procedures would need to be developed to perform the internal examinations .

(N" Action) and C (M inimum Treatment. Storage. and Disposal) of Volume 2 of this EIS . The

Implementing this option would increase the amount of material to be managed a.< 'pent nuclear fu el

following presentation and evaluation of options are specific to meeting th e need to efficientl y remove

since th e nonfu el structural sections can be disposed of as low-level waste when removed .

nonfuel structural sections at the Expended Core Facility. This need would only exist if an alte rnative
were implemented that involves continued operation of the Expended Core Facility examination and
preparation for storage of naval spent nuclear fuel.

Increase Water Pit Capacity : Under th is optio n all nav al spent nuclear fuel mod ul es wou ld be
prepared in the Expe nd ed Core Facility water pit; however. unlike th e "No Action" option above
additional action would be taken to efficientl y support the shipping and handling o f larger naval spe nt

~ : Under this option. the Dry Cell would not be constructed . Naval spent nuclear

nuclear fuel modul es that would be received at the Expended Core Facility over the next two decades.

fuel modules would be prepared with existing equipment at the Expended Core Facility. This option
would not efficiently meet the need to handle the larger naval spent nuclear fuel modules that would

Implementation of this option would requi re extensive engineering effort for equipment and fixture

be received at the Expended Core Facility over the next two decades . Performi ng th is work in the

design and procurement. The option would also requi re refurbishment of existing water pits. The

Expended Core Faci lity water pools would be much more expe ns ive.

option would also impact ab ility of th e Expended Core Facility to maintain ongoi ng materials test
programs.

Remove Ihe Nonfuel Structural Seclion, 31 Servicing Facility : If this option were
rmplemented. the naval spent nuclear fuel modules would be prepared at the location where it was

Implementation of the option would provide no significant ad vantage for reduced enviro nm ental

removed from the reactor during serv icing . This optio n wou ld require additional handling of the

impact and would increase costs of operations while reducing th e capab ilit y of the Expended Core

spent nuclear fuel . co nstruction o f new fac il ities with special ized equip ment (five facilities instead o f

Faci lity to examine materials.
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AFFECTE D ENVIRONMENT: A general descript ion of th e area and existing industrial site is

Air Emissions: Small quantities of rad ioactivity are contained in the air released from the

presented in Volume I . Appendix D. Part A. Section 4.2. The Dry Cell Project would have

Expended Core Facility and prototype plant operations at the Naval Reactors Facility . The annual
releases from Expended Core Facility total approximately 1.1 curies, composed primarily of 0.30

negligible affect o n the environment.

curie of krypton-85 , 0.10 curie of carbon- 14, 0.094 curie of tritium, 0.000011 curie of combined
ENVIRONMENTA L CONSEQUENCES OF TH E DRY CELL PROJ ECT :

strontium-90 and yttrium-90, and 0 .0000048 curie of iodine-131. These releases at the Naval
Reactors Fac ility would be increased by 0. 12 curi es per year by the Dry Cell Project. The primary

Overv iew of Environmental Impacts: The following secti ons discuss the potent ial

co ntribution to the small increase in curi es would be from carbon- 14.

environmental consequences at the IN EL site associated with th e constru ction of th e Dry Cell Project
at th e Expended Core Fac il ity. The environmental consequences are based on th e fac t th at the

The principal sources of current nonradioactive industrial gaseous effluents are air from offices, water

Expended Core Facility is currentl y in existence and operating within th e perimeter of th e Naval

vapor fro m cooling towers, and fuel combustion products from the three steam generating boilers

Reactors Faci lity at th e INEL. The potenti al environmental effects of this project are discussed in th e

used for heating. The Dry Cel: operations would co ntribute a negligible amount of PM-IO and

following paragraphs.

Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC). The PM-IO release from the Dry Cell would be 2.45 x 10-9
t(>ns per year and the VOC less than 1,800 pounds per year.

Review of th e enviro nmental effects of operation of the Expend ed Core Facil ity Dry Cell at th e INEL
site for the preparation of naval spent nuclear fuel has shown that the impact on th e environment

Potential impacts to air quality from construction activities would include fugitive dust and exhaust

associated with this work is very small. The largest effect in the vicinity of INEL site is a small

emissions from support equipment. The modeling assess ment showed that expected constructio n-

increase in radioact ive ai rborne emissions . The di ffe rences in all oth er impacts in th e vicinity of

related air quality impacts should be minor and temporary and, when added to the baseline

INEL site for the avai lable alternati ves are very small or nonexistent.

concentrations, would be a small percentage of applicable standards (Section 5 .1 of Volume 2) .

Number of Employees: Approxi mately 500 engin eers. techni cians, clerical, and maintenance

Asbestos-co ntaining material is prese nt at the Naval Reactors Facility , but. as a result of the well-

persoM el are employed in the receipt and examination of naval spent nuclear fu el at the Expended

controlled conditio ns with regard to asbestos at the Naval Reactors Fac ility, releases would be

Core Facili ty or in direct support of these activi ties. The tab le below provides a summ ary of th e

unaffected by th e Dry Cell Project.

direct jobs which would be associated with the Expended Core Faci lity if the Dry Cell Project is
constructed. As shown in the tab le. th ere is an increase in work ers in th e period 1996 through 1998

Waler Emissions: No radioacti ve liquids are discharged to the environment at the Naval

fo r construction workers . The Dry Cell operation would not require any add itional pe rso nnel and as

Reactors Facility . The Dry Cell woul d not release any radioactive liquids and would have no effect

shown in th e table. the Expended Core Facility work force would return to 500 afte r construction of

on releases of rad ioactive liquids at the Naval Reacto rs Facility .

the Dry Cell is completed .
Since th e water released to the industri al waste ditch does not incl ud e any effluents from th e
Summary of direcl job. fo r Dry Ce ll ProJ<c1 - Ex pended Core Fac ilily.

1995

t996

t991

S74

514

5SO

Expended Core Facility. the disc harges to th e ditch woul d be unaffected by th e Dry Cell Project.

t998

1999

2000

200t

2002

2003

2004

500

500

500

500

500

500

500

Operation of Expended Core Faci lity produces about 25 pe rcent of the total sewage discharge at the
Naval Reactors Facility, and the Expended Core Fac ility disc harge would re main the same with the
Dry Cell Project si nce no additional personnel would be required fo r operations .
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No hazardous wastes are disposed of at the Naval Reactors Facility site and all solid and liq uid

Annual water consumption by the Expended Core Facility is about 2.5 million gallons. The Dry Cell

hazardous wastes are transponed by vendors to treatment, storage, and disposal facilit ies approved by

Project would have no discernible effect on water usage, because the groundwater withdrawn for Dry

the Environmental Protection Agency and operating under approvals or permits granted by state and

Cell operations would be small in comparison to the total INEL site water consumption. Expended

federal regulatory agencies. The Dry Cell Project would not generate any additional hazardous

Core Facility Dry Cell operation would have virtually no effect on surface waters .

wastes and would therefore have no impact on water qual ity in the area.
Radioactive Waste: Operations at the Expended Core Facility contribute approximately 425
A flood at the Expended Core Facility due to overflow of any surface water within the INEL site

cubic meters (15,000 cubic feet) of radioactive solid waste each year. No high-level waste and almost

boundaries is a low probability event. Flooding of the Expended Core Facility building is possible

no transuranic waste (less than 0 .0001 cubic meter per year) are generated from current operations at

should the Mackay Dam fail ; however, there is adequate time following the darn break until the flood

the Expended Core Facility. The principal solid low-level waste generated by the Dry Cell would be

water reaches the Naval F.eactors Facility to complete emergency procedure preparations .

approximately 113 cubic meters per year of radioactive nonfuel structures removed from the fuel
modules in the Dry Cell. This material would be shipped to the Radioactive Waste Management

Solid Waste: All nonhazardous solid wastes that cannot be recycled or used by other

Complex for disposal . This waste is part of the 425 cubic meters already contributed each year. The

government agencies are transponed to the INEL landfills at the Central Facilities Area. Operation of

difference is that the 113 cubic meters is now generated in the water pit and would be generated in

tile Expended Core Facility makes linle contribution to these wastes other than the trash associated

the Dry Cell when Dry Cell operations begin. An additional 2 cubic meters per year of radioactive

with the approximately 500 persons who work at that facility . Except for the generation of

waste would be generated from disposal of filters in the new Dry Cell radioactive ventilation system.

approximately 500 cubic meters of solid waste during construction, the Dry Cell Project would not

The increased radioactive waste from the filter would be offset by reduced water pit resi n filter waste

change the number of Expended Core Facility r . rsonnel and the impact in this area at the INEL site

since the nonfuel structural cutting would no longer be performed in the water pits. Consequently,

is linle affected by the Dry Cell Project.

the overall effect on the environment is essentially unchanged by the Dry Cell Project.

The use of hazardous materials in essential applications at the Expended Core Facility results in the
generation of some hazardous wastes, including photographi c solutions, solutions containing heavy
metals, organic solvents, paint-related wastes, and laboratory wastes. All hazardous wastes are
transponed by vendors to treatment, storage, and disposal faci lities approved by the Environmental
Protection Agency and operating under app rovals or permits granted by state and federal regul atory
agencies, and none are disposed of at the INEL. When appropriate, wastes are recycled or provided
to other fede ral agencies for use. No additional hazardous waste would be produced fro m the Dry
Cell operation so the overall effect on the environment is unchanged by the alternative selected.

Energy and Water Consumptio n: Operations at the Expended Core Facility currentl y
consume approxi mately 10,000 megawatt hours of electricity each year. The Dry Cell operation
would increase consumption by 873 megawan hours per year for new ve ntilation system fans and
facility systems.
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Project Data Sheet
G Descriptionlfunction:

Rev. 14

ECF Dry Cell Project

e
n WAG

e EIS Alter. (A B C or D):
r SNF or Waste stream:
I Action type:
c Structure Type:
Size: (m2)
I
n
Other features:
f
(Pits, ponds, power
/water/sewer lines)
0
location:
Inside/outside of fence
Inside/outside of bldg.
C Cost($): PreConst.
0 Cost($): Const.
n Schedule Start /End: PreConst.
s Schedule Start /End: Const.
t No. of workers: (new/exist)
r Heavy Equip.
Equip. used:
Trips:
u
c Acres Disturbed: New
t
Previous
I
Revegetated
0 Air Emissions:
(None / ReI.)
n
I Effluents:
n
Type:
Quantity: (liters)
f
0 Solid wastes:
Type:
Quantity: (m3)
Haz.IToxic Chemicals:
Storage/inventory

8
B 0
S\F
Expand
Building Expansion
172
None

Inside NRF
Inside ECF NRF-618
$200 k
$47.446 Mil.
1988 - 1992
1993 / 1996 - 1998
66 Peak Subs.

0
0
0
See Belanger et al. 1995

Construction Water
Not Estimated

._-

Ind.
500
None

C Cultural resource effects:
0 Pits/ponding created: (m2)
n Water usage: (liters)
s Energy requirements:
t
Electrical: (MWH/yr)
Fossil fuel: (liters)
Nightlights used: YIN
Generators:
Night YIN
Day YIN
0 Cost($): Operation:
p Schedule Start /End:
e No. of workers: (new/exist)
r Heavy Equip.
Equip. used:
8
Trips:
t Air Emissions:
I
(no increase above
0
present operational
envelope)
n
8 Effluents:
I
Type:
(Iiters/yr)
Quantity:
I Solid wastes:
n
Type:
f
Quantity:
(m3/vr)
0 Haz.IToxic Chemicals:
Storage/inventory
r
m Pits/ponds used: YIN (m2)
8 Water usage: (liters/yr)
t Energy requirements:
I
Electrical: (MWH/yr)
t;ossil fuel: (Iiters/yr)
0
n Nightlights used: YIN
Generators:
Night YIN
Day YIN

March B, '95
None identified
No
Not Estimated
Not Estimated
Not Estimated
No
No
Yes
($3.74 Mil./yr Savings)
1998 - TBD
No increase
None

Rad. 0.12 Ci/yr
Particulate 2.45 x 10.9 tons/yr
Volatile solvents <1800 Ibs/vr
None

llW
Ind.
113
2
None
No
No increase
873
No increa~e
No
No
No

C-4.1.2 INCREASED RACK CAPACITY FOR CPP-666

PROJECT DESCRIPTION: This proposed project would involve replacing and rearrang ing existing
fuel storage racks in three of the six Fuel Storage Area pools in CPP-«i6. These pools are in the
Fluorinel Dissolution Process and Fuel Storage Facility (CPP-«i6). The fuel storage capacity would

PROJECT NAME: Increased Rack Capacity for CPP-«i6

be increased by replacing existing racks in three storage pools with new racks. The new racks would
GENERAL PROJECT OBJECTIVE: The general objective of this proposed project would be to

be taller and in some cases would have different storage port dimensions and different spacing

ensure the near-term capability of the Idaho Chemical Processing Plant to continuously receive and

dimensions between ports. A minimum of eight feet of water shielding would be maintained over

store nucl ear fuel by increasing the capacity for fuel storage in three storage pools in the Fuel Storage

fuel being moved . Criticality safety requirements would be met in the design of the new fuel storage

Area at CPP-«i6. This process is commonly called reracking and involves replacing fuel storage

racks , and by criticality analysis of the new reconfigured fuel storage pools and administrative

racks in Pools III . IS, and 116. The need for this project comes from an analysis of Idaho Chemical

controls on their operation. The new racks would be designed to meet the High Hazard Facility Use

Processing Plant fuel storage requirements that demonstrates additional storage capacity would be

Category requirements in DOE Order 6430. IA (DOE 1989a) and other applicable codes, standards,

requ ired under several of the alternatives. The results of the analysis show the following:

and regulations. Their layout and design would not exceed Fuel Storage Area structural limits . The
existing design of the Fuel Storage Facility building provides protection from other natural

Fuel Storage Area fuel storage in Pool 116 for aluminum clad (research) fuel would be

phenomena, including high winds, tornadoes, and floods. The existing Fuel Storage Area water

filled by Spring 1993 , but the date can be extended to 1994 or 1995 through revised Fuel

treatment systems and heating, ventilating, and air conditioning systems are adequate for the proposed

Storage Area fuel management and limited, temporary storage of aluminum clad fuel in

reracking.

stainless steel racks.
The project would also include decontamination of the racks being replaced and their disposition. The
Fuel Storage Area fuel storage capacity for zirconium clad (primarily naval) fuel

racks would initially be decontaminated underwater to remove as much of the loose contamination as

requ iring small (that is, 10- or 12· inch square) fuel positions would allow receipt through

possible using standard techniques, such as high-pressure water jets, brushing, or scrubbi ng , hefore

1995 and still permit reracking .

they are lifted fro m the pool. An underwater vacuum system would be used to capture most of the

Fuel Storage Area fuel storage capacity for zirconium clad (naval) fuel requiring large

decontamination of hot spots could be performed, if needed, and the racks would be bagged while

(that is, 16- or 18-inch square) fuel positions would allow receipt through 1997 and still

damp to contain the potential release of airborne radionuclides. To limit free standing water in the

permit reracking; receipt through 2000 would be accommodated if the safety analysis is

bags, the racks would be allowed to drain prior to insenion into the bags and absorbent material may

material washed from the racks . Following their removal from the fuel storage pools, local

approved allowi ng stacking of fuel.

be placed at the bottom of the bags. Additionall y, if required , the racks may be dried by circulating
air through the bags . The bag exhaust would be through a high efficiency paniculate air filter system

For the proposed reconfigu ration, reracking of CPP-«i6 fuel storage Pool III must occur before the

designed for moist air.

pool is filled beyond the "manageable level" ; otherwise, this project cannot be accomplished. The
manageable level is dependent on operational safety requirements that restrict the movement of fuel

Expanding the storage capacity would involve replacing fuel storage racks in Pools III, IS, and 116.

storage racks con ai ning fuel and the movement of heavy objects over, or in proximity to, loaded fuel

Increases in storage capacity wou ld result from the following reconfiguratio n:

racks .
Pool #1 would replace 27 racks containing 486 storage locations , which are
approximately IO-feet tall, with 35 racks co ntaining 925 sto rage locations. which are

C-4. 1.2· 1
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approximately 20-feet tall . The number of storage locations would increase because the

would be used as a buffer zone during fuel rack replacement activities. Pool #6 would contain fuel in

spacing between storage locations would be less than that in the existing configuration.

most of th e 300 unchanged fuel rack storage locations and the storage locations closest to the new
racks would remain empty.

Pool #5 would replace 24 racks containing 384 storage locations, which are
approximately 10-feet tall and 12-inches square, with 21 racks containing 294 storage

Following reracking, operations in Pool II would resume in 1991, Pool #6 in 1998, and Pool 115 in

locations, which are approximately 15-feet tall and 16-inches square. There are fewer

1999.

storage locations in the proposed configuration , but the proposed storage locations would
be larger and taller.

The 51 fuel racks from Pools #1 and #5 would be decontaminated and dispositioned to a licensed
commercial vendor. The 20 racks from Pool #6 may be used in the south basin of Building CPP.{j()3

Pool #6 would replace only 20 of the existing 32 racks in Pool #6. The 20 racks occupy

or be dispositioned like the others. If Pool #6 racks need to be decontaminated and dispositioned, the

only one half of the surface area of Pool #6 and contain 300 storage locations, which

low-level waste would increase by 235 cubic meters (305 cubic yards). The balance of the

are 6-feet tall and 8-inches square. These racks would be replaced with 12 racks

radioactive wastes would be packaged and disposed of at the Radioactive Waste Management

containing 300 storage locations, which would be approximately 15-feet tall and 8-inches

Complex or incinerated at the Waste Experimental Reduction Facility, whichever is appropriate. The

square.

industrial waste would be disposed of in the Central Facilities Area landfill .

This project (pools #1 , #5, and #6) would increase the capacity of the Fuel Storage Area from

The above project description was used for the analysis of potential consequences in Chapter 5 of

approximately 18 metric tons of heavy metal (MTHM) to approximately 32 MTHM. This amount is

Volume 2 of the SNF and INEL EIS where the project would be implemented under Alternatives B

onl y an approximation because the actual capacity depends upon such factors as the geometry of the

(Ten-Year Plan) and D (Maximum Treatment, Storage, and Disposal). The project data sheet at the

ind ividual fuel bundl es and the characteristics of their heavy metal. The fuel receipt and storage in

end of this project summary supports the above project description .

the Fuel Storage Area would then continue as follows:
The proposed project would be located in an existing facility within a major facility area (the Idaho
Recei pt of al um inum-clad research reactor fuel could be extended from 1995 to between

Chemi cal Processing Plant) . (See Figure C-I-I for location and Section C-3.2 for a discussion of

200 I and 2009 (dependi ng on fu el receipt).

proj ects within an existing facility.)

Naval fuel requiring small storage locat ions could be extended from 1995 to beyond year

Info rmation regarding the environment affected by this project is covered by other sections of this

2011 .

EIS , as summ arized and referenced in Section C-3 . 1. The potential environmental effects associated

Naval fu el requ iring large storage locations could be extended from 1991 to the year

environmental impacts in Section C-3 .2 and on mitigation of impacts in Section C-3 .3. Other

2004 .

applicable issues are discussed in Section C-3.4.

with this project are summ arized in Table C-4. 1.2- 1. This table is complemented by information on

In the preliminary plans. Pools #1 and #5 would be empt ied of fuel before rack replacement. To
reduce the consequences of acc identally droppi ng a rack or rack handling tool in Pool 116. a row of
empty storage locations in the loaded racks between th e loaded storage locations and the new racks

C-4. 1.2-3
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Table C-4.1.2-1. Summary of potential environmental impacts of the Increased Rack Capacity for
CPP-666 Project under Alternati ve B.
Potential impactl,b

Impact attribute

PROJECT-SPECIFIC OPTIONS:

Potential mitigative mcasurcsl,c

~
Geology and soil . acres
disturbed

None (no disturbed acreage)

Project will be in an existing faci lity

Water resources

Construction : 26,875 liters
Operation: Usage within operational envelope of
Je pP majo r facility area
Ernuc:nts: 29 ,000 liters of low· level waste wale r
to the Jepp Process Equipment Waste

Storm Water Pollut ion Prevention
Plan in place at the lepp

- Unde r this option, the present fuel storage capacity in the Fuel Storage Area fuel

storage pools would be retained . This option corresponds to Alternatives A (No Action) and C
(Minimum Treatment, Storage, and Disposal) evaluated in this EIS . Without changing the racks, the
pools would fill to their capacity several years earlier than under the proposed alternative. During a
three-year transition perind, naval spent nuclear fuel would continue to be received and stored at the

system

INEL. Filling the Fuel Storage Area storage pools beyond the manageable level would also preclude

Wildlife and habitat

None

Project will be in an existing facility

future fuel storage expansion by reracking of the Fuel Storage Area storage pools as an option in

Historic . archaeological .
or cultural resources

None

Storage will be in an Cltisting facility

DOE evaluations and decisions on fuel management.

Air resources

Radiological oocrationa l emissions
1.4 x 1O-5~ of NESHAP dose limit
Toxic Air Pollutants crAPs>
None
Prevention of Significant Oderioration (PSO)
None

Project would usc existing fac ility
stack with appropriate HEPA filte ring
capab ilities

option corresponds to Alternatives B (Ten-Year Plan) and 0 (Maximum Treatment, Storage, and

Radiation exposures and cancer risk

Access control, facility design, sa fety
analysis, inspection and surveillance,
annual reporting

Human health

Ma:~;IYl ~~~;;,~;::vidual:
7.0 x 10- 13 latent cancer fatalilies/yr

Disposal) evaluated in this EIS. Depending upon Ihe availability of other storage facilities and their
appropri ateness fo r the specific fuel types proposed for CPP-666 storage, this new storage could

80-km (SO-mile) population:
Year 2000: 7.4 x 10-6 person-rem/yr
) .7 X 10-9 latent cancer fata lities/yr
Year 20 10: 8. t X 10-6 person-rem/yr
4 .0 X 10- 9 latent cancer fata lities/yr
Nonradiological effects: No effects
Transportationd

W ute management

Socioeconomic
condition.!

Provi de New Storage - This option is presented in the Dry Fuel Storage Facility Summary. This

suppl ant the need for this project.

Use Existing Idaho Chemical Processing Plant Storage Facilities - New fuel receipts could be stored
in the water-fi lled bas ins of CPP-603. This option is not evaluated in this EIS . This facil ity has
significant environmental safety and health vulnerabilities that would be difficult to correct to allow
fo r suitable interim storage. Storage hI CPP-603 would violate the Court Order.

Construction (onsile truck trips):
Nonradiological - 8
Rad iological - 21
Operation (truck trips pe r year) :
Nonradiological - 1.4 onsile
Radiological - 0.1 onsite
Spent nuclear fue l - 14 onsite; 14 offsite

Use of approved transport vehicles
and containers , qua li fied equipment
operators, shipment manifesting
procedure

Construction (mJ ): industrial waste - 300
low-level waste - 770
Operation (mJ/yr): industrial Wlste - SO
low-level ion res ins waste - 0.3

Waste minimization and recycling
program. in place at the IC PP and
the INEL

Construction: 40 existing workers
Ope ration : No add itional workers

None

Use an Existing Non-Idaho Chemical Processing Plant Fuel Storage Facility - Existing non-Idaho
Chemical Processing Plant storage facilities do not meet the near-term fuel storage requirements;
therefore, th is option is not evaluated in this EIS . Several miscellaneous fuel storage areas on the
INEL were examined including fuel canals associated with the Advanced Test Reactor. the
Engineering Test Reactor, the Matel ials Test Reactor, and the Advanced Reacti vity Measu rement
Facility; and a Test Area No rth (T AN-6(1) basin used for storing fuel prior to disassembly and
examination in the Test Area North Hot Cell. None were considered feas ible because of thei r limited
size and the work that would be required to ready them to store fuel (for example, structural . safety.

Dcrlnition of acronym. : HEPA - high-eflici..:ncy part ic ulate a ir; ICPP - Idaho Chem ica l Processing Plant; NESHAP Nalional Emis.ion Standard. fo r Hau rdous Air Pollutants .
b. Potential impects are described fu rther in Section C-3.2.
c Millptivc measures are desc ribed further in Section C-) .) .
d. All off.itc shipments of naval spent nuclea r fuel are aUocared to this project.
I.
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and environmental evaluations and modifications; security measures for storing naval fuel) .
Conside ration was also given to holdi ng the fuel in storage for several years at the Naval Reactors
Facility Expended Core Facility on the INEL.
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Since the Expended Core Facility only holds spent nuclear fuel incidental to examination and thus has
very limited storage capacity, there is insufficient existing storage space for the amount of fuel to be
received under all alternatives without the addition of new racks to the water pools . Alternatives that
involve phasing out receipt of naval fuel at the Expended Core Facility would be precluded by storage
of fuel at this facil ity.

Fuel storage facilities at the Savannah River Site [that is, the Receiving Basin for Offsite Fuels and
the basins associated with the individual production reactors (1<, L, and P») were also examined. The
unfill

.Jel storage space at the Receiving Basin for Offsite Fuels is very limited. New fuel storage

facilities or acquisition and upgrade of an existing facility would be required prior to accepting naval
reactor fuels or Idaho Chemical Processing Plant research reactor fuels at the Savannah River Site.
The spent nuclear fuel would have to be transported to the DOE Savannah River Site from the Naval
Reactors Facility at the INEL, where it would be initially received, examined, and prepared for
transport.
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G Descriptionlfunction :

e
n WAG
e EIS Alter. (A B C or D):
r SNF or Waste stream:

t-..)
I

00

i Action type:
c Structure Type:
Size: (m2)
I
n
Other features:
f
(Pits, ponds, power
/water/sewer lines)
0
Location:
Inside/outside of fence
Inside/outside of bldg.
C Cost($): PreConst.
0 Cost($): Const.
n Schedule Start /End: PreConst.
s Schedule Start /End: Const.
t No. of workers: (new/exist)
r Heavy Equip.
Equip. used:
Trips:
u
c Acres Disturbed: New
t
Previous
i
Revegetated
0 Air Emissions:
(None / Ref.)
n

Rev. 9
C Cultural resource effects:
0 Pits/pondinQ created: {m2}
n Water usage: (liters)
s Energy requirements:
t
Electrical: (MWH/yr)
Fossil fuel: (liters)
NiQhtliQhts used: YIN
Generators:
Night YIN
Day YIN
0 Cost($): Operation:
p Schedule Start /End:
e No. of workers: (new/exist)
r Heavy Equip.
Equip. used:
Trips:
a
t Air Emissions:
i
(None / Ref.)

Increased Rack Capacity
for CPP-666
3
B D
9'F
Expand
N/ A

Fuel Storage Racks

Inside ICPP
Inside CPP-666
$7.8 Mil.
$15.7 Mil.
1991 - 1993
1994 - 1999
40 Existinq
See Table
C-4. 1.2-1
0
0
0

0

I Effluents:
Type :
f
Quantity: (liters)
0 Solid wastes:
Type:
Quantity: (m3)
Haz.lToxic Chemicals:
Storaqe/inventory

No increase
No increase
N/A
No
No
No increase
1997 - 2027
No increase
See Table
C-4. 1.2-1
See Appendix F,
Section 3

n
I
I

n
f
0

r
m

See Belanger et al. 1995

t
i

LLW (water)
29000 to PEW

0

n
Ind.
300

LLW
770

N/A
No
26875

a Effluents:

a
n

January 5, '95

N/ A

/ &;/

Type:
(Iiters/yr)
Quantity:
Solid wastes:
Type:
(m3/yr)
Quantity:
Haz.lToxic Chemicals:
Storage/inventory
Pits/ponds used: YIN (m2)
Water usage: (Iiters/yr)
Energy requirements:
Electrical: (MWH/yr)
Fossil fuel : (liters/yr)
Nightlights used: YIN
Generators:
Night YI N
Day YI N

Minimal increase

LLW (Ion resins)
0.3
N/A
No
No increase
Minimal increase
0
N/ A
No
No

Ind.
50

C-4.1.3 ADDITIONAL INCREASED RACK CAPACITY (CPP-666)
PROJECT NAME: Additional Increased Rack Capacity (CPP-666)
GENERAL PROJECT OBJECTIVE: The general objective of the proposed Additional Increased
Rack Capacity Project would be to increase the capacity for fuel storage in at least two of the storage
pools in the CPP-666 Fuel Storage Area at the Idaho Chemical Processing Plant without increasing
the size of the storage pools.
PROJECT DESCRIPTION: This project would involve replacing and rearranging (commonly called
reracking) existing fuel storage racks in at least two of the six Fuel Storage Area pools. The Fuel
Storage Area pools are in the Fluorinel Dissolution Process and the Fuel Storage Facility (CPP-666).
The pools that could be reracked with this project include Pools #2, #3, and #4. In addition, the
empty cutting pool , which does not contain racks, would be considered for installation of racks under
this project.
This project would increase the capacity of the Fuel Storage Area from approximately 32 metric tons
of heavy metal (MTHM) to approximately 62 MTHM. This ,unount is only an approximation
because the actual capacity depends upon such factors as the geometry of the individual fuel bundles,
the characteristics of their heavy metal , if racks were installed in the fuel cutting pool , etc. The
actual capacity increase would be to the maximum amount consistent with safety and regulatory
requirements. The increased capacity would result from installing or replacing racks without
increasing the size of the storage pools. New racks would be taller and in some instances would have
different storage port dimensions and different spacing dimensions between ports. The new racks
would provide flexibility for storing more fuel of different sizes and shapes in the existi ng pools.
Included in the project are (a) decontamination and disposition of the racks being removed and
replaced and (b) continued operation of these pools with the increased capacity. Facility support
functions such as ventilation and water treatment capability have been determined to be adequate for
the increased capacity of the facility.
Liquid low-level waste generated by the project would be disposed of in the existing liquid waste
processing systems at the Idaho Chemical Processing Plant. The solid radioactive wastes, except for
the racks, would be packaged and disposed of at the Radioactive Waste Management Complex or

C-4 . 1.3- 1
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inci n rated at the Waste Experimental Reduction Facility, whichever is appropriate. The
nonradioactive waste would be disposed of in the Central Facilities Area landfill.

Table C-4. I.3-1 . Summary of potential environmental impacts of the proposed Additional Increased
Rack Capacity (CPP-666) Project under Alternative B.
Potential impacta .b

Environmental attribute

The above project description was used for the analysis of potential consequences in Chapter 5 of

Potentia l mitigative measures·· e

Geology and soil, acres
disturbed

None (no disturbed acreage)

Project would be in existing fac ility

Vo lume 2 of the SNF and INEL EIS where the project would be implemented under Alternatives B
(Ten-Year Plan) and D (Maximum Treatment, Storage, and Disposal). The project data sheet at the

Water resources

Construction: 27 ,000 liters
Operation : None

Storm Watcr Pollution Prevention Plan in
place at Jepf'

end of this project summary supportS the above project description.

Effluent:

27,000 liters to Jepp Process
Equipment Waste system (as lowlevel waste)

The proposed project would be located in an existing facility within a major facility area (the Idaho
Wildlife a nd habitat

None

Project would be in existing facility

Historic. a rchaeological.
or cu ltural resources

None

Project would be in existing facility

Air resources

Radiological operational e missions
1.4 X 10-5 % of NESHAP dose limit

Project would usc existing faci lity slack
with appropriate HEPA fIlt ering
eapabilitics

Chemical Processing Plant). (See Figure C-I - I for location and Section C-3 .2 for a discussion of
projects within an existi ng facility.)
Information regarding th e environment affected by this project is coveroo by other sections of this

Toxic Air PolluLants crAPs) • None
Prevention of Significant Dete rioralion (PSO)
None

EIS, as sum marized and referenced in Section C-3 . 1. The potential environmental effects associated
with this project are summarized in Tahle C-4. 1.3-1. This table is complemented by information on
environmental impacts in Section C-3 .2 and on mitigation of impacts in Section C-3 .3. Other

Human heallh

7 .0 )( 10- 13 latent cancer f.:na litics/yr
80-km (SO-mile) population:
Year 2000: 7 .4 )( 10-6 pcrson-rem/yr
3.7 x 10-9 latcnt cance r fatalities /yr
Yea r 2010: 8. 1 x 10-6 pcnon-rem/yr
4. 1 )( 10-9 latent ca nce r fatalities /yr
Nonradio lo gica! effects - No emissions

PROJECT-SPECIFIC OPTIONS :
~

- Under this option, the present fuel storage capacity in th e Fuel Storage Area fuel

storage pools would be retained . This option correspo nds to Alternati ves A (No Action) and C

Radialion exposures and cance r risk

Ma~.i:a~IYI~~r~~~~::vidua l :

applicable issues are discussed in Section C-3 .4.

Access control. facility des ign. safety
analysis, inspection and surveillance,
annua l reporting

Transportationd

Co nstruction (onsitc truck trips):
Nonradiologica! - 8
Radiological - 22
Operation (truck trips pe r year) :
Nonradioiogica l - 1.4 onsilc
Radio lugical - 0 . 1 onsile
Spent nuclear fucl - 272 onsile; 272 orrsite

Usc of approved transpo rt vchicles and
containers, qualified equipment operators.
and shipment manifesting proced ure

Waste managemcnt

Constructio n (m)) : industria l waste
low-level waste
Operation (m3/yr): industria l waste
low-level wa ste

Wastc minimizatio n and recycling
programs in place at the ICPP and the

(Minimum Treat ment. Storage, and Disposal) eval uated in this EIS. Without changing the racks, the
pools would fill to th ei r capacity several years earl ier than under the proposed alternati ve. As the
existing racks approach their capaci ty , replacing th em would no longer be an alternative in the
Department of Energy evaluations and decisions on spent fuel management.

Provide New Storage - Unuer this option. additional spent fuel storage would be constructed . This
option corresponds to Alternatives B (Ten-Year Plan) and D (Max imum Treatment, Storage, and
Disposal) evaluated in th is EIS . This optio n is presented in the Dry Fuel Storage Facility Project

Soc ioecono mic
co nditions

Construction: 40 cxisting workcrs
Operation : No !dditional wo rkers

- 300
- 800
- 50
- 0 .3

INEL

None required

Summary . Depending upon the availability of other storage faci lities and their appropriateness for th e
specific fuel types proposed for CPP-666 storage, this new storage could supplant the need for this
project.

VOLUME 1

C-4. 1.3-2

/ "'3

a . De finiti on of acronyms: HEPA - high-efficiency pa rticulate a: r; ICPP - Idaho Chemica l Processing Plant; NESHAP .
National Emission Standards for Haza rdous Air Pollutants .
b. Potentia l impact" are described furthe r in Section C-3 .2.
c. Mit igative measures arc described further in Section C-3 .3 .
d . All offsite shipmcnts o f spe nt nuclear fucl other than naval fucl and Fo rt St . Vrain fu el arc a llocatcd either to this
projcct or the Dry Fuel Sto rage Fac ility; Fuel Receiving. Ca nn ing/Characleri1..3lion, and Shipping Project.

VO LUME 2
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Project Data Sheet
G Description/function:

e
n WAG
e EIS Alter. (A B C or D):
r SNF or Waste stream:
I Action type:
c Structure Type:
Size: (m2)
I
Other features:
n
(Pits, ponds, po er
f
/water/sewer lin es)
0
Location:
Inside/outside of fence
Inside/outside of bldg.
C Cost($): PreConst.
0 Cost($): Const.
n Schedule Start /End: PreConst.
s Schedule Start 'End: Const.
t No. of workers: (new/exist)
Equip. used:
r Heavy Equip.
Trips:
u
c Acres Disturbed: New
Previous
t
i
Revegetated
0 Air Emissions:
(None / Ref.)
n

Additional Increased Rack Capacity
tCPP-66~

3
B 0
SNF
Expand
N/A

Storage Racks

Inside ICPP
Inside CPP-666
$2 Mil.
$50 Mil.
1994 - 1995
1995 - 1997
40 Existing
See Table
C-4 .1.3-1
0
0
0

Rev. 9
C Cultural resource effects:
0 Pits/ponding created: (m2)
n Water usaqe: (liters)
s Energy requirements:
t
Electrical: (MWH/yr)
Fossil fuel: (liters)
Nightlights used: YIN
Night YIN
Generators:
Day YIN
0 Cost($) : Operation:
p Schedule Start /End:
e No. of workers: (new/exist)
Equip. used:
r Heavy Equip.
Trips:
a
t Air Emissions:
(None / Ref.)
I
0

I Effluents:
Type:
Quantity: (liters)
f
0 Solid wastes:
Type :
Quantity: (m3)
Haz.lToxic Chemicals:
Storage/inventory

LLW (Water)
27000 to PEW

I

I
n
f
0

m

t
i
0

n
LLW
800

Ind
300
N/A

See Appendix F,
Section 3

a Effluents:

a
n

No information
No information
No
No
No
$200 k/yr
2001 - 2021
No increase
See Table
C-4.1.3-1

n

r
See Belanger et al. 1995

January 5, '95
None identified
No
2700 0

Type:
(liters/yr)
Quantity:
Solid wastes:
Type:
(m3/vr)
Quantity:
Haz.lToxic Chemicals:
Storage/inventory
Pits/ponds used: YIN (m2)
Water usage: (liters/yr)
Energy requirements:
Electrical: (MWH/yr)
Fossil fuel: (Iiters/yr)
Nightlights used: YIN
Generators
Night YIN
Day YI N

Minimal increase

LLW
Ind.
0.3
50
None
No
None
No increase
No increase
No
No
No

C-4.1.4 DRY F1JEL STORAGE FACILITY; F1JEL RECEIVING,

2.

Unload full casks into fuel unloading pools or directly into a dry hot cell depending on

the specific alternative considered.

CANNING/CHARACTERIZATION, AND SmpPING
PROJECT NAME: Dry Fuel Storage Facility' Fuel Receiving Canning/Characterization and

3.

i nspect, dry. characterize, can, seal and test cans of fuel.

4.

Load canned fuel into dry storage canisters.

5.

Transpon dry storage canisters to the Dry Fuel Storage Facility.

6.

Retrieve dry storage canisters from the Dry Fuel Storage Facility.

~

GENERAL PROJECT OBJECTIVE: The general project objective of the proposed Dry Fuel Storage
Facil ity; Fuel Receiving, Canning/Characterization, and Shipping project is to provide a multifunctional dry storage project that would accommodate the various fuel types and configurations in the
current inventory of INEL fuels, projected naval and Advanced Test Reactor fuels, and spent nuclear

fuel from miscellaneous offsite sources such as government, commercial , and university nuclear
reactors . The project wou ld assist DOE in safe, environmfntally sound management of spent nuclear

7.

After interim storage, transpon full casks from the facility to a permanent disposal
facility or to another facility for additional conditioning prior to disposal in a repository.

f.el during the estimated 4O-year period ( 1995-2035) until final disposition can be achieved.

While the functions performed by a proposed Dry Fuel Storage Facility and a Fuel Receiving,

8.

Monitor storage conditions as required.

Canning/Characterization. ;.nd Shipping Facility would be the same for several of the Volume I
alternatives, the magnitude of the facilities would change depending on the alternative. The project
cost would also vary with the alternative. The project would provide for the design, construction,

The Fuel Receiving, Canning/Characterization. and Shipping Facility would be co nsidered a
nonreactor, nuclear facility. The facility would be a multilevel facility with a operat ing hot cell area

near its center surrounded by the auxiliary and suppon areas. Depending on the required throughput

and operation of the facilities.

capacity. the facility could range in size from 50.000 to 100.000 square feet. The major areas of the
PROJECT DESCRIPTION: The spent nu clear fuel materials at the Idaho Chemical Processing Plant

facility would include the following:

have historically been stored in wet storage facilities (as has the spent nuclear fuel at oth er DOE sites)
pend ing their reprocessi ng to recover the highly enric hed uranium. In April 1992 , the Secretary of

The cask receiving area would co ntain a washdow n capability for rail or truck mounted

Energy determined that the reprocessi ng of spent nucl ear fu el for recovery of uranium was no longer

casks, overhead cranes for cask lifting and movement , transfer carts. cask maintenance

required . This determination then changed the Idaho Chemical Processing Plant mission from

area (for minor repairs on casks; fo r example. replacement of seals). and storage areas

reprocessing to fuel conditio ning and interim storage.

for lifting equipment. cask impact limiters. access platforms , and si milar equipment.

The two faci lities of this project would perform the

fo ll ~wi ng

Capabili ties required for characterization would include nond estructive evaluation of the

functio ns:

fuel to determine its physical , chemical , and radiological propenies . Sampling
I.

Receive fuel shipping cas ks from va rious INEL and/or offsite locations depending on the

equipment would be provided 10 acquire small samples of fu el to send to the analytical

specific alternative considered .

laboratory if required .

C-4. 1.4- 1

VOLUME 2

VOLUME 2

C-4.I.4-2

Common equipment in the hot cell would include shielded viewing windows, master-

The previous project description was used for the analysis of potential consequences in Chapter 5 of

slave manipulators, electromechanical manipulators, and remote-<Jperated bridge crane.

Volume 2 of the SNF and INEL EIS where the project would be implemented under Alternatives B

An analytical laboratory for complete chemical and radiological analysis of received

Storage, and Disposal). The project data sheets at the end of this project summary support the above

samples, rubble, or broken spent nuclear fuel. This laboratory would require a hot· cell

project descr iptio n.

(fen-Year Plan), C (Minimum Treatment, Storage, and Disposal), and D (Maximum Treatment,

with remote handling capabilities for sample analysis and for removal of waste from the
facility .

The proposed project would be located within a major facility area (the Idaho Chemical Processing
Plant). (See Figure C-I-I for location and Section C-3.2 for a discussion of new construction in a

A control room for overview of the automatic operations of the facility including the fuel

major facility area.)

handling hot cell and manual override of facility functions as required. The control
room would contain monitors that repo rt real-time data for selected systems and allow

Information regarding the environment affected by this project is covered by other sectio ns of this

access to other parameters as necessary. Other monitors would allow viewing via remote

EIS, as summarized and referenced in Section C-3. 1. The potential environmental effects associated

cameras of hot cell activities and other selected activities .

with this project are summarized in Tables C-4. I.4-1 and C-4. 1.4-2. These tables are co mplemented

The fac ility would contain cold and hot shop areas to support building activities, such as

C-3.3. Other applicable issues are discussed in Section C-3.4.

by information on environmental impacts in Section C-3 .2 and on mitigation of impacts in Section
equipment fabrication, maintenance, repair, and fabrication of new systems.
PROJECT-SPECIFIC OPTIONS :
Crane and electromechanical manipulator maintenance area for repair and preventive
maintenance of this equipment.

~

- Under this option, no new canning/characterization or dry storage capability would be

constructed. This option corresponds to Allernative A (No Action) evaluated in th is EIS . Existing
Administrative support areas (office, conference room, rest rooms, change rooms) and

facilities (C PP-603 Irradiated Fuel Storage Facility, CPP-749, and CPP-666) wou ld be utilized to

equipment and mechanical /electrical rooms to support overall operations in the facility.

co nsolidate spent nuclear fuel on the INEL. During a three-year transition period, naval spe nt nuclear
fuel would continue to be received and stored in CPP-666. No major upgrades or new facilities

The proposed Dry Fuel Storage Facility would be integrated with the Fuel Receiving, Canning/

would be installed. Minor fuel conditioning would proceed for maintaining safe operation.

Characterization, and Shipping Facility . This integrat io n would alleviate the need to transfer the fuel
to the dry storage in a transfer cask. The sto rage facility would consist of a Modular Aboveground

Recejving/Canning/Characterization in an Existing f acility New Dry Storage Facility - Under this

Dry Storage system and a fenced storage yard . This system would eli minate th e construction of new

option, an ex isting Idaho Chemical Processing Plant fac ility would be used for spent nuclear fuel

buildings or systems to provide active cooling, and would allow addit ional storage capacity to be

receiving/canning/characterizatio n. and a new dry storage faCility wou ld be co nstructed . This optio n

purchased and added as needed to support long-term consolidation of the current DOE spent nu clear

is comparable to Al ternative B (fen-Year Plan) evaluated in this EIS (data sheets on pages C-4 . 1.4-9

fuel inventory.

and C-4. 1.4- 10). The cann ing/characterization capability would be placed in an ex isting hot cell

The number of Modular Aboveg round Dry Storage units required would depend on the specific EIS

capabilities of CPP-666 Fuel Storage Area (pool storage with reracking accomplished) would be used

facility (CP P-666 Fluorinel Dissolution Process cell). The existing fuel receiving and transporting
alternative considered , as described in the following project-specific options.

C-4. I .4-3
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VOLUME 2

C-4 . 1.4-4

((vCr

Table C-4.I.4-1. Summary of potential environmental impacts of the Dry Fuel Sto rage Facility
segment of the Dry Fuel Storage Faci lity; Fuel Receiving, Canning/Characterization , and Shipping
Project under Alternative B.
Impact area
Geology and soil

WatcT resources

Potential impactl,b

Disturbs 18.5 acres of previously disturbed soil

Potential mitigative measurcsl ,c
Previous ly disturbed soil: project
would be within major facility area
Storm Watcr Po ll ution Prevention
Plan in place at INEL

Construction: water usage
E ffiuent : construction water
Minimal sho rHcnn impact on biodivenity.
productivity, .nd animal displacement and mortality
within major facility area

Previously disturbed soil; prevent
soil erosion: reseed

Historic. IJ"Chacological.
or cutlural resources

Unknown number of sites

Conduct and report survey;
mitigate according to applicable
regulations (Section C·3.3.4)

Air resources

Radiological oocrational emissions
3 .2 x lo-j~ or NESHAP dose limitd
Toxic Air Pollutants crAPs) - None
Prevention of Significant Deterioratio n (PSQ) - None

Facility design. safety analysis .
inspection and sUJ"\Icillance. annual
reporting

Radiation exposures and cancer risk
Maximally exposed individual:
3.2 x 10"'"' mrcm/yr
1.6 )( 10. 10 latent cancer ratalitics/yr
80-km (50-mile) population:
Yea r 2010: 2 .0:r. 10. 3 person rem/yr"
1.0 x 10..(; latent cancer fata lities/yr
Nonradiological effects · No emissions

Access control . faci lity design .
safety analysis. inspection and
sUJ"\leiUance . annual reporting
requirements

Construction (onsite truck trips):
Nonrad iologica' • I
Operation (truck trips per year)
Nonradiological • I on!lle
Radiological · 1 onsite

Use o f approved transport vehicles
and containers. licensed casks .
qualified equipment operators. and
shipment manifesting procedure

Wt1dli(c and habitat

Human health

Waste management

SocIOCCOnomic:

condition.

ConRruction (m) : industrial was te · 37 .S
. Operation (m1/yr): low· lcvel waste · S
industrial waste· 10
Construction : SO subcontractor personnel
Opention: IS e:r.isting workers

None required

no

VOLUME 2

Potential impacta,b

Impact area
Nont'

Wate r resources

Construction : minimal water usage
Operation : No inronnation
Ernuent: 'onstruction water

Stonn Water Pollutio n Prevention
Plan in place at INEL

Wild life and habitat

None

Project would be in el';isting faci lity

Historic. archaeo logical,
or eultunl resources

None

Projec:t would be in el';isting faci lity

Air resources

Radiological operational emissions
3 .2 x 10·j ~ of NESHAP dose limitd
Toxic Air Pollutants crAPs) - None
Prevention of Significant Deterioration <PSD) - None

Facility design. safety analysis.
inspection and sUJ"\leillance. annual
repo rting

Human health

Radiation el';OOsu[cs and cancer risk
Maxima lly el';posed individual :
3 .2 x 10-4 mremlyr
1.6 x 10, 10 latent cance r fatalitic:s/y r
80-km (S().mile) popu lation :
Year 2010 : 2. 0:r. 10. 3 person rem/yr d
1.0 x 10.6 latent cancer ratalities/y r
Nonradiologica l effects · No emissions

Access control. facili ty design .
safety analysis. inspection and
sUJ"\leillance. annual reporting
requiremcnts

TransportationC

Co nstruction (onsite truck trips):
Nonradio logical • I
Operation (truck trips per yea r)
Nonradio logical · 13 .3 onsite
Radiologica l · 6 .0 ons ite
Spent nuclear fucl . :!72 onsile; 272 o rrsite

Use of approved transport vehicles
and containe rs, licensed casks.
qualified equipment operators, and
shipment manifesting procedure

Waste management

Constructio n (m3 ): industrial waste · 31 .S
Operation (m3/yr): low· level waste · 120
industrial waste · 490

Waste minimization and recycling
programs in place at INEL

Socioec:onomic
conditions

Construction: 100 subcontractor personnel
Operation: 20 e:r.isting workers

None required

•.
b.
c.
d,
e.

f

I

disturbed acreage)

Potential mitigative measurcs·· t

Geo logy and soil

Waste minimization and recycling
programs in place at IN EL

a. Definllion or acronyms : NESHAP · National Emission Standards fo r Hazardous Ai r Pollutants .
b. Potential impacts are dcs<:ribed further in Section C·3 .2.
c. Miliptive measures are described further in Section C· 3 .3 .
d Inc ludes dose associated with receiving . eanningiehaneteritAtion: and shipping activities specified in Table C4. 1.4-2 .
e. Ofrsitc shipmenll of spent nuclear fucl ocher than nIIval fuel .~d Fort St. Vrain fuel are a llocated either to this project
or the Additional Increased Raek Capacity (CPP-666) Projec:t .

C-4. 1.4-5

Table C-4. 1.4-2. Summary of potential environmental impacts of the fuel receiving,
canning/characterization, and shipping segment of the Dry Fuel Storage Facility; Fuel Receiving ,
Canning/Characterization, and Shipping Project under Alternative B.

Projec:t would be in e:r.isting facility

Definitio n o r acronyms : NESHAP - National EmiSSion Standards fo r HaurdQus Air Pollutants .
Potential impacts are described rurther in Section C·3 .2 .
Mitigative measures are described rurther in Section C·3 .3 .
Includes dose anociated with storagc segment o f this project.
All oHsite shipments of spe nt nuclear fuel other than naval fuel and Fo rt SI. Vrain rue l arc allocated 10 this project.

VOLUME 2

C-4 . 1.4-6

III

for these activities . A new storage facility would be developed for placement of dry storage

larger number of shipments of spent nuclear fuel from Hanford and Savannah River. SlOrage capacity

containers of spent nuclear fuel.

in existing CPP~ pools would be expanded under this alternative (see Sections C-4.1 .2, Increased

Degradable spent nuclear fuel would be placed into dry storage using a canning facility in the

order to provide storage for naval spent nuclear fuel and to provide interim storage capabilities for

Rack Capacity for
CPP~

Fluorinel Dissolution Process cell and procurement of modular dry storage containers .( I ,500

CPP~ ,

and Section C-4. 1.3, Additional Increased Rack Capacity

(CPP~)1

other spent nuclear fuel waiting transfer to dry storage. The CPP~ receiving area and pools have

containers). The dry storage containers would be placed inside a concrete biological shield for

a mission to receive naval fuel on a first-priority basis. Spent nuclear fuel packages that have been

radiation protection. Appropriate equipment would be provided 10 move the canned fuel and other

prepared for dry shipment should not be placed back into an underwater unloading environment;

fuels that have longer storage life in dry storage, from the

CPP~

Fuel Storage Area to the dry

in

lIlerefore, the receiving bays in the proposed new facility with a hot cell would be used so that the

storage container and concrete shields. The Irradiated Fuel Storage Facility and CPP-749 vaults

spent nuclear fuel would be unloaded in a dry environment and placed into the dry storage containers.

would continue to be used as appropriate.

Under the Centralization alternative (Volume I), it was assumed that during the phase-in period, the

Canning/Characterization/Shipping in Existing Facility No New pry Storage - Under this option,

needed for INEL water-slored fuels and potentially for wet-shipped fuels . The proposed dry storage

spent nuclear fuel stored at the INEL would be transported to another DOE site for conditioning/

system for this large volume of spent nuclear fuel would be a modular dry storage vault concept

storage pending disposal . This option corresponds to Alternative C evaluated in this EIS (data sheet

(approximately 5,500 modular aboveground dry storage containers) .

CPP~

F1uorinel Dissolution Process cell interim canning/ characterization capability would be

on page C-4. I .4- I I). INEL spent nuclear fuel would be placed into safe shipping packages and
lI"ll-,ported to a predetermined offsite location. Some Idaho Chemical Processing Plant fuels that are
degraded would need to be canned before shipment. This would be performed in the

CPP~

Fluorinel Dissol ut ion Process cell (as described in Alternative B (Ten-Year Plan) abovel or in the
C PP~3

Irradiated Fuel Storage Faci lity fuel handling cell (cave).

Wet Storage - An alternative to the above-<iescribed dry storage would be to provide any required
storage as wet storage. While nuclear induslry and DOE experience has demonstrated a general
benefit from avoiding the processing, storage, and handling complications in a wet environment, this
alternative continues to be considered, but was not evaluated in this EIS .

For transport of the spenl nuclear fuel from the Irradiated Fuel Storage Facility, the facility would

Locate Facilities Elsewhere on Ihe INEL - Under lIlis oplion, canning/characterization and dry

need some upgrades to accept the larger lruck casks and to properly test the casks for verification of

storage facilities would be constructed at a location other lIlan lIle Idaho Chemical Processing Plant.

compliance willl the safety analysis report. Sh ipments from lIle

CPP~

Fuel Slorage Area, which

has adequate cask handling capacity. may require some sh ipping cask testing capabi ll ies.

This option was not evaluated in lIlis EIS . The Test Area North facility has an existing hot cell with
the capability to receive spent nuclear fuel shipments by rail or lruck. However. spent nuclear fuel
storage is being phased out at Test Area North (see Section C-2. 1, Test Area North Pool Transfer).

Minor modification.s might be needed at other INEL fuel storage facilities to load and test shipping

and lIle majority of spent nu clear fuel storage al the INEL is approximatel y 32 kilometers (20 miles)

casks . These modifications are ex pected 10 be covered by mainlenance activilies at lIlese facilities .

soulll of Test Area North at Idaho Chemical Processing Plant, part of the way a n a public highway.
Spent nuclear fuel canning/characlerizallon and dry slorage al Tesl Area North would probably

New Receiving/Canning/Characterization Facility and New pry Fuel Storage - Under this option,

require upgrade/modi fi cation 10 the Test Area North Hot Cell Compl ex . and would require

spent nuclear fuel storage in the DOE Complex would be centralized at lIle INEL. This option

conslruclion of dry sto rage faci lities at Tesl Area North .

corresponds 10 Alternative 0 (Maximum Treatment, Storage, and Disposal) evaluated in this EIS
(data sheets on pages C-4. I .4-12 and C-4. 1.4-13). A new Fuel Receiving, Canning/Characterization,
and Shipping Facility, as well as a Dry Storage Facility, would be constructed to accommodate the

C-4. 1.4-7
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Project Data Sheet
G Descriptionlfunction:

Rev. 12

Dry Fuels Storage Facility

e
n WAG

e EIS Alter. (A B C or D):
r SNF or Waste stream:
i Action type:
c Structure Type:
Size: (m2)
I
Other features:
n
f
(Pits, ponds, power
0
/water/sewer lines)
Location:
Insid~/outside of fence
Inside/outside of bldg.
C Cost($): PreConst.
0 Cost($): Const.
{1 Schedule Start /End: PreConst.
s Schedule Start /End: Const.
t No. of workers: (new/exist)
r Heav)' Equip,
Equip. used:
u
Trips:
c Acres Disturbed: N tlW
t
Previous
i
Reveoetated
0 Air Emissions:
n
(None / Ref.)

3
B
fNF
New
Building / Pad
4,000
None

Inside or Outside ICPP
Outside
$24 Mil.
$287 Mil.
1994 - 1999
1999 - 2005
50 Subs,
Se Table
C-4.1 .4-1
0
18 .5
0

C Cultural resource effects:
0 Pits/ponding created: (m2)
n Water usaoe: (liters)
s Energy requirements:
Electrical: (MWH/yr)
t
Fossil fuel: (liters)
Niohtliohts used: YIN
Generators:
Night YIN
Day YIN
0 Cost($): Operation:
p Schedule Start /End:
e No. of workers: (new/exist)
r Heavy Equip,
Equio. used:
a
Trips:
t Air Emissions:
(None / Ref.)
i
0

o<

r

~

tTl
N

Construction Water
No information

I
I
n
f
0

m

t
i
0

n
Industrial
37,S
None

20
6400 Diesel
Yes
No
Yes
$4 Mil./yr
2005 - 2035
15 Existino
See Table
C-4.1.4-1
See Appendix F,
Section 3

n

a
I Effluents:
n
Type:
Quantity: (liters)
f
0 Solid wastes:
Type:
Quantity: (m3)
Haz.IToxic Chemicals:
Storaoe/inventory

None
No
No information

a Effluents:

r
See Belanger et al. 1995

January 5, '95

Type:
Quantity: (Iiters/vr)
Solid wastes:
Type:
Quantity:
(m3/yr)
Haz.IToxic Chemicals:
Storaoelinventory
Pits/ponds used: YIN (m2)
Water usaQe: (Iiters/yr)
Energy requirements:
Electrical: (MWH/yr)
Fossil fuel: (liters/yr)
NiOhtliOhts used: YIN
Generators:
Night YIN
Day YIN

LLW
Minimal amounts
Ind.
10

LLW
5
None

None
No information
200
0
Yes
No
No

or<
c:

Project Data Sheet

:s::
[TI

'"

G Descriptionlfunction :

e
n WAG

e EIS Alter. (A B C or D):

,
o

~

r SNF or Waste stream:
i Action type:
c Structure Type:
Size: (m2)
I
Other features:
f
(Pits, ponds, power
/water/sewer lines)
0
Location:
Inside/outside of fence
Inside/outside of bldQ.
C Cost($): PreConst.
0 Cost($): Const.
n Schedule Start /End: PreConst.
s Schedule Start /End: Const.
I No. of workers: (new/exist)
Equip. used:
r Heavy Equip.
Trips:
u
c Acres Disturbed: New
I
Previous
ReveQetated
i
0 Air Emissions:
n
(None / Ref.)

Fuel Receiving, Canning
Characterization & ShippinQ
3
B

C

~

t

0

n

s

ExistinQ
Existing

None

0

p

e
r
Inside ICPP
Inside existinQ facility
$24 Mil.
$287 Mil.
1994 - 1999
1999 - 2005
100 Subs.
See Table
C-4.1.4-1
0
0
0
See Belanger et al. 1995

a
t
i
0

Construction Water
No information

January 5, '95
None
None
Minimal increase
30
10 000 Diesel
Yes
N
Yes
$20 Mil./yr
2005 - 2035
20 ExistinQ
See Table
C-4.1.4-1
See Appendix F,
Section 3

n

a Effluents:
I
I
n
f
0

r
m

a
I Effluents:
n
Type:
Quantitv: (liters)
f
0 Solid wastes:
Type :
Quantity: (m3)
Haz.lToxic Chemicals:
StoraQe/inventorv

Rev. 12
Cultural resource effects:
Pits/pondinQ created: (m2)
Water usaQe: (liters)
Energy requirements:
Electrical: (MWH/yr)
Fossil fuel : (liters)
NiQhtliQhts used: YIN
Generators:
Night YIN
Day YIN
Cost($): Operation:
Schedule Start /End:
No. of workers: (new/exist)
Heavy Equip.
Equip. used:
Trips:
Air Emissions:
(None / Ref.)

t
i
0

n
Industrial
37 .5
None

/75

Type :
Quantity:
(Iiters/yr)
Solid wastes:
Type:
(m3/vr)
Quantitv:
Haz.lToxic Chemicals:
StoraQe/inventory
Pits/ponds used: YIN (m2)
Water usage: (Iiters/yr)
Energy requirements:
Electrical: (MWH/yr)
Fossil fuel : (Iiters/yr)
NiQhtliQhts used: YIN
Night YIN
Generators:
Day YIN

LLW
Minimal amounts
LLW
220

Ind.
490
None

None
No information
1,800
300 k Fuel Oil
Yes
No
No

Project Data Sheet
G Description/function:

e
n WAG

e EIS Alter. {A B C or D) :
r SNF or Waste stream:
i

c
I
n
f
0

C
0

n

s
t

r
u

c
t
i
0

n

Action type:
Structure Type:
Size: (m2)
Other features:
(Pits, ponds, power
Iwater/sewer lines)
Location:
Inside/outside of fence
Inside/outside of bldg.
Cost($): PreConst.
Cost($) : Const.
Schedule Start /End: PreConst.
Schedule Start /End: Const.
No. of workers: (new/exist)
Heavy Equip.
Equip. used:
Trips:
Acres Disturbed: New
Previous
Revegetated
Air Emissions:
(None / Ref.)

Rev.

Fuel Receiving, Canning
Characterization & Shipping
3
C
9IJF
Modification
Existing

None

C Cultural resource effects:
0

n

s
t

0

p
e
r
Inside ICPP
Inside Existing
$2 Mil.
$15 Mil.
1995
1995 - 1996
50 Sub~.
Trucks
2 Ind.
0
0
0

a
t
i

I Effluents:

o<
r"

~

Type:
Quantity: (liters)
0 Solid wastes:
Type:
Quantity: (m3)
Haz.lToxic Chemicals:
Storage/inventory

No increase

None
None
Minimal increase
10
3000 Diesel
No
No
No
$10 Mil.lyr
1996 - 2010
No new
Trucks
3/yr LLW
348/yr SNF
No increase

n

a
I
I
n
f
0

m

a
n
f

Pitslponding created: (m2)
Water usage: (liters)
Energy requirements:
Electrical: (MWH/yr)
Fossil fuel: (liters)
Nightlights used: YIN
Generators:
Night YIN
Day YIN
Cost($): Operation:
Schedule Start lEnd:
No. of workers: (new/exist)
Heavy Equip.
Equip. used:
Trips:
Air Emissions:
(None / Ref.)

January 16, '95

0

r
See Belanger et al. 1995
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50
None
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Effluents:
Type:
Quantity:
(Iiters/yr)
Solid wastes:
Type :
(m3/yr)
Quantity:
Haz.lToxic Chemicals:
Storage/inventory
Pits/ponds used: YIN (m2)
Water usage: (liters/yr)
Energy requirements:
Electrical: (MWH/yr)
Fossil fuel: (Iiters/yr)
Nightlights used: YIN
Generators:
Night YIN
Day YIN

No increase

LLW
100
None
None
No information
2,000
300 k Fuel Oil
Yes
N
N

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

o<

r

c

Project Data Sheet
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G Descriptionllunction:

e
n WAG

e EIS Alter. (A B C or D):
r SNF or Waste stream:
i Action type:

c Structure Type:
Size:
I
n
f
0

C
0

n

s
t

r
u

c
t

i
0

n

(m2)

Other features:
(Pits, ponds, power
/water/sewer lines)
Location:
Inside/outside of fence
Inside/outside of bldg.
Cost($): PreConst.
Cost($): Const.
S-:hedule Start /End: PreConst.
Schedule Start /End: Const.
No. of workers: (new/exist)
Heavy Equip.
Equip. used:
Trips:
Acres Disturbed: New
Previous
Revegetated
Air Emissions:
(None / Ref.)

Rev. 13

Dry Fuels Storage Facility
(Expanded)
3
D
S'JF
New
Building / Pad
4,000
None

C Cultural resource effects:
0

n

s
t

0
p

e
r
Inside or Outside ICPP
Outside
$24 Mil.
$550 Mil.
1994 - 1999
1999 - 2008
75 Subs.
Trucks
2 Ind.
0
15
0
See Belanger et al. 1995

a
t

i
0

Construction Water
No information

None
No
No information
20
6400 Diesel
Yes
No
Yes
$4 Mil.lyr
2008 - 2038
15 Existing
Trucks
7/yr Ind. 3/yr LLW
See Appendix F,
Section 3

n

a Effluents:
I
I
n
f
0

r
m

a
I Effluents:
Type :
n
Quantitv: (liters)
f
0 Solid wastes:
Type:
Quantity: (m3)
Haz.lToxic Chemicals:
Storage/inventory

Pits/p_onding created: (m2)
Water usaoe: (liters)
Energy requirements:
Electrical: (MWH/yr)
Fossil fuel: (liters)
Nightliohts used: YIN
Generators:
Night YIN
Day YIN
Cost($): Operation:
Schedule Start /End:
No. of workers: (new/exist)
Heavy Equip.
Equip. used:
Trips:
Air Emissions:
(None / Ref.)

January 16, '95

t
I
0

n
Industrial
40
None

III

Type:
(liters/yr)
Quantitv:
Solid wastes:
Type:
Quantity:
(m3/yr)
Haz.lToxic Chemicals:
Storaoelinventorv
Pits/ponds used: YIN (m2)
Water usaqe: (liters/yr)
Energy requirements:
Electrical: (MWH/yr)
Fossil fuel: (liters/yr)
Niohtliohts used: YIN
Generators:
Night YIN
Day YIN

LLW
Minimal amounts
Ind.
250

LLW
110
None

None
No information
2,000
225 k Fuel Oil
Yes
No
No

Project Data Sheet
G Description/function:

e
n WAG

e EIS Alter. (A B C or D):

("')

,

~

r SN F or Waste stream:
I Action type:
c Structure Type:
Size: (m2)
I
n
Other features:
(Pits, ponds, power
f
/water/sewer lines)
0
Location:
Inside/outside of fence
Inside/outside of bldg.
C Cost($): PreConst.
0 Cost($): Const.
n Schedule Start /End: PreConst.
s Schedule Start /End: Const.
t No. of workers: (new/exist)
r Heavy Equip.
Equip. used:
Trips:
u
c Acres Disturbed: New
t
Previous
I
Reveoetated
0 Air Emissions:
n
(None / Ref.)

Fuel Receiving, Canning
Characterization & ShippinQ
3
0
SNF
New
Building / Pad
3,000
None

Inside or outside ICPP
Outside
$24 Mil.
$300 Mil.
1994 . 1999
1999 • 2008
75 Subs.
Trucks
2 Ind.
0
15
0
See Belanger et al. 1995

Rev. 12
C Cultural resource effects:
0 Pits/pondinQ created: (m2)
n Water usage: (liters)
s Energy requirements:
Electrical: (MWH/yr)
t
Fossil fuel: (liters)
Nightlights used: YIN
Generators:
Night YIN
Dav YIN
0 Cost($): Operation:
p Schedule Start /End :
e No. of workers: (new/exist)
r Heavy Equip.
Equip. used:
Trips:
a
t Air Emissions:
I
(None / Ref.)
0

I
I
n
f
0

r
m

o<

r

~

rn

I
0

n
Industrial
60
None

30
10 000 Diesel
Yes
No
Yes
$20 MiLlyr
2008 • 2038
20 Existing
Trucks
7/yr Ind.
3/vr LLW
2717/vr SNF
See Appendix F,
Section 3

a Effluents:

t

Construction Water
No information

None
None
Minimal increase

n

a
I Effluents:
n
Type:
f
Quantitv: (liters)
0 Solid wastes:
Type:
Quantity: (m3)
Haz . roxic Chemicals:
Storage/inventory

January 16, '95

Type :
(liters/vr)
Quantitv:
Solid wastes:
Type:
Quantity:
(m3/yr)
Haz.lToxic Chemicals:
StoraQe/inventorv
Pits/ponds used: YIN (m2)
Water usaQe: (liters/yr)
Energy requirements:
Electrical: (MWH/yr)
Fossil fuel: (Iiters/vr)
NiQhtliohts used: YIN
Generators:
Night YIN
Day YIN

".

J7 ~

LLW
Minimal amounts
LLW
115

Ind.
250
None

None
No information
2,000
300 k Fuel Oil
Yes
No
No

.-

C-4.1.S FORT ST. VRAIN SPENT NUCLEAR FUEL

in the agreement. Effective April I, 1980, DOE entered into Contract No. DE-SC07-79IDOI370,

RECEIPT AND STORAGE

which inco rporated the 1965 contract and defined the procedures and specifications for fuel receipt.

PROJECT NAME: Fon St Vrain Soent Nuclear Fuel Receipt and Storage

This spent fuel transponation project would involve movement of approximately 16 metric tons of

GENERAL PROJECT OBJECTIVE: The general objective of the proposed Fon St. Vrain Spent

Commission-licensed shipping casks to the INEL where the spent fuel would be unloaded by remote

heavy metal (spent Fon St. Vrain fuel) across public highways in U.S. Nuclear Regulatory

Nuclear Fuel Receipt and Storage project would be to complete the transponation, receipt, and

capabilities into existing sto rage space (Irradiated Fuel Storage Facility). Each Fon St. Vrain fuel

storage of up to 1,464 blocks of Fon St. Vrain spent nuclear fuel from the Public Service Company

seg ment contains about 240 blocks (or elements) and a small but variable number of test elements.

of Colorado spent fuel storage facility in Planeville, Colorado, to the Idaho Chemical Processing

Receipt of the fuel at the INEL is an existing DOE contractual commitment.

Plant Irradiated Fuel Storage Facility at the INEL. In accordance with existi ng agreements between
DOE and Public Service Company of Colorado, the spent fuel would be tr2.nsponed to the INEL by

Three segments were transponed and received at the INEL between 1980 and 1987. Six segments of

Public Service Company of Colorado in compliance with applicable transponation requirements using

spe nt fuel remain at the Fon St. Vrain Fuel Storage Facility, except three shipments totalling 18

shipping casks cenified by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

blocks that were completed in 1991 following issuance of an environmental assessment
(DOE/EA-044 I) (DOE 199Ib). Currently 744 blocks are in storage at the Irradiated Fuel Storage

The Fon St. Vrain reactor is a High Temperature Gas-Cooled Reactor owned by Public Service

Facility. This project would involve transponing of the remaining six spent fuel segments to the

Company of Colorado. The development, construction, and startup of the reactor was co-sponsored

INEL by Public Service Company of Colorado, and receipt and storage of the spent fuel ir the

by the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission (now DOE) through Contract No. AT(04-3)-633, dated

Irradiated Fue; Storage Facility. These six segments contain approximately 1,464 blocks total . Each

July I, 1965. As pan of the overall research and development effon related to High Temperature

shipment would consist of one cask containing six spent fuel blocks, requiring a total of 244

Gas-Cooled Reactors, the Atomic Energy Commission had planned to build a facility to demonstrate

ship ments.

the reprocessing of High Temperature Gas-Cooled Reactor fuel. The Idaho Chemical Processing
Plant was to be the location of the demonstration fuel reprocessing plant. Due to changes in the

PROJECT DESCRIPTION : The Fon St. Vrain fuel is in the form of uranium and thorium carbide

development of commercial High Temperature Gas-Cooled Reactor facilities, construction plans for

panicles coated with layers of pyrolytic carbon and silicon carbide, bonded by a carbonaceous matrix

the fuel reprocessing demonstration plant were not pursued. However, the Atomic Energy

mater ial into fuel rods, which are subsequently insened into graphite blocks. Fresh fuel blocks have

Commission designed and constructed the Irradiated Fuel Storage Facility (CPP-603) in 1975 at the

variable uranium and thorium contents. The Fon St. Vrain design fuel life is 1800 effective full

Idaho Chemical Processing Plant

power days . However, the fuel which has been in the Fon St. Vrain reactor for the longest time has

10

sto re the spent fuel from Fon St. Vrain. The environmental

been irradiated to only 890 effective full power days, or less than half of the design life. Because of

impacts for this facility were evaluated in the mid-1970s.

the designed, tested , and demonstrated retention characteristics of the fuel , and the reduced actual fuel
In modification No. MOIO (effective April I, 1980) to the 1965 contract, the panies made specific

service history, there is a high assurance that the Fon St. Vrain fuel proposed to be received at the

DOE's obligation to accept a total of eight segments of fuel from the Fon St. Vrain reactor. The

INEL will have less than one percent coating failure rate.

contract does not include a ninth segment that is in storage at Fon St. Vrain. DOE is responsible for
the eventual storage of the eight segments . DOE also agreed that, at the sole discretion of DOE and

Each shipment would consist of one TN-FSV cask containing six spent fuel blocks. The TN-FSV

under cenain co nditions, DOE would accept additional spent fuel elements without funher adjustment

cask was designed by Transnuclear, Inc., and cenified by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
for transpon over public highways using semitractor trailer rigs (Cenificate of Compliance No . 9253,

C-4. I.5-1
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Rev . O} (Chappell 1994). Shipments of spe nt fuel would arrive at the Irradiated Fuel Storage Facility

The proposed project would be located in an existing facility within a major facility area (the Idaho

unloading facility . A sample of the cask atmosphere would be removed for analysis to verify there is

Chemical Processing Plant) . (See Figure C-I-I for location and Section C-3 .2 for a discussion of

no damage to a fuel block or its container. It should be noted that 744 fuel blocks have been

projects within an existing facility.)

transponed . received. and sto red and none have been damaged .
Information regarding the environment affected by this project is covered by other sections of this
Receipt of the six remaining segments of spent fuel at the Irradiated Fuel Storage Facility would
require th e following operations:

EIS. as su mm arized and referenced in Section C-3 .1. The potential . nvironmental effects associated
with this project are summarized in Table C-4. 1.5-1. This table is complemented by information on
environmental impacts in Section C-3 .2 and on mitigation of impacts in Section C-3.3 . Other

I.

Transpon of the fuel from Fon St. Vrain to the INEL by Public Service Company of

app licable issues are discussed in Section C-3.4.

Colorado.
PROJECT-SPECIFIC OPTIONS :
2.

Relocation to CPP-749 or a new dry storage facility of some non-Fon St. Vrai. fuel
stored in the Irradiated Fuel Storage Facility .

Retain the Fuel in the Independent Spent Nuclear Fuel Storage Facility at Fon St Vrain - This option
co'rresponds to Alternative A (No Action) evaluated in this EIS . The Public Service Company of

3.

A fuel handli ng sequence at the Irradiated Fuel Storage Facility to place the spent fuel

Colorado built a spent nuclear fuel storage facility onsite and transferred all spent fuel from the

blocks into storage.

reactor to that facility , and subsequently began convening the reactor building into a natural gas

Storage of fuel at the Irradiated Fuel Storage Facility.

commitment to take possession of the Fon St . Vrain fuel. Also, Public Service Company would not

fue le<! electric generating facility . This option is not considered responsive to the DOE contractual
4.

achieve its goal of becoming free of radioactive materials by 1998 under this option.
Because of the previous use of the Irradiated Fuel Storage Facility for storage of other

fuel~

(ROVER.

BER-TRIGA . Peach Bottom, and TORY-IIC), space for a ponion of the ninth segment will need to

Receive Fon St. Vrain Fuel at Another DOE Facility - This option corresponds to Alternative C

be made avail able . The space would be made available by transferring the ROVER and Peach

(Mi nimum Treatment, Storage, and Disposal) eval uated in th is EIS . Under this option, existing or

Bottom fu els to other existing

f~cil iti es

or a new dry storage facility . Some of the Peach Bottom Core

new storage capacity at another DOE site would be used for storage of the Fon St. Vrain fuel.

H fu el would be transferred to the CPP-749 Underground Dry Vaults where the Peach Bottom Core I
is stored. The Peach Bottom fuel transfer would requi re purchase of stainless steel storage

container~

Receive Fon St. Vrain Fuel at Another INEL Facility - The consequences of this option are not

th at would be loaded in the Irrad iated Fuel Storage Facility and transponed in existing INEL shipping

bourded by the analysis performed for this project. No DOE facility other than Irradiated Fuel

casks.

Storage Facility is specifically designed for dry storage of graphite reactor fuels . However, the Test

The above project description was used for the analysis of potential consequences in Chapter 5 of

necessary space to accommodate the Fon St. Vrain fuels.

Volume 2 of the SNF and INEL EIS where the project would be implemented . The project data sheet

to current standards for seismic performance. compliance with ele :trical, ventilation, and filtrat ion

Area North (fAN) Building TAN-607, built for the Aircraft Nuclear Propulsion Program, has the

at th e

~n d

of this project summary supports the above project description.

This facility would be difficult to qualify

codes. and oth er requirements that would be applicable to the storage of spent nuclear fuels.
Construction programs would have to be undenaken to upgrade the facility to meet current
requirements .

C-4 . I .5-3
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Table C-4.1.5-1. Summary of potential environmental impacts of the Fort SI. Vrain Spent Nuclear
Fuel Receipt and Storage Project under Alternative B.
Potcntial impact· ·b

EnvironmenLaI attribute

Potential mitigative measures" c

Receive Fort St Vrain Fuel at Another Idaho Chemical ProCessing Plant Facility - The
consequences of this option are not bounded by the analysis performed for this project. This option is
to store some Fort SI. Vrain fuel in the Underground Storage Facility or the Unirradiated Fuel

Geology and soil. acres
disturbed

None (no disturbed acreage)

Storage would be in existing racility

Watcr resources

None expected. The racility would not use any
water and no efflucnlJ arc generated

Dry storage configuration: Stonn
Water Pollution Prevention Plan in
place at INEL

Wildlire and habitat

None

Storage wou ld be in existing racility

Historic . archaeological,
or cultural resources

None

Storage would be in existing facilit y

Storage Facility, rather than relocate other fuels now stored in the Irradiated Fuel Storage Facility.
The Unirradiated Fuel Storage Facility is designed to store only unirradiated fuel and would not ·
provide proper storage for the Fort St. Vrain fuel which is irradiated . The Underground Storage
Facility is designed to provide proper storage for both irradiated and unirradiated fuels . However,
before the Underground Storage Facility could be used for the storage of Fort SI. Vrain fuel , an
upgrade construction project would be needed to construct additional underground dry fuel storage
vaults.

Air resourees

Human health

Radiologica l operational cmissions
4.9 X 10-5~ or NESHAP dose limit
Toxic Air PolluLants crAPs)
2.3 x 10.5 % or significance level ror combined
TAPs
Prevention o[ Significant Deterioration (PSDl
< 0. 1% ror all pollutants, all classes . all locations

Access conlrol, [acility design .
safety analysis . inspection and
surveillance, annual reporting

Radiation exposures and cancer risk

Access conlrol. racility design,
safety analysis, inspection and
surveillance, annual reporting
requirements

Ma::;a~IY1~T~~~;::vidual:
2.S x 10. 11 latent cancer ralalitiesfyr
8o-km (SO-mile) population:
Year 2000: 4.2 x 10' S penon·rcm/y r
2.1 x 10.8 latent cancer ratalities/yr
Year 2010: 4.5 x 10'S person·rcm/yr
2.3 x 10.8 latent cancer ratalities/y r
Nonradiological erreclJ
Negligible impact on health erreclJ expected .
Transportation

Waste management

Operation (truck trips per year):
Spent nuclear ruel . 244 orrsite

Small amounlJ or waste generated rrom cask
decontaminal.ion. racility inspection. and
maintenance . No increase above current Icve1 o[
waste generation

Receive Fort St Vrain Fuel at Newly Constructed Storage - The consequences of this option are not
bounded by the analysis performed for this project.

Receive Only Contracted Amount of Fuel - This option corresponds to Alternatives B (Ten-Year Plan)
and D (Maximum Treatment, Storage, and Disposal) evaluated in this EIS. DOE is obligated to
receive a total of five of the six fuel segments currently stored at the Fort SI. Vrain spent fuel storage
faCility . Receipt of the sixth segment is at the discretion of the DOE. Under this option, Public
Service Company of Colorado would continue to store the balance of the fuel at their spent fuel
storage facility . This would require that Public Service Company of Colorado continue to employ a
staff of operators, maintenance personnel, and a security force to operate the storage facility. If the

USc of approved transport vehicles
and cont3iners . licensed casks.
qualified equipment opcu.lors, and
shipment maniresting procedure

sixth segment is not received, the Peach Bottom and ROVER fuels would continue to be stored in the
Irradiated - uel Storage Facility and would not require relocation to CPP-749 or a new dry storage
facility . There would be a reduction in the quantity of fuel that the DOE must store.

Waste minimization and recycling
programs in place at INEL

SUMMARY OF IMPACTS : The cask design limits radioactive material releases following
hypothetical accidents to Satisfy the requirements of 10 CFR 71.51 for Type B packages. These

Socioeconomic
conditions

Operation: No additional workers

None required

requirements are summarized below:
I.

a. Defin ition o[ acronym: NESHAp · Nat iona l Emission Standard ro r Hazardous Air Pollutants .
b. Potential impacts are described further in Sec-tion C-3.2.
c. Mitigative measures are described ru rther in Section C-3.3.

C-4. 1.5-5

No escape of krypton-85 in one week exceeding ten times the maximum
krypton-85 activity value from 10 CFR Part 71 , Table A-I.

VOLUME 2

VOLUME 2
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1%
4

2.

No escape of other radionuclides exceeding the total amount specified in
10 CFR 71 , Table A-I.

3.

No external radiation dose rate exceeding one rem per hour at one meter from the
external surface of the package.

The cask must be designed and prepared for shipment so that, for a cask transported as exclusive use
by highway, radiation levels at any point two meters from the outer surface of the vehicle must not
exceed 10 millirem per hour. The expected maximum number of vehicle round trips that would be
required to compltte the transfer of fuel from Fort St. Vrain to Irradiated Fuel Storage Facility would
not exceed ten per week and would total approximately 250 round trips.

The project does not require new construction or excavation. Small quantities of radioactive,
hazardous, or mixed wastes would be generated during cask decontamination activities. These wastes
would be treated or disposed of according to procedures that are in compliance with applicable State
and Federal requirements. Assuming air emissions from the Irradiated Fuel Storage Facility were to
increase linearly from previously measured data as the facility were filled with Fort St. Vrain fuel,
INEL site emissions would increase by approximately 40 microcuries per year.

Relocation of Peach Bottom and ROVER/Parka fuels from the Irradiated Fuel Storage Facility to the
Underground Storage Facility and the Unirradiated Fuel Storage Facility would cause no increase in
cumulative radioactive airborne emissions. Peach Bottom fuels would be placed inside sealed
canisters before relocation to the underground vaults of the Underground Storage Facility. The vaults
would be sealed after receiving the Peach Bottom fuel, except for two normally closed sample
connections. ROVER/Parka fuel is unirradiated and makes no contribution to radioactive airborne
emissions.
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Proiect Data Sheet
G Descriptionlfunction:

e
n WAG

e EIS Alter.

(A

B C or D):

r SNF or Waste stream:
I Action tvpe:

c Structure Type:
Size:

Fort SI. Vrain SNF
Receipt & Storaae
3
B D
SN=
Operation
N/A

(m2)

I

n
f
0

,

VI
00

0
p
·e
r

a
t
I

Other features:
(Pits, ponds, power
/water/sewer lines)
Location:
Inside/outside of fence
Inside/outside of blda.
Cost($): Operation:
Schedule Start /En::!:
No. of wor1<ers: (new/exist)
Heavy Equip.
Equip. used:
Trios:
Air Emissions:
(None / Ref.)

0

None

Inside ICPP
Inside :PP·603
No increase
1996 • 1£197
No increase
See Table
C·4.1.S·1
See Appendix F,
Section 3

n Effluents:

a
I

Type:
Quantity:

None
(liters/vr)

Rev. 10
I Solid wastes:
n
Type:
(m3/yr)
f
Quantity:
0 Haz.IToxic Chemicals:
Storage/inventory
r
m Pits/ponds used: YIN (m2)
a Water usaae: (liters/vr)
t Energy requirements:
I
Electrical: (MWH/yr)
Fossil fuel: (Iiters/yr)
0
n Nightlights used: YIN
Generators:
Night YIN
Day YIN

February 6, '95
None
No
No
None
No increase
No increase
No
No
No

C-4.1.6 SPENT FUEL PROCESSING

FY 1997 is the earliest time the facilities could be restaned and was used to maximize the impacts
within its ten-year window.

PROJECT NAME:

Spent Fuel

Processin~

Upgrades and new facilities would be required to suppon long-term processing of spent fuel.
GENERAL PROJECT OBJECTIVE: For the purposes of analysis, a hypothetical Spent Fuel

Upgrades have been identified to some facilities that would increase efficiency, safety, or throughput

Processing project was assumed. The general project objective would be to provide the capability to

rates . These proposed improvements are described below with estimated costs.

process highly enriched spent nuclear fuel. Concerns about criticality during interim storage or in a
Federal repository may dictate separation of the fissile material (uranium and plutonium) from the

Completion of maintenance activities, operation readiness reviews, and obtaining DOE approvals

highly enriched fuel before storage or disposal. Aqueous dissolution and separation was assumed

would be required before the existing facilities could be restaned . About two to three years would be

because DOE has data from past processing that could be used for analysis. This process was

required to accomplish these activities. Thus, FY 1997 would be the earliest the restan could be

intended to be bounding for whatever processing that would actually be developed and used.

accomplished based on a June 1995 decision to stan processing. Two or three processing campaigns

Processing these fuels would alleviate some of the fuel storage and repackaging needs, as stated in the

could be accomplished before the fluorinel dissolution process would be shut down in FY 2000 to

Dry Fuel Storage Facility; Fuel Receiving, Canning/Characterization, and Shipping project summary

acco mplish its upgrade.

(see Section C-4. I.4). Fuel processing could be done in order to stabilize the spent nuclear fuel and
remove risks associated with storage and disposal, and to safely manage the resultant high-level waste

The following paragraphs summarize the upgrades and new facilities that would be required.

in a cost-effective manner. For analysis purposes, it was assumed that restan of the Idaho Chemical
Processing Plant processing and chemical separations facilities to condition the fuel for storage and
disposal by removal of the fissile material would be the bounding case.

The fluorinel dissolution process was run in the past to process zirconium fuel. For analysis
purposes, upgrades were assumed to increase the throughput roughly 2 to 3 times the historical
processing rate. The upgrade would be designed to include an electrolytic dissolution process for

PROJECT DESCRIPTION: Historically, many DOE spent nuclear fuel types were processed by

aluminum and stainless steel fuels . The old electrolytic stainless steel process is no longer operable.

chemical dissolution and the fissile material segregated. Several processes were used because of the

The new electrolytic process would also provide a more environmentally acceptable method for

variety of materials making up the fuel elements: aluminum-clad fuels , stainless-steel-clad fuels ,

processing aluminum fuel. Hot operation is assumed by 2006. FY 2006 was assumed in this analysis

zirconium-cl ad fuels, and graphite fuels . Aluminum-clad and zirconium-clad fuels were processed by

because early processing would be the bounding case for impacts . A rough estimate of the fluorinel

highly acidic aqueous dissolution. Stainless steel-clad fuels were electrolytically dissolved. Graphite

dissolution process upgrade including the new electrolytic process is $700 million.

fuels were first burned and

the~

the ash dissolved . These processes generated solutions that included
The Fuel Processing Resto(ation project that was canceled in 1992 was to provide new facilities to

the radioactive fission products and the fissile material , usually uranium-235 , wh ich were
subsequently separated to segregate the uranium-235 . Once the fissile material is extracted , the

extract the uranium from the dissolver product solutions. The increased capacity for solvent

remaining waste solution is referred to as high-level liquid waste.

extraction operations would not be required until FY 2006 when the fluorinel dissolution process

For analysis purposes, it is assumed that this project would process the current inventory of fuel in

approximately $500 million .

would begin hot operations . A cost estimate to restan the project and finish the facil ity is

the existing Fluorinel Dissolution Process facility (CPP-666) and Fuel Processing Building (CPP-60I)
in FY 1997 and provide upgraded and new facilities to suppon long-term fuel stabilization activities.

Graphite fuel processing would require a new pilot plant/production facil ity at an estimated cost of
$200 million.
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These new and replacement facilities would be sufficient to stabilize essentially all the highly enriched
fuels types that are in inventory at the INEL. Other fuels of different materials may require new or

Table C-4.I.6-1. Summary of potential environmental impacts of the Spent Fuel Processing Project
under Alternative D.
Potential impacta,b

Environmental attribute

modified processes to produce acceptable waste forms.

Potential mitigative measures·,e

Minimal previously disturbed soil. and

disturbed

faci lity

c:xisting facilitic:s

level waste twage, which would be covered by the High-Level Tank Farm New Tanks project (see

Waler resou rces

Construction: 100,000 litcn
Operation: 48 ,000,000 liters per year

Storm Water Pollution Prevention
Plan in place at INEI..

Wildlife and habitat

None

Historic, archaeological.

Nonc:

Most or the project would be in
existing racilities

Air resources

Radiologica l operational emissions
0 . 4~ of NESHAP dose limit
Toxic Air Pollutants crAPs)
110% of significance level ro r combined TAPs
Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSD) - None

Facility design. waste acceptance
criteria . sarety analysis, inspection
and surveillance. annual reporting

Human health

Radiation exposufC.S and ca ncer risk
MaximaUy exposed individual :
0.04 mrc:mlyr
2.0 x 10-8 latent cancer ratalities/yr
SO-km (SO-mile) population:
Year 2000: not in operation
Year 2010 : 0.29 person-remlyr
1.5 x 10-5 latent cancer ratalities/yr
Nonradiological efrects
Negligible impact on health errects expected
Accidents - Handling and criticality: MEl cancer
~ses rrom 4.8 X 1O- 8/yr (Alternative B) t('l
2 .0 X 1O-7/y r due to this project

Access control. racility design .
safety 3nalysis. inspection and
surveillance. annual reporting .
Additional controls or measures
may be required to control toxic air
pollutant levels

Transportation

Construction (onsile truck trips) :
Nonradio logical - 84.2
Operation (onsite truck trips per year) :
Nonradiological - 13.4
Radiological - 8.4
Spent nuclear ruel - 16

Use of approved transport vehicles
and containers, qualified equipment
operators. and shipment
maniresting procedure .

Co nstruction !m3): industrial waste - 3100
Operation em Iyr):
high-level liquid waste - 4.500
low-level waste - 310
industrial waste - 2.700

Waste minimization and recycling
programs in place at INEL

Construction : 450 peak subcontractor personnel ; 50
existing
Operatio n: 300 existing; 25 new workers

None required

U1

an existing

Most of the projcct would be in

Geology and soil , acres

If this alternative were to be pursued aggressively, the generated wastes may require additional high
Section C-4.3.3).

Most of the projcct would be in
existing facilities

The above project description was used for the analysis of potential consequences in Chapter 5 of
Volume 2 of the SNF and INEL EIS where the project would be implemented under Alternative D
(Maximum Treatment, Storage, and Disposal). The project data sheet at the end of this project

or c ultural

re50UrtCS

summary supports the above project description.
The proposed project would be located mostly in existing facilities within a major facility area (the
Idaho Chemical Processing Plant). (See Figure C-I-I for location and Section C-3 .2 for a discussion
of projects within an existing facility.)
Information regardi ng the environment affected by this project is covered by other sections of this
EIS , as summarized and referenced in Section C-3.1. The potential environmental effects associated
with this project are summarized in Table C-4.1.6-1. This table is complemented by information on
environmental impacts in Section C-3 .2 and on mitigation of impacts in Section C-3 .3. Other
applicable issues are discussed in Section C-3.4.

PROJECT-SPECIFIC OPTIONS :
~

- Under this option, the existing facilities would not be restaned and new facilities would
Waste management

not be constructed. This option corresponds to Alternatives A (No Action), B (Ten-Year Plan), and
C (Mi nimum Treatment, Storage, and Disposal) evaluated in this EIS . The no action option
regarding processing of spent fuel is evaluated by each of the spent fuel storage alternatives .
Processing fuels not historically processed at INEL (for example, N-Reactor or Fast Flux Test

Socioeconomic
conditions

Facility fuels) is not presented here as an alternative, but is included as site-specific alternatives within
Volume I.

a. Defmition or acronyms : MEl - maximally exposed individual ; NESHAP - National Emission Standards ror
Hazardous Pollutants .
b. Potential impacts are described rurther in Section C-3.2.
c. Mitigative measures arc: dcscribed rurther in Scction C-3.3.
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Project Data Sheet
G Descriptionlfunction:
e
n WAG
e EIS Alter. (A B C or D):
r SNF or Waste stream:
I Action type:
c Structure Type:
Size: (m2)

I
n
f
0

C
0

n

s
t

r
u

c
t

I
0

n

Other features:
(Pits, ponds, power
/water/sewer lines)
Location:
Inside/outside of fence
Inside/outside of bldg.
Cost($): PreConst.
Cost($): Const.
Schedule Start /End: PreConst.
Schedule Start /End: Const.
No. of workers: (new/exist)
Heavy Equip.
Equip. used:
Trips:
Acres Disturbed: New
Previous
Reveaetated
Air Emissions:
(None / Ref.)

Spent Fuel Processing

C
0

INa
D
SN=
Use Fuel Processing Restoration Fac
FOP (existing CPP-666)
FPR (partially complete)
Graphite Pilot Plant (GPP)

n

s
t

.

0
None

p

e
r
InsidelCPP
Inside FOP,- FPR GPP
FDP
FPR
GPP
$700 M
$500 M
$200 M
99 - 01
99-06
01-06
01-06
450 Peak Subs, 50 Existing
See Table
C-4.1.6-1
0
0
0

8

t

I
0

I
I
n
f
0

m

a
I Effluents:
n
Type:
Quantity: (liters)
f
0 Solid wastes:
Type:
Quantity: (m3)
Haz.lToxic Chemicals:
Storage/inventory

t

None

I
0

n
Ind.
3 100
<10 m3

February 17, '95
None identified

No
<100 k
2000
38 k
Yes

No
Yes
$20 MiVyr
2006 - 2043
300 Existing, 25 New
See Table
C-4.1.6-1
See Appendix F,
Section 3

n
8

r
See Belanger et al. 1995

Rev. 9
Cultural resource effects:
Pits/ponding created: (m2)
Water usage: (liters)
Energy requirements:
Electrical: (MWH/yr)
Fossil fuel: (liters)
Nightlights used: YIN
Generators:
Night YIN
Day YIN
Cost($): Operation:
Schedule Start /End:
No. of workers: (new/existt
Heavy Equip.
Equip. used:
Trips:
Air Emissions:
(None / Ref.)

Effluents:
Type:
(Iiters/yr)
Quantity:
Solid wastes:
Type:
(m3/yr)
Quantity:
Haz./Toxic Chemicals:
Storage/inventory
Pits/ponds used: YIN (m2)
Water usage: (Iiters/yr)
Energy requirements:
Electrical: (MWH/yr)
Fossil fuel: (liters/yr)
Nightlights used: YIN
Night YIN
Generators:
Day YIN

HLW
4500000
LLW
310

Ind.
2700
<5000
No
48000 k
6,500
0
Yes
No
No

C-4.1.7 EXPERIMENTAL BREEDER REACTOR-II

The Fuel Cycle Facility stabilizes the Experimental Breeder Reactor-II metallic spent driver fuel using

BLANKET TREATMENT

the following treatment steps:

PROJECT NAME: Experimental Breeder Reactor-II Blanket Trealment

A molten salt electrorefining process to separate the fission products from the depleted
uranium using an electrochemical cell to drive the process.

GENERAL PROJECT OBJECTIVE: The general objective of the proposed Experimental Breeder
Reactor-II Blanket Treatment Project would be to modify the Fuel Cycle Facility to treat the

A furnace and mold system to cast the noble metal fission products and radioactive

Experimental Breeder Reactor-II blanket fuel assemblies to a suitable form for safe, interim storage.

stainless steel cladding into a disposable form .

Blanket fuel treatment is pan of the electrometallurgical process under development at Argonne
National Laboratory-West.

Other processes to place the active fission products into zeolites, and vitrifying the

zeolites into a mineral waste.
The fuel treatment project would condition the spent blanket fuel to a stable form for storage.
Radioactive elements, including transuranic elements, would be separated and stabilized for storage

The uranium would be separated from mo,t of the fission products. The fission products extracted

pending eventual geologic disposal . Nearly pure depleted uranium metal would be separated for

from the fuel would be placed in two stable waste forms : a mineral waste containing the active

storage for disposal as low-level waste. This project would have the advantage of neutralizing the

fission products and a metal waste containing the noble metal fission products and the cladding alloys

reactive constituent in the blanket fuel and would produce material that would be beller suited for

from the fuel elements. These waste forms would be thowughly analyzed for subsequent repository

interim storage. The wastes produced from this activity would be treated for disposal in the same

disposal. The small amount of transuranic elements present in the fuel would be extracted with the

manner as other wastes at Argonne National Laboratory-West and would benefit from the common

active fission products into the zeolite or alloyed with the structural stainless steel recovered from the

approach to waste disposal .

fuel assemblies to produce a stable material that could be stored for later disposition.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION: Argonne National Laboratory-West would treat Experimental Breeder

This project would mOdify the Fuel Cycle Facility element chopper to handle the larger hlanket fuel

Reactor-II fuel assemblies in the Fuel Cycle Facility following the electrometallurgical processing of

assemblies, and add a high-throughput electrorefiner to handle the larger quantities of depleted

the Experimental Breeder Reactor-II spent driver fuel assemblies located at either Argonne National

uranium from the blankets. The increased capacity would allow the Fuel Cycle Facility to treat the

Laboratory-West or the lciaho Chemical Processing Plant. The Experimental Breeder Reactor-II core

326 blanket fuel assemblies in the Experimental Breeder Reactor-II as well as the others in storage at

contains 326 blanket fuel assemblies that will be removed from the core during Fiscal Years

the INEL, and would increase the treatment rate from 90 to 120 spent driver fuel assemblies per year.

1994-1996. Other blankets have previously been removed and are stored on the INEL site. The

The actinides, fission products, and elemental sodium from the blankets would be treated in the same

blanket fuel assemhlies contain metallic depleted uranium fuel slugs immersed in sodium, within a

manner as those from the Experimental Breeder Reactor-II driver fuel assemblies. The treatment

stainless steel jacket/can. The sodium improves heat transfer between the fuel and stainless steel. A

would conven the elemental sodium in the blankets to sodium chloride.

number of the fuel elements in stainless steel cans are clustered together to form an assembly.
Electrometallurgical processing would tum the elemental sodium in the blankets into nonreactive

The above project description was used for the analysis of potential consequences in Chapter 5 of

sodium chloride while convening the blanket fuel to a form suitable for storage. The treatment would

Volume 2 of the SNF and INEL EIS where the project would be implemented under Alternatives B

require shearing the stainless steel jackets to expose the fuel for treatment.

(Ten-Year Plan) and D (Maximum Treatment, Storage. and Disposal). The project data sheet at the
end of this project summary suppons the above project description.
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The proposed project would be located in an existing facility within a major facility area (Argonne
National Laboratcry-West). (See Figure C-l-l for location and Section C-3 .2 for a discussion of
projects within an existing facility.)

Information regarding the environment affected by this project is covered by other sections of this
EIS, as summarized and referenced in Section C-3 . 1. The potential environmental effects associated
with this project are summarized in Table C-4.1.7-1. This table is complemented by information on
environmental impacts in Section C-3.2 and on mitigation of impacts in Section C-3.3. Other
applicable issues are discussed in Section C-3.4.

PROJECT-SPECIFIC OPTIONS:

No Action - Under this option, the present practice for blanket handling would be continued . As
the blankets are removed from Experimental Breeder Reactor-II, they are transported to the Hot Fuel
Examination Facility. The top and bottom section of the blanket fuel assemblies are machined off and
the remaining assemblies with the blanket fuel elements are placed in a storage can. This can is
inserted into another can and transported to the Radioactive ScrapiWaste Facility. The blanket
assemblies would remain at the Radioactive ScrapiWaste Facility until a decision is made on
processing or treatment for disposal . This option corresponds to Alternatives A (No Action) and C
(Minimum Treatment, Storage, and Disposal) evaluated in this EIS .

From "'.1 environmental perspective, this option would have disadvantages. The blanket fuel contains
elemental sodium that will react with water and produce hydrogen gas. This characteristic categorizes
this material as reacti-·/ e. Reactive material is best handled by eliminating or stabilizing the reactive
component. The storage option would only isolate the reactive component.

Develop a New Process - This option would be to develop a new process to stabilize the sodium in
the blanket fuel assemblies. This option is not evaluate.! in this EIS. This option would require a
new development program and then implementation of the process into a remote handling facility.
This approach would require additional treatment and the fuel would have to be stored while this
option was being implemented.

C-4.1.7-3
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Table C-4.1.7-1. Summary of potential environmental impacts of the Experimental Breeder
Reactor-II Blanket Treatment Project under Alternative B.
Potential impact a .b

Environmental attribute

Potential mitigative measures·'c

Geology and soil, acres
disturbed

None (no disturbed acreage)

Project would be in existing facility

Water resources

No increase

Not required

Wildlife and habitat

None

Project would be in existing facility

Historic, archaeological ,
or cultural resources

None

Project would be in existing facility

Air resources

Radiological operational emissions
5 .7 x 10-3 % of NESHAP dose limit
Toxic Air Pollutants (TAPs)
None
Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSD)
None

Facility design , waste acceptance
criteria, safety analysis, inspection and
surveillance, annual reporting

Human health

Radiation exposu res and cancer risk
Maximally eTsed individual :
5.7 x 10 mrem/yr
2.9 x 10- 10 latent cancer fatalities/yr
80-km (50-mile) population :
Year 2000: 0 .012 person-rem/yr
6.0 x 10-6 latent cancer fatalities /yr
Year 2010: 0 .014 person-rem/yr
7.0 x 10-6 latent cancer fatalities/yr
Nonr..diological effects - No emissions

Access control, facility design, safety
analysis, inspection and surveillance,
annual reporting

Transportation

Construction : None
Operation (onsite truck trips per year) :
Radiological - 4.9
Spent nuclear fuel - II

Use of approved transport vehicles and
containers , qualified equipment
operators, and shipment manifesting
procedure

Waste management

Construction :
None
Operation (m 3/yr) : high-level waste - 3.5
transuranie - 4 .0
low-level waste - 7.4
mixed low-level waste - 0 .4

Waste minimization and recyeling
programs in place at INEL

Socioeconomic conditions

Construction : 10 existing workers
Operation : 12 existing workers

None required

a . Definition of acronym : NESHAP - National Emission Standards for H37.ardous Air Poll utants .
b. Potential impacts are described further in Section C-3 .2.
c. Mitigative measures are described further in Section C-3.3.
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Project Data Sheet
G Description/function :

Rev. 10

EBR-II Blanket Treatment

e
n WAG

e EIS Alter. (A B C or D):
r SNF or Waste stream :
i Action type :
c Structure Type:
Size: (m2)
I
Other features:
n
(Pits, ponds, power
f
/water/sewer lines)
0
. Location:
Inside/outside of fence
Inside/outside of bldg.
C Cost($): PreConst.
0 Cost($) : Const.
n Schedule Start /End: PreConst.
5 Schedule Start /End: Const.
t No. of workers: (new/exist)
Equip. used:
r Heavy Equip.
Trips:
u
c Acres Disturbed: New
t
Previous
i
Revegetated
0 Air Emissions:
(None / Ref.)
n

C
0

9
B D
SNF
Expand
Existing

n
s

Process Equipment

0
p

t

.

e
r
a

Inside ANL·W
Inside Bld-765

t
I

$6 Mil. Total
1994 - 1995
1995 - 1996
10 Existing
See Table
C-4.1.7-1
0
0
0

0

None

m

o<

r

~

rn

No
No
No increase
No increase
No increase
Yes
No
No
$1.2 Mil./yr
1997 - 1998
12 ExistinQ
See Table
C-4.1.7-1
See Appendix F,
Section 3

It

a Effluents:
I

I
n
f
0

r

a
I Effluer.ts:
Type :
n
Quantity: (liters)
f
0 Solid wastes:
Type :
Quantity: (m3)
Haz.lToxic Chemicals:
Storage/inventory

January 5 , '95

Cultural resource effects:
Pils/pondino created: (m2)
Water usaoe: (liters)
Energy requirements:
Electrical: (MWH/yr)
Fossil fuel: (liters)
Niohtliohts used: YIN
Generators:
Night YIN
Day YIN
Cost($): Operation:
Schedule Start /End:
No. of workers: (new/exist)
Heavy Equip.
Equip. used:
Trips:
Air Emissions:
(None / Ref.)

t
i

None

0

n
None

No increase

N

I q~

Type:
(Iiters/yr)
Quantity:
Solid wastes:
Type:
(m3/yr)
Quantity:
Haz.IToxic Chemicals:
Storaoe/inventory
Pits/ponds used: YIN (m2)
Water usaQe: (liters/yr)
Energy requirements:
Electrical: (MWH/yr)
Fossil fuel: (liters/yr)
Niohtliohts used: YIN
Night YIN
Generators:
Day YIN

No increase

HLW
3.5

MLLW
0.4

LLW
7.4

No increase
No
No increase
No increase
No increase
Yes
No
No

TRU
4.0

C-4.1.8 ELECTROMETALLURGICAL PROCESS DEMONSTRATION

complete range of operations necessary to prepare the fuel for ultimate disposition. The only new
equipment required for this demonstration would be the installation of a vessel for carrying out the

PROJECT NAME: Electrometallurgical Process Demonstration

reduction of oxide to metal. The waste forms produced in the course of stabilizing oxide fuel would

GENERAL PROJECT OBJECTIVE: The general objective of this proposed project would be to

metal waste forms, which depend on the composition of the structural materials used in the particular

allow the demonstration and testing of new spent nuclear fuel management processes. The goals of

fuel types . For metallic spent fuel, additional equipment and modifications to the present equipment

the project would be the following :

would be required to disassemble fuel assemblies and chop the fuel.

be identical to those produced with other fuel types, except for minor compositional differences in the

Demonstrate the technical and economic feasibility of electrometallurgical processing for
conditioning spent nuclear fuel for disposal.

Electrometallurgical processing generally includes processes such as molten salt-metal extractions,
molten salt electrorefining and electrowinning, salt-metal retorting, and metal slagging and injection
casting. The basic process steps consist of chopping the fuel rods, electrorefining the fuel material,

Demonstrate a waste product that is compatible with the expected acceptance criteria for

performing cathode processing, and then injection casting the resulting material into metal ingots.

a geologic repository.

The details of the process are as follows :

Explicitly quantify the volume reduction of the waste stream components.

The spent fuel assembly is introduced for processing into a remotely operated, shielded
room called a hot cell. The assembly is taken apart, and the structural components

PROJECT DESCRJPTION: Argonne National Laboratory-West would perform the process

(everything except the fuel rods themselves) are removed and discarded as waste. The

development and demonstrate the conditioning of Department of Energy (DOE) spent nuclear fuel for

rods are passed through a shear and chopped into short pieces. For oxide fuels, the

disposal or future energy use. Much of the spent nuclear fuel at the INEL is highl y enriched, has

pieces are placed in a reduction vessel to produce a metal product. This product or

seriously degraded during storage, contains chemically reactive material , or cannot be expected to

chopped metallic fuel segments are placed into an electrorefiner at 500°C.

retain ;ts integrity during storage, thus making direct disposal into a repository potentially

Electrorefining is an established industrial process used to purify metals like nickel. This

unacceptable. These concerns suggest consideration of stabilization processes such as

type of electrometallurgical processing operates like a battery with an anode, cathode,

electrometallurgical processing. An environmental assessment for some aspects of the proposed

and electrolyte. At the appropriate cell voltage, uranium is deposited on a solid metal

project has previously been prepared (DOE I 990a, 1990b).

cathode. The small percentage of plutonium in most DOE spent nuclear fuel would be

Presently in storage at the INEL are 72 distinct and different DOE fuel types with still more at other

The vast majority of fission products are left in the electrolyte.

collected with a mixture of uranium and fission products in a liquid cadmium cathode.

sites. These fuel types include metal , hydride, metal alloy sodium bonded , graphite, aluminum,
oxide, and naval fuel matrices . Demonstration fuel s would be transported from other locations to

The IIext step involves separating the product from the electrolyte or cadmium. For the

Argonne National Laboratory-West as needed . Argonne would first complete process development

liquid cathode this means raising the temperature of the cathode product in a furnace to a

and demonstration with unirradiated fu el containing representative fission product elements and then

temperature (1000 to 1200°C) that separates the uranium/plutonium from the cadmium

conduct a pilot scale demonstration of spent nuclear fuel stabilization in the Hot Fuel Examination

and vaporizes the cadmium for collection and reuse. The uranium/plutonium product

Facility and Fuel Cycl e Facility at the Argonne National Laboratory-West site. This demonstration

will be recycled into the electrorefiner for eventual removal with the fission products in

would include electrometallurgical processing of representative DOE fuel types and cover the
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the waste stream. Mechani cal separation will be used to remove the salt from the

Storage, and Disposal) . The project data sheet at the end of this project summary supports the

uranium on the solid cathode.

previous project description.

Raw metal ingots would then be produced by injection casting, a process similar to that

The proposed project would be located in an existing facility within a major facility area (Argonne

used routinely in the manufacture of many plastic products . The raw fuel ingots would

National Laboratory-West). (See Figure C-I-I for location and Section C-3.2 for a discussion of

then be removed from molds and placed in storage for a three-to-five year period until a

projects within an existing facility .)

decision is made as to their final disposition.
Information regarding the environment affected by this project is covered by other sections of this
The principal process wastes would be from the electrorefiner. The fission products

EIS , as summarized and referenced in Section C-3 . 1. The potential environmental effects associated

would be extracted and placed in two stable waste forms: a mineral waste comaining the

with this project are summarized in Table C-4. 1.8-1. This table is complemented by information on

active fission products, and a metal waste containing the noble metal fission products and

environmental impacts in Section C-3 .2 and on mitigation of impacts in Section C-3 .3. Other

struclUral alloys from the fuel elements . These waste forms would be evaluated to

applicable issues are discussed in Section C-3 .4.

determine whether they meet acceptance criteria for subsequent repository disposal. The
waste volume would be 20 to 50 percent of the direct disposal volume, depending on the

PROJECT-SPECIFIC OPTIONS :

fuel type.
~

The naval spent nuclear fuel could also be electrometallurgically processed to recover uranium and

- Under this option, electrometallurgical processing demonstration would not be

provided. This option corresponds to Alternative A (No Action) evaluated in this EIS .

separate out the fission products and transuranic elements in the same manner as the other fuel types
discussed above. In this instance, an additional dissolution step at the beginning of the process would
be required prior to processing. Process development would be requ ired to establish a preferred
means for accomplishing this dissolution; preliminary evaluations indicate that material co uld be
readily dissolved by contact with a molten metal at normal process operating temperalUres .
Development of this process step would be conducted with irradiated fuel in the Hot Fuel
Examination Facility and Fuel Cycle Facility. A separate vessel for the dissolution step may be
required for this demonstratio n. The waste form from production and product recovery/d isposition
steps would be the same as with the metal and oxide fuels.

These processes could also apply to other DOE spent nuclear fuel. The facilities would be used to
demonstrate electrometallurgical processing for the highest priority fuels .

The above project description was used for the analysis of potential consequences in Chapter 5 of
Volume 2 of the SNF and INEL EIS where the project would be implemented under Alternatives B
(fen-Year Plan), C (Minimum Treatment, Storage, and Disposal), and D (Maximum Treatment,

VOLUM E 2
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Table C-4.1.8-1. Summary of Potential Environmental Impacts of the Electrometallurgical Process
Demonstration Project under Alternative B.
Environmental attribute

Potential impact·,b

Potcntial mitigative measures·'c

Geology and soil, acres
disturbed

None (no acreage disturbed)

Project would be in existing facility

Water resources

Effluents: No increase

None required

Wildlife and habitat

None

Project would be in existing facility

Historic, archaeological,
or cultural resources

None

Project would be in existing facility

Air resources

Radiological operations emissions
0.036% of NESHAP dose limit
Toxic Air Pollutants (TAPs)
None
Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSD)
None

Facility design, safety analysis,
inspection and surveillance, annual
reporting

Human health

Radiation exposures and cancer risk
Maximally ex~sed individual:
3.6 X 10- mrem/yr
I.S X 10-9 latent cancer fatalities/yr
SO-km (SO-mile) population
Year 2000: 0.074 pcrson-rem/yr
3.7 X 10-5 latent cancer fatalities/yr
Year 2010: O.OSI pcrson-rem/yr
4.0 x 10-5 latent cancer fatalities/yr
Nonradiological effects: No cmissions

Access control, facility design, safety
analysis, inspection and surveillance,
annual reporting

Transportation

Construction (onsite truck trips):
Nonradiological - S.S Radiological - 1
Operation (onsite truck trips per year) :
Radiological - 7.S
Spent nuclear fuel - 11

Use of approved transport vehicles and
containers, qualified equipment
operators, and shipment manifesting
procedure

Waste management

Construction:
Operation (m 3/yr):

Waste minimization and recycling
programs in place at INEL

Socioeconomic
conditions

Operation: 25 existing workers

no increase
high-level waste - 2.7
mixed low-level - 0.4
low-level waste - 33
transuranic - 32
industrial - 212

None required

a. Defmition of acronym: NESHAP - National Emission Standard for Hazardous Air Pollutants .
b. Potential impacts are described further in Section C-3 .2.
c. Mitigative measures are described further in Section C-3.3.
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Project Data Sheet
G Descriptionlfunction:

e
n WAG

e EIS Alter. (A B C or D):
r SNF or Waste stream:
I Action tVDe:

c Structure Type:
Size:

I
n
f
0

C
0

.n

s
t
r
u

c
t
I
0

n

Rev. 11

Electrometallurgical Process
Demonstration
9
B C D

9'F

C Cultural resource effects:
0

s
t

Expand
Existing

(m2)

Other features:
(Pits, ponds, power
/water/sewer lines)
Location:
Inside/outside of fence
Inside/outside of bldg.
Cost($): PreConst.
Cost($): Const.
Schedule Start lEnd: PreConst.
Schedule Start lEnd: Const.
No. of workers: (new/exist)
Heavy Equip.
Equip. used:
Trips:
Acres Disturbed: New
Previous
ReveCletated
Air Emissions:
(None I Ref.)

Electrochemical Process
Equipment

0
p

e
r
Inside ANL-W
Inside Bld-765 & -785

a

$5 Mil. Total
1994 - 1995
1994 - 1996
No information
See Table
C-4.1.8-1
0
0
0

0

0

See Belanger et al. 1995

r
m

t
I

8

I

I
n
f

t
No increase

I
0

n
No increase
None

No increase
No increase
No
No
No
$600 k/yr
1996 - 2024
25 ExistinCl
See Table
C-4.1.8-1
See Appendix F,
Section 3

n

a
I Effluents:
Type:
n
Quantity: (liters)
f
0 Solid wastes:
Type:
Quantitv: (m3)
Haz.lToxic Chemicals:
StoraCle/inventorv

Pits",,-onding created: Jm2)
(liters)
Energy requirements:
Electrical: (MWH/yr)
Fossil fuel: (liters)
NiClhtliClhts used: YIN
Generators:
Night YIN
Day YIN
Cost($): Operation:
Schedule Start /End:
No. of workers: (new/exist)
Heavy Equip.
Equip. used:
Trips:
Air Emissions:
(None I Ref.)

n Water usaCle:

February 17, '95
None
No
None

Effluents:
Type:
Quantity: (Iiters/yr)
Solid wastes:
Type:
(m3/yr)
Quantitv:
Haz.lToxic Chemicals:
StoraCle/inventorv
Pits/ponds used: YIN (m2)
Water usage: (Iiters/yr)
Energy requirements:
Electrical: (MWH/yr)
Fossil fuel: (liters/yr)
NiClhtliClhts used: YIN
Generators:
Night YIN
Day YIN

No increase

HLW MLLW LLW
2.7
0.4
33

TRU
32

No information
No
No information
No information
No information
No
No
No

Ind.
212

C-4.2.1 CENTRAL LIQUID WASTE PROCESSING FACILITY
DECONTAMINATION AND DECOMMISSIONING
C-4.2 PROJECTS RELATED TO ENVIRONMENTAL RESTORATION

PROJECT NAME: Central Liquid Waste Processing Facility Decontamination and Decommissioning

GENERAL PROJECT OBJECTIVE; The general objective of this proposed project would be to
remove excess, obsolete, contaminated equipment from the Central Liquid Waste Processing Area so
that the Analytical Laboratory could use this floor space for other missions.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION : The Central Liquid Waste Processing Area is located in the southwest
corner of the Analytical Laboratory in the first floor and basement levels of Building 752 at Argonne
National Laboratory-West at the INEL. The area occupies approximately 14 square meters
(150 square feet) on each floor. The Central Liquid Waste Processing Area was used by the
Analytical Laboratory to treat radioactive liquid waste. Central Liquid Waste Processing Area
operations were discontinued in July 1983 when the Radioactive Liquid Waste Treatment Facility
began operating and panially assumed the previous Central Liquid Waste Processing Area mission.
The Central Liquid Waste Processbg Area has been declared an excess area per DOE Order
5820.2A, "Radioactive Waste Management" (DOE 1988). This proposed project would include !lie
surveillance and maintenance and the decontamination and decommissioning of the Central Liquid
Waste Processing Area.

The Central Liquid Waste Processing Area system was used to receive, store, and reduce radioactive
liquid waste. The system is considered contaminated by mixed fission products, activation products,
uranium, thorium. and tritium. Interior surfaces of piping, tanks, valves and pumps are likely to be
contaminated with radioactive material. Some sludge residue in vessel bonoms and piping low points
can be expected. This sludge would be removed only if the components do not meet the definition of
an empty tank per 40 CFR 261.7(b)(I)(iii). Any removed waste would be characterized , and then
stored . treated. and /or disposed of in accordance with that characterization . Some asbestos-containing
waste may result because asbestos-bearing insulation adhesive was permitted during Central Liquid
Waste Processing Area construction. even though asbestos was not specified as an insulation material.
Other waste would be held at the Argonne National Laboratory-West Mixed Waste Storage Facility .

C-4.2-1
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The Central Liquid Waste Processing Area would contain approximately 140 cubic meters

The proposed project involves decontamination and decommissioning of an existing facility within a

(5,000 cubic feet) of low-level contaminated materials (a low percentage may be mixed waste) to be

major facility area, Argonne National Laboratory-West. (See Figure C-I-I for location and

disposed . Types of media contaminated are (a) concrete; (b) steel in the form of piping, tanks,

Section C-3 .2 for a discussion of decontamination and decommissioning projects.)

valves, electrical conduit, etc.; (c) electrical wiring; (d) instrumentation panels; and (e) asbestos.
Information regarding the environment affected by this project is covered by other sections of this
The tasks for surveillance and maintenance include (a) daily visual inspections, with results, and any

EIS , as summarized and referenced in Section C-3 . 1. The potential environmental effects associated

necessary preventive or corrective maintenance, documented; (b) monthly radiological surveys to

with this project are summarized in Table C-4.2. 1-I. This table is complemented by information on

document radiation and contamination levels, and (c) yearly status reports for the Central Liquid

environmental impacts in Section C-3.2 and on mitigation of impacts in Section C-3 .3. Other

Waste Processing Area. These tasks would be continued only unt il the decontamination and

applicable issues are discussed in Section C-3 .4 .

decommissioning iield work is begun.
PROJECT-SPECIFIC OPTIONS:
The decontamination and decommissioning tasks would include (a) preparation of National
Environmental Policy Act documentation, (b) waste sampling and analysis, (c) Title I and Title II

~

design, and (d) decontamination and decommissioning field work and Title III engineering suppon.

Processing Facility would be deferred . This option corresponds with Alternatives A (No Action) and

During Title I, preliminary design concepts would be developed to provide the basis for a detailed

C (Minimum Treatment, Storage, and Disposal) evaluated in this EIS. This option would result in

working cost estimate for the Title II design effon and a rough cost estimate for the decontamination

the continuation of potential environmental releases and radiation safety hazards to personnel, and this

and decommissioning work and Title III. During Title II design a detailed engineering package would

floor space would not be available to the Analytical Laboratory for other missions.

- Under this option, decontamination and decommiSSioning of the Central Liquid Waste

be developed . This package would include (a) drawings, procedures, waste packaging and disposal
plans for removing the radioactively contaminated process equipment (possibly mixed waste) and (b) a
detailed working cost estimate for decontamination and decommissioning work and Title III.

All decontamination and decommiss ioning work would be done within temporary contamination
containment enclosures in Building 752 . The enclosures would discharge to existing filter and
discharge systems for contaminated air/gases. Some paniculates may pass through high efficiency
paniculate air filters during decontamination and decommissioning operations, but these discharges
would be bounded by normal radioactive air emissions at Argonne National Laboratory-West. Other
air emissions would be generated by trucks hauling the solid waste to the Radioactive Waste
Management Complex, estimated to be 40 shipments.

The above project description was used for the anal ysis of potential consequences in Chapter 5 of
Volume 2 of the SNF and INEL EIS where the project would be implemented under Alternatives B
(fen- Year Plan) and D (Maximum Treatment, Storage, and Disposal). The project data sheet at the
end of this project summary supports the above project description .
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Table C-4.2.1-1. Summary of potential environmental impacts of the Central Liquid Waste
Processing Facility Decontamination and Decommissioning Project under Alternative B.
Potential impact 8 • b

Environmental attribute

Potential mitigative measures·'c

Geology and soil. acres
disturbed

None (no disturbed acreage)

Project would be in existing building.

Water resources

Construction water usage

None

Wildlife and habitat

None

Project would be in existing facility

Historic . archacological
or cultural resources

None

Project would be in existing facility

Air reSf' urces

Radiological cmissions
Ncgligiblc
Toxic Air Pollutants IT APs)
None
Prevention of Sign ificant Deterioratio n (PSD)
None

D&D emissions would be limited by
existing offgas systems including HEPA
filters

Human health

Negligible impact on health effects expected .

All D&D work will be done within
tcmporary contamination cnclosures in
Building 752. Thc enclosures would
dis-: harge to existing filter and discharge
systems for contaminated air/gases

Transportation

D&D (onsite truck trips) :
Nonradiological - 1.6
Radiological - 4

Usc of approved transport vehicles and
containers. qualified equipment operators.
and shipment manifesti ng procedure

Waste management

D&D waste (mJ ):
mixed low-level (solid) - O.:!
low-level waste - 14:!
industrial waste - 60

Waste minimization and recycling
programs in place at INEL

Socioeconomic
conditions

D&D : 2 to 4 existing wo rk ers

None required

a. Defmition of acronyms : D&D - decontamination and decommi ssio ning; HEPA - hi gh-efficiency particulate air.
b. Potential impacts arc described further in Section C-3.2 .
c. Mitigative measures are described furthe r in Section C-3 .3 .
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Project Data Sheet
G Descriptionlfunction :

e
n WAG
e EIS Alter. (A B C or D) :
r SNF or Waste stream:
i Action type:
c Structure Type:
Size: (m2)
I
Other features:
(Pits, ponds, power
f
/water/sewer lines)
0
Location:
Inside/outside of fence
Inside/outside of blda.
0 Cost($): Pre 0&0
& Cost($): 0&0
0 Schedule Start /End: Pre 0&0
Schedule Start /End: 0&0
I No. of workers: (new/exist)
n Heavy Equip.
Equip. used:
Trips:
f
0 Acres Disturbed: New
r
Previous
ReveQetated
m
a Air Emissions:
t
(None / Ref.)

.,

Rev. 9

Central Liquid Waste
ProcessinQ Facili ty 0 &0
9
B 0
ER
0&0
Bld-752
14
None

Inside ANL-W
Inside Bld-752
$110 k
$1 .5 Mil.
1994 - 1995
2004 - 2005
2-4 ExistinQ
See Table
C-4 .2. 1-1
0
0
0
See Belanger et al. 1995

i
0

n

o<

r

i

!I'I

'"

Effluents:
Type:
Quantitv:

None
(liters)

January 5, '95

0 Solid wastes:
Type:
Quantity: (m3)
Haz.fToxic Chemicals:
I
StoraQelinventory
n Cultural resource effects:
f Pits/ponding created: (m2)
0 Water usaae: (liters)
Energy requirements:
Electrical : (MWH/yr)
Fossil fuel : (liters)
Nightlights used: YIN
Generators:
Night YIN
Day YIN

&

0

MLLW
0.2

LLW
Ind.
142
60
None
None
No
No information
No information
No information
No
No
No

Haz.
No info.

.

3. Heat Exchanger Building - The building includes (a) main room and lower level ,

C-4.2.2 ENGINEERING TEST REACTOR

(b) demineralizer wing, (c) degassing tank room, (d) cubicle exhaust booster blower

DECONTAMINATION AND DECOMMISSIONING

room, and (e) secondary pipe pit. The primary function of the heat exchanger building
main room was to house the 12 primary coolant/secondary coolant system heat exchangers
PROJECT NAME: Engineering Test Reactor Decontamination and Decommissioning

and associated piping.

GENERAL PROJECT OBJECTIVE: The general objective of the proposed Engineering Test Reactor

4. Secondary Coolant Pump House - The building houses four secondary coolant system

Decontamination and Decommissioning Project would be to remove the Engineering Test Reactor and

pumps, four utility cooling water pumps, and a cooling tower fire water control and

associated support structures from the INEL Surplus Facilities List in accordance with the DOE

distribution system. The building also houses switchgear for the cooling tower fans,

directives. This proposed project would reduce the risk of radioactive exposure and eliminate the

UCW pumps, a sump pump, and electrical heaters. It also contains the water treatment

need for, and cost of, further surveillance and maintenance at this facility .

room which houses the chlorinator, chemical proportioning pumps, chemical day tanks,
and chemical storage tanks .

PROJECT DESCRIPTION : The Engineering Test Reactor was a 175· megawatt (thermal) pressurized
light water test reactor that operated between 1957 and 1982. This surplus facility consists of the

5. Electrical Building - The electrical building consists of the 13.8-kV, 4160-V, and 480-V

reactor building and a"vut 10 support structures that are candidates for decontamination and

switchgear, No. I emergency diesel generator, five motor-generator units, and one lead-

decommissioning. The main concentration of radioactive contamination is in the reactor vessel and

storage battery bank. The building is a two-level structure consisting of the upper story

the experiment cubicles that contained the loop equipment for the various experiments.

and a basement level referred to as the cable vault.

The Engineering Test Reactor facility includes the following major buildings/structures:

6. Engineering Test Reactor Office Building - This building housed the Reactor Control
Room, Amplifier Room, and all the office space. This building continues to be utilized

1. Reactor Building - This building contains the reactor vessel and shielding, the reactor

for office space including the control room area.

control room, a large water canal, and several areas and cubicles associated with the
experimental in-pile loops. The reactor building is 42 meters (136 feet) in the east-west

7. Critical Facility - This facility consisted of a low-power reactor that was a nuclear

direction by 34 meters (112 feet) in the north-south direction. It extends 18 meters

mock-up of the Engineering Test Reactor. The critical facility was housed in a building

(58 feet) above grade level and 12 meters (38 feet) below grade level to the basement

addition on the southeast corner of MTR-635 . The critical fac ility was used to dupli cate

floor. Significant contamination levels exist and the reactor core components are highly

fuel and experiment arrangements before their use in the Engineering Test Reactor to

radioactive.

facilitate calculation of neutron flux, flux patterns , excess reactivity , and associated
operating parameters .

2. Compressor Building - The compressor building houses the equipment that was used to
supply large quantities of heated, hydrocarbon-free air to various experiments. In the

8. Exhaust Gas - A 76-meter (249-feet) high concrete exhaust stack, a monitoring building,

building is the process control room that was used to control all plant services to the

and assoc iated piping are contaminated.

reactor and a sample laboratory that was used to conduct chemistry samples on the reactor
primary and secondary coolant systems.
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9. Liquid Waste Storage - Several catch tanks inside the reactor building are highly

contaminated.

Table C-4.2 .2-1. Summary of potential environmental impacts of the Engineering Test Reactor
Decontamination and Decommissioning Project under Alternative B.
Potential impactl • b

Environmental attribute

Performance of this decontamination and decommissioning project would require a thorough chemical
and radiological characterization, a decision analysis to determine the preferred decontamination and
decommissioning mode, appropriate project planning documents, a safety analysis and the necessary

Potential mitigative: measurc:s· ·c

Geo logy and soil. acres
disturbed

Disturb 5 acres of previously disturbed soil

Previously disturbed soil; project
would be in major facility area

Water resources

Effluc:nts: None expected

Storm Water Pollution Prevention
Plan in place at INEL

Wildl ife and habitat

Min imal shotHcrm impact on biodivers ity.
productivity , and animal displacement and
mortality within major facility area

Previously disturbed soil; prevent
soil erosion ; reseed

Historic . archaeological .
or cultural resources

Survey completed . no sites identified

None required

Air resources

Radiological operational emissions
No information
Toxic Air Poll utants crAPs)
None
Prevention of Si gnificant OeterioRtion (PSOl
None

Measures depend on expected
emissions ; may include enclosures .
filtration. stabilization

Human heahh

Radiation exposu res and cancer risk
No information
Nonradio logieal effects
No information

Access control , facility design .
safety analysis. inspection and
surveillance. annual reporting
requirements

Transportation

O&D (onsile truck trips) :
Nonradiological - 344
(0. 1 asbestos)
Radiologica l - 168.S

Use of approved transport vehicles
and containers. qualified equipment
operators. and sh ipment manifesting
procedure

Waste management

D&D waste (mJ):
low-level waste · 6.178
mixed low-level· 17
asbestos · 2
industrial - 12.658

Waste minimiZAtion and recycling
programs in place at INEL

Socioeconomic cond itions

D&O:

None required

National Environmental Policy Act documentation, and the execution of the fi eld decontamination and
decommissioning activities .

The mode, scope, and detail of the proposed decontamination and decommissioning cleanup activities
needed for this project have not been determined and would depend to some extent upon the
characterization results . Cleanup activities would probably range from the simple decontaminatio n
and reuse of a building to total structure demolition and disposal.

All actions related to this project would take place within the Test Reactor Area fenced area and
involve about 0.8 hectares (2 acres). Soil disturbance would be caused by the removal of
contaminated materials, including underground foundations , vaUlts, and piping. All soil disturbance
would occur in previously disturbed areas (the same areas initially disturbed in the original facility
construction in the 1950s), and would be followed by backfill . surface recontouring. and reseed ing as
required .

The above project description was used for the analysis of potential consequences in Chapter 5 of
Volume 2 of the SNF and INEL EIS where the project would be implemented under Alternatives B
(Ten-Year Pl an) and D (Maximum Treatment. Storage, and Disposal). The project data sheet at the
end of this project summary supports the above project description .

30 to 40 existing workers and
subcontractor personnel

The proposed project involves deco ntamination and decommissioning of an existing facility within a
major facility area, the Test Reactors Area. (See Figure C- I- I for locat ion and Section C-3 .2 for a

discussion of decontamination and decommissioning projects .)

a.
for
b.
c.

Definition of acronyms : D&D - decontamination and decommissioning; NESHAP - National Emission Standards
Hazardous Air Pollutants .
Potential impacts arc described further in Section C-3.2.
Mitigative measures are described further in Section C-3.3.

Information regarding the environment affected by this project is covered by other sections of this
EIS , as summarized and referenced in Section C-3. 1. The potential environmental effects associated
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with this project are summarized in Table C-4.2.2-1. This table is complemented by information on
environmental impacts in Section C-3.2 and on mitigation of impacts in Section C-3.3 . Other
applicable issues are discussed in Section C-3.4.

PROJECT-SPECIFIC OPTIONS:

No Action - Under this option, decontamination and decommissioning of the Engineering Test
Reactor wnuld be deferred. This option corresponds with Alternatives A (No Action) and C
(Minimum Treatment Storage, and Disposal) evaluated in this EIS . This option would involve the
continuation of surveillance and maintenance of the building and essential support systems such as
ventilation, filtration, and radiation monitoring within the facility. This option would result in the
continuation of potential environmental releases and radiation safety hazards to personnel.
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Project Data Sheet
G Description/function :

e
n WAG
e EIS Alter. (A B C or D):
r SNF or Waste stream:
i Action type:

c Structure Type:
Size:

(m2)

I

n
f
0

0
&
0
I

n
f
0

r
m

a
t

Other features:
(Pits, ponds, power
/water/sewer lines)
Location:
Inside/outside of fence
Inside/outside of bldQ.
Cost($): Pre 0&0
Cost($): 0&0
Schedule Start /End: Pre 0&0
Schedule Start /End: 0&0
No. of workers: (new/exist)
Heavy Equip.
Equip. used:
Trips:
Acres Disturbed: New
Previous
Reveoetated
Air Emissions:
(None / ReI.)

Rev. 9

Engineering Test
Reactor 0&0
2
B 0
ER
0&0
Buildings (12)
MTR-642, 643, 644,
MTR-645, 647, 648
TRA-654, 655, 663,
752, 753, 755
None
Inside TRA
Inside ETR
$4.8 Mil.
$39 Mil.
1994 - 1996
1996 - 2005
30 - 40 Existing & Subs.
See Table
C-4.2.2-1
0
5
0
See Belanger et al. 1995

i
0

n

Effluents:
Type:
Quantitv:

None
(liters)

0 Solid wastes:
&
Type:
Quantity: (m3)
0
Haz.lToxic Chemicals:
I
Storaoelinventory
n Cultural resource effects:
f Pits/pondinQ created: (m2)
0 Water usage: (liters)
Energy requirements:
Electrical: (MWH/yr)
Fossil fuel: (liters)
Nightlights used: YIN
Night YIN
Generators:
Dav YIN

January 5, '95

LLW
6178

MLLW Asbestos
17
2
None
None
No
No information
0
0
No
No
Yes

Ind.
12658

C-4.2.3 MATERIALS TEST REACTOR

3.

Process Water Building - A concrete structure containing the reactor primary coolant
process equipment. This is a two-story building with a basement associated with a

DECONTAMINATION AND DECOMMISSIONING

primary coolant pipe tunnel to the reactor building.
PROJECT NAME: Materials Test Reactor Decontamination and Decommissioning
4.

Plug Storage Facilities - These facilities were used to store highly radioactive materials in
horizontal steel tubes shielded by concrete and earth fill .

GENERAL PROJECT OBJECTIVE: The general objective of the proposed Materials Test Reactor
Decontamination and Decommissioning Project would be to remove the Materials Test Reactor and
associated support structures from the INEL Surplus Facilities List in accordance with the DOE

5.

Compressor Building - A single level , concrete block structure that originally contained
equipment associated with the reactor air systems.

directives. This proposed project would reduce the risk of radioactive exposure and eliminate the
need for, and cost of, further surveillance and maintenance at this facility.
6.
PROJECT DESCRIPTION: The Materials Test Reactor was a 4O-megawatt (thermal) pressurized

Services Building - A concrete block building located against the reactor building is
being used for material storage and staging activities .

light water test reactor that operated between 1952 and 1970. This surplus facility consists of the
7.

reactor building and about 14 support structures that are candidates for decontamination and

Liquid Waste Storage - There are severill significant underground structures consisting of
catch tanks, concrete vaults and pump pits, pump houses, retention basins, and associated

decommissi"ning . The main concentration of radioactive contamination is in the reactor vessel, which

piping that exist outside facility buildings and are highly contaminated.

contains large amounts of beryllium and graphite that were used as reflector materials during
operations.
8.
The Materials Test Reactor facility includes the following major buildings and structures:

I.

Exhaust Gas - A 76-meter-high concrete exhaust stack, a monitoring building, and
associated piping are contaminated.

Reactor Building - This building contains the reactor vessel and shielding, the reactor

9.

Gamma Facilities Building - A single-story, concrete block structure containing a dry
canal that was used to perform gamma irradiation experiments.

control room , a large water canal, and several areas and cubicles associated with the
experimental in-pile loops and neutron beam holes . The Materials Test Reactor Water

Performance of this proposed decontamination and decommissioning project would require a thorough

Canal (previously entitled the Test Train Assembly Facility) would be a separate
decontamination and decommissioning project. The structure is primarily concrete and is
40 meters square (130 feet square), 24 meters (80 feet) high , and has a 5 meter (17 feet)
deep basement. Significant co ntamination levels exist and the reactor core components

decontamination and decommissioning mode, appropriate project planning documents, a safety
analysis and the necessary National Environmental Policy Act documentation, and the execution of the
field decontamination and decommission ing activities .

are highly rad ioacti ve.

2.

chemical and radiological characterization, a decision analysis to determine the preferred

Reactor Building Wing - This adjacent building was used for laboratory and office space,
and remains in use at this time. The basement area has significant problems involving

The mode, scope, and detail of the proposed decontamination and decommissioning cleanup activities
needed for this project have nO! been determined and would depend to some extent upon the
characterization resuhs . h is expected that cleanup activities would range from simple

the radiologically contaminated liquid waste storage tanks and associated piping.

decontamination and reuse of the building to total structure demolition and disposal.

C-4.2 .3-1
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All actions related to this project would take place within the Test Reactor Area fenced area and
involve about 0.8 hectares (2 acres). Soil disturbance would be caused by the removal of
contaminated materials , including underground foundations, vaults, and piping. All soil disturbance
would occur in previously disturbed areas (the same areas initially disturbed in the original facility

Table C-4.2.3-1. Summary of potential environmental impacts of the Materials Test Reactor
Decontamination and Decommissioning Project under Alternative B.
Environmental attribute

Potential impact,·b

Potential mitigative mcasures" c

Geology and soil. acres
disturbed

Disturb :l .8 acres of previously disturbed soil

Previously disturbed soil ; project
would be within major facility area

required.

Waler resources

Effluents : 454.200 liters to existing Test Reactor
Area liquid low-level waste management system

Engineered confinement systems:
Storm Water Pollution Prevention
Plan in place at INEL

The above project description was used for the analysis of potential consequences in Chapter 5 of

Wildlife and habitat

Minimal short-term impact on biodiversity, and
animal displacement and mortality within majo r
facility area

Previously disturbed soil; prevent
soil erosion ; reseed

Historic. archaeological.
or cultural resou rces

Survey completed. no sites identified

None required

Air resources

Radiological operational emissions
No information
Toxic Air Po llutants crAPs)
None
Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSDl
None

Measures depend on expected
emissions; may include enclosures.
filtration. stabilization

Human health

Radiation exposures and cancer risk
No information
Nonradiologieal cffects
No infonnation

Access control. facility design.
safety analysis. inspection and
surveillance. annual reporting
requirements

Transportation

D&D (onsite truck trips) :
Nonradiological - 4:!4
(asbcstos - O. I)
Radiological - :!10.3

Use of approvcd transpo rt vehicles
and containers. qualified equipment
operators. and shipment manifesting
procedure

Waste management

D&D waste (m l ):
low-level solid waste - 7.740
mixed low-level waste - 10
asbestos - 2
industrial waste - 15.598

Wash: min imization and recycling
programs in place at INEL

Socioeconomic
conditic ns

0&0 :

construction in the 1950s), and would be followed by backfill , surface recontouring, and reseeding as

Volume 2 of the SNF and INEL EIS where the project would be implemented under Alternatives B
(fen-Year Plan) and 0 (Maximum Treatment, Storage, and Disposal). The project data sheet at the
end of this project summary supports the above project description .

The proposed project involves decontamination and decommissioning of an existing facility within a
major facility area, the Test Reactors Area. (See Figure C-I-I for location and Section C-3.2 for a
discussion of decontamination and decommissioning projects.)

Information regarding the environment affected by this project is covered by other sections of this
EIS, as summarized and referenced in Section C-3 . 1. The potential environmental effects associated
with this project are summarized in Table C-4 .2.3-1. This table is complemented by information on
environmental impacts in Section C-3.2 and on mitigation of impacts in Section C-3.3 . Other
applicable issues are discussed in Section C-3.4.

PROJECT-SPECIFIC OPTIONS:

~

-

Under this option, decontamination and decommissioning of the Materials Test Reactor

would be deferred. This option corresponds to Alternatives A (No Action) and C (Minimum
Treatment, Storage, and Disposal) evaluated in this EIS . This option would involve the continuation

30 to 40 existing wo rkers and subcontractor
personnel

of surveillance and maintenance of the building and essential suppon systems such as ventilation,
filtration, and radiation monitoring within the facility. This oplion would result in the continuation of
potential environmental releases and radiation safety hazards to personnel.
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a . Definition of acronyms : 0&0 - decontamination and decommiss ioning .
b . Potential impacts arc desc ribed furthc r in Sect io n C-3 .2 .
c . Mitigative measures arc described furthe r in Section C-3 .3 .
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None required

Project Data Sheet
G Oescriptionlfunction :

e
n WAG
e EIS Alter. (A B C or 0):
r

SNF or Waste stream:
i Action tvee:
c Structure Type:
Size: (m2)
I
n
Other features:
f
(Pits, ponds, power
Iwater/sewer lines)
0
Location:
Inside/outside of fence
Inside/outside of blda.
0 Cost($): Pre 0&0
& Cost($): 0&0
0 Schedule Start lEnd: Pre 0&0
Schedule Start /End: 0&0
I No. of workers: (new/exist)
n Heavy Equip.
Equip. used:
f
Trips:
0 Acres Disturbed: New
r
Previous
m
Reveaetated
a Air Emissions:
t
(None I Ref.)
i
0 Effluents:
Type:
n
Quantity: (liters)

or<

~

m

'"

Rev. 8

Materials Test
Reactor 0&0
2
B 0
ER
0&0
Buildings (20)

None

Inside TRA
Inside MTR
$5.8 Mil.
$34 Mil.
1994 - 1998
1998 - 2003
30 - 40 Existino & Subs.
See Table
C-4.2 .3-1
0
2 .8
0
See Belanger et al. 1995

LLW
454200

0 Solid wastes:
&
Type:
0
Quantity: .(m3)
Haz.fToxic Chemicals:
I
StoraQelinventorv
n Cultural resource effects:
f Pits/ponding created: (m2)
0 Water usaQe: (liters)
Energy requirements:
Electrical: (MWH/yr)
Fossil fuel: (liters)
NiohtliQhts used: YIN
Generators:
Night YIN
Day YIN

January 5, '95

LLW
7740

MLLW Asbestos Ind.
10
2
15598
None
None identified
None
No information
0
0
No
No
Yes

C4.2.4 FUEL PROCESSING COMPLEX (CPP-601)

Nuclear fuel reprocessing at CPP:601 was terminated in 1992 making the fac ility obsolete for its

DECONTAMINATION AND DECOMMISSIONING

originally intended mission. Phaseout of facility operation is being conducted. This phaseout effon
will remove all uranium from the facility and leave the facility in a stable. low-cost surveillance

PROJECT NAME: Fuel Processing Complex (CPP:601l Decontamination and Decommissioning

condition. The facility will be held in this surveillance and maintenance status until a decision is
made to conven it to a new use or to dismantle it. The proposed project described in this section

GENERAL PROJECT OBJECTIVE: The general objectives of this proposed project would be to
e""ure the identified facility would be in a safe configuration, to determine and execute appropriate

assumes no new use fo r CPP:601 will be identified and dismantlement of the facility would be
conducted.

decontamination activities. and to decommission CPP:601 when it becomes surplus to the DOE's
future programmatic needs. This proposed project would reduce the risk of radioactive exposure and

Upon satisfactory completion of the proposed deactivation effon, CPP:601 would be monitored to
ensure contamination present in the fac ility would be contained and public and worker safety would

eliminate the need for, and cost of, surveillance and maintenance.

be maintained . During this surveillance and maintenance period , a detailed characterization of the
facility would be conducted . This characterization effon would gather radiological, chem ical , and

PROJECT DESCRIPTION : This proposed project would address the characterization,
decontamination and decommissioning of the Fuel Processing Complex (CPP:60I) at the Idaho

phys ical information that would be used to identify and select the most cost-effective decontamination
and decommissioning implementation strategy. A detailed deco ntaminatio n and decommissioning plan

Chemical Processing Plant.

and deco ntamination and decommissioning work packages would be prepared based upon the results
The CPP:601 facility contains chemical processing equipment that was used to recover uranium from
various types of nuclear fuel. The facility is essentially rectangular (244 feet by 102 feet) and

of this characterization and analysis. The dismantlement work packages would be implemented
during the decontamination and deco mmissioning operations phase of the project.

consists of five levels (up to 95 feet high , mostly below ground). The top level is above grade and
contains an unpartitioned area that was used to transfer fuel elements to the process equipment and for
chemical storage, makeup, and transfer. The top level is constructed of Transite panels (containing

For th e purposes of this EIS , it is assumed the CPP:601 decontamination and decomm issioning
project would

asbestos) and structural steel. The lower levels (largely below ground) are constructed of reinforced
Remove all contaminated equipment except the tanks identified with a WG or WH prefix,

co ncrete with wal ls up to 5 feet thi ck.

which are requi red for Idaho Chemical Processing Plant ope rat ion
The lower levels contain 29 process cells (most of whi ch are about 20 feet square and 28 feet high).
Deco ntaminate the remaining facility surfaces

numerous corr idors, and auxiliary cells that house equ ipment and controls. The largest cell is
approxi matel y 60 feet by 20 feet by 40 feet high . The fl oor and part of the walls of each cell are

Remove the above-grade ponion of the facility

lined with stainless steel and most of the equipment is stainless steel. Most of the processing
equipm ent in the building is located in the heavily shielded cells and was designed to be operated

Entomb th e concrete substructure in place.

remotely and maintained hands-()n. The in·cell equipment controls were installed in an operating
corr idor that runs the length of the building between cells. A service (piping) corridor is located

The above project description was used fo r th e analys is of potential consequences in Chapter 5 of

below the operating corridor and a cell access corridor is located below the service corridor.

Volume 2 of th e SNF and INEL EIS where the project would be impl emented under Alternatives B

Sampling and cell ventilation corridors are located outside the row of cells .
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(Ten-Year Plan) and D (Maximum Treatment, Storage, and Disposal). The project data sheet at the
end of this project summary supports the above project description .

Table C-4.2.4-I. Summary of potential environmental impacts of the Fuel Processing Complex
(C PP-60I) Decontamination and Decommissioning Project under Alternative B.
Potential impact·· b

Environmental altribute

The proposed project involves decontamination and decommissioning of an existing facility within a
major facility area, the Idaho Chemical Processing Plant. (See Figure C-I - I for location and Section

Geology and soil, acres

Disturb 0 .6 acres of previously disturbed soil

Previo usly disturbed soil ; project
would be within major facility area

Ernuc:nls: 423,000 liters to the lepp Process

Equipment Waste system

Engineered confinement systems;
Storm Water Po llutio n Prevention
Plan in place at lepp

Minimal short-Ienn impact on biodi\lcrsity.

Previously disturbed soil; prevent
soil erosion ; reseed

disturbed

C-J .2 for a discussion of decontamination and decommissioning projects .)

Water resources

Information regarding the environment affected by this project is covered by other sections of this

Wildlife and habitat

productivity, and animal displacement and mortality
within major facility area

EIS, as summarized and referenced in Section C-J.I. The potential environmental effec!.". associated

Potential mitigative: measures" c

with this project are summarized in Table C-4.2.4-1. This table is complemented by information on
Historic . archaeological.
or cultural resources

Survey completed. no sites identified

None required

environmental impacts in Section C-J.2 and on mitigation of impacts in Section C-J .J. Other
applicable issues are discussed in Section C-J .4.

Air resources

Radioiogicallnonradiological emissions
No increase above JepP operational envelope

None required

PROJECT-SPECIFIC OPTIONS:

Human health

None

Mo nitor ECAs during 0&0

Transportation

0&0 (onsite truek trips):
Nonradiological - 49. 1
Radio logical - 190

Use of approved transport vehicles
and containers, qualified equipment
operators . and shipment manifesting
procedure

Waste management

0&0 waste (m l ):
low-level solid waste - 6 ,900
mixed low-level waste - 18
hazardo us waste - 1
transuranic waste - 10
industrial waste - 1,800

Waste minimization and recycling
programs in place al lNEL

Socioeco nomic
conditions

0&0: 50 to 15 existing workers and subcontractor
personnel

None required

~

- Under this option, decontamination and decommissioning of the Fuel Processing

Complex would be deferred . This option corresponds to Alternatives A (No Action) and C
(Minimum Treatment, Storage, and Disposal) evaluated in this EIS. This option would involve the
continuation of surveillance and maintenance of the building and essential support systems such as
ventilation, filtration , and radiation monitoring within the facility . This option would result in the
continuation of potential environmental releases and radiation safety hazards to personnel.

Remedial ion - Under this option, the Fuel Processing Complex would be decontaminated and
decommissioned , followed by the demolition of the building underground structures. This option
corresponds with Alternative D (Maximum Treatment, Storage, and Disposal) evaluated in this EIS .
All of the contaminated underground structure and associated embedded piping and electrical conduits

a. Defin ition of acronyms : 0&0 - decontamination and decommissioning; ICPP - Idaho Chemical Process ing Plant ;
ECA - environmentally controlled area .
b. Potential impacts are described further in Seclion C-3 .2.
c . Mitigative measu res are described further in Section C-3.3.

would be removed and transported to the appropriate waste handling facility on the INEL.

C-4.2.4-J
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Project Data Sheet
G Descriptionlfunct ion :

e
n WAG
e EIS Alter. (A B Cor 0):
r SNF or Waste stream:
i Action type:
c Structure Type:
Size: (m2)
I
n
Other features:
f
(Pits, ponds, power
/water/sewer lines)
0
Location:
Inside/outside of fence
Inside/outside of bldQ .
0 Cost($) : Pre D&D
& Cost($): D&D
0 Schedule Start /End: Pre D&D
Schedule Start /End: D&D
I No. of workers: (new/exist)
n Heavy Equip.
Equip. used:
f
Trios:
0 Acres Disturbed: New
r
Previous
m
ReveQetated
a Air Emissions:
(None / Ref.)
t
i
0 Effluents:
n
Type:
Quantity: (liters)

Rev. 9

Fuel Processing Complex
(CPP-601) D&D
3
B D
ER
D&D
CPP-601

None

Inside ICPP
Inside CPP·601
$1.7 Mil.
$8.3 Mil.
1994 - 1996
1996 • 2000
50 - 75 ExistinQ & Subs.
See Table
C-4.2.4-1
0
0.6
0
See Belanger et al. 1995

LLW
423000

January 5, '95

0 Solid wastes:
Type:
(m3)
Quantity:
Haz.fToxic Chemicals:
I
StoraQe/inventorv
n Cultural resource effects:
f Pits/ponding created: (m2)
(liters)
0 Water usage:
Energy requirements:
Electrical: (MWH/yr)
Fossil fuel: (liters)
Nightlights used: YIN
Night YIN
Generators:
Day YIN

&

0

LLW
6900

MLLW
18

Haz. TRU
1
10
None

None identified
No
No information
No information
No information
No
No
Yes

Ind.
1800

C-4.2.S FUEL RECEIPT AND STORAGE FACILITY (CPP-603)
DECONTAMINATION AND DECOMMISSIONING

that would be used to identify and select the most cost-effective decontamination and decommissioning
implementation strategy. A detailed decontamination and decommissioning plan and work packages
would be prepared based upon the results of this characterization and analysis. The dismantlement

PROJECT NAME: Fuel ReceiPt and Storage Facility ICPP-6(3) Decontamination and

work packages would be implemented during the proposed decontamination and decommissioning

Decommissioning

operations phase of the project.

GENERAL PROJECT OBJECTIVE: The general objectives of the proposed CPP-603

For th is EIS, the proposed CPP-603 decontamination and decommissioning project would be assumed

Decontamination and Decommissioning Project would be to reduce the risk of radiological exposure

to accomplish the following tasks:

and to eliminate the need for extensive long-term surveillance and maintenance.
Remove all contaminated equipment from the underwater storage portion of CPP-603 and
its ancillary support systems

PROJECT DESCRIPTION : The proposed project would address the characterization and
decontamination and decommissioning of the three water-filled storage basins and a nuclear Fuel

Decontaminate the remaining affected facility surfaces

Element Cutting Facility located in the CPP-603 Fuel Receipt and Storage Facility at the Idaho
Chemical Processing Plant.

Fill in (gravel) and seal entry to the affected basins
The CPP-603 underwater storage basins were operational 1953 through 1957 and were constructed of
Entomb the affected basins in place

reinforced concrete with no liners or leak-<letection systems. The basin storage portion of CPP-603,
covering approximately 50,000 square feet, provides underwater storage for spent nuclear fuel

Initiate an appropriate level of surveillance and maintenance.

involving approximately 1,500,000 gallons of filtered water. The three interconnected basins include
support processes to treat and maintain the basin water quality, including filtration, ion exchange,
chloride removal, reverse osmosis demineralization, and ultraviolet light sterilization. The integrity

The above project description was used for the analysis of potential consequences in Chapter 5 of

of the basin portion of the facility and its fuel handling monorail system has become suspect because

Volume 2 of the SNF and INEL EIS where the project would be implemented under Alternatives B

the faci lity was constructed to seismic criteria of the late 1940s to early I 950s . The affected facility

(Ten-Year Plan) and D (Maxi mum Treatment, Storage, and Disposal). The project data sheet at the

interior surfaces, equipment, structures, interior cell areas (Fuel Element Cutting Facility). and the

end of this project summary supports the above project description.

building exterior require radiological and hazardous material decontamination.
The proposed project involves decontamination and decommissioning of an existing facility within a
Activities are being conducted that will transfer the spent fuel stored under water in CPP-603 to

major facility area, the Idaho Chemical Processing Plant. (See Figure C-I-I for location and Section

newer storage facilities at the Idaho Chemical Processing Plant. Upon satisfactory completion of the

C-3 .2 fo r a discussion of decontamination and decommissioning projects.)

spent fuel transfer effort, CPP-603 would be monitored to ensure contamination present in the facility
is contained and public and worker safety is maintained . The storage basin sludges would be

Information regarding the environment affected by this project is covered by other sections of this

removed and disposed of as part of the final operations activities and not as a part of this project.

EIS, as summarized and referenced in Section C-3.1 . The potential environmental effects associated

During the surveillance and maintenance period , a detailed characterization of the facility would be

with this project are summarized in Table C-4.2.5-I . This table is complemented by information on

conducted. This characterization effort would gather radiological, chemical, and physical information
C-4.2.5-1
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Table C-4.2.S-1. Summary of potential environmental impacts of the Fuel Receipt and Storage
Facility (CPP.{i()3) De.:ontamination and Decommissioning Project under Alternative B.
Potential impact· ·b

Environmental attribute

Potential mitigative measures· ·c

environmental impacts in Section C-3.2 and on mitigation of impacts in Section C-3 .3. Other
applicable issues are discussed in Section C-3.4.

Geology and soil . acres
disturbed

Disturb 0 .5 acres or previously disturbed soil

Previously disturbed soil; project
would be within major faci lity area

PROJECT-SPECIFIC OPTIONS :

Water resources

Emuents : 7.570.000 liters low-level waste water;
370.000 liters sodium-bearing low-level waste to the
JCPP Process Equipment Waste system

Enginccred confinement systems .
Stonn Water Pollution Prevention
Plan in place at ICPP

~

Minimal short-tenn impact on biodiversity.
productivity. and animal displacement and mortality
within major racility area

Previously disturbed soil ; prevent
soil erosion: reseed

Historic. archaeological .
or cultural resources

Survey conducted. no sites identified

None required

Air resourees

Radiologicallnonradiologica l emissions
No increase above JCPP operational envelope

None requited

Human health

None

Monitor ECAs during D&D

Transportation

D&D (onsile truck trips) :
Nonradiological - 7.9
Radiological - 49 .1

Use or approved transport vehicles
and containers . qualified equipment
operators . and shipment maniresting
procedure

Waste management

D&D waste (m3):
low-level solid waste - 1.800
mi,;ed low-level waste - 1
hazardous waste - I
industrial wastc - 288

'Naste minimization and recycling
programs in place at INEl

Socioeconomic
conditions

0&0: 30 c)tisting and subcontractor personnel

None required

Wtldlire and habitat

- Under this option, decontamination and decommissioning of the Fuel Receipt and

Storage Facility would be deferred . This option corresponds 10 Alternatives A (No Action) and C
(Minimum Treatment, Storage. and Disposal) evaluated in this EIS. This option would involve the
continuation of surveillance and maintenance of the building and essential suppon systems such as
ventilation, filtration , and radiation monitoring within the facility. This option would result in the
continuation of potential environmental releases and radiation safety hazards to personnel.

Remediation - Under this option, the Fuel Receipt and Storage Facility would be decontaminated
and decommissioned , followed by the demolition of the building underground structures. This option
corresponds to Alternative D (Maximum Treatment, Storage, and Disposal) evaluated in this EIS . All
of the contaminated underground structure and associated embedded piping and electrical conduits
would be removed and transponed to the appropriate waste handling facility on the INEL.

a. Defm itton or acronyms : D&D · decontamination and decom missioning; ECA - environmentally controlled area
JepP - Idaho Chemical Processing Plant.
b. Potential impacts are desc:ribed rurther in Section C-3.2.
c. Mitigative measures are described rurther in Section C-3.3.
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Project Data Sheet
G Descriptionlfunction :

e
n WAG

e EIS Alter. (A B C or D):
r SNF or Waste stream:
i Action type:
c Structure Type:
Size: (m2)
I
Other features:
n
f
(Pits, ponds, power
/water/sewer lines)
0
Location:
Inside/outside of fence
Inside/outside of bldQ.
0 Cost($): Pre D&D
& Cost($) : D&D
0 Schedule Start /End: Pre D&D
Schedule Start /End: D&D
I No. of workers: (new/exist)
Equip. used:
n Heavy Equip.
Trips:
f
0 Acres Disturbed: New
Previous
r
ReveQetated
m
a Air Emissions:
t
(None / Ref.)
i
0 Effluents:
n
Type :
Quantity: (liters)

o<
c

r

3:

rr'I

.....

Fuel ReceipVStorage Facility
(CPP-603) D&D
3
B D
ER
D&D
CPP-603
72 (6 x 12 x 5 m)
None

Inside ICPP
Inside CPP-603
$23 Mil.

TBO
1997 - 1998
1998 - 2001
30 ExistinQ & Subs.
See Table
C-4.2.5-1
0
0.5
0
See Belanger et al. 1995
LLW
Water
7570 k

LLW
NA bearing
370 k

Rev. 9
0 Solid wastes:
Type:
&
0
Quantity: (m3)
Haz.rroxic Chemicals:
Storage/inventory
I
n Cultural resource effects:
f Pits/pondinQ created: (m2)
(liters)
0 Water usaQe:
Energy requirements:
Electrical: (MWH/yr)
Fossil fuel: (liters)
NiQhtliQhts used: YIN
Generators:
Night YIN
Day YIN

January 5, '95
LLW
1800

MLLW HW
1
1
None
None identified
No
No information
No information
No information
No
No
Yes

Ind.
288

C-4.2.6 HEADEND PROCESSING PLANT (CPP-640)

Upon satisfactory completion of the fissile material removal effort, the CPP-640 would be monitored

DECONTAMINATION AND DECOMMISSIONING

to ensure contamination present in the facility is contained and public and worker safety is
maintained. During the surveillance and maintenance period, a detailed characterization of the facility

PROJECT NAME: Headend Processing Plant <CPP-64Q) Decontamination and Decommissioning

would be conducted. The characterization effort would gather radiological, chemical, and physical

GENERAL PROJECT OBJECTIVE: The general objectives of this proposed project would be to

decommissioning implementation strategy. A detailed decontamination and decommissioning plan and

ensure the identified facility is in a safe configuration, determine and execute appropriate

decontamination and decommissioning work packages would be prepared based on results of this

information that would be used to identify and select the most cost-effective decontamination and

decontamination activities, and decommission the fuel processing systems within CPP-640 when it

characterization and analysis. The dismantlement work packages would be implemented during the

becomes surplus to the DOE's future programmatic needs. This proposed project would reduce the

proposed decontamination and decommissioning operations phase of the project.

risk of radioactive exposure and cost of further surveillance and maintenance.
For this EIS, the proposed CPP-640 decontamination and decommissioning project would be assumed
PROJECT DESCRIPTION : This proposed project would address an assessment and decontamination

to accomplish the following tasks:

and decommissioning of two unique nuclear fuel processing systems housed in the CPP-640 facility at
the Idaho Chemical Processing Plant. The proposed CPP-640 decontamination and decommissioning

Remove all contaminated equipment remaining after completion of the fissile material

project would reduce the risk of radiological exposure, and eliminate the need for extensive long-term

removal activity

facility surveillance and maintenance.
Close the waste collection system under the terms of the Resource Conservation and
Recovery Act

The Headend Processing Plant contains approximately 1,395 square meters (15,000 square feet) of
floor space and houses two unique spent fuel headend processing systems and a liquid waste collection

Decontaminate the remaining affected facility surfaces

system. The ROVER and ELECTROLYTIC headends operated in heavily shielded concrete and steel
hot cell units with remote manipulation capabilities and some remote maintenance capabilities. The

Decommission the empty hot cell units.

liquid waste collection system includes three tanks in heavily shielded concrete vaults situated below
the hot cell units.

The above project descrirtion was used for the analysis of potential consequences in Chapter 5 of
The processing systems (ROVER and ELECTROLYTIC) have been shut down since 1984 and 1981 ,

Volume 2 of the SNF and INEL EIS where the project would be implemented under Alternatives B

respe.:tively. Although much of the process chemical and radionucl ide inventory has been removed

(Ten-Year Plan) and D (Maximum Treatment, Storage, and Disposal). The project data sheet at the

from the headend systems, both systems remain highly contaminated and the ROVER system contains

end of this project summary supports the above project description.

significant quantities of fissile material . The liquid waste system is included in the Resource
The proposed project involves decontamination and decommiss ioni ng of an existing facility within a

Conservation and Recovery Act Part A permit and is planned for Resource Conservation and
Recovery Act closure. An in-progress phaseout effort will remOve the fissile material entrapped in

major facility area, the Idaho Chemical Processing Plant. (See Figure C-I - I for location and Section

the ROVER system and leave the facility in a stable, low-cost surveillance and maintenance status

C-3 .2 for a discussion of decontamination and decommissioning projects.)

until a decision is made to convert it to a new use or. to dismantle it. The proposed project assumes
that no new use for the CPP-640 will be identified and that facility equipment would be dismantled.
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Information regarding the environment affected by this project is covered by other sections of thi ~
EIS, as summarized and referenced in Section C-3. I. The potential environmental effects associated
with this project are summarized in Table C-4.2.6-1 . This table is complemented by information on
environmental impacts in Section C-3 .2 and on mitigation of impacts in Section C-3.3. Other
applicable issues are discussed in Section C-3 .4.

Table C-4.2.6-I. Summary of potential environmental impacts of the Headend Processing Plant
(CPP-640) Decontamination and Decommissioning Project under Alternative B.
Environmental attribute
Geology and loil. ac res
disturbed

Potential impacta,b

Project would be within existing
facility

None (no disturbed soil)

Water resources

unuents: Low-level decon solution: 1.900 ·
7,600 liters to Jepp Process Equipment Waste

PROJECT-SPECIFIC OPTIONS:

Potential mitigative measures. ,e

Engineered confinement system; Stann
Water Pollution Prevention Plan in
place at Jepp

system

~

- Under this option, decontamination and decommissioning of the Headend Processing

Wildlife and habitat

None

Project would be within existing
fac ility

Historic. archaeological,
or cultural resources

None

Project would be within existing
facility

Air resource.

Radiologica)/nonndiological emissions
No increase .bove ICPP operational envelope

None required

Plant would be deferred . This option corresponds to Alternatives A (No Action) and C (Minimum
Treatment, Storage, and Disposal) evaluated in this EIS . This option would involve the continuation
of surveillance and maintenance of the building and essential support systems such as ventilation,
filtration, and radiation monitoring within the facility. This option would result in the continuation of
potential environmental releases and radiation safety hazards to personnel.

Human health

None

None required

Transportation

0&0 (onsite truck trips) :
Radiological - 2.2

Usc of approved transport vehicles and
containers, qualified equipment
operators. and shipment manifesting
procedure

Waste management

0&0 waste (ml ):
low-level solid waste - 80

Waste minimization and recycling
programs in place at INEL

Socioeconomic
conditions

0&0:

Remediation - Under this option, the Headend Processing Plant would be decontaminated and
decommissioned, followed by the demolition of the building' s underground structures. This option
corresponds to Alternative D (Maximum Treatment, Storage, and Disposal) evaluated in this EIS . All
of the contaminated underground structures and associated embedded piping and electrical conduits
would be removed and transported to the appropriate waste handling facility on the INEL

SO existing and subcontractor personnel,

None required

2 to 3 new workers

a. DefLnition of acronyms: 0&.0 - decontamination and decommissioning; ICPP - Idaho Chemical Processing Plant.
b. Potential impacts are described further in Section C-3 .2.
c. Mitigative measures are described rurther in Section C-).3.
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Project Data Sheet
G Descriptionlfunction :

e
n WAG
e EIS Alter. (A B C or D):
r SNF or Waste stream:
I Action type:
c Structure Type:
Size: (m2)
I
n
Other features:
f
(Pits, ponds, power
/water/sewer lines)
0
Location:
Inside/outside of fence
Inside/outside of bldg.
0 Cost($): Pre D&D
& Cost($): D&D
0 Schedule Start /End: Pre D&D
Schedule Start /End: D&D
I No. of workers: (new/exist)
n Heavy Equip.
Equip. used:
Trips:
f
0 Acres Disturbt:!d: New
r
Previous
m
ReveQetated
a Air Emissions:
t
(None / Ref.)
I
0 Effluents:
n
Type:
Quantity: (liters)

Rev. 10

Headend Processing Plant
(CPP-640) D&D
3
B D
ER
D&D
CPP-640
1,400
None

Inside ICPP
Inside CPP-640
$500 k
$16.7 Mil.
1997 - 1999
1999 - 2002
50 ExistinQ & Subs 2-3 New
See Table
C-4.2.6-1
0
0
0
See Belanger et al. 1995
LLW
Decon Solution
1 900 - 7600

January 5, '95

0 Solid wastes:
&

0
I
n
f
0

Type:
Quantity: (m3)
Haz.fToxic Chemicals:
StoraQe/inventory
Cultural resource effects:
Pits/ponding created: (m2)
Water usaQe: (liters)
Energy requirements:
Electrical: (MWH/yr)
Fossil fuel: (liters)
NiQhtliQhts used: YIN
Generators:
Night YIN
Day YIN

LLW
80

MLLW
Haz.
(No Information)
None
None identified
No
No information
No information
No information
No
No
Yes

Ind.

C-4.2.7 WASfE CALCINE FACILITY (CPP-633)

Efforts to decontaminate the Waste Calcine Facility equipment and remove the residual hazardous
material are under way. Upon completion of these ongoing phaseout activities, an assessment would

DECONTAMINATION AND DECOMMISSIONING

be conducted to identify remaining hazards and ensure those hazards do not endanger the public or
PROJECT NAME: Waste Calcine FaciUty (CPP:§331 Decontamination and Decommissioning

worker safety . During the surveillance and maintenance period, a detailed characterization of the
facility would be conducted . This characterization effort would gather radiological, chemical, and

GENERAL PROJECT OBJECTIVE: The general objectives of this proposed project would be to

physical information that would be used to identify and select the most cost-effective decontamination

assure the Waste Calcine Facility is in a safe configuration, determine and execute appropriate

and decommissioning implementation strategy. A decontamination and decommissioning plan and

decontamination activities, and decommission the facility, which is surplus to the DOE's future

decontamination and decommissioning work packages would be prepared based upon the results of
this characterization and analysis . The dismantlement work packages would be implemented during

programmatic needs.

the proposed decontamination and decommissioning operations phase of the project.
PROJECT DESCRIPTION: This proposed project would address the assessment and decontamination
and decommissioning of the Waste Calcine Facility located in CPP:§33 at the Idaho Chemical

For this EIS, the proposed decontamination and decommissioning project would be assumed to

Processing Plan!. The Waste Calcine Facility decontamination and decommissioning project would

accomplish the following tasks:

reduce the risk of radiological exposure and eUminate the need for extensive long-term surveillance
Remove all contaminated equipment remaining after completion of the phaseout activities

and maintenance. The project would determine and execute the appropriate decontamination and
decommissioning activities at the Waste Calcine Facility.

Close the five permitted units (tanks) under the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act
The Waste Calcine Facility was the world's first plant scale facility built to achieve the safe, efficient
Decontaminate the remaining facility surfaces

disposal of high-level radioactive Uquid wastes resulting from processing spent nuclear fuels for
uranium recovery. From 1963 through 1981 the Waste Calcine Facility converted high-level
radioactive liquid wastes into granular soUds that were less corrosive, less mobile, and occupied less

Decommission the Waste Calcine FaciUty and demolish to ground level and fill in the

storage volume. The Waste Calcine Facility was designed for direct contact (hands-<ln) maintenance

subsurface levels.

conducted during its periodic shutdowns, with remote capabilities for primary offgas filter change-<lut
and process control.

The above project description was used for the analysis of potential consequences in Chapter 5 of

The Waste Calcine Facility is a reinforced concrete structure encompassing approximately

(Ten-Year Plan) and D (Maximum Treatment, Storage, and Disposal). The project data sheet at the

1,860 square meters (20,000 square feet) of floor space. The facility includes a ground level and two

end of this project summary supports the above proiPCt description.

Volume 2 of the SNF and INEL EIS where the project would be implemented under Alternatives B

subsurface levels, which include operating and access corridors. Within the Waste Calcine Facility
are several areas of high radiation and extensive radiological contamination . These areas would

The proposed project involves decontamination and decommissioning of an existing facility within a

require extensive remote and semi-remote decontamination efforts. The Waste Calcine Facility

major facility area, the Idaho Chemical Processing Plant. (See Figure C- I- I for location and Section

process system also includes five Resource Conservation and Recovery Act units (tanks) that are

C-3 .2 for a discussion of decontamination and decommissioning projects.)

permitted under interim status on the Idaho Chemical Processing Plant Part A Resource Conservation
and Recovery Act Permit.
C-4 .2.7-1
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Information regarding the environment affected by this project is covered by other sections of this
EIS, as summarized and referenced in Section C-3.1 . The potential environmental effects associated
with this project are summarized in Table C-4.2.7-1. This table is complemented by information on
environmental impacts in Section C-3 .2 and on mitigation of impacts in Section C-3 .3. Other

Table C-4.2.7-1. Summary of potential environmental impacts of the Waste Calcine Facility
(CPP-633) Decontamination and Decommissioning Project under Alternative B.
Environmental auribute

Potential impacta ,b
D isturb O.S acres of pn:... iously disturbed soil

Previously disturbed soil; project
would be within major facil ity area

Water resources

Effluenls: Low· levcl decontaminatio n solution
715,000 liters to Jepp Process Equipment Waste
system

Engineered confltlement systems;
Storm Water Pollution Prevention
Plan in place at Jepp

Wildlife: and habitat

Minimal short-term impact on biodiversity.

Previously disturbed soil; prevent
soil croston; resced

Geology and soil. acres

disturbed

applicable issues are discussed in Section C-3.4.

PROJECT-SPECIFIC OPTIONS:

Potential mitigative measures··c

productivity, and animal displacement and mortality

within major facility area
~

- Under this option, decontamination and decommissioning of the Waste Calcine Facility
Historic. archaeological.

would be deferred . This option corresponds to Alternatives A (No Action) and C (Minimum

SUrJcy completed. no sites identified

None required

Radiologjcallnonradiological emissions

None required

or cultural resources

Treatment, Storage, and Disposal) evaluated in this EIS. This option would involve the continuation

Air resources

of surveillance and maintenance of the building and essential support systems such as ventilation,
filtration, and radiation monitoring within the facility . This option would result in the continuation of
potential environmental releases and radiation safety hazards to personnel.

No increase above ICPP operational envelope

Human health

None

Monitor ECAs during DlcD

Transportation

D&D (onsite tl'U1:k trips):
Radiological - 31

Usc of approved transport vchicles
and containers, qualified equipment
operators, and shipment manifesting
procedure

Waste management

olco waste (ml ):

Waste minimization and recycling
programs in place at lNEt

Remedjation - Under this option, the Waste Calcine Facility would be decontaminated and
decommissioned, followed by the demolition of the building's underground structures. This option

lo w-level solid waste - 1.350
mixed low-level waste - 10

corresponds to Alternative D (Maximum Treatment, Storage, and Disposal) evaluated in this EIS. All
of the contaminated underground structures and associated embedded piping and electrical conduits
Socioeconomic
conditions

would be removed and transported to the appropriate waste handling facility on the INEL.

0&0: 20 existing and subcontracto r personnel

No ne required

a, eefltlition of acronyms: 0&0 - decontamination and decommissioning; ECA - environmentally controlled areas;
JCPP - Idaho Chemical Processing Plant .
b. Potential impacts arc described further in Section C-3 .2.
c . Mitigative measures are described further in Section C-3.3 .
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Project Data Sheet
G Description/function:

e
n WAG

e EIS Alter. (A 8 C or D):
r SNF or Waste stream:
I Action type:

c Structure Type:
Size:

I
n
f
0

0
&
0
I
n
f
0

r

m
a
t

(m2)

Other features:
(Pits, ponds, power
/water/sewer lines)
Location:
Inside/outside of fence
Inside/outside of blda.
Cost($): Pre D&D
Cost($): D&D
Schedule Start /End: Pre D&D
Schedule Start /End: D&D
No. of workers: (new/exist)
Heavy Equip.
Equip. used:
Trips:
Acres Disturbed: New
Previous
Reveqetated
Air Emissions:
(None I Ref.)

Rev. 9

None

Inside ICPP
Inside CPP-633
$7 Mil.
$17 Mil.
1994 - 1999
1999 - 2003
20 Existina & Subs.
See Table
C-4.2.7-1
0
0.5
0
See Belanger et al. 1995

I
0

n

Effluents:
Type:
Quantity:

(liters)

0 Solid wastes:
Type:
&
Quantity:
0

Waste Calcine Facility
(CPP-633) D&D
3
8 D
ER
D&D
CPP-633
1,800

LLW (Decon Solution)
715000

(m3)
Haz.lToxic Chemicals:
StoraQe/inventory
I
n Cultural resource effects:
f Pits/oondina created: (m2)
0 Water usaqe: (liters)
Energy requirements:
Electrical: (MWH/yr)
Fossil fuel: (liters)
Niahtliahts used: YIN
Generators:
Night YIN
Day YIN

January 5, '95
LLW
1350

MLLW
10
None

None
No
757000
No information
No information
No
No
Yes

C-4.3.1 TANK FARM HEEL REMOVAL PROJECT
PROJECT NAME: Tank Farm Heel Removal Project

C-4.3 PROJECTS RELATED TO HIGH-LEVEL WASTE
GENERAL PROJECT OBJECTIVE: Liquid waste at the Idaho Chemical Processing Plant has been
stored in eleven tanks of a tank farm . Pursuant to a Federal Facilities Compliance agreement among
the Environmental Protection Agency, the Department of Energy, and the State of Idaho, use of five
tanks (VES· WM·182 through · 186) must cease by March 2009, and of the remaining six tanks, by
June 2015. A Resource Conservation and Recovery Act closure of these tanks and their ancillary
systems would be required following the cease·use provision. The general objectives of this proposed
project would be (a) to design, procure, and install equipment, and to perform necessary tank systems
modifications in order to remove the liquid and solids heel from the storage tanks and (b) to suppon
the subsequent closure.

PROJECT DESCRJPTION: This project would provide for the design, construction, and operation of
equipment to perform tank internal rinsing and removal of the 5,()()().to·20,()()().gallon heel (liquid and
solids remaining when tanks have been emptied using the currently installed transfer jets) from the
eleven 300,()()().gallon storage tanks in the Idaho Chemical Processing Plant Tank Farm . The project
would also provide for the design and modifications to existing ancillary piping systems to allow
flushing and isolation in suppon of the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act Closure actions that
would be required following cease·use of the eleven tanks.

The special heel removal equipment to be provided would be mixing pumps to mobilize the solids in
the heel and keep them in suspension for transfer out of the tanks, and transfer pumps to replace the
ex isting jets and transfer the mobilized heel solution from the tank being cleaned to another tank or to
the New Waste Calcining Facility. This technology is currentl y being developed and used at other
sites in the DOE complex .

Rinsing of the tank's interior walls and dome would be accomplished using a special utility arm to
direct the spray of water or other solution onlO the dome and walls. Robotic arms currently being
developed within tho DOE complex would probably be used .
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A supplemental vessel offgas system would be provided to maintain a slight vacuum in the tank being

Information regarding the environment affected by this project is covered by other sections of this

worked on. This system, including demisters, high efficiency particulate air filters , blowers, and

EIS, as summarized and referenced in Section C-3. 1. The potential environmental effects associated

other cleanup components, would discharge into the existing offgas cleanup systems and then up the

with this project are summarized in Table C-4.3. 1-J. This table is complemented by information on

Idaho Chemical Processing Plant main stack . Because of the tank farm surface load limits (to avoid

environmental impacts in Section C-3 .2 and on mitigation of impacts in Section C-3 .3. Other

overloading existing vaults), special structural provisions would be provided to suppon the required

applicable issues are discussed in Section C-3.4.

heel removal equipment. Temporary weather enclosures over the work areas would be provided if
required to achieve the Consent Order completion schedules.

PROJECT-SPECIFIC OPTIONS :

Conversion of one of the remaining operating tanks to a heel receiver tank, by modifications to install

~

mixing pumps, would be accomplished. A heel receiver tank would be required to allow the heel

Alternative A (No Action) evaluated in this EIS because the Finding-ilf-No-Significant-Impact ponion

- Under this option, the tank heels would not be removed. This option corresponds to

removal operations to be performed independently of New Waste Calcining Facility operation. Final

of the proposed project would not be included in Alternative A (No Action). The tanks cannot be

drying of cleaned tanks would be accomplished by forced evaporation. Special equipment to blow

emptied to the point that no heel remains. The heel contains high levels of radioactivity and is both

dry air into the tanks and exhaust it through a vessel offgas system would be provided .

toxic and corrosive. Unless heel removal equipment is installed and operated, the storage tanks
cannot be emptied. DOE may not be able to comply with the Consent Order entered into by DOE,

Transfer valving and piping modifications to allow some tanks to remain in service while other tanks

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, and the State ofldaho that requires DOE to cease use of the

are being removed from service would be provided . Provisions to sequentially flush ancillary piping

first five storage tanks (VES-WM-182 through -186), and may not be able to complete closure of

and to physically isolate flushed piping and tanks from the remaining tanks would be provided . A

these Resource Conservation and Recovery Act storage tanks .

comprehensive sequential action plan, with required supponing equipment and modifications, would
be prov ided.

In Situ Stabilizalion - This option is not evaluated in this EIS. Under this option, the tank heels

Handling and storage equipment for the special equipment, including the mixing and transfer pumps

the tank and mixing it with the heel. This option is not funher developed since no materials were

would be stabilized in place by adding some form of solidification material (for example, cement) to
and the special utility arm, would be provided.

found that were completely compatible with the tank heels, and the mechanisms required to ensure
mixing would be more complicated than simple removal . Also, one cannot ensure that the grout

The above project description was used for the analysis of potential consequences in Chapter 5 of

would prevent migration of hazardous elements (that is. heavy metals) into the environment.

Volume 2 of the SNF and INEL EIS where the project would be implemented under Alternatives B
(Ten-Year Plan), C (Minimum Treatment, Storage, and Disposal), and 0 (Maximum Treatment,

Delayed Heel Removal - The tanks would be removed from service per the Notice of

Storage, and Disposal) . The project data sheet at the end of this project summary suppons the above

Noncompl iance cease-use requirement. The heels would then be part of closure and would be

project description.

removed as the technology and equipment became available. This removal of the heels would then

The proposed project would be located within a major facility area (the Idaho Chemical Processing

Consent Order would need to be renegotiated .

not be driven by the Consent Order dates. This option was not evaluated in this EIS because the
Plant). (See Figure C-I-I for location and Section C-3 .2 for a discussion of projects within an
existing facility. )
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Table C-4.3.1-J. Summary of potential environmental impacts of the Tank Farm Heel Removal
Project under Alternative B.
Potential mitigative measures" c

Environmental attribute

Potential impact·,b

Gcology and soil, acres
disturbed

Disturb less than 10 acres of previously disturbed
soil

Water resources

Construction: 500,000 liters decon solution
(mixed low level)
Operation: 2,000,000 liters decon solution (mixed
low level)

Stonn Water Pollution Preventio n Plan in
place at INEL

Minimal short-term impact on biodiversity,
productivity, and animal displacement, and
mortality within major facility area

Previously disturbed area; prevent soil
erosion; reseed

Hu.toric . archaeological
or cultural resources

Survey completed; no sites identified

None required

Air raources

Operational emissiOM
Radiological and non radiological emissions
within operationa l envelope of JCPP

SUMMARY OF IMPACTS: The removal of the final approximately 5,000 to 20,000 gallons of
high-level liquid waste (that is, the heel) from the five tanks proposed for replacement (VES-WM-\82
through VES-WM-186) would be carried out as a normal Tank Farm operation. The heel removal

Wtldlifc and habitat

Previously disturbed soil; project would
be within major facility area

equipment that would be installed by the High-Level Waste Tank Farm Project would tie into existing
transfer systems. The heel, and subsequent high-level liquid waste produced during tank cleaning,
would be transferred to the other Tank Farm storage tanks, the Process Equipment Waste Evaporator,
or directly to the New Waste Calcining Facility, using existing operating procedures that include
sampling of the waste to be transferred as appropriate. Drying of the tanks (passively or actively)
would be performed after the tanks were cleaned and effluent air from d'ying would exit through the
normal exhaust system. The removal of the heel, cleaning, and drying of tanks VES-WM-\82
through VES-WM-186 would. therefore, be encompassed in the normal operation of the existing Tank

Facility design, safety analysis,
inspection and surveillance, annual
reporting

Farm and would introduce no new environmental impact.

Construction emissions (tons!yr)
Total suspended particulates
PMIO
150
CO
3.2
N02
S02

6. 1
0 .47

Human health

Potential impacts within operational envelope of
the existing tank fann .

Access control. facility design, safety
analysis , inspection and surveillance,
annual reporting; monitor ECAs during
construction

Transportation

Construction (onsite truck trips) :
Nonradiological - 0.1
Radiological - 0.1
Operations (onsite truck trips per year) :
Nonradiological - 0.1
Radiological - 0.3

Use of approved transport vehicles and
containers , qualified equipment
operators. and shipment manifesting
procedure

Waste Management

Construction (m 3):
low-level waste (solid) - 2.0

Waste minimization and recycling
programs in place at INEL

o~~~~~ri(~~~s:~ (so lid) - 2.0
mixed low-level waste (so lid) - 2.0
low-Ievcl waste (solid) - 8.0
industrial waste (solid) - 5.0
Socioeconomic
conditions

Construction : 2 existing, 25 subcontractor
personnel
Operation: 2 existing wo rkers

None required

a. Definition of acronyms! ECA - cnvironmentally conI rolled area; ICPP - Idaho Chemical Processing. Plant;
b. Potential impacts are described fUr1her in Section C-3 .2.
c. Mitigative measures ue described fUr1her in Section C-3.3.
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G Descriptionlfunction:

Tank Farm Heel Removal Project

e
n WAG

e EIS Alter. (A B C or D):

r SNF or Waste stream:
i Action type:
e Structure Type:
Size: (m2)
I
n
Other features:
f
(Pits, ponds, power
/water/sewer lines)
0
Location:
Inside/outside of fence
Inside/outside of bldg.
C Cost($): PreConst.
0 Cost($): Const.
n. Sch~dule Start /End: PreConst.
s Schedule Start /End: Const.
t No. of workers: (new/exist)
r Heavy Equip.
Equip. used:
u
Trips:
e Acres Disturbed: New
t
Previous
i
ReveQetated
0 Air Emissions:
n
(None / Ref.)
I Effluents:
n
Type:
Quantity: (liters)
f
0 Solid wastes:
Type:
Quantity: (m3)
Haz.lToxic Chemicals:
Storage/inventory

3
B C D
HLW
(Consent Order Compliance)
N/A

Transfer Equipment

Inside ICPP
Inside Vaults (11)
$37 Mil. total
1997 - 1999
2000 - 2015
25 Subs. / 2 ExistinQ
See Table
C-4.3.1-1
0
<10
0
See Belanger et al. 1995

MLLW
500
Ind
LLW
2
2
None

Rev. 13
C Cultural resource effects:
0 Pits/pondinQ created: (m2)
n Water usage: (liters)
s Energy requirements:
t
Electrical: (MWH/yr)
Fossil fuel: (liters)
Nightlights used: YIN
Generators:
Night YIN
Day YIN
0 Cost($): Operation:
p Schedule Start /End:
e No. of workers: (new/exist)
r Heavy Equip. Equip. used:
Trips:
a
t Air Emissions:
i
(None / Ref.)

.

January 16, '95

None
None
Minimal increase
0
57 k Diesel
Yes
No
Yes
No information
2000 - 2015
2 Existina
See Table
C-4.3.1-1
None

0

n Effluents:
Type:
(Iiters/Yr)
I
Quantity:
Solid wastes:
I
Type:
(m3/yr)
n
Quantity:
f Haz.lToxic Chemicals:
Storage/inventory
0
r Pits/ponds used: YIN (m2)
m Water usage: (liters/yr)
a Energy requirements:
t
Electrical: (MWH/yr)
Fossil fuel: (iiters/yr)
i
0 Nightlights used: YIN
n Generators:
Night YIN
Day YIN

a

MLLW
2000
LlW
8

MLLW
2
None
No
12 k
<1
0
Yes
No
No

Ind.
5

C-4.3.2 WASTE IMMOBILIZATION FACILITY

proceed with the construction of the Waste Immobilization Facility, further National Environmental

(Technology Selection for Treatment of Sodium-Bearing and Calcined Wastes)

Policy Act review would be conducted , as appropriate.

PROJECT NAME: Waste Immobilization Facility

High-activity waste is currently stored at the Idaho Chemical Processing Plant in liquid and granular
solid calcine forms . These waste forms require engineered confinement systems because the

GENERAL PROJECT OBJECTIVE: The general objective of the proposed Waste Immobilization

radionuelides and hazardous materials would be mobile in the environment, and therefore cannot be

Facility Project would be to provide the processes and facilities to immobilize Idaho Chemical

disposed of directly without treatment. The Waste Immobilization Facility would be developed to

Processing Plant radioactive wastes (sodium-bearing liquid and solid calcine) into a form(s) suitable
for permanent disposal

This Project Summary provides information to be used in the selection of

process the high-activity waste inventory into a final form that would effectively isolate radionuelides
and hazardous materials from the environment and therefore render the waste safer for storage,

technologies to treat sodium-bearing and calcined wastes. More comprehensive descriptions and

treatment, transport, and disposal . In addition, there are no certified transportation casks for liquid or

analyses of the potential waste treatment technologies, that form the basis of this summary, are in

calcine wastes, and the development of such casks would take considerable time at great cost.

ICPP Radioactive Liquid and Calcine Waste Technologies Evaluation Interim Repon (WINCO (994).

Following immobilization, waste would be stored at INEL pending transport offsite and disposal in a
geologic repository.

This project would involve mixed wastes. Under the Federal Facility Compliance Act of 1992, DOE
is required to negotiate with states or U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, as appropriate. to

The need to identify treatment technologies is primarily driven by the Resource Conservation and

develop site treatment plans. ineluding schedules and milestones, to develop treatment technologies

Recovery Act, and the Federal Facility Compliance Act (which amended the Resource Conservation

and construct facilities that would treat mixed wastes. Decisions on these treatment technologies and

and Recovery Act). The Federal Facility Compliance Act requires the DOE to identify treatment

related facilities would be made in conjunction with negotiations already under way with the State of

technologies for mixed waste, if treatment technologies are available. Sodium-bearing wastes and

Idaho pursuant to the Federal Facility Compliance Act, and after appropriate National Environmental

calcine wastes are mixed wastes for purposes of the Federal Facility Compliance Act . These wastes

Policy Act review has been completed .

must meet both Resource Conservation and Recovery Act, Land Disposal Restriction requirements
because of the hazardous constituents, and applicable U.S. Environmental Protection Agency and

DOE has identified two primary treatment technologies to address treatment of sodium-bearing wasto:s

Nuelear Regulatory Commission requirements because of the radioactive constituents, before being

and calcine: (a) vitrification and (b) separation followed by vitrification and grouting. Within the

permanently disposed .

separation technology, three options were identified: (a) radionuelide partitioning, (b) precipitation,
and (c) freeze crystallization . Either of the two primary technologies could be implemented through

PROJECT DESCRIPTION : This proposed project would involve technology selection for calcining

the Waste Immobilization Facility. The emissions, effluents, and final waste forms from processes

or treating sodium-bearing liquid waste and for converting calcine waste into a waste form acceptable

within the Waste Immobilization Facility would vary depending on the treatment technology selected .

for disposal, followed by the design, construction, and operation of a Waste Immobilization Facility

This project summary prov ides a preliminary analysis of the impacts of construction and operation of

for processing these wastes. Such processing would produce a single high-activity waste form

the Waste Immobilization Facility for each of the treatment technologies. The impact analyses

suitable for placement in a geological repository and potentially a low-activity waste furm . This

presented bound the impacts that would result from each of the treatment technologies, and the

project is proposed to be located south and east of the existing Fluorin el Dissolution and Storage

options within the treatment technologies. The analyses are intended to support DOE decisions

Facility in a previously disturbed area within the Idaho Chemical Processing Plant boundary, and to

regarding technologies to treat sodium-bearing waste and calcine. Before a decision is made to

occupy an area of approximately 4,000 square meters (43 ,000 square feet). No disposal facilities
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would be provided by this project, but suitable interim storage for waste pending disposal would be

the remainder would be grouted. The resulting high-activity fraction could be calcined without

constructed as part of this facility .

aluminum nitrate additives or it could be vitrified directly.

The primary treatment technologies to address Idaho Chemical Processing Plant radioactive liquid

The freeze crystallization process would separate approximately 66 percent of the sodium from the

examined in this EIS (which consists primarily of sodium-bearing liquid waste) in the proposed Waste

waste stream; this low-activity fraction would be grouted or could be recycled using electrohydrolysis

Immobilization Facility are direct vitrification (Alternative B (fen-Year Plan») and separationl

if productive uses of the solutions are found. The expected high-activity product from the freeze

vitrification (Alternatives C (Minimum Treatment, Storage, and Disposal) and D (Maximum

crystallizer could be calcined with aluminum nitrate in a reduced quantity. The low-activity stream

Treatment, Storage, and Disposal»). Direct vitrification would involve treatment to produce a glass or

would be depleted of transuranics, cesium, and strontium, as well as heavy metals, to produce a low-

glass-ceramic final waste form, and would produce a greater quantity of high-activity waste than

activity waste. Using transuranic separations, the transuranics could be recovered for re-use or

options involving separation. Separation would be used to partition the waste into high- and low-

storage in an approved transuranic waste storage facility.

activity fractions . The separation options inelude (a) radionuelide panitioning that would produce a
small stream of high-activity waste and a large stream of low-activity waste, (b) precipitation that

The options for processing solid calcine waste examined in this EIS are direct vitrification, with or

would produce a moderate amount of high-activity waste and low-activity waste, and (c) freeze

without separation, and immobilization following dissolution of the calcine. Direct vitrification would

crystallization that would also produce a moderate amount of high-activity and low-activity waste.

produce a larger amount of high-activity waste than options involving separation. Separation would

Following separation, the high-activity ponion of the waste would be prepared for final treatment

be used to partition the waste into high- and low-activity fractions and if necessary, to remove heavy

(perhaps by calcining), followed by vitrification. The low-activity ponion would be immobilized by

metals from the low-activity stream. The separation options inelude (a) radionuelide partitioning that

grouting or vitrification and subsequently disposed of in a low-level waste disposal facility.

would produce a small stream of high-activity waste and a large stream of low-activity waste and
(b) precipitation that would produce a moderate amount of high-activity waste and low-activity waste.

Radionuclide partitioning involves removing specific actinide and transuranic elements, and therefore

The choice of waste form would depend on which waste form type gives the highest waste loading

the bulk of the radioactivity, by employing a solvent extraction technique previously developed for the

per unit volume with respect to the separation process chemistry and overall cost. The technology for

recovery of plutonium (that is, TRUEX). Similar to freeze crystallization, this technology would

treating the calcine by separation followed by immobilization is considered feasible based on

result in a high-activity fraction requiring glass or glass ceramic stabilization. However, unlike freeze

laboratory experiments and full-scale application of some processes. However, funher development

crystallization, this technology concentrates on isolating the radioactivity rather than isolating the

and verification testing of the technology would be required.

sodium. This would result in a more concentrated , low-volume, high-activity fraction than freeze
crystallization. Radionuelide panitioning would also likely require ion exchange to remove the

The process of directly incorporating the calcine material into a glass-ceramic would involve blending

cesium, employ a solvent-extraction technique for the removal of strontium (that is, SREX), and

the dry calcine material to obtain a homogenous mixture, stabilizing the mixed calcine in a heated

would require a solvent recovery system.

fluidized bed to remove residual nitrates and any absorbed water, and grinding the calcine to improve
the glass-ceramic formation step . The pretreated calcine would then be mixed with glass-ceramic

In the precipitation process, the transuranic elements, heavy metals (mercury, lead , cadmium, etc.),

forming additives and processed under elevated temperature and pressure to produce the final waste

and most of the transition elements would be precipitated by adding the proper proponion of sodium

form. The calcine could also be dissolved and slurried with glass-ceramic-forming additives to

hydroxide (or other neutralizing agent) . The sodium, cesium, and some strontium would remain

produce the final waste form. While the glass-ceramic process has been demonstrated on a laboratory

soluble in the liquid phase. The liquid would be separated from the solid and processed to remove

scale using nonradioactive materials, the process would still need to be demonstrated on an

cesium and strontium. Electrohydrolysis would be used to recyele some of the sodium hydroxide and

engineering scale and 'verified using actual calcine material.
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In the vitrification process, the calcine could be dissolved and slurried with glass-forming sands of
varying composition (frit) and introduced to the melter. The dry calcine could also be blended with

Sol-Gel process, sodium removal by liquid extraction using crown ethers, and sodium removal via
bioremediation.

the frit and fed dry to a melter. In either case, the calcine would first have to be thoroughly mixed
with the frit to obtain a homogeneous melter feed and might have to be stabilized and ground to
improve the melter operation efficiency . As with the glass-ceramic process, the process of directly
immobilizing the calcine to a glass would require further development and verification testing before
the technology could be implemented for the wastes at issue.

As a result of this preliminary evaluation, a range of feasible candidate technologies were identified
for convening sodium-bearing and calcine wastes into acceptable waste forms for disposal . Available
information on each candidate technology was collected and documented, including expected range of
performance, need for additional process development, facility capital costs, operation labor and
material costs, treated waste volumes, interim storage costs, and projected waste disposal costs. This

The high-activity waste form would be glass or glass-ceramic, and the low-activity waste form would
be grout, glass, or glass-ceramic. The high-activity waste and the low-activity stream separated from
the waste at the INEL would be mixed wastes under Resource Conservation Recovery Act and must

information was obtained from literature sources, benchmarking operating waste treatment systems,
and bench-scale laboratory tests conducted at the Idaho Chemical Processing Plant, and is summarized
in WINCO (1994).

be treated before disposal. The specified land disposal restriction treatment standard for high-activity
mixed waste under Resource Conservation Recovery Act regulations issued by U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (which are implemented by the State of Idaho under the Idaho Hazardous Waste
Management Act) is "High-Level Vitrification" (40 CFR Part 268, Subpart D-Treatment Standards).
Therefore, the INEL's vitrified high-level waste must be tested and demonstrated to meet the highlevel vitrification treatment standard before disposal. Both the high-activity and low-activity waste
forms could be delisted or, if appropriate, disposed of in a Resource Conservation Recovery Actapproved Subtitle C hazardous waste disposal site. In addition, under the Federal Facility

As an aid to evaluation of the technologies, a systems analysis model was developed to compare the
alternative candidate technologies against selection criteria. Selection criteria included (a) compliance
with the Resource Conservation Recovery Act, and related Consent Orders with the State of Idaho,
(b) five-year and life-cycle costs, (c) implementation time, and (d) expected performance of the final

waste form and quantities and waste. In all instances, the comparisons were based on waste forms
and waste loadings that would meet the high-level waste durability standards used at several other
DOE sites (Savannah River, West Valley, Hanford); see DOE (l993e). The durability standard

Compliance Act of 1992, DOE and the State of Idaho are developing an INEL site treatment plan,
which is scheduled to be issued in February 1995, and will include schedules and milestones for

includes testing for metals leachability, waste form stability, and other physical parameters critical to
long-term disposal.

developing and implementing treatment technologies for mixed wastes at the INEL, including highlevel mixed wastes. A signed Consent Order between DOE and the State of Idaho containing these
schedules and milestones would be issued by October 1995. The selection of a high-level waste
treatment technology is being closely coordinated with the State of Idaho as part of the Federal
Facility Compliance Act negotiations.

Although the final waste acceptance criteria for a repository have not yet been developed, DOE has
undenaken initial assessments of repository performance and waste acceptance criteria consistent with
requirements already identified by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency and the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission for a final repository. Specifically, an initial repository performance
assessment was conducted , and a preliminary waste acceptance criteria developed for the INEL-

Candidate high-level waste treatment technologies were evaluated by first identifying all technologies
with the potential of treating and immobilizing Idaho Chemical Processing Plant sodium-bearing and
calcine waste. Those technologies that either could not be developed in time to meet the regulatory
requirements or were inferior to competing technologies were eliminated from further consideration.
Examples of eliminated technologies include encapsulation of sodium-bearing waste in silica via the

specific waste form . See Initial Performance Assessment of the Disposal of Spent Nuclear Fuel and

High-Level Wastes Stored atlNEL, Volumes I & II (Rechard 1993) and Preliminary Waste
Acceptance Criteria for Idaho Chemical Processing Plant Spent Fuel and Waste Management
Technology Development (Taylor and Shikasio 1993). Additional information regarding activities
conducted to date may be found in the Westinghouse Idaho Nuclear, ICPP Radioactive Liquid and

Calcine Waste Technologies Evaluation Interim Repon (WINCO 1994).
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After selecting a treatment technology, DOE would need to perform additional bench-scale and pilotscale testing on actual waste solutions before designing and constructing the Waste Immobilization
Facility. The final waste form treatment technologies in all cases would be subject to U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency and State of Idaho approval.

Preliminary output from the systems analysis model is provided for four of several possible
combinations of sodium-bearing and calcine waste treatment technologies in Table C-4.3.2-1 and
Figures 4.3.2-1 through 4.3 .2-4. The combinations presented include the three separations
technologies identified for sodium-bearing waste and direct vitrification.

Table C-4.3.2-1. Waste immobilization cost and volume data for example options over the
operational lifetime of the facility .
Costsa
(million dollars)
Option

2

3

4

Final waste volume
(cubic meters)

Construction
and operation

Waste
disposal

High
activity

Low
activity

a

4,200

11,000

19,000

1,500

b

3,300

2,900

4,400

230

a

3,800

5,500

9,000

11,000

b

4,200

2,200

3,300

2,100

a

1,900

860

870

20,000

b

3,200

300

220

4,700

a

4,200

12,000

21,000

None

b

2,900

3,100

4,700

None

Casesb

a. All costs are discounted to 1994 dollars.
b. For Case a, the high-activity waste form would be glass and the low-activity waste form would
be normal grout. For Case b, the high- and low-activity waste forms would be glass-ceramic.
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Option 2: Precipitation of Sodium· Bearing Waste I Precipitation

of Calcine

Option 1: Freeze Crystallization 01 Sodlum·Bearing Wast. I Direct Vitrification of Calc In.

•

Existing Tank Farm

•

Calciner

Existing and New
Calcine

•

Calclner

(

Existing and New

Calcine

High-ActIVIty Waste

Waste Immobilization Facility
Waste Immobilization Facility
Sodjum-Bearing Waste process

I

Sodium-Bearing W aste Process
Calcine process

• Freeze Crystallization
Precipitation

0 Precipitation
0 lR.JEX

o TRt...eX
o Direct Vitrification

• Direct Vitrification

o

Low- Activity Waste

High-Activity Waste

Immobilization

Immobilization

• Grout (a)
a Glass
• Glass·Ceramic (b)

• Glass (a)
• Glass·Ceramic (b)

Low-Activity Waste
Immobilization

• Grout (a)
Glass
• Glass·Ceramic (b)

o

I

Calcine

o

Freeze Crystallization
• Precipitation

o TRlJEX

o

process

• Precipitation
0 1RJEX
0 Direct Vitrification

Direct Vitrification

Low-Activity Waste
Immobilization

High-Activity Waste
Immobilization

Low-Activity Waste
Immobilization

• Grout (a)
o Glass
• Glass·Ceramic (b)

• Glass (a)
• Glass-Ceramic (b)

• Grout (a)
o Glass
• Glass·Ceramic (b)

Note : Sodium-bearing waste proceSSing units installed prior to calcined waste processing .
Note: Sodium-bearing waste processi ng units installed prior to calcined waste processi ng.

Figure 4.3.2-1. Waste Immobilization Facility: Option I .
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Figure 4.3.2-2. Waste Immobilization Facility: Option 2.
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Option 3: TRUEX of Sodium-Bearing Waste' TRUEX of High-Activity Waste and Dissolved Calcine
Option 4: Direct Vitrification of Sodlum·Bearlng Waste and Calcine

• •

Existing Calcine

Interim Storage

•

Existing and New
Tank Farm

High-Activity Waste

•

Calciner

Existing and New
Calcine

Waste Immobilization Facility
Sodium-Bearing Waste process

Calcine Process

o Freeze Crystallization

o

o

• TRUEX

Precipitation

o

o• TRUEX
Direct Vitrification

Precipitation
Direct Vitrification

Waste Immob'l'zalion Facility
Sod ium-Bearing Waste Process

Calcine process

o
o

o

Freeze Crystallization
Precipitation

Precipitation
TRUEX
• Direct Vitrification

o

o TRUEX

• Direct Vitrification

Low-Activity Waste
Immobilization

High·Activily Waste
Immobilization

Low-Activity Waste
Immobilization

• Grout (a)
o Glass
• Glass·Ceramic (b)

• Glass (a)
• Glass·Ceramic (b)

• Grout (a)
o Glass
• Glass·Ceramic (b)

High·Activity Waste
Immobilization

High-Activity Waste
Immobilization

• Gtass (a)
• Glass·Ceramic (b)

• Glass (a)
• Glass·Ceramic (b)

Note: Sodium-bearing waste processing units installed prior to high-activity waste I calcined waste processing.

Figure 4.3.2-3. Waste Immobil ization Facility : Option 3.
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Figure 4.3.2-4. Waste Immobilizati on FaCility: Option 4.
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Table C-4.3 .2-1 contains cust and volume output for each of the four combinations, and the figures

Solid nonhazardous wastes in the form of paper, wood, and metal would be generated during the

describe the technologies and associated waste management assumed for each. Costs are provided for

constru.:tion phase of the project. During operations, the facility would produce between 20 and

construction and operation, and final waste form disposal. Final volumes are also provided for both

320 cubic meters per year of immobilized high-activity waste and between 10 and 1,250 cubic meters

the high- and low-activity waste forms. For each of the combinations, output is also provided for a

per year of immobilized low-activity waste, based on facility sizing and the technologies chosen.

maximum and minimum final waste form volume (glass for high-activity waste and grout for low-

Both high-activity and low-activity wastes would be stored at the Waste Immobilization Facility

activity waste for the maximum case, glass-ceramic for both wastes for the minimum case).

pending ultimate disposition. It is imponant to note that these quantities are estimates only, and that
the final design capacities could be higher or lower than the stated ranges depending again on the

For each of the combinations presented, it is assumed that the existing sodium-bearing waste is first

facility'S size and the technologies chosen.

processed through the high-level waste evaporator to minimize the volume of high-activity waste.
More detailed information on these and other treatment combinations is in WINCO (1994).

The above project description was used for the analysis of potential consequences in Chapter 5 of

SUMMARY OF IMPACTS: Environmental consequences for this project would involve airborne

(fen-Year Plan). C (Minimum Treatment, Storage, and Disposal), and D (Maximum Treatment,

emissions, generated wastes, and radiation exposures from routine operations and construction .

Storage, and Disposal). The project data sheet at the end of this project summary suppons the above

Construction airborne emissions would be nonradioactive and would consist primarily of dust, paint

project description .

Volume 2 of the SNF and INEL EIS where the project would be implemented under Alternatives B

fumes, and exhaust from trucks and construction equipment. Dust generation would be mitigated ,
and emissions during construction would comply with applicable Federal and State standards.

The proposed project would be located within a major facility area (the Idaho Chemical Processing
Plant). (See Figure C-I-I for location and Section C-3.2 for a discussion of new construction in a

Nonradioactive airborne emissions during normal operations would consist primarily of NO x ' The

major facility area.)

amount of NO x emitted would be approximately 1,650,000 kilograms per year. In addition, the
facility may annually emit smaller quantities of other pollutants such as S02, paniculate matter,

Information regarding the environment affected by this project is covered by other sections of this

hydrofluoric acid , and mercury. Paniculate emissions would be mitigated using high efficiency

EIS, as summarized and referenced in Section C-3.1. The potential environmental effects associated

paniculate air tiltration . Annual gaseous radioacti ve airborne emissions during normal operations

with the preferred alternative for this project are summarized in Table C-4.3.2-2. This table is

would consist primarily of tritium (420 curies) and iodine-129 (0. 15 curies). Paniculate radioactive

complemented by information on environmental impacts in Section C-3.2 and on mitigation of impacts

emissions are estimated at less than 0. 1 curie due to effectiveness of high efficiency paniculate air

in Section C-3 .3. Other applicable issues are discussed in Section C-3 .4.

tiltration. Total radioactive emissions would result in a maximum exposure to the public well below
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants

PROJECT-SPECIFIC OPTIONS :

requirement of 10 mrem per year.
~

- Under the no-action option, a Waste Immobilization Facility would not be constructed,

Liquid effluents produced during constructi on would consist of water from cleaning or pumping of

and liquid high-activity waste and sodium-bearing liquid waste would be processed in the existing

trenches, and would be treated as necessary with Idaho Chemical Processing Plant faci lities. During

calciner. Calcine solids would continue to be stored in vaults at Idaho Chemical Processing Plant and

operations, all hazardous and radioactive liquid wastes would be treated within the facility or by other

would not be processed. This option corresponds with Alternative A (No Action) evaluated in this

ex isting Idaho Chemical Processing Plant facilities.

EIS. This option would not provide for compliance with the following :
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Table 4.3.2-2. Summary of potential environmental impacts of th e Waste Immobilization Facility
Project - Separation with Vitrification under Alternatives C and D.
Environmental attribute

Potential impaet· ·b

Potential mitigative mcasu res" c

Federal Facilit y Compliance Act , which requires the development of technologies and
facilities for treating/disposing of mixed wastes

Gco logy and soil. ac res
disturbed

Disturb up to 0.8 acres of previously disturbed
soil

Previously disturbed soil: project would
be within major facility area

December 22. 1993. court order (Amended Order Mod ifying Order of June 28, 1993).

Water resources

Construction: 11.500.000 liters
Operation: 150,000,000 liters per year. which
includes 10.000,000 liters per year of evaporator
overheads, and 3.500.000 liters of service water.

Engineered confinement systems; Stonn
Water Pollution Prevention Plan in
place at INEL

calcine solids

Wildlife and habitat

Minimal short-tenn impact COl biodiversity,
productivity. and animal displacement and
mortality within major facility area

Previously disturbed soil; prevent soil
erosion; reseed

The Notice of Noncompliance Consent Order between the Department of Energy , State of

Historic, archaeologica l.
or cultural resources

No sites identified

None required

existing Idaho Chemical Processing Plant Tank Farm tanks by specified dates, unless

Air quality

Radiological operational emissions
0.18% of NESHAP dose limit
Toxic Air Pollutants (TAPs)
II % of significance level for combined TAPs
44% of significance level for fluorides
260 % of significance level for mercury
Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSDl
19% Annual average N0 2 - Class II , public
highways
Visibility: Control measures may be required to
avoid degraded visibility at Craters of the Moon
Wilderness Area

Facility design . sarety analysis.
inspection and surveillance. annua l
reporting

Radiation exposures and cancer risk
Maximally exposed individual

Access control. facility design. safety
analysis. inspection and surveillance.
annual reporting; monitor ECAs during
construction. Project would have its
own stack with appropriate HEPA
filtering capabilities

which requires that technologies be selected to process sod ium-bearing liquid waste and

Idaho, and the Environmental Protection Agency requiring DOE to cease use of the

alternate tankage is provided

Human health

~:gl~ ~~~r::t~nt

cancer fatalities/yr
80-km (SO-mile) population
Year 2000: Not in operation
Year 2010: 0.099 person- rem/yr
5.0 )( 10- 5 latent cancer fatalities/yr
Nonradiological crfects
Negligible impact on health effects expected

Modification of the Notice of Nonccompliance Consent Order between the DOE. March
17, 1994, State of Idaho, and the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency requiring that
technologies be selected for processing sodium-bearing liquid waste and calci ne solids at
the Idaho Chemical Processing Plant into waste forms acceptable for final land disposal.

Direct Vitrification - Under this option (Figure 4.3.2-4). waste would be vitrified into glass or glassceramic waste form . This option was used for purposes of analysis for Alternative B (Ten-Year Plan)
in this EIS. As previously discussed. direct vitrificatio n would produce the largest amount of highact ivity waste (Table C-4.3.2-1). The facility would be constructed at the Idaho Chemical Processing
Plant or at an alternative location within the INEL. This option was chosen to bound th e high -activity
waste generation volume and emissions. Also, since it contains the minimum of pretreatment , it

Transportation

Construction (onsite truck trips) :
Nonradiological - 272
Operation (onsite truck trips per year) :
Nonradiological - 4
Radiologica l - 0 .3

Use of approved transpo rt vehicles and
containers. qualified equipment
operators. and shipment manifesting
procedure

Wasle management

Construction jm 3): industrial waste - 10.000
Operation (m I y r ): low- level waste -10
industrial waste - ISO

Waste minimization and recycling
programs in place at the Idaho Chemical
Processing Plant and the INEL

Socioeconomic
conditions

Construction: 300 subcontractor personne l peak
Operation: 180 existing workers

None required

would require the least amount of time to construct and make operational.

Vitrification with Pretreatment - Unde r this option (Figures 4.3.2-1 through 4.3.2-3) . th e Waste
Immobilization Facility would include pretreatment (a separation step) before vitrification. This
option was used for purposes of analysis for Alternatives C (Minimum Treatment. Storage. and
Disposal) and D (Maximum Treatment . Storage. and Disposal) in this EIS . Pretreatment would
produce less high-acti vity waste but greater amounts of low-activity waste than direct vitrification
a. Delinition of acronyms : ECA - envi ronmentally controlled area: HEPA - high-eflicieney particu late air; NES HAP National Emissio n Standa rds for H87.ardous Air Pollutants.
b. Potentia l impacts are desc ribed further in Section C-3.2.
c. Mitigative measures arc dC!icribed further in Section C-3.3 .

(Table C-4.3.2-1). As analyud. the Waste Immobilization Facility does not reflect the treatm ent of
additio nal high-activity waste that would be generated by spent nuclear fuel processing und er
Alternat ive D (Maximum Treatment, Storage, and Disposal) .
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Treatment at Another Site - This alternative would require transportation of liquid and/or calcine
solids to another site for treatment before disposal. If sited at a location other than the Idaho
Chemical Processing Plant, costs would be high because of the need to design and/or certify
transportation containers/casks for transport of the liquid and solid wastes. High costs would be
incurred because of the need for extensive modifications to the existing processing facilities at
Savannah River or Hanford to accommodate the unique characteristics of the Idaho Chemical
Processing Plant wastes . For these reasons, DOE does not regard this as a reasonable alternative.
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Project Data Sheet
G Description/function :

e
n
e WAG
r EIS Alter. (A B C or D):
I SNF or Waste stream:
c Action type :
Structure Type:
I
Size: (m2)

Waste Immobilization Facility
(WIF)
[ DIRECT VITRIFICATION 1
3
8
HLW
New
Building
4,000

n
f

Other features:
(Pits, ponds, power
/water/sewer lines)
Location:
Inside/outside of fence
Inside/outside of bldQ.
C Cost($): PreConst.
0 Cost($): Const.
n Schedule Start /End: PreConst.
s Schedule Start /End: Const.
t
r No. of workers: (new/exist)
u Heavy Equip.
Equip. used:
Trips:
c
t Acres Disturbed: New
i
Previous
Revegetated
0
n Air Emissions:
(None / Ref.)
I
n Effluents:
Type:
f
Quantity: (liters)
0
Solid wastes:
Type :
Quantity: (m3)
Haz.1Toxic Chemicals:
StoraQe/inventory

0

o<

r

c:

3:

m

'"

7 year HLL waste storage
7 year LLW storage

Rev. 10

C Cultural resource effects:
0 Pits/ponding created : (m2)
n Water usaqe: (liters)
s Energy requirements:
Electrical: (MWH/yr)
t
Fossil fuel: (liters)
Nightlights used: YIN
Night YIN
Generators:
Day YIN
0 Cost($): Operation:
p Schedule Start /End:

e
r No, of workers:

a Heavy Equip.
Inside ICPP
Outside FAST (south-east)
$90 Mil.
$1,400 Mil.
1996 - 2001
2002 - 2006
(Assumed for analysis)
300 Peak Subs.
See Table
C-4.3.2-1
0
0.8
0
See Belanger et al. 1995

Construction Water
11 500 k
Industrial
10000
Cutting Fluid 115 liters
Paint 1 150 liters

t

(new/exist)
Equip. used:
Trips:

i Air Emissions:
(None / Ref.)

0

n
a
I Effluents:
Type:
Quantity:
(Iiters/yr)
I
n Solid wastes:
Type:
f
(m3/yr)
Quantity:
0
r Haz.lToxic Chemicals:
m
Storage/inventory
a Pits/ponds used: YIN (m2)
t Water usaQe: (Iiters/yr)
I Energy requirements:
Electrical: (MWH/yr)
0
n
Fossil fuel : (liters/yr)
NiQhtliqhts used: YIN
Generators:
Night YIN
Day YIN

January 5, '95
None identified
No
11 500 k
2,000
490 k Diesel 132 k Propane
Yes
No
No
$12 Mii./yr
2008 - 2043
(Assumed for analysis)
70 Existing
See Table
C-4.3.2-1
See Appendix F,
Section 3

Evap, Overheads / Service water
10000 k / 3500 k
Ind.
LLW
10
150
Acids, Bases, misc.
115 k liter total
No
150000 k
50,000
0
Yes
No
No

or<
c

Project Data Sheet

~

m
IV

G Description/function:

e
n
e WAG
r EIS Alter. (A, B C or D):
i SNF or Waste stream:
c Action type :
Structure Type:
I
Size: (m2)

Rev . 11

Waste Immobilization Facility
(WIF)
[VITRIFICATION with SEPARATION1
3
C 0
HLW
New
Building
4,000

C Cultural resource effects:
Pits/pondi ng ("r",ted: (m2)
til lers)
s Energy requirem nts:
I
Electrical: (M H/yr)
Fossil fuel: (liters)
Nightlights used: YIN
Generators:
Night YIN
Day YIN
0 Cost($) : Operation:
p Schedule Start /End :
0

n Water usaqe:

n
f
0

C
0
00

n

Other features:
(Pits, ponds, power
/water/sewer lines)
Location:
Inside/outside of fence
Inside/outside of bldq.
Cost($) : PreConst.
Cost($): Const.
Schedule Start /End: PreConst.
Schedule Start /End: Const.

s
I
r No. of workers:
u Heavy Equip.

(new/exist)
Equip. used:
Trips:
c
I Acres Disturbed: New
i
Previous
0
Revegetated
n Air Emissions:
(None / Ref.)
I
n Effluents :
f
Type:
Quantity: (liters)
0
Solid wastes:
Type :
Quantity: (m3)
Haz.fToxic Chemicals:
Storaqe/inventory

7 year HLL waste storage
7 year LLW storage

e
r No. of workers:

a Heavy Equip.
Inside ICPP
Outside FAST (south-east)
$135 Mil.
$2,100 Mil.
1996 • 2001
2002 - 2006
(Assumed lor analysis)
300 Peak Subs.
Trucks
272 Ind.
0
0.8
0

I
i
0

Air Emissions:
(None / Ref.)

n
a
I Effluents:
Type :
Quantity:
(Ii'~rs/yr)
I
n Solid wastes:
f
Type :
Quantity:
(m3/vr)
0
r Haz.fToxic Chemicals:
m
Storaqe/inventory
a Pits/ponds used: YIN (m2)
I Water usage: (liters/yr)
i Energy requirements:
Electrical: (MWH/yr)
0
Fossil fuel: (iiters/yr)
n
NiQhtliQhts used: YIN
Generators:
Night YIN
Day YIN

See Belanger et al. 1995

Construction Water
11 500 k
Industrial
10000
Cutting Fluid 115 liters
Paint 1 150 liters

(new/exist)
Equip. used:
Trips:

-

January 16. '95
None identified
No
11 ,500 k
2 ,000
490 k Diesel, 132 k Propane
Yes
No
No
$41 Mil.lyr
2015 • 2050
(Assumed lor analysis)
180 Existinq
Trucks
lIyr Ind. 3/yr LLW
See Appendix F,
Section 3

Evap. Overheads / Service water
10,000 k / 3500 k
Ind.
LLW
10
150
Acids, Bases, misc.
115 k liter total
No
150000 k
40,000
0
Yes
No
No

C-4.3.3 IDGH-LEVEL TANK FARM NEW TANKS

PROJECT NAME: High-Level Tank Farm New Tanks

PURPOSE AND NEED FOR ACTION: The purpose of the proposed Idaho Chemical Processing
Plant High-Level Tank Farm New Tanks project is to reduce the environmental health and safety risks
associated with the current storage of high-level liquid waste at the Idaho National Engineering
Laboratory (lNEL) by providing sufficient replacement storage capacity, as required under
Alternatives C (Minimum Treatment, Storage, and Disposal) and D (Maximum Treatment, Storage,
and Disposal) in this Environmental Impact Statement (EIS).

The Notice of Noncompliance issued by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency on January 28,
1990, supported the decision to construct replacement tanks by contending that the eleven tanks in the
Idaho Chemical Processing Plant Tank Farm and much of their associated valves and piping were not
in compliance with secondary containment requirements. The Notice of Noncompliance Consent
Order, signed April 3, 1992, outlines a strict compliance schedule for the completion of several tasks
that will ultimately result in the required permanent cessation of use of the five pillar and panel
(segmented) tank vaults on or before March 31, 2009; and the remaining six cast-in-place (monolithic)
vaults on or before June 30, 2015, among other provisions. The decision in April, 1992 , to no
longer reprocess spent fuel at the Idaho Chemical Processing Plant resulted in the tank replacement
project being put on hold . The Amended Order Modifying (the District Court) Order of June 28 ,
1993 (signed December 22, 1993) calls for beginning construction of new tanks by the end of the
1996 construction season if new tanks are determined to be needed in the Record of Decision on this
EIS.

For Alternative C (Minimum Treatment, Storage, and Disposal), this project would be needed
because in this alternative the New Waste Calcining Facility would not be used to calcine liquid waste
or to concentrate sodium-bearing waste, both of which would be generated in limited quantities
primarily due to remediation efforts . For Alternative D (Maximum Treatment, S 'orage, and
Disposal), this project would be needed if it were decided to process spent nuclear fuel befo re
ultimate disposal.

C-4 .3.3- 1
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PROPOSED ACTION AND ALTERNATIVES

Proposed Action: The proposed action would replace the five segmented tank and vault
systems (VES-WM-IB2 through VES-WM-IB6) that do not meet currentINEL seismic criteria with

The existing Tank Farm concrete containment vault designs include five with segmented construction

four new 500,OOO-gallon storage tanks. The new tanks would be located in separate vaults within a

(VES-WM-IB2 through VES-WM-IB6) and six with monolithic concrete construction (VES-WM-IBO,

common below-ground concrete containment vault structure. The primary stainless steel storage tanks

-IBI, -IB7 through -IB9, and the spare empty tank, -190). Based on the results of the best available

would be erected inside a secondary containment barrier. The secondary containment barrier would

mathematical models and scoping seismic evaluations (for example, Hashimoto 19BB), the five

consist of either a free-standing stainless steel vessel between the primary tank and the vault or a

segmented containment vaults do not meet the current seismic criteria. Although continuous

stainless steel liner attached directly to the interior of the vault. In either instance, a separate

monitoring of these five tanks and vaults has not yielded any evidence to suggest a leak of high-:evel

secondary containment system would be designed to accommodate 110 percent of the volume for each

liquid waste to the environment, their age (approximately 35 years), seismic deficiencies, and the

of the primary tanks. The primary tanks would be approximately 60 feet in diameter, with a shell

inability to remotely inspect and maintain these systems to completely ensure continued tank integrity

height of about 24 feet and a dome height of about 7 feet. The tanks and containment vault structure

make their long term use unacceptable.

would be designed for a 50-year life and would receive a RCRA permit from the State of Idaho.

The liquid waste is subject to Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) requirements, and

Suppon systems for the tank and vaults would include solids handling, tank cooling , waste sampling,

the existing tanks do not meet all of the current INEL seismic requirements for secondary

vessel offgas with associated high-efficiency paniculate air filtration , vault ventilation, waste transfer,

containment. The proposed project in the original environmental assessment (DOE 1993c) included

decontamination, fire protection, and remote maintenance. These systems would provide for the safe

(a) upgrading of existing tank cover gas piping and high-level waste transfer systems, (b) providing

operation and maintenance of the proposed new facilities and would facilitate eventual

equipment for removing the so-called heel (the remaining liquid in each existing tank that cannot be

decontamination and decommissioning. Since the new vessel offgas and vault ventilation systems

removed by existing equipment), and (c) providing for replacement tankage. However, DOE

would produce air flows that exceed the handling capacity of the existing Idaho Chemical Processing

approved that environmental assessment and issued a Finding of No Significant Impact only for the

Plant main stack, it would be supplemented by a new stack not to exceed 65 meters (210 feet) in

high-level waste tank upgrades ponion of the original proposed action. These system upgrades are

height. The new stack would be equipped with emission monitoring instrumentation meeting the

under construction [see Section C-2.7, High-Level Tank Farm Replacement (Upgrade Phase)[ . The

specifications set fonh in the National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants permit and

proposed Tank Farm Heel Removal Project is a separate proposed action (see Section C-4.3. 1). The

the State of Idaho Permit to Construct and Permit to Operate.

larger project to replace the tankage was suspended in 1992, when spent fuel reprocessing was
cunailed at the Idaho Chemical Processing Plant.
To supply electricity to operate the prcposed facilities , two new feeder lines, of approximately
13.B kVA , would be constructed from existing circuits . Alternate power would be supplied by a
The proposed action would be to replace five high-level liquid waste storage tanks and containment

standby diesel generation system. A redundant, solid-state, un interruptible power supply (batteries) is

vaults with four new tanks, containment vaults, and suppon systems. Alternative A (No Action)

also proposed for instrumentation and lighting that require an un interruptible power supply . Other

would continue storage in the existing tanks. This alternative would conflict with the Notice of

electrical systems would include exterior, interior, and emergency lighting; grounding; lightning

Noncompliance Consent Order, which alleges secondary containment violations of the RCRA and

protection; and cathodic protection system . Other utility interfaces would include demineralized

Hazardous Waste Management Act (Idaho) regulations. Three other project-specific alternatives are

water, potable water, process equipment waste, steam, compressed air, decontamination systems, and

considered : (a) reduce high-level liquid waste storage capacity requirements (primarily by calcining),

steam condensate return.

(b) retrofit existing tanks/vaults , and (c) locate the waste at other INEL facilities.
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The largest of three new enclosure buildings would be the weather enclosure building situated directly

PROJECT-SPECIFIC OPTIONS :

over the proposed new tanks. The weather enclosure building would support operation, inspectio n,
and maintenance activities . A mechanical building would house and/or support mechanical systems,
including ventilation and vessel offgas air filtration systems. An electrical building would house the
standby diesel generator and electrical switchgear.

~

- No replacement waste storage tanks would be provided for the five tanks/vaults

(VES-WM-182 through VES-WM-186). This option corresponds to Alternative A (No Action)
evaluated in this EIS. Since the existing tank vaults do not meet the secondary containment
requirement., a Notice of Noncompliance Consent Order between DOE, the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency, and the State of Idaho requires the use of the existing tanks to cease. Thus,

Low-level liquid mixed waste would either be stored at an approved interim mixed waste storage area

adequate treatment must be provided to take waste from the existing tanks to meet the Consent Order

on the INEL (outside of the Idaho Chemical Processing Plant facility area) or treated at the existing

dates or the Consent Order would not be met. There would be a continued risk of a leak or rupture

process equipment waste evaporator at the Idaho Chemical Processing Plant. The radioactive solid

in these five tanks/vaults in the event of a large earthquake. RCRA regulations allow for variances

wastes would be disposed of at the Radioactive Waste Management Complex . The hazardous

140 CFR Part 265. 193(g»), but obtaining a variance for the Tank Farm is perceived to be unlikely due

substances would he stored, treated, and disposed at permitted RCRA hazardous waste treatment,

to the difficulties in performing the annually required leak detection tests.

storage, and disposal facilities.
Reduce High-Level Liquid Waste Storage Capacity Requirements - A reduction in high-level liquid
Site preparation activities for the proposed project would include demolition or relocation of several

waste storage capacity requirements could be possible if generation of was:, could be reduced or if

existing buildings, possible structural shoring in areas to be excavated, and relocation or shutdown

the waste calcining processing capacity or rate were increased, thereby eliminating the necessity for

and removal of utilities (Shaffer 1993). Subsequent to site preparation, overburden would be

new tanks.

excavated to the top of bedrock and the bedrock would be removed to the required depth.
Palmer et aI . (1994) evaluated Tank Farm capacity and storage requirements to determine the most
Once construction and acceptance testing were complete, operation of the Tank Farm would not differ

feasible options for emptying the existing Tank Farm and the need for replacement tanks. Because of

substantially from current operations. The tanks would be operated so that one new and one existing

the Notice of Noncompliance Consent Order requirements , the problem and the defined system

tank are left empty to act as spares in case of emergency . The maximum heat generation rate of the

became much larger than just the new tanks. Since determining the need for new tanks also includes

waste in the new tanks would be limited to 100 watts per cubic meter.

evaluating emptying of the existing tanks, many other factors were considered . Some of these are
liquid waste generation, liquid waste storage capacity, phased removal from service of existing tanks
for heel removal activities, calcine storage capacity, and waste immobilization. The defined system

The above project description was used for the analysis of potential consequences in Chapter 5 of
Volume 2 of the SNF and INEL EIS where the project would be implemented under Alternatives C

becomes all of the Idaho Chemical Processing Plant involved in generation, storage, or treatment of
Tank Farm or related wastes.

(Minimum Treatment, Storage, and Disposal), and D (Maximum Treatment, Storage, and Disposal).
The project data sheet at the end of this project summary supports the above project description.
Therefore, simply calcining the wastes in the existing New Waste Calcining Facility would not allow
ceasing use of the tanks by the specified dates to meet the requirements of the Notice of
Noncompliance Consent Order. Other treatment of the wastes must also be provided . Th is projectspecific alternative Isimilar to Case 4a in Palmer et al. (1994») complies with the Notice of
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Noncompliance Consent Order and corresponds to Alternative B (Ten-Year Plan) evaluated in this

Construction of part of the proposed project would take place in areas that have been designated as

EIS. It would consist of running two New Waste Calcining Facility campaigns after 1996, operating

Environmentally Controlled Areas (ECAs). ECAs are defined regions within the Idaho Chemical

the Waste Immobilization Facility (see Section C-4.3.2) in 2008 , and using the High-Level Liquid

Processing Plant boundaries where a hazardous and/or radioactive waste spill/release has been

Waste Evaporator at the maximum rate between 1996 and 2008 .

documented . The ECA designation remains in spite of cleanup actions following the spill/release.

Retrofit Existing TanksNaults - The option of retrofining the existing tank/vaults to meet current

Other information regarding the affected environment of the Idaho Chemical Processing PlantilNEL

INEL seismic design criteria and secondary containment requirements has been thoroughly evaluated

and surrounding area is covered by other sections of this EIS, as summarized and referenced in

in an extensive study . Options evaluated in the study included internal bracing, driving pilings,

Section C-3. \.

removal of overburden, external support of vault roof, excavation and external bracing, fill ing the

annular space, grout curtain, vault column post-tensioning, low-pressure grout, and the installation of
a second containment barrier . No retrofit option was determined to be feasible based on the criteria

ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS :

of safety, occupational radiation exposure, reliability, construction risk, schedule, cost, waste
minimization, and regulatory requirements. This option has not been included as either a projectspecific alternative or an EIS alternative because it has been determined to be not practical or feasible
with current technology, as documented in DOE (1993c) .

The potential environmental effects associated with the proposed project other than those identified
below are summarized in Table C-4.3.3-1.

This table is complemented by information on

environmental impacts in Section C-3 .2 and on mitigation of impacts in Section C-3.3. Other
applicable issues are discussed in Section C-3.4.
Location at Other INEL Facilities - This option has not been pursued due to the extreme difficulty
that would be encountered in transporting high-level liquid wastes and the requirement to construct
transfer piping or transport casks and tank farm support. The location of existing liquid waste
generation facilities and waste processing facilities dictates a close connection to replacement tankage.

~:

The radiological and nonradiological impacts from postulated reasonably foreseeable
accidents (greater than t X 10-7 per year) are encompassed by those accidents analyzed in this EIS,
Volume 2, Section 5. t4. Specifically, in Section 5. 14, due to a seismic event, a high-level waste tank

failure with complete draining was analyzed to determine potential impacts on groundwater. This
AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT:

event is considered to be the bounding foreseeable accident for this project.

The proposed action would be located within a major facility area (the Idaho Chemical Processing

Cumulative Impacts: Because the proposed action would replace or upgrade existing Idaho Chemical

Plant at the INEL). (See Figure C-t - t for location and Section C-3 .2 for a discussion of new

Processing Plant Tank Farm facilities, there would be no significant additional cumulative effects

constru ction in a major facility area.) The proposed project location is to a great extent already

subsequent to the construction, testing, and startup of the new facilities .

developed and utilized for current Idaho Chemical Processing Plant operations. The limited acreage
outs ide the fence th at wo uld be disturbed duri ng construction is predominantly in the sagebrush
vegetati ve commun ity, which is the dominant community type at the tNEL.

Decontamination and Decommissioning and RCRA Closure: The proposed new fac ilities (tanks,
containment vaults, and ancillary systems) and the five tanks and piping systems being taken out of
service would eventually requ ire decontamination and decommissioning and RCRA closure. The
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Table C-4.3.3-1. Summary of potenti al environmental impacts of the High-Level Tank Farm New
Tanks Project und er Alternative C.
Environmental attribute

Potential mitigative measures

Potent ial impact

Geology and soil. ac res
disturbed

Disturb up to 20 acfCS of previously disturbed
soil

Previously disturbed soi l; project wo uld
be within majo r facility a rea

Water resources

Construction: 2.000.000 liters
Operation: No infonnation

Sionn Wate r Pollution Prevention Plan
in place at INEL : a project specific plan

~~~!~i:~ :;:~~~r;;~je~this ~~~gft

highe r
than the Dcsign Basis flood elevation ,
No excavation or construction within
400 ft of the Big Lost Rivcr channel.
Wildlife and hab itat

Min imal short-tenn impact on biodiversity.
productivity . and animal displacement and
mo rtality within majo r facility area

Prev iou sly disturbed soil; prevent soil
erosion; rcseed

Histo ric , archaeological,
o r cultural resources

Survey completed; no sites identified

None required

Air reso urces

Operational radiologiealfnonradiological
~
..
No increase over current emisS io ns

Facility des ign . safety analysis,
inspection and surveillance . annual
reporting

NO~~d~o:~:bc~ clb¥;t~g~o~ s~~s:nt~g~b~
5.90 x 102 ; Particulate· 5.60 x }O1

_

decontamination and decommissioning and RCRA closure of the existing fac ilities being replaced
would be covered under a subsequent National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) review.

In accordance with DOE Orders 5820.2A (DOE 1988) and 6430.I A, Section 1300-11 (DOE 1989a),
the new facilities would be designed to faci litate decontamination and decommiss ioning . The future
specific NEPA actions for decontamination and decommissioning of the proposed new facilities would
be also be covered by a subsequent NEPA review.

Access control. facility design. safety
analys is . inspection and surveillance.
annual reporting; monitor ECAs during
co nstruction

Human hcallh

Transportation

Construction (onsite truck trips):
Nonradiological • 82
Radiological - 18.6
Operation (onsile truck trips per year):
NonradiologicaJ • 0 .5
Rad iologica l - 0.3

Use of approved transport vehicles and
containcrs. qualified equipment
operators. and shipment manifesting
procedure

Waste management

Construction (m) : low·level waste - 553;
mixed low-level - 20; transuranie • 22

Waste minimization and recyc ling
programs in place at the IN EL

O~~~~~ri~~j/~~

low-level waste· 8;
mixed 10:» s vel - 2; ha7..ardous - IS ;
industrial - 5

Socioeconomic
conditions

Co nstructio n: ISO subcontractor personnel
Operatio n: No additional wo rkers

None required

a. Definitio n of ac ronyms: ECA - environmentally co ntrolled area.
b. Potential impacu: arc described further in Scction C-3 .2.
e. Mitigative measures are described further in Sect ion C-3 .3.
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Project Data Sheet
G Description/function :

e
n WAG

e EIS Alter. (A B C or D):
r SNF or Waste stream:

w
W
I

o

Rev. 13

High-Level Tank Farm New Tanks

i Action type :
c Structure Type :
Size: (m2)
I
n
Other features:
(Pits, ponds, power
f
Iwater/sewer lines)
0
Location:
Inside/outside of fence
Inside/outside of blda.
C Cost($): PreConsl.
0 Cost($): Const.
n Schedule Start /End: PreConsl.
s Schedule Start lEnd: Const.
t No. of workers: (new/exist)
r Heavy Equip.
Equip. used:
u
Trips:
c Acres Disturbed: New
Previous
i
Revegetated
0 Air Emissions:
(None I Ref.)
n

3
C I)
HLW
New
Storage Tanks (4)
757,000 liters each
Buildings (3)
None

Inside ICPP
Outside{near existina tanks)
$165 Mil. total
1995 • 1996
1996 - 2000
150 Subs
See Table
C-4.3.3-1
0
<20
0

,

See Belanger et al. 1995

I Effluents:
Type:
Quantitv: (liters)
f
0 Solid wastes:
Type:
Quantity: (m3)
Haz.IToxic Chemicals:
Storaae/inventorv

a Effluents:
I
I

n
f
0

r
m

i

n
LLW MLLW Ind.
553
20 3000
None

None

n

0

TRU
22

160
300 k Diesel
Yes
No
Yes
No information
2001 - TBD
No increase
See Table
C·4.3.3-1

0

t
None

None
Yes (temporary)
2000 k

.

8

n

January 16, '95

C Cultural resource effects:
0 Pits/pond i n~ created: (m2)
n Water usaae: {liters}
5 Energy requirements:
t
Electrical: (MWH/yr)
Fossil fuel: (liters)
Niahliiahts used: YIN
Generators:
Night YIN
Day YIN
0 Cost($): Operation:
p Schedule Start /End:
e No. of workers: (new/exist)
r Heavy Equip.
Equip. used:
Trips:
8
t Air Emissions:
I
(None I Ref.)

Type:
Quantity:
(liters/yr)
Solid wastes:
Type:
(m3/yr)
Quantity:
Haz.IToxic Chemicals:
Storage/inventory
Pits/ponds used: YIN (m2)
Water usaoe: Cliters/yr}
Energy requirements:
Electrical: (MWH/yr)
Fossil fuel: (Iiters/yr)
Nighliights used: YIN
Generators:
Night YIN
Day YIN

No increase

LLW

8

MLLW
HW
15
2
None
No
No information
450
5500
Yes
No
Yes

Ind.
5

C-4.3.4 NEW CALCINE STORAGE

returned to the New Waste Calcining Facility; the solids would fall by gravity through dual fill lines
into each of the seven bins.

PROJECT NAME: New Calcine Storage
A combination natural and forced convection cooling system would be provided to maintain the stored
GENERAL PROJECT OBJECTIVE: The general objective of the proposed eighth Calcined Solids

calcine below its caking temperature and the facility structure below temperature limits. The cooling

Storage Facility New Calcine Storage project at the Idaho Chemical Processing Plant would be to

air would enter through a filter, be discharged at the bottom of the vault and flow upward around and

provide additional storage for calcine solids produced by the operation of the New Waste Calcining

through the annular space in the tanks, and be discharged to atmosphere through a staclc on top of the

Facility. This storage capacity would be required to allow the continued processing of liquid wastes

vault. Detection of any radioactivity would automatically channel the exhaust air through in-line high

in the New Waste Calcining Facility unt il the final waste form is established and implemented .

efficiency paniculate air filters and centrifugal exhaust blowers .

PROJECT OESCRJPTION: This proposed project would provide for the design, construction, and

A bins vent and relief system would protect the bins from over or under pressurization. This system,

stanup of a new facility for the storage of calcined high-level radioactive waste resulting from the

located in a separate cell on top of the vault would vent to the atmosphere via high efficiency

operation of the New Waste CalCining Facility. In the New Waste Calcining Facility, the liquid

paniculate air filters. This system would also allow the bins pressure to equilibrate with the

wastes are convened into granular solids via a fluidized bed process.

atmosphere when the bins are isolated from the New Waste Calcining Facility.

Five calcined solids storage facilities are currently filled at the Idaho Chemical Processing Plant, with

To facilitate eventual retrieval of the calcine, each bin would have four retrieval pipes extending up to

a sixth still receiving calcine and a seventh ready to receive calcine. The eighth storage facility,

access hatches in the vault roof. Corrosion coupons, fabricated from the bins material , would be

proposed in this project, would be a near copy of the seventh facility, and would have a capacity of

suspended into two of the bins and into the vault through separate access hatches.

approximately 63,000 cubic feet .
Vault, bin, and calcine temperatures would be monitored by th ermocouples installed on the vault wall
The proposed eighth Calcined Solids Storage Facility would consist of seven annular stainless steel

and bins exterior surfaces, and by multipoint thermocouples installed in thermowells at the maximum

storage bins, arranged with six bins in a circle and the seventh in the middle, in a reinforced concrete

calcine temperature zone in each of the bins. Other temperature and pressure instrumentation would

vault. The vault base would be on bedrock, with approximately the top half of the vault projecting

be provided to monitor and control the performance of the cooling, pressure relief, and pneumatic

above grade. The vault walls and roof would provide required radiation shielding as well as

transpon systems. An instrument room on the vault roof would house the facility instrument

structural suppon. The bins would be anchored into the vault base slab; the vault, bins, and all

recorders and facility contro! systems.

interconnecting piping would be designed to meet all applicable seismic, structural, and thermal

requirements.

Plant utilities would provide the required stearn, instrument air, and electrical power for facility
operation. Special maintenance features , including small jib cranes, access hatches, and inspection
pons, would also be provided .

The calcined solids produced by the New Waste Calcining Facility would be pneumatically
transponed to the top of the proposed storage facility where the solids would be separated from the
transponing air by a cyclone located in a separate cell. The transponing air would be

The above project description was used for the analysis of potential consequences in Chapter 5 of
Volume 2 of the SNF and INEL EIS where the project would be implemented under Alternative 0

C-4.3.4-1
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(Maximum Treatment, Storage, and Disposal). The project data sheet at the end of this project
summary supports the above project description.

Table C-4.3_4-I_ Summary of potential environmental impacts of the New Calcine Storage Project
under Alternative D.
Environmental attribute

The proposed project would be located within a major facility area (the Idaho Chemical Processing
Plant). (See Figure C-I-I for location and Section C-3.2 for a discussion of new construction in a

Geo logy and soil. acrc:s

Wildlife and habitat

Information regarding the environment affected by this project is covered by other sections of this

Disturb O.S acres of previously disturbed soil

Construction : No information
Ernucnt : construction water

Storm Waler Pollu.ion Prevention Plan
in place at INEL

Minimal short-term impact on biodiversity ,

Previously disturbed soil ; prevent soil
erosion; reseed

productivity , and animal displacement and
mortality within major facility area

EIS, as summarized and referenced in Section C-3.1. The potential environmental effects associated
with this project are summarized in Table C-4.3.4-1. This table is complemented by information on

Potential mitigative measurcs··c

Project would be in major facility area;
prcviously disturbed soil

disturbed
Water resources

major facility area.)

Potential impacta,b

Historic , archaeological .
or cultural resources

Survey completed . no sites identified

None required

Air resources

Radiological operational emissions
2.0 x 10-5% of NESHAP dose limit
To:a:ie Air Pollutants crAPs)
Nl'ne
Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSO>
None

Facility design. safety analysis.
inspection and surveillance. annual
reporting

Human health

Radiation e:a:oosures and cancer risk
Muimally e~sed individual:
2.0 x 10 mrem/yr
1.0 x 10- 12 latent cancer fatalities/yr
80-km (SO-mile) population:
Year 2000: not operational
Year 2010: 1.9 x 10-5 person rem/y r
9 .S x 10-9 latent cancer fatalitiesfyr
Nonradiological e ffects - No emissions

Access control, facility design, safety
analysis. inspection and surveillance.
annual reporting requirements; monitor
ECAs during construction

Transportation

Construction (onsile truck trips) :
Nonradiological - 15 .6
Operation (onsite truck trips per year):
Nonradiological - 0 .1
Radiological - 0.2

Use of approved transport vehicles and
containers. qualified equipment
operators . and shipment manifesling
procedure

Waste management

Construction (m l ): industrial waste - 576
Operation (m 3 /yr): low-level waste - 8
industrial waste - I

Waste minimization and recycling
programs in place at INEL

Socioeconomic
conditions

Construction: 35 10 40 subcontractor personncl
Operation: No additional workers

None required

environmental impacts in Section C-3 .2 and on mitigation of impacts in Section C-3.3. Other
applicable issues are discussed in Section C-3.4.

PROJECT-SPECIFIC OPTIONS:

~

- Under this option, no additional calcine storage would be constructed. This option

corresponds to Alternative A (No Action) evaluated in this EIS.

Eliminate or Reduce Generation of Calcine - Under this option, high-level liquid waste would be
stored and not converted to calcine. This option corresponds to Alternative C (Minimum Treatment,
Storage, and Disposal) evaluated in this EIS .

Convert Existing Calcine to Another Form - Under this option, a calcine conversion facility would
be developed and constructed to convert the existing calcine to another form. This option
corresponds to Alternatives B (Ten-Year Plan) and C (Minimum Treatment, Storage, and Disposal)
evaluated in this EIS. Storage facilities for the other waste form ",ay need to be developed and
constructed .

Store Idaho Chemical Processing Plant Calcine at Other DOE Facilities - Under this option, Idaho
Chemical Processing Plant calcine would be transferred to another DOE facility for storage. If sited
at a location other than the Idaho Chemical Processing Plant, costs would be high because of the need

a. Definition of acronyms : ECA - environmentally co ntrolled area; NESHAP - National Emission Standards for
Hazardous Air Pollutants .
b. Potential impacts an: described further in Section C-J .2.
c. Mitigative measures arc described further in Section C-J.J .

to design and/or certify transportation containers/casks for transport of the solid wastes. This option
would involve transport of wastes that is not allowed by DOE orders and is not evaluated in this EIS.

C-4.3.4-3
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Project Data Sheet
G Descriptionlfunction:

Rev. 10

New Calcine Storage

e
n WAG

e EIS Alter. (A B C or D):
r SNF or Waste stream :
i Action type :
c Structure Type :
Size: (m3)
I
n
Other features:
f
(Pits, ponds, power
/water/sewer lines)
0
Location:
Inside/outside of fence
Inside/outside of bldg .
C Cost($): PreConst.
0 Cost($) : Const.
n Schedule Start /End: PreConst.
s Schedule Start /End: Const.
t No. of workers: (new/exist)
r Heavy EqUip.
Equip. used:
Trips:
u
c Acres Disturbed: New
t
Previous
i
Reveqetated
0 Air Emissions:
n
(None / Ref.)

I Effluents:
Type:
n
Quantity: (liters)
f
0 Solid wastes:
Type:
Quantity: (m3)
Haz.IToxic Chemicals:
Storagelinventory

3
D
HLW
New
Storage Bin
1,700
None

Inside ICPP
Outside existing bins
$5 Mil.
$17 Mil.
2001 - 2004
2004 - 2006
35 - 40 Subs.
See Table
C-4.3 .4-1
0
0 .5
0
See Belanger et al. 1995

C Cultural resource effects:
0 Pits/ponding created: (m2)
n Water usage: (liters)
5 Energy requirements:
t
Electrical: (MWH/yr)
Fossil fuel: (liters)
Nightlights used: YIN
Night YIN
General", :
Day YIN
0 Cost($): Operation:
p Schedule Start /End:
e No. of workers: (new/exist)
r Heavy EqUip.
Equip. used:
Trips:
a
t Air Emissions:
i
(None / Ref.)
0

Minimal
60 560 Diesel
3400 Propane
Yes
No
Yes
$200 kJyr
2004 - TBD
no new
See Table
C-4.3.4-1
See Appendix F,
Section 3

a Effluents:
I
I
n
f
0

r
m

i
0

n
Industrial
576
None

None identified
No
No information

n

a
t
Construction Water
No information

I

January 11, '95

Type:
Quantity:
(liters/Yr)
Solid wastes:
Type:
Quantity:
(m3/yr)
Haz.IToxic Chemicals:
Storage/inventory
Pits/ponds used: YIN (m2)
Water usage: (Iiters/yr)
Energy requirements:
Electrical: (MWH/yr)
Fossil fuel: (liters/yr)
Nightlights used: YIN
Generators:
Night YIN
Day YIN

None

LLW
8

Ind.
1
N/A
No
None
None
None
No
No
No

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

C-4.3.S RADIOACTIVE SCRAP/WASTE FACILITY

After corrosion was detected in Radioactive ScraplWaste Facility liners removed in 1988, an upgrade
program for the facility was begun. The upgrade program calls for all the existing waste in the
Radioactive ScraplWaste Facility to be relocated into new steel liners equipped with an impressed-

PROJECT NA ME: Radioactive ScraolWaste Facil ity

current cathodic protection system. In addition to this system, the new steel liners are further
GENERAL PROJECT OBJECTIVE: The general objective of this proposed project is to qual ify the

protected from the mildly to moderately corrosive nature of the soils at the Radioactive ScraplWaste

Radioactive ScraplWaste Facility for interim storage of high-level waste until a high-level waste

Facility by a 10-centimeter (4-inch) layer of noncorrosi ve sand slurry. This slurry is backfilled

repository is available.

around the steel liners at the time of emplacement.

PROJECT DESCRJPTION : Some of the material that would be a by-product from operation at the

The above project descriptio n was used for the analysis of potential consequences in Chapter 5 of

Fuel Cycle Facility may be classified as a high-level waste. Since no final repository is presently

Volume 2 of the SNF and INEL EIS where the project would be implemented under Alternatives B

available for high-level waste, Argonne National Laboratory-West proposes to store the high-level

(Ten-Year Plan), C (Minimum Treatment, Storage, and Disposal), and D (Maximum Treatment,

waste generated in the Fuel Cyc;e Facility at the Radioactive ScraplWaste Facility until a final

Storage, and Disposal). The project data sheet at the end of this project summary suppons the above

repository is available. The existing Radioactive ScraplWaste Facility has been used since 1965 to

project description.

store radioactive and radioactive mixed waste and material containing recoverable quantities of
nuclear material (that is, scrap) that can be reused or reprocessed . The Radioactive ScraplWaste

The proposed project would be located in an existing facility within a major facility area (Argonne

Facility is a 1.6-hectare (4-acre) facility in which waste or scrap is stored in carbon steel pipes, called

National Laboratory-West) . (See Figure C-I-I for location and Section C-3.2 for a discussion of

liners. The Radioactive ScraplWaste Facility has a grid of 27 rows with about 50 storage pipes per

projects within an existing facility.)

row, for a tota) capacity of approximately 1350 potential storage locations. Storage volume is about
Information regarding the environment affected by this project is covered by other sections of this

193 cubic meters (6,800 cubic feet) .

EIS, as summarized and referenced in Section C-3.1. The potential environmental effects associated
Because of the radioactive fields that would be associated with the waste (regardless of its

with this project are summarized in Table C-4.3.5- I . This table is complemented by information on

classification; for example, mi xed, low-level , transuranic, or high-level) and scrap stored at the

environmental impacts in Section C-3 .2 and on mitigation of impacts in Section C-3.3. Other

Rad ioactive ScraplWaste Facility, special handling and storage would be required. The waste and

applicable issues are discussed in Section C-3 .4.

scrap would be placed into containers within shielded hot cells using remote methods. The containers
would be sealed remotely and transferred to the Radioactive ScraplWaste Facility in a shielded cask.

PROJECT-SPECIFIC OPTIONS:

The Radioactive ScraplWaste Facility provides shielding to protect personnel working in the facility
fro m gamma radiation fields associated with the waste or scrap. The necessary shielding is provided

No Action - Under this option, high-level w""le would be accumulaled in Ihe Fuel Cycle Facility or

by a "shield ring" that provides a tight interface between the cask and the storage liner where the

the Hot Fuel Examination Facility . This option corresponds to Alternative A (No Action) evaluated

material is placed . Once filled , the liner would be closed with a 76-centimeter (30-inch) concrete

in this EIS .

shield pl ug th at is welded to the liner. The top of the shield plug would be a maximum of 10
centimelers (4 inches) above the ground surface. The ground provides the necessary shielding.

C-4.3.5-1
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Table C-4.3.S-1. Summary of potential environmental impacts of the Radioactive Scrap/Waste
Facility Project under Alternative B.
Potential impact"

Environmental attribute

Potential mitigative measurcs b

Geology and soil. acres
disturbed

None (no disturbed soil)

Project would be in existing facility

Water resources

None expected

None required

Wildlife and habitat

None

Project would be in existing facility

Historic . archaeological, or
cultural resources

None

Project would be in existing facility

Air resources

No increase over existing facility

None required

Human health

No increase over existing facility

None required

Transportation

None expected

None required

Waste management

None (no new waste generated)

None required

Socioeconomic conditions

Operation: 5 existing workers

None required

a. Potential impacts are described further in SectIOn C-3 .2.
b. Mitigative measures are described further in Section C-3 .3.
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Project Data Sheet
G Descriptionlfunction:

Radioactive Scrap/Waste Facility

e
n WAG
e EIS Alter. (A B C or D):
r SNF or Waste stream:
I Action type:
c Structure Type:
Size: (m2)
I
Other features:
n
f
(Pits, ponds, power
0
/water/sewer linest
Location:
Inside/outside of fence
Inside/outside of bldo.
0 Cost($): Operation:
p Schedule Start /End:
e No. of workers: (new/exist)
Equip. used:
r Heavy Equip.
a
Trips:
t Air Emissions:
(None / Ref.)
I

9
B C 0
HLW TRU LLW MLLW
Operation w/ existino Fac.
Use Existing RSWF
16 ,000
(ANL-W Bld-771)
None

Outside ANL-W 0.8 mile N.E.
Outside ANL-771 (RSWF)
No increase
1997 - TBD
5 Project
See Table
C-4.3.5-1
See Belanger et al. 1995

0

n Effluents:

a
I

Type:
Quantitv:

None
(Iiters/yr)

,

Rev. 10

Solid wastes:
Type:
n
(m3/yr)
f
Quantity:
0 Haz.fToxic Chemicals:

r

January 11, '95

None
None

Stor~elinventory

m Pits/ponds used: YIN (m2)
a Water usaoe: (Iiters/yr)
t Energy requirements:
I
Electrical: (MWH/yr)
0
Fossil fuel: (Iiters/yr)
n Niohtliohts used: YIN
Generators:
Night YIN
Dav YIN

No
None
989
2400
Yes
No
480 V 3 Phase

C-4.4.1 PRIVATE SECTOR ALPHA-CONfAMINATED MIXED
LOW-LEVEL WASTE TREATMENf
C-4.4 PROJECTS RELATED TO TRANSURANIC WASTE

PROJECT NAME: Private Sector Alpha-Contaminated Mixed Low-Level Waste Treatment

GENERAL PROJECT OBJECTIVE: The general objective of the proposed Private Sector AlphaContaminated Mixed Low-Level Waste Treatment Project would be to provide private sector
treatment of a1pha-contaminated mixed low-level wastes, and possibly transuranic waste, and small
amounts of low-level waste and mixed low-level waste presently stored at the INEL. It might also
provide treatment of similar buried wastes that may be retrieved during environmental restoration
projects at the INEL. Wastes from other DOE sites and the commercial sector may also be treated at
the facility. Treatment of alpha-contaminated mi xed low-level wastes would be sufficient to allow
disposal in accordance with DOE Order 5820.2A (DOE 1988) and Resource Conservation and
Recovery Act Land Disposal Restrictions. T reatment of transuranic waste would be sufficient to
allow disposal in the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant.

PROJECT DESCRJPTION: This project would provide for the processing of alpha-contaminated
mixed low-level wastes, transuranic waste, and possibly small amounts of low-level waste and mixed
low-level waste by the private sector.

The DOE-Idaho has solicited feasibility studies for this endeavor from private industry. The options
could range from use of their own existing facility upgraded to treat the waste, to building a
commercial regional waste treatment facility. It is expected that a nonreactor nuclear facility would
be used to process and package alpha-contaminated mixed low-level wastes (for treatment purposes
this is defined as anything less than 100 nanocuries per gram) and transuranic waste as required, as
well as small amounts of low-level waste and mixed low-level waste.

The specifics of the treatment process and system components would be determined by the private
sector supplier. Expected throughput volumes would be approximately 2,000 cubic meters per year
(2,400 cubic yards per year) of alpha-contaminated low-level waste and 4.000 cubic meters per year
(4,800 cubic yards per year) of transuranic waste. Based upon current descript ions of INEL wastes ,
likely requirements for disposal of the treated waste products. and known available treatment process
technologies, the following general treatment process system technical description is provided.
C-4.4-1
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Treatment would begin upon receipt of the wastes at the Private Sector Alpha-

The proposed project would involve new construction assumed to be outside major facility areas .

Contaminated Mixed Low-Level Waste Treatment plant site. A receiving inspection and

(See Figure C-I-I for assumed location and Section C-3.2 for a discussion of new construction

appropriate characterization of the wastes would be conducted sufficient to ensure the

outside major facility areas.)

wastes are acceptable for receipt and treatment within the constraints of the facility
design and permits . Based upon inspection and characterization, waste containers would

A location outside the INEL site also might be chosen for this project. For assessing the

be sorted and segregated to expedite subsequent processing. Containers would likely be

transportation and air impacts, such a location was assumed because this location would be closer to

vented, opened, and contents dumped for further sorting and processing as needed .

offsite individuals and would involve both onsite and offsite transportation.

Bulk waste volume processing would proceed involving some combination of physical

Information regarding the environment affected by this project is covered by other sections of this

and chemical processing to remove or destroy hazardous organics, remove or stabilize

EIS, as summarized and referenced in Section C-3.1. The potential environmental effects associated

toxic metals in a solid material , and stabilize radionuclides in a solid material as per

with this project are summarized in Table C-4.4. I-1. This table is complemented by information on

specified treated waste disposal acceptance requirements. The most likely bulk volume

environmental impacts in Section C-3 .2 and on mitigation of impacts in Section C-3.3 . Other

treatment processes would include a combination of thermal treatments involving

applicable issues are discussed in Section C-3.4.

desorption and high-temperature oxidation/combustion of organics. followed by
stabilization of ash and solid residues. A range of potential final stabilization media

PROJECT-SPECIFIC OPTIONS:

would be possible, such as cements, polymers, or glass/ceramics. One or more may be
used to produce a final solid product for disposal.

~

- This option would be the deferral of treatment of alpha-contaminated mixed low-level

wastes. This option corresponds to Alternative A (No Action) evaluated in this EIS . This option
The treated solid waste products would be assayed, certified, and appropriately packaged

would involve the continued storage of the waste.

for return transport from the Private Sector Alpha-Contaminated Mixed Low-Level
Waste Treatment to the Radioactive Waste Management Complex for storage awaiting

DOE Treatment - Under this option, the waste would be treated at a DOE operated facility . This

disposal , or transponed directly to an approved permanent repository, if available.

option also corresponds to Alternatives B (Ten-Year Plan) and D (Maximum Treatment, Storage, and
Disposal) evaluated in this EIS. The Idaho Waste Processing Facility (see Section C-4.4.3) would

Future private sector initiatives would address additional INEL waste streams. These additional waste

treat the same waste streams and achieve the same treatment requirements as the Private Sector

streams will be less hazardous and of smaller volume than the alpha-contaminated mixed low-level

Alpha-Contaminated Mixed Low-Level Waste Treatment. The primary differences between the Idaho

wastes and transuranic wastes.

Waste Processing Facility and the Private Sector Alpha-Contaminated Mixed Low-Level Waste
Treatment facility are in how they are funded and operated: The Idaho Waste Processing Facility

The above project description was used for the analysis of potential consequences in Chapter 5 of

would be DOE funded and contractor operated, while the Private Sector Alpha-Contaminated Mixed

Volume 2 of the SNF and INEL EIS where the project would be implemented under Alternatives B

Low-Level Waste Treatment facility would be privately owned and operated. Upon completion of

(Ten-Year Plan) and D (Maximum Treatment, Storage, and Disposal) . The project data sheet at the

preliminary designs and associated evaluations, a single facility would be chosen to process the

end of this project summary supports the above project description.

wastes. The selection of the treatment facil ity is scheduled to occur in 1997.
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Table C-4.4.1-1. Summary of potential environmental impacts of the Private Sector AlphaContaminated Mixed Low-Level Waste Treatment Project under Alternative B.
Environmental attribute

Potential impact··b

Geology and soil. acres
disturbed

Disturb 200 acres of previously und isturbed soil;
no conflict with existmg land use policies

Prevcnt soil/wind erosion

Water resources

Water usc : No information
Effluents : construction water

Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan
in place at INEL

Wildlife and habitat

Loss of biodiversity and habitat productivity ;
animal displacement and mortality; potential for
habitat fragmentation

Avoid wetlands. aquatic resources, and
critical habitats ; prevent soil erosion ;
rcseed

Historic
archaeological, or
cultural resources

Unknown number of sites

Conduct and record survey ; mitigate
according to applicable requirements
(Section {:-3 .3.4)

Air resources d

Potential mitigative measures·'c

Facility design, waste acceptance
safety analysis , in~pection and
surveIllance, annual reporting

crite~a .

Human healthd

Radiation exposures and cancer risk
MaxlmaUy e~sea mdlvldual :
4.6 x 10- mrem/yr (alpha)
2.3 x 10j9 latent eancer fatalities/yr
4.2 x 10- mrem/yr (transuranie)
2 .1 x 10-7 latcnt cancer fatalities/yr
80-krn (50-mile) population :
Year 2000: 0.015 pers~n-rem (alpha)
8 .0 x 10' latent cancer fatalities/yr
1.4 perso%rem (transuranic)
7.0 x 10 latent cancer fatalities/yr
Year 2010: 0.017 per;wn-rem (alpha)
9.0 x 10 latent cancer fatalities/yr
1.6 pers0!:lirem (transuranic)
8.0 x 10 latent cancer fatalities/yr
Nonradiolol!ical effects
Neghglble Impact on health effects expected

Access control, facility design , safety
analysis , inspection and surveillance.
annual reporting requirements

Transportation e

Construction (offs ite truck trips) :
Nonradiological - 47 .6
Operation (offSite truck trips per year) :
Nonradiological - 8.7
Radiological - 1022

Use of approved transport vehicles and
containcrs, licensed casks, qualified
equipme!1t operators. and shIpment
mamfestlng procedure

Waste management

Construction ~m3) : industrial waste - 1,750
Operation (m Iyr) : transuranic waste - 57 ; lowlevel waste - 100; mixed low-level waste - 170;
industrial waste - 320

Waste minimization and recycling
programs in place at INEL

Socioeconomic
conditions

Construction : 532 to 768 subcontractor personnel
Operation : 71 subcontractor personnel

None required

a. Defmition of acronyms : NESHAP - National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants; RWMC Rad ioactive Waste Management Complex.
b. Reference location for impact analysis except for transportation and air impacts; 4 kilometers (2.5 miles) east of the
Radioactive Waste Management Complex . For transportation and air impacts ana lyses. a location o ff the INEL site was
assumed . Potential impacts are descnbed further in Section C-3.2.
c. MitiEative measures are described further in Section C-3.3.
d . Alpha low-Ievcl and transuranic waste would not be treated concurrently .
e. The number of shipments includes transportation of waste from the Transura nic Storage Area (TSA) Enclosu re and
Storage Project to the facility. and transportation of treated waste and minor amounts o f generated waste back t. the TSA
Enclosure and Storage Project for interim storage pending offsite disposal.
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Project Data Sheet
G Descriptionlfunction:

e
n WAG

e EIS Alter. (A B C or D):

,

U\

r SNF or Waste stream:
i Action tvoe:
c Structure Type:
Size: (m2)
I
n
Other features:
(Pits, ponds, power
f
Iwaterlsewer lines)
0
Location:
Inside/outside of fence
Inside/outside of blda.
C Cost($): PreConst.
0 Cost($): Const.
n Schedule Start lEnd: PreConst.
s Schedule Start lEnd: Const.
t No. of workers: (new/exist)
Equip. used:
r Heavy Equip.
Trips:
u
c Acres Disturbed: New
t
Previous
Reveaetated
i
0 Air Emissions:
n
(None I Ref.)

Rev. 13

Private Sector Alpha-MLLW
Treatment
Private
B D
Alpha-MLLW
TRU
New
Building
2,000

C Cultural resource effects:

Roads, water, power, sewer

0
p

0

n

s
t

e
(For analysis purposes only)
Outside RWMC
(2.5 miles east)
$30 -50 Mil.
$250 - 350 Mil.
1995 - 1997
1997 - 2000
532 - 768 Subs
See Table
C-4.4 .1-1
200
0
0
See Belanger et al. 1995

r
8

t
I

or<
c:

~
trI
N

Construction Water
No information

No information

No information
No information
Yes
No
Yes
$7.8 Mil.lyr Private Sector
2000 - 2005
71 Subs. (Private Sector)
See Table
C-4.4.1-1
See Appendix F,
Section 3

n
8

I
I
n
f
0

r
m

t
i
0

n
Industrial
1 750

No information
No
No information

0

a
I Effluents:
Type:
n
Quantity: (liters)
f
0 Solid wastes:
Type:
Quantity: (m3)
Haz.fToxic Chemicals:
Storaae/inventorv

Pits/oondina created: (m2)
Water usaae: (liters)
Energy requirements:
Electrical: (MWH/yr)
Fossil fuel: (liters)
Niahtliahts used: YIN
Generators:
Night YIN
Dav YIN
Cost($): Operation:
Schedule Start lEnd:
No. of workers: (new/exist)
Equip. used:
Heavy Equip.
Trios:
Air Emissions:
(None I Ref.)

January 16, '95

Effluents:
Type:
Quantity:
(literslyr)
Solid wastes:
Type:
(m3/vr)
Quantitv:
Haz.fToxic Chemicals:
Storaae/inventorv
Pits/ponds used: YIN (m2)
Water usaae: -iliterslvr)
Energy requirements:
Electrical: (MWH/yr)
Fossil fuel: (liters/Yr)
Niahtliahts used: YIN
Generators:
~ ight YIN
Dav YIN

None Released

TRU
57

LLW
100

MLLW
170

No information
No
No information
No information
No information
Yes
No
No

Ind.
320

C-4.4.2 RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT COMPLEX
MODIFICATIONS TO SUPPORT PRIVATE SECTOR TREATMENT OF

low-level waste. The new transportation facility would be required only if treatment services were
provided at a significant distance from the Radioactive Waste Management Complex . It would have
the capability to stage and transport approximately 680 drum equivalents per day. It would have

ALPHA-CONTAMINATED MIXED LOW-LEVEL WASTE

equipment and facilities for both sending and receiving and for providing necessary administrative
support to these activities.

PROJECT NAME: Radioactive Waste Management Complex Modifications to Support Private Sector
Treatment of Alpha-Contaminaled Mixed Low-Level Wasle

Because sending alpha-contaminated mixed low-level waste and transuranic waste to a private facility
would accelerate retrieval of these wastes from storage, air emissions of radioactive and hazardous

GENERAL PROJECT OBJECTIVE: The general objective of this proposed project would be to
provide Radioactive Waste Management Complex facility enhancements on a schedule that supports

private-sector treatment of alpha-contaminated mixed low-level waste and transuranic waste stored at
the INEL.

materials from the Transuranic Storage Area Retrieval Enclosure may increase over those expected
during normal retrieval operations. Releases would be expected to occur because of the presence of
breached waste containers. Control of any such potential emissions from the Transuranic Sturage
Area Retrieval Enclosure would be performed as a separate element of this project. Particulate
emissions would be cOl1lrolled by filtration. Volatile organic compound emission controls may also

PROJECT DESCRIPTION : Modifications to the Radioactive Waste Management Complex would be
needed to support the transport of alpha-contaminated mixed low-level waste and transuranic waste to
a privately ow ned and operated waste treatment facility. If such a facility were chosen for

be required to maintain applicable standards. It is unlikely that accelerating the schedule by one order
of magnitude would exceed a limit, but the accelerated retrieval schedule may increase the emissions
unl ess control systems are installed.

implementation, additional waste retrieval , venting, and exami nation facilities would be required to be
operational by October 2000, to support both send ing the waste offsite for treatment and receiving it

back onsile after treatment.

The air emissions and air concentrations of hazardous constituents from the Transuranic Storage Area
Retrieval Enclosure have been compared with applicable standards and in all instances the emissions
were at least two orders of magnitude below the Idaho Toxic Air Pollutants Emission Limit. The

Approval of treatment of alpha-contaminated mixed low-level waste and transuranic waste at a private
facility would require that the following facilities be constructed at the Radioactive Waste

effective dose equivalent from radiological emissions for this project is several orders of magnitude
below the National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants. Planned high-efficiency

Management Complex :

particulate air filtration during accelerated retrieval would prevent exceeding regulatory limits for
radionuclides.

New examination and assay facilities to supplement the Stored Waste Examination Pilot
Plant

The above project description was used fo r the analysis of potential consequences in Chapter 5 of
Volume 2 of the SNF and IN EL EIS where the project would be implemented under Alternatives B

Transportation facilities to stage drums and boxes for transport to the private facility and
to receive returning drums of treated waste.

end of this project summary supprrts the above project description.

The new examination and assay facility built to support offsite private Naste treatment would have
capabil ities to examine the contents of drums and other shipping containers and to obtain required
sa mples for waste acceptance analyses. It would also have assay equipment for certification of

C-4 .4. 2-1

(Ten-Year Plan) and 0 (Maximum Treatment, Storage, and Disposal). The project data sheet at th e
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The proposed project would be located within a major facility area (the Radioactive Waste
Management Complex) and would be integral with existing facilities. (See Figure C-I-I for location
and Section C-3 .2 for a discussio n of new construction in a major facility area.)
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Information regarding the environment affected by this project is covered by other sections of this
EIS , as summarized and referenced in Section C-3. 1. The potential environmental effects associated

Table C-4.4.2-1. Summary of potential environmental impacts of the Radioactive Waste
Management Complex Modifications to Suppon Private Sector Treatment of Alpha-Contaminated
Mixed Low-Level Waste Project under Alternative B.
Environmental attribute

Potential impact"b

Potential mitigat ive measures·,t

with this project are summarized in Table C-4.4 .2-1. This table is complemented by information on
environmental impacts in Section C-3.2 and on mitigation of impacts in Section C-3 .3. Other
applicable issues are discussed in Section C-3.4.

PROJECT-SPECIFIC OPTIONS :

Geology and soil . acres
disturbed

Disturb less than I acre of previously disturbed
soil

Project wo uld be w ilhin majo r facility
area ; previously disturbed soil

Water resources

Construction : water use minimal
Ernucnt: construction water

Stonn Water Pollution Prevention Plan
in place at IN EL

Wildlife and habitat

Minimal short-tcnn impact on biodivers ity.
productivity and animal displacement and
mo rtalily within major facil ity area

Project wo uld be within majo r fac ility
area; prevent soil erosion ; reseed

Unknown numbe r o f sites

Conduct and repo rt survey; mitigate
according to applicable requirements
(Section C-3 .l .4) . Project wo uld be in
existing facility

Air resources

Radiological oocrationa l cminions
0 .0077% of NESHAP dose limit
Toxjc Air Pollutants crAPs) . None
Prevention "If Significant Deterioration (PSDl
16% • ~4· hr PM, Class )), public highways

None required

Human health

Radiation exposures and canccr ri!ik

None required

I

~

- Under this option Radioactive Waste Management Complex modifications would not be

completed. This option corresponds to Alternatives A (No Action) and C (Minimum Treatment,

Historic, a rchaeological ,

or cultural resources

Storage, and Disposal) evaluated in this EIS. Under this option, the Private Sector AlphaContaminated Mixed Low-Level Waste Treatment Facility (see Section C-4.4. I) would not be
constructed, and therefore, the Radioactive Waste Management Complex modifications would not be
rtQuired to suppon this effon.

Ma;~~a~IYI~T'~;:~~::~~~~~~)

3 .S x 10- 10 latent cancer fata lities/yr
SO-km (SO-mile) population:
Year 2000 : 2 .4 x 10. 3 person rem/yr
Year 2010: 2 .6 x 10-3 person rem/yr
1.3 x 10.6 latcnt cancer fata lities(y r
Nonradio logica l effects
Negligible impact on health effects expected.
Transportation d

Const ruction (onsite truck trips) :
Nonradiologi t al • 41
Operation (truck trips per year ):
Nonradiologica l - 2 .7 onsite
Radiological - 2.9 onsite ; 1006 o ffsite

Usc o f approved transport vehicles and
containe rs , liecnsed casks. qualified
equipment operators. a nd shipmc nt
ma nifesting procedure

Waste management

Construction 1m3): industrial waste - IS00
Operation (m Iyr): low-level waste - SO
mixcd low-level waste· 50
industrial wastc - 100

Waste minimi7..3lion a nd recycling
programs in place at INEL

Socioeconomic
conditions

Construction : 60 subcontracto r pe rsonnel
Operation: 100 existing workers

None required

a . Definition o f acronyms : NESHAP - National Emilision Standards fo r Hnardous Ai r Pollutants.
b . Refere nce location for impact a nalysis : 4 kilometers (2 .5 miles) cast of the Radioactive Waste Management
Complex . Potentia l im pacts a rc described further in Section C ·3 .2.
e . Mitigative measures are described further in Section C-l .l .
d . All offsite s hipments in suppo rt o f the Private Scctor Alpha ~,t ixed Low-Leve l Waste Facilily would be transpo rted
through this facility .

C-4.4.2-3
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Project Data Sheet
G Description/function:

e
n

e WAG
r EIS Alter. (A B C or D):

,

()
~

~

,

N
VI

i SNF or Waste stream:
c Action type :
Structure Type:
Size: (m2)
I
n
Other features:
f
(Pits, ponds. power
Iwater/sewer lines)
0
Location:
Inside/outside of fence
Inside/outside of bldg.
C Cost($): PreConst.
0 Cost($): Const.
n Schedule Start /End: PreConst.
s Schedule Start /End: Const.
t No. of workers: (new/exist)
r Heavy Equip.
Equip. used:
u
Trips:
c Acres Disturbed: New
t
Previous
i
Revegetated
0 Air Emissions:
n
(None / Ref.)
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RWMC Modifications to
Support Private Sector
Treatment of Alpha-MLLW
7
B D
TRU Alpha-MLLW
New - Expand
Building upgrades & new
Examination / Assay Facility
Expand RWMC capabilities

Inside RWMC
Outside / Inside
$38 Mil.
$85 Mil. total
1995 - 2000
1995 - 2000
60 Subs.
See Table
C-4.4.2-1
0
<1
0

C Cultural resource effects:
0 Pits/ponding created: (m2)
n Water usage: (liters)
s Energy requirements:
t
Electrical: (MWH/yr)
Fossil fuel: (liters)
Nightlights used: YIN
Generators:
Night YIN
Day YIN
0 Cost($): Operation:
p Schedule Start /End:
e No. of workers: (new/exist)
r Heavy Equip.
Equip. used:
Trips:
a
t Air Emissions:
i
(None / Ref.)

a Effluents:
I
I
n
f
0

m

<:
o
r

fm
..,

t

Construction Water
No information

i
0

n
Industrial
1 500
No information

See Belanger et al. 1995

n

a
I Effluents:
n
Type :
f
Quantity: (liters)
0 Solid wastes:
Type:
Quantity: (m3)
Haz.lToxic Chemicals:
Storage/inventory

No information
No information
Yes
No
Yes
$188 Mil. Total
2000 - 2005
100 ExistinQ
See Table
C-4.4.2-1

0

r
See Belanger et al. 1995

January 16, '95
None identified
No
Minimal

Type:
(Iiters/yr)
Quantity:
Solid wastes:
Type:
(m3/yr)
Quantity:
Haz_lToxic Chemicals:
Storage/inventory
Pits/ponds used: Y/N(m2)
Water usaae: (liters/yr)
Energy requirements:
Electrical: (MWH/yr)
Fossil fuel: (liters/yr)
Nightlights used: YIN
Generators:
Night YIN
Day YIN

None

LLW
50

MLLW
50
None

Ind.
100

No
No information
No information
No information
Yes
No
No

I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

C-4.4.3 IDAHO WASTE PROCESSING FACILITY

A stand-alone Idaho Waste Processing Facility located near the Radioactive Waste Management
Complex has been postulated for planning purposes and environmental impact analyses . Indeed , the
required design elements and operational capabilities for the facility are still in the process of being

PROJECT NAME: Idaho Waste Processing Facility

established. The final facility design may consist of a single building or several small buildings
GENERAL PROJECT OBJECTIVE: The general objective of the proposed Idaho Waste Processing

housing selected processing or treatment technologies. If multiple buildings were selected, theY 'may

Facility Project would be to design, construct. and operate a facility to provide treatment for alpha-

be located near the Radioactive Waste Management Complex or at various existing plant sites on the

contaminated low-level waste and transuranic waste stored at the INEL. Treatment would produce a

INEL. Existing buildings may be used to house some processing and treatment technologies.

final waste form acceptable for land disposal in accordance with applicable regulatory requirements.
Treatment capabilities for both alpha-contaminated low-level waste and transuranic waste could
This project would involve the treatment of mi xed wastes. Under the Federal Facility Compliance

include opening and sorting, pretreatment and treatment, and immobilization. The design throughput

Act of 1992, DOE is required to negotiate with states or the U.S . Environmental Protection Agency ,

would be 4,000 to 6 ,500 cubic meters per year (5,200 to 8,500 cubic yards per year). Each of these

as appropriate, to develop site treatment plans, including schedules and milestones, to develop

treatment processes is briefly described below:

treatment technologies and construct facilities that would treat mixed wastes. Decisions on these
treatment technologies and related facilities would be made in conjunction with negotiations already

Opening and Soning: Facilities would be provided for the capability to open and sort

underway with the State of Idaho pursuant to the Federal Facility Compliance Act, and after

the various sizes of barrels. boxes, and bins of waste. The waste is both contact-handled

appropriate National Environmental Policy Act review has been completed.

and remote-handled ; therefore, the systems to handle this waste will require some remote

PROJECT DESCRIPTION : The Idaho Waste Processing Facility would treat and process both alpha-

further processing .

capability . After opening, the waste would be inspected and sorted and segregated for

contaminated and transuranic-contaminated wastes to meet applicable requirements for land disposal .
The facility would be intended to provide treatment for waste stored at the INEL, but similar waste

Pretreatment and Treatment: In this part of the process, the contact-handled waste would

from other DOE sites and the commercial sector could be treated there. Because other avai lable

be sized in preparation for treatment of the hazardous co nstituents. This treatment could

treatment facilities may lack the necessary capabilities, the INEL's annually generated volume of 1600

be thermal. nonth ermal , or a combination of both. A thermal treatment would destruct

cubic meters (2100 cubic yards) of mixed low-level waste and incidental quantities of low-level

the hazardous and toxi c constituents. A nonthermal treatment could also be provided ,

beta/gamma wastes may also be treated at the Idaho Waste Processing Facility.

similar to a chemical wash system. Treatment wou ld probably also consist of a
decontamination process. The deco ntaminated materia: could be recycled or sent to the

The Idaho Waste Processing Facility would be constructed and operated in two phases: Phase I

immobil ization process . An amalgamation process would probably also be provided for

would treat both mixed and nonmixed alpha-contaminated low-level waste, and Phase 1/ would add

some metals, such as mercury. Some remote-handling capability would also be required

treatment capabilities for mixed and nonmixed transuranic waste. Treatment of alpha-contaminated

in these processes.

mixed low-level waste would be sufficient to allow land disposal in accordance with DOE Orders and

Immobilization: Immobilization processes would probably be provided whereby a waste

Resou rce and Conservation and Recovery Act Land Disposal Restrictions. Treatment of transuranic
waste would be sufficient to allow disposal at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant.

material would be converted to an environmentally stable configuration. Immobilization
treatments would probably include sulfur polymer cement. portland cement, or ironenriched basalt . These processes would fix loose materials in place within a matrix of

C-4.4 .3-1
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stable, inert material. Immobilization is a preferred treatment for a number of waste
forms , such as ashes, resin fines, and substances contaminated with heavy metals.

Table C-4.4.3-J. Summary of potential environmental impacts of the Idaho Waste Processing
Facility Phase I under Alternative B.
Potential impacta •b

Environmental attribute

The above project description was used for the analysis of potential consequences in Chapter 5 of

Potential mitigative mcasurcs·· c

Gcology and soil. ac res
disturbed

Disturb ~o acres of previously undisturbed soil; no
connie! with uisting land usc policies

Prevent soiUwinJ erosion

Water resou rces

Construction : No infonnation

Engineered confinement systems;
Storm Water Pollution Prevcntion
Plan in place at INEL

Volume 2 of the SNF and INEL EIS where the project would be implemented under Alternatives B
(fen-Year Plan) and D (Maximum Treatment, Storage, and Disposal). The project data sheet at the

~rn~~~n~o;s~~o~!~~rrs/ycar water use

end of this project summary supports the above project description.

Avoid wetlands, aquatic resourcc.!!.
and critical habitats ; prevent soil
erosion; reseed

Wildlife and habitat

The proposed project involves new construction assumed to be outside major facility areas. (See
Historic. archaeological.

Figure C-I-I for assumed location and Section C-3 .2 for a discussion of new construction outside
major facility areas.)

or cultural resources

Unknown number

or sites

Conduct and record surveysj mitigate
(~~t~~~1t~3 .j~f~icable reqUirements
Facility design . waste acceptance
criteria. sarety analys is. inspection
and surveillance. annual reporting

Air reso urces

Information regarding the environment affected by this project is covered by other sections of th is
EIS, as summarized and referenced in Section C-3 . 1. The potential environmental effects associated
with this project are summarized in Tables C-4.4.3-1 (phase I) and C-4.4.3-2 (phase II). These
tables are complemented by information on environmental impacts in Section C-3 .2 and on mitigation
of impacts in Section C-3 .3. Other applicable issues are discussed in Section C-3.4.

Human health

Radiation exposures and cancer risk

Ma:~~~IY18~~~~J:;(~1~~~)
9

::! .) x 10. latent cancer fatalitics/yr

Access control. facility design . safety
ana lysis. i n s~ ti o n al)d surveillance.
annual repo rtmg requIrements

80-km (50-mile) population :
Year 1000: Not operational
Year 1010: g . ~716~~~~nf~~~c~efa~l~ties/yr
Nonradiological effects: Negligible impact
expcctCd .

PROJECT-SPECIFIC OPTIONS:

No Action - This option would defer treatment of alpha-contaminated low-level waste. This option
corresponds to Alternative A (No Action) evaluated in this EIS . This option would involve the

Transportation d

Co nstruction (onsile truck trips):
Nonradiological - 47 .6
Operation (onslte lruck trips per year) :

~~~i-;I~~i~a~i~a~4-08 .7

continued storage of the waste.

indu strial waste - 1.750
lransuraniC' waste - 26
low-Ievc\ waste - 10
mixed low-level waste - 19
industrial wasle - 320

Waste management

Shioment Offsile - This option would provide for the transport and treatment of the waste at another
DOE site and would require construction of a treatment facility at the offsite location. This option
corresponds to Alternative C (Minimum Treatment, Storage, and Disposal) evaluated in this EIS.

Socioeconomic
conditions

Construction :
Operation:

1~5

peak.

n

ave rage subcontractor

16~~~?~ine~ workers

Privale Seclor Treatment - A Private Sector Alpha-Contaminated Mixed Low-Level Waste
Treatment Facility (see Section C-4.4.1) would be designed and evaluated in parallel with the Idaho
Waste Processing Facility . This option also corresponds with Alternatives B (fen-Year Plan) and D
(Maximum Treatment, Storage, and Disposal) evaluated in this EIS . The Private Sector AlphaContaminated Mixed Low-Level Waste Treatment facility could treat the same waste streams and

C-4 .4.3-3
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Waste minimization and recycling
programs in place at INEL

None required

Table C-4.4.3-2. Summary of potential environmental impacts of the Idaho Waste Processi ng
Facility Phase II under Alternative 8 .
Potential impact· ·b

Environmental attribute

Potential mitigative measures··e

achieve the same treatment requirements as the Idaho Waste Processing Facility. The primary
differences between the Idaho Waste Processing Facility and the Private Sector Alpha-Contaminated
Mixed Low-Level Waste Treatment facility would be in how they would be funded and operated .

Geology and soil. acres
disturtiCd

Disturb 20 acres of previously undisturbed soii; no
conOict with existing land usc policies

Prevent so il/wind erosion

Water n:source:s

Stonn Wate r Pollution Prevention
Plan in place at INEL

Wildlife and habitat

Avoid wetlands . aquatic
resources. and crillca l habitats;
prevent soil e rosion; reseed

Historie . archaeological.
or cultural resources

Sector Alpha-Contaminated Mixed Low-Level Waste Treatment facility would be privately owned and
operated. Upon completion of preliminary designs and associated evaluations. a single facility would
be chosen to process the wastes. The selection of the treatment facility is scheduled to occur in 1997 .

Unknown number of sites

Fl:cili~y design. waste, acceptance
cnlena , safety analYSIS .
inspection and surveillance,
annual reporting

Air resources

Human heahh

The Idaho Waste Processing Facility would be DOE funded and contractor operated. while the Private

Radiation exposures and cancer risk
Maximally exposed mdlvldual :

~:12 xmlc;:o/'!t~~~:~~~i?atalitiesfyr

8G-~~~Sf~~e)~r~~~n~nal
Year 1010:

i:g<;:arJ~~;;~t~:~~~;rra'ra'n~es/yr

Nonradio logical eff('<'lS
Negligible Impact 0 11 nca lth effects expected
Tnnsportationd

Construction (onsite truck trips):
Nonradiological - 47 ,6
Operation (onslte truck trips per year) :

Usc of approved transport
vehicles and containers. qualified
equipment o~ra lors. and
shipment manifesting procedure

8~;!ii~~i(~~~~~~ ;~nuss~~a~i~~!~t~ ~ 'lIO

Waste minimization and recycling
programs in place at INEL

Construction : 5S peak. 18 average s ubcontractor

None required

~~gi~I~~i~aii:aJ778,7

Waste management

low-level waste: - 30
mixed low-leve l waste - 24
industrial waste - no

Socioeconomic
conditions

Operation :

\6~s~~rs~\ng workers
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Project Data Sheet
G Description/function:

e
n WAG
e EIS Alter. (A B C or D):
r SNF or Waste stream:
j Action type :
c Structure Type:
Size: (m2)
I
n
Other features:
f
(Pits, ponds, power
/water/sewer lines)
0
Location:
Inside/outside of fence
Inside/outside of bldg.
C Cost($): PreConst.
0 Cost($) : Const.
n Schedule Start lEnd: PreConst.
s Schedule Start /End: Const.
I No. of workers: (new/exist)
Equip. used:
r Heavy Equip.
Trips:
u
c Acres Disturbed: New
I
Previous
i
Reveqetated
0 Air Emissions:
(None / Ref.)
n

Rev. 11

Idaho Waste Processing Facility
(IWPF) (Phase I) (Alpha-MLLW)
INEL
B 0
LLW MLLW Alpha-MLLW
New
Building
3,200
Support Facilities
2 mile road
power water sewer
(For analysis purposes only)
Outside RWMC
(2.5 miles east)

C Cultural resource eHects:
0 Pits/pondina created: (m2)
n Water usaqe: (liters)
5 Energy requirements:
I
Electrical: (MWH/yr)
Fossil fuel: (liters)
Niahtliqhts used: YIN
Generators:
Night YIN
Day YIN
0 Cost($): Operation:
p Schedule Start /End:
e No. of workers: (new/exist)
r Heavy Equip.
Equip. used:
Trips:
a
I Air Emissions:
i
(None I Ref.)

$430 Mil. total
1994 - 2004
2004 - 2008
145 Peak 72 Ava Subs
See Table
C-4.4.3-1
20
0
0

0

See Belanger et al. 1995

m

I
I
n
f
0

or<
c:

3:

I

i
0

n
Industrial
1 750

No information
120 k Diesel 25 k Propane
Yes
No
Yes
$40 MiI.lyr
2008 - TBD
167 Existinq
See Table
C-4.4.3-1
See Appendix F,
Section 3

n

r

Construction Water
No information

None identified
No
No information

a Effluents:

8

I Effluents:
Type :
n
Quantity: (liters)
f
0 Solid wastes:
Type:
Quantity: (m3)
Haz.fToxic Chemicals:
Storaqelinventorv

January 11, '95

Type:
(Iiters/yr)
Quantity:
Solid wastes:
Type:
(r,,3/yr)
Quantity:
Haz.fToxic Chemicals:
Storaqe/inventorv
Pits/ponds used: YIN (m2)
Water usage: (liters/yr)
Energy requirements:
Electrical: (MWH/yr)
Fossil fuel: (Iiters/vr)
Niqhtliqhts used: YIN
Generators:
Night YIN
Day YIN

No information

!T1
N

2!OJ

No Liquids

LLW
20

TRU MLLW Ind.
26
19
320
No information
No
20000 k

n1

No information
k Propane 2119 k Fuel Oil
Yes
No
No

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

o<

r

Project Data Sheet

c::

3:

I'T1
N

G Description/function :

e
n WAG

e EIS Alter. (A , B C or D) :
r SNF or Waste stream:
i Action type :
c Structure Type:
Size: (m2)
I
Other features:
n
(Pits, ponds, power
f
Iwaterlsewer lines)
0
Location:
Inside/outside of fence
Inside/outside of bldQ.
C Cost($) : PreConst.
0 Cost($) : Const.
n Schedule Start lEnd : PreConst.
s Schedule Start lEnd: Const.
t No. of workers: (new/exist)
Equip. used:
r Heavy Equip.
Trips:
u
c Acres Disturbed: New
Previous
t
i
Reveoetated
0 Air Emissions:
(None I Aef.)
n

Rev . 10

Idaho Waste Processing Facility
(lWPF) (Phase II) (TAU)
INEL
B D
TAU LLW MLLW Alpha-MLLW
New
Building
2 ,000
Support Facilities
2 mile road
Dower water sewer
(For analysis purposes only)
Outside RWMC
(2.5 miles east)

C Cultural resource eHects:
0 Pits/pondina created : 1m2)
n Water usaae: (fiters)
s Energy requirements:
Electrical: (MWH/yr)
t
t=ossil fuel : (liters)
Niahtliahts used: YIN
Generators:
Night YIN
Day YIN
0 Cost($) : Operation:
p Schedule Start lEnd:
e No. of workers: (new/exist)
Equip. used:
r Heavy Equip.
Trips:
a
t Air Emissions:
(None I Ref.)
i

$165 Mil. total
1994 - 2007
2007 - 2009
55 Peak 28 Ava Subs
See Table
C-4 .4.3-2
20
0
0

0

See Belanger et al. 1995

m

I
I
n
f
0

t
i
0

n
Industrial
1 750
No information

See Appendix F,
Section 3

a Effluents:

r

Construction Water
No information

No information
50 k Diesel 10k Propane
Yes
No
Yes
$40 Mil.lyr
2009 - TBD
167 ExistinQ
See Table
C-4.4 .3-2

n

a
I Effluents:
Type:
n
Quantity: (liters)
f
0 Solid wastes:
Type:
Quantity: (m3)
Haz.lToxic Chemicals:
StoraQe/inventorv

January 11, '95
None identified
No
No information

Type:
(liters/yr)
Quantity:
Solid wastes:
Type:
(m3/vr)
Quantitv:
Haz.lToxic Chemicals:
Sioraoe/inventorv
Pit',/Donds used: YIN (m2)
Water usaae: Cliters/vrl
Energy requirements:
Electrical: (MWH/yr)
Fossil fuel : (liters/yr)
Niahtliahts used: YIN
Generators:
Night YIN
Dav YIN

No Liquids

LLW
30

TAU
31

MLLW Ind.
24
320

No information
No
20000 k
No information
771 k Propane 2 119 kr Fuel Oil
Yes
No
No

C-4.4.4 SmpPINGffRANSFER STATION

Under this project the Stored Waste Examination Pilot Plant building would be expanded
(app roximately three times) or a new, enlarged building of a similar type would be constructed. The

PROJECT NAME: ShiDpingfTransfer Station

t xpanded Stored Waste Examination Pilot Plant facil ity is needed to inspect waste packages (including
boxes) to identify whether the waste is transuranic waste or alpha-contaminated low-level waste. The

GENERAL PROJECT OBJECTIVE: The general objective of the proposed INEL ShippingfTransfer

expanded Stored Waste Examination Pilot Plant facility would examine waste boxes that are not ·able

Station Proj~ct would be to provide a centralized facility to accept waste directly from storage or from

to be examined in the existing Stored Waste Examination Pilot Plant facility. The building would be

other INEL facilities for transport offsite to other DOE sites lEIS Alternative C (Minimum Treatment,

separated into three general areas: a two-story office and util ity area, including a control room that

Storage, and Disposal»). The waste types would include alpha-contaminated low-level waste that

overlooks the other two areas; an enclosed examination and testing area; and a large enclosed bay for

would be handled the same as the transuranic wastes, low-level waste, and mixed low-level waste.

transferring waste to and from the ShippingfTransfer Station. There would be three cranes in the

The entire INEL inventory of alpha-contaminated low-level waste is presently stored at the

bu ilding : a 5-ton bridge crane, a 3-ton gantry crane, and a I-ton monorail crane.

Radioactive Waste Management Complex. This waste needs to be retrieved, inspected, and prepared
for transportation before the waste can leave the Radioactive Waste Management Complex boundary.

The shipping facility would be located at the Radioactive Waste Management Complex (centralized

Low-level waste and mixed low-level waste are being generated at many sites throughout the INEL.

shipping facility) where approximately 60 percent of the waste to be transported originates. The

PROJECT DESCRIPTION : This project would provide for the design, construction, and operation of

transfer to the ShippingfTransfer Station and final shipment to the offsite treatment, storage, and

a ShippingfTransfer Station . All alpha-contaminated low-level wastes, low-level waste, and mixed

disposal facility. The expanded Stored Waste Examination Pilot Plant facility would be located at the

low-level waste would be transported from this facility to treatment, storage, and disposal facilities

Radioactive Waste Management Complex since characterization of alpha-contaminated low-level waste

under Alternative C (Minimum Treatment, Storage, and Disposal). In addition, an expansion of the

is required before transportation activities.

remaining 40 percent of the waste would be accumulated in existing storage facilities until subsequent

existing Stored Waste Examination Pilot Plant facility located at the Radioactive Waste Management
Complex would be required to identify alpha-contaminated low-level wastes for transport.

A similar project is considered (for transport of waste to the private sector) as part of modifications to
the Radioactive Waste Management Complex to support Private Sector Treatment of Alpha-

The new ShippingfTransfer Station would be designed to receive and transport all INEL a1pha-

Contaminated Mixed Low-Level Waste (see Section C-4.4.2).

contaminated low-level wastes, low-level waste, and mixed low-level waste. Waste would be received
directly from storage, other INEL facilities, or the Stored Waste Examination Pilot Plant after

The above project description was used for the analysis of potential consequences in Chapter 5 of

completing characterization . The waste would be loaded for transport offsite. The capability of

Volume 2 of the SNF and INEL EIS where the project would be implemented under Alternative C

loading and unloading approximately 6 to 8 semitrailer trucks (680 drum equivalents per day total)

(Minimum Treatment, Storage, and Disposal). The project data sheet at the end of this project

each working day would be required. The new building would have four enclosed load ing/unloading

summary supports the above project description.

bays, each about one-half the size of the Stored Waste Examination Pilot Plant bay, and office and
utility spaces. The new facility would be a pre-engineered metal structure with a total floor area of
2,800 square meters (3,300 square yards).

The proposed project would be located within a major facility area (the Radioactive Waste
Management Complex), possibly integral to an existing facility. (See Figure C-I-I for location and
Section C-3.2 for a discussion of new construction in a major facility area.)
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Information regarding the environment affected by this project is covered by other sect;ons of this
EIS, as summarized and referenced in Section C-3.1. The potential environmental effects associated
with this project are summarized in Table C-4.4.4-1. This table is complemented by information on
environmental impacts in Section C-3.2 and on mitigation of impacts in Section C-·3.3. Other

Table C-4.4.4-I. Summary of potential environmental impacts of the Shippingrrransfer Station
Project under Alternative C.
En'lt'ironmcnlal attribute

Potential impactl • b

Potent ial mitigative mcasurcs" c

Gcology and soil. acres
disturbed

Distum S ac res of previously undisturbed soil : no
conniel with existing land use policies

Project would be within m3jo r facility

Water resources

Construction: 3.200,000 liters
Operation : 2.000,000 liters/year
Efnucnu : 10,000,000 liters construction water

Engineered confinement systems;
Storm Water Pollution Prevention
Plan in place at INEL

WiltJlife and habitat

Loss of biodiversity and habitat productivity;
animal displacement and mortality: potential for
habitat fragmentation

Avoid wetlands. aquatic resources.
and critical habitat.s; prevent so il
erosion; reseed

Historic. archaeological ,

Unknown number of sites

Conduct and record survey; mitigate
according to applicable requirements
(C-3 .3.4)

Air resources

Radiological oocrational emissions
No informatio n
Toxic Air Pollutant!'> crAP!!)
None
Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSDl
None

Dcpends on expected emissions ; may
include enclos ures . filtration,
stabilization

Human heahh

Radiation exposures and cancer rj!'>k
No information
Nonradiological errects
No info rmation

Access co ntrol. facility design. safety
analysis, inspection and surveillance.
annual reporting

Transportation d

Construction (onsite truck trips) :
Nonradiological - 5.4
Operation (truck trips per yea r):
Nonradiological - 2.7 o nsite
Radiological - 2.9 ansitc; 1,4S90ffsite

Use of approved transpo rt vehicles
and containers, licensed cask!'>.
qualified equipmcnt operators , and
shipment manifesting procedure

Waste management

Construction (m3): indu!'>t rjal waste - 200
Operation (m 3/yr) : low-level waste - SO
mixed low-level waste - SO
industrial waste - 100

Wallie minimization and recycling
programs in place at INEL

Socioeconomic
conditions

Construction: 2S workers average/SO peak
subcontractor personnel
Operation: 12 existing. 10 ncw workers

None required

applicable issues are discussed in Section C-3.4.

PROJECT-SPECIFIC OPTIONS :
~

- Under this option, the Shippingrrransfer Station would not be constructed . This option

corresponds to Alternatives A (No Action), B (Ten-Year Plan), and D (Maximum Treatment, Storage,

or cultural resources

and Disposal) evaluated in this EIS .

Direct Shipment of Low-Level Waste and Mixed Low-Level Waste - This option locates the
shipping facility (for alpha-contaminated low-level wastes only) at the Radioactive Waste Management
Complex and requires the existing sites to store and transport low-level waste and mixed low-level
waste from the existing facilities (distributed shipping facilities). The expanded Stored Waste
Examination Pilot Plant facility would be located at the Radioactive Waste Management Complex
since this process is required before transportation activities. This option is bounded by the analysis
in this EIS.

a . Definition of ac ronyms : none .
b . Potential impacts arc described further in Section C-3 .2.
c . Mitigative measures are described further in Section C-3 .3.
d . All transportation of low-level and mixed low-level waste from Inc INEL under Altemative C (Minimum Treatment ,
Processing. and Disposal) are allocated to this project .
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Project Data Sheet
G Descriptionlfunction:

Rev. 11

Shipping / Transfer Station

e
n WAG

e EIS Alter. (A B C or D):
r SNF or Waste stream:
I Action type :
c Structure Type:
Size: (m2)
I
n
Other features:
(Pits, ponds, power
f
/water/sewer lines)
0
Location:
Inside/outside of fence
Inside/outside of bldg.
C Cost($): PreConst.
0 Cost($): Const.
n Schedule Start /End: PreConst.
s Schedule Start /End: Const.
t No. of workers: (new/exist)
r Heavy Equip.
Equip. used:
Trips:
u
c Acres Disturbed: New
t
Previous
Revegetated
i
0 Air Emissions:
(None / Ref.)
n

o<

r

c:

:::
rn

I Effluents:
Type:
n
Quantity: (liters)
f
0 Solid wastes:
Type:
Quantity: (m3)
Haz.IToxic Chemicals:
Storagelinventory

5
C
TRU (Alpha-LLW),

LLW,

MLLW

New
Building
2,800
None

Inside RWMC
Outside
$5 Mil.
$30 Mil.
1996 - 2002
2002 - 2004
50 Peak 25 Avg. Subs.
See Table
C-4.4.4-1
5
0
0
See Belanger et al. 1995

C Cultural resource effects:
0 Pits/pondinQ created: {m2}
n Water usaQe: (liters)
s Energy requirements:
t
Electrical: (MWH/yr)
Fossil fuel: Oiters)
Nightlights used: YIN
Generators:
Night YIN
Day YIN
0 Cost($): Operation:
p Schedule Start /End:
e No. of workers: (new/exist)
r Heavy Equip.
Equip. used:
Trips:
a
t Air Emissions:
i
(None / Ref.)

4,000
85 k Diesel 17 k Propane
Yes
No
No
$2.0 MiUyr
2004 - 2030
12 Existing, 10 new
See Table
C-4.4 .4-1
None

n

a Effluents:
I
I
n
f
0

r
m

i
0

n
Ind.
200

None identified
None
3200 k

0

a
t
Construction Water
10000 k

January 11, '95

Type:
(Iiters/yr)
Quantity:
Solid wastes:
Type:
Quantity:
(m3/yr)
Haz.lToxic Chemicals:
Storage/inventory
Pits[ponds used: YIN (m2)
Water usage: (liters/yr)
Energy requirements:
Electrical: (MWH/yr)
Fossil fuel: (Iiters/yr)
Nightlights used: YIN
Generators:
Night YIN
Day YIN

2000 liters

N

3:.;7

No information

LLW
50

MLLW
50

Ind.
100

200 liters
No
2000 k
4,000
150 k Diesel 30 k Propane
Yes
No
No

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

C-4.S.1 WASTE EXPERIMENTAL REDUCTION FACILITY
INCINERATION
C-4.5 PROJECTS RELATED TO LOW-LEVEL WASTE
PROJECT NAME: Waste Experimental Reduction FacililY Incineration

PURPOSE AND NEED FOR ACTION : The general objective of this proposed project is to provide
volume reduction of low-level waste and treatment of mixed low-level waste to render it
nonhazardous, or to meet land disposal restriction regulations.

The purpose of the proposed DOE action is to provide Resource Conservation and Recovery Actcompliant treatment capability for DOE mixed low-level waste and to reduce the volume of low-level
waste before disposal . The action would reduce the volume and toxicity of mixed low-level waste
and comply with Resource Conservation and Recovery Act regulations (40 CFR Part 268) and Idaho
Hazardous Waste Management Act requirements. In addition, the action would support continued
compliance with the following DOE Order 5820.2A (DOE 1988) requirement: "Waste treatment
techniques such as incineration, shredding, compaction, and solidification or other Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act-approved treatments to reduce volume and provide more stable waste
forms shall be implemented as necessary to meet disposal facility performance requirements .· The
proposed action would also aid DOE in fulfilling its responsibility for providing long-term
management of mixed low-level waste and low-level waste using methods that are technically and
environmentally sound .

This project would involve the treatment of mixed wastes. Under the Federal Facility Compliance
Act of 1992, DOE is required to negotiate with states or the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency ,
as appropriate. to develop site treatment plans. including schedules and mil estones. to develop
treatment technologies and construct facilities that would treat mixed wastes . Decisions on these
treatment technologies and related facilities would be made in conjunction with negotiations already
underway with the State of Idaho pursuant to the Federal Facility Compliance Act, and after
appropriate National Environmental Policy Act review has been completed .

Disposal of mixed low·level waste is constrained because of a shortage of treatment facilities and
disposal sites. To dispose of mi xed low· level waste in a"cordance with Resource Conservation and

VOLUME 2
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Recovory Act land disposal restrictions, the hazardous constituents must be treated unless the disposal

A solid waste feed system that automatically conveys the solid waste containers of low-

site(s) can demonstrate to U. S. Environmental Protection Agency that migration of hazardous

level waste, hazardous waste. and mixed low-level waste

constituents in the untreated waste will not occur. No site has been approved for disposal of mixed
low-level waste without treatment. Certain types of mixed low-level waste must be incinerated to

A liquid waste feed system and a burner assembly for incinerating waste in the primary

comply with the U. S. Environmental Protection Agency's technology-based treatment standards (40

(lower) chamber

CFR Part 268). Incineration is the technology-based treatment standard for most of the mixed lowAutomatic waste feed cutoff systems for both solid and liquid wastes

level waste at the INEL .

A primary (lower) chamber, where liquid and solid wastes are introduced and where

DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSED ACTION AND ALTERNATIVES: The proposed action is to

combustion takes place at starved air conditions for solid waste and excess air conditions

perform incineration of low-level and mixed low-level waste at the Waste Experimental Reduction

for liquid wastes

Facility. Under the no action alternative, incineration of waste would not be performed at the Waste
Experimental Reduction Facility . Two onsite alternatives were considered: (a) treat mixed low-level

A secondary (upper) chamber that acts as an afterburner for the unburned volatile gases

waste by methods other than incineration, and (b) construct and operate a new mixed low-level waste

from the wastes in the primary chamber, resuiting in very Iinle incomplete combustion

incinerator at the INEL. The offsite alternative involves treating low-level and mixed low-level waste

product emissions

at another DOE incinerator.
A combination of two dilution air streams and a shell-and-tube heat exchanger for
Proposed aCIion: This project would provide low-level waste and mixed low-level waste

cooling combustion gas before it reaches the air pollution control equipment

incineration at the Waste Experimental Reduction Facility. It will also modify the existing organic
An air pollution control system using baghouse and high-efficiency particulate air filters

liquid waste injection system to (a) provide the capability to incinerate either organic or aqueous
waste through direct injection into the Waste Experimental Reduction Facility incinerator and (b)

A bonom-ash removal system to remove ash through a cpoling hopper located in the rear

provide a location for liquid waste sampling, blending, and repackaging operations.

of the lower chamber.
The Waste Experimental Reduction Facility is an existing Resource Conservation and Recovery Act
interim status facility . The organic liquid waste injection system at the Waste Experimental Reduction
Facility is being modified as part of the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act Part B permining
process. Compaction and sizing of low-level waste is an ongoing activity at the Waste Experimental

Solid wastes would be charged from a conveyor system . The wastes would be packed in cardboard
boxes up to 2 by 2 by 2 feet. Boxes typically contain clothing, rags, plastics, and other combustible
materials .

Reduction Facility . An envi ronmental assessment for these operations has been prepared (DOE/EALiquid wastes would be fed to the incinerator through above-ground piping that is connected to drums

0843) (DOE 1994b).

located in the liquid waste feed shelter. The injection nozzle is designed to provide high-efficiency

The incinerator is a dual -chambered , controlled-air, combustion unit with a maximum rated

combustio n by atomizing the liquid waste into fine droplets.

combustion capacity of 5.5 mill ion Btu per hour. The incinerator system consists of the following:
Liquid wastes would be repackaged in boxes before incineration, as appropriate. This would typically
be done for wastes that cannot be fed through the liquid feed system. The in-box method of liquid
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waste incineration would consist of placing liquids in an approved absorbent and then processing them

continue generating low-level waste and mixed low-level waste during energy. defense, and
environmental restoration missions. In 1982, the Waste Experimental Redu ction Facility was

as solid waste.

established to develop and demonstrate low-level waste volume reduction and stabilization processes .
To provide a greater capability fo r processing not only hazardous and mixed organi c liquid waste, but

The Waste Experimental Reductio n Facility began low-level waste incineration in 1984. Most of the

also aqueous wastes, modifications to the existing organic liquid injectio n system would be required .

waste processed at the Waste Experi mental Reduction Facility has been low-level waste; however. a

These modifications would include (a) a dedicated ventilation system with redundant blowers

trial burn was conducted in 1986 for mixed low-level waste, demonstrating the Waste Experimental

exhausting to the Waste Experimental Redu ction Facility nonh stack; (b) the capability to process

Reduction Facility's ability to meet Resource Conservation and Recovery Act incineration

flammable liquids (as defined in 29 CFR 1910. 1(6); (c) the capability to sample, blend. and/or

requirements, and eight pilot mixed low-level waste incineration campaigns were performed during

repackage liquid wastes in support of waste management/processing activities; (d) the capability to

1989 and 1990. No incineration is currently being done. The facility has all required permits and is

inject up to 30 gallons per hour of aqueous wastes as a finely atomized stream into the lower chamber

not ex pected to be evaluated under the EPA's new "combustion strategy." Incineration at the Waste

of the Waste Experimental Reduction Facility incinerator; and (e) the capability to install blend and

Experimental Reduction Facility has been deferred pending the Record of Decision for this EIS.

hold tanks.

Low-level waste volume reduction activities are ongoing and are part of Alternative A (No Action) .

The automatic waste feed cutoff system would prevent the feeding of waste into the incinerator

Mixed low-level waste is generated at Test Area Nonh, Test Reactor Area, Idaho Chemical

primary chamber when key incineration cond itions fall outside the predetermined range. The system

Processing Plant, Central Facilities Area, Power Burst Facil ity, Radioactive Waste Management

would automatically lock out operation of the solid feed system and close valves in the liquid feed

Compler., Naval Reactors Facility, Argonne National Laboratory-West, and the Idaho Falls Facilities.

system until proper operating conditions are restored . All automatic waste feed cutoff parameters

Sources include environmental restoration, production operations, laboratory activities, construction,

would be set up to cause solid and liquid waste feed to be interrupted . Additionally, parametors that

maintenance, and research and development activiti:!S. The wastes consist of paint stripper and paint

require an immediate reduction in heat and /or offgas generation could be set up to also interrupt

chips, protective clothing, rags, absorbent, filters, solvents, oils, sludges, and laboratory wastes. The

auxiliary burner operation. The parameters chosen for the automatic waste feed cutoff system are

hazardous constituents consist of Resource Conservation and Recovery Act characteristic materials

those listed as "Group A" in the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency's Hazardous Waste

and listed materials, including organics, inorgani cs, and metals.

Incinerator Guidance. The operating limits for the automatic waste feed cutoff system (parameter set
points) would be determined fro m conditions demonstrated in the trial burn.

Mixed low-level waste is currently stored at various INEL facilities . The current inventory includes

Waste Experimental Reduction Facility operations were suspended in February 1991 to upgrade safety

Restriction requirements, this waste may be stored solely for the purpose of accumulati ng quant ities

documentation. operating procedures, and management systems. The documentation is being revised

sufficient to faci litate treatment. Currently, the Waste Experimental Redu ction Facility is the onl y

110 cubic meters (130 cubic yards) of incinerable mixed low-level waste. Based on Land Disposal

to reflect actual Waste Experimental Reduction Facility configurations and to comply with recently

operable DOE facility capable of incinerating INEL mi xed low-level waste; commercial incineration

issued DOE orders. The documentation and facility operational readiness would be evaluated and

of INEL mi xed low-level waste is not available. Future INEL activities are expected to generate

approved by DOE and contractor oversight teams before waste redu ction operations are resumed .

approximately 1,500 cubic meters (1950 cubic yards) of incinerable mi xed low-level waste each year.
Existing permined storage capacity is 1,800 cubic meters (2,300 cubic yards). Treatment capac ities

DOE needs to treat mixed low-level waste to comply with Resource Conservation and Recovery Act

must be available for th is newly generated mixed low-level waste.

requirements for storage and disposal, and to provide support for on · oing DOE activities that
generate mixed low-level waste. The INEL generates and , under all alternatives, is expected to
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The proposed action would involve incinerating mixed low-level waste at the Waste Experimental

~

- The no action alternative would be to continue storing INEL mixed low-level

Reduction Facility incinerator beginning in 1996. With the incinerator operational treatment capacity

waste at INEL and process incinerable low-level waste at a commercial faCility . Incineration of low-

of 1,700 cubic meters per year (2,200 cubic yards per year), the INEL permitted storage capacity for

level waste and mixed low-level waste would not be performed at the Waste Experimental Reduction

incinerable mixed low-level waste would not be exceeded through the year 2005 (Figure C-4.5. I-l).

Facility. Therefore, existing and future generated INEL mixed low-level waste and small quantities

The above project description was used for the analysis of potential consequences in Chapter 5 of

Through 1994, approximately 110 cubic meters (140 cubic yards) of incinerable mixed low-level

Volume 2 of the SNF and INEL EIS where the project would be implemented under Alternatives B

waste would be stored at the INEL. Based on projected generation rates, the INEL would exceed

(less than S cubic meters) of offsite-generated mixed low-level waste would require continued storage.

(Ten-Year Plan) and 0 (Maximum Treatment, Storage, and Disposal). The project data sheet at the

mixed low-level waste storage capacity by 1996. By the year 2005, approximately 12,000 cubic

end of this project summary supports the above project description.

meters (15,700 cubic yards) of incinerable mixed low-level waste would be stored in noncompliance
with the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act under the no action alternative (Figure C-4.S. 1-1).

Project-Specific Alternatives' The alternatives to the proposed action are described in the
Treat Incineroble Mixed Low-Level Waste by Methods Other than Incineration - The

following sections

treatment standards for most mixed low-level waste that have been established by the U.S .
Environmental Protection Agency are based upon the demonstrated capabilities of incineration.
Incineration is the technology-based treatment standard for most of the mixed low-level waste on the

1.000 , - - - - - - - - - -- - - -, - - ,---- - , - - - - - Legend

INEL. Few other technologies have been demonstrated that meet the standards. Therefore, the
application of other technologies (that is, stabilization and biological or chemical treatments) would

No Action CAlteml"'" A,

Propo •• d ActIOn CA"lmatto.oe B)
Ship Offatt, (Altemltlvi C)

,.
, .,.
.,'

IMEl Permitted 6torao. Capacity

require a period of tim~ (assumed to be beyond the year 2(05) for testing, demonstration, and
implementation on a production scale. The incinerable mixed low-level waste volumes requiring
storage would be similar to Alternative A (Figure C-4.5.1-1). The proposed action and impacts for
treatment of nonincinerable mixed low-level waste are described in Appendix C (Section C.4.6.4).
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waste. The incinerator would treat characteristic and listed hazardous constituents in mixed low-level
waste. Mixed low-level waste would continue to be stored until the incinerator is operational, and
thereafter, mixed low-level waste would be stored for a short time until sufficient quantities were
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Figure C-4.S. I-1. Incinerable mixed low-level waste volumes stored at the Idaho National
Engineering Laboratory under the proposed alternatives.
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Construct and Operate a New Mixed Low-Level Waste Incinerator - This alternative would
involve constructing a new incinerator to provide production-scale treatment of INEL mixed low-level

C-4 .5. 1-6

accumulated for incineration. Long-term storage of mixed low-level waste would not be necessary
after the incinerator became operational. The incinerator would require an approved Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act Part B Permit, including a trial burn, before mixed low-level waste
treatment operations commence. Constntction of a new incinerator was included as part of
Alternative D (Maximum Treatment, Storage, and Disposal). The proposed action and impacts of the
new mi xed low-level waste incinerator are described in Appendix (: (Section C.4.5.3) . However, the
C-4.5 . 1-7
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new facility is not planned to begin treating mixed low-level waste until after the year 2005 .

Facility/Auxiliary Reactor Area. INEL site. and surrounding area is covered by other sections of this

Therefore, if the Waste Experimental Reduction Facility is not operated, the incinerable mixed low-

EIS, as summarized and referenced in Section C-3 . 1.

level waste volumes requiring storage would be similar to Alternative A (Figure C-4.5. 1-1). Under
Alternative D (Maximum Treatment, Storage, and Disposal), where additional mixed low-level waste

ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS : The potential environmental effects associated with the proposed

would be generated, a new facility is proposed and the Waste Experimental Reduction Facility

project other than those identified below are summarized in Table C-4.5 . 1-1. This table is

incinerator would be operated in the interim. Additional miXl:d low-level waste storage similar to the

complemented by information on environmental impacts in Section C-3 .2 and on mitigation of impacts

transuranic storage modules (Appendix C, Section C-2.S) may bi: needed on an interim basis under

in Section C-3.3 . Other applicable issues are discussed in Section C-3.4. Impacts fro m alternatives

Alternative D, pending completion of the new facilities .

to the proposed action are summarized in Table C-4.5. 1-2.

Treat Mixed Low-Level Waste and Low-Level Waste at Another DOE Incinerator - In
addition to the Waste Experimental Reduction Facility, DOE has several existing or planned

Atmospheric Emissions During Operations - Projected air emissions from the Waste
Experimental Reduction Facility would result in air pollutant loading of both radiological and

radioactive waste incinerators dt defense program sites throughout the U.S. that could potentially be

nonradiological emissions . The projected dose to the maximally exposed individual due to Waste

used for processing some wastes proposed for the Waste Experimental Reduction Facility .

Experimental Reduction Facility emissions is less than 0.01 mrem per year, below the applicable

Incinerators are located at the Rocky Flats Plant in Colorado, Los Alamos National Laboratory in

National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants limit of 10 mrem per year.

New Mexico, and Oak Ridge Reservation in Tennessee. Currently, the Waste Experimental

Nonradiological pollutant levels are below standards in all cases . A detailed listing (based on

Reduction Facility incinerator at the INRL and the Toxic Substance Control Act incinerator at the Oak

historical emissions) of the nonradiological criteria pollutant and toxic air pollutant constituents

Ridge Reservation K-25 site are the only operable incinerators in the DOE system capable of treating

analyzed and the resulting air concentrations is provided in Appendix F, Section F-3.4, of this

many forms of mixed low-level waste. The Rocky Flats Plant and I.os Alamos National Laboratory

EIS .

incinerators are not presently operating. The Oak Ridge Reservation incinerator is not suitable for
beta/gamma-contaminated wastes and is scheduled to operate at or near capacity for onsite wastes.
DOE has also prepared an Environmental Assessment and issued a Finding of No Significance Impact

Transponation Impacts - The potential impacts of the proposed low-level waste shipments to and
from the Waste Experimental Reduction Facility would be extremely small. The maximum

for the Consolidated Incineration Facility , a proposed hazardous and mixed waste incinerator at the

cumulative radiological health risk to transponation workers from incident-free waste transpon over

Savannah River Site. However, DOE will not operate the Consolidated Incineration Facility unless

the 20-year campaign is estimated to be 0.09 deaths. The maximum radiological and nonradiological

and until decisions on its future mission are made based on the Savannah River Site Specific Waste

health risk to the public from incident-free waste transpon over 20 years is estimated to be 0 .S2

Management EIS . The designated missions and Resource Conservation and Recovery Act permits for

deaths. Up to 0 .77 deaths may also occur from transponation accidents . The analysis is considered

other DOE incinerators generally prohibit receiving and treating INEL-generated wastes . This

conservative; actual effects would likely be less .

alternative to the proposed action is included as part of Alternative C (Minimum Treatment, Storage,
and Disposal at INEL) in this EIS . The volumes of mixed low-level waste stored at the INEL under

Because these shipments would involve very small quantities of mixed low-level waste, it is assumed

this option would be negligible as shown on Figure C-4.5. 1-1.

that radiological impacts from transponing mixed low-level waste would be bounded by radiolog ical

DESCRIPTION OF THE AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT: The proposed action would be located in

(nonradioactive) component of mixed low-level waste would result only if an accident involving a

an existing facility within a major facility area, the Power Burst Facility/Auxiliary Reactor Area at the

spill were to occur. About 0.02 accidents per year, or one accident in 50 years , would be expected

impacts from transponing low-level waste. Transponation Impacts from the hazardous

INEL (Figure C-I - I). Other information regarding the affected environment of the Power Burst
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Table C-4.S.1-I. Summary of potential environmental impacts of the Waste Experimental Reduction
Facility Incineration Project under Alternative B.
Potential impact

Environmental attribute

Potential mitigative measures

Geology and soil, acres
disturbed

None (no disturbed soil)

Project would be in an existing facility

Water resources

Operation : water use 600,000 liters/year
Effluent: None

Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan
in place at lNEL

Wtldlife and habitat

None

Project would be in an existing facility

Historic, archaeological,
or cultural resources

None

Project would be in an existing facility

Air resources

Radiological operational emissions
0.3% of NESHAP dose limit
Toxic Air Pollutants (TAPs)
46% of significance level for combined TAPs
Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSD)
I.S % of 24-hr S02 - Class II, public
highway
Visibility: Control measures may be needed to
avoid degraded visibility at Craters of the Moon
Wilderness Area

Primary mitigation measure would be
control of the content of waste feed
through Waste Acceptance Criteria .
Engineered Atmospheric Protection
System consisting of offgas cooling,
baghouse filters , and HEPA mters .
On-line offgas monitoring
instrumentation for radiological
emissions . RCRA permitting and
annual reporting requirements

Human health

Radiation exposures and cancer risk
Maximally exposed individual:
0.029 mrem/yr
1.4 x 10-7 latent cancer fatalities/yr
SO-km (50-mile) population :
Year 2000: 0.21 ~rson-rem/yr
1.1 x 104 latent cancer fatalities/yr
Year 2010: 0.23 ~rson- rem/yr
1.2 x 104 latent cancer fatalities/yr
Nonradiological Effects
Negligible impact on human health expected

Access control, facility design, safety
ana.lysis, inspection and surveillance,
annual reporting requirements

Transportation

Construction (onsite truck trips) :
Nonradiological - 0.3
Operation (on site truck trips per year):
Nonradiological - 2.7
Radiological - 97 .3

Use of approved transport vehicles and
containers, qualified equipment
operators, and shipment manifesting
procedure

Waste management

Construction ~m3) : industrial waste - 10
Operation (m Iyr) :
low-level waste - IS
mixed low-level waste - IS
industrial waste - 100

Waste minimization and recycling
programs in place at lNEL

Socioeco nom ic
conditions

Construction : Not applicable
Operation : No additional workers

None required

a. Definition of acronyms : HEPA - high-efficiency particulate air; NESHAP - National Emission Standards for
Hazardous Air Pollutants ; RCRA - Resource Conservation Recovery Act.
b. Potential impacts are described further in Section C-3 .2.
c. Mitigative measures are described further in Section C-3.3.
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Table C-4.S.I-2. Impacts of the project-specific options. a

Impact

-

<:

C

~
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N

Option 2
Treat mixed low-level waste by methods other
than incineration

Option 3
Construct and operate a new mixed
low-level waste incinerator

Option 4
Treat mixed low-level waste at
another DOE incinerator

Environmental
compliance

Existing and future generated
INEL mixed low-level waste
would require continued storage

Treatments other than i ncineratio~ may not
meet RCRA standards for mixed low-level
waste . During the U.S . Environmental
Protection Agency approval process, INELgenerated mixed low-level waste would require
continued storage

Socioeconomic
conditions

Small work force needed to
operate mixed low-level waste
storage fac ilities

Similar work force to incineration.

Small workforce needed to
operate mixed low-level wlste
storage fac ilities

Land use,

Possible increase for storage of
mixed low-level waste awaiting
treatment

Possible increase for storage of mixed low-level
waste awaiting treatment

No change

Health eITects

Nelr-tenn risks would be less
than for incineration; long-tenn
risks would be higher than for
incineration

Near-tenn risks would be less than for
incineration. Due to the possibility of
reclaiming wlSte , long-tenn risks would be
higher than for incineration

Processing risks would be
similar to incineration . Mixed
low-level waste transportation
risks would increase

Wildlife and
habitat

Possible expanded mixed lowlevel waste storage in previously
disturbed areas

Possible expanded mixed low-level waste
storage in previously disturbed areas

None

Archaeological and
historical sites

Possible impacts due to expanded
mixed low-level waste storage

Possible impacts due to expanded mixed lowlevel waste storage

None

Acc idents and
occupational risks

Mixed low-level waste near-term
risk is less than for incineration;
long-tenn risk is greater due to
extended storage

Mixed low-level waste near-term risk is less
than for incineration; long-term risk is greater
due to extended storage

Proceaaing risks would be
similar to incineration al Waste
Experimental Reduction
Facility. Mixed low-level
waste transportation risks
would increase

t

?2

Option I
Continue to store INEL-genuated
mixed low-level waste

Refer to Section C-4-S .3 in this
appendix for a project-specific
description of impacts

Compliance would be similar to
incineration at Waste
Experimental Reduction
Facility if other DOE
incineratora were licensed to
treat INEL mixed low-level
waste

a . With respect to Waste Experimental Reduction Flcility incineration, any discussion of mixed low-level wlste in this table encompasses low-level wasle except where the Resource
Co nservation and Recovery Act is involved .

involving mixed low-level waste shipments to the INEL. This low frequenc y, along with the very

REQUIRED PERMITS , APPROVALS , AND CONSULTATIONS

low quantities. makes the likelihood of injuries from hazardous material releases in an accident very
low .

The Waste Experimental Reduction Facility incinerator is a Resource Conservation and Recovery Act
interim status unit (40 CFR 265) . A Resource Conservation and Recovery Act Part B application was

Impact of Accidents - DOE considered a range of reasonably foreseeable accidents at the Waste
Experimental Reduction Facility, including earthquakes, an ash spill, a compactor fire, and a
baghouse high-efficiency particulate air filter fire (DOE/EA-0843) (DOE 1994b). The maximum
reasonably foreseeable accident associated with Waste Experimental Reduction Facility operations
would be an earthquake near the end of an incineration campaign. The probability of occurrence is
estimated to be 8.5 x 10-5. Based on conservative estimates, a nearby worker would receive a dose
of 1.3 rem, and doses to the public would be 2.7 mrem. No health effects are expected to anyone
onsite or offsite resulting from radiation doses. Concentrations of metals would be less than levels

submitted to the State of Idaho in October 1992 (DOE-ID 1992). The Idaho Department of Health
and Welfare Rules and Regulations for the Control of Air Pollution in Idaho require owners or
operators of stationary air pollution sources to obtain a permit to construct andlor a permit to operate.
An application for Waste Experimental Reduction Facility was submitted June 1993 (Grey et a1.
1993). Approval from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency under the National Emission
Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAP) is also required for the Waste Experimental
Reduction Facility incinerator. The risk assessment in the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act
Part B Permit Application was based on adjusted Tier I methodology.

that would be immediately dangerous to life and health. Workers would be expected to exit the area
before exposure levels above occupational limits would be reached. No health effects would result to
other individuals onsite or offsite. 111e Waste Experimental Reduction Facility mixed low-level waste
incineration campaigns have treated approximately 26 cubic meters of nyash from previous
campaigns, II cubic meters of waste from the Mixed Waste Storage Facility, and 28 cubic meters of
classified waste from offsite. These campaigns were conducted efficiently and there were no unusual
events or system upsets.

Consultations with Federal and state agencies have been initiated by the U.S. Department of Energy
pursuant to the preparation of this EIS . Letters regarding consultation under the Endangered Species
Act and National Historic Preservation Act have been received (see Appendix B, Consultation
Letters). In addition, in early 1993, review by the State of Idaho and the Shoshone-Bannock Tribes
was performed on the initial Waste Experimental Reduction Facility environmental assessment
(DOE/EA-0843) (DOE 1994b). These comments have been considered in the preparation of this
project summary.

Cumulative Impacts - The cumulative impacts of the proposed Waste Experimental Reduction
Facility incineration project and other existing and proposed actions are described in Section 5.15 of
the Final EIS. Cons idering reasonably foreseeable actions for each alternative, less than one fatal
cancer would result from radiation dose or toxic chemical exposure received by the population within
50 miles (80 km) of the INEL site from 1995 to 2005.

Decontamination and Decommissioning and Resource Consel" 'ltion and Recovery Act Closure The Waste Experimental Reduction Facility incinerator facility would eventually require
decontaminatio n and decommissioning and Resource Conservation and Recovery Act closure. The
decontamination and decommissioning and Resource Conservation and Recovery Act closure would

be covered und er separate National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) review.
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G Description/function:

e
n WAG

e EIS Alter. (A B C or D):
r SNF or Waste stream:

I

WERF Incineration

I Action type:
c Structure Type:
Size: (m2)
I
n
Other features:
f
(Pits, ponds, power
0
/water/sewer lines)
Location:
Inside/outside of fence
Inside/outside of bldo.
C Cost($): PreConst.
0 Cost($): Const.
n Schedule Start /End: PreConst.
s Schedule Start /End: Const.
t No. of workers: (new/exist)
r Heavy Equip.
Equip. used:
Trips:
u
c Acres Disturbed: New
t
Previous
I
Reveoetated
0 Air Emissions:
n
(None / Ref.)

5
B D
LLW MLLW
Expand Operations
N/A

Incinerator upgrades

Inside PBF
Inside PBF-609
$100 k
$500 k
1995 - 1996
1996 - 1997
N/A
See Table
C-4.5.1-1
0
0
0

Rev. 9
C Cultural resource effects:
0 PitslPonding created: (m2)
n Water usaoe: (liters)
s Energy requirements:
t
Electrical: (MWH/yr)
Fossil fuel: (liters)
Nightlights used: YIN
Generators:
Night YIN
Dav YIN
0 Cost($): Operation:
p Schedule Start /End:
e No. of workers: (new/exist)
r Heavy Equip.
Equip. used:
a
Trips:
t Air Emissions:
I
(None / Ref.)

I Effluents:
Type:
Quantity: (liters)
f
0 Solid wastes:
Type:
Quantity: (m3)
Haz'lToxic Chemicals:
Storage/inventory

I
I

n
f
0

m

I
0

n
Ind.
10
None

See Appendix F,
Section 3

a Effluents:

t
None

0
0
No
No
No
$9 MILlyr
1996 - 2015
60 Existing
See Table
C-4.5.1-1

n

a
n

None
No
0

0

r
None

January 5, '95

Type:
(Iiters/vr)
Quantity:
Solid wastes:
Type:
Quantity:
{m3/yrl
Haz.lToxic Chemicals:
Storaoe/inventorv
Pits/ponds used: YIN (m2)
Water usaoe: (Iiters/yr)
Energy requirements:
Electrical: (MWH/yr)
Fossil fuel : (liters/vr)
Niohtliohts used: YIN
Generators:
Night YIN
Day YIN

No Liquids

LLW
15

MLLW
15
None

Ind.
100

No
600 k
3,600
750 k Diesel
No
No
250 KW
30 Min/wk

-

C-4.S.3 MIXEDILOW-LEVEL WASTE TREATMENf FACILITY
PROJECT NAME: Mixed/Low-Level Waste Treatment Facility

GENERAL PROJECT OBJECTIVE: The general objective of this proposed project would be to
provide for the design, construction, and operation of a new facility to treat low-level wastes and

C-4.S.2 IDAHO WASTE PROCESSING FACILITY

mixed low-level waste (Resource Conservation and Recovery Act wastes mixed with low-level betagamma wastes). The waste would be treated before disposal at the Radioactive Waste Management

See description in

Secti~n

Complex or other facility . This project is proposed under Alternative 0 (Maximum Treatment,

C-4.4.3.

Storage, and Disposal).

This project would involve the treatment of mixed wastes. Under the Federal Facility Compliance
Act of 1992, DOE is required to negotiate with states or the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency,
as appropriate, to develop site treatment plans, including schedules and milestones, to develop
treatment technologies and construct facilities that would treat mixed wastes. Decisions on these
treatment technologies and related facilities would be made in conjunction with negotiations already
underway with the State of Idaho pursuant to the Federal Facility Compliance Act, and after
appropriate National Environmental Policy Act review has been completed.

PROJECT DESCRJPTION: The Mixed/Low-Level Waste Treatment Facility would provide a
permitted treatment facility that would treat both mixed low-level waste and low-level waste at the
INEL.

Mixed low-level waste has both a radioactive constituent and a Resource Conservation Recovery Act
hazardous constituent. This waste is generated during operations at the :NEL and is being slOred for
treatment. Under Alternative 0 (Maximum Treatment, Storage, and Disposal), mixed low-level
waste would be received from other DOE sites. Mixed wastes are required to be treated before
disposal in accordance with U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Land Disposal Restrictions
regulations. U.S. Environmental Protection Agency regulations prohibit storage of Land Disposal
Restrictions waste unless the storage is for the sole purpose of accumulating sufficient quantities to

facilitate proper recovery, treatment, or disposal.

C-4 .5 .2-1
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Under Alternative D (Maximum Treatment, Storage, and Disposal) , the needed

tr~tment

capacity

would exceed currently planned low-level waste and mi xed low-level waste treatment facilit ies without
the addition of the Mixed/Low-Level Waste Treatment Facility.

The Mixed/Low-Level Waste Treatment Facility would include several processes to treat low-level
waste and mixed low-level waste, including incineration, thermal desorption , stabilization,
decontamination, macroencapsulation, chemical precipitation , neutralization, and amalgamation.

•

Incineration: A process that consumes combustible waste materials. It can destroy toxic
and biological components and minimize organic content in the noncombustible residue
and ash. Incineration can greatly reduce the mass and volume of waste. This is the
proposed treatment for many organic solvents, aqueous solutions , material contaminated
with organic constituents, and combustible debris .

•

Thermal Desorption: A process that consists of heating the feed material in the first
(primary) chamber of a two-chamber device. Water and volatile (usually organic)
compounds are vaporized in the primary chamber and flow to the secondary chamber
where the volatiles are combusted . The feed usually consists of inert material like soil,
contaminated with aqueous or volatile substances. This is the proposed treatment for
mixed low-level waste debris (parts of pipes, glass, bricks, pieces of concrete, soil)
contaminated with toxic organic material .

•

Stabilization: A process where waste is converted to a more stable or environmentally
safe configuration. This can include chemical reaction, to transform the waste to a less
chemically active form ; solidification, to make a liquid into a solid; and immobilization,
which takes loose material and fixes it in place within a matrix of inert material . This is
the proposed treatment for ash, resin fines , and substances contaminated with heavy
metals not amenabl e to other treatments.

•

Decontamination: A process that removes radioactive, toxic, or organic substances from
the surfaces of structures, parts, components, or debris. Waste stream decontamination
generally deals with debris and rubble composed of metal , plastics, concrete, rubber,
glass, or ceramic material .

VOLUME 1

C-4 .S.3-2

Macroencapsulation: A process where a waste piece or agglomerate is isolated by
enclosure in another substance such as a polyethylene epoxy. This is the proposed

Table C-4.5.3-1. Summary of potential environmental impacts of the Mixed/Low-Level Waste
Treatment Facility Project under Ahernative D.
Potential impactl ,b

Environmental auribute

treatment for lead, cadmium solids, and debris that cannot be decontaminated .

Chemical Precipitation: A process where a soluble substance is converted to an
insoluble form by a chemical reaction or by changes in the solvent. The precipitated

Potential mitigative: measures·,e:

Geology and soil, acres
disturbed

Disturb 200 acres previously undisturbed soil; no
connicl with existing land use policies

Prevent soiUwind erosion

Water resources

Construction : 20,000,000 liters

Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan
in place at INEL

Operation: 4 .600 ,000 liters/year
Effluent: 20 ,000 ,000 liters construction water

solids are removed . This process is applied to the removal of toxic metals from aqueous

wastes. Such metals include mercury, lead , arsenic, and cadmium.

Wildlife and habitat

Loss of biodiversity and habitat productivity;
animal displacement and mortality ; potential fot
habitat fragmentation

Avoid wetlands, aquatic resources, and
critical habitats; prevent soil erosion ;
reseed

Neutralization: A process where corrosive wastes, both acidic and caustic, are

Historic, archaeological.
or cultural resources

Unknown number of sites

Conduct and record survey; mitigate
according to the applicable
rc:quiremenlS (Section C-3.3.4)

Air resources

Radiological operational emissions
1 . O ~ of NESHAP dose limit
Toxic Air Pollutants crAPs)
O . 3~ of significance level for combined TAPs
Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSD)
S . 7~ 24-hr PM-tO - Class II , public highways

Facility dCli&n . waste acceptance
criteria. safety analysis. inspection and
surveillance. annual reporting

Human health

Radiation exposures and cancer risk
Maximally exposed individual :

Acccss control. facility design, safety
analysis , inspection and surveillance.
annual reporting requirements .

chemically deactivated to meet pH standards .

Amalgamation: A process where a base metal such as zinc or copper is blended with
liquid elemental mercury to form a solid alloy. Amalgamalion is !he specified treatment
for liquid mercury containing waste.

~. ~ ~~w/~~ent

cancer ratalities/yt
80-km (SO-mile) population:
Year 2000: Not operational

The above project description was used for the analysis of potential consequences in Chapter 5 of

Year 201~~6 °x3~o~7~~~~:~:er ratalities/yr
Nonradiologica' effects
Negligible impact on health effects expected
~

Volume 2 of the SNF and INEL EIS where the project would be implemented under Alternative D
(Maximum Treatment, Storage, and Disposal). The project data sheet at the end of this project

rr:~~~: ~n~~r(A~E~)et~n~~~ ~kl:;i:~e:o

summary supports the above project description.

this project

The proposed project might be located at an existing site or at a previously undisturbed site. For

Transportation

Construction (onlite truck trips):
Nonradiological - 55
Operation (onsite truck trips per year):
Nonradiological - 5.4
Radiological - 2485

Use of approved transport vehicles and
conta iners . qualified equipment
operaton , and shipment manifesting
procedure

Waste management

Construction jm3): industrial waste - 2,000
Operation (m Iyr): low-level waste - 195;
mixed low-level waste - 3OO;industrial waste - 200

Waste minimization and recyc ling
programs in place at INEL

Socioeconomic

Construction: 360 pc:akl90 average
subcontractor personnel
Operation : 42 existing/ IS new workers

None required

planning purposes, a typical location was assumed about 2.5 miles east of the Radioactive Waste
Management Complex, !hus would involve new construction assumed to be outside major facility
areas . (See Figure C-I-I for assumed locatio n and Section C-3.2 for a discussion of new construction
outside major facility areas .)

Informatio n regarding the environment affected by this project is covered by other sections of this

conditions

EIS, as summarized and referenced in Section C-3.1. The potential environmental effects associated
with this project are summarized in Table C-4.5.3-1. This tab le is complemented by information on
environmental impacts in Section C-3 .2 and on mitigation of impacts in Section C-3 .3. Other
applicable issues are discussed in Section C-3 .4.

C-4.5.3-3

VOLUME 2

Definition of acronyms : MEl - maximally exposed individual; NESHAP - Nationa l Emissio n Slanda rds for
Hazardous Air Pollutants.
b. Re ference location for impact analysis: 4 kilometers (2 .5 miles) casl of the Radioactive Wastc Manngement
Complex. Potential impacts arc described further in Section C-3.:! .
c. Mitigative measures are described further in Section C-3.3.
II .

C-4.5.3-4

VOLUME 2

PROJECT-SPECIFIC OPTIONS:

No Action - This option would defer construction of the Low-Level Waste and Mixed Low-Level
Waste Treatment Facility. This option corresponds to Alternatives A (No Action) and C (Minimum
Treatment, Storage, and Disposal) evaluated in this EIS.

Modify and Operate the Waste Experimental Reduction Facility - This option would modify the
Waste Experimental Reduction Facility. This option corresponds to Alternative B (fen-Year Plan)
and supplements Alternative D (Maximum Treatment, Storage, and Disposal) evaluated in this EIS .

Offsite Treatment - This option would provide for the private sector treatment of low-level waste
and mixed low-level waste. This option corresponds to Alternatives B (fen-Year Plan) and D
(Maximum Treatment, Storage, and Disposal) evaluated in this EIS.

C-4.S.3-S
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Project Data Sheet
G Descriptionlfunction :

e
n WAG
e EIS Alter. (A B C or D) :
r SNF or Waste stream:
i Action type:
c Structure Type:
Size: (m2)
I
n
Other features:
f
(Pits, ponds, power
/water/sewer lines)
0
Location:
Inside/outside of fence
Inside/outside of bldg.
C Cost($): PreConst.
0 Cost($): Const.
n Schedule Start /End: PreConst.
s Schedule Start /End: Const.
t No. of workers: (new/exist)
r Heavy Equip.
Equip. used:
Trips:
u
c Acres Disturbed: New
t
Previous
i
Reveaetated
0 Air Emissions:
n
(None / Ref.)

Rev. 11

Mixed/Low-Level Waste
Treatment Facility
INEL
D
LLW MLLW
New
Building
10,000
None

(For analysis purposes only)
Outside RWMC
(2.5 miles east)
$9 Mil.
$141 Mil.
1999 - 2003
2006 - 2008
360 Peak 90 Ava Subs
See Table
C-4.5.3-1
(200 acres)
3 bldg.
0
0

C Cultural resource effects:
0 Pits/ponding cre~ted : (m2)
n Water usage: (liters)
s Energy requirements:
Electrical: (MWH/yr)
t
Fossil fuel: (liters)
Nightlights used: YIN
Generators:
Night YIN
Day YIN
0 Cost($): Operation:
p Schedule Start /End:
e No. of workers: (new/exist)
Equip. used:
r Heavy Equip.
Trips:
a
t Air Emissions:
I
(None / Ref.)
0

I
I

n
f
0

m

a
I Effluents:
n
Type:
f
Quantity: (liters)
0 Solid wastes:
Type :
Quantity: (m3)
Haz.rroxic Chemicals:
StoraCle/inventory

t

Construction Water
20000 k

i
0

n
Industrial
2000
PainUcuring compounds
4000 liter

None identified
No
20000 k
4,000
300 k Diesel 60 k Propane
Yes
No
Yes
$25 Mil.lyr
2010 - 2035
42 Existing+ 15 New
See Table
C-4.5.3-1
See Appendix F.
Section 3

n
a Effluents:

r
See Belanger et al. 1995

January 11 , '95

Type:
(Iiters/yr)
Quantity:
Solid wastes:
Type :
Quantity:
(m3/yr)
Haz.rroxic Chemicals:
StoraCle/inventorv
Pits/ponds used: YIN (m2)
Water usage: (liters/yr)
Energy requirements:
Electrical: (MWH/yr)
Fossil fuel: (liters/vr)
NiClhtiiClhts used: YIN
Generators:
Night YIN
Day YI N

None

LLW
195

MLLW
300
380 liters
No
4600 k
4 ,400
1 000
Yes
No
No

Ind.
200

C-4.S.4 MIXED/LOW-LEVEL WASTE DISPOSAL FACILITY

The facility would use a combination of waste forms (such as immobilized in calcine, glassite, or
concrete); engineered barriers (such as enclosures, pads, layers of clay, or uses of other
nonpermeable material); and hydrogeologic setting (soil characteristics, distance above aquifer, and

PROJECT NAME: Mixed/Low-Level Waste Disposal Facility

area of low rainfall) to provide for isolation of waste.
GENERAL PROJECT OBJECTIVE: The Mixed/Low-Level Waste Disposal Facility would meet the
future INEL disposal needs for low-level waste, mixed low-level waste, and alpha-contaminated low-

As the Mixed/Low-Level Waste Disposal Facility would be starting up, the current disposal site

level waste. In addition, under Alternative D (Maximum Treatment, Storage, and Disposal), the

(Radioactive Waste Management Complex) would be reaching capacity and cutting back. The

Mixed/Low-Level Waste Disposal Facility would provide disposal for selected DOE complex low-

Radioactive Waste Management Complex is currently accepting low-level waste for disposal. Even

level waste, mixed low-level waste, and alpha-contaminated low-level waste.

though it contains a large amount of mixed waste and alpha-contaminated low-level waste, the

PROJECT DESCRJPTlON : This project would provide for the design, construction, and operation of

contaminated low-level waste for disposal.

Radioactive Waste Management r:omplex is no longer accepting mixed low-level waste or alpha-

a new permanent radioactive waste disposal facility. The facility would provide permanent disposal
capacity for waste generated from routine operations, waste generated from environmental restoration

The above project description was used for the analysis of potential consequences in Chapter 5 of

activities, waste generated from decontamination and decommissioning activities, and waste that is in

Volume 2 of the SNF and INEL EIS where the project would be implemented under Alternative B

storage at the INEL. Under EIS Alternative D (Maximum Treatment, Storage, and Disposal), the

(Ten-Year Plan) and expanded under Alternative D (Maximum Treatment, Storage, and Disposal).

Mixed/Low-Level Waste Disposal Facility would receive waste for disposal from other DOE sites.

The project data sheets at the end of this project summary support the above project description.

The proposed facility would be designed and permitted to accept low-level waste; treated mixed low-

The proposed project might be located at an existing site or at a previously undisturbed site. For

level waste, which is low-level waste mixed with hazardous contaminants, as defined by the Resource

planning purposes, a typical location was assumed about 2.5 miles east of the Radioactive Waste

Conservation and Recovery Act; and alpha-contaminated low-level waste, which is low-level waste (or

Management Complex, thus would involve new construction assumed to be outside major facility

mixed low-level waste) that contains transuranic isotopes at concentrations ranging from 10 to 100

areas. (See Figure C- I-I for assumed location and Section C-3.2 for a discussion of new construction

nanocuries per gram of waste.

outside major facility areas.)

The Resource Conservation and Recovery Act requires that waste containing hazardous contaminants

Information regarding the environment affected by this project is covered by other sections of this

be treated to meet certain criteria before it can be accepted for disposal.

EIS , as summarized and referenced in Section C-3 . 1. The potential environmental effects associated
with this project under Alternative B are summarized in Table C-4.5.4-1. This table is complemented

The Mixed/Low-Level Waste Disposal Facility would have acceptance criteria established before

by information on environmental impacts in Section C-3.2 and on mitigation of impacts in Section

operation. All wastes accepted for disposal would have to meet applicable parts of the acceptance

C-3 .3. Other applicable issues are discussed in Section C-3.4 .

criteria. These criteria would include the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act criteria for mixed
low-level waste. Types of treatment that could be required before acceptance include sorting and
segregation, characterization, repackaging, macroencapsulation, melt recycling, decontamination,
chemical precipitation, stabilization, size redu ction, and incineration .

C-4.5.4-1
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C-4.5.4-2

Table C-4.S.4-1. Summary of potential environmental impacts of the Mixed/Low·Level Waste
Disposal Facility Project under Alternat ive B.
Environmental attribute

Potential impactl,b

PROJECT-SPECIFIC OPTIONS:

Potential mitigative mcasures· 'c

~
Geology and soil, acres
disturbed

Disturb 200 acres previously und isturbed soil ;
no connict with existing land use policies

Prevent soiUwind erosion

Waler resources

Construction: 2,000,000 liters
Operation: 2,500,000 liters/year
Effluents: 2,000,000 liters construction water;
2 ,500,000 liters/year operation water

Engineered confinement systems; Stonn
Water Po llution Prevention Plan in place
at INEL

Loss of biodiversity and habitat productivity;
animal displacement and mortality; potential for
habitat fragmentation

Avoid wetlands , aquatic resources , and
critical habitats; prevent soil erosion;

Unknown number of sites, located in
archaeologically sensitive area, known site in
vicinity .

Conduct and record survey; mitigate
according to the requirements (Section

Radiological operation emissions
No infonnation available . (Implementation
not until after 2004)
Toxic Air Pollutants crAPs)
None
Prevention of Significant Deterioration <PSo)
None

TBD

Wildlife and habitat

Historic, archaeological,
or cultural resources

Air resourees

- Under this option, no changes would be made to current low-level waste disposal

practices at the INEL. This option corresponds to Alternative A evaluated in this EIS . Shallow land
burial of low-level waste would continue until all available space at the Radioactive Waste
Management Complex is occupied . Once available space at the Radioactive Waste Management
Complex was used up, either generation of the waste would have to cease, or alternative storage or

""oed
C-3.3.4)

disposal practices would have to be investigated . This alternative would not provide Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act permined disposal capacity for treated mixed low-level waste, and
would not allow disposal of the INEL's inventory of alpha-contaminated low-level waste. This
alternative also would not provide for projected low-level waste and mixed low-level waste
inventories generated from potential decontamination and decommissioning activities .

Expand Radioactive Waste Management Complex - Under this option, the boundaries of the
Radioactive Waste Management Complex would be expanded . This option is not evaluated in this
EIS . The expansion would include additional space for future quantities of low-level waste, permined
space for treated mixed low-level waste, and space for alpha-contaminated low-level waste. This

Human health

No information available .
Implementation not until after 2004

TBD

alternative requires many of the same programmatic steps as the proposed action, including National

Transportation

Const ruction (onsite truck trips) :
Nonradiological - 27
Operation (onsite truck trips per year) :
Nonradiological - 4
Radiological - 206

Use of approved transpo rt vehicles and
containers, qualified equipment
operators. and shipment manifesting
procedure

permining, and performance assessment. This alternative would allow use of the existing Radioactive

Environmental Policy Act review, safety analysis, Resource Conservation and Recovery Act

Waste management

Socioeconomie
conditions

Waste Management Complex infrastructure, including support facilities, utilities, and roads, but
would not allow potential benefits of a different site with more favorable hydrogeologic

Construction (ml): industrial waste - 1,000
Operation (ml/yr) : low-levc:l waste - 17
industrial waste - I SO

Waste minimization and recycling
programs in place at IN EL

Construction: 174 subcontractor personnel
Operation : SO existing workers

None required

characteristics, such as flooding elevation with respect to the loo-year probable flood, and distance
from basalt formations.

Transport to Offsite Facil ity for Disposal - Under this option, INEL low-level waste and mixed lowlevel waste would be packaged and transported to a non-INEL faci lity for disposal. This option

a. Definition of acronyms: TBD - to be detennined .
b . Reference location for impact analysis: 4 kilometers (2.5 miles) east of the Radioactive Wasle Management
Complex . Potential impacts are desc ribed furthe r in Section C-3.2.
c . Mitigative measures arc described fu rther in Section C-3.3.

corresponds to Alternative C (Mi nimum Treatment, Storage, and Disposal) eval uated in th is EIS.
This option would require acceptance by the "host" state and would require transporting the waste
across hundreds of miles of public roads, introducing some new health and safety risks to the public.
This option would also require a change in current restrictions th at DOE-generated waste be disposed
of at the site where generated or at another DOE site.

VOLUME 2
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C-4 .5.4-4

Indefinite Storage Onsite - Under this option, the waste would be put into monitored storage until a
permanent disposal option is identified. The monitoring would check the integrity of the storage
configuration and verify compliance with a large number of recent requirements applicable to such
storage. This option would require design and construction of monitored storage buildings at some
location on the INEL. Impacts from construction would be similar to those anticipated for the
proposed action. This option allows additional time to implement permanent disposal of the waste.

C-4.S.4-S
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Project Data Sheet
G Descriptionlfunction:

e
n WAG
e EIS Alter. (A B C or D):
r SNF or Waste stream:
i Action !ype:
c Structure Type:
Size: (m2)
I
Other features:
n
f
(Pits, ponds, power
0
/water/sewer lines)
Location:
Inside/outside of fence
Inside/outside of bldg.
C Cost($): PreConst.
0 Cost($): Const.
n Schedule Start /End: PreConst.
5 Schedule Start /End: Const.
t No. of workers: (new/exist)
Equip. used:
r Heavy Equip.
u
Trips:
c Acres Disturbed: New
Previous
t
i
Revegetated
0 Air Emissions:
n
(None / Ref.)
I Effluents:
Type :
Quantity: (liters)
f
0 Solid wastes:
Type:
Quantity: (m3)
Haz./Toxic Chemicals:
Storage/inventory

n

Mixed/Low-Level Waste
Disposal Facility
7
B
LLW MLLW Alpha-MLLW
New
Building
2,462
10,173
Vaults

C

None

0
p

0

n
5

t

e
(For analysis purposes only)
Outside RWMC
(2.5 miles east)
$7 Mil.
$79 Mil.
1996 - 2000
2002 - 2004
174 Subs.
See Table
C-4.S.4-1
1.5 bldg.
(200 area)
0
0

r

a
t

I
0

Construction Water
2000 k

I
I

n
f
0

m
a
t
I
0

n
Industrial
1 000
Paint, curing compounds
4000 liters

January 19, '95
None identified
No
2000 k
5,000
600 k Diesel 140 k Propane
Yes
No
Yes
$247 Mil.l40 yr
2004 - 2044
50 Existing
See Table
C-4.5.4-1
See Appendix F,
Section 3

n
a Effluents:

r
See Belanger et al. 1995

Rev. 12
Cultural resource effects:
Pits/ponding created: (m2)
Water usage: (liters)
Energy requirements:
Electrical: (MWH/yr)
Fossil fuel: (liters)
Nightlights used: YIN
Generators:
Night YIN
Day YIN
Cost($): Operation:
Schedule Start /End:
No, of workers: (new/exist)
EqUip. used:
Heavy Equip.
Trips:
Air Emissions:
(None / Ref.)

Type:
(Iiters/yr)
Quantity:
Solid wastes:
Type:
(m3/yr)
Quantity:
Haz./Toxic Chemicals:
Storage/inventory
Pits/ponds used: YIN (m2)
Water usage: (Iiters/yr)
Energy requirements:
Electrical: (MWH/yr)
Fossil fuel : . (Iiters/yr)
Nightlights used: YIN
Generators:
Night YIN
Day YIN

Waste Water (sewer)
2500 k
Ind.
150

LLW
17

380 liters
No
2500 k
17,000
40 k
Yes
No
No

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Project Data Sheet
G Descriptionlfunct ion :

e
n WAG

e EIS Alter. (A B C or D):
r SNF or Waste stream:
i Action type:
c Structure Type:
Size: (m2)
I
Other features:
n
(Pits, ponds, power
f
/water/sewer lines)
0
Location:
Inside/outside of fence
Inside/outside of bldg.
C Cost($): PreConst.
0 Cost($): Const.
n Schedule Start /End: PreConst.
s Schedule Start /End: Const.
t No. of workers: (new/exist)
r Heavy Equip.
Equip. used:
Trips:
u
c Acres Disturbed: New
t
Previous
i
Reveaetated
0 Air Emissions:
n
(None / Ref.)

.

I Effluents:
Type:
n
Quantity: (liters)
f
0 Solid wastes:
Type :
Quantity: (m3)
Haz./Toxic Chemicals:
Storagelinventory

Rev. 14

Mixed/Low-Level Waste Disposal
Facility (Expanded)
7 or Offsite
D
LLW MLLW Alpha-MLLW
New
Building
5,000
Vaults
25,000
None

(For analysis purposes only)
Outside RWMC
(2.5 miles east)
$7 Mil.
$110 Mil.
1998 - 2004
2004 - 2008
174 Subs.
Trucks
30 Ind.
1.5 bldg.
(400 area)
0
0

C Cultural resourr.e effects:
0 Pits/ponding created: (m2)
n Water usage: (liters)
s Energy requirements:
t
Electrical: (MWH/yr)
Fossil fuel: (liters)
Nightlights used: YIN
Generators:
Night YIN
Day Yi N
0 Cost($): Operation:
p Schedule Start lEnd:
e No. of workers: (new/exist)
r Heavy Equip.
Equip. used:
a
Trips:
t Air Emissions:
I
(None / Ref.)
0

I

I
n
f
0

m
a
i
0

n
Industrial
1 100
Paint, curing compounds
5000 liters

5,000
800 k Diesel 140 k Propane
Yes
No
Yes
$350 Mil.l40 yr
2008 - 2048
50 Existina, 30 New
Trucks
41/yr Ind.
160/yr MLLW
970/yr LLW
See Appendix F,
Section 3

a Effluents:

t

Construction Wdter
2000 k

None identified
No
4000 k

n

r
See Belanger et al. 1995

January 19, '95

Type:
Quantity: (Iiters/yr'
Solid wastes:
Type:
Quantity:
(m3/yr)
Haz./Toxic Chemicals:
Storage/inventory
Pitslponds used: YIN (m2)
Water usage: (Iiterslyr)
Energy requirements:
Electrical: (MWH/yr)
Fossil fuel : (liters/yr)
Nightlights used: YIN
Generators:
Night YIN
Day YIN

? -:;. ('

. ) '-)\0

Waste Water (sewer)
4000 k
LLW
340

Ind.
1500
380 liters
No
4000 k
30,000
50 k
Yes
No
No

C-4.6 PROJECTS RELATED TO MIXED LOW-LEVEL WASTE

C-4.5.5 SHIPPINGITRANSFER STATION

See description in Section C4.4.4.
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C-4.6.1 WASTE EXPERIMENTAL REDUCTION FACILITY
INCINERATION

C-4.6.2 IDAHO WASTE PROCESSING FACILITY

See description in Section C-4.4.3.
See description in Section C-4.S.1.

VOLUME 2

C-4 .6. 1-1

C-4.6.2-1
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C-4.6.4 NONINCINERABLE MIXED WASTE TREATMENT
PROJECT NAME: Nonincinerable Mixed Wasle Treatment

GENERAL PROJECT OBJECTIVE: The general objectives of this project would be to upgrade

C-4.6.3 MIXED/LOW-LEVEL WASTE TREATMENT FACILITY

existing fac ilities at the Waste Engineering Development Facility and provide treatment capabilities
for some of the mixed low-level wastes that are not suitable for incineration. Mixed low-level wastes
are required to be treated before disposal in accordance with U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

See description in Section C-4.S.3.

Land Disposal Restrictions regulations. Quantities and types of specific waste streams that would be
treated in this facility would depend on the outcome of the Federal Facility Compliance Act process.

This project would involve the treatment of mixed wastes. Under the Federal Facility Compliance
Act of 1992, DOE is required to negotiate with states or the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency,
as appropriate, to develop site treatment plans, including schedules and milestones, to develop
treatment technologies and construct facilities thzt would treat mi,ed wastes . Decisions on these
treatment technologies and related facilities would be made in conjunction with negotiations already
underway with the State of Idaho pursuant to the Federal Facility Compliance Act, and after
appropriate National Environmental Policy Act review has been completed.

DOE needs to treat specific waste types that cannot be treated at the Waste Experimental Reduction
Facility because they don't meet the Waste Acceptance Criteria for the facility . Also, incineration
would not be appropriate fo r all waste types such as soils. U .S. Environmental Protection Agency
regulations prohibit storage of Land Disposal Restrictions waste unless the storage is for the sole
purpose of accumulating sufficient quantities to facilitate proper recovery, treatment, or disposal.
Mixed waste is generated during operations at th e INEL, and is being stored. Under Alternative 0
(Maximum Treatment, Storage, and Disposal), similar waste would be received from other DOE sites
and increase the waste volumes that would be treated .

PROJECT DESCRIPTION : Treatment developed to meet Land Disposal Restrictions standards
would be implemented at the Waste Engineering Development Facility near the Power Burst Facility.
While full-scale, these modul es would be of modest size. The Waste Engineering Development
Facility would possibly be modified to implement new technology as larger treatment facilities are
constructed and operated under Alternative 0 (Maximum Treatment, Storage, and Disposal).
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The Waste Engineering Development Facility is located at the Power Burst Facility iii the former

a less chemically active form; solidification to make a liquid into a solid; and

Special Power Excursion Reactor Test-II reactor building. The building is a two-story structure with

immobilization to fix loose material in place within a matrix of inert material .

masonry exterior walls, and a concrete and steel frame. The reactor high bay area is about 9 meters

Immobilization is the proposed treatment for ash, resin fines, and substances

(30 feet) high . The facility was previously used for severe-damage testing of nuclear fuels and

contaminated with heavy metals that are not amenable to other treatments.

materials used in nuclear reactors.

Lead Decontamination: Several decontamination techniques are being evaluated.
The main floor would be used for receiving, storage, and inspection areas. The various Waste

However, insufficient data are available at th is time to select a specific option. Sufficient

Engineering Development Facility processes would be installed in the basement as the processes were

information is expected to be available by the time this EIS is submitted .

developed and implemented. The main floor is approximately 510 square meters (600 square yards),
and the basement floor space is about 320 square meters (400 square yards). There is an II-foot, 10-

Macroencapsulation: In this process, a waste piece or agglomerate is isolated by

inch rollup door on each end of the building. A IO-ton overhead bridge crane is already installed in

enclosure in another substance such as polyethylene epoxy. This treatment is proposed

the Special Power Excursion Reactor Test-II building and is being used to lower dl1lms into the

for lead, cadmium solids, and debris that cannot be decontaminated.

basement through access hatches.

Gamma-ray Degrada/ion for Polychlorinated Biphenyls Compounds: This process
Approximately 880 cubic meters (1,100 cubic yards) of the total mixed low-level wastes in storage

exposes polychlorinated biphenyls contaminated mixed waste to gamma-rays from spent

would be treated under this program; 290 cubic meters (380 cubic yards) would be solidified. About

fuel.

550 cubic meters (720 cubic yards) would be decontaminated or macroencapsulated; ten cubic meters
would be neutralized or deactivated; 40 cubic meters (50 cubic yards) would be processed by ion-

Neutralization : In this process, corrosive wastes, both acidic and caustic, are chemically

exchange. A small quantity of waste would be processed by mercury roast or retorting. Mercury

deactivated to meet pH standards.

roasting, retorting is a process where waste is heated to evaporate the mercury that is condensed and
recovered for reuse.

Amalgamation: In this process a base metal, such as zinc or copper, is blended with

Treatment processes for this type of stored waste and for similar mixed low-level wastes to be

for liquid mercury containing waste.

liquid elemental mercury to form a solid alloy. Amalgamation is the specified treatment
generated in the future are being developed and would be implemented at the Waste Engineering
Development Facility . These U.S. Environmental Protection Agency-approved treatment processes
include ion exchange, stabilization, macroencapsul ation, gamma-ray degradation treatment for
polychlorinated biphenyls, neutralization, and amalgamation.

The above project description was used for the analysis of potential consequences in Chapter 5 of
Volume 2 of the SNF and INEL EIS where the project would be implemented under Alternative B
(fen-Year Plan) and expanded under Alternative D (Maximum Treatment, Storage, and Disposal).
The project data sheets at the end of this project summary support the above project description.

Ion exchange: This process removes dissolved ions from aqueous wastes. Ion-exchange
treatment is provided by the existing processes at the Portable Water Treatment Unit.

The proposed project would be located in an existing facility within a major facility area (the Power

Stabilization: In this process, waste is converted to a more stable or environmentally

discussion of projects within an existing facility.)

Burst Facility/Auxiliary Reactor Area). (See Figure C-I-I for location and Section C-3.2 for a
safe configuration. This process can include chemical reaction to transform the waste to
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Information regarding the environment affected by this project is covered by other sections of this
EIS, as summarized and referenced in Section C-3.\. The potential environmental effects associated
with this project under Alternative B are summarized in Table C-4.6.4-I . This table is complemented
by information on environmental impacts in Section C-3 .2 and on mitigation of impacts in Section
C-3.3 . Other applicable issues are discussed in Section C-3 .4.

Table C-4.6.4-I. Summary of potential environmental impacts of the Nonincinerable Mixed Waste
Treatment Pr jOc' under Alternative B.
Environmental aUribulc

Potential impactl,b

Potential mitigative mcasurcs·· c

Geology and so il . acres
d isturbed

None (no disturbed acreage)

Project would bc in existing fac ility

Water resources

Construction: water usc minimal
Operation: 200 ,000 liters/y r

Sionn Water Pollution Prevention
Plan in place at INEL

Wildlife and habitat

None

Project would be in existing fa c ility

Historic, archaeological .
or cultural resources

None

Project would be in existing fa cility

Air resources

Radiological operational eminions
9.9 x IO·J I1C of NESHAP dose limit
Toxic Air Polluta nts crAPs)
9.7 x 10. 3 90 of significance level for combined TAPs
Prevention o f Significant Deterioration {PSDl :

Fac ility design. waste acceptance
criteria , sa fely analysis , inspection
and surveillance. annual reporting

PROJECT-SPECIFIC OPTIONS:
~

- Under this option, the Nonincinerable Mixed Waste Treatment project would not be

constructed. This option corresponds to Alternatives A (No Action) and C (Minimum Treatment,
Storage, and Disposal) evaluated in this EIS. Resource Conservation Recovery Act regulations
require that treatment be developed for mixed low-level wastes in storage. Not performing this
project would be in violation of U.S. Environmental Protection Agency regulations.

None

Human heallh

Radiation exposures and cancer risk
Maximally eTsed individual:
9.9 x 10 mrc:m/yr
S.O X 10- 10 latent cancer fata lilics/yr
80-km (SO-mile) population:
Year 2000: 7 .S x 10.3 person·n:mJy r
3.8 x 10-6 latent cancer fa ta lities/y r
Year 2010: 8.3 x 10. 3 person·rem/yr
4.2 x 10-6 lalent ca ncer fata litiesfyr
Nonradiological effects
Negligible impact on health effects expected

Access control. facility design ,
sa fety analysis. inspection and
surveillance, annual reporting
requirements

T ranspo rtation

Construction (onsite truck trips):
Nonradiological • 11.7
Operation (onsite truck trips per yea r):
Nonradiological . 2.8
Rad iological · 147.1

Use of approved tra nspo rt veh icles
and containers. qua lified equipment
operators. and shipment
manifest ing proced ure

Waste management

Construction (m3): industrial waste· 430
Operation (m 3 fy r ): low- level waste - 4
mixed low- leve l waste· 5
industrial waste · 100
hazardous waste ' < 1

Waste mini mization a nd recycling
progra ms in place at INEL

Socioeconomic
conditions

Construction: 4 to 6 existing workers
Operation: 4 to 6 existing workers

None req ui red

Offsite Treatment at Another DOE Facility - Under this option, the waste would be treated at an
offsite DOE facility. This option is not evaluated in this EIS . At this time, no offsite or other DOE
faci lity for treatment of the mixed low-level wastes in storage is available. These plans would
become more fully developed through ongoing efforts under the Federal Facility Compliance Act, at
other DOE sites, INEL, and DOE Headquarters. Several sites have announced plans to construct
facilities with the same or similar capability . Transportation of the waste offsite is evaluated in
Alternative C (Minimum Treatment, Storago, and Disposal).

Offsite Treatment at a Privale SeclOr Facjlily - Under this option, stabilization would be performed
at a private sector tr ..atment unit. Available treatment capabilities would not meet the requirement of
treating all waste types; therefore, this specific option was not anal yzed. However this option is
bounded by analyses performed for the Idaho Waste Processing Facility and the Private Sector AlphaContaminated Mixed Low-Level Waste Treatment facilities .

a. Definition of acronyms : NESH AP · National Emission Sta ndards for Hazardous Air Polluta nts.
b. f'ote ntial impacts are described further in Section C-3 .2.
c. Mitigative measures are desc ribed fur:i,cr in Section C-3.3.
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Use Other Technol02ies at Waste Engineerin2 DeveloDment Facility - A number of technology
options were considered for implementation at the INEL. Technologies were ranked based on their
relative complexity, their level of development, and their amenability to variations in waste. Based
on the overall ranking in all three of these areas, the proposed technologies were selected. As options
for stabilization and ion exchange, technologies such as chemical extraction, precipitation, chemical
reduction, and biological extraction were considered . As alternatives for carbon absorption and
gamma degradation, thermal desorption, biodegradation, wet oxidation, ozone and ultra-violet
radiation oxidation were considered.

Macroencapsulation, amalgamation, and neutralization are specified technologies . Since substitutes
for these technologies would require additional U.S . Environmental Protection Agency approval , such
substitutes were not considered.

Locate the Proposed Activities or Other Technol02ies Onsite at Facilities Other than the Waste
Engineering Development Facility - Other onsite locations considered for permitted treatment
operations include Waste Engineering Development Facility; Power Burst Facility; Manufacturing,
Assembly, and Hot Shop/Cells at Test Area North; New Waste Calcining Facility at the Idaho
Chemical Processing Plant; and the Fuel Cycle Facility and Hot Fuel Examination Facility at Argonne
National Laboratory-West. These facilities were not deemed as available for these proposed
activities.
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Project Data Sheet
G Descriptionlfunction:

e
n WAG

e EIS Alter. (A B C or D):
r SNF or Waste stream:
i Action type:
c StructurE: Type:
Size: (m2)
I
Other features:
n
f
(Pits, ponds, power
/water/sewer lines)
0
Location:
Inside/outside of fence
Inside/outside of bldg.
C Cost($): PreConst.
0 Cost($): Const.
n Schedule Start /End: PreConst.
5 Schedule Start /End: Const.
t No. of workers: (new/exist)
Equip. used:
r Heavy Equip.
Trips:
u
c Acres Disturbed: New
t
Previous
I
Reveoetated
0 Air Emissions:
n
(None / Ref.)

Rev. 10

Non-I ncinerable Mixed Waste
Treatment
INEL
B
MLLW
Expand
N/A

Treatment Process
Equipment

Inside P8F
Inside WEDF

C Cultural resource effects:
0 Pits/ponding created: (m2)
n Water usaoe: (liters)
5 Energy requirements:
t
Electrical: (MWH/yr)
Fossil fuel: (liters)
Niohtliohts used: YIN
Generators:
Night YIN
Day YIN
0 Cost($) : Operation :
p Schedule Start /End:
e No. of workers: (new/exist)
r Heavy Equip.
Equip. used:
Trips:
a
t Air Emissions:
(Nor;e / Ref.)
I

$2.93 Mil total
1994 - 1995
1994 - 1996
4-6 Existino
See Table
C-4.6.4-1
0
0
0

0

None

m

I
I
n
f
0

t
I
0

n
Industrial
430
None

No information
No information
No
No
No
$500 K/yr
1996 - 2006
4-6 Existino
See Table
C-4.6.4-1
See Appendix F,
Section 3

a Effluents:

r

None

N/A
No
Minimal

n

a
I Effluents:
n
Type :
Quantity: (liters)
f
0 Solid wastes:
Type:
Quantity: (m3)
Haz .IToxic Chemicals:
Storaoe/inventory

January 5, '95

Type:
Quantity:
(Iiters/yr)
Solid wastes:
Type:
(m3/yr)
Quantity:
Haz.lToxic Chemicals:
Storagelinventory
Pits/ponds used: YIN (m2)
Water usage: (Iiters/Yr)
Energy requirements:
Electrical: (MWH/yr)
Fossil fuel: (Iiters/yr)
Nightlights used: YIN
Generators:
Night YIN
Day YIN

None

Haz.
LLW
MLLW
Ind.
100
4
5
<1
Portland cement, Acids, Bases,
& precipitation reagents
No
200 k
No information
No information
No
No
No

Project Data Sheet
G Description/function :

e
n WAG

e EIS Alter. (A B C or D):
r SNF or Waste stream:
i Action type :
c Structure Type:
Size: (m2)
I
n
Other features:
f
(Pits. ponds. power
/water/sewer lines)
0
location:
Inside/outside of fence
Inside/outside of bldg.
C Cost($): PreConst.
0 Cost($): Const.
n Schedule Start /End: PreConst.
s Schedule Start /End: Const.
t No. of workers: (new/exist)
r Heavy Equip.
Equip. used:
Trips:
u
c Acres Disturbed: New
t
Previous
i
Reveoetated
0 Air Emissions:
(None / Ref.)
n

Rev. 11

Non-Incinerable Mixed Waste
Treatment
INEL
D
MllW
Expand
N/A

Treatment Process
Equipment

;; Cultural resource effects:
0

n
s
t

0
p

e
r
Inside PBF
Inside WEDF

8

$6 Mil total
1994 - 1995
1994 - 1996
4-6 Existing
Trucks
12 Ind.
0
0
0

0

None

t
i

None

8

I
I

n
f
0

r
m
t
i
0

n
Industrial
430
None

N/A
No
Minimal
No information
No information
No
No
No
$1 MiUyr
1996 - 2006
8-12 Existing
Trucks
6/vr Ind 147/vr MllW 1/vr llW
See Appendix F,
Section 3

n

8

I Effluents:
n
Type:
f
Quantitv: (liters)
0 Solid wastes:
Type:
Quantity: (m3)
Haz.lToxic Chemicals:
Storage/inventory

Pits/ponding created : (m2)
Water usage: (liters)
Energy requirements:
Electrical: (MWH/yr)
Fossil fuel : (liters)
Nightlights used: YIN
Generators:
Night YIN
D~ YIN
Cost($): Operation:
Schedule Start /End:
No. of workers: (new/exist)
Heavy Equip.
Equip. used:
Trips:
Air Emissions:
(None / Ref.)

January 16. '95

Effluents:
Type:
(liters/vr)
Quantitv:
Solid wastes:
Type :
(m3/yr)
Quantity:
Haz.lToxic Chemicals:
Storage/inventory
Pits/ponds used: YIN (m~)
Water usage: (Iiters/yr)
Energy requirements:
Electrical: (MWH/yr)
Fossil fuel: (liters/yr)
Nightlights used: YIN
Generators:
Night YIN
Day YIN

None

llW
MllW
Ind.
Haz.
8
10
1
200
Portland cement, Acids, Bases,
& precipitation reagents
No
400 k
No information
No information
No
No
No

C-4.6.6 REMOTE MIXED WASTE TREATMENT FACILITY
PROJECT NAME: Remole Mixed Wasle Treatment Facility

GENERAL PROJECT OBJECTIVE: The general objective of the proposed Remote Mixed Waste
Treatment Facility Project would be to construct and operate a facility to remove sodium metal from

C-4.6.S MIXED/LOW-LEVEL WASTE DISPOSAL FACILITY

radioactive wastes and convert the sodium to a disposable waste form .

PROJECT DESCRIPTION : This project would design , construct, and operate a new facility to

See description in Section C-4.5.4.

remove and convert sodium and other hazardous waste from radioactive scrap and waste components.
The facility's size and handling capabilities would meet all requirements for removing sodium metal
from the Experimental Breeder Reactor-ll components (up to the size of a coldtrap), items stored at
the Radioactive ScraplWaste Facility, and items stored at the Hot Fuel Examination Facility. The
method proposed to remove and process sodium from the scrap and waste is the melt-drainevaporation-carbonation process. This process would remove sodium metal from components by
melting and draining bulk sodium, followed by evaporating residual sodium under vacuum conditions,
and finally, by converting the removed sodium to sodium carbonate (Na2C03)'

Waste disposal and storage sites, including the Radioactive Waste Management Complex at the Idaho
INEL, do not accept sodium-containing wastes. The same policy also exists for the storage of
transuranic waste at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant.

Reprocessing sites do not accept sodium-containing fissile materials. Savannah River does not accept
plutonium fuel fused with sodium, and the Idaho Chemical Processing Plant does not accept uranium
fuel fused with sodium. Therefore, a facility is needed to remove sodium from transuranic and nontransuranic waste and scrap so that it can be handled and processed .

The waste sodium carbonate from the proposed process could be discarded at a disposal site or could
be made into a glass or other form suitable for storage. The sodium-free low-level radioactive waste
would be suitable for disposal at the Radioactive Waste Management Complex and the sodium-free
fissile material could be stored or reprocessed. Until final repositories become available, contacthandled transuranic waste would be shipped to the Radioactive Waste Management Complex, and

C4 .6.5-1
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remote-handled transuranic waste would be stored at Argonne National Laboratory-West in the

with this project are summarized in Table C4.6.6-1. This table is complemented by information on

Radioactive ScraplWaste Facility.

environmental impacts in Section C-3.2 and on mitigation of impacts in Section C-3 .3. Other
applicable issues are discussed in Section C-3.4.

The proposed facility would be 50 meters (55 yards) long, 26 meters (30 yards) wide, and 13 meters
(15 yards) high . The Remote Mixed Waste Treatment Facility would have an inen-atmosphere cell ,

PROJECT-SPECIFIC OPTIONS :

hot repair area, covered truck loading area, equipment access area, control room and operating
corridor, equipment transfer tunnel, and a decontamination cell . The use of existing Argonne

~

- Under this option, a remote mixed waste treatment facility would not be implemented .

National Laboratory-West capabilities, such as shielded radioactive material shipping casks in

This option corresponds to Alternatives A (No Action) and C (Minimum Treatment, Storage, and

conjunction with the Remote Mixed Waste Treatment Facility and the Radioactive Liquid Waste

Disposal) evaluated in this EIS .

Treatment Facility, would result in a simpler facility.
Offsite Treatment - This option would provide for the transpon of mixed low-level waste to an
The inen-atmosphere cell would be gas-tight and would contain the sodium process equipment in a

offsite treatment facility . This option corresponds to Alternative C (Minimum Treatment, Storage,

nitrogen atmosphere. Some of the nine standard hot-cell work stations in the cell would be fully

and Disposal) evaluated in this EIS . A treatment facility would need to be constructed at an offsite

equipped with a viewing window and master-slave manipulators. The remaining stations would be

location for this option.

available for processing other forms of mixed waste debris. Functions for these stations would
include waste can unloading, waste soning, fuel subassembly dismantling, fuel-rod decanning, and

Modify Existing Facility - This option would modify an existing facility to treat mixed low-level

waste packaging.

waste. This option corresponds to Alternatives B (Ten-Year Plan) and D (Maximum Treatment,
Storage, and Disposal) evaluated in this EIS.

Direct transfers could be made to and from this cell from either top- or bottom-loading casks.
Remote transfers could be made between the hot cell and the decon cell for decontamination of
equipment before contact maintenance in the hot-repair area or packaging for transpon.

The above project description was used for the analysis of potential consequences in Chapter 5 of
Volume 2 of the SNF and INEL EIS where the project would be implemented under Alternatives B
(Ten-Year Plan) and D (Maximum Treatment, Storage, and Disposal). The project data sheet at the
end of this project summary suppons the above project description.

The proposed project would be located within a major facility area (Argonne National LaboratoryWest). (See Figure C-I-I for location and Sect ion C-3 .2 for a discussion of new construction in a
major facility area.)

Information regarding the environment affected by this project is covered by other sections of this
EIS, as summarized and referenced in Section C-3.1. The potential environmental effects associated
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Table C-4.6.6-1. Summary of potential environmental impacts of the Remote Mixed Waste

Treatment Facility Project under Alternative B.
Environmental attribute

Potential impact8 ,b

Potential mitigative mcasures 8 •C

Geology and soil . acres
disturbed

Disturb I acre of previously disturbed soil

Project would be within major facility
area; previously disturbed soil

Water resources

Construction : water usc minimal
Operation: [unknown)
Effluent: construction water; operation (cleaning
solutions to RL WfF)

Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan
in place at INEL.

Wildlife and habitat

Minimal short-term impact on biodiversity.
productivity, and animal displacement and
mortality within major facility area

Previously disturbed soil; prevent soil
erosion; reseed

Historic , archaeological,
or cultural resources

Unknown number of sites

Conduct and record surveys; mitigate
according to applicable requirements
(Section C-3.3.4)

Air resources

Radiological operational emissions
0. 17% of NESHAP dose limit
Toxic Air Pollutants (TAPs)
None
Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSD)
None

Facility design. waste acceptance
criteria, safety analysis. inspection and
surveillance. annual reporting

Human health

Radiatio n exposures and ca ncer risk
Maximally exposed individual:

Access control , facility design, safety
analysis. inspection and surveillance.
allm.i:l! reporting requirements .

0 .017 mrem/yr

9 .0 x 10-9 latent cancer fatal ities/yr
80-km (50-mile) population:
Year 2000: 0.25 ~rso n - rem/yr
1.2 x I O~ latent cancer fatalities/yr
Year 2010: 0.27 ~rson-rem/yr
1.4 x IO~ latent cancer fatalities/yr
Nonradiological effects - No emissions
Transportation

Construction (onsite truck trips):
Nonradiological - 54
Operation (onsite truck trips per year) :
Nonradiological - 0.6
Radiologic.!l - 0.3

Usc of a?proved transport vehicles and
qualified equipment
operators, .:nd shipment manifesting
procedure

container~ .

Waste management

Construction ~m3) : industrial waste - 2,000
Operation (m Iyr) : low-level waste - 7
mixed low-level waste - 3
industrial waste - 25

Waste minimization and recycling
programs in place at INEL

Socioeconomic
conditions

Construction : 300 peak/l60 average
subcontractor personnel
Operation : 12 existing workers

None required

a. Definition of acronyms : National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants ; RWMC - Radioactive Waste
Management Complex ; RLWfF - Radioactive Liquid Waste Treatment Facility .
b. Potential impacts are described further in Section C-3 .2 .
e. Mitigative measures are described further in Section C-3.3.
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Project Data Sheet
G Description/function:
e
n WAG
e EIS Alter. (A B C or D):
r SNF or Waste stream:
I Action tvpe:
c Structure Type:
Size: (m2)
I
n
Other features:
f
(Pits, ponds, power
/water/sewer lines)
0
Location:
Inside/outside of fence
Inside/outside of bldq.
C Cost($): PreConst.
0 Cost($): Const.
n Schedule Start /End: PreConst.
s Schedule Start /End: Const.
t No. of workers: (new/exist)
r Heavy Equip.
Equip. used:
Trips:
u
c Acres Disturbed: New
t
Previous
Reveoetated
i
0 Air Emissions:
(None / Ref.)
n

Rev. 10

Remote Mixed Waste
Treatment Facility
9
B D
MLLW
New
Building
1,280
None

Inside ANL-W
Outside HFEF (north)
$2.8 Mil.
$49.3 Mil.
1981 - 1997
1997 - 2000
300 Peak 160 Avq Subs
See Table
C-4.6.6-1
0
1
0

C Cultural resource effects:
0 Pits/ponding created: (m2)
n Water usaoe: (liters)
s Energy requirements:
t
Electrical: (MWH/yr)
Fossil fuel: (liters)
Niohtliohts used: YIN
Generators:
Night YIN
Day YIN
0 Cost($): Operation:
p Schedule Start /End:
e No. of workers: (new/exist)
r Heavy Equip. Equip. used:
Trips:
a
t Air Emissions:
I
(None / Ref.)

.

I
I
n
f
0

m

o<

r

c:

:::!I'I
N

I
0

n
Industrial
2000
None

See Appendix F,
Section 3

a Effluents:

t
Construction Water
No information

No information
209 k Diesel 47 k Propane
Yes
No
Yes
$5 Mil./yr
2000 - 2020
12 Existinq
See Table
C-4.6.6-1

n

a
I Effluents:
n
Type:
f
Quantitv: (liters)
0 Solid wastes:
Type:
Quantity: (m3)
Haz.lToxic Chemicals:
StoraQe/inventory

None identified
No
Minimal

0

r
See Belanger et al. 1995

January 5, '95

Type:
Quantity:
(Iiterslyr)
Solid wastes:
Type:
(m3/yr)
Quantity:
Haz.lToxic Chemicals:
StoraoelinventolY_
Pits/ponds used: YIN (m2)
Water usaqe: (liters/vr)
Energy requirements:
Electrical: (MWH/yr)
Fossil fuel: (literslvr)
Niohtliohts used: YIN
Generators:
Night YIN
Day YIN

Cleaning Solutions
(to RLWTF)
MLLW
3

LLW
7

Lead
5000lb

Ind.
25
Sodium
20001b

No
No information
No information
No information
Yes
No
No

C-4.6.7 SODIUM PROCESSING PROJECT

nonhazardous waste for disposal. This could be accomplished by modifying the Sodium Processing
Facility to include a process system to perform the necessary conversion.

PROJECT NAME: Sodium Processing Pro ject
The process for the conversion would consist of a system to process the sod ium hydroxide through a
GENERAL PROJECT OBJECTIVE: The general objective of this proposed project would be to

thin-film evaporator operating under a carbon dioxide atmosphere. The sodi um hydroxide upon

construct and operate a process system to convert sodium hydroxide to a disposable waste form,

exposure t<) the carbon dioxide atmosphere would be converted to a sodium carbonate compound.

sodium carbonate.

The excess water would be evaporated in the thin-film evaporator and the sodium carbonate would be
discharged into a 55-gallon drum as a solid . The water would be condensed and recovered for reuse

This project would involve the treatment of mixed wastes . Under the Federal Facility Compliance

in the conversion of sodium to sodium hydroxide.

Act of 1992, DOE is required to negotiate with states or the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency,
as appropriate, to develop site treatment plans, including schedules and milestones, to develop

The process system would be located in the Sodium Processing Facility caustic loading room if

treatG.ent technologies and construct facilities that would treat mixed wastes. Decisions on these

sufficient space were available. If not, it would be located on the south side of the Sodium

treatment technJlogies and related facilities would be made in conjunction with negotiations already

Processing Facility. The proposed facility would be approximately 8 meters (8.7 yards) wide,

under way with the State of Idaho pursuant to the Federal Facility Compliance Act, and after

8 meters (8 .7 yards) long, and 5 meters (5.5 yards) high . The facility would contain all the

appropriate National Environmental Policy Act review has been completed.

equipment for converting sodium hydroxide to sodium carbonate, for packaging the sodium carbonate

PROJECT DESCRIPTION: This project would provide for the modification of the Sodium

sodium-sodium hydroxide process.

for disposal , and for recovering the water from the process and transferring the water to the

Processing Facility to provide a system to convert sodium hydroxide to sodium carbonate. The
sodium conversion system would be sized to process sodium hydroxide at the equivalent rate that
elemental sodium is converted to sodium hydroxide in the Sodium Processing Facility.

The above project description was used for the analysis of potential consequences in Chapter 5 of
Volume 2 of the SNF and INEL EIS where the project would be implemented under Alternatives B
(Ten-Year Plan) and D (Maximum Treatment, Storage, and Disposal). The project data sheet at the

The Sodium Processing Facility was designed and built to convert the FERMI Reactor sodium to

end of this project summary supports the above project description .

50 weight percent sodium hydroxide, which would be used for neutralizing acidic plutonium, uranium
extraction waste at the Hanford Site. DOE terminated all plutonium, uranium extraction operations

The proposed project may be located in an existing facility within a major facility area (Argonne

before any processing of FERMI sodium could be accomplished. This facility could be used to

National Laboratory-West) . (See Figure C-I-\ for location and Section C-3.2 for a discussion of

convert sodium hydroxide to sodium carbonate from other sources. In 1994 DOE terminated

projects within an existing facility.)

operation of the Experimental Breeder Reactor-II and power plant at the INEL. The Sodium
Processing Facility would be used to treat the contaminated sodium from the primary and secondary
systems of the Experimental Breeder Reactor-II.

Information regarding the environment affected by this project is covered by other sections of this
EIS, as summarized and referenced in Secti on C-3.1. The potential environmental effects associated
with this project are summarized in Table C-4.6. 7-1. This table is complemented by information on

Sodium hydroxide is considered a "characteristic hazardous waste" for disposal by the U.S.

environmental impacts in Section C-3.2 and on mitigation of impacts in Section C-3.3. Other

Environmental Protection Agency. Therefore, it is desirable to convert the sodium hydroxide to a

applicable issues are discussed in Section C-3.4.

C-4.6.7-1
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Table C-4.6.7-1. Summary of potential environmental impacts of the Sodium Processing Project
under Alternative B.
Environmental attribute

Potentiai impacta,b

Potential mitigative measure~ ·' c

Geology and soil. acrcs
disturbed

Disturbs 0 .03 acres of previously disturbed soil

Project would be within major
facility arca ; previously disturbed
so il

Water resources

Water use minimal

Storm Water Pollution Prevention
Plan in place at INEL

Wildlife and habitat

Minimal short-term impact on biodiversity,
productivity, and animal displacement and mortality
within major facility
area

Previously disturbed soil; prevent
soil erosion; reseed

Historic, archaeological,
or cultural resources

Survey conducted, no sites identified

None required

Air resources

Radiological operational emissions
2 .2 x 10- 3 % of NESHAP dose limit
Toxic Air Pollutants (TAPs)
None
Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSD)
None

Facility design, waste acceptance
criteria , safety analysis, inspection
and surveillance, annual reporting

Human health

Radiation exposures and cancer risk
Maximally eXp'osed individual:
2.2 x 10-"' mrem/yr
1.1 x 10- to latent cancer fatalities/yr
SO-krn (50-mile) population :
Year 2000: 1.4 x 10-3 person-rem/yr
7 .0 x 10- 7 latent cancer fatalities/yr
Year 2010: 1.5 x 10-3 person-rem/yr
7.5 x 10-7 latent cancer fatalities/yr
Nonradiological effects - No emissions

Access control, facility design,
safety analysis, inspection and
surveillance, annual reporting
requircments

Transportation

Construction (onsite truck trips):
Nonradiological - 1
Operation (onsite truck trips per year) :
Nonradiological - 0 . 1
Radiological - O.S

Use of approved transport vehicles
and containers, qualified equipment
operators, and shipment manifesting
procedure

Waste management

Construction jm3 ): industrial wastc - 30
Operation (m Iyr) : low-level waste - 30
industrial wastc - 2

Waste minimization and recycling
programs in place at INEL

Socioeconomic
conditions

Construction : 6 existing workers
Operation: :!O existing workers

None required

a . Definition of acronyms : NESHAP - National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants .
b. Potential impacts are described further in Section C-3 .2.
c . Mitigative measures are described further in Section C-3 .3 .
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PROJECT-SPECIFIC OPTIONS :

I 0

Action - Under this option, the sodium processing project would not be implemented. This

option corresponds to Alternatives A (No Action) and C (Minimum Treatment, Storage, and Disposal)
evaluated in this EIS .
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Project Data Sheet
G Descriptionlfunction:

Rev.

Sodium Processing Project

e

0

n WAG

e EIS Alter. (A B C or D):
r SNF or Waste stream:
i Action type:

c Structure Type:
Size:

I
n
f
0

C
0

n

s
t
r
u

c
t
i
0

n

(m2)

Other features:
(Pits, ponds, power
/water/sewer lines)
Location:
Inside/outside of fence
Inside/outside of bldQ.
Cost($): PreConst.
Cost($): Const.
Schedule Start /End: PreConst.
Schedule Start /End: Const.
No. of workers: (new/exist)
Heavy Equip.
Equip. used:
Trips:
Acres Disturbed: New
Previous
ReveQetated
Air Emissions:
(None / Ref.)

9
B D
MLLW
New
Building
60

n

Sodium Process Equipment

0

s
t

p

e
r
Inside ANL-W
Outside SPF (South)
$365 K
$1 .5 Mil.
1994 - 1995
1995 - 1996
6 ExistinQ
See Table
C-4.6.7-1
0
0.03
0

a
t
i

o<

r""

f

ITI
N

Water
No information

No information

N/A
No
Minimal
No information
2.7 k Diesel 583 Propane
No
No
No
$4.91 Mil./3 yrs.
1997 - 1999
20 ExistinQ
See Table
C-4.6.7-1
See Appendix F,
Se:ction 3

n

I
I
n
f
0

m

t
i
0

n
Industrial
30

January 5, '95

a Effluents:

a
I Effluents:
Type:
n
Quantity: (liters)
f
0 Solid wastes:
Type:
Quantity: (m3)
Haz.lToxic Chemicals:
Storage/inventory

Pits/ponding created : (m2)
Water usaQe: (liters)
Energy requirements:
Electrical: (MWH/yr)
Fossil fuel: (liters)
NiQhtliQhts used: YIN
Generators:
Night YIN
Day YIN
Cost($): Operation:
Schedule Start /End :
No. of workers: (new/exist)
Heavy Equip.
Equip. used:
Trips:
Air Emissions:
(None / Ref.)

0

r
See Belanger et al. 1995

9

C Cultural resource effects:

Type:
(Iiters/yr)
Quantity:
Solid wastes:
Type:
Quantity:
(m3/vr)
Haz.lToxic Chemicals:
StoraQe/inventory
Pits/ponds used: YIN (m2)
Water usage: (liters/yr)
Energy requirements:
Electrical: (MWH/yr)
Fossil fuel: (liters/yr)
Nightlights used: YIN
Generators:
Night YIN
Day YIN

None

LLW
30

Ind.
2

No information
No
No information
No information
No information
Yes
No
No

C-4.7 PROJECT RELATED TO GREATER·THAN·CLASS·C WASTE

C-4.6.8 SHIPPINGITRANSFER STATION

See description in Section C-4.4.4.
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C-4.7.1 GREATER-THAN-CLASS-C DEDICATED STORAGE

Commission, based on public health and safety concerns. The receipt and management of these
sources would be the primary near-term function of this project. Most of the sealed sources to be

PROJECT NAME: Greater-Than-Class-C Dedicated Storage

received would be classified as greater-than-Class-C low-level waste if disposal were intended.
However, nearly all of these sealed sources would be received and managed as radioactive material

GENERAL PROJECT OBJECTIVE: The objective of this proposed project would be to provide for

suitable for recycle and reuse, rather than as greater-than-Cl ass-C low-level waste, because of th'eir

the DOE receipt and storage of greater-than-Class-C low-level waste sealed radiation sources from the

continui ng functionality and value.

commercial sector. Other greater-than-Class-C low-level waste would also be received on an asneeded basis.

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission has estimated that DOE acceptance of up to 2,000 sealed
sources over a five-year period may be required . Under this limited receipt scenario, any needed

Under the Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act of 1985 (Public Law 99-240), the

facility modifications or expansions would be much less extensive than the estimates presented in this

Federal government is responsible for the disposal of greater-than-Class-C low-level waste generated

project summary. Because these sealed sources are now planned to be managed as reusable material

by licensees of the U.S . Nuclear Regulatory Commission and Agreement States. DOE was identified

rather than waste, they could be stored in existing facilities without special pre-storage packaging

as the Federal agency responsible for this effort. In February 1989, a report to Congress

operations. Over 1,000 similar DOE sealed sources are already being managed and stored at the

(DOE/LLW-77n (DOE 1989b) stated that DOE plans to accept and manage limited quantities of

INEL.

greater-than-Class-C low-level waste until a disposal facility is developed . DOE has assigned the
management responsibility for greater-than-Class-C low-level waste to the INEL.

For conservatism in assessing the environmental impacts of this project, a receipt scenario of 30,000
sealed sources over a 30-year period was assumed , for a baseline rate of 1,000 sources per year.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION: This project would provide for the design, construction, and operation of

This quantity is considered to be a bound ing case because it represents approximately the total

a Greater-Than-Class-C Low-Level Waste Dedicated Storage Facility. The Greater-Than-Class-C

inventory of commercially held sealed sources that would be classified as greater-than-Class-C low-

Storage Facility would provide for the consolidated management and storage of the greater-than-

level waste if they were to become waste.

Class-C low-level waste at one centralized storage location.
The sealed sources would be received inside the devices in which they were used . The sources are
Greater-than-Class-C low-level waste is low-level waste that contains long-lived andlor short-lived

typically small leaktight capsules containing Sr-90, Cs- l37, AmBe, PuBe, or other radionuclides.

radionuclides in concentrations greater than the Class C concentrations as specified in 10 CFR

These devices are planned to be stored in existing facilities without funher dismantling or packaging.

Part 61. Class C is the most radioactive low-level waste that is acceptable for disposal by shallow

However, to provide a conservative bounding case for the environmental impact assessments, the

land burial , while greater-than-Class-C low-level waste is generally unacceptable for shallow land

design basis in this project includes a repackaging operation and storage in casks on a concrete pad.

burial .
The design basis for the Greater-Than-Class-C Storage Facility would be an outdoor above-grade
DOE plans to accept and manage greater-than-Class-C low-level waste only on an as-needed basis

concrete laydown pad on which appropriately shielded casks would be placed . For storage, the

before the time that a greater-than-Class-C low-level waste disposal facility becomes available.

project would involve the expansion of an ex isting concrete pad, or the construction of a new concrete

Estimates indicate that only a small fraction of the projected greater-than-Class-C low-level waste

pad, and the proc " ement ,,, .. " IDerous concrete storage casks . Existing facilities and grounds could

inventory (if any) would require transfer to DOE before disposal. However, a need for DOE

be modified and used for waste receiving and handling operations; for example, the Test Area Nonh

acceptance of excess sealed radiation sources has been stated by the U.S . Nuclear Regulatory

or Test Reactor Area hot cells could be used for the waste handling operations.

C-4.7. I-l
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One cask design adapted from the Test Area North Pool Fuel Transfer Project (see Section C-2 . 1)
would nominally be 9 feet outside diameter by 16 feet high . It has an internal cavity 7 feet in
diameter by 12 feet high . Ninety-four (94) casks would be needed if each one holds thirty-two (32)
55-gallon drums (four layers of eight drums each). Each drum would hold an average of ten (10)
sealed sources/devices within an appropriate packaging medium.

Table C-4.7.1-1. Summary of potential environmental impacts of the Greater-Than-Class-C
Dedicated Storage Project under Alternative B.
Potential impact·· b

Environmental attribute

Potential mitigative measu rc:s" c

Geology and soil. acres
disturbed

Disturb 1.7 acres of previously disturbed soil

Project would be within major facility
area; previously disturbed soil

Water resources

Operations cfnuc:nts: No infonnation

Stonn Water Pollution Prevention
Plan in place at INEL

Wildlife and habitat

Minimal short-tenn impact on biodiversity ,
productivity, and animal displacement and
mortality within major facility

Previously disturbed soil; prevent soil
erosion ; reseed

Historic. archaeological.
or cultural resources

Survey conducted , no .ites identi fied

None required

Air rcsourees

Radiological operational emissions
6 .3 x 10-j~ of NESHAP dose limit
Toxic Air Pollutants crAPs)
None
Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSDl
None

Facility design . waste acceptance
criteri", safety analysis , inspection
and surveillance. annual reporting

Human health

Radiation exoosu[Cs and cancer risk
Maximally eTsed individual :
6.3 x 10 mrem/y r
3 .2 x 10- 10 latcnt cancer fatalities/yr
80-km (SO-milc) population :

Access control . facility design, .afety
analysis. inspection and surveillance,
annual reporting rcquircmentJ

The above project description was used for the analysis of potential consequences in Chapter 5 of
Volume 2 of the SNF and INEL EIS where the project would be implemented under Alternatives B
(Ten-Year Plan) and D (Maximum Treatment, Storage, and Disposal). The project data sheet at the
end of this project summary supports the above project description .

The proposed project would be located within a major facility area (either l1e Test Area North or
Test Reactors Area). (See Figure C-I -I for location and Section C-3.2 for a discuss ion of new
construction in a major facility area.)

Information regarding the environment affected by this project is covered by other sections of this
EIS, as summarized and referenced in Section C-3.1. The potential environmental effects associated
with this project are summarized in Table C-4.7 .1 - 1. This table is complemented by information on
environmental impacts in Section C-3.2 and on mitigation of impacts in Section C-3.3. Other

2~:S ~O:~~~~~;;a:~~: fatalitics/yr
Year 201~~O O~O~~_~~:~;~a:~~ fataJitiesJyr

applicable issues are discussed in Section C-3.4.

Year

Nonradiologica! effects - No emissions

PROJECT-SPECIFIC OPTIONS:
Transpo rtation

Construction (oosite truck trips) :
NooradioJogical • 0 .8
Operation (truck trips per year):
Nonradiological - 3 oosite
Radiological - 0 .7 onsite; 200 o ffsitc

Usc of approved transport vehicles
and containers , licensed casks if
necessary . qualified equipment
operators , and shipment manifesting
procedure

Waste management

Construction (m3): industrial - 28
Operation (m 3/ yr) : low-level wastc - 2S
industrial wasle - 100

Waste minimization and recycling
programs in place at INEL

Socioeconomic conditions

Construction: 15 subcontractor personnel
Operation: 20 pa rt-time existing workers

None required

~ - Under this option, DOE would continue to store the greater-than-Class-C low-level

waste at a variety of sites. This option corresponds to Alternative A (No Action) evaluated in this
EIS . Under this option, no new storage facilities would be constructed, nor would any existing
facilities be expanded for storage.

Offsite Siorage - Under this option, DOE would transport all greater-than-Class-C low-level waste
to another DOE site. This option corresponds with Alternative C (Minimum Treatment, Storage, and
Disposal) evaluated in this ElS.

a . Definition of acronyms: NESHAP - National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants .
b. Potential impactJ arc desc ribed furthe r in Section C-3.2.
c . Mitigative measurcs arc described further in Section C-3 .3 .

C-4.7. 1-3
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Multiple Stora2e Sites - Under this option, DOE would transfer greater-than-Class-C low-level waste
to regional storage locations created at two to five DOE sites. New storage facilities would be
constructed at each regional site as required . If the INEL were selected as one of the sites, this
option is bounded by Alternatives B (fen-Year Plan) and D (Maximum Treatment, Storage, and
Disposal) evaluated in this EIS.
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Project Data Sheet
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N

G Descriptionlfunction :

e
n WAG

e EIS Aller. (A B C or D):
r SNF or Waste stream:
I Action type :
c Structure Type:
Size: (m2)
I
n
Other features:
(Pits, ponds, power
f
/water/sewer lines)
0
Location:
Inside/outside of fence
Inside/outside of bldg.
C Cost($): PreConst.
0 Cost($): Const.
n Schedule Start /End: PreConst.
s Schedule Start lEnd: Const.
t No. of workers: (newlexist)
r Heavy Equip.
Equip. used:
Trips:
u
c Acres Disturbed: New
t
Previous
i
Revegatated
0 Air Emissions:
(None / Ref.)
n

I Effluents:
n
Type :
Quantity: (liters)
f
0 Solid wastes:
Type:
Quantity: (m3)
Haz.IToxic Chemicals:
Storage/inventory

Rev.

GTCC
Dedicated Storaoe
INEL
B D
GTCC-LLW
New
Building
3,344

0

Storage Vaulls &
Concrete Pad

0
p

n
s

t

e
r
Inside TRA or TAN
Outside
$1.5 Mil.
$5 Mil.
1994 - 1996
1997 - 1998
15 Subs.
See Table
C-4.7 .1-1
0
1.7
0
See Belanger et al. 1995

a
t
I

February 17, '95

None identified
No
No information
No information
25550 Diesel
Yes
No
Yes
$1 Mil.lyr
1998 - 2028
20 part-time ExistinQ
See Table
C-4.7.1-1
See Appendix F,
Section 3

n

a Effluents:
I

I
n

r
0

r
m

I
0

n
Ind.
28
None

Pits/pondino created: (m2)
Water usaQe: (liters)
Energy requirements:
Electrical: (MWH/yr)
Fossil fuel: lIiters}
NiQhtliQhts used: YIN
Generators:
Night YIN
Day YIN
Cost($): Operation:
Schedule Start /End:
No. of workers: (new/exist)
Heavy Equip.
Equip. used:
Trips:
Air Emissions:
(None / Ref.)

0

a
t
None

10

C Cultural resource effects:

Type:
(liters/yr)
Quantity:
Solid wastes:
Type:
(m3/yr)
Quantity:
Haz.IToxic Chemicals:
Storaoe/inventorv
Pits/ponds used: YIN (m2)
Water usaQe: (Iiters/yr)
Energy requirements:
Electrical: (MWH/yr)
Fossil fuel: (liters/vr)
Niohtliohts used: YIN
Generators:
Night YIN
Day YIN

LLW (cleaning solutions)
No information available
Ind.
100

LLW
25
None

No
No information
No information
No information
Yes
No
No

C-4.8.1 HAZARDOUS WASTE TREATMENT, STORAGE,
AND DISPOSAL FACILITIES
C-4.S PROJECT RELATED TO HAZARDOUS WASTE

PROJECT NAME: Hazardous Waste Treatment Storage and Disposal Facililjes

GENERAL PROJECT OBJECTIVE: The general objective of this proposed project would be to
provide facilities necessary to treat, store, and dispose of hazardous waste generated onsite as a result
of INEL operations [Alternative D (Maximum Treatment, Storage, and Disposal)].

PROJECT DESCRIPTION : Facilities would consist of a modern hazardous waste storage facility,
and treatment facilities capable of treating INEL Resource Conservation and Recovery Act regulated
hazardous waste streams so that onsite disposal can be achieved at a Resource Conservation and
Recovery Act approved INEL facility.

The storage facility would be a Resource Conservation and Recovery Act permitted facility that is
also in compliance with all applicable DOE orders and guidance. The facility would include the
following features not in the present facility : eight segregation areas separated by fire walls,
containment for hazardous waste leaks, fire protection areas, collection systems for firewater in the
event of system activation , appropriately ventilated spaces for sampling and inspection, safety
showers, change rooms, and safety equipment.

The treatment facility would use organic destruction stabilization, neutralization, and organic
removal/recovery technologies to treat approximately 80 percent of INEL-generated hazardous waste
(100 percent of organic hazardous waste).

The disposal facility would use a combination of waste form (such as immobilization in concrete);
engineered barriers (such as enclosures, pads, layers of clay , or uses of other nonpermeable material);
and hydrologic setting (soil characteristics, distance above aquifer, and area of low rainfall) to provide
for isolation of waste.

The above project description was used for the analysis of potential consequences in Chapter 5 of
Volume 2 of the SNF and INEL EIS where the proje.ct would be implemented under Alternative D
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(Maximum Treatment. Storage. and Disposal) . The project data sheet at the end of this project
summary supports the allove project description.

Table C-4.8. 1-1. Summary of potential environmental impacts of the Hazardous Waste Treatment,
Storage, and Disposal Facilities Project under Alternative D.
Environmental attribute

The proposed project would involve new construction assumed to be outside major facility areas.
(See Figure C-I-I for assumed location and Section C-3.2 for a discussion of new construction

Gcology and soil , acres
disturbed
Water resources

outside major facility areas.)

Potential mitigative measuresb

Potential impactl
Disturb S acres of previously undisturbed soil;
no conniet with existing land use policies

Prevent soiUwind erosion

Construction: 10.000,000 liters usage

Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan
in place at INEL

Operation: None
Efnuents : 2.000,000 liters construction water

Information regarding the environment affected by this project is covered by other sections of this

Wildlife and habitat

with this project are summarized in Table C-4.8. 1-1. This table is complemented by information on
environmental impacts in Section C-3.2 and on mitigation of impacts in Section C-3 .3 . Other

Loss of biodiversity and habitat productivity ;

animal displacement and mortality ; potential (or
habitat fragmentation

EIS, as summarized and referenced in Section C-3. 1. The potential environmental effects associated

Avoid wetlands, aquatic resources, and
critical habitats; prevent soil erosion ;
reseed

Unknown number of sites

Conduct and record survey ; mitigate
according to applicable requirements
(Section C-3.3.4)

Air resources

No inrormation available .
Implementation not until after 2005

Facility design, waste acceptance
criteria, safety analysis, inspection and
surveillance. annual reporting

Human health

No information available ; Implementation not
until after 2005

Access control . facility design, safety
analysis, inspection and surveillance,
annual reporting requirements

Transportation

Construction (onsite truck trips) :
Nonradiological - 14
Operation (onsite truck. trips per year) :
Nonradiological - 58

Use of approved transport vehicles and
containers , qualified equipment
operators, and shipment maniresting
procedure

Waste management

Construction (m) : industrial waste - 500
Operation (mJ/yr) : industrial waste - 500
hazardous waste - 5

Waste minimization and recycling
programs in place at INEL

Socioeconomic:
conditions

Construction: 50 peak.ll5 average
subcontractor personnel
Operation: 15 new workers

None required

Historic. archaeological.
or cullura) resources

applicable issues are discussed in Section C-3.4.

PROJECT-SPECIFIC OPTIONS :
~ _ Under this option, the Hazardous Waste Treatment, Storage. and Disposal Facility

would not be constructed . This option corresponds to Alternatives A (No Action), B (fen-Year
Plan), and C (Minimum Treatment. SlOrage. and Disposal) evaluated in this EIS. This option would
involve the continued use of the Hazardous Waste Storage Facility. and the continued transpon of the
waste to an offsite disposal facility .

a. Reference location for impact analysis : 4 kilometers (2 .5 miles) east or the Radioactive Waste Management
Complex . Potential impacts are desc ribed further in Section C-3. 2.
b. Mitigative: measures are described further in Section C-3 .3.
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G Description/function:

e
n WAG

e EIS Alter. (A B C or D):

()

,

"'"

00

,

"'"

r SNF or Waste stream:
i Action type:
c Structure Type:
~· ·Size: (m2)
I
n
Other features:
f
(Pits, ponds, power
/water/sewer lines)
0
Location:
Inside/outside of fence
Inside/outside of bldg.
C Cost($) : PreConst.
0 Cost($) : Const.
n Schedule Start /End: PreConst.
s Schedule Start /End: Const.
t No. of workers: (new/exist)
r Heavy Equip.
Equip. used:
Trips:
u
c Acres Disturbed: New
t
Previous
i
Reveqetated
0 Air Emissions:
n
(None / Ref.)

Hazardous Waste Treatment,
Disposal & Storaqe Facilities
INEL
0
Haz.
New
Buildings (2)
2,000 & 560
Roads, power, water. sewer

(For analysis purposes only)
Outside RWMC
(2 .5 miles east)
$11 Mil.
$105 Mil.
1999 - 2002
2005 - 2008
50 Peak 15 Avq. Subs
See Table
C-4 .8.1-1
5
0
0
See Belanger et al. 1995

Rev.

Construction water
2000 k

None identified
No
10000 k
2,000
78 k Diesel 16 k Propane
Yes
No
Yes
$6.2 Mil. /yr
2008 - 2032
15 New
See Table
C-4.8.1-1
See Appendix F,
Section 3

n

a Effluents:
I
I
n
f
0

r
m

t
i
0

n
Industrial
500
Paint, curing compound
2000 liter

January 18, '95

0

a
I Effluents:
n
Type :
Quantity: (liters)
f
0 Solid wastes:
Type:
Quantity: (m3)
Haz.lToxic Chemicals:
Storage/inventory

11

C Cultural resource effects:
0 Pits/pondinq created: (m2)
n Water usaqe: (liters)
s Energy requirements:
t
Electrical: (MWH/yr)
Fossil fuel: (liters)
Niqhtliqhts used: YIN
Night YIN
Generators:
Day YIN
0 Cost($) : Operation:
p Schedule Start /End:
e No. of workers: (new/exist)
r Heavy Equip.
Equip. used:
Trips:
a
t Air Emissions:
i
(None / Ref.)

Type :
Quantity:
(liters/yr)
Solid wastes:
Type :
(m3/yr)
Quantity:
Haz.lToxic Chemicals:
Storaqelinventory
Pits/ponds used: YIN (m2)
Water usage: (liters/yr)
Energy requirements:
Electrical: (MWH/yr)
Fossil fuel: (liters/yr)
Niqhtliqhts used: YIN
Generators:
Night YIN
Day YIN

None

Industrial
500

HW
5

41.6 k Liters
No
None
I

3 ,000
10 k
Yes
No
No

C-4.9.1 INDUSTRIAL/COMMERCIAL LANDFILL EXPANSION

PROJECT NAME: Industrial/Commercia! Landfill Expansion

C-4.9 PROJECTS RELATED TO INFRASTRUCTURE
GENERAL PROJECT OBJECTIVE: The general objective of this proposed project is to provide
continued solid waste disposal for the INEL for a 30·year landfill life by (a) disposing the waste in
landfills that comply with regulatory requirements. (b) monitoring for hazardous and radioactive
contaminants in the waste. and (c) closing and monitoring for the existing INEL sanitary landfill.
The Landfill Complex would comply with Federal regulations 40 CFR Parts 257 and 258 as
applicable, and the State of Idaho Department of Health and Welfare regulations.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION: This project would extend the boundaries of the Central Facilities Area
Landfill Complex to provide 91 additional hectares (225 acres) of land for INEL industrial solid waste
disposal and operations th rough the year 2025 as a minimum. The complex would use the existing
administrative facilities. The landfill complex extension would encompass activities and operations
associated with INEL solid waste disposal including recycling. The facility would acco mmodate at
least 48,000 cubic meters per year (63 ,000 cubic yards per year) of waste.

The Landfill Complex extension would provide a centralized area for the following functions:

Landfill operations with disposal cells for nonradioactive, nonhazardous INEL
industrial solid waste and asbestos

Waste minimization area including recycling and volume redu ction
operations

Ancillary operations functions including construction/maintenance of roads;
litter cont rol; utilities; cover and closure of completed landfi ll cells;
drainage control; seed ing and erosion control; and traffic cont ro l

Treatment and disposal of petroleum·contaminated media

Waste or recyclable collection/transportation to and fro m the landfill complex .
C-4.9·1
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The previous project description was used for the analysis of potential consequences in Chapter 5 of
Volume 2 of the SNF and INEL EIS where the project would be implemented under Alternatives B
(Ten-Year Plan), C (Minimum Treatment, Storage, and Disposal), and D (Maximum Treatment ,
Storage, and Disposal). The project data sheet at the end of this project summary supports the above

Table C-4.9.1-1. Summary of potential environmental impacts of the Industrial/Co mmercial Landfill
Expansion Project under Alternative B.
Environmental attribute
Geology and soil. acres
disturbed

project description .

Potential impact'
Disturb II :!: acr'Cs of previously undisturbed soil
(no conniet with existing land usc policies):

Potential mitigative measurcsb
Prevent soil/wind erosion; partly
previously disturbed soil

disturb 168 acres of previously disturbed soil

The proposed project would be integral to an existing facility within a major facility area (the Central

Waler resources

None

None required

Wildlife and habitat

For previously undisturbed soil: Loss of
biodiversity and habitat productivity; animal
displacement and mortality; potential for habitat
fragmentation
For previously dj!lturbed soil : Minimal shorttenn impact on biodivcnity , productivity. and
animal displacement and mortality within major
facility area

Previously undisturbed soil: Avoid
wetlands, aquatic resources. and critical
habitats; prevent soil erosion ; reseed .
Previously disturbed soil: prevent soil
erosion ; reseed

Historic. archaeological,
or cultural resources

Unknown number o f sites. located in an
archaeologicaUy sensitive area, known sites in
the vicinity

Conduct and record surveys; mitigate
according to applicable requirements
(Section C-3.3 .4)

Air resources

Radiologica! operational emissions · None
Nonradiological emiuions . No increase in
emissions over present operation

Unknown

Human health

No infonnation

Unknown

Transportation

Construction (onsite truck trips): None
Operation (onsite truck trips per year) :
Nonradiological . 1630

Use of approved transport vehicles and
containers and qualified equipment
operators

Waste management

None (no waste generated)

None required

Socioeconomic
conditions

Operation: 9 existing workers

None required

Facilities Area). (See Figure C-I-I for location and Section C-3.2 for a discussion of new
construction in a major facility area.)

Information regarding the environment affected by this project is covered by other sections of this
EIS , as summarized and referenced in Section C-3. 1. The potential environmental effects associated
with this project are summarized in Table C-4.9.1-1. This table is complemented by information on
environmental impacts in Section C-3 .2 and on mitigation of impacts in Section C-3.3. Other
applicable issues are discussed in Section C-3.4.

PROJECT-SPECIFIC OPTIONS :

~

- Under this option, an Industrial/Commercial Landfill Expansion would not be provided

and landfill needs would continue with incremental assessments under the National Environmental
Policy Act, as is the current practice. This option corresponds to Alternative A (No Action)
evaluated in this EIS. The existing solid waste disposal cells would continue to operate for this
option. Under the current estimate, these cells would fill to capacity during 1998, thus leaving the
INEL without a waste disposal area.

a. Potential impacts are described further in Section C·3.2.
b. Mitigative mc.asures are described further in Section C·3.3.

Transfer Station - Under this option, a waste transfer station would be constructed to consolidate the
waste prior to transpon to an offsite landfill. This option is not evaluated in this EIS. An INEL
indust rial landfill would continue to be operated for disposal of bulky waste items such as concrete
and asphalt. Two pre-engineered metal buildings would be constructed to house the waste transfer
operdtions and to provide offices and suppon facilities. The transfer station would be designed to
receive 48,600 cubi c meters (64,000 cubic yards) of solid waste annually, of which 20 percent would
be recycled or disposed of at the INEL industrial landfill with the remainder to be consolidated for
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transport to a licensed offsite landfill operated by others. This option would be subject to the
continued availability of an offsite landfill. The 30-year cost for construction and operation of this
option is estimated at $105 million.

Municipal Landfill - Under this option, a municipal landfill would be provided instead of an INEL
industrial landfill. The environmental impacts of this option are bounded by the proposed project
evaluated in this EIS . This option would be similar to the proposed action for operations and
extension of disposal operations. However, the landfill would be operated in compliance with
additional regulatory requirements (40 CFR 258, "Criteria for Municipal Solid Waste Landfills").
The 30-year cost for construction and operation of this option is estimated at $180 million.

Incineration - Under this option, a solid waste incinerator would be constructed at the INEL. This
option is not evaluated in this EIS . This option was eliminated from further study because the volume
of solid waste generated at the INEL is too low to efficiently operate an incinerator. The volume of
waste could be increased by transporting solid waste from the surrounding communities to the INEL,
but incinerating this waste would have potential environmental and liability issues because it contains
hazardous waste materials.

Shipment to Another DOE Site - Under this option, the INEL solid waste would be transported to
another DOE site for disposal. This option is not evaluated in this EIS . This option was eliminated
from further study because of the high cost of constructing a transfer station and transporting the
waste to the other site.
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Project Data Sheet
G Descriptionlfunction:

Industrial/Commercial
Landfill Expansion
4
B C D
Infrastructure
Expand
Excavations
in old gravel pit

e
n WAG
e EIS Alter. (A B C or D):

I

VI

r SNF or Waste stream:
i Action type:
c Structure Type:
Size: (m2)
I
n
Other features:
f
(Pits, ponds, power
0
/water/sewer lines)
Location:
Inside/outside of fence
Inside/outside of bldo.
C Cost($): PreConst.
0 Cost($): Const.
n Schedule Start /End: PreConst.
s Schedule Start /End: Const.
t No. of workers: (new/exist)
r Heavy Equip.
Equip. used:
Trips:
u
c Acres Disturbed: New
t
Previous
i
Revegetated
0 Air Emissions:
(None / Ref.)
n

Land treatment of PCM

Inside CFA
Outside
$30 k (Ops. Plan)
N/A
1992 - 1993
N/A
N/A
See Table
C-4 .9.1-1
112
168
225

Rev. 8
C Cultural resource effects:
0 Pits/pondinQ created: (m2)
n Water usage: (liters)
s Energy requirements:
t
Electrical: (MWH/yr)
Fossil fuel: (liters)
Nightlights used: YIN
Generators:
Night YIN
Day YIN
0 Cost($) : Operation:
p Schedule Start /End:
e No. of workers: (new/exist)
r Heavy Equip.
Equip. used:
a
Trips:
t Air Emissions:
i
(None / Ref.)
0

o<
r

c:
~

[TI

""

None

I
I

n
f
0

m
t
i
0

n
None

I

None

See Appendix F,
Section 3

a Effluents:

a
I Effluents:
n
Type:
Quantity: (liters)
f
0 Solid wastes:
Type :
Quantity: (m3)
Haz.lToxic Chemicals:
Storaoe/inventory

None
None
No
No
No
$1 .9 Mil.lyr
1998 - 2025
9 ExistinQ
See Table
C-4.9.1-1

n

r
None

January 5, '95
None identified, clearance reQuested
Yes (temporary)
None

Type:
Quantity:
(Iiters/yr)
Solid wastes:
Type:
(m3/yr)
---.9IJantity:
Haz.n-oxic Chemicals:
Storage/inventory
Pits/ponds used: YIN (m2)
Water usaoe: (liters/yr)
Energy requirements:
Electrical: (MWH/yr)
Fossil fuel: (liters/yr)
Nightliohts used: YIN
Generators:
Night YIN
Day YIN

None

No information
Asbestos (TSCA)
671
Yes
No information
8
0
Yes
No
No

C-4.9.2 GRAVEL PIT EXPANSIONS

Washington Boulevard. The excavations at these pits have a total approximate area of
5 acres. No expansion of the Naval Reactors Facility pi!> is proposed .

PROJECT NAME: Gravel Pit Expansions

4.

Test Reactor Area/Idaho Chemical Processing Plant pit - This pit is located near the

GENERAL PROJECT OBJECTIVE: The general objective of this proposed project would be to

intersection of Lincoln Boulevard and Monroe Street between the Test Reactor Area and

expand existing gravel borrow pit operations to provide gravel and fill material for existing and future

the Idaho Chemical Processing Plant. The excavation at this pit has an approximate area

road and other construction activities at the INEL during the ten-year period of June 1995 to June

of 30 acres . The pit would be expanded approximately 0.65 acres.

2005.

5.

Central Facilities Area pit - This pit is located east of Lincoln Boulevard approximately

The pits provide sand, gravel, and aggregate for construction and maintenance, and the spreading area

0.8 kilometer (0.5 mile) north of the intersection with Ponland Ave. The excavation of

provides borrow material consisting primarily of soil, silt, and sand for lining ponds and capping

this pit has an area of less than 10 acres. The pit would be expanded approximately 2.4

areas such as Radioactive Waste Management Complex Pad A and landfills.

acres.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION: This project would reopen and/or expand the use of natural resources

6.

Boiling Water Reactor Experiment pit - This pit is located north of Adams Boulevard

contained within several gravel pits and one borrow area on the INEL. These natural resources

approximately 0.6 kilometer (0.4 mile) west of the intersection with Van Buren

consist of sand, gravel , aggregate, and borrow (eolian and alluvial sediments). Future operations

Boulevard . The excavation of this pit has an approximate area of 30 acres. The pit

would be conducted under "Infrastructure" and "Excavation" programs that would be managed by

would be expanded approximately 3.7 acres .

facility landlords, operating contractors, and waste management and environmental restoration
organizations. The following describes the gravel pits and borrow area that are located on the INEL:

7.

Radioactive Waste Management Complex pit - This pit is located approximately 5
kilometers (3 miles) west of Radioactive Waste Management Complex on the T-12 road.

I.

Test Area North gravel pit - This pit is located approximately 1.2 kilometers (0.75

The excavation of this pit has an approximate area of 30 acres. The pit would be

miles) north of the Test Area North Containment Test Facility. The excavation has an

expanded approx imately 3.8 acres.

approximate area of 60 acres. The pit would be expanded approximately 0.4 acres .
8.
2.

3.

Lincoln Boulevard pit - This pit is located along Lincoln Boulevard approximately 13

Radioactive Waste Management Complex Spreading Area B - This spreading area is
located approximately 5 kil ometers (3 miles) south of Radioactive Waste Management

kilometers (8 miles) north of the Naval Reactors Facility. The excavation at this pit has

Complex . This excavation has an approximate area of 200 acres . The pit would be

an approximate area of 70 acres. The pit would be expanded approximately 0.34 acres.

expanded approximatel y 120 acres.

Naval Reactors Facility pit - There are three small pits in the Naval Reactors Facility

Under all altern .. ives, minor fugitive dust emissions would be produced during onsite loading of

area. Pit #I is located near the intersection of Lincoln Boulevard and Washington

gravellborrow and transponation on unpaved roads. Expansion of existing gravel pits or opening of

Boulevard . Pit #2 is located just south of the Naval Reactors Facility fence adjacent to

new gravellborrow area would not impact INEL wetlands, floodplains, surface water, or

the railroad tracks. Pit #3 is located approximately 0.4 kilometer (0.25 mile) west of

groundwater. A stormwater discharge plan would be prepared for all active gravellborrow pits.
DOE-ID has prepared a Clean Water Act Section 404 permit application for the continued removal of

C-4.9.2-1
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borrow material from INEL Spreading Area B. These activities become subject to Section 404
permitting requirements August 23 , 1994, as a result of regulations that modified the definition of
discharge of dredged materials .

No known critical wildlife habitats are located on the INEL, but there arlO': ,. ' .:asional migratory
endangered or threatened species on the INEL. An additional 40 acres at each gravel pit and 60 acres
at Spreadi.lg Area B have been intensively surveyed for cultural resources. The results of these
cultural surveys are available for review, and any questions or concerns after reviewing the results
may be discussed with the DOE. Removal of resources from existing gravel pits under all
alternatives within the surveyed area would not disturb significant cultural resources . However, nine
prehistoric resources were identified in Spreading Area B. Therefore, as recommended by the Idallo
State Historic Preservation Office, a program of subsurface archaeological testing has been initiated to
formally determine the National Register eligibility of these resources and thereby assess the effects of
borrow activities within Spreading Area B under all alternatives .

Under all alternatives, excavation from gravellborrow pits would be sloped in accordance with
Occupational Safety and Health Administration regulations. Soil erosion and stormwater discharge
would be controlled as identified in a stormwater discharge plan written to address a consolidated
source of stormwater requirements for gravellborrow users and for all active gravellborrow pits.

The above project description was used for the analysis of potential consequences in Chapter 5 of
Volume 2 of the SNF and INEL EIS where the project would be implemented under Alternative B
(fen-Year Plan) and expanded under Alternative D (Maximum Treatment, Storage, and Disposal).
The project data sheet at the end of this project summary supports the above project description.

The proposed project would involve new construction outside major facility areas . (See Figure C-l-l
for assumed location and Section C-3 .2 for a discussion of new construction outside major facility
areas .)

C-4.9.2-3
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Information regarding the environment affected by this project is covered by other sect ions of this
EIS, as summarized and referenced in Section C-3. 1. The potential environmental effects associated
with this project are summarized in Table C-4.9.2-1. This table is complemented by information on

Table C-4.9.2-1. Summary of potential environmental impacts of the Gravel Pit Expansion Project.
Environmental attribute

Potential impact-

Potentia l mitigative measurcsb

environmental impacts in Section C-3 .2 and on mitigation of impacts in Section C-3.3. Other

Gco logy and soil.
acrcs disturbed

Disturb 20. 12 acres of previously undisturbed
soil; no conniet with existing land use policies

applicable issues are discussed in Section C-3.4.

Water resources

None

None required

Wildlife and habitat

Loss of biodiversity and habitat productivity;
animal displacement and mortality; potentia' for
habitat fragmentation

Avoid wetlands. aquatic resources. and
critical habitats; prevent soil erosion;
re,eed

Historic. archaeological.

23 sites have been partially surveyed

Completc and record surveys ; mitigate
according to applicable requirements
(Section C·3 .3.4)

Air resources

Radiological OPerational em iss io n~ - None
Nonradiological emissions - No net increase in
emission rate over current gravel pit operations

None required

Human health

Radiation eXPOsures and ca ncer risk · None
Nonradiological effects · No emissions

None required

Transportation

Truck trips included in individual projects

Excavation and transport by qualified
equipment operators

PROJECT-SPECIFIC OPTIONS :

No Action - This alternative (A) is evaluated because it represents baseline conditions against which

or cultural reso urces

the potential impacts of the other alternatives are compared. Under this alternative, infrastructure and
excavation projects would maintain schedule, cost, and staffing at current levels. These operations
would require approximately 158,000 cubic meters (207,000 cubic yards) gravellborrow onsite.

Ten-Year.E!..an - Under this alternative (B) and in support of SNF and INEL ER&WM activities,
infrastructure, and excavation projects would increase schedule, cost, and staffing above current
levels. These operations would require approximately 392,000 cubic meters (513,000 cubic yards)
gravellborrow onsite through project life cycles.

Prevent soi l/wind erosion

Waste management

None (no waste generated)

None required

Socioeconomic
conditions

Construction: No additional workers

None required

Minimum Trealment Storage and pisposal - Under this alternative (C) and in support of SNF and
INEL ER&WM activities, infrastructure and excavation projects would maintain schedule, cost, and
staffing at nearly current levels . These operations would require approximately 296,000 cubic meters

a. Potential impacts are described further in Section C·3.2.
b. Mitigative measures are described further in Section C·3 .3 .

(387 ,000 cubic yards) gravellborrow onsite through project life cycles.

Maximum Treatment Storage and Disposal

- Under this alternative (D) and in support of INEL

spent nuclear fuel and ER&WM activities, infrastructure and excavation projects would require
schedule modifications and an increase in cost and staffing levels above Alternatives A (No Action) , B
(Ten-Year Plan), and C (Minimum Treatment, Storage, and Disposal). These operations would
require approximately 1,772,000 cubic meters (2,317,000 cubic yards) gravellborrow onsite through
project life cycles and necessitate the expansion of existing pits and the opening of a new borrow
area. The preparation of a storm water pollution prevention plan, and the determination of an air
permitting action would be required for each gravel pit and borrow area before proposed actions
commence.
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Cease Use of Gravel/Borrow - This option would cease use of gravellborrow resources on the
INEL. This option was not evaluated in this EIS . Maintenance of the INEL infrastructure and
performance of environmental restoration and waste management activities require these resources ,
even under the No Action alternative.

Obtain Gravel/Borrow from an Offsite Commercial Source - Under this option, DOE would
purchase and import 3,800 cubic meters (5 ,000 cubic yards) or less of crushed gravel for roadbase
material, concentrated aggregate (screened) , and gravel for plant mix from an outside source . Over
5,000 cubic yards becomes more cost efficient to allow subcontractor access to INEL gravel and an
onsite crusher.

Identify New. Onsite Sources of Gravel/Borrow - This option would allow DOE to develop a new
borrow source. Terreton Lake beds south of Test Area North are an example. These lake beds are
largely sandy and clayey silt, with lesser amounts of relatively pure clay and would suffice as an
alternative to Spreading Area B.
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Project Data Sheet
G Descriptionlfunction:

Gravel Pit Expansions

e
n WAG
e EIS Alter. (A B C or D):
r SNF or Waste stream:
i Action type:
c Structure Type:

C
0

n

s
t
r

u
c
t
I
0

n
I

n
f
0

o<

r

f

m

....

Location:
Inside/outside of fence
Inside/outside of bldq.
Cost($): PreConst.
Cost($): Const.
Schedule Start /End: PreConst.
Schedule Start /End: Const.
No. of workers: (new/exist)
Heavy Equip.
Equip. used:
Trips:
Acres Disturbed:
All disturbed areas new:
~

TAN
TRAIICPP
CFA
Lincoln Blvd.
Borax
RWMC Pit Run
RWMC Spreading Area B

INa
B D (expanded)
Infrastructure
Expand
Pits

Outside TAN, NRF, TRA,
CFA &RWMC

N/A

No increase
Included in
individual projects
Additional acres disturbed
0.00
0 .40
0.65
2. 40
0.34
2.70
3.80
120.00

Rev. 11
C Gravel Removed (m3)
Alternative B
0
n
Alternative D

February 23, '95
392,000
1,772,000

s
t Air Emissions:
r
(None / Ref.)

See Belanger et al.

u
c Effluents:
t
Type:
I
Quantity: (liters)
0 Solid wastes:
n
Type :
Quantity: (m3)
I Haz./Toxic Chemicals:
n
StoraQe/inventory
f Cultural resource effects:
0 Pits/pondinq created: (m2)
r Water usaqe: (liters)
m Energy requirements:
Electrical: (MWH/yr)
a
Fossil fuel: (liters)
t
I Nightlights used: YIN
Night YIN
0 Generators:
Day YIN
n

None

None
None
Yes
Yes
None
None
None
No
No
No

1995

C-4.9.3 CENTRAL FACILITIES AREA CLEAN LAUNDRY
AND RESPIRATOR FACILITY

A parking lot is on the west side of the building, with three loading docks on the east and north sides.
The facility is presently not operating and is in an interim shutdown condition per a National
Environmental Policy Act categorical exclusion.

PROJECT NAME: Central Facilities Area Clean Laundry and Respiralor Facility
The above project description was used for the analysis of potential consequences in Chapter 5 of
GENERAL PROJECT OBJECTIVE: The general objective of this proposed project would be to use

Volume 2 of the SNF and INEL EIS where the project would be implemented under Alternatives B

an existing facility for a new use, continue use as intended, or to decontaminate and decommission

(fen-Year Plan) and D (Maximum Treatment, Storage, and Disposal). The project data sheet at the

the facility .

end of this project summary suppons the above project description .

PROJECT DESCRIPTION : This project would provide several alternatives for the ex isting Building

The proposed project would be located in an existing facility within a major facility area (the Central

CFA-{;17, Clean Laundry and Resp irator Facility, located in the north east pan of the Central

Facilities Area) . (See Figure C-I-( for location and Section C-3.2 for a discussion of projects within

Facilities Area at the INEL. Other than for No Action, the selection of an appropriate alternative for

an existing faCility.)

Building CFA-{;17 is a "proposed action." This project would implement one of the following five
Information regarding the environment affected by this project is covered by other sections of this

alternative actions :

EIS, as summarized and referenced in Section C-3 . 1. The potential environmental effects associated
I.

Hazardous Waste Storage Facility

with this project are summarized in Table C-4.9.3-1. This table is complemented by information on

2.

Quality Assurance Testing Facility

environmental impacts in Section C-3.2 and on mitigation of impacts in Section C-3.3. Other

3.

Radio logical Development & Research Laboratory Facility

applicable issues are discussed in Section C-3.4.

4.

Decontaminate and decommission the Facility

5.

Resume operation of the Clean Laundry and Respirator Facility.

PROJECT-SPECIFIC OPTIONS:

The Clean Laund ry and Respirator Facility is a one-story, cement block building built in 1981 with an

No Action - Under this option, the Central Facilities Area Clean Laundry and Respirator Facility

area of 1,067 square meters (I 1,494 square feet). Seven functional areas are within this area:

would not be reused. This option corresponds to Alternatives A (No Action) and C (Minimum
Treatment, Storage, and Disposal) evaluated in this EIS. This option would involve continued

I.

Respirator processing

surveillance and maintenance of an existing facility under a National Environmental Policy Act

2.

Hot lau ndry processing

categorical exclusion status . The National Environmental Policy Act categorical exclusion was not

3.

Special hot laundry monitoring

wr itten to suppon such a long-term action.

4.

Health Physics office and monitoring area

5.

Cold laundry processing

Build Treatment Storage and Disposal Facility - Under this option, the facility would not be

6.

Office, lunch room, and rest rooms

available (except possibly on an interim basis) for use as a Hazardous Waste Storage Facility if the

7.

Mechanical system room.

Hazardous Waste Treatment and Storage and Disposal Facility were to be built . This option
corresponds wi th Alternative D (Maximum Treatment, Storage, and Disposal) evaluated in this EIS.

C-4.9.3-1
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Table C-4.9.3-1. Summary of potential environmental impacts of the Central Facilities Area Clean
Laundry and Respirator Facility Project under Alternative B.
Environmental attribute

Potential impacta ,b

Potential mitigative measures·'c

Geology and soil, acres
disturbed

Nonc (no disturbed soil)

Project would be in existing facility

Water resources

Depends on option selected

Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan in
place at INEL

Wildlife and habitat

None

Project would be in existing facility

Historic, archaeological,
or cultural resources

None

Projcct would be in existing facility

Air resources

Radiological operational emissions
None
Nonradio lo gical cmissions
None

Measures depend on expected emissions;
may include enclosures, filtration,
stabilization .

Human health

No information

TBD

Transportation

Construction (onsite truck trips) :
Nonradiological - II
Operation onsite truck trips per year) :
Nonradiologieal - 3

Use of approved transport vehicles and
containers, qualified equipment operators,
and shipmcnt manifesting procedure

Waste management

Construction (m 3): industrial waste - 400
low-level waste - (depends
on option)
Operation (m 3/yr) : industrial waste - 100

Waste minimization and recycling
programs in place at INEL

Socioeconomic
conditions

Operation: No additional workers

None required

a . Definition of acronyms : TBD - to be determined .
b. Potential impacts are described further in Section C-3 .2.
e. Mitigative measures are described further in Section C-3.3 .
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Project Data Sheet
G Description/function:

e

"e WAG
EIS Alter. (A B C or D):
r SNF or Waste stream:
i Action type:

c Structure Type:
Size:

(m2)

Rev. 11

CFA Laundry &
Respirator Facility
INa
B 0
Infrastructure
Expand
Existing
1,067

I

"f
0

C
0

n

s
t

r
u

c
t
i
0

"

Other features:
(Pits, ponds, power
/water/sewer lines)
Location:
Inside/outside of fence
Inside/outside of bldO.
Cost($): PreConst.
Cost($): Const.
Schedule Start /End: PreConst.
Schedule Start /End: Const.
No. of workers: (new/exist)
Equip. used:
Heavy Equip.
Trips:
Acres Disturbed: New
Previous
Revegetated
Air Emissions:
(None / Ref.)

I Effluents:
Type:
Quantity: . (liters)
f
0 Solid wastes:
Type:
Quantity: (m3)
Haz.lToxic Chemicals:
Storaoe/inventorv

"

None

InsideCFA
Inside CFA-617
$1 .8 Mil. Total
1995
1995 - 1997
No information
See Table
C-4.9.3-1
0
0
0

C Cultural resource effects:
0 Pits/pondino created: (m2)
Water usaoe: (liters)
s Energy requirements:
t
Electrical: (MWH/yr)
Fossil fuel: (liters)
NiOhtliohts used: YIN
Generators:
Night YIN
Day YIN
0 Cost($): Operation:
p Schedule Start /End:
e No. of workers: (new/exist)
r Heavy Equip.
Equip. used:
Trips:
a
t Air Emissions:
i
(None / Ref.)

"

"

a
I
I

"f
0

m

a
t
LLW
No information
LLW
Ind.
(No info. avail)
400
Decon Solutions
No information

None
No
Depends on option selected.
Depends on option selected.
No
No
No
No increase
1998 - TBD
existing / no new
See Table
C-4.9.3-1
Depends on option selected.

0

r
Depends on option selected.

February 17, '95

i
0

"

Effluents:
Type:
Quantity:
(Iiters/yr)
Solid wastes:
Type:
Quantity:
(m3/yr)
Haz.lToxic Chemicals:
Storage/inventory
Pits/ponds used: YIN (m2)
Water usaoe: (Iiters/yr)
Energy requirements:
Electrical: (MWH/yr)
Fossil fuel: (Iiterslyr)
Niohtliohts used: YIN
Generators:
Night YIN
Day YIN

None

Ind.
100
See Project Summary HWSF
Source Term data sheet
No
0
No increase
No increase
No
No
No

C-4.10.1 CALCINE TRANSFER PROJECT (BIN SET #1)
PROJECT NAME: Calcine Transfer ProjectlBin Set III

C-4.10 PROJECTS RELATED TO TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT
GENERAL PROJECT OBJECTIVE: The general objective of this proposed project is to provide
facilities and equipment for the safe retrieval and transport of high-level waste calcine from the
existing storage at Bin Set II to a fully qualified storage facility.

PROJECT DESCRJPTION : Retrieval of calcine from Bin Set I! is necessary to comply with an
existing Federal Court Order, Federal laws, and DOE orders governing the handling, storage, and
disposal of high-level waste. The retrieval of calcine from Bin Set I! and transport to a fully
qualified location would entail the following tasks. The top of the vault chamber would be accessed
by removing the support structure, backfilled soil, and equipment housed above the vault. The vault
roof would be thickened with an additional reinforced concrete slab for shielding and increased
support capacity. A containment structure would be placed over the vault. A pneumatic transport
line and support facilities at the receiving location would be constructed concurrently. Within the
containment structure, penetrations would be made through the vault roof and access risers would be
remotely attached at appropriate locations to the enclosed bins and pressure tested . The bins would
then be penetrated through the riser, and retrieval devices would be deployed via the riser to remove
the 8,000 cubic feet of calcine. The components would be designed to be portable and compatible
with all bin sets at the Idaho Chemical Processing Plant as these calcine solids would be retrieved and
treated as part of the Idaho Chemical Processing Plant High-Level Waste Calcine Immobilization
Program .

The above project description was used for the analysis of potential consequences in Chapter 5 of
Volume 2 of the SNF and INEL EIS where the project would be implemented under Alternatives B
(Ten-Year Plan) and D (Maximum Treatment, Storage, and Disposal). The project data sheet at the
end of this project summary supports the above project description.

The proposed project would be located within a major facility area (the Idaho Chemical Processing
Plant). (See Figure C-I-I for location and Section C-3.2 for a discussion of projects within an
existing facility .)
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Information regard ing the environment affected by this project is covered by other sections of th is
EIS . as summarized and referenced in Section C-3 . 1. The potential enviro nmental effects associated

Table C-4.IO.I-I. Summary of polential environmental impacts of the Calcine Transfer Project
(Bin Set # I) under Alternative B.
Environmental auribute

environmental impacts in Section C-3.2 and on mitigation of impacts in Section C-3 .3. Other

Gcology and soil,
disturbed area

Disturb O.S ac re o f previously disturbed so il

Project would be within majo r faci lity
area ; previously disturbed soil

Wate r resources

Co nst ruction/operation: waler use minima l

Sia nn Water Pollution Prevention
Plan in piace at INEL

applicable issues are discussed in Section C-3.4.

Potential impacl·,b

Potential mitigative mcasures·· c

with this project are summarized in Table C-4. IO. I-1. Th is table is complemented by info rmatio n on

Effluent: construction wate r

PROJECT-SPECIFIC OPTIONS:

~

Wild life and habitat

Minimal short·term impact on biod iversity.
productivity . and animal d isplacement and mortality
within major facility

Previously disturbed soil: prevent so il
erosion; reseed

Historic,
archaeological , or

No sites identified

None required

Air resources

Radiological operationai emissions
1.0 x 104 90 of NESHAP dose limit
Toxic Air Pollutants (TAPs)
None
Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSDl
No ne

Facility design . sa fety analysis .
inspection and surveillanec. annual
reporting

Human health

Radiation exposures and canccr risk
Maximally exposed indiv idual :
1.0 x 10-5 mrcm/yr
S x 10- 12 latent cancer fatalities/yr
80-km (SO-mile) popu lation :
Year 2000 : 8 .4 x 10-5 person rem/y r
4 .2 x 10. 8 latent cancer fata lities/ yr
Year 201 0 : 9 .3 ;It 10-5 person rem /y r
4 .6 x to-8 latent cancer fatat itiesfyr
Nonradiologicat effccts - No emissions

Acccss control. fac ility design . sa fety
analysis. inspection and surveillance .
annual reporting requirements;
monitor ECAs during construction

Transportation

Construction (onsite truck trips) :
Nonradiological • 3
O peration (o nsite truck trips per year): None

Usc o f approved transpo rt vchieles
and containers. quali fied equipment
operato rs. and s hipment manifesting
procedure

Waste management

Construction (m l ): industrial waste · 100

Waste minimization and recycling
programs in place at INEL

Socioeconomic
condit ions

Construction : IS subcontracto r pe rsonnel
Operation: No additional wo rkers

None required

- Under this option, the technology to transfer calcine fro m older bin sets would not be

demonstrated. This option corresponds to Alternatives A (No Action) and C (Minimum Treatment,
Storage, and Disposal) evaluated in this EIS.

cultunl resources

a . Uc:finilion of acronyms : ECA - environmentally contro lled area; NESHAP • National Emission Standards fo r
Hazardous Air Po llutants .
b . Potential impacts arc described further in Section C-3 .:!.
c . Mitigative measures arc desc ribed further in Section C-3 .3.
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Project Data Sheet
G Description/function:

e
n WAG

e EIS Alter. (A B C or D):

(")

,

~

o

r SNF or Waste stream :
i Action type:
c Structure Type:
Size: (m2)
I
n
Other features:
f
(Pits, ponds, power
/water/sewer lines)
0
Location:
Inside/outside of fence
Inside/outside of bldQ.
C Cost($): PreConst.
0 Cost($): Const.
n Schedule Start /End: PreConst.
s Schedule Start /End: Const.
t No. of workers: (new/exist)
r Heavy Equip.
Equip. used:
Trips:
u
c Acres Disturbed: New
t
Previous
i
Reveoetated
0 Air Emissions:
n
(None / Ref.)

Rev.

Calcine Transfer Project
(Bin Set #1)
3
B D
HLW
New Demonstration
Containment Enclosure
200
Transfer equipment

0

n
s

t

0
p

e
r
Inside ICPP

a
t
I

$65 Mil. total
1994 - 1999
1999 - 2004
15 Subs.
See Table
C-4.10.1-1
0
0.5
0
None

Construction water
No information

January 11, '95

None identified
No
Minimal
No information
11.3 k Diesel 760 Propane
No
No
Yes
None
2006 - 2007
no new above current level
See Table
C-4.10.1-1
See Appendix F,
Section 3

n

a Effluents:
I
I
n
f
0

r
m

t
I
0

n
Ind.
100
None

Pits/ponding created : (m2)
Water usaoe: (liters)
Energy requirements:
Electrical: (MWH/yr)
Fossil fuel: (liters)
Niohtliohts used: YIN
Night YIN
Generators:
Day YIN
Cost($) : Operation:
Schedule Start /End:
No. of workers: (new/exist)
Heavy Equip.
Equip. used:
Trips:
Air Emissions:
(None / Ref.)

0

a
I Effluents:
Type:
n
f
Quantity: (liters)
0 Solid wastes:
Type:
Quantity: (m3)
Haz.fToxic Chemicals:
Storaoelinventory

12

C Cultural resource effects:

Type:
Quantity: Jliters/yr)
Solid wastes:
Type:
Quantity:
(m3/yr)
Haz.fToxic Chemicals:
Storaoe/inventorv
Pits/ponds used: YIN (m2)
Water usaQe: (Iiters/yr)
Energy requirements:
Electrical: (MWH/yr)
Fossil fuel: (Iiters/yr)
NiQhtliohts used: YIN
Night YIN
Generators:
Day YIN

None

No information
None
No
No
Minimal
0
No
No
No

C-4.10.2 PLASMA HEARTH PROCESS PROJECT

material in the waste would be heated to a high temperature where it would melt and separate into
molten slag and metal phases. Actinides and oxidized heavy metals would migrate to the slag phase;

PROJECT NAME: Plasma Hearth Process Project

cooling and sol idification of this material would result in the final waste form .

GENERAL PROJECT OBJECTIVE: The general objective of this proposed project is to demonstrate

Offgas from the primary process chamber would be transported to a secondary chamber where high

the full-scale Plasma Hearth Process on actual mixed low-level waste that is difficult to treat by

temperature, excess oxygen, turbulence, and delay time of the offgas in the secondary chamber would

conventional thermal technologies.

ensure 99.99 percent destruction and removal efficiency of any remaining organic compounds. The
offgas would then be cooled by use of an evaporative cooler before entry into the system baghouse

PROJECT DESCRIPTION: The Plasma Hearth Process is a high-temperature thermal treatment

and high-efficiency particulate air filters where particulates would be filtered from the offgas at an

process using a plasma arc torch in a refractory-lined chamber that destroys organics and stabilizes

efficiency of 99.97 percent per filter .

the residuals in a nonleaching, vitrified waste form. Plasma arc technology is used commercially,
primarily for production of high purity alloys. This project would involve the adaptation of that

The Plasma Hearth Process technology is chiefly applicable to solid or sludge wastes where a

existing, commercially available technology. nle key elements of this tec~on"logy are (a) extremely

stabilized byproduct is required for disposal. The application for which the Plasma Hearth Process is

high temperature operation that completely destroys organics while stabilizing inorganics; (b) the

currently being developed is both solid mixed low-level waste and transuranic waste.

ability to accept a very wide range of waste types without pretreatment; (c) the ability to treat waste
without removing it from the container; (d) generation of separate slag and metallic phases. allowing

The Transient Reactor Test reactor building (Building 720) is a metal-sided, steel-framed structure

segregation and possible reuse of the metal; and (e) the preference of many radionuclides (especially

and features two high bay sections (north and south) and two low bay sections (east and west). The

the actinides) and toxic heavy metals to migrate to the stable slag phase.

Plasma Hearth Process field-scale unit (that is, plasma furnace system, offgas system, and support
equipment) would be sized and configured for installation in the south high bay area (70 feet wide by

The term "plasma" refers to a highly ionized gas . The type of plasma that would be considered in

114 feet long by 75 feet high) of the building and would tie into the reactor offgas system at a

this application is known as a direc'-current arc-generated plasma. This type of plasma would be

location not yet determined. Field-scale unit experiments would be conducted as nonreactor

generated with a plasma "torch . " Brssically, the torch uses a flowing gas to stabilize an electrical

experiments in the Transient Reactor Test facility .

discharge (arc) between two electrode:;, One or both of these electrodes is contained within the torch.
For treatment of solid materials, the second electrode is usually the material being processed. Energy

The above project description was used for the analysis of potential consequences in Chapter 5 of

is dissipated in the form of heat and light as the electrical current flows through the gas. Through

Volume 2 of the SNF and INEL EIS where the project would be implemented under Alternatives B

resistance heating (Joule heating), this proce~s create.!> a high-temperature gas as well as directly

(Ten-Year Plan) and D (Maximum Treatment, Storage, and Disposal). The project data sheet at the

heating the work piece.

end of this project summary supports the above project description.

The plasma hearth process system would consist of the following functional units : a feed system, a

The proposed project would be located in an existing facility within a major facility area (Argonne

primary plasma chamber, a secondary combustion chalnber, an offgas treatment system, and a slag

National Laboratory-West). (See Figure C-I-I for location and Section C-3.2 for a discussion of

removal system . Waste would be fed to the primary chomber where heat from the plasma torch

projects within an existing facility .)

would be used to initiate a variety of chemical and physical changes. Organic compounds in the
waste would be decomposed, volatilized, pyrolized, andlor oxidized. The remaining inorganic
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Information regarding the environment affected by this project is covered by other sections of this
EIS, as summarized and referenced in Section C-3 . 1. The potential environmental effects associated
with th is project are summarized in Table C-4. IO.2-1. This table is complemented by information on
environmental impacts in Section C-3.2 and on mitigation of impacts in Section C-3 .3. Other
applicable issues are discussed in Section C-3.4 .

Table C-4.IO.2-J. Summary of potential environmental impacts of the Plasma Hearth Process
Project under Alternati ves B and D.
Environmenta l attribute

Potential impact

l

•

b

Geology and soil, acres
disturbed

None expected

Project would be within existing facility

Water

Construction: 30,000 liters
Operation: 70,855 liters/year

Sto rm Water Pollution Prevention Plan
in place at (NEL

Wildlife and hab itat

None

Project would be within cxj!Oling facility

Historic. archaeo logica l.
o r cultural resources

None

Projcct would bc within existing facility

Air resources

Radiological ooc:rational cminions
5 .7 x IOoti", of NESHAP dose limit
Toxic Air Pollutants crAPs)
0 .62 % of significance level for combined TAPs
Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSO)
O.OII!O 24-hr S02 - Class I. Craters o f the Moon
Wilderness Area

Facility design. waste acceptance
criteria . safety analysis. inspection and
surveillance. annual reporting

Human health

Radiation exposures and cancer risk
Maximally c"r.sed individual:
5 .7 x 10- mrcm/yr
2.8 x 10- 13 latcnt canccr Catalitics/yr
80-km (SO-mile) population:
Year 2000: 7 .5 x 10-6 pcrson-rem/yr
4.0 x 10-8 latent cancer Catalitics/y r
Year 2010: Not operational
Nonradioiogical effects
Negligible impact on health erfects expected

Access control . faci lity design, safety
analysis. inspection and surveillance.
annual reporting requirements

Transportation

Construction (onsite truck trips):
Nonradiological - 0.5
Operation (onsite truck trips per year):
Nonradiological - 1.4
Radio logical- 31.6

Use o f approved transport vehicles and
containers. qualified equipment
operators. and shipment manifesting
procedure

Construction (m3): industria l waste - 20
Operation (m3fy r) : low-level waste - 23
industrial wastc - SO

Waste minimization and recycHng
programs in place at INEL

Construction: 5 to 10 subcontractor personnel
Cor 3 months
Operation: 6 subcontractor personncl

None required

rc ~o urccs

PROJECT-SPECIFIC OPTIONS :

~

- Under this option, the Plasma Heanh Process would not be developed . This option

corresponds to Alternatives A (No Action) and C (Minimum Treatment, Storage, and Disposal)

Potential mitigative measures" c

evaluated in this EIS .

Waste management

Socioeconomic
cond itions

a. Definition of acronyms : NESHAP - National Emission Standards fo r Hazardous Air Pollutants.
b. Potential impacts arc described furt her in Section C-3 .2.
e . Mitigative measures are described furt her in Section C-3 .3 .
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Project Data Sheet
G Description/function:
e
n WAG

e EIS Alter. (A B C or

0):

r SNF or Waste stream:
i Action type :
c Structure Type:
Size: (m2)
I
Other features:
n
(Pits, ponds, power
f
/water/sewer lines)
0
Location:
Inside/outside of fence
Insideloutside of bide.
C Cost($): PreConst.
0 Cost($): Const.
n Schedule Start /End: PreConst.
s Schedule Start lEnd: Const.
t No. of workers: (new/exist)
r Heavy Equip.
Equip. used:
u
Trios:
c Acres Disturbed: New
t
Previous
Revegetated
I
0 Air Emissions:
(None I Ref.)
n

Rev. 9

Plasma Hearth Process
Project
8
B D
HW
TRU MLLW
New
Existing

Plasma Hearth
Equipment

Inside ANL-W
Inside Bld-720
$4 Mil.
$11 Mil.
1994 - 1995
1995 - 1996
5 - 10 Subs. (3 months)
See Table
C-4.10.2-1
0
0
0
See Belanger et al. 1995

C Cultural resource effects:
0 Pits/pondinQ created: (m2)
n Water usage: (liters)
s Energy requirements:
t
Electrical: (MWH/yr)
Fossil fuel: (liters)
NightliQhts used: YIN
Generators:
Night YIN
Day YIN
0 Cost($): Operation:
p Schedule Start lEnd:
e No. of workers: (new/exist)
r Heavy Equip.
Equip. used:
Trips:
a
t Air Emissions:
i
(None / Ref.)
0

<:
o
r

c:
~

...

tTl

1
0
No
No
No
$10 Mil. Total
1996 - 2000
6 Subs.
See Table
C-4.10.2-1
See Appendix F,
Section 3

a Effluents:
I
I
n
f
0

r
m

t
None

N/A
None
30 k

n

a
I Effluents:
n
Type:
Quantity: (liters)
f
0 Solid wastes:
Type:
Quantitv: (m3)
Haz.IToxic Chemicals:
Storaeelinventorv

January 19. '95

i
0

n
Ind.
20
None

<fa0

Type:
(liters/yr)
Quantity:
Solid wastes:
Type:
(m3/yr)
Quantity:
Haz.IToxic Chemicals:
Storage/inventory
Pitslponds used: YIN (m2)
Water usage: (Iiters/yr)
Energy requirements:
Electrical: (MWH/yr)
Fossil fuel: (liters/yr)
NiQhtliQhts used: YIN
Generators:
Night YIN
Dav YIN

None

Ind.
LLW
50
23
None
No
70855
4,688
69822 Propane
No
No
No
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AACC

acceptable air concentration of
carcinogens

AAQS

Idaho Ambient Air Quality
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ARN
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Army Reentry Vehicle Entry
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ASB
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ACGIH

American Conference of
Government Industrial
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AE
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AEA

Atomic Energy Act of 1954

B
BA

Bachelor of Arts Degree

BACT

best available control
technology

BEIR V

Biologic Effects of Ionizing
Radiation (NAS-NRC
committee)

AIRFA

American Indian Religious
Freedom Act

ALARA

as low as reasonably
achievable

ANL-W

Argonne National LaboratoryWest

BLEVE
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ANSI

American National Standards
Institute

BLM

U.S. Bureau of Land
Management

APCE
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CERCLA

Comprehensive Environmental
Response, Compensation, and
Liability Act

DOE

U.S . Department of Energy

DOE-CH

U.S. Department of EnergyChicago Operations Office

CFA

Central Facilities Area

CFC

chlorofluorocarbons

DOE-Chicago U.S. Department of EnergyChicago Operations Office

CFR

Code of Federal Regulations

DOE-ID

CFRMF

Coupled Fast Reactivity
Measurement Facility

DOl

CH-TRU

U.S . Department of EnergyIdaho Operations Office

EP

environmental program

FR

Federal Register

EPA

Environmental Protection
Agency

FSA

Fuel Storage Area

FSV

Fort St. Vrain

ER&WM

Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management

FTE

full -time employee

ERPG

Emergency Response Planning
Guide

FWHA

Federal Highway
Administration

Interior

ERPG3

Emergency Response Planning
Guide Level 3

FWS

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

DOT

U.S. Department of
Transportation

FY

fiscal year

ES

executive summary

DRCT

Dry Rod Consolidation
Technology

ESF

engineered-safety features

expo

exposure

GPP

General Plant Project

GTCC

greater-than-Class-C (waste)

haz.

hazardous

HEPA

high-efficiency particulate air
(filter)

HFEF

Hot Fuel Examination Facility

HLLW

high-level liquid waste

HLW

high-level waste

HPIL

Health Physics Instrument
Laboratory

HTRE-3

Heat Transfer Reactor
Experiment No. 3

U.S. Department of the

contact-handled transuranic
waste

CHP

certified health physicist

Ci

curies

cm

centimeters

COCA

Consent Order and Compliance
Agreement

DVF

Drum Venting Facility
F

E

COE

Corps of Engineers

EA

environmental assessment

CPP

Chemical Processing Plant

EBR-I

Experimental Breeder Reactor
I

CTF

Core Test Facility

CWA

Clean Water Act

GH

EBR-II

Experimental Breeder Reactor
II

FAST

Fluorinel Dissolution Process
and Fuel Storage

FDM

frequency division multiplex

FDM

Fugitive Dust Model

FDP

f1uorinel dissolution process

ECF

Expended Core Facility

FECF

Fuel Element Cutting Facility

EDE

effective dose equivalent

FEIS

decontamination and
decommissioning

Final Environmental Impact
Statement

EDF

Engineering Design File

FFA/CO

dBA

decibel A-weighted

EIS

Environmental Impact
Statement

Federal Facility Agreement and
Consent Order
HW

hazardous waste

DBA

design basis accident

FFC Act

Federal Facility Compliance
Act

HWMA

DCG

Derived Concentration Guide

Hazardous Waste Management
Act

FMC

DEIS

Draft Environmental Impact
Statement

Food, Machi nery, and
Chemical Corporation

HWSF

Hazardous Waste Storage
Facility

FONSI

finding of no Significant impact

FPR

fuel processing restoration

0
D&D

EM

DEQ
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Division of Environmental
Qual ity (State of Idaho)

Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (DOE
Headquarters)

EMT

emergency medical technician

EO

Executive Order (U .S.
president)
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IPC

Idaho Power Company

IRC

INEL Research Center

International Atomic Energy
Agency

ISC2

Industrial Source Complex 2

lAG

Interagency Agreement

ISDE

Idaho State Department of
Employment

IAQB

Idaho Air Quality Bureau (now
known as Division of
Environmental Quality)

IAEA

180

Idaho Branch Office (of
Pittsburgh Naval Reactors)

IC

industrial/commercial waste

ICPP

Idaho Chemical Processing
Plant

ICRP

International Commission on
Radiation Protection

IDE

ISU

Idaho State University

IWPF

Idaho Waste Processing
Facility

JKL

MCW

maximally exposed co-located
worker

NEC

National Electrical Code/
Nuclear Energy Center

MEl

maximally exposed individual

NEPA

National Environmental Policy
Act of 1969

mil.

millions
NESHAP

MLLW

mixed low-level waste

National Emission Standard for
Hazardous Air Pollutants

MLLWTF

Mixed Low-Level Waste
Treatment Facility

NHPA

National Historic Preservation
Act

MPA

Master's Degree in Public
Affairs

NIOSH

National Institute for
Occupational Safety and Health

mrem

millirem

NOA

notice of availability

JD

Juris Doctor {Doctor of Law)

MRW

mixed radioactive waste

NOAA

K

one thousand

National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Association

MS

Master of Science Degree

Id

kiloliters

NODA

Naval Ordnance Disposal Area

MTHM

metric tons of heavy metal

Idaho Department of Education

kilometers

NOI

Notice of Intent

km

MTR

Materials Test Reactor

IDHW

Idaho Department of Health
and Welfare

kV

kilovolt

NON

Notice of Noncompliance

MW

mixed waste

liters

NOO

Notice of Opportunity

IDL ;~

immediate danger to life or
health

MWh

megawatt hours
NPDES

National Pollutant Discharge
Elimination Systems

NPL

National Priority List

NPR

New Production Reactor

National Ambient Air Quality
Standards

NPRD

New Production Reactor
Depanment

Native American Graves
Protection and Repatriation Act

NPS

National Park Service

National Association of
Scieoce

NRC

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission

IDO

IDWR

Department of Energy-Idaho
Operations Office reports

LDR

land disposal restrictions

LLW

low-level waste

Idaho Department of Water
Resources

lET

Initial Engine Test

IFSF

Irradiated Fuel Storage Facility

M
I'g

micrograms

m

meters

m'

cubic meters

Iotermediate-Level Transuranic
Storage Facility

MA

Master of Ans Degree

indo

industri al

MACT

maximum achievable control
technology

INEL

Idaho National Engineering
Laboratory

ILTSF

INPS
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N
NA, N/A

MCL

NAAQS

NAGPRA

NAS

NCR

notifi cation of change repon
NRF

Naval Reactors Facility

NCRP

National Council on Radi ation
Protection

NSC

National Security Council

nondestructive examination!

NTIS

National Technical Information
Service

maximum containment level
NDE/ NDA

Idaho Natural Plant Society

not applicable

nondestructive analysis
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NUREG

Nuclear Regulatory Guide

PSD

prevention of serious

deterioration
NWCF

New Waste Calcining Facility

NWPA

Nuclear Waste Policy Act of

PSD

plant safety document

1982

PTC

permit to construct

New York State Energy
Research and Development
Authority

PTI

Protection Technology Idaho

PTO

permit to operate

RWMIS

Radioactive Waste
Management Information
System

SPF

Sodium Process Facility

spp.

species

SSC

species of special concern
(State of Idaho)

SWEPP

Solid Waste Examination Pilot
Plant

SWMU

solid waste management unit

S
NYSERDA

OP
OCRWM

Office of Civilian Radioactive
Waste Management

OIP

operating internal pressure

ops .

operations

ORR

Oak Ridge Reservation

OSHA

Occupat ional Safety and Health
Administration

PBF

Power Burst Facility

PCB
pCi

QR

polychlorinated biphenyl

PEW

Submarine Reactor

SAA

Satellite Accumulation Area
(process waste)

SAIC

Science Applications
International Corporation

TAN

Test Area North

research and development

RCRA

Resource Conservation and
Recovery Act
SAR

Safety Assessment Report

TBD

RESL

Radiological and
Environmental Sciences
Laboratory

to be determined

SARA

Superfund Amendments and
Reauthorization Act

TCE

tetrachloroethylene

Request for Proposal

scfm

TCLP

RFP

standard cubic feet per minute

tox icity characterization
leeching procedure

R1/FS

Remedial Investigationl
Feasibility Study

SDA

Subsurface Disposal Area

TEDE

total effective dose equivalent

SDWA

Safe Drinking Water Act

THEF

SF

Thermal Hydraulic Experiment
Facility

support facilities

SL-I

TLD

Radioactive Mixed Waste
Storage Facility

thermoluminescent dosimeters

Stationary Low-Power Reactor
No. I

TLV-TWA

threshold limit valve/timeweighted average

ROD

Record of Decision

SMC

Specific Manufacturing
Complex

TMI

Three-Mile Island

ROI

region of influence
SNF

spent nu clear fuel

TPSP

SNF and
INEL EIS

TAN (Test Area North) Pool
Stabilization Project

Department of Energy
Programm atic Spent Nuclear
Fuel Management and Idaho
National Engineering
Laboratory Envi ro nmental
Restoration and Waste
Management Programs
Environmental Impact
Statement

RLWTF

programmatic environmental
impact statement

Radioactive Liquid Waste
Treatment Facility

process equipment waste
a doctoral degree

PMF

probable maximum flood

PNL

Pacific Northwest Laboratory

RSAC-5

PSAWT

S5G

RSWF

Process Experimental Pilot
Plant
private sector alpha low-level
waste treatment

Radiological Safety Analysis
Computer Program
Radioactive Scrap and Waste
Facility

RW

radioactive waste

RWMC

Radioactive Waste
Management Complex
SPERT
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T

picocuries

PhD

PREPP

Submarine Thermal Reactor

R&D

RMWSF
PElS

SIW

Special Power Excursion
Reactor Test

TRA

Test Reactor Area

TRANSAX

transportation accident exercise

TRD

Technical Resource Document

TRU

transuranic waste

TRUPACT

transuranic packaging container

TSA

Technical Support Annex
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TSA

Transuranic Storage Area

WHF

Waste Handling Facility

TSCA

Toxic Substances Control Act

WIF

Waste Immobilization Facility

TSD

Treatment, Storage, or
Disposal (Facility)

WINCO

Westinghouse Idaho Nuclear
Company

TSD

Technical Support Document

WIPP

Waste Isolation Pilot Plant

TSF

Technical Support Facility

WM

waste management

WMO

Waste Management Office

WMO

World Meteorological
Organization

500-year flood A flood event of such magnitude it occurs, on average, every 500 years (equates to
a 0.2 percent probability of occurring in any given year).

WNYNSC

Western New York Nuclear
Service Center

absorbed dose The energy impaned by ionizing radiation per unit mass of irradiated material.
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U

UCRL

University of California
Research Laboratory

UCW

utility cooling water

USBC

U.S. Bureau of the Census

USC

United States Code

USGS

U.S . Geological Survey

UTM

Universal Transverse Mercator

Terms in this glossary are defined based on the context in which they are used in this EIS .
1 DO-year flood A flood event of such magnitude it occurs, on average, every 100 years (equates to
a I percent probability of occurring in any given year).

The unit of absorbed dose is the rad .
WRRTF

Water Reactor Research Test
Facility

WTD

waste technology development

WVDP

West Valley Demonstration
Project

WWSB

Waste Experimental Reduction
Facility Waste Storage
Building

VW
VOC

volatile organic compound

VVE

vapor vacuum extraction

WAG

Waste Area Group

WCC

Warning Communication
Center

WCF

Waste Calcining Facility

WEC

Westinghouse Electric
Corporation

XYZ

ZPPR

WEDF

Waste Engineering
Development Facility

WERF

Waste Experimental Reduction
Facility
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accelerator produced radioactive material
panicle accelerator.

Radioactive material that was produced in a charged

acceptable ambient concentration for a carcinogen (AACC) Ambient air quality standards
based on the probability of developing excess cancers over a 70-year lifetime exposure to one
microgram per cubic meter (ll'g/m 3) of a given carcinogen and expressed in terms of a screening
emission level or an acceptable ambient concentration for a carcinogenic toxic air pollutant.
acceptable ambient concentration for a noncarcinogen (AAC) Ambient air quality standards
based on occupational exposure limits for airborne toxic chemicals expressed in terms of a screening
emission level or an acceptable ambient concentration for a noncarcinogenic toxic air pollutant.

Zero Power Physics Reactor
accident

An unplanned sequence of events that results in undesirable consequences.

actinide Any of a series of chemically similar, mostly synthetic, radioactive elements with atomic
numbers ranging from actinium-89 through lawrencium-IOJ.
acute exposure The absorption of a relatively large amount of hazardous material (or intake of
hazardous material) over a short period of time.
adsorption The attraction and adhesion of ions or molecules in a gaseous or aqueous state to a
solid surface.
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air pollutant Any substance including, but not limited to, dust, fumes, gas, mist, odor, smoke,
vapor, pollen, soot, carbon, or particulate matter that is regulated.

as low as reasonably achievable (ALARA) A process by which a graded approach is applied to
maintaining dose levels to workers and the public and releases of radioactive materials to the
environment as low as reasonably achievable.

air quality The specific measurement in the ambient air of a particular air pollutant at any given
time.
air quality criteria The varying amounts of pollution and lengths of exposure at which specific
adverse effects to health and welfare talce place.
air quality standard The prescribed level of a pollutant in the outside air that cannot be exceeded
during a specified time in a specified geographical area. Established by both Federal and State
governments.
alluvium

Sedimentary material deposited by flowing water, as in a river bed or delta.

attainment area Any area which is designated, pursuant to 42 U.S.C. Section 7407(d) of the
Clean Air Act, as having ambient concentrations equal to or less than national primary or secondary
ambient air quality standards for a particular air pollutant or air pollutants.
atomic number The number of positively charged protons in the nucleus of an atom and the
number of electrons on an electrically neutral atom.
background level The value assigned to the quantity of particulate or gaseous material in ambient
air which originates from natural sources uninfluenced by the activity of man.

alpha .. mitter A radioactive substance that decays by releasing an alpha particle.

background radiation Radiation from cosmic sources, narurally occurring radioactive materials,
including radon (except as a decay product of source or special nuclear material), and global fallout as
it exists in the environment from the testing of nuclear explosive devices.

alpha low-level waste Waste that was previously classified as transuranic waste but has a
transuranic concentration lower than the currently established limit for transuranic waste. Alpha lowlevel waste requires additional controls and special handling. This waste stream cannot be accepted
for onsite disposal under the current waste acceptance criteria; therefore, it is special-case waste.

basalt A general term for dark-colored , fine-grained igneous rock. Commonly extrusive and
composed primarily of calcic plagioclase and pyroxene minerals .

alpha-particle A positively charged particle ejected spontaneously from the nuclei of some
radioactive elements . It is identical to a helium nucleus that has a mass number of 4 and an
electrostatic charge of +2 .
ambient air That portion of the atmosphere outside of buildings to which the general public has

baseline For purposes of this EIS , the conditions projected to exist in June 1995, the scheduled
date for the Record of Decision, against which the environmental consequences of the various
alternatives are evaluated.
below regulatory concern A definable amount of low-level waste that is suffiCiently small that it
can be deregulated with minimal risk to the public .

access.
applicable or relevant and appropriate requirements (ARARs) Requirements , including
cleanup standards, standards of control, and other substantive environmental protection requirements
and criteria for hazardous substances as specified under Federal and State law and regulations, that
must be met when complying with the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and
Liability Act of 1980 (CERCLA).

best available control technology (BACT) An emission standard (including fuel cleaning or
treatment or innovative fuel combination techniques) for control of such contaminants. BACT shall
be determined on a case-by-case basis, talcing into account energy, environmental and economic
impacts, and other costs, and shall be at least as stringent as any applicable Sections of 40 CFR Part
60 and 40 CFR Part 61. If an emissions standard is infeasible, a design, equipment, work practice,
operational standard , or combination thereof, may be prescribed as BACT.

aquifer A body of rock or sediment sufficiently permeable to conduct groundwater and to yield

beta .. mitter

A radioactive substance that decays by releasing a beta particle.

significant quantities of water to wells and springs.
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beta-particle A charged panicle emitted from a nucleus during radioactive decay, with a mass
equal to 111837 that of a proton . A negatively charged beta panicle is identical to an electron. A
positively charged beta panicle is called a positron.
beyond design basis accidents Accidents of the same type as a distinct design basis accident
(fire, eanhquake, and so forth) but defined by parameters that exceed in severity the parameters
defined for the distinct design basis accident.
bound To estimate or describe an upper limit on a potential environmental consequence when
uncertainty exists.
bounding That which represents the maximum reasonably foreseeable event or impact. All other
reasonably foreseeable events or impacts would have fewer andlor less severe environmental
consequences .

certified waste Waste that has been confirmed to comply with the waste acceptance criteria of the
treatment, storage, or disposal facility for which it is intended under an approved waste certification
program.
certifying authority or official An organization or person outside the waste generator line
organization who is responsible for certifying that the waste being sent to a treatment, storage, or
disposal facility meets the requirements of the receiving facility's waste acceptance criteria.
characterization The determination of waste composition and properties, whether by review of
process Irnowledge, nondestructive examination or assay, or sampling and analysis, generally done for
the purpose of determining appropriate storage, treatment, handling, transportation, and disposal
requirements.
chronic exposure The absorption of hazardous material (or intake of hazardous materials) over a
long period of time (for example, over a lifetime).

breeder reactor A type of nuclear reactor that creates more fissionable fuel than it uses .
buffer zone An area designed to separate. Specifically, the portion of a disposal site that is
controlled by the licensee and that lies under and between the disposal units and the boundary of the
site.
by-product material (a) Any radioactive material (except special nuclear material) yielded in, or
made radioactive by, exposure to the radiation incident to the process of producing or utilizing special
nuclear material , and (b) the tailings or wastes produced by the extraction or concentration of uranium
or thorium from any ore processed primarily for its source material content [Atomic Energy Act
II(e)]. By-product material is exempt from regulation under the Resource Conservation and
Recovery Act.
calcination The process of converting high-level waste to unconsolidated granules or powder (also
called calcining).
calcine The materials produced by calcination.
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Class I area Under the Clean Air Act, any Federal land that is classified or reclassified "Class I. "
The designation applies to pristine areas, such as national parks and wilderness areas, where
substantial growth is effectively precluded in order to avoid any degradation of the air quality.
clean waste Waste products that are neither radioactive nor hazardous but require appropriate
disposal in a solid waste landfill.
closure Deactivation, stabilization, and surveillance of a waste management unit, landfill, or other
facility . Closure often refers to the process under the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act
involving the preparation and signing of a Closure Plan.
cold nuclear fuel
reactor.

canning The process of placing spent nuclear fuel in canisters to retard corrosion, contain
radioactive releases, or control geometry.
certification plan

cladding The outer jacket of fuel elements and targets usually made of aluminum, stainless steel,
or zirconium-aluminum alloy, used to prevent fuel corrosion and retain fission products during reactor
operation, or to prevent releases into the environment during storage.

See waste certification plan.
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Nuclear reactor fuel which has not been exposed to a neutron flux in a nuclear

collective dose The sum of the individual doses received in a given period of time by a specified
population from exposure to a specified source of radiation. The units of collective dose are personrem.
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co..Jocated workers Workers in a fixed population outside the day-to-day process safety
management controls of a given facility area. In practice, this fixed population is normally the
workers at an independent facility area located some distance from the reference facility area.
commercial waste management facility A facility located off DOE-controlled property that is
not managed by DOE to which DOE sends waste for treatment, storage, and/or disposal.
committed dose equivalent (Hsol The dose equivalent to organs or tissues of reference that will
be received from an intake of radioactive material by an individual during the 50-year period
following the intake. The International Commission on Radiological Protection defines this as the
committed equivalent dose.
committed effective dose See committed effective dose equivalent.
committed effective dose equivalent (HE,sol The sum of the products of the weighting factors
applicable to each of the body organs or tissues that are irradiated and the committed dose equivalent
to these organs or tissues. The International Commission on Radiological Protection defines this as
the committed effective dose.
Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act of 1980
(CERCLAI A Federal law (also known as "Superfund") that provides a comprehensive framework
to deal with past or abandoned hazardous materials. The Comprehensive Environmental Response,
Compensation, and Liability Act of 1980 (CERCLA) provides for liability, compensation, cleanup,
and emergency response for hazardous substances released into the environment that could endanger
public health, welfare, or the environment, as well as the cleanup of inactive hazardous waste disposal
sites . CERCLA has jurisdiction over any release or threatened release of any "hazardous substance"
to the environment. Under CERCLA, the definition of "hazardous" is much broader than under the
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act, and the hazardous substance nced not be a waste. If a site
meets the CERCLA requirements for designation, it is ranked along with other "Superfund" sites and
listed on the National Priorities List. This ranking and listing is the U. S. Environmental Protection
Agency's way of determining which sites have the highest priority for cleanup.
committed equivalent dose

Consent Order and Compliance Agreement (COCA) A legally binding agreement signed in
1987 between the U.S. Department of Energy Idaho Field Office (DOE-ID), U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency Region 10 (EPA Region 10), and the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS). This
agreement addressed environmental restoration activities at the INEL. The COCA was superseded by
the Federal Facilities Agreement/Consent Order, among DOE-ID, EPA Region 10, and the State of
Idaho, signed in December 1991.
contact-handled waste

containerization The process of placing radioactive or other hazardous material in a confining
receptacle for storage or transport. For spent nuclear fuel, this is called canning.
containment The provision of a gastight shell or other enclosure around a reactor to confine
fission products that otherwise might be released into the atmosphere in the event of an accident.
contamination The deposition of unwanted radioactive material on the surfaces of structures,
areas, objects, or personnel.
contingency plan A document setting out an organized, planned, and coordinated course of action
to be followed in case of unanticipated events such as fire, explosion, or other events that may release
toxic chemicals, hazardous wastes, or radioactive materials to threaten human health or the
environment. The goal of the contingency plan is the containment or mitigation of the impacts
resulting from the event.
continuity of operations Activities that include developing strategic and long-range waste
management plans, surveillance and maintenance of facilities and equipment, waste certification,
proper training programs for personnel, and record/information administration.
control equipment Any method, process or equipment which removes, reduces, or renders less
nox ious, air pollutants discharged into the atmosphere.

See committed dose equivalent.
coolant

confinement General control of contaminants through engineering design, such as heating and
ventilation systems that use high-efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filters to remove contaminants
before discharge to the atmosphere. Such systems may break down or experience a loss of electric
power that would ·Iose confinement· temporarily. This may require evacuation of the structure but
would not lead to significant consequences to workers or a significant release.
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Packaged waste whose external surface dose rate does not exceed 200

millirem per hour.

E~

A gas or liquid circulated through a nuclear reactor to remove or transfer heat.

core The central portion of a nuclear reactor containing the fuel elements, moderator, neutron
poisons, and support structures.
criteria air pollutant Under the Clean Air Act, and the State of Idaho air quality regulations, any
air pollutant for which there is a State or national ambient air quality standard.
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cumulative impact The impact on the environment which results from incremental impacts of an
action when added to other past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future actions regardless of what
agency (Federal or non-Federal) or person undertakes such other actions. Cumulative impact can
result from individually minor but collectively significant actions taking place over a period of time.
curie (ei) The basic unit used to describe the intensity of radloactivity in a sample of material. The
curie is equal to 37 billion disintegrations per second, which is approximately the rate of decay of 1
gram of radium. A curie is also a quantity of any radionuclide that decays at a rate of 37 billion
disintegrations per second.
decay, radioactive The decrease in the amount of any radioactive material with the passage of
time, due to the spontaneous emission from the atomic nuclei of either alpha or beta particles, often
accompanied by gamma radiation. (See half-life; radioactive.)
decommissioning The process of removing a facility from operation, followed by
decontamination, entombment, dismantlement, or conversion to another use.
decontamination The actions taken to reduce or remove substances that pose a substantial present
or potential hazard to human health or the environment, such as radioactive contamination from
facilities, soil, or equipment by washing, chemical action, mechanical cleaning, or other techniques.
defense waste Radioactive waste from any activity performed in whole or in part in support of
DOE atomic energy defense activities; excludes waste from DOE nondefense activities or waste under
the purview of the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission or generated by the commercial nuclear
power industry.
delta E A parameter used to define color shift in visual impact modeling. It is the primary basis
for determining perceptibility of plume visual impact in screening analyses .

•

design basis accident (DBA) Accidents that are postulated for the purpose of establishing
functional requirements for safety significant structures, systems, components, and equipment.
diffusion

The process by which a pollutant plume is diluted by turbulent eddies.

discharge Under principles of hydrogeology, the amount of water passing through (or leaving) a
given cross-sectional area in a given period of time. Under the Clean Water Act, discharge of a
pollutant, which includes any addition of any pollutant or combination of pollutants to waters of the
United States from any point source. This definition includes additions of pollutants into waters of
the United States from: surfaced runoff which is collected or channeled by man; discharges through
pipes, sewers, or other conveyances owned by a State, municipality, or person which do not lead to a
VOLUME 2
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treatment works; and discharges through pipes, sewers, or other conveyances, leading into privately
owned treatment works.

dry storage

dispersion
atmosphere.

earthquake magnitude A measure of earthquake size, determined by taIcing the common
logarithm (base 10) of the largest ground motion recorded during the arrival of a seismic wavc type
and applying a standard correction for distance to the epicenter. Three common types of magnitude
are Richter (or local) (MJ, P body wave (mb)' and surface wave (M,).

In air pollution, the process of transport and diffusion of airborne contaminants in the

disposal Emplacement of waste in a manner that ensures protection of human health and the
environment within prescribed limits for the foreseeable future with no intent of retrieval and that
requires deliberate action to regain access to the waste.
disposal facility A facility or pan of a facility at which hazardous waste is intentionally placed
into or on any land or water and at which waste will remain after closure.
dissolution

The ability of water to take a substance into solution.

Storage of spent nuelear fuel in environments where the fuel is not immersed in liquid

for purposes of cooling andlor shielding.

effective dose

See effective dose equivalent.

effective dose equivalent (EDE) The sum of the products of the dose equivalent to the organ or
tissue and the weighting factors applicable to each of the body organs or tissues that is irradiated. It
ineludes the dose from radiation sources internal andlor external to the body and is expressed in units
of rem. The International Commission on Radiation Protection defines this as the effective dose.

DOE orders Requirements internal to the U.S . Depanment of Energy (DOE) that establish DOE
policy and procedures, ineluding those for compliance with applicable laws.

effluent The wastewater, treated or untreated, that flows out of a facility. Generally, effluent is

DOE site boundary A geographic boundary within which public access is controlled and activities
are governed by the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) and its contractors, not by local authorities.
Based on the definition of exelusion zone, a public road traversing a DOE site is considered to be
within the DOE site boundary if DOE or the site contractor has the capability to control the road at
any time necessary.

emission Any controlled or uncontrolled release or discharge into the outdoor atmosphere of any
air pollutants or combination thereof. Emission also ineludes any release or discharge of any air
pollutant from a stack, vent, or other means into the outdoor atmosphere that originates from an

dose (or radiation dose) A generic term that means absorbed dose, dose equivalent, effective
dose equivalent, committed dose equivalent, committed effective dose equivalent, or total effective
dose equivalent, as defined elsewhere in this glossary.

discharged into surface waters.

emission unit.

emission standard A permit or regulatory requirement established by the Idaho Depanment of
Health and Welfare, or a requirement contained in 40 CFR Part 60, 40 CFR Pan 61, or the Idaho
State Implementation Plan (SIP), which limits the quantity, rate, or concentration of emissions on a
continuous basis, ineluding any requirements which limit opacity, prescribe equipment, set fuel

specifications, or prescribe operation or maintenance procedures to assure continuous emission
dose conversion factor

Any factor that is used to change an environmental measurement to dose

in the units of concern. Frequently used as the factor that expresses the committed effective dose
equivalent to a person from the intaIce (inhalation or ingestion) of a unit activity of a given
radionuclide.
dose equivalent The product of the absorbed dose in tissue, quality factor, and all other necessary
modifying factors at the location of interest. The unit of dose equivalent is the rem. The
International Commission on Radiation Protection defines this as the equivalent dose.

control.
engineered barriers

Manmade components of a waste management system or facility designed to

prevent or impede the release of radionuelides or other waste material into the biosphere. This
ineludes the waste form, radioactive waste containers, and other materials placed over and around
such containers, and physical features of the system or facility.
enriched lJranium

Uranium that has greater amounts of the fissionable isotope uranium-235 th an

occurs naturally. Naturally occurring uranium is 0.72 percent uranium-235.
dos" rate

The radiation dose delivered per unit of time; measured, for example, in

rem per hour.
environmental monitoring The process of sampling and analysis of environmental media in and
around a facility being monitored for the purpose of (a) confirming compliance with performance
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objectives and (b) early detection of any contamination entering the environment to facilitate timely
remedial action.
environmental restoration Cleanup and restoration of sites and decontamination and
decommissioning of facilities contaminated with radioactive andlor hazardous substances during past
production, accidental releases, or disposal activities.

cafeteria, a production facility, a machine shop, and a waste handling facility all contained within a
common bcundary. If programs such as radiation protection, training, auditing, and evaluation are an
integral pan of safety management at each facility and emergency response plans cover the potential
responses of individuals at all buildings, then the collection of buildings constitutes a facility area.
All persoMel in the area are f. , i1ity workers, not co-located workers.
fa:iIIty area boundary The geographic boundary of an area controlled on a daily basis by process

environmental restoration program A DOE subprogram concerned with all aspects of
assessment and cleanup of both contaminated facilities in use and of sites that are no longer a pan of
active operations. Remedial actions, most often concerned with contaminated soil and groundwater,
and decontamination and decommissioning are responsibilities of this program.

safety management and a common emergency response plan.

eolian Applied (a) to deposits arranged by the wind, (b) to the erosive action of the wind, and (c) to
deposits which are due to the transporting action of the wind.

access to waste material or spent nuclear fuel.

equivalent dose

See dose equivalent.

existing facilities Facilities that are projected to exist as of the Record of Decision for th is EIS ,
scheduled for June 1995.
exposure Being exposed to ionizing radiation or to hazardous material . Alternatively, a measure
of the ionization produced in air by X or gamma radiation; the unit of exposure in air is the roentgen.
external accident Accidents initiated by manmade energy sources not associated with operation of
a given fac ility . Examples include airplane crashes, induced fires , transportation accidents adjacent to
a facility , and so forth.
external dose
body.

That portion of the dose equivalent received from radiation sources outside the

facility (a) Any building, structure, installation, equipment, pipe or pipeline (including any pipe
into a sewer or publicly owned treatment works), well, pit, pond, lagoon, impoundment, ditch,
landfill , storage container, motor vehicle, rolling stock, or aircraft; or (b) any site or area whele a
hazardous substance has been deposited, stored, disposed of, placed, or otherwise come to be located .
facility area

The area within the DOE site bcundary immediately surrounding a facility or group of

facilities that functions under process safety management programs and a common emergency
response plan. This defi nition covers any building within such an area regardless of whether it is
dedicated to production, waste handling, or administr-ative issues; for example, an office building , a
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facility security plan In the context of waste management, a security plan is one that provides the
measu res required by law, regulation, or good judgment for prevention of unknowing or unauthorized
entry into a treatment, storage, or disposal facility; or operation of facility equipment and systems; or

facility worker Any worker whose day-to-day activities are controlled by process safety
management programs and a common emergency response plan associated with a facility or facility
area. This definition includes any individual within a faCility/facility area or its 0.4-mile exclusion
zone. This definition can also include those transient individuals or small populations outside the
exclusion zone but inside the radius defined by the maximally exposed co-located worker if reasonable
efforts to account for such people have been made in the facility or facility area emergency plan. For
facility accident analyses, the facility worker is defined as an individual located 100 meters (328 feet)
downwind of the facility location where an accidental release occurs.
feasibility study (FS) A step in the environmental restoration process specified by the
Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act of 1980 (CERCLA) . The
objectives are to identify the alternatives for remediation and describe a remedial action that satisfies
applicable or relevant appropriate requirements (ARARs) for mitigating confirmed environmental
contamination. The FS presents a series of specific engineering or construction alternatives for
cleaning up a site; for each alternative presented , there will be a detailed analysis of the costs, effects,
engineering feasibility, and environmental impacts. The FS is based on information provided in the
remedial investigatio n (RJ) . Successful completion of an FS should result in a decision (Record of
Decision) selecting a remedial action alternative and the subsequent development of a remedial design
for implementation of the selected remedial action.
Federal Facility Compliance Act (FFCA) Federal law signed in October 1992 amending the
Resource Conservation and Recovety Act. The objective of the FFCA is to bring all Federal
facil ities into compliance with applicable Federal and State hazardous waste laws, to waive Federal
sovereign immunity under those laws, and to allow the imposition of fines and penalties. The law
also requires the U. S. Department of Energy to submit an inventory of all its mixed waste and to
develop a treatment plan for mixed wastes.
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Federal Facility Agreement and Consent Order (FFAfCO) A binding agreement, negotiated
pursuant to Section 120 of CERCLA, signed by DOE, the Environmental Protection Agency Region
10, and the State of Idaho, to coordinate cleanup activities at the INEL. The FFA/CO and its Action
Plan ouUine the remedial action process that will encompass all investigation of hazardous substance
release sites. The FFAICO superseded the Consent Order and Compliance Agreement (COCA).
Federal land manager The Secretary of the Federal depanment with authority over any Federal
lands in the United States.
field offices
jurisdiction.

An administrative division of the DOE that operates facilities that are in its

fugitive emissions Those emissions which could not reasonably pass through a stack, chimney,
vent, or other functionally equivalent opening.
gamma-emitter A radioactive substance that decays by releasing gamma radiation.
gamma ray (gamma radiation) High-energy, short wavelength electromagnetic radiation (a
packet of energy) emitted from the nu cleus. Gamma radiation frequently accompanies alpha and beta
emissions and always accompanies fission. Gamma rays are very penetrating and are best stopped or
shielded against by dense materials, such as lead or uranium. Gamma rays are similar to X-rays, but
are usually more energetic.
generator (generation)

fiscal year (FY) The time frame specified by any public or private entity to separate one year's
financial (fiscal) activities from the next year's. The 1994 Federal Fiscal Year (FY 1994) began on
October I, 1993, and ended on September 31, 1994.
fissile material Although sometimes used as a synonym for fissionable material , th is term has
acquired a more restricted meaning; namely, any material fissionable by thermal (slow) neutrons .
The three primarily fissile materials are uranium-233, uranium-235, and plutonium-239.

Organizations of the DOE that produce waste.

geologic repository A system that is intended to be used for, or may be used for, the disposal of
radioactive waste or spent nuclear fuel in excavated geologic media. A geologic repository includes
(a) the geologic repository operations area, and (b) the portion of the geologic setting that provides
isolation. A near-surface disposal area is .ot a geologic repository.
geothermal energy The energy available from natural sources of heat, such as hot springs and
near-surface heat sources in volcanically active areas.

fission The splitting of a nucleus into at least two other nuclei and the release of a relatively large
amount of energy. Two or three neutrons are usually released during this type of transformation .
fission products The nuclei (fission fragments) formed by the fissio n of heavy elements, plus the
nuclides formed by the fission fragments' radioactive decay.

graded approach A process by which the level of analysis, documentation, and actions necessary
to comply with a requirement are commensurate with (a) the relative importance to safety, safeguards,
and security ; (b) the magnitude of any hazard involved; (c) the life-cycle stage of a facility; (d) the
programmatic mission of a facility; (e) the panicular characteristics of a facility ; and (f) any other
relevant factor.

fissionable material Commonly used as a synonym for fissile material , the meaning of this term
has been extended to include material that can be fissioned by fast neutrons, such as uranium-238.
fluorides Gaseous or solid compounds containing fluorine emitted into the air from a number of
industrial processes.
free liquid Liquid that is not absorbed into host material such that it could readily separate from the
solid porti on of a waste under ambient temperature and pressure and spill or drain from its container.

graphite fuel Fuel that consists of small pellets of highly enriched uranium (HEU)-carbide fuel
surrounded by protective layers of other carbide compounds. These pellets are dispersed in much
larger graphite structures for handling and neutron moderation .
greater-than-Class-C waste (GTCC) Low-level radioactive waste that is generated by the
commercial sector and that exceeds U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission concentration limits for
Class-C low-level waste as specified in 10 CFR 61. DOE is responsible for the disposal of greaterthan-C1ass-C wastes from DOE nondefense programs .

fugitive dust Dust that is stirred up and released into the atmosphere during construction activities.
Fugitive emissions composed of paniculate matter.

groundwater Generally, all water contained in the ground . Water held below the water table
available to freely enter wells.
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grouting Grouting is the process of immobilizing or fixing solid fonns of waste so they can be
more safely stored or disposed.

high..,fficiency particulate air (HEPA) filter A filter with an efficiency of at least 99.95 percent
used to separate particles from air exhaust streams prior to releasing that air to the atmosphere.

half-life The time in which half the atoms of a particular radioactive substance disintegrate to
another nuclear fonn. Measured half-lives vary from millionths of a second to billions of years.
Also called physical half-life.

high-level waste The highly radioactive waste material that results from the reprocessing of spent
nuclear fuel, including liquid waste produced directly from reprocessing and any solid waste derived
from the liquid that contains a combination of transuranic and fission product nuclides in quantities
that require permanent isolation. High-level waste may include other highly radioactive material that
the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, consistent with existing law, detennines by rule requires
permanent isolation.

hazard classification A safety classification based on potential onsite consequences. Criteria for
this classification are discussed in DOE Order 5480.23 (Nuclear Safety Analysis Reports).
hazardous air pollutant Any air pollutant subject to a standard promulgated under 42 U.S.C .
Section 7412 or other requirements established under 42 U.S .C. Section 7412 of the Clean Air Act
'
including 42 U.S .C. Section 7412(g), 0), and (r) of the Clean Air Act.
hazardous substance Any substance that when released to the environment in an uncontrolled or
unperm itted fashion becomes subject to the reporting and possible response provisions of the Clean
Water Act and the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act.
hazardous waste Under the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act, a solid waste, or
combination of solid wastes, which because of its quantity, concentration, or physical, chemical, or
infectious characteristics may (a) cause, or significantly contribute to, an increase in mortality or an
increase in serious irreversible, or incapacitating reversible, illness; or (b) pose a substantial present
or potential hazard to human health or the environment when improperly treated, stored, transported,
or disposed of, or otherwise managed. Source, special nuclear material , and byproduct material, as
defined by the Atomic Energy Act, are specifically excluded from the definition of solid waste.
hazardous waste landfill A disposal facility or part of a facility where hazardous waste is placed
in or on land and which is not a pile, a land treatment facility, a surface impoundment, an
underground injection well, a salt dome formation, a salt bed fonnation, an underground mine, or a
cave.

Holocene In the geological scale of time, the more recent of the two epochs of the Quaternary
period (10,000 years ago to the present); that period of time since the last ice age.
hot cell/hot cell facility A heavily shielded enclosure for handling and processing (by remote
means or automatical ly) or storing highly radioactive materials.
hydraulic conductivity

Capacity of a porous media to transport water.

hydraulic gradient The slope of the water table per unit of distance, resulting in groundwater
movement.

hydrogeochemistry The study of the chemical interactions between the earth's components ,
including rocks, minerals, and water.
hydrogeology The study of the geological factors relating to water.
hydrology The study of water, including groundwater, surface water, and rainfall.
infiltrate

Water passing from the land surface th rough the vadose zone into the aquifer.

intermittent surface wate r

A stream, creek , or river which does not contain water during part or

heavy metals Metallic elements with high atomic weights (for example, mercury, chromium,
cadm ium, arsenic, and lead) that can damage living things at low concentrations and tend to
accumulate in the food chain.

all of the year.

heterogeneous Pertaining to a s.,bstance having different characteristics in different locations. A
synonym is nonuniform.

inadvertent intrusion The inadvertent disturbance of a disposal facility or its immediate
environment by a potential future occupant that could result in loss of containment of the waste or
exposure of personnel. Inadvertent intrusion is a significant consideration that shall be included either
in the design requirements or waste acceptance criteria of a waste disposal facility .
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incineration The efficient burning of combustible solid and liquid wastes to destroy organic
constituents and reduce the volume of the waste. Incinerators are designed to bum with an extremely
high efficiency. The greater the burning efficiency, the cleaner the air emission. Incineration of
radioactive materials does not destroy the radionuclides but does significantly reduce the volume of
these wastes. High-efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filters are used to prevent radionuclides and
heavy metals from going out of the stack and into the atmosphere.
industrial commercial waste Material that is not subject to Resource Conservation and Recovery
Act Subtitle C or Atomic Energy Act regulation. It is generated by manufacturing or industrial
processes. Industrial commercial waste is also known as solid waste and is regulated by Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act, Subtitle D.

inversion

In the atmosphere, a condition in which air temperature warms with increasing altitude.

isotope One of two or more atoms with the same number of protons, but different numbers of
neutrons, in their nuclei . Thus, carbon-12, carbon-13, and carbon-14 are isotopes of the element
carbon, the numbers denoting the approximate atomic weights. Isotopes have very nearly the same
chemical properties, but often different physical properties (for example, carbon-12 and -13 are
stable, carbon-14 is radioactive).
Kjeldahl nitrogen

A method of nitrogen analysis designed to measure nitrogen present as part of

organic compounds.
lacustrine Pertaining to, produced by, or formed in a lake or lakes; growing in or inhabiting lakes .

INEL industrial waste
industrial waste.

Industrial commercial waste generated at the lNEL is categorized as lNEL
Land Disposal Restrictions A Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) program that
restricts land disposal of RCRA hazardous and RCRA mixed wastes and requires treatment to
promulgated treatment standards. Land Disposal Restrictions identify hazardous wastes that are
restricted from land disposal and define those limited circumstances under which an otherwise
prohibited waste may continue to be land disposed.

institutional control The control of waste management facilities by human instiMions.
Interagency Agreement (lAG) See Federal Facility Agreement and Consent Order.
interim status facility See RCRA interim status facility.
interim action (CERCLA) A remedial actioll undertaken to clean up or contain a potential threat
to human health and the environment that can or should be addressed within a short timeframe. The
study associated with an interim action may be completed within an "umbrella" remedial
investigation/feasibility study. Interim actions are completed on an accelerated schedule and generally
deal with well-{\efined contamination problems that present a significant, although not immediate,
threat to human health and the environment.

land-use planning A decisionmaking process to determine the future or end use of a parcel of
land, considering such factors as current land use, public expectations, cultural considerations, local
ecological factors, legal rights and obligations, technical capabilities, and costs.
lapse

In the atmosphere, a condition in which air temperature cools with increasing altitude.

less-than-90odall storage The onsite accumulation andlor storage of hazardous waste for a period
of less than 90 days by a generator subject to the requirements of 40 CFR 262.34(a) .

interim action (NEPA) An action that may be undertaken while work on a required program EIS
is in progress and the action is not covered by an existing program statement. An interim action may
not be undertaken unless such action: (a) is justified independently of the program; (b) is itself
acco mpanied by an adequate EIS or has undergone other NEPA review; and (c) will not prejudice the
ultimate decisio n on the program. Interim action prejudices the ultimate decision on the program
when it tends to determine subsequent development or limit alternatives.

life cycle The entire time period from generation to permanent disposal or elimination of waste.

intemal accidents Accidents that are initiated by man-made el1ergy sources associated with the
operation of a given facility. Examples include process explosions, fires, spills, criticalities, and SO
forth .

listed waste Under the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act, waste listed in 40 CFR 261,
Subpart D, as hazardous. Listed hazardous wastes include wastes from specific sources, nonspecific
sources, and discarded commercial chemical products. These wastes have not been subjected to the
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liquid metal fast breeder reactor A reactor that operates using a type of fission known as fast
fission where the neutrons that are used to split the atoms are not slowed down or moderated , as is
usually the case with normal fission . It creates more fissionable material than it consumes and uses
liquid metal as a coolant. Liquid sodium is a common metal used to cool this type of reactor.
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toxicity characterization leaching procedure because the dangers they present are considered selfevident.
loess A homogeneous deposit consisting predominantly of silt, with subordinate amounts of very
fine sand andlor clay.
long-term storage The storage of hazardous waste (a) onsite (a generator site) for a period of 90
days or greater, other than in a satellite accumulation are.. , or (b) offsite in a properly managed
treatment, storage, or disposal facility for any period of time.
low-level waste Waste that cortains radioactivity and is not classified as high-level waste,
transuranic waste, or spent nuclear fuel. Test specimens of fissionable material irradiated for research
and development only, and not for the production of power or plutonium, may be classified as lowlevel waste, provided the concentration of transuranic elements is less than 100 nanocuries per gram
of waste.
mafic Pertaining to or composed predominantly of the magnesian rock-forming silicates; said of
some igneous rocks and their constituent minerals; synonymous with "dark minerals."
major radionuclides The radioisotopes that together comprise 95 percent of the total curie content
of a waste package by volume and have a half-life of at least I week. Radionuclides that are
important to a facility's radiological performance assessment andlor a safety analysis and are listed in
the facility'S waste acceptance criteria are considered major radionuclides.
management (of spent nuclear fuel) Emplacing, operating, and administering facilities,
transportation systems, and procedures to ensure safe and environmentally responsible handling and
storage of spent nuclear fuel pending (and in anticipation of) a decision on ultimate disposition.
maximally exposed co-located worker (MCW) A hypothetical individual defined to allow dose
or dosage comparison with numerical criteria for co-located workers. This individual is located at
whichever is the greater of 0.4 miles from the facility area boundary (that is, the exclusion zone
boundary) or 75 percent of the distance to the nearest independent facility area (that is, the low
population zone boundary). The MCW is irrelevant if the DOE site boundary is closer than the
MCW location.
maximally exposed individual (MEl) A hypothetical individual defined to allow dose or dosage
comparison with numerical criteria for the public. This individual is located at the point on the DOE
site boundary nearest to the facility in question. Sometimes called maximally exposed offsite
individual (MOl).

maximally exposed offsite individual (MOl) A hypothetical individual defined to allow dose or
dosage comparison with numerical criteria for the public. This individual is located at the point on
the DOE site boundary nearest to the facility in question. Sometimes called ma~imally exposed
individual (MEl).
maximum concentration level These are the maximum concentrations of radionuclides in water
estimated to correspond to a lifetime cancer risk of 1110,000, assuming a lifetime daily consumption
of 2 liters of water. These concentrations assume radionuclides emit only one type of radiation. For
nonradioactive, noncarcinogenic compounds, maximum concentration levels are based on no
observable effect levels.
maximum contaminant level (MCl) Under the Safe Drinking Water Act, the maximum
permissible concentrations of specific constituents in drinking water that are delivered to any user of a
public water system that servos 15 or more connections and 25 or more people. The standards set as
maximum contaminant levels take into account the feasibility and cost of attaining the standard.
meteorological classifications Categories defining various states of atmospheric turbulence
(dispersion and dilution) that are used to estimate diffusion of radioactive material concentrations for
accident scenarios. The criteria consider the relationship of wind speed, insolation (amount of
incoming solar radiation), and cloudiness (see Brenk et aI. 1983).
Average (SO percent) meteorology: Average meteorological dispersion conditions; more
favorable and less favorable to dispersion conditions will each occur 50 percent of the time.
Conservative (95 percatt) meteorology: Adverse meteorological dispersion conditions
(unfavorable to dispersion) which will not occur more than 5 percent of the time.
Neutral meteorology: Pasquill Stability Class D, conditions which neither enhance nor
inhibit vertical diffusion in the atmosphere.
Stable meteorology: Pasquill Stability Class F, moderately stable conditions; the
atmospheric condition existing when the temperature of the air rises rather than falls with
altitude. It allows for little or no vertical air movement.
;!letric tons of heavy metal (MTHM) Quantities of unirradiated and spent nuclear fuel and targets
are traditionally expressed in terms of metric tons of heavy metal (typically uranium), without the
inclusion of other materials, such as cladding, alloy materials, and structural materials. A metric ton
is 1,000 kilograms, which is equal to about 2,200 pounds.
millirem
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One thousandth of a rem (see rem).
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mitigation Those actions that avoid impacts altogether, minimize impacts, rectify impacts, reduce
or eliminate impacts, or compensate for the impact.
mixed waste Waste that contains both hazardous waste under the Resource Conservation and
Recovery Act and source, special nuclear, or by-product material subject to the Atomic Energy Act of

1954.

nearest public access For facility accident analyses, the location of the nearest public highway
where members of the public could be present.

mixing depth The height to which pollutants can freely disperse, above which inversion conditions
exist.
moment magnitude A measure of earthquake size. The rigidity of the rock times the area of
faulting times the amount of slip.
M. Surface wave magnitude; motion is restricted 10 near the ground surface. Such waves
correspond to ripples of water that travel across a lake. Most of the wave motion is located at the
outside surface itself; and, as the depth below this surface increases, wave displacements become less
and less.

nanocurie

near-surface disposal Disposal in the uppermost ponion of the earth, approximately 30 meters .
Near-surface disposal includes disposal in engineered facilities that may be built totally or panially
above-grade provided that such facilities have protective earthen covers. A near-surface disposal
facility is not considered a geologic repository.

new facilities Any facility that is not an existing facility or an existing hazardous waste
management facility .
nitrogen oxides (NOx) Gases formed in great pan from atmospheric nitrogen and oxygen when
combustion takes place under conditions of high temperature and high pressure; considered a major
air pollutant. Two major nitrogen oxides, nitric oxide (NO) and nitrogen dioxide (NOV, are
imponant airborne contaminants . In the presence of sunlight, nitric oxide combines with atmospheric
oxygen to produce nitrogen dioxide, which in high enough concentrations can cause lung damage.
nonattainment area Any area which has been designated as not meeting (or contributes to
ambient air quality in a nearby area that does not meet) the national primary or secondary ambient air
quality standard for the pollutant.

One billionth of a curie (see curie).

National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA) A law that requires Federal agencies to
include in their decisionmaking processes appropriate and careful consideration of all potential
environmental effects of proposed actions, analyses of their alternatives, and measures to avoid or
minimize adverse effects of a proposed action that have the potential for significantly affecting the
environment. These analyses are presented in either an environmental assessment (EA) or in an
environmental impact statement (EIS).
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) A Federal agency that collects
and analyzes information on the weather. NOAA has an office at INEL for collecting weather
information. NOAA also is involved with the environmental monitoring programs at lNEL.

noncertifiable waste Waste that is not able to meet the waste acceptance criteria for the intended
treatment, storage, or disposal facility; transponation requirements; or waste that may be too difficult
to characterize adequately to prove that it meets the applicable criteria.
non reactor nuclear facitity Those activities or operations that involve radioactive and/or
fissionable materials in such form and quantity that a nuclear hazard potentially exists to the
employees or to the general public. These activ ities or operations include producing, processing, or
storing radioactive liquid or solid waste, fissionable materials, or tritium; conducting separation
operations; conducting inspections of irradiated materials, fuel fabrication , decontamination, or
recovery operations; conducting fuel enrichment operations; or performing environmental remediation

National Priorities list (NPL) A formal listing of the nation's worst hazardous waste sites, as
established by the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act
(CERCLA), that have been identified for remed iation.
natural phenomena accidents
tornadoes, floods, and so forth.

or waste management activities involving radioactive materials.
nonhazardous Waste that does not pose risks to human health and the envi ronment.
Industrial/commercial waste is an example (see hazardous waste).

Accidents that are initiated by phenomena such as earthquakes,
normal conditions All activities associated wi th a facility mission, whether operation,
maintenance, storage, and so forth , which are carried out within a defined envelope. This envelope
can be design process conditions, performance in accordance with procedure, and so forth .
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normal operation All normal conditions and those abnormal cond itions that frequency estimation
techniques indicate occur with a frequency greater than 0. 1 events per year.

organic compounds Chemicals containing mainly carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen. Petroleum
products, petroleum-based solvents, and pesticides are examples of organic compounds. Exposure to
some organic compolJnds can produce toxic effects on body tissues and processes.

NOx A generic term used to describe the oxides of nitrogen (see nitrogen oxides).
nuclear criticality A self-sustaining chain reaction that releases neutrons and energy and generates
radioactive by-product material .
nuclear fuel

orphan wastes Wastes in a classification that currently have no long-term disposal scheduled or
anticipated. An example of an orphan waste is low-level mixed waste. Orphan waste is probably not
radioactive enough to qualify for disposal at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant and it cannot be disposed
of onsite because it has hazardous components.

Materials that are fissionable and can be used in nuclear reactors to make energy.
orthophosphate

nuclide A general term referring to all known isotopes, both stable (279) and unstable (about
5,000), of the chemical elements .
off-link doses
railway.

Doses to members of the public within 800 meters (2,625 feet) of a road or

offsite facility

A facility located at a different site or location than the shipper.

The phosphate ions including H20 4 , HPO/', and

pol'.

overpack A secondary container placed around a primary container to provide additional protection
to or from the contents of a waste package or enclose a damaged primary container.
package The packaging plus its contents.
packaging A receptacle and any other components or materials necessary for the receptacle to
perform its required containment function .

offsite population For facility accident analyses, the collective sum of individuals located within
an 80·kilometer (50-mile) radius of the INEL facility and within the path of the plume with the wind
blowing in the most populous direction.

particulate matter Any material, except water in uncombined form, that exists as a liquid or a
solid at standard conditions.

on-link doses

passivation The process of making metals inactive or less chemically reactive. For example, to
passivate the surface of steel by chemical treatment.

onsite

Doses to members of the public sharing a road or railway.

The same or geographically contiguous property that may be divided by public or private

right-<lf-way, provided the entrance and exit between the propenies is at a cross-roads intersection,
and access is by crossing as opposed to going along the right-<lf-way. Non-contiguous propenies
owned by the same person but coMected by a right-<lf-way that helshe controls and to which the
public does not have access is also considered onsite propeny.

perched water A discontinuous saturated water body above the water table with uns aturated
conditions existing both above and below.

onsite facilities Buildings and other structures, their functional systems and equipment, and other
fixed systems and equipment installed onsite.

performance assessment A systematic analysis of the potential risks posed by waste
management systems to the public and environment and a comparison of those risks to established
performance objectives.

operable unit

perennial surface water A stream, creek, lake, pond, or river which contains water year round .

A discrete ponion of a Waste Area Group (WAG) consisting of one or many release

sites considered together for assessment and cleanup activities. The primary criteria for placement of
release sites into an operable unit include geographic proximity, similarity of waste characteristics and
site types, and the possibilities for economy of scale.

performance assessment limited waste Special-case waste comparable to greater-than-Class-C
waste but generated by the government. This is a low-level waste but has unique characteristics that
make it unsuitable for shallow land burial .

opera tor The organization that operates a facility .
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performance-assessment-limlted alpha waste Any alpha-contaminated waste, not meeting the
definition of transuranic waste, that cannot be disposed of by shallow land burial, based on a
documented site-specific performance assessment approved by the DOE Operations Office and
Headquarters.
performance objectives Parameters within which a facility must perform to be considered
acceptable.

preferential pathways

Preferred pathways for fluid flow . They are dependent upon the moisture

content of the porous media.
pressurized water reactor A nuclear power reactor that uses water under pressure as a coolant.
The water boiled to generate steam is in a separate system.
primary ambient air quality standard That air quality that, allowing an adequate margin of
safety, is requisite to protect the public health.

permeability The degree of ease with which water can pass through a rock or soil.
person-rem A unit of collective radiation dose applied to populations or groups of individuals (see
collective dose).
playa

The shallow central basin of a desert plain in which water gathers and then evaporates.

probable maximum flood The largest flood for which there is any reasonable expectancy in a
specific area. The probable maximum flood is normally several times larger than the largest flood of
record .

Pleistocene The older of the two epochs of the Quaternary period (2 million to 10,000 years ago).

process knowledge The set of information that is used by trained and qualified individuals who
are cognizant of the origin, use, and location of waste-generating materials and processes in sufficient
detail so as to certify the identity of the waste.

plume The three-dimensional area containing measurable concentrations of a compound or element
which has migrated from its source point.

characteristics of a spent nuclear fuel matrix.

PM-10 All particulate maner in the ambient air with an aerodynamic diameter less than or equal to
a nominal ten (10) micrometers.

public Anyone outside the DOE site boundary at the time of an accident or during norIl'aI
operation. With respect to accidents analyzed in this EIS, anyone outside the DOE site boundary at

processing (of spent nuclear fuel)

Applying a chemical or physical process designed to alter the

the time of an accident.
pollutant migration The movement of a contaminant away from its initial source.
pollution prevention The use of any process, practice, or product that reduces or eliminates the
generation and release of pollutants, hazardous substances, contaminants, and wastes, including those
that protect natural resources through conservation or more efficient utilization.

quality assurance All those planned and systematic actions necessary to provide adequate
confidence that a facility, structuee, system, or components will perform satisfactorily and safely in
service. Quality assurance includes quality control, which is all those actions necessary to control and
verify the features and characteristics of a material, process, product, or service to specified

requirements.
polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) A class of chemical substances formeriy manufactured as an
insulating fluid in electrical equipment that is highly toxic to aquatic life. In the environment, PCBs
exhibit many of the characteristics of dichloro diphenyl trichloroethane (DDT); they persist in the
environment for a long time and accumulate in animals.
population dose

quality factor (Q)

The modifying factor that is used to derive dose equivalent from absorbed dose.

Quaternary The younger of the two geologic periods in the Cenozoic Era (2 million years ago to
the present). Quaternary is subdivided into the Pleistocene and Holocene epochs.

The overall dose to the offsite population.
rad

porosity (n) Porosity is an index of the relative pore volume. It is the total unit volume of the soil
or rock divided into the void volume.
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The special unit of absorbed dose. One rad is equal to an absorbed dose of 100 ergs/gram.

radiation (ionizing radiation) Alpha particles, beta particles, gamma rays, x-rays, neutrons , highspeed electrons, high-speed protons, and other particles capable of producing ions. Radiation, as it is
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used in this EIS, does not include nonionizing radiation, such as radio- or microwaves, or visible,
infrared, or ultraviolet light.
radiation worker A worleer who is occupationally exposed to ionizing radiation and receives
specialized training and radiation monitoring devices to work in such circumstances.
radioactive waste

Waste that is managed for its radioactive content.

radioactivity The property or characteristic of material to spontaneously "disintegrate" with the
emission of energy in the form of radiation. The unit of radioactivity is the curie (or becquerel).
radiOisotope An unstable isotope, of an element, that decays or disintegrates spontaneously,
emining radiation. Approximately S,OOO natural and anificial radioisotopes have been identified.
radiological survey The evaluation of the radiation hazards accompanying the production, use, or
existence of radioactive materials under a specific set of conditions. Such evaluation customarily
includes a physical survey of the disposition of materials and equipment, measurements or estimates
of the levels of radiation that may be involved. and a sufficient knowledge of processes affecting these
materials to predict hazards resulting from unexpected or possible changes in materials or equipment.
Radiological and Environmental Sciences Laboratory (RESL) A facility involved in
environmental monitoring of INEL onsite and offsite radiation and research on its effects.
radionuclide
ReRA

including a persoMel training plan. a contingency plan. and an emergency preparedness and
response plan.
ReRA interim status facility Hazardous waste management facilities (that is, treatment. storage,
or disposal facilities) subject to Resource Conservation and Recovery Act requirements that were in
existence on the effective date of regulations are considered to have been issued a permit on an
interim basis as long as they have met notification and permit application submission requirements.
Such facilities are required to meet interim status standards until they have been issued a final permit
or until their interim status is withdrawn.
ReRA storage A facility used to store Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA)
hazardous waste for greater than 90 days. To be in compliance with the regulatory requirements of
RCRA, the facility must meet both documentation requirements (for example. contingency and waste
analysis plans) and physical requirements (for example. specific aisle widths and separation of
incompatible wastes).
reclassified low-level waste

See alpha low-level waste.

Record of Decision (ROD) A public document that records the final decision(s) concerning a
proposed action. The Record of Decision is based in whole or in pan on information and technical
analysis generated either during the Comprehensive Environmental Response. Compensation, and
Liability Act (CERCLA) process or the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) process, both of
which talce into consideration public comments and community concerns.

See radioisotope.
recycling Recycling techniques are characterized as use, reuse. and reclamation techniques
(resource recovery). Use or reuse involves the return of a potential waste material either to the
originating process as a substitute for an input material or to another process as an input material .
Reclamation is the recovery of a useful or valuable material from a waste stream. Recycling allows
potential waste materials to be put to a beneficial use rather than going to treatment, storage, or
disposal .

See Resource Conservation and Recovery Act.

ReRA accumulation point There are two types of accumulation areas allowed under the
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA):
Satellite Accumulation Areas (SAAs): Locations where hazardous waste generators are
allowed to accumulate waste at or near the point of generation. Generators may accumulate
up to SS gallons of hazardous waste or one quan of acutely hazardous waste at or near the
point of generation. Upon reaching SS gallons, the generaior has 72 hours to move the
hazardous waste to either a temporary accumulation area or a permined facility .
Temporary Accumulation Areas (TAAs): Under RCRA, the location where hazardous
waste may be stored by a generator without a RCRA permit, TAAs are limited by the amount
of time they can store a hazardous waste. Generators may store hazardous wastes for up to
90 days without a permit if the generator complies with other safety and storage requirements,
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regulated substances A general term used to refer to materials other than radionuclides that are
regulated by Federal, State, (or possibly local) requirements .
release site

A location at which a hazardous, radioactive, or mixed waste release has occurred or

is suspected to have occurred. It is usually associated with an area where these wastes, or substances
contaminated with them, have been used, treated. stored , and lor disposed of.
rem The dosage of an ionizing radiation that will cause the same biological effect as one roentgen
of X-ray or ganuna-ray exposure.
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remedial Investigation (RI) The Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and
Liability Act of 1980 (CERCLA) process of determining the extent of hazardous substance
contamination and, as appropriate, conducting treatability investigations. The RJ provides the
site-specific information for the feasibility study (FS).
remediation

Process of remedying a site where a hazardous substance release has occurred.

remote-handled waste
per hour.

Packaged waste whose external surface dose rate exceeds 200 millirem

remote handling The handling of wastes from a distance so as to protect human operators from
unnecessary exposure.
repository A permanent deep geologic disposal facility for high-level or transuranic wastes and
spent nuclear fuel.
representative sample A sample of a universe or whole (for example, waste pile, lagoon, ground
water) that can be expected to exhibit the average properties of the universe or whole.
reprocessing (of spent nuclear fuel) Processing of reactor irradiated nuclear material (primarily
spent nuclear fuel) to recover fissile and fertile material, in order to recycle such materials primarily
for defense programs. Historically, reprocessing has involved aqueous chemical separations of
elements (typically uranium or plutonium) from undesired elements in the fuel.

rhyolite

A very acid volcanic rock that is the lava form of granite.

risk Quantitative expression of possible loss that considers both the probability that a hazard causes
harm and the consequences of that event.
roentgen A unit of exposure to ionizing radiation. It is that amount of gamma or X-rays required
to produce ions carrying one electrostatic unit of electrical charge in one cubic centimeter of dry air
under standard conditions.
safe and secure Storage with design and operational features that maintain the integrity of the fuel
cladding, prevent criticalities, preclude diversion, and so forth . Safe and secure storage would
generally meet the intent of DOE Orders, but waivers may be required and granted for some
requirements on a case-by-case basis where warranted .
safety analysiS report A report, prepared in accordance with DOE Orders 5481.1B and 5480.23,
that summarizes the hazards associated with the operation of a particular facility and defines minimum
safety requirements.
safety class structures, systems, and components Those systems, structures, or components
whose functioning is necessary to keep maximally exposed offsite individual (MOl) exposure below a
dose of 25 rem or an Emergency Response Planning Guideline-2 dosage for design basis accidents
and evaluation basis accidents.
sanitary landfill A facility for the disposal of solid waste where there is no reasonable probability
of adverse effects on health or the environment from disposal of the solid waste at the facility . This
facility is not an open dump and is not for disposal of hazardous waste.

research reactor A nuclear reactor used for research and development.
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) A Federal law addressing the management
of waste. Subtitle C of the law addresses hazardous waste under which a waste must either be
" listed" on one of the U. S. Environmental Protection Agency's (EPA's) hazardous waste lists or
meet one of EPA's four hazardous characteristics of ignitability, corrosivity, reactivity, or toxicity, as
measured using the toxicity characterization leaching procedure (TCLP). Cradle-to-grave
management of wastes classified as RCRA hazardous wastes must meet stringent guidelines for
environmental protection as required by the law. These guidelines include regulation of
transportation, treatment, storage, and disposal of RCRA~efined hazardous waste. Subtitle D of the
law addresses the management of nonhazardous, nonradioactive, solid waste, such as municipal
wastes .

sanitary waste Liquid or solid wastes that are generated as a result of routine operations of a
facility and are not considered hazardous or radioactive.
satellite accumulation See RCRA accumulation point.
saturated zone

That part of the earth's crust in which all naturally occurring voids are filled with

water.

scaling factor A multiplier that allows the inference of one radionuclide concentration from
another that is more easily measured.

retrieval The process of recovering wastes that have been stored or disposed of onsite so they may
be appropriately characterized, treated, and disposed of.
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scientific notation A notation adopted by the scientific community to deal with very large and
very small numbers by moving the decimal point to the right or left so that only one number above
zero is to the left of the decimal point. Scientific notation uses a number times ten and either a
positive or negative exponent to show how many places to the left or right the decimal place has been
moved. For example, in scientific notation, 120,000 would be written as 1.2 x lOS, and 0.000012
would be written as 1.2 x 10.5• In a variation of scientific notation often used in computer printouts,
the multiplication sign and number 10 are replaced by the letter E. The above numbers would be
written as 1.2E5 and 1.2E-5, respectively.
scrubber A device that uses a liquid spray to remove aerosol and gaseous pollutants from an
airstream. The gases are removed either by absorption or chemical reaction . Solid and liquid
paniculates are removed through contact with the spray.
secondary ambient air quality standard That air quality which is requisite to protect the public
welfare from any known or anticipated adverse effects associated with the presence of air pollutants in
the ambient air.
secondary emissions Emissions which would occur as a result of the construction, modification,
or operation of a stationary source or facility but do not come from the stationary source or facility
itself.
sedimentary interbeds Rock layers composed of materials, such as sand or gravel , which are
derived from the breakdown of various rocks that are layered between other rock types.
segregation The process of separating (or keeping separate) individual waste types and/or forms in
order to facilitate their cost-effective treatment and storage or disposal.
seismicity The phenomenon of earth movements; seismic activity. Seismicity is related to the
location, size, and rate of occurrence of earthquakes.
site inspection The Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act of
1980 (CERCLA) process to acquire the necessary data to confirm the existence of environmental
contamination and to assess the associated potential risks to human health, welfare and the
environment. The data collected must be sufficient to suppon the decision either for continuing with
a remedial investigation/feasi bility study (RI/FS) or for removing the site from funher investigation
through a decision document.
site waste management organization The functional organization at a DOE site whose
responsibility it is to manage waste generated by that site's operations.
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sizing The process of reducing the size of various types of solid wastes by compaction, melting, or
mechanical reduction.
small quantity generator A generator who generates less than 1,000 kilograms of hazardous
waste in a calendar month .
sodium-bearing waste Liquid radioactive waste generated from decontamination of process
equipment and other miscellaneous activities at the Idaho Chemical Processing Plant.
sole source aquifer A designation granted by the U. S. Environmental Protection Agency when
groundwater from a specific aquifer supplies more than 50 percent of the drinking water for the area
overlying the aquifer. Sole source aquifers have no alternative source or combination of sources
which could physically, legally, and economically supply all those who obtain their drinking water
from the aquifer. Sole source aquifers are protected from federally financially assisted activities
determined to be potentially unhealthy for the aquifer.
solid waste Any garbage, refuse, or sludge from a waste treatment plant, water supply treatment
plant, or air pollution control facility and other discarded material , including solid, liquid, semisolid,
or contained gaseous material resulting from industrial, commercial, mining, and agricultural
operations, and from community activities. It does not include solid or dissolved material in domestic
sewage, or solid or dissolved materials in irrigation return flows or industrial discharges, which are
point sources subject to permits under Section 402 of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act, as
amended, or source, special nuclear, or by-product material as defined by the Atomic Energy Act of
1954, as amended [Public Law 94-580, 1004(27) (Resource Conservation and Recovery Act)).
solid waste management units (SWMU) Any site, excluding Land Disposal Units, that received
or handled solid waste, whether or not hazardous constituents were involved.
solvents Liquid chemicals, usually organic compounds, that are capable of dissolving another
substance. Exposure to some organic solvents can produce toxic effects on body tissues and
processes.
source material (a) Uranium, thorium, or any other material that is determined by the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission pursuant to the provisions of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, Section 61, to
be source material; or (b) ores containing one or more of the foregoing materials, in such
concentration as the Nuclear Regulatory Commission may by regulation determine from time-to· time
[Atomic Energy Act II(z)] . Source material is exempt from regulation under the Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act.
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source term The type and quantity of pollutants emitted to air from a specific source or group of

sources.

stationary source
any air pollutant.

SOx

storage The collection and containment of waste or spent nuclear fuel in such a manner as not to

A generic term used to describe the oxides of sulfur. The combination of sulfur oxides with

water vapor produces acid rain (see sulfur oxides).

constitute disposal of the waste or spent nuclear fuel for the purposes of awaiting treatment or
disposal capacity (that is, not short-term accumulation).

special nuclear material (a) Plutonium or uranium enriched in the isotope 233, or in the isotope
235, and any other material that the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, pursuant to the
provisions of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, Section 51, determines to be special nuclear material ;
or (b) any material anificially enriched by any of the foregoing, but does not include source material .
Special nuclear material is exempt from regulation under the Resource Conservation and Recovery
Act (RCRA).
special-case waste Radioactive waste owned or generated by DOE that does not fit into typical
management plans developed for the major radioactive waste types.
spent nuclear fuel Fuel that has been withdrawn from a nuclear reactor following irradiation, the
constituent elements of which have not been separated. For the purposes of this EIS , spent nuclear
fuel also includes uranium/neptunium target materials, blanket subassemblies, pieces of fuel, and
debris.
stabilization (of spent nuclear fuel) Actions taken to further confine or reduce the hazards
associated with spent nuclear fuel, as necessary for safe management and environmentally responsible
storage for extended periods of time. Activities that may be necessary to stabilize spent nuclear fuel
include canning, processing, and passivation.
stabilized waste (stability) Treatment or packaging of a waste stream that is intended to ensure
that the waste does not structurally degrade and affect overall stability of the disposal site through
slumping, collapse, or other types of failures that will lead to water infiltration into the waste.
Stabilization is also a factor in limiting exposure to an inadvertent intruder since it provides a
recognizable and nondispersible waste.
stable

Low potential for vertical mixing.

stakeholder Any person or organization with an interest in or affected by DOE activities.
Stakeholders may include representatives from Federal agencies, State agencies, Congress, Native
American Tribes, unions, educational groups, industry, environmental groups, other groups, and
members of the general public.
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storativity Storativity of a saturated aquifer is defined as the volume of water that a unit volume of
the aquifer releases from storage under a unit decline in hydraulic head.
sulfur oxides Pungent, colorless gases formed primarily by the combustion of fossil fuels;
considered major air pollutants, sulfur o~ides may damage the respiratory tract as well as vegetation
(see SO.).
subsurface -;ne area below the land surface (including the vadose zone and aquifers) .
superfund The common name used for the Comprehensive Environmental Response,
Compensation, and Liability Act of 1980 (CERCLA) and its amendments.
superfund site Any site that has been listed on the National Priority List (NPL) because it has
been identified by the EPA as having the potential to harm human health and the environment. Study
and cleanup activities at these sites are regulated by the Comprehensive Environmental Response,
Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA). "Superfund" sites at Federal facilities must be cleaned
up by the operating agency (lead agency) under the oversight of the U. S. Environmental Protection
Agency and other panies to a Federal Facility Agreement.
surface dose The radiological dose emanating from a container of material (waste), usually
expressed as a measurement at contact and at one meter.
tank A stationary device designed to contain an accumulation of waste, which is constructed
primarily of non-earthen materials (for example, wood, concrete, steel, plastic) which provide
structural support.
target A tube, rod, or other form containing material that, on being irradiated in a nuclear reactor,
would produce a designed end product (that is, uranium-238 produces plutonium-239 and neptunium237 produces plutonium-238).
technical safety requirement Those requirements that define the conditions, safe boundaries, and
the management or admi nistrative controls necessary to ensure the safe operation of a nuclear facility
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and reduce the potential risk to the public and co-located workers from uncontrolled release of
radioactive materials, radiation exposMe due to inadvertent criticality, or uncontrolled release of
nonradiological material or en~rgy hazards.

transmisSivity The rate at which water of a prevailing density and viscosity is transmitted through
a unit width of an aquifer under a unit hydraulic gradient. It is a function of properties of the liquid ,

tectonics Geological structural features as a whole, or a branch of geology concerned with the
structure of the crust of a planet and especially with the formation of folds and faults in it.

transuranic waste Waste containing more than 100 nanocuries of alpha-emitting transuranic
isotopes with half-lives greater than 20 years per gram of waste, except for (a) high-level radioactive
waste; (b) waste that the U. S. Depanment of Energy has determined, with the concurrence of the
Administrator of the U. S. Environmental Protection Agency, does not need the degree of isolation
required by 40 CFR 191; or (c) waste that the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission has approved
for disposal on a case-by-case basis in accordance with iO CFR 61.

tephra Solid material ejected into the air during a volcanic eruption, including volcanic dust, ash,
and cinders.

the porous media, and the thickness of the porous media.

Tertiary The older of the two geologic periods in the Cenozoic Era (63 to 2 million years ago).
transuranium radionuclide
themnal treatment The treatment of hazardous waste in a device which uses elevated temperatures
as the primary means to change the chemical, physical, or biological character or composition of the
hazardous waste. Examples of thermal treatment processes are incineration, molten salt, pyrolysis,
calcination, wet air oxidation, and microwave discharge.
total effective dose equivalent The sum of the external dose equivalent (for external exposures)
and the committed effective dose equivalent (for internal exposures).
total suspended particulate. All paniculate matter in the ambient air as measured by the
method described in Appendix B of 40 CFR Pan 50.
toxic air pollutant Under the Idaho Air Quality Control Regulations, any air pollutant that is
determined by the Idaho Department of Health and Welfare to be, by its nature, toxic to human or
animal life or vegetation.
toxic air pollutant reasonably available control technology (T-RACT) An emission standard
based on the lowest emission of toxic air pollutants that a panicular source is capable of meeting by
the application of control technology that is reasonably available, as determined by the Idaho
Department of Health and Welfare, considering technological and economic feasibility .

Any radionuclide having an atomic number greater than 92 .

treatment Any method, technique, or process designed to cbange the physical or cbemical
character of the waste to render it less hazardous, safer to transport, store or dispose of, or reduced in
volume.
treatment facility

Land area, structures, andlor equipment used for the treatment of waste or spent

nuclear fuel.
ultimate disposition

The final step in which a material is either processed for some use or

disposed of.
United States Geological Survey (USGS)

A Federal agency that collects and analyzes infor-

mation on geology and geological resources including ground and surface water.
vadose zone The zone between the land surface and the water table. Saturated bodies, such as
perched groundwater, may exist in the vadose zone . Also called the zone of aeration and the

unsaturated zone.
vapor vacuum extraction (WE)

A technology that applies a vacuum to a well field to remove

volatilt organic contamination from soils and permeable rock layers in that well field.
toxicological hazard

Any material defined in 40 CFR 355 Appendix A as an extremely hazardous

substance.

vitrification

transient A change in the reactor coolant system temperature andlor pressure. Transients can be
caused by adding or removing neutron poisons, by increasing or decreasing the electrical load on the
tu rbine generator, or by accident conditions .

volatile organic compound (VOe) Chemical containing mainly carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen
that readil y evaporates at ambient temperature. Exposure to some organic compounds can produce
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The process of immobilizing waste material that results in a glass-like solid.

toxic effects on body tissue and processes.
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Volcanic Rift Zones Linear belts of basaltic vents marked by open fissures, monoclines, and small
normal faults. Volcanic rift zones were produced during the propagation of vertical molten basaltic
dikes that fed surface eruptions.
vulnerabilitIes Conditions or weaknesses that may lead to rad iation exposure to the public,
unnecessary or increased exposure to the workers, or release of radioactive materials to the
environment. For example, some DOE fac ilities have had leakage from spent fuel storage pools,
excessive corrosion of fuel causing increased radiation levels in the pool, or degradation of handling
systems. Vulnerabilities are also caused by loss of institutional controls, such as cessation of facility
funding or reductions in facility maintenance and control.

waste certification plan A plan or collection of plans used by a generator to specify the means by
which waste is prepared and certified to meet applicable waste acceptance and safety criteria;
hazardous and radiological waste handling, treatment, transportation, and packaging regulations; and
other local or site requirements. Certification plans result in developing the information that the
receiving facility needs to confirm the suitability of waste for acceptance.
waste certification program A systematic approach to ensure that waste characterization is
conducted in a manner to provide reasonable assurance that the receiving facility 's waste acceptance
criteria are met . A waste certification program consists of all the functional elements, organizations,
and activities necessary to provide reasonable assurance that waste characterization is done with
suffi cient accuracy to ensure proper handling. These functions can be performed by various

waste Any waste defined as solid waste by 40 CFR 261.2. Solid waste excluded from regulation
by the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) is still considered a waste. This includes
wastes of all types (solid, liquid, gaseous, hazardous, radioactive, sanitary, and so forth).

organizations.

waste acceptance criteria (WAC) The requirements specifying th~ characteristics of waste and
waste packaging acceptable to a waste receiving facility; and, the documents and processes the
generator needs to certify that waste meets applicable requirements.

waste container A receptacle for waste, including any liner or shielding material that is intended
to accompany the waste in disposal .

waste acceptance specifications The functions to be performed and the technical requirements
for a Waste Acceptance System for accepting spent nuclear fuel and high-level waste into the Civilian
Radioactive Waste Management System according to the Waste Acceptance System Requirements
Document (DOEIRW-0352P, January 1993, Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management).
waste analysis plan (WAP) A plan that specifies the parameters for which each waste will be
analyzed. These include a testing and sampling method(s), timing, and the rationale of the generator
or the facility operator responsible for treatment, storage, or disposal. It ensures that accurate waste
type and composition determinations are made as required by law, regulation, or good judgment.

waste characterization

See characterization.

waste generation Any waste (after being declared a waste, see "waste") produced during a
particular calendar year . This does not include waste produced in previous years that is being
repacked, treated, or disposed of in the current calendar year. It does include any secondary waste
(for example, clothing, gloves, waste from maintenance operations, and so forth) generated by
treatment, storage, or disposal activities of previously generated wastes.
waste generator organization

Any organization that is responsible for the individual generators

of waste.
Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) A facility near Carlsbad, New Mexico, authorized to
demonstrate safe disposal of defense-generated transuranic waste in a deep geologic medium.

waste area group (WAG) Ten groupings of release sites under the INEL Federal Facility
Agreement and Consent Order (FFA/CO). Groupings are for efficiency in managing the assessment
and cleanup process. Nine of these WAGs are associated with specific facilities, and the tenth is
associated with the remain ing miscellaneous facilities. Each WAG may be broken down into
individual operable units.
waste certification A process by which a waste generator certifies that a given waste or waste
stream meets the waste acceptance criteria of the facility to which the generator intends to transport
waste for treatment, storage, or disposal. Certification is accomplished by a combination of waste
characterization, documentation, quality assurance, and periodic audits of the certification program.
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waste management The planning, coordination, and direction of those functions related to
generation, handling, treatment, storage, transportation, and disposal of waste, as well as associated
surveillance and maintenance activities .
waste management facility All contiguous land , structures, other appurtenances, and
improvements on the land , used for treating, storing, or disposing of waste or spent nuclear fuel. A
facility may consist of several treatment, storage, or disposal operational un its (for example, one or
more landfills, surface impoundments, or combinations of them).
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waste management program A systematic approach to organize, direct, document, and assess
activities associated with waste generation, treatment, storage, or disposal . A waste management
program consists of all the functional elements, organizations, and activities that comprise the system
needed to properly manage waste. These functions and activities can be performed by various

weighing factor (WT) For an organ or tissue, (WT) is the proportion of the risk of health effects
(cancer fatalities) resulting from irradiation of that organ or tissue to the total risk of health effects
(cancer fatalities) when the whole body is irradiated uniformly.

organizations.

wet storage Storage of spent nuclear fuel in a pool of water, generally for the purposes of cooling
and/or shielding.

waste management systems assessment A systems assessment of the entire low-level waste
management (or all of waste management) structure/program at a given site that considers treatment,
storage, and disposal , as well as onsite and offsite points of generation with an emphasis on
optimization of all aspects of the operations, including, but not limited to, protection of human health
and the environment, regulatory compliance, and cost effectiveness .

zone of aeration
zone of saturation

See vadose zone.
That part of the earth's crust in which all voids are filled with water.

waste minimization An action that economically avoids or reduces the generation of waste by
source reduction, reducing the toxicity of hazardous waste, improving energy usage, or recycling.
These actions will be consistent with the general goal of minimizing present and future threats to
human health, safety, and the environment.
waste receiving facility A facility that formally accepts waste from a waste generator organization
for treatment, storage, or disposal .
waste segregation The process of separating (or keeping separate) individual waste types and/or
forms in order to facilitate their cost-effective treatment and storage or disposal.
waste stream A waste or group of wastes with similar physical form , radiological properties,
U. S. Environmental Protection Agency waste codes, or associated land disposal restriction treatment
standards. It may be the result of one or more processes or operations .
waste type The waste types being considered in this EIS are high-level waste, transuranic waste,
mixed low-level waste, low-level waste, hazardous waste, or nonhazardous waste.
water pool A type of facil ity usually used for the storage of irradiated nuclear materials and spent
fuel. The water shields the material being stored while allowing it to be accessible for handling.
Sometimes referred to as a water pit.
water table The surface below which is saturated with water (an aquifer) and above which is not
saturated with water (the vadose zone).
weathering The process by which rocks are broken down and decomposed by the physical and
chemical aClions of wind, rain, temperature change, plant colonization, and bacterial activity.
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The socioeconomic impact analysis conducted for this Environmental Impact Statement
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Depanment of Energy (DOE) expenditures. workforce. and payroll that would occur under each of
the alternatives impact the community through their effects on regional business activity and
employment. Changes in DOE expenditures for regional goods and services. as well as changes in
household expenditures made by INEL employees. affect the level of local business activity generated
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within the region of influence. the demand for community services (such as health care and public
education). and the ability of local government agencies to fund such services.

This analysis evaluates the effects of the proposed alternatives relative to the baseline
socioeconomic conditions described in Section 4.3. Socioeconomics. in Volume 2 of this
Environmental Impact Statement. The existing and projected economic conditions in the region of
influence provide the framework for assessing the impacts of the socioeconomic effects that may

TABLES

result from implementation of each of the alternatives. The impact analysis. as described in the

F-I-l. Construction and operations employment (existing and new) at the Idaho National
Engineering Laboratory under each alternative by category and by fiscal year

F-I-IO

F-I-2 . Direct construction and operations employment impacts in the Idaho National
Engineering Laboratory region of influence by alternative and by fiscal year . . . . .

F-I-II

F-I-3. Direct and secondary employment impacts in the Idaho National Engineering
Laboratory region of influence by alternative and by fiscal year . . . . . . . . . . . ..

F- I-12

F-I-4 . Direct and secondary earnings impacts in the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory
region of influence by alternative and by fiscal year (in thousands of dollars) .

following methodology section. estimates the effects of the alternatives on regional employment (the
number of direct and secondary jobs) and earnings (the sum of wages and salaries. proprietors '
income. and other labor income). These employment and earnings effects then generate potential
changes in regional population and demand for housing and community services.

In general . the results of the impact analysis indicate that each of the proposed alternatives
would generate initial increases in employment within the region of influence. primarily due to

F-I-13

F-l-S. Direct and secondary population impacts in the Idaho National Engineering
Laboratory region of influence by alternative and by fiscal year. not including baseline
effects . . .
. . .. . . ..
. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . ..
F-I-14

planned construction activities. Alternatives A (No Action) and C (Minimum Treatment. Storage. and
Disposal). which include phaseout of the Expanded Core Facility. would result in employment
declines by 2004. while Alternatives B (Ten-Year Plan) and 0 (Maximum Treatment. Storage. and
Disposal) would result in employment increases . However. the projected decreases in baseline

F-I~ .

Direct and secondary population impacts in the Idaho National Engineering
Laboratory region of influence by alternative and by fiscal year. including baseline
effects . . . .
. . . .. . .. . . .
. . . . . . . ..

F-I-7. Baseline employment : Idaho National Engineering Laboratory direct employment.
secondary employment. and total employment
. .. . . . . . .
F-I-i

expenditures and employment at INEL are of sufficient magnitude to offset any increases projected as
F-I-IS

a result of the proposed alternatives. As a consequence. the cumulative socioeconomic impact of

F-I-16

activity.

INEL activity over the forecast horizon would be a decline in regional employment and economic
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F-1.1 Region of Influence

employees whose jobs are affected by (a) rhe change in employment at INEL and (b) rhe change in
employment at regional businesses resulling from rhe indirect impacts to regional economic activity.

The analysis of socioeconomic impacts is limited to rhe seven-counl)' area surrounding rhe
INEL comprised of Bannock, Bingham, Bonneville, Butte, Clark, Jefferson, and Madison counlies.

F-1 .2.1 Economic Activity

This region of influence was determ ined according to rhe following criteria:
Analysis of socioeconomic effects utilized total output, employment, and earnings multipliers
Counties rhat conlain rhe residences of at least 85 percent of rhe current INEL

for rhe region of influence, obtained from rhe U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis Regional Input-

operations and construclion workforce

Output Modeling System (RIMS II). Interindustry multipliers were prepared by rhe Bureau of
Economic Analysis, using rhe United Slates input-Qutputlable in combination wirh rhe most recent

Counties in which rhe resident INEL workforce comprises 5 percent or greater of rhe

region-specific information describing rhe relationship of rhe regional economy to rhe national

counl)"s civilian labor force.

economy. The Bureau of Economic Analysis's RIMS II model is based on research by
Canwright et al. (1981).

F-1.2 Methodology and Key Assumptions
The analysis of socioeconomic impacts considers borh impacts on economic activity, as
measured by changes in employment and earnings, and rhe communiI)', as measured by changes in
population and rhe demand for housing and communiI)' services. The impact analysis conducted for
Volume 2 of rhe Spent Nuclear Fuel and INEL Environmental Restoration and Waste Management
Environmental Impact Slatement (SNF and INEL EIS) estimates rhe potential social and economic
impacts expected to occur wirhin rhe region of influence as a result of implemenlation of any of rhe
proposed INEL environmental restoration and waste management alternatives.

The direct economic impacts of each alternative were estimated based on project summary
descriptions developed by DOE, INEL contractors, and rheir representatives. The project summary
descriptions identify employment and expenditure requirements during rhe preconstruction,
construction, and operations phases of each alternalive. (For rhe purposes of rhis analysis,
preconstruction and construction activilies were combined.) Direct earnings were estimated based on
average INEL wages and salaries. The direct employment impact under each alternative represents
only rhe additional or new employment at INEL expected to occur under implementation of an
alternative. The reassignment of existing employees at INEL would not represent a change in total
INEL staffing; rherefore is not included as part of rhe employment impact.

The socioeconomic impacts eslimated in rhis analysis would be generated by rhe proposed
changes in expenditures and employment at INEL, which includes employment at DOE and
site-related contractors and subcontractors, and would consider borh direct and secondary effects.
Direct impacts are rhe estimated changes in INEL employment and earnings rhat occur during rhe
construction and operations phases of each alternative over rhe period of analysis and rhe resullant
effects on regional populalion, housing, and communiI)' services.

These direct effects were rhen multiplied, using RIMS II coefficients specific to rhe regional
economy, to provide estimated total employment and earnings associated wirh rhe proposed
alternatives. Input-Qutput sectors were selected to appropriately reflect rhe activities associated wirh
rhe proposed alternatives in order to capture rhe economic characteristics of each scenario wirhin rhe
region of influence. For rhe purposes of rhis analysis, rhe construction activities under each
alternative are represented by rhe New Construction Industry, and rh e operations phase activities are

Secondary impacts include borh indirect and induced impacts. Indirect impacts are rhe effects

represented by rhe Chemicals and Petroleum Refining Industry.

on regional economic activity rhat result from changes in DOE purcbases of goods and services wirhin
rhe region expected to occur under any of rhe alternatives. Induced impacts are rhe additional
changes in regional economic activity rhat result from changes in rhe household spending of
VOLUME 2
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The number of in-migrant or out-migrant workers assoc iated wirh implementation of each
alternative was estimated according to a set of proportional assumptions. Most INEL employees are

F-j-3
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in skilled positions, which increases the likelihood of migration from the area. Construction and

F-1 .2.3 Community Services and Public Finance

related employees generally are employed under service contracts at the site, many of which are in
lower-skilled positions, which decreases the likelihood of out-migration.

Potential impacts to local community services due to changes in demand associated with the
proposed alternatives were determined for the region's key public services. Impacts were determined

F-1.2.2 Population and Housing

for the jurisdictions that have the closest linkages to INEL persoMel and their dependents, as well as
jurisdictions likely to be most affected by the activities plaMed under the alternatives .

Population changes associated with projected baseline conditions and the proposed alternatives
are an important determinant of other socioeconomic and environmental impacts. These population
changes have three key components: (a) baseline growth, (b) relocation of workers and their

Projected changes in public school enrollments were estimated based on the results of the
population analysis. The effects on public schools was based on the number of school-age children

dependents, and (c) natural increase of population (births minus deaths) over the long term. The

present in migrating households, current enrollment projections, and existing studentfteacher ratios .

projected population trends for the region of influence, as presented in Section 4 .3, assumed

Likewise, the effect on other public services was determined based on the current levels and service

continuation of current operations at INEL. The forecasts were then adjusted to reflect the impacts of

and the expected change in the size of the population to be served.

proj •.cted baseline decreases in lNEL activity, as well as the potential effects of each of the
alternatives.

Local jurisdiction finances were evaluated based on changes in historic revenues and
expenditure levels, changes in fund balances, and reserve bonding capacities. The effects of

The relocation of workers in response to the projected declines in baseline activity and
implementation of each of the alternatives was determined by utilizing the methods and assumptions

implementation of the alternatives and projected declines in baseline INEL activity were evaluated
based on:

discussed in Section F-l.2 .l. The number of dependents expected to relocate with these workers was
estimated based on household-size parameters derived from U.S. Census Bureau demographic data.

The population changes associated with the alternatives would result in further changes in

Gains (or losses) of jobs in the region

Population increases (or decreases) in each jurisdiction, including school districts

housing demand. Housing demand impacts were estimated from migration projected for each
scenario, assuming each in-migrating household would require one unit and each out-migrating

Earnings and income gains (or losses)

household would relinquish one unit. The number of relocating households was determined assuming
that each relocating worker represented a single household .

Expected housing availability was considered for the region of influence and key communities
based on recent housing market conditions and vacancy trends . Projected demands associated with
each alternative were then assessed in the context of recent housing construction trends and vacancies

in key communities.

VOLUME 2

Potential changes in each jurisdiction's property tax base.

F-1_3 Key Assumptions
The following section documents the key assumptions used to establish baseline conditions and
estimate economic and community impacts.

F-I-4

F-l-;
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F-1.3.1 Idaho National Engineering Laboratory Employment and Earnings

Operations staffing requirements thai would be filled by reassignment of existing
INEL personnel were not considered in the impact analysis. The impact analysis only

The Argonne National Laboratory-West (ANL-W) workforce was assumed to be

includes new personnel.

constant from Fiscal Year 1999 to Fiscal Year 2004.
An average annual wage of $27,168 was assumed for construction employees. An
Baseline workforce data for INEL include the effects of contractor consolidation and

average annual wage of $43,304 was assumed for operation employees at INEL (U .S .

assume that the West Valley Demonstration Project is not included.

Bureau of Economic Analysis, INEL Finance Office).

The baseline workforce is assumed to be nonconstruction-related.

19.7 percent of all nonpayroll expenditures were assumed to be spent within the
region of influence.

All construction workers were assumed to be new personnel for the four alternatives.
Based on information received from construction contractors, 85 percent of

F-1.3.2 Idaho National Engineering Laboratory Funding

construction workers would be hired from existing labor force in the region of

influence.

Funding for environmental restoration and waste management does not include the
West Valley Demonstration Project.

Construction staffing was based on project descriptions. Where no staffing
information was available, the construction staff was assumed to be one full-time

Ongoing projects identified by Science Applications International Corporation are

employee for every $2.35 million in expenditure. (The average expenditure per one

assumed to be part of the baseline activities at INEL.

full-time construction employee was derived from those projects that had construction
staffing data).

Projects included under the alternatives were not included in baseline funding

97.45 percent of new operation and construction employees were expected to live in

exclusion of such projects.

numbers. Funding data received from DOE were adjusted to take into account the
the region of influence.
Duration of projects was rounded down to the nearest full year.
Preconstruct ion staffing levels were determined by assuming one full-time employee
for each million dollars in construction expenditure.

For projects for which the funding period was not provided , funding was evenly
distributed over the project period .

Operations staff requirements were based on information provided by project
descriptions and were assumed to be per year for the life of the project.

Funding for the Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management does not include
the West Valley Demonstration Project.

Employees classified as existing were assumed to be transferred from existing duty

VOLUME 2

stations at INEL. Existing employees were considered to be part of the baseline

Argonne National Laboratory-West was assumed to operate at projected levels unt il

employment.

Fiscal Year 1999 and then hold constant through 2004.
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F-1.3.3 Idaho National Engineering Laboratory Related Population

Table F- I-6 presents the population change expected in the region of inOuence due to the declines in
baseline INEL activity and the cumulative effect of the alternatives. Finally, Table F-I -7 presents

One household per INEL employee is assumed .

historical and projected INEL baseline employment, INEL-related secondary employment, and total
direct and secondary employment.

The average household size per INEL household is assumed to be 3.47 people.

F-1.S References
An SO-percent migration rate is assumed for population effects related to changes in
direct employment. A IO-percent migration rate is assumed for population effects
related to change in secondary employment.

Canwright, J. V., R. M. Beemiller, R. D. Gustely, 1981, RIMS II, Regional Input-Output Modeling
System , U.S. Depanment of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis, Washington, D.C.
DOE-ID (U.S . Depanment of Energy, Idaho Operations Office), 1994, lNEL Historical Headcount
and lNEL Projected Headcounr, U.S. Depanment of Energy, Idaho Falls, Idaho, March 1.

F-1.3.4 Project Information
Construction and Operations schedule. cost, and staffing data were obtained from the
project summaries found in Appendix C of Volume 2 of this Environmental Impact
Statement.

Tellez, C. L. , 1995, Lockheed Idaho Technologies Company, Idaho Falls, Idaho, letter to T. L.
Wichmann, U.S . Depanment of Energy, Idaho Operations Office, Idaho Falls, Idaho, subject:
· Projected LITCO Employment Numbers," CLT-4-95, January 9.
USBEA (U .S. Bureau of Economic Analysis), 1993, RegionallnpUl-Output Modeling System (RIMS
II), machine-readable regionalized inpuHJUtput multipliers for the INEL region of inOuence,
U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C.

Preconstruction and construction phases were combined for this analysis .

Project schedules were based on project summaries . If not provided , the operations
end date was assumed to be 2004 (last year in analysis timeframe).

F-1.4 Data Analysis
The following tables summarize the detailed economic data upon which the socioeconomic
impact analysis was based . Table F-I - I presents employment data derived from the project data
sheets (see Appendix C). The employment data presented in the data sheets were categorized by
existing. subcontract, and new workers for each project and then aggregated by alternative.
Table F- I-2 summarizes the new employment expected under each alternative and represents the
direct employment impact . Table F- I-3 presents the results of the multiplier effects, summarizing
direct, secondary, and total employment expected under implementation of each alternative.
Table F-I-4 presents the direct. secondary. and total earnings expected under implementation of each
alternative. Table F- I·5 presents the change in population in the region of inOuence that could occur
under each alternative. including a breakdown of the direct-related and secondary-related effects .
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Table F-l-l. Construction and operations employment (existing and new) at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory under each
alternative by category and by fiscal year. a,b,c

m

1995

tv

1996

1997

1998

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

155

1999

Alternative A (No Action)
Construction
Existing
Subcontractors
Operations
Existing
Subcontractors
New hires
Construction
Existing
Subcontractors
Operations
Existing

'T1
,

,

o

Subcontractors
New hires

365
10
10

424
43
381
10
10

o
o

o
o

592
217
375
10
10

778
284
494
10
10

o
o

o
o

409
44

223

27
196
67
20

o
47
718
244

474
171

118

77
2
75
58
61

80

o

o

155
-92
61

80
-146
161

o
o

o
o
o

o
o
o

o

o

-390
103

-410
103

-410

-410
103

o

o

-3
-153
Alternative B (Ten-Year Plan)

595
207
388
251
198

720

200
520
252
196

103

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

-307

-493

-513

-513

-513

630
160
470
432
276

310
130
180
280
230

574
85
489
280
230

524
60
464
277
230

536
30
506

277
230

6

6

6

6

o

o

o

o

47

47

50

150

50

50

47

47

70
45
25
-351
142

202
2
200
-371
142

202

202

Alternative C (Minimum Treatment , Storage, and Disposal)

501
86
415
10
10

659
78
581
10
10

New hires

o
o

o
o

47

Construction

642

Existing

267
375
10
10

933
289

Const ruction
Existing
Subcontractors
Operations
Existing
Subcontractors

Subcontractors
Operations
Existing
Subcontractors
New hire s

o

o

644

10
10

o
o

418

272

72

346
97
50

47
225
97
100

350
45
305
-53
100

300
45
255
-107
200

o

o

o

o

-3
-307
-153
Alternative D (Maximum Treatment , Storage, and o;sposal)

873
249
624
177
124

538
257

1121
251
870
258

204

202

754

216

6

6

6

47

47

50

a . Source : Project data sheets found in Volume 2. Appendix C , of th is Environmental Impact Statement.
b . See Section F-1.3 for assumptions rega rd ing existing and no:w personnel.
c . Tota ls may not add due to rounding .

1036
216
820
438
282
6
150

2

2

200
-371
142

200
-371
142

o

o

o

o

-493

-513

-5 13

-513

746
216
530
286
236

826
161
665
286
236

801
121
680
283
236

936
80
856
283
236

o

o

o

o

50

50

47

47

Table F-1-2 . Direct construction and operations employment impacts in the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory region of influence by
alternative and by fiscal year. R,b,c

Direct employment
Construction
Subcontractors
New hires
Operations
Subcontractors
New hires

1995

1996

1997

347
347
347

362
362
362

232
186
186

o
o
o
o

1998
I ·9
Ahemative A (No Action)
68
71
71

-2

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

-223
76
76

-480

-500

-500

-500

o
o

o
o

o

o

o

o

o

o
o
o

o

o

o
o
o

o
o
o

46

-3

-149

-299

-480

-500

-500

-500

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

46

-3

-149

-299

-480

-500

-500

-500

487

527
481
481

147
147

Ahemative B (Ten-Year Plan)

"TJ
I

-

Direct employment
Construction
Subcontractors
New hires
Operations
Subcontractors
New hires

356
356
356

469
469
469

502
450
450

420
369
369

548
494
494

598
447

220

447

171

513
465
465

o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

52

52

54

152

49

49

46

46

I

o<

f

tr1
...,

441
441

6

6

6

6

o

o

o

o

46

46

49

146

49

49

46

46

-457
24
24

-310
190
190

-310
190
190

-310
190
190

Ahemative C (Minir.lum Treatment, Storage. and Disposal)
Direct employment
Construction
Subcontractors
New hires
Operations
Subcontractors
New hires

394
394
394

552
552
552

o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o

Direct employment

356
356
356

612

644

612

612

593
593

o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

52
6
46

52

54

152

49

49

46

46

Construction
Subcontractors
New hires
Operations
Subcontractors
New hires

r

171

375
329
329

211
214
214

141
290
290

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

46

-3

-149

-299

-480

-500

-500

-500

o

o

o

o

46

-3
-149
-299
Ahemative D (Maximum Treatment. Storage, and Disposal)

563
511
511

881
827
827

931
779
779

o

o

o

o

-480

-500

-500

-500

552

680

504
504

632
632

692
646
646

859
813
813

6

6

b

o

o

o

o

46

49

146

49

49

46

46

Source : project data sheets found in Appendix C, Volume 2. of this Environmental Impact Statement.
b. See Section F-I.3 for assumptions regarding existing and new personnel.
c. Totals may not add due to rounding .
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-57
242
242
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Table F-I-3. Direct and secondary employment impacts in the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory region of influence by alternative and
by fiscal year./l,b,c
1995

1996

1997

IV

TotJI1 employrmnt

835

872

566

Direct
Construction

347
347

362

232

362

186

Operations

o

o

46

489

510

334

489

510

262

o

o

72

858

1130

1217

356

469

502

356

469

o

o

450
52

Secondary
Construction-related

502
502

661
661

715
634

Opcrations-rdat<d

o

o

81

Secondary
Construction-related
Operations-related
TotJIl employment
Direct
Construction
Operations

-'T1
I

AIt~mative

I

N

1999
1998
Alternative A (No Action)

164

-28

-2
71
147
-149
-3
96
-26
100
207
-233
-5
Alternative B (Ten-Year Plan)
68

2000

200 1

2002

2003

2004

-585
-223

-1233
-480

-1283

-1283

- 1283

-500

-500

-500

76

o

o

o

o

-299

-500
-783

-500
-783

-500

-361

-480
-752

107

o

o

o

o

-468

-752

-783

-783

-783
1275
527

1020
420

1330

1465

537

1244

1179

548

220

513

369

494
54

598
447

171
49

317

465
49
731

487
441

241
76

654
76

52
600
519

781

152
867
629

696
85
238
C (Minimum Treatm~nt , Storage, and Disposal)

81

950
394

1330

909

507

552

211

394

552

375
329

o

o

46

555

778

535

555

778

463

o

o

Total employment

858

1474

1560

Direct
Con .. nlction

356

612

644

1363
563

2131
881

356

612

593

511

827

Operations
Secondary

o

o

52

52

54

152

502

862

916

801

1335

502

862

720

1079

o

o

835
81

1250
1164

81

85

238

709
76

Total employment
Direct
Construction
Operations
Secondary
Construction-related
Op~rations-related

Construction-related
Operations-related

481
46
749

693
621

677

72

72

-825

-825

-825

-310
190

-310
190

-310

-500
-515

-500

-719

-500
-SIS

33
-752

268
-783

268

-783

268
-783

2266

1338

1647

1674

2076

931
779

552

680

692

504

646

859
813

49

632
49

786

966

46
982

1217

890

910

1146

76

72

72

315
141

-184
-57

-1175
-457

290

242
-299

297

-149
175

24
-480

-127

301

408

341

214
-3

46

-783

-468
72
-5
-233
Alternative D (Maximum Treatment_ Storage_ and Disposal)

a. Sources: USBEA (1993) and project datJI sheets found in Volume 2, Appendix C , of this Environmental Impact Statement.
b . See Section F-1.3 for assumptions regarding population migration.
c . Totals may not add due to rounding.

190
-515

46

Table F-I-4. Direct and secondary earnings impacts in the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory region of influence by alternative and by
tiscal year (in thousands of dollars). a,h,c
1995

1996

1997

18.213
9 ,421
9 ,421

19,011

o

o

8,792
8.792

9, 178
9 , 178

13 ,396
7 ,042
5 ,059
1.983
6 ,353
4,721

o

o

1.632

Tota l earnings
Direct
Construction
Operations
Secondary
Construction·rdated
Operations· related

18,712
9 ,679

24 ,650
12.750
12 ,750

Total earnings
Direct
Construction
Operations
Secondary
Construction-related
Operations-related

'TJ
I

9.679

9,834
9,834

o

o

9 .033
9,033

11 .900
11.900

o

o

Total earnings
Direct
Construction
Operations
Secondary
Construction-related
Operations-related

20.708
10.711
10.711

28.991
14.995
14.995

Tota l earnings

I

Dire< t
Construction

Operatiuns
Sec ondary
Conslru': lion-relaled
Operations-rdated
<:

o

r

~

('TI

""'

o

o

9 .997
9.997

13.995
13.995

o

o

18 .712
9 .679
9.679

32.134
16.621
16.621

o

o

9.033
9.033

15.513
15.513

o

o

1998
1999
Alternative A (No Action)
3 ,512
1,809
1,936
-127
1,702
1,807

-4,035

-2,456
4,001
-6,457
-1,579
3,734
-5.313
-104
Alternative B (Ten-Year Plan)

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

-19 ,624

-37,924
-20,804

-39,463
-21 ,648

-39,463

-10,891
2,065
-12,955
-8,734
1,927
-10.661

-39,463
-21 ,648

-21,648

o

o

o

o

-20,804
-17 , 120

-21 ,648
-17,815

-21 ,648
-17,815

-21 ,648
-17,815

o

o

o

o

17.120

-17.815

-17,815

-17.815

35,441
18,707
12, 131
12,234
13,421
2 ,230
2,357
6,577
14,465
16,734
13 ,253
11 , 181
11.418
9,346
11.321
12.526
1.939
1.835
1.835
5.412
Alternative C (Minimum Treatment, Storage , and Disposa l)

12,828
6,756
4,646
2, 110
6,072
4,336
1.736

28 ,246
14,731
12,621
2, 110
13 ,515
11 ,779

26 ,768
13,959
11,976
1,983
12,809
11 , 177
1.632

28 ,864
15 ,043
13,060
1,983
13 ,821
12, 189
1.632

20 ,880
10,996
3,449
-10,892
1,415
10,914
5,681
-6,374
5,807
7.872
8.930
6,58 1
1,983
-127
-6 ,457
-12 ,955
9,967
2,034
-4.518
5.316
8,335
7,347
6 , 143
5.420
-104
-5 .313
-10.661
1.632
Alternative D (Maximum Treatment, Storage, and Di sposal)

-36 ,677
-20,159
645
-20,804
-16,518
602
- 17. 120

-29 ,483
-16,487
5, 162
-21 ,648
-12,997
4,818

-29,483
-16,487
5, 162
-21,648
-12,997
4,818

-29 ,483
-16,487
5,162
-21,648
-12,997

-17.815

-17.815

46.328
24 ,077

20 ,620
1,632

27 ,717
14,464

35 ,202
18.335
16.105
2,230
16.866
15.031
1.835

23 ,426

12,244
10,014
2 ,230

30.911

30,243
15 ,778

1.736

30.292
15 ,789
13 ,679
2, 110
14,503

37,028
19,273

2.357
22,896

52,905
27 ,741
21 , 164
6,577
25 , 164

17, 163
2, 110
17,755

37,546
19,534
17.551
1,983
18,012

20,957
1,939

19,752
5,412

12,767
1,736

16,019
1,736

16 ,380
1,632

16. 116
13 .886

47.707
24.811
22.454

2.230
14.795
12.959
1,835

a. Soun:es: USBEA (1993) and project data sheets found in Appendix C , Volume 2. of this Environmental Impact Statement.
b. See Section F- I .3 for assumptions regarding wages and salaries.
c. T otal s may not add due to rounding .

4,818
- 17.815

22,093
1,983
22 ,252
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Table F-l-S. Direct and secondary population impacts in the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory region of influence by alternative and
hy fiscal year, not including baseline effects .a •b .c
1995

1996

1997

Populalion impacl

350

365

340

62

Direcl-relaled

180

188

224

Secondary-relaled

170

177

116

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

-346

-916

-1 595

-1659

-1659

-1659

29

-337

-791

-1334

-1388

-1388

-1388

33

-9

-125

-261

-272

-272

-272

1998
1999
Allernalive A (No AClion)

Altemalive B (Ten-Year Plan)

-

Populalion impacl

360

474

625

543

679

955

334

631

597

637

Direcl-relaled

185

244

377

335

408

654

224

377

357

377

Secondary-relaled

174

229

248

208

271

301

110

254

240

260

Alternalive C (Minimum Trealmenl , Slorage. and Disposal)

"T1
I
I

Populalion impacl

398

557

484

206

-202

-749

-1571

-1468

-1468

-1468

DireCI-relaled

205

287

298

103

-263

-704

-1321

-1289

-1289

-1289

Secondary-relaled

193

270

186

103

61

-44

-249

-179

-179

-179

~

Alternalive D (Maximum Trealmenl. Slorage, and Disposal)
Populalion impacl

360

618

769

687

1015

1290

670

799

804

973

Direcl-relaled

185

318

452

409

581

827

397

464

463

550

Secondary-relaled

174

299

318

278

434

463

273

335

341

422

a . Sources : USBEA (1993) and project data sheets found in Volume 2. Appendix C, of this Environmental Impact Statement.
b. Sec: Section F- I .3 for assumptions regarding population migration .
c . Totals may not add due to rounding .

Table F-I-6. Direct and secondary population impacts in the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory region of influence by alternative and
by fiscal year, including baseline effects.a,b,c
Fiscal year
1995

1997

1996

1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

Baeeline effecta
Change from 1995

0

-1451

-1620

-2715

-3638

-4534

-4561

-4561

-4561

-4561

Direet-related

0

-1213

-1355

-2271

-3042

-3792

-3814

-3814

-3814

-3814

Secondary-related

0

-237

-265

-444

-595

-742

-747

-747

-747

-747

Population impact

350

-1085

-1280

-2653

-3984

-5451

-6155

-6220

-6220

-6220

Direct-related

180

-1025

-1131

-2242

-3380

-4583

-5148

-5202

-5202

-5202

Secondary-related

170

-60

-149

-411

-605

-868

-1008

-1018

-1018

-1018

Population impact

360

-977

-994

-2172

-2959

-3579

-4226

-3930

-3964

-3924

Direet-related

185

-969

-977

-1936

-2634

-3138

-3590

-3437

-3458

-3437

Secondary-related

174

-8

-17

-236

-324

-441

-636

-493

-506

-487

Alteraatin A (No Adioa)

Alternatiyt B (Tea-Year Plan)
'Tl
,

-,
VI

A1tematin C (Mioimum TreatmfDt, Storace, aDd Disposal)
Population impact

398

-893

-1136

-2509

-3840

-5283

-6131

-6028

-6028

-6028

Direct·related

205

-926

-1056

-2168

-3306

-4496

-5136

-5103

-5103

-5103

Secondary-related

193

32

-80

-342

-535

-786

-996

-925

-925

-925

Alternatin D (Maximum Treatmmt, Stonge, aDd Disposal)

<
~
~
('T1

...,

Population impact

360

-833

-851

-2028

-2623

-3244

-3891

-3761

-3757

-3588

Direct-related

185

-895

-903

-1862

-2461

-2965

-3417

-3350

-3351

-3264

Secondary-related

174

62

53

- 167

-162

-279

-474

-411

-406

-324

a. Sources: Tellez (1995) , OOE-lD (1994) , USBEA (1993) , and project data sheeta found in Volume 2, Appendix C, oflhis Environmental Impact Statement.
b. See Section F- 1.3 for assumptiolU regarding population migration.
c . T otal s may not add due to rounding .
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Table F-I-7. Baseline employment: Idaho National Engineering Laboratory direct employment, secondary
employment. B,b

emV;vyJll~~!,

and total

Fiscal year
1990

1991

1992

1993

1994

1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

Direct employmeat

7,500

7,985

7,901

7,820

7,700

6,097

6,047

6,097

5,847

5,597

5,347

5,347

5,347

5,347

5,347

DOE-ID

402

531

587

491

499

499

499

499

499

499

499

499

499

499

499

Argonne National
Laboratory-West

786

882

905

943

890

880

860

850

800

800

800

800

800

800

800

2,434

2,252

2,263

2,017

1,640

1, 144

m

686

656

628

608

600

600

600

600

11 ,122

11 ,650

11 ,656

11,271

10,729

8,620

8, 183

8, 132

7,802

7,524

7,254

7,246

7,246

7,246

7,246

12,733

12,216

11,781

11 ,3.58

11,346

11,346

11,346

11,346

20,865

20,018

19,30.5

18,612

18,.592

18,592

18,592

18,592

Contrac on

-,,

'TI

Naval Ructon Facility

0'\

Taul direct
employment

Secoadary employmeat

Secondary employment

17,41.5

18.242

18,251

17,648

16,799

13,497

12,813

Total employmeat
Taul employment

28..537

29,892

29,907

28,919

27,.528

22, 117

20,996

a. Sources: Tellez (199.5), DOE-ID (1994b) , USBEA (1993) .
b. Direct employment i, defined .. hiltorieal and projected baae1inc employment at INEL. Secondary employment il defined al lIOn-DOE e~loymenl genented in the region .. a reault of
baaelinc INEL employmenl and activity . Toeal employment i, direct plul aecondary employment.
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management activities proposed under the fou r alternatives. The following sections discuss the
methods used to determine the magnitode and likelihood of the hazards associated with seismicity and
volcanism at the INEL site.

F-2.1.1 Seismic Hazards Assessment
Since the early 1970s, seismic hazards assessments have been conducted at the INEL site to
evaluate potential earthquake ground motions for establishing seismic design criteria. Since that time.

F-2- 1 Matrix of contaminant transport models used to evaluate consequences to subsurface
water resources at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory site ... . .. . .. .. .

ground motion seismology hazard assessment and Federal regulations evolved. To keep pace with
F-2-20

these changes, deterministic evaluations were conducted for specific sites (WCC 1990), and
deterministic and probabilistic seismic hazards assessments were conducted for the proposed New
Production Reactor site at the INEL site (WCC 1992). Also, an INEL site probabilistic seismic
hazard assessment is underway to assess the contributions from potential local and regional earthquake
sources on the magnitode and frequency of ground motions and their estimated retorn periods for all
facility areas (WCFS 1993).
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F-2.1.1.1 Current Deterministic and Probabilistic Evaluations. Both deterministic and
probabilistic evaluations used the same geologic inform ation and numerical techniques as for the 1990

The New Production Reactor site probabilistic evaluation considered ground motion
contributions from the following earthquake sources: (a) Basin and Range faults, (b) Eastern Snake

INEL deterministic evaluation ('NCC 1990) and additional information collected under the New

River Plain volcanic rift zones and the axial volcanic zone, (c) the Eastern Snake River Plain areal

Production Reactor Geologic/Seismological/Geotechnical Studies program, which was conducted

source (random earthquake), and (d) the Yellowstone Plateau and Idaho Batholith tectonic provinces

during the period 1991 to 1992. Under th is program, paleoseismic investigations were conducted on

('NCC 1992). Results of sensitivity analyses performed with the input source parameters and choice

the Lemhi Fault to determine maximum magnitude and recurrence, and a deep hole 11 ,520 meters

of attenuation relationships indicate that the size and location of the random earthquake and seismicity

(5,000 feet)! was drilled at the proposed New Produ ction Reactor site to determine the near-surface

rates in the Eastern Snake River Plain are important contributors to the uncertainty in the hazard at

geology (core samples). Additional paleoseismology studies are being conducted to assess the

high peak acceleration levels ('NCC 1992).

seismogenic potential of the Arco Segment of the Lost River Fault.
A probabilistic evaluation is underway to estimate site-specific seismic hazard curves and
The INEL site is located adjacent to the Basin and Range province, which is characterized by

response spectra for major INEL site facility areas. This evaluation will incorporate geologic data

extensional tectonics and associated normal faulting earthquakes. Limited empirical data on strong

collected by the New Production Reactor geological, seismological, and geophysical studies and the

ground motion attenuation exist from the Basin and Range province, necessitating the use of empirical

results of the Lost River fault paleoseismological studies_ As with past studies, the results will

data from other regions and direct model ing results of ground motions using numerical techniques. In

undergo extensive peer review before being considered for use in INEL site seismic design criteria.

the seismic hazards evaluations, seismic wave transmission characteristics were developed using

Preliminary results suggest that at low ground motion levels, the Lemhi and Lost River faults are the

empirical attenuation relationships based mostly on California data and a site-specific model based on

largest contributors to the total hazard. At high ground motion levels, the hazard is dominated by the

the interbedded basalt stratigraphy obtained from the deep hole. To model the effects of INEL site

Eastern Snake River Plain areal source (random earthquake) because it considers the OCCurrence of an

geology, a state-of-the-art stochastic ground motion modeling approach was used to develop site-

earthquake in the immediate INEL site vicinity ('NCFS 1993).

specific attenuation relations . The Band-Limited-White-Noise model, combined with random
vibration theory, captures the features of strong ground motion with a minimum of free parameters

F-2.1.1.2 Seismic Design Criteria. Following completion of the 1990 deterministic
evaluation, the results were subjected to extensive peer review by the U.S. Geological Survey,

('NCC 1990).

University of Utah, Risk Engineering, INEL subcontractors, the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE),
The sources for the New Production Reactor site deterministic evaluation included (a) a
moment magnitude (Mw) 7.0 earthquake on the Lemhi fault, (b) a Mw 5.5 earthquake randomly

and the Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board . The deterministic peak accelerations were adopted
into the INEL architectural and engineering standards in 199 1 (DOE-ID 1993a). The results of the

located within a 25-kilometer (15 .5 mile) radius of the proposed New Production Reactor site, and

New Production Reactor 1992 deterministic and probabilistic evaluations were extensi\'ely reviewed

(c) a Mw 5.5 volcanic earthquake associated with the axial volcanic zone. Peak horizontal and

by a panel of experts. This panel included nationally recognized experts in the fields of seismology,

vertical accelerations and response spectra were estimated for the 50th and 84th percentiles based on

tectonics, statistics, and structural engineering. They were convened by DOE through Lawrence

the range of uncertainties in geologic input and ground motion model. The predicted 50th percentile

Livermore National Laboratory to review and approve recommendations for New Production Reactor

peak horizontal accelerations were 0.21g from the Lemhi fault and 0.18g from the volcanic

structural design criteria (including seismic design criteria) . Ground motion results of the 1990 and

earthquake at the New Production Reactor site. The vertical accelerations would be approximately

1992 stud ies indicate that INEL seismic design criteria are appropriate for the estimated seismic

two-th irds of the horizontal accelerations ('NCC 1992) .

hazards . The probabilistic seismic hazard assessment study ('NCFS 1993) has undergone this review
process.
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F-2.2 Water Resources

F-2.1.2 Volcanism
Hazards associated with INEL-area volcanism, as w. 1I as distant volcanic sources, have been
evaluated by several investigators. A Volcan ism Working Group consisting of expens from the
INEL, other national laboratories, the U.S. Geological Survey, and universities was convened in 1990
to assess the potential for volcanism en the INEL site (VWG 1990).

For volcanic areas such as the Eastern Snake River Plain with no historical volcanism and an

The evaluation of potential consequences to water resources at the INEL site focused on
flooding potential and water quality and use. The following sections discuss the methods and
references used to determine impacts resulting from the implementation of environmental restoration
and waste management activities proposed under the alternatives.

F-2.2.1 Surface Water

incomplete chronologic record of prehistoric volcanism, assessments of potential volcanic hazards and
volcanic risks are estimated based on interpretation of the long-term geologic record and on the

Surface water studies and data were reviewed during a literature search performed for this

documented effects of historical eruptions in analog regions such as Iceland and Hawaii . Volcanic

Environmental Impact Statement (EIS). This section presents the methodology used for the analyses

hazards to the INEL site are related to fuMe basaltic and rhyolitic eruptions along volcanic-rift zones

of potential impacts of the proposed alternatives to natural and anificial (manmade) surface waters on,

and the axial volcanic zone. The most significant volcanic hazard to the INEL site is the inundation
or burning of facilities by basaltic lava flows from volcanic-rift zones. A significant related hazard is

and in the vicinity of, the INEL site. These methods were used to determine existing surface water
quality and flood potential (which could conceivably cause surface contamination to enter surface

disruption of facilities due to ground deformation accompanying magma intrusion along volcanic-rift

water bodies). The U.S. Geological Survey has been compiling surface water quality data for many

zones : opening of fissures , normal faulting , and broad-region tilting and uplift within several

years . In addition, several U.S. Geological Survey and INEL studies have been conducted

kil ometers of vents. Other, less significant basaltic hazards include volcanic-gas emission and

concerning flood potential at the INEL site.

disruption of groundwater.
F·2.2.1.1 Surface Water Quality. INEL site activities do not directly affect the quality of
Available geologic map data, flow volume estimates, and geochronometry of INEL site basalt
5
4
lava flows suggest maximum (most conservative) volcanic frequencies of 10 to 10. per year for the
axial volcanic zone, and the Arco and Lava Ridge ·H2l1's Half Acre volcanic-rift zones. The
probabilistic risk of basalt-lava inundation or intrusion-related ground disturbance at a specific facility
is, therefore, estimated to be less than

10.5

per year for facilities on the southern INEL site. Risk

surface water outside the INEL site because the INEL site is located within a closed drainage basin
and surface water does not flow directly offsite (Hoff et aI . \990). All major drainages within the
INEL site terminate in the Big Lost River Playa in the northern portion of the INEL site. However,
water from the Big Lost River, as well as from seepage of evaporation basins and storm water
injection wells, does infiltrate into the Snake River Plain Aquifer.

from these phenomena at northern INEL site facilities is still lower because volcanism there has been
less frequent and less recent. The probability of significant impact from all other volcanic
phenomena, such as growth of new rhyolite domes on the Eastern Snake River Plain or thicker than
8-centimeter (3-inch) tephra fall from non-Eastern Snake River Plain vents, is estimated to be much
less than 10.5 per year due to the combined effects of great distance, infrequency, low volume, and
topographic or atmo~pheric barriers to the dispersal of tephra on the INEL site .

Physical , chemical, and radioaclive water quality parameters have been measured along the Big
Lost River, the Linle Lost River, and Birch Creek. As a result of interminent flow along these
drainages and consequently limited sampling opportunities, insufficient information is available to
make statistical comparisons . However, the water quality of these three intermittent streams is similar
and appears to have varied relatively little over time (USGS 1963-1993). Chemical and physical
parameters measured in these three water tributaries do not exceed water quality standards
(Estes et al. 1995), and water quality is adequate for al l INEL site uses. However, surface water is
not withdrawn from these tributaries for use at the INEL site.
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The Big Lost River System (the Big Lost River, Linle Lost River, Birch Creek, and their
tributaries and playas) is defined as "waters of the United States" as specified by the Clean Water

probable maximum flood (discussed in Section F-2.2. 1.3) and the INEL site loo-year flood plain for
the Big Lost River. A recent investigation by Sagendorf (1991) for a design analysis conducted by

Act. Under the Clean Water Act, two National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System General

Zukauskas et aI. (1992) used meteorological data from Central Facilities Area for 1950 through 1990

Permits for Storm Water Discharges were issued for the INEL site, one for industrial activities and

and , for the 25- and loo-year return periods, determined maximum 24-hour precipitation amounts and

one for construction activities. The permit requirements for both of these activities specify the

25- and loo-year maximum snow depths at the Rad ioactive Waste Management Complex .

development of a site-wide Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan . Any facility at the INEL site
having the potential to discharge storm water to the Big Lost River System associated with industrial

During the winter months, mid-November through mid-March, a rain-<>n-snow event could

or construction activities is subject to the monitoring and reporting requirements of the INEL Storm

occur when the ground is frozen. The 25- and loo-year, 24-hour duration rainfall amounts for these

Water Pollution Prevention Plans (FR 1992a, b) . The INEL Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plans

months were determined to be 2.3 and 2.9 centimeters (0.92 and 1.13 inches), respectively. Based on

(DOE-ID 1993b, c) were established to assess potential storm water pollution sources; select and

records fo r the full year, the 25- and lOO-year, 24-hour duration amounts ·were found to be 3.5 and

implement appropriate management practices and controls to prevent contaminatio n of storm water

4.2 centimeters (1.36 and 1.64 inches), respectively. The expected 25-year maximum snow depth

runoff; and implement monitoring, inspection, and notification programs. Periodic evaluations are

was determined to be 57.4 centimeters (22 .6 inches), and the lOO-year maximum snow depth was

performed to determine the effectiveness of the plans to prevent storm water pollution.

found to be 77 .7 centimeters (30.6 inches). The peak discharges for the 25- and tOO-year
rainfall-<>n-snowmelt floods for the Radioactive Waste Management Complex watershed were

Many potential sources of surface water contamination are also identified in the Federal Facility
Agreement/Consent Order. All potential contamination sources must be evaluated, including

estimated by Zukauskas et aI. (1992) to be 18.2 and 19.9 cubic meters per second (643 and 704 cubic
feet per second), respectively.

facility-specific activities, material inventory, past spills and leaks, nonwater discharge, and existing
storm water monitoring data. Other activities required under the Federal Facility Agreement/Consent

Zukauskas et aI . (1992) conducted another flooding study at the Rad ioactive Waste Management

Order include identifying risk, summarizing potential pollutants, identifying and implementing best

Co~plex.

management practices, developing water runoff maps, and identifying potential pollutants in the

peak discharges at the Radioactive Waste Management Complex were evaluated . The study was

The effects of natural topographic depressions, railroad embankments, and culverts on

conducted in two parts. The first part was a hydrologic modeling study that evaluated the adequacy

runoff.

of the existing surface water drainage control system in preventing flooding of the Transuranic

F-2.2.1.2 Flood Analysis. Several studies have been performed to evaluate the potential for
flooding to occur at the INEL site. A frequency analysis of local basin snowmelt for several facilities

Storage Area during the 25- and loo-year return interval, 24-hour duration storm events. The second
part of the study presented a grading and drainage plan for the area.

at the INEL site was conducted in 1986 using historical data (Koslow and Van Haaften (986).
Prec ipitation data from the Central Facilities Area weather station for 1956 to 1985 were used in the

The Zukauskas et aI. (1992) study computed reservoir stages and peak discharges at key

analysis. Precipitation data from the Central Facilities Area station were assumed to be representative

locations using the U.S. Army Corps of Engi neeri ng HEC-I flood hydrograph package. Precipitation

of precipitation across the INEL site (Koslow and Van Haaften 1986).

and temperature inputs for modeling the 25- and loo-year return period events were derived from the
National Weather Service records for the INEL site. Water surface profiles for the main channel

In general , flood plains at the INEL site are poorly defined , primarily because detailed

fl ow system and tail water elevations for computing culvert flow at critical locations were computed

topographic and flood hydrographic data are not available fo r much of the INEL site. Studies are

with the HEC-2 water surface profiles program. The study concluded that, with some minor

currently underway to determine the loo-year flood plain for the Big Lost River at the INEL site.

reconfigurations and grading in the main channel and the upgrading of two berms, the existing surface

These studies will lead to a rigorous assessment of the relatio nship between the Mackay Dam failure
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water drainage control system would prevent flooding resulting from the 25- and 100-year_ 24-hour

simulation routed the flood wave along the Big Lost River channel from Mackay Dam to Test Area
NOM at the INEL site. Outflows from the river into the INEL site diversion channel were estimated

rainfall/snowmelt storm.

by the broad-crested weir outflow model included in DAMBRK. Koslow and Van Haaften (1986)
McKinney (1985) documents flooding events that have occurred at the INEL Diversion System

used a total of 259 channel cross sections in the Mackay Dam flood analysis.

on the Big Lost River. The repon presents an evaluation of Big Lost River flow records, the INEL
Diversion System, the 1983 Mount Borah Earthquake, record low temperatures in December 1983,

Peak flow rate, peak water surface elevation, flood wave arrival time, and maximum water

and the resulting ice jam on the diversion system that forced the river to Pond along and nearly

velocity were presented for eight cross sections along the Big Lost River. In the event of a Mackay

ovenop Dike 1.

Dam failure from any of the four scenarios, there would be flooding along the Big Lost River channel
with low velocities and water depths on the INEL site. The water velocity on the INEL site would

Several flood routing studies have been conducted over smaller areas near specific INEL site
facilities. One of these was conducted by Manineau et aI. (1 990) at the Subsurface Disposal Area

range from 0.18 to 1.04 meters per second (0.6 to 3.4 feet per second), with water depths outside the
banks of the Big Lost River ranging from 0.61 to 1.22 meters (2 to 4 feet) (Koslow and Van Haaften

within the Radioactive Waste Management Complex . The objective of this study was to determine if

1986). No significant difference in flood inundation was formed for the seismically induced dam

the current Subsurface Disposal Area berm is sufficient to prevent floodwater from entering the

failure and the piping failures that occur during the 100- and 500-year floods. SignificanUy higher

Subsurface Disposal Area if Dike 2 fails. The Manineau et aI . (1990) investigation showed that the

flow downstream and a greater extent of flooding result from the ovenopping failure of the dam from

Subsurface Disposal Area berm could be in danger of being ovenopped by a breach flood from

a probable maximum flood .

Dike 2. For example, the breach flood from Dike 2 could be initiated by a large flood in the Big
The flat , open topography on the INEL site results in considerable spreading of floodwaters.

Lost River.

The facilities subject to encroaching floodwaters are the Idaho Chemical Processing Plant, the Naval
F-2.2.1.3 Probable Maximum Flood. Analysis of high-magnitude flooding caused by a

Reactors Facility, and the Loss-{)f-Fluid Testing Facility near Test Area NOM . As pan of an overall

dam failure relies on hydrodynamic theory to describe the dam-break wave and to propagate the wave

evaluation by Koslow and Van Haaften (1986) of the flood potential at the INEL site facilities,

downstream. Closed-form solut ions do not exist for the panial differential equations of unsteady flow

Schreiber (1986) developed a probable maximum flood inflow hydrograph to the Mackay Reservoir.

in open channels, so numerical techniques are employed to achieve solutions. Koslow and Van
Haaften (1986) used the DAMBRK model developed by the National Weather Service to simulate fo ur

The use of the probable maximum flood represents a conservative estimate of the Mackay Dam

different postulated Mackay Dam fail ure scenarios: seismic dam failure, hydraulic (piping) failure of

failure because the amount of water resulting as inflow into the reservoir would be far greater than

the dam with 100-year flood, hydraulic (piping) failure with 500-year flood, and oven opping failure .

either the 100-year or 500-year storm events. Inflow resulting from the probable maxim um flood

DAMBRK has been successfully tested against data from a number of actual dam failures, including

would be 2,300 cub ic meters per second (82, 100 cubic feet per second) compared with 140 and
160 cubic meters per second (4, 870 and 5,760 cubic feet per second) for the 100-year or 500-year

the 1976 Teton Dam failure in eastern Idaho.

storm event, respectively (Koslow and Van Haaften 1986). Modeling of the probable maximum flood
Three functional elements are involved in DAMBRK: description of the dam failure mode and
initial conditions; computation of the time-varying fl ow and water surface elevations at the breach ;

scenario was performed assuming the water levels rose above the dam and caused failure . This is
likely because the spillways built into the dam would not be able to release the flow fast enough.

and routing of the flood through the downstream Valley. These functions are accomplished using a

Results predict that 8,700 cubic meters per second (306,700 cubic feet per second) would be released

number of input elements, including breach description, reservoir inflow and storage characteristics.

immediately downstream of the dam. This peak fl ow attenuates to 2,030 cubic meters per second

downstream frictional resistance, flow losses, and downstream channel geometry. The DAMBRK

(71,850 cubic feet per second) at the INEL Diversion' Dam and to 990 cubic meters per second
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(34.810 cubic feet per second) at the Test Area Nonh. The flood wave reaches the lNEL Diversion
Dam in 10 hours with flow rates of 0.028 to 0.085 cubic meters per second (1 to 3 cubic feet per

Groundwater chemistry data are obtained by water sampling and chemical analysis . Monitoring
wells sampled are purged until field parameters (that is. pH . temperature. conductivity) stabilize

second) on the lNEL site. These flow rates would not be great enough to cause structural damage to

(Driscoll 1986). This ensures that the water sampled is formation water and not residual water that

the INEL site facilities .

has been chemically altered in the well . The U.S. Geological Survey has been routinely monitoring

F-2.2.2 Subsurface Water

Pittman et al . 1988). Analytical techniques used to determine concentrations of solutes include liquid

wells at the INEL site since 1949 and uses these methods of sampling (Barraclough et al . 1976.

scintillation and alpha. beta. and gamma testing for radionuclides; atomic adsorption for metals and
Subsurface water quality and quantity. hydrologic properties. waste inputs. and other data were

anions; and gas chromotography/mass spectrometry for volatile organic compounds (Mann 1990.

gathered through a literature search. This section contains a summary of the documentation and

Driscoll 1986). Recently. studies have used inductively coupled plasma-mass spectrometry for

methods used to characterize subsurface water quality and use at the INEL site and to support

chemical analysis of cations. which offers lower detection limits and an expanded analyte list

conclusions on the impacts to water resources from the proposed alternatives. Section F-2.2.2.1

(McCurry et al . 1994).

discusses data collection techniques; Section F-2 .2.2.2 presents methodologies and references utilized
to characterize subsurface water resources. Section F-2.2.2.3 discusses modeling methodologies.
individual modeling studies used in this EIS , and the assumptions on which the models are based.

F-2.2.2.2 Water Resources Characterization. This section presents the methodologies
and briefly summarizes sources of information used to characterize subsurface conditions.
Specifically, sources describing aquifer properties. water quality. and contaminant distribution are

F-2.2.2.1 DatJJ Collection Techniques. Hydrologic parameters at the INEL site.

specifically hydraulic conductivity and transmissivity. are often determined by single-well pumping

identified and important elements are highlighted. Factors affecting background water chemistry and
groundwater quality and references for source term determination are also provided.

tests (Driscoll 1986. Ackerman 1991). Storativity values must be determined from multi-well
pumping tests. The standard method for determining transmissi'/ity involves pumping water from a
well at a rate which stresses the aquifer and creates drawdown in the well. The amount of drawdown
is inversely related to the transmissivity of the aquifer. The drawdown in the well is recorded as a
function of time. Time-well recovery techniques are also used and involve measuring the water level
recovery as a function of time (Freeze and Cherry 1979). Curve matching techniques that compare
the observed curves against type curves are used to determine aquifer parameters (Freeze and Cherry
1979, Driscoll 1986. Domenico and Schwartz 1990).

F-2.2.2.2.1 Description of Physical Properties and Flow

Characteristics-Determining the aquifer properties of the Snake River Plain Aquifer has been a
long-standing goal of the U.S. Geological Survey. INEL. and other investigators. Aquifer properties
of interest include the hydraulic conductivity. transmissivity. specific capacity. flow rates and
directions. and distribution of static head levels . Because of the significant heterogeneity of the
aquifer. these parameters vary locally by several orders of magnitude (tens to hundreds of meters)
within the Snake River Plain Aquifer (Ackerman 1991. Robertson et al. 1974). Several investigators
attribute the heterogeneity to the complicated stratigraphy. which consists of numerous relatively thin

Finite-{fifference computer modeling as performed by Garabedian (1992) can also be used to
assess the hydraulic parameters by matching observed water levels to simulated levels. The codes are
based on finite-{fifference approximations of equations representing the hydrologic flow. which are
dependent on the hydraulic conductivity. storativity. porosity. hydraulic gradient. and transmissivity.
By iterative varyi ng of parameters until a match between actual and modeled water levels occurs. the
parameters can be estimated. Linear regression techniques have also been used to estimate
transmissivity from specifi c capacity (Ackerman 1991).
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basalt flows with rubble zones and intercalated sedimentary interbeds (Robertson et al . 1974.
Whitehead 1992). Groundwater flow velocities within the aquifer are greatest along fractures. rubble
zones. and boundaries between basalt flow lobes (McCurry et al . 1994). Locally. the variance can be
important; but on an intermediate (hundreds of meters to kilometers) or regional (kilometers to tens of
kilometers) scale. the properties are easier to model because the heterogeneities average out
(Garabedian 1986. 1992). References that address hydrologic property testing. specific values of
hydro logic parameters. and modeling of properties in the Snake River Plain Aqu ifer include
F-2-11
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Pinman et al . (1988), Ackerman (1991), Garabedian (1986, 1992), Robernon et al. (1974), and

groundwater can be attributed to dissolution reactions and that precipitation of quanz and calcite have

Barraclough et al . (1976).

an imponant impact on the buffering capabilities of the aquifer.

Of these references , Ackerman (1991) and Garabedian (1986, 1992) are the most recent and

provide details on transmissivity distributions at the INEL site. Ackerman (1991) utilized data from

Knowledge of individual contaminant behavior is also necessary to understand contaminant
transpon and residence times below the surface. Propenies affecting contaminant behavior include

previous single-well pumping tests within the Snake River Plain Aquifer to determine the distribution

retardation, dispersion, and radioactive decay. These parameters are used in transpon models:

of transmissivity values under the INEL site. Type-curve matching methods as discussed by Driscoll

therefore, accurate values are required . Retardation factors are typically determined by laboratory

(1986) were used, as well as linear regression of specific capacity-transmissivity relationships.

column and batch experiments, which are performed considering site-specific conditions (for example,

Conclusions showed that specific capacity values ranged from 0.6 to 70,000 liters per minute per

soil and rock type, porosities, pH) (Drever 1988, Domenico and Schwanz 1990). Retardation factors

meter (0.05 to 6000 gallons per minute per foot) and transmissivity values varied over six orders of

of 5-130, I, and 2 for strontium-90, tritium, and iodine-129, respectively, have been used for

magnirude from 0.09 to 90,000 square meters per day (I to I x 106 square feet per day).

modeling srudies at the INEL site (Amen and Rohe 1993, 1994).

Garabedian (1986) used parameter estimation techniques to estimate transmissivity and estimated
values ranged from 400 to 3.5 x lOS square meters per day (4,300 to 3.8 x 106 square feet per day)
on a regional scale.

Strontium-90 was chosen for modeling conducted in suppon of this EIS for several reasons .
Although cesium-137 and strontium-90 were both disposed of by direct injection into the Snake River
Plain Aquifer from 1953 to 1984, extensive aquifer sampling showed that cesium-l37 had not

1=-2.2.2.2.2 Subsurface Water Quality and Contaminant Dlstrlbutio~The

migrated a significant distance from the injection well , while strontium-90 has been detected in

narural groundwater chemistry of the Snake River Plain Aquifer is determined by inputs from

enough wells to delineate the geometry of plumes over time and space (Amen and Rohe 1993). This

precipitation, recharge, anthropogenic inputs, and water-rock reactions (Wood and Low 1988). The

observation supporn recent laboratory data regarding the relatively greater sorbtion and retardation

background chemistry of the Snake River Plain Aquifer has been the subject of investigation and is

propenies of cesium-137 with respect to strontium-90 (Amen and Rohe 1993), clearly indicates that

imponant for determining locations where elevated contaminant levels may exist. Robernon et al .

strontium-90 has more of a potential impact on INEL and regional water quality, and provides

(1974) provides a detailed analysis of the recharge water quantity and quality entering the Snake River

strontium-90 plume migration data for parameter estimation.

Plain Aquifer and presents reasons for the evolution of the narural groundwater chemistry. The srudy
was a mass balance approach and considered inputs from the Mud Lake area, the Big Lost River

Dispersivities used in contaminant transpon models range from 91 to 140 meters (298 to
459 feet) for the longirudinal and transverse directions, respectively. Radioactive decay is constant

System, and local precipitation.

under all conditions, and the values used for the radionuclides are 26.6, 12.5, and 15,700,000 years
Water-rock interactions taking place from the recharge to discharge zones of the aquifer impact

for strontium-90, tritium, and iodine-129, respectively (Arnen and Rohe 1993, 1994; Schafer-Perini

the narural water chemistry of the aquifer. Robernon et al . (1974) and Wood and Low (1986, 1988)

1993; Robernon 1974, 1977). References that address the determination of retardation factors and

devised mass balance srudies consisting of a series of equations to explain chemical changes from the

dispersion coefficients and discuss their use in transpon equations include Freeze and Cherry (1979),

nonhern to southern pan of the INEL site. The equations consist of dissolution reactions for basaltic

Domenico and Swanz (1990), and Drever (1988).

minerals such as 3OOnhite, pyroxenes, and olivines, as well as precipitation reactions for calcite and
quanz. Incongruent reactions, which are responsible for the formation of clays (Drever 1988), were
also considered . Results of the calculations indicate that about 20 percent of the solutes in the

Contaminants interact differently below the surface, depending on whether they are in the
vadose zone or the sarurated zone. The vadose zone at the INEL site is very thick and acts as a
buffer for contaminants between the surface and the sarurated zone. As a result, several srudies have
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examined specific aspects of the vadose zone, such as the infiltration rates of water in basalt and
sediments, location and chemical quality of perched water zones, and location of contaminants sorbed
to interbeds and the basalt matrix (Bishop et al. 1992, Marts and Barrash 1991 , Ackerman 1992,
Hubbell 1990, and Cecil et al. 1991). Kaminsky (1991), Bishop (1991), and Cecil et al. (1992)
address infiltration rates of water in subsurface soils and basalts. Results indicate that the infiltration
rates are highly dependent on the degree of saturation and matric suction. Under highly unsaturated
conditions, rates can be as slow as 0.36 centimeter per year (0. 14 inches per year). Bishop (1991)
showed rates of water movement in a dry block of basalt to be approximately the same. Other
investigators have shown rates to be higher under saturated conditions in the vadose zone (Hubbell

F-2.2.2.2.3 Soun:e Tenn_Many references provide information identifying and
characterizing source terms of liquid effluents as well as discuss the processes that produced the
wastes . This information is imponant for the overall characterization of the contaminant budget for
the system. Records kept by INEL site facility operating personnel and from monitoring devices are
used to determine these inputs. Input data from 1953 to 1970 are sparse compared to after 1970,
because recordkeeping and sampling programs were not as comprehensive as they are today.
References addressing source terms at the 1NEL site include Creed (1994), Lehto (1993), Arnett and
Brower (1994), Arnett and Rohe (1993, 1994), Golder (1994), IDHW (1994), Arnett (1994a), and

Bobo (1993).

1990).
Golder (1994), prepared for this EIS, describes the baseline contaminants in the subsurface.
Water quality evaluation and determining distribution of contaminants in the Snake River Plain
Aquifer beneath the INEL site is the primary goal of the U.S . Geological Survey monitoring
program. The U.S . Geological Survey has conducted routine sampling of monitoring wells and
maintains records of the chemical analyses in a database (Barraclough et al. 1981). Typically, wells
are sampled on a semiannual basis for major anions and cations, radionuclides, some trace metals,
and field physical measurements (that is, temperature, conductivity, pH). Many wells constructed
within the perched zones beneath the percolation ponds at the Test Reactor Area and Idaho Chemical
Processing Plant are sampled quanerly for the same parameters but include an expanded list of

The history of contaminant plumes, background chemistry, concentrations of contaminants within the
Snake River Plain Aquifer, and contaminants within the perched zones is summarized in this repon
from preexisting studies. Lehto (1993) was also prepared for this EIS and addresses the past history
of waste injection. It summarizes the volumes and radionuclide concentrations disposed of at the Test
Reactor Area, Idaho Chemical Processing Plant, Test Area NOnh, and several inactive arelS. Data in
this repon were obtained from the Radioactive Waste M3Ilagement Information System and NonRadioactive Waste Management Information System and were used as input for the modeling
performed by Arnett and Rohe (1993, 1994) and Arnett (1994b).

radionuclides (Cecil et al . 1991, Marts and Barrash 1991). In addition to the routine studies, special
studies have been conducted to define the distribution of specific contaminants. For example, several
studies evaluated the distribution of volatile organic compounds (Mann 1990, Liszewski and Mann
1992, Mann and Knobel 1987). Routine monitoring is required to maintain updated information
characterizing the levels and distribution of contaminants. This is vital because subsurface
distributions of contaminants are transient. Hubbell (1990) describes the fluctuation in water levels

Creed (1994) discusses source terms for a generic spent nuclear fuel storage faCility based on
water quality data from the Idaho Chemical Processing Plant Fluorinel and Storage Facility and a
generic spent nuclear fuel storage facility design (Hale 1994) used to identify impacts to the water
quality from an unintentional discharge of 18.9 liters per day (5 gallons per day) for 30 days
consisting of the following radionuclide concentrations :

and perched water chemistry at the Radioactive Waste Management Complex as a function of
recharge. Cecil et al. (1991) and Robertson (1977) discuss the relationship between waste inputs and

Tritium - 10,000 picocuries per liler

perched zone chemistry at the Test Reactor Area. The distribution of contamination within the
aquifer has also changed over time. Golder (1994) discusses the time relation of contaminant

Strontium-90 - 810 picocuries per liter

distribution and provides several maps of the plumes at various time intervals. Additional references
addressing aquifer chemistry and distribution of contaminants include Robertson et al. (1974),

Antimony-125 - 100 picocuries per liter

Barraclough et al (1976), Cecil et al . (1991 , 1992), Pittman et al . (1988), Whitehead (1992), and
Barraclough et al. (1981).
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Cobalt-58 - 148 picocuries per liter

Retardation coefficients and dispersivity values used in contamination transport models for the
INEL site are not well known and were initially estimated from previous investigations (Robertson

Cesium-137 - 101 picocuries per liter.

1974, 1977; Arnen and Rohe 1993, 1994) The final values used are from calibration of the models
where the retardation factor and dispersivity are varied until a match is obtained between the

Creed (1994) also describes the scenario leading to the hypothetical leak, which consists of canal
water leakage from secondary containment around the spent nuclear fuel storage pools.

simulated and observed plume concentrations for a 20-year timeframe. In that sense, they are fining
parameters, rather than empirically derived parameters from field or laboratory experiments. The
significant contaminant plumes can be considered as large-scale, long-term tracer tests that provide

Constant process monitoring, mass-balance, and facility design in accordance with current

intermediate scale parameters . The retardation factors obtained in this manner were lower than those

standards, including double-walled confinement of all vessels and piping, would be used by DOE to

obtained from laboratory scale tests. The value for retardation estimated by model calibration for

limit potential operational releases from a new spent nuclear fuel storage facility to a goal of

strontium-90, for example, was five, which was much lower than obtained from laboratory tests. The

essentially zero. Any operational releases postulated would result from degraded equipment. Arnen

lower, more conservative value was used in the aquifer modeling .

(1994a) addresses the effects that this leak would have on subsurface water resources. Results
indicate that there would be no contaminants above maximum contaminant levels at the INEL site
boundary resulting from a postulated operational leak.

This is more important for the nonconservative contaminants because the values vary for
specific elements. An assumed retardation factor of one for conservative contaminants (indicates no
retardation) was used in all models for tritium and volatile organic compounds (Schafer-Perini 1993;

!=-2.2.2.2.4 Water Us_The amount of water consumed above the baseline differs for

Arnen and Rohe 1993, 1994; Robertson 1974, 1977). A small value of two was used for iodine-129 .

each alternative, with Alternative B (fen-Year Plan) consuming the greatest quantity of water. Even

Laboratory experiments are difficult to extrapolate to the field because of large scale differences. In

under this alternative, the impacts to water quantity are expected to be minor compared to the volume

addition, the tests are run under specific laboratory conditions that mayor may not accurately reflect

of water flowing under tne INEL site yearly (1.77 x 109 cubic meters (470 x 109 gallons)]

real conditions. Field-scale experiments are preferred because of the scaling towards a larger system.

(Robertson et al . 1974). Moreover, 65 percent of the water consumed under current operations is

Other than the migration of the contaminant plumes themselves, no empirical studies to date have

returned to the aquifer by subsurface discharge and infiltration. Similar returns to the aquifer are

been performed at the INEL site for determining field dispersivities or retardation coefficients for

expected to occur regardless of the EIS alternative chosen. The amount of water to be consumed

radionuclides. A large-scale aquifer infiltration test is planned for a site on the INEL to determine

under each alternative is estimated based on an evaluation of project descriptions and conversations

field-scale contaminant transport properties (Wood et al . 1994). Flow and transport parameters,
including retardation and dispersion used in contaminant transport modeling for this EIS have been

with project personnel.

conservatively estimated to account for potential uncertainties in parameter estimation and ensure that
F-2.2.2.2.S Oats Limitations-Groundwater samples used to characterize subsurface

water quality are taken from dedicated pumps that access the most permeable parts of the aquifer, but

modeled impacts to the Snake River Plain Aquifer equal or exceed potential future impacts with a
high degree of certainty (Arnen and Rohe 1993, 1994; Arnen 1994a, b).

the samples are homogenized by the pump and represent a composite of the entire well. Chemical
constituents may vary depending on the particular interval being sampled, and some intervals may

Values for hydrologic parameters derived from pumping tests (for example, conductivity,

have higher concentrations than others (McCurry et al. 1994). Hence, intervals with elevated

transmissivity) are difficult to determine in the Snake River Plain Aquifer because the aquifer has a

concentrations of constituents may not be detected .

high transmissivity and is difficult to stress. Formations yielding large volumes of water require high
pumping rates, but drawdowns of more than a few feet are difficult to obtain (Ackerman 1991 ,
Robertson et al . 1974). Transmissivity values determined from pump tests are underestimated due to
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effects of partial penetration with the aquifer by the wells (Garabedian 1986, 1992). The effective

F-2.2.2.3 Modeling Com..mlnant

r,.neport For this EIS, computer modeling was

portion of the aquifer is not well understood , especially beneath individual wells (Ackerman 1991,

performed to predict the fate and transport of contaminants in the vadose and saturated zones (Arnett

Garabedian 1986, 1992). Garabedian (1992) compared modeled values to empirical values and

and Rohe 1993, 1994; Schafer-Perini 1993; Dames and Moore 1993; Arnett 1994b). The modeling

determined that the empirical values represent smaller values, because the wells tested are only

characterizes contaminant behavior in the subsurface based on established theories of contaminant
interaction, contaminant transport, and hydrologic flow . The models are capable of estimating

completed in the upper portion of the aquifer.

contaminant migration for any timeframe specified by the user and results provide information on
Porosity values are a limiting factor in transport modeling. Highest porosity zones in the Snake

future impacts. This section describes the general approach to modeling, provides a discussion of the

River Plain Aquifer are the rubble zones and fractures, although saturated vesicular basalts contain a

modeling studies used, and includes a description of limitations and assumptions on which the models

large storage capacity. Porosity estimates range from near zero to 20 percent (Robertson et al . 1974),

are based. See Table F-2-1 for a summary of the contaminant transport models used to evaluate

and. porosity estimates of 5 to \0 percent are commonly used in modeling studies (Robertson 1974,

consequences to subsurface water resources. The table includes a brief model description,

Amen and Rohe 1993, Schafer-Perini 1993). Because the Snake River Plain Aquifer is semiconfined,

assumptions, calibration methods, modeling results, and predicted consequences to water resources.

stor"tivity is approximately equal to porosity, and values for storativity are also estimated.
F-2.2.2.3.1 rechnlque. In Com..mlnent Fate and r,.n.port Modeling-Fate and

The levels of contaminants in the vadose zone need further study because their distribution is
only moderately characterized and concentrations change with time (Cecil et al . 1991, Marts and

transport modeling requires an understanding of the subsurface in addition to understanding how the
models work. The steps involved in modeling include (a) data assembly and verification,

Barrash 1991). The lack of information is partially due to the lack of monitoring wells that access the

(b) development of a conceptual model, (c) code selection, (d) model calibration, and (e) computer

vadose zone perched water zones. Several perched water zones are known and have been

simulation.

characterized for quantity and quality of water, but other perched zones may exist that have not been
studied yet. Hubbell (1990), Bobo (1993), Marts and Barrash (1991), and Cecil et al. (1991) suggest
the presence of possible perched zones other than the ones documented, located along deeper

Conceptual model development is one of the first steps in the modeling process and consists of
taking a complicated system such as the aquifer located under the INEL site and making simplifying

sedimentary interbeds. Known perched zones are being monitored and characterized at the Idaho

assumptions. This simplification process involves defining (a) the geometry, including boundaries of

Chemical Processing Plant and Test Reactor Area with sampling performed quarterly. Nonradiactive

the aquifer; (b) flow input and output; (c) locations of important features such as sedimentary

metallic contaminants in unsaturated parts of the vadose zone are likely to exist locally but would

interbeds; and (d) locations of wastes and rates of discharge. Depending on the area being modeled,

probably be bound to sediments by sorption .

several different conceptual models were developed for the models addressed in this EIS (Arnett
1994b; Arnett and Rohe 1993, 1994; Schafer-Perini 1993; Dames and Moore 1993; Robertson 1974,

Infiltration rates in the vadose zone are one of the most poorly characterized but important

1977) .

parameters for modeling contaminant transport to the saturated zone. Two of the important studies on
infiltration rates of water in the surface sediments near the Radioactive Waste Management Complex

For the modeling conducted in this EIS , several codes are available to model contaminant

have been performed by Cecil et al . (1992) and Kaminsky (1991). Arnett and Rohe (1993) use a rate

transport in the Snake River Plain Aquifer. Arnett et al . (1993) provides a detailed discussion of the

of 47 meters per year (153 feet per year) as a conservative assumption in modeling the flow of liquids

code selection and bases for selecting the codes used. The codes MODFLOW and MT3D were

from the Idaho Chemical Processing Plant and Test Reactor Area surface ponds to the saturated zone.

chosen because of their wide acceptance in the scientific community. GFLUX is a modification of a
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission code, GWSCREEN, which is widely used in the scientific
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Table F-2-1. Matrix of contaminant transport models used to evaluate consequences to subsurface water resources at the Idaho National
Engineering Laboratory site.
Reference

Model description

Amen and
Rolle (1993)

Used a Ilorage/draillllge model
coupled wilh Ihe GFLUX code to
determine Ihe amount of strontium90, iodine-129, and tritium expected
to migrate Ihrough Ihe vadose zone
at Ihe Test Reactor Area and Idaho
Chemical Processing Plant.
Considered inputs from past waste
disposal to Ihe percolation ponds and
produced results of Ihe amount of
material migrating on a yearly basis.

Model assumed one-dimensiolllli
flow (I D) wilh travel times to Ihe
aquifer of Ihrec years.

Used Ihe code MODFLOW for
groundwater flow simulation
coupled wilh Ihe contamillllnt
transport code MTJD to determine
Ihe fate and transport of strontium90, iodine-129, and tritium plumes
in Ihe aquifer extending from Ihe
Idaho Chemical Processing Plant
and Test Reactor Area . Modeling
was from 1995-2035, or until
contamillllnt level. dropped below
Ihe maximum contamillllnt level.

(a) Transient approach ; (b) Twodimensiolllli (2D) flow of water;
(c) model boundaries correlate wilh
geographic boundaries on Ihe west
and far enough eall Ihat
uncertainties in water flow would
DOl effect water levels at Ihe INEL;
(d) No future discharge of liquids
wilh concentrations above Ihe
maximum contaminant levels or
derived concentration guides; (e)
Precipitation has an insignificant
effect on recharge; (I) Sources of
waste can be lumped for
convenience; (g) wlltes are in Ihe
upper 100 m (328 1\) of Ihe
aquifer; and (h) no IpCciation of
contamillllnts.

Assumptions"

Calibration

Not
applicable

Calibrated
using water
level data and
plume
distributions
for Ihe yean
1970-1990.

Results

Water resources conaequencea

Indicated tritium would migrate
Ihrough Ihe vadose zone to Ihe
aquifer in a relatively short period of
time from bolh facilities . Strontium90 is DOl expected to migrate
Ihrough Ihe vadose zone . lodine129 would migrate into Ihe aquifer
from Ihe Idaho Chemical ProcelSing
Plant. Results were used as input
into Ihe MTJD code.

Tritium and iodine-129 would
continue to migrate into Ihe aquifer
until at least 2010, but in
concentrations decreasing wilh time .
No new inputs of strontium-90 to Ihe
aquifer are expected . Overalllhe
vadose zone would become 'cleaner'
wilh time IS nonconservative
contamillllnts decay in place, and
conservative constituents flush out of
Ihe system.

Results show Ihat Ihe tritium plume
would decay significantly wilh time
and maximum concentrations would
be below Ihe maximum contamillllnt
level by Ihe year 2000. Strontium90 plume is not anticipated to
migrate very far from Ihe Idaho
Chemical Processing Plant, but max.
concentrations would DOl be below
Ihe maximum contaminant level until
2030. lodine-129 plume would
migrate soulhward towards the
INEL boundary and max.
concentrations would be above Ihe
maximum contamillllnt level beyond
2035, but wilhin Ihe INEL aoulhem
boundary.

The contamillllnt plumes currently
have illOlated adverse conaequencea
because of concentrations above Ihe
maximum contarnillllnt level. Over
time concentrations would decrease
and residual contamination would
migrate aoulhward . Contaminants
would DOl pose a Ihreat to offaite
water quality because only tritium and
iodine-129 would migrate off lite, but
at concentrations below Iheir
respective maximum contaminant
level •.

Table F-2-1. (continued).
Model desc ription

AS5umptionsa

Scha ferPerini
(1993)

Used the code FLASH to simulate
groundwater flow coupled with the
code FLAME to simulate
conlamioant tnll1lport. Modeling
w.. uscd to simulate the fate .nd
tranaport of trichloroethylene,
tetrachloroethylene,
dichloroethylene, tritium, and
atrontium-9O plume. extending from
Te. Area North . Modeling w ..
performed for the time period from
1994-2094.

Modeling was performed under
two Ifsumptiona: (.) source WII
immobile .nd would . ct •••
colUllnt, infinite source; (b) IOUrce
..... limited in amount .nd free to
migrate in the groundwater; (c)
high atrontium-9O retardation .

D.me•• nd
Moore
(1993)

Uscd the code PORFLOW to model
org.nic v.por tnuuport through the
v.dole zone to the .quifer .t the
Radioactive W.~ Management
Complex. Contaminant migration in
the .quifer to the INEL boundary
w.. simul.ted by the code ATI23D.

(.) Organic ....ere .lIUmed to
travel in the v.por . .ge .nd
.dvcctively ... ith vadoae ....ter
tow.rd. the saturated zone ; (b)
complete mixing .t saturated zone
inlerf.ce.

Reference

o<

~

rn
N

Results

W.ter resources consequences

Hydrologic
flow was
c.librated
u.i ng 1990
data .nd
contaminant
transport
uling 1991
data .

Results show th.t trichloroethylene
and dichloroethylene plume
migration depended on the choice of
.UUmptiODl. Under the fi~ , the
plume. extended from Te. Area
North in concelUation ...ell .bove
maximum contaminant level • .
Under the second, the plume.
migrated .w.y from Te. Area
North in concenlrationa .bove
maximum contamioant level • .
Tetrachloroethylene ...ould migrate
.....y from the Te. Area North at
concenlrltioDl .bove the maximum
contaminant level under either
.uumption. Tritium.nd atrontium90 migration did not depend on
• UUmptiODl uaed. Tritium i••t
coocenlrltioDl below the maximum
contaminant level, .nd the plume
...ould DOt miJrate far. The
atrontium-9O plume ...ouId not
migrate very f.r from Te. Area
North, but ...ould exhibit
coocenlrltioDl ...ell .bove the
maximum contaminana level.

Te. Area North reprellCnu one of the
mo ••ignificant contamination
problema .t the INEL. Modeling
sugge. . organic....ould .ignificantly
.ffect groundw.ter quality in the
future •• plume. apread. Plume ••re
not .nticipated to migrate to the INEL
boundary due to the remote location of
T~ Area North. Radionuclide. do
not pole a threa.t to offlite w.ter
quality bee.UK of low concenlrltions,
short half-live., .nd chemical
retard.tion of collllilUenta in the
vadolC zone. Remedi.tion to extract
organics .nd atrontium-9O would . . rt
within the next year .nd i. expected to
reduce plume. to eliminate .dverae
impacu .

To be
determined

RelUlta indic.te that ••ignificaDl
amount of organic material might
eOler the .quifer. Peak
coocenlrltioDl ...ere predicted in the
year 2070. Once chemic.l. eOler
the aquifer, material ...ould migrate
to the IOUthern INEL boundary ...ith
lOme contarninanl concentrations
.bove the maximum conllmiDlnt
level.

Volatile OrJanic compounda at the
R.dioactive Willie M.oagcmeDl
Complex pole • potential threat to
....ter quality. M~ of the
cOnlamination i. contained within the
v.doae zone (113 metefl (600 feet)
thick .t the Radioactive W.~
Managemenl Complex). A planned
remedi.tion project performing vapor
extraction of organic. should .lIeviate
the potential of org.nic vapor
migration into the .quifer, thus
reducing imp.cts.

Cal ibration

o<

~

m
N

Table F-2-1. (continued).
Reference

Model description

Assumptions"

Calibration

Results

Water resource. cORlCquencea

RobertlOn
(1977)

Used a numerical model to
determine the potential of tritium
and Ilrontium-90 migrating from the
vadOte zone into the aquifer at Tell
ReaclOr ARe. The subsurface 'III"
divided into three aectiona
repreaenting the upper and lower
perched zonea and the migration
pathway beneath the perched zone •.

(a) 10 flow in Sectiona I and 3 .
(b) 20 flow in Section 2.

Simulated
flow for 1.6
yeara from
the
percolation
pond. 10 the
perched zone.
10 aimulate
obacrved
cootoura.

Results indicate that tritium i.
expected 10 migrate from Test
Reactor Area perched zone., but that
IIIrontium-90 would not
breakthrough the VadOK zone for
the 3S year modeling time . Resulta
are conailleDl with the ndOK zone
modeling by Amell and Robe
(1993) .

The ooly impact mown from thi.
trudy i. that tritium would migrate 10
the aquifer and act .. a coDlirwed
aource of \hi. cOlllarninanl.
Concentrationa were predicted 10 be
low and would not lIi,ruficanl1y effect
the current tritium plume. Strontium90 would not migrate inIo the aquifer,
hence DO adverac impac:ta are expected
due 10 this radionuclide.

RoberllOn
(1974)

Modeled IIIrontium-90, tritium and
chlorine plume migration from the
Idaho Chemical Processing Plaot
and the Teat Reactor ARe using a
predeceslOr of the USGS code for
groundwater flow coouminaot
transport . Modeling considered
different source terms and slightly
different effects, however, from
recharge by the Big Loll River.
The approach il very similar 10 the
methods of Amen and Robe (1993)
and 'ilia. based on the same
principles.

(a) no speciation of coouminalU;
(b) transient flow; (c) flow is in the
upper 76 metera of the aquifer; (d)
20 flow ; (e) poro.ity ia 10
percent; (I) inputs from 1973-2000
are the same aa for 1973;
(g) recharge quantities along the
Big Loll River; and (h) model
boundarica correlate with
geographic boundarica on the west
and far enough east that
uncertaintiea in water flow would
not effect water level. at the INEL.

Calibrated the
groundwater
flow using
data from

Results of the model are . imilar to
thoac produced by Arnell and Robe
(1993) for tritium and atrontium-90
but llightly differeDl due 10 differing
source terma . StroDlium-90 plume
was not anticipated 10 migrate very
far from source. and would have a
restricted distribution, but maximum
concentrations would be above the
maximum contaminant level.
Tritium plume w.. mown 10 migrate
past the southern INEL boundary
with conc:eotrationa below the
maximum contarninantlevel.

Predictiona from thi. trudy mow that
the plume cOntamiDlnl concentrationa
would decreaac eventually to level.
below the maximum c:on&arninant
level, but that the plume front would
contilllle 10 migrate towarda the INEL
boundary. No adverac impacta to
areaa outside the INEL are expected
becauac contamiDlDll would leave the
aite below maximum contaminant
level • .

Conaidered the affects on the
environment of an unintentional
diacharge from a generic SNF
storage facility .

(a) S gallons per day for one
month; (b) radionuclide
concentrations in the leak were
equaito thoae in the storage pool
water; (c) leakage from aecondary
containment.

To be
de\l:rmioed.

PrelimiDilry results indicate that the
concenlnltiona of atroDlium-90 above
maximum colllaminanllevel would
not migrate 10 the aouthem INEL
boundary.

Only localized impacts to the
subsurface beneath the Idaho Chemical
Proceainc Plant.

Amell
(19941)

a . Input parametera for the equations are estimatea based on the best available data .

1964,
Ilrontium-90
plumes
against 1964
and 1972
data, and
tritium
plume.
against 1968.

community and is accepted for use at the INEL site . Schafer-Perini (1993) use the codes FLASH and

1993, 1994). In general , the finer the grid, the more accurate the predictions, but the longer the

FLAME fo r modeling organic plumes.

computational time. Grid panerns in Arnen (l994b), Arnen and Rohe (1993, 1994), and Robenson
(1974) consisted of a rectangular panern stretching from the northwestern mountain range and east

Calibration is an imponant step in the modeling process, because the validity of future

about 16 kilometers (10 miles) past the INEL site boundary; the northern grid boundary was along the

predictions relies on the accuracy of the match between simulated groundwater flow panerns and

mountain front, and the southern boundary extended about 8 kilometers (5 miles) south of the INEL

contaminant plumes and observed data. Calibration of a flow model of the regional aquifer involved

site. A submodel with a final grid was set up within the INEL site over the contaminant plumes for

preparation of hydraulic head contours for multiple time periods (Arnen and Brower 1994, Arnen

finer detail. The finite-element grid formed by Schafer-Perini (1993) was similar but contained more

I 994b). Time versus head plots (hydrographs) were also prepared for

~elected

wells. Hydrologic

complicated triangular elements near sources of contamination (for example, TSF~ injection well).

parameters were varied until hydraulic heads resembled observed contours. This method required
The flow and contaminant transpon equations are solved by finite-difference or finite-element

several iterations with manual parameter adjustment before a suitable match was obtained.
Calibration of the contaminant transpon model followed a similar approach (Arnen and Rohe 1994).

techniques (approximations of the panial differential equations) for each node within the grid.

Errors in calibration are usually associated with areas where hydrologic parameters are uncenain

Solutions predict hydraulic head and concentrations of contaminant distributions as a function of time.

because of the high degree of heterogeneity within the basalts. Contaminant transpon modeling

Fine grid panerns are needed around some waste sources to simulate steeper hydrologic and chemical

typically requires adjustment of the retardation and dispersion coefficients because field -scale values

gradients. Finite-element techniques have some advantages in these situations . Arnen (1994b),

are not known (Arnen and Rohe 1993, 1994; Schafer-Perini 1993, Dames and Moore 1993,

Arnen and Rohe (1993 , 1994) and Robenson (1974) used the finite-difference techniques, whereas

Robenson 1974).

Schafer-Perini (1993) used finite-element techniques. After completion of the simulation (that is,
equations solved for each node at all time increments) the concentrations and hydraulic heads within
the nodes are contoured, thus producing simulated plume maps and hydraulic head contours. The

The general approach to groundwater modeling by computer simulation is to solve the
groundwater flow equation to predict hydrauli" heads and to use the head distribution in the transpon
model to calculate

th~

advective flow (velocity). Hydrologic flow equations for transient conditions

modeling grid used for this EIS was bounded by specified variable head and no-flow boundaries to the
west. No-flow boundaries were assigned to the contacts between the mountains and Snake River

are a function of the changing hydraulic gradient in time and space (water input and output),

Plain Aquifer, whereas variable head boundaries were assigned to recharge areas such as mouths of

storativity, porosity, fluid density and compressibility, and transmissivity. Contaminant transpon

the Big Lost River, Linle Lost River, and Birch Creek. Schafer-Perini (1993) considered variable

equations are a function of time, retardation factors , dispersion coefficients, decay constants,

head boundaries for the Test Area North model. Eastern and southern boundaries were considered

advective transpon, and rates of waste input . Hydrologic flow equations must be solved first because

constant head and at sufficient distances from contaminant plumes such that reasonable errors in

results provide input ;nto contaminant transpon equations. The flow and transpon equations used in

defining the boundary conditions had a negligible effect on the simulated groundwater velocity in the

th is EIS are widely accepted and utilized in many types of computer codes (Arnen 1994b; Arnen and

plume areas.

Rohe 1993, 1994; Robenson 1974). Flow and contaminant transpon theory are discussed in Freeze
and Cherry (1979), Driscoll (1986), and Domenico and Schwanz (1990).

1'-2_2.2.3.2 Modeling Studlu-Table F-2-1 presents the different models used in the
assessment of predicted consequences to water resources. Table F-2-1 describes the individual models

A primary step in performing computer simulation is to establish the model's spatial domain

used, results produced , potential impacts to the water resources, calibration of the models, and

which is then divided into a set of similar units of specified dimensions which are assigned a

assumptions the models are based on. Modeling was performed by several investigators for the

computational node. Each node is assigned material propenies. The edges of the domain are

vadose l one, the saturated lone, for a bounding accident scenario, and for an unintentional release

assigned boundary conditions fro m information external to the model (Arnen 1994b; Arnen and Rohe

from a generic spent nuclear fuel storage facil ity . lodine-129, tritium, and strontium-90 plumes
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extending from the Test Reactor Area and Idaho Chemical Processing Plant were modeled by Arnen

hydraulic flow. Modeling can be conducted under transient (time-dependent) or

and Rohe (1993). Organic contaminants at Test Area North and the Radioactive Waste Management

steady-state conditions. Steady-state modeling is used when aquifer conditions (for

Complex were modeled by Schafer-Perini (1993) and Dames and Moore (1993), respectively. In

example, water levels, recharge) can be considered constant for approximately the period

addition, an accident scenario for a high-level waste tank failure at the Idaho Chemical Processing

of simulation. Mathematically, the change in hydraulic gradient with time is considered

Plant was modeled . The accident scenario model concluded that strontium-90 would not extend

zero, and storativity terms are not needed when assuming steady-state conditions. The

beyond the INEL site boundary above maximum contaminant levels throughout the implementation

steady-state assumption cannot be made because water levels and recharge volumes

period (Arnen 1994a). The results of the tank failure model were dependent on limited amount of

change with time.

liquid in the tank being the only hydraulic driver; it appears reasonable that prompt action would be
taken by authorities to mitigate the impacts of such an accident through capping, pumping, and other

Aquirer anisotropy and two dimensional now: Garabedian (1992) concluded that on a

means. The source terms for unintentional discharges at a generic spent nuclear fuel storage facility

regional scale the groundwater flow is predictable and can be simulated in two

are negligible compared with the strontium-90 source terms in the high-level waste tank and small

dimensions. Vertical flow was found to be several orders of magnitude less than

compared to past strontium-90 discharges.

horizontal flow . On local scales vertical flow may be significant, but on regional scdles
the assumption is valid.

A simple, one-dimensional model was used to estimate flow and contaminant transport in the
vadose zone below the disposal ponds. Average vertical water velocity was calculated from average

No new discharge or radioactive wastes with concentrations above the maximum

water transport time and vadose zone thickness. The conclusion that strontium-90 is strongly retarded

contaminant level or derived concentration guides: One of the primary assumptions

in the vadose zone is based on laboratory and theoretical data to a limited degree. It is based more

used for modeling and in the evaluation of impacts to the water resources is that no new

on the fact that considerable amounts of strontium-90 have been discharged to the Test Reactors Area

intentional discharges of radioactive wastes with concentrations above the maximum

radioactive waste pond over the past 40 years and very linle, if any, strontium-90 (near detection

contaminant levels or derived concentration guides will be discharged to the subsurface.

limit) concentrations have been found in the aquifer directly beneath or near the Test Reactors Area

Modeling performed for the fate and transport of contaminant plumes assumes this in

perched water body. Again, appropriate scale field data (which integrate the effects of local

evaluating baseline contaminant migration from the vadose zone to the saturated zone

heterogeneities) were available to provide a good es!;",ate for the model parameter. In the case of

(Arnen and Rohe 1993). Review of individual project descriptions indicates that wastes

strontium-90, the retardation factor was calculated assuming that strontium-90 would experience

will be disposed of in evaporation basins and liquid waste condensers. Sources of wastes

break-through in the near future.

are slowly declining due to improved management practices and engineering and
institutional controls; therefore, under standard operating conditions no liquid wastes will
have concentrations above maximum contaminant levels or derived concentration guides

F-2.2.2.3.3 Modeling Assumptions and Limitations-Table F-2-1 lists the

which would enter the subsurface. However, this assumes no accidental or uni ntentional

assumptions that provide the bases for the different models used to support the environmental
consequences described in Section 5.8, Water Resources, of Volume 2 of this Environmental Impact

releases will occur. Bounding conditions on possible effects from a series of accidental

Statement. The following briefly discusses the assumptions and limitations.

spills indicate that even under conservative estimates, spills will not likely affect water
quality beyond the immediate facility area (Arnen 1994a).

Transient versus steady-state modeling: Garabedian (1986, 1992), Arnen (1994b),
Arnen and Rohe 0993, 1994), and Robertson (1974) concluded that the Snake River

Boundary conditions: The boundary conditions imposed for the INEL site model grids

Plain Aquifer system is best simulated by considering transient conditions and a transient

consisted of constant head, no-flow, and variable head. Boundaries to the east were
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other constituents, thus preventing sorption. Equilibrium modeling using the U.S.

considered to have sufficient distances from contaminant plumes such that reasonable
errors in defining the boundary conditions have negligible effects on the simulated

Environmental Protection Agency-<leveloped code MINTEQA2 indicated that the

groundwater velocity in the plume areas. These boundaries were assigned constant

contaminants of interest in the plume would be unspeciated and would be expected to

heads. The boundaries along the western border were considered to have no flow along

sorb as discussed in the models.

the mountain fronts and variable head along the recharge zones . Variable head
boundaries were used on the Schafer-Perini (1993) model among northern recharge

The mathematics used in the models are founded on other assumptions that are not described

zones. Model calibration indicates that these boundaries appear reasonable because a

here. For example, it is assumed that flow can be described by Darcy's Law and that the partial

suitable match between simulated and observed flow patterns was made for the

differential equations can be approximated for solution by numerical methods. For more detail, see

1970-to- 199O time period (Arnett 1994b).

Domenico and Schwartz (1990).

Procipitation is insignificant to recharge: The amount of precipitation that accumulates

!=-2.2.2.3.4 Potentia' Contaminant Migration from Solid Wast_Solid low-level

in the vadose zone and migrates to the aquifer is negligible when compared to the amount

radioactive and transuranic waste have been disposed of in several pits at the Subsurface Disposal

from underflow. This is a good assumption considering the amount of precipitation

Area within the Radioactive Waste Management Complex since 1952, and these dispositions are

(22 centimeters per year, 8.7 inches per year) and the evaporation rate (125 centimeters

projected to continue until 2020. Transuranic waste disposal at the complex was discontinued in

per year, 49.2 inches per year). Thirty percent of the average annual precipitation at the

1970; however, disposal of low-level radioactive waste is projected to continue until 2020. A

INEL site results from water content in snow (Bishop 1993). Snowmelt creates ponding

preliminary scoping risk assessment of radioactive waste disposal practices during the time period

in localized areas, which eventually infiltrates to the Snake River Plain Aquifer.

from 1952 to 1996 is currently being performed as part of a Comprehensive Environmental Response,

However, this recharge i> insignificant given that the water flow under the INEL site

Compensation, and Liability Act investigation. The investigation is being conducted under the

each year is 1.77 billion cubic meters (470 billion gallons) (Robertson et al. 1974).

Federal Facility Agreement/Consent Order that resulted from negotiations among DOE, the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency, and the State of Idaho. For the purposes of this EIS , impacts are

Contaminant transport occurs in the upper 74-100 meters (243-325 reet) or the

being evaluated from 1995 to 2005 . Results of the preliminary risk assessment indicate that

aquirer: Several modelers assume that the contaminant transport occurs in the upper

contaminants would not reach the INEL site boundary exceeding Federal primary drinking water

100 meters (325 feet) of the aquifer because this is the portion with the highest hydraulic

standards through 2005 (Loehr et al . 1994). For the next 100 years, the radionuclides with the

conductivity (Arnett and Rohe 1993, 1994; Schafer-Perini 1993; Robertson 1974, 1977).

highest 30-year average concentration in groundwater are predicted to be carbon-14 and tritium at 586

Vertical migration of wastes downward below th is zone is considered insignificant.

and 4,510 picocuries per liter, respectively. These levels are well below DOE's Derived

Several studies concluded this to be the effective portion of the aquifer (Ackerman 1991;

Concentration Guide established for carbon-14 (70,000 picocuries per liter) and the U.S.

Robertson et al. 1974, Barraclough et al. 1976, Garabedian 1986, 1992), hence for

Enviwnmental Protection Agency's Maximum Contaminant Level established for tritium

regional scale modeling this is likely a valid assumption. On a local scale, downward

(20,000 picocuries per liter) .

vertical movement of contaminants may be significant.
A radiological performance assessment was also conducted for low-level waste buried at the
No speciation or the contaminant or interest: The models that were used in this EIS do

Radioactive Waste Management Complex from 1984 through present operations and projected to be

not cons ider speciation of contaminants (specifically strontium-90) with other anions in

disposed through 2020 (Maheras et al. 1994). The results of the assessment indicate that the

the water. The contaminants are assumed to be in their valance state and not bound to

maximum total pathway exposure occurring by the year 2060 at the INEL site boundary would be less
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than 0.60 millirem per year (Maheras et al . 1994). No significant impacts are expected to occur
within the implementation period of the EIS . However, further information is required before an

Arnett, R. C., 1994b, Calibration of the Groundwater Flow Model for a Ponton of the Snake River
Plain AqUifer Beneath the Idaho Nationol Engineering Laboratory, ER&WM-EDF-0024-93,
Revision I, EG&G Idaho, Inc., Idaho Falls, Idaho, December 19.

accurate evaluation of the potential for contaminant transport from the Radioactive Waste
Management Complex to the environment can be completed. Infortnation is currently being compiled

Arnett, R. C. and J. M. Brower, 1994, Groundwater Flow Model Data for Model Calibration,
ER&WM-EDF-OOOI-93, EG&G Idaho, Inc., Idaho Falls, Idaho, November 14.

to characterize source terms, migration rates of vadose water, infiltration rates through soil coverings,
sorptive characteristics of contaminants, and other infortnation. A Remedial Investigation/Feasibility
Study and a risk assessment is being prepared to evaluate the potential impacts of past, present, and
future activities at the Radioactive Waste Management Complex, but is not available for this EIS .

New wastes resulting from sources outside the INEL site identified under the proposed
alternatives would not be addressed by the Remedial Investigation/Feasibility Study or the risk
assessment. Additionally, new wastes transported to the INEL site under the alternatives would be
addressed under separate National Environmental Policy Act documentation, and/or as specified under
the Resource Conservation Recovery Act, and the Comprehensive Environmental Response,

Arnett, R. C. and M. J. Rohe, 1993, Prediaed Consequences on the Snake River Plain Aquifer of
Alternative Actions 1 and 2, ER&WM-EDF-0025-93, EG&G Idaho, Inc., Idaho Falls, Idaho,
October 25.
Arnett, R. C. and M. J . Rohe, 1994, Colibration of the Groundwater Transpon Modelforthe Snake
River Plain Aquifer Beneath the Idaho Nationol Engineering Laboratory, Engineering Design
File SNF&EIS-0005-94, EG&G Idaho, Inc., Idaho Falls, Idaho, December 22 .
Arnett, R. C., J . M. McCarthy, G. T . Norell, A. L. Schafer-Perini, T. R. Wood, 1993, Basisfor

Initial Code Selection for WAG 10 Groundwater and Contaminont Transpon Modeling at the
Idaho National Engineering Laboratory, EGG-ERD-10532, EG&G Idaho, Inc., Idaho Falls,
Idaho, February .
Barraclough, J. T ., J. B. Robertson, V. J. Janzer, 1976, Hydrology of the Solid Waste Burial

Compensation, and Liability Act.
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F-3 AIR RESOURCES
Section F-3 provides supplemental information on methodology and other technical support
for the air resources sections of Volume 2 of the Spent Nuclear Fuel and INEL Environmental
Restoration and Waste Management Environmental Impact Statement (SNF and lNEL EIS).

F-3.1 Overview
Activities proposed under the Environmental Restoration and Waste Management (ER&WM)
Program at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL) site may affect the quality of existing
air resources in various ways. The alternative courses of action proposed under this Program have
consequences that vary both in nature and magnitude. These consequences must be thoroughly
characterized to provide information needed to support the selection of proper courses of action.
Assessments have been performed to characterize the existing conditions of radiological and
nooradiological air quality, as well as the consequences of alternative courses of action. Section F-3
presents background information related to these assessments, including descriptions of

The regulatory framework under which air quality standards and criteria are
established and administered

Airborne emissions of radiological and nooradiological pollutants from existing INEL
site facilities and proposed projects

The data, methods, and computer models applied to estimate concentrations of
pollutants at various locations as a result of airborne emissions .

The information presented herein supports the summary results presented in Sections 4.7 and
5.7 (Air Resources) of Volume 2 of !he SNF and INEL EIS, which respectively describe the affected
environment and consequences of alternatives on air quality. In addition to establishing the technical
basis fo r those summary results, this section presents detailed emissions estimates for specific
proposed facilities . Additional details on the assessment results, including predicted consequences for
all combinations of alternative and waste management options and selected individual projects

F-3-iii
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(including incineration at the Waste Experimental Reduction Facility), are presented in the Technical

A report prepared by Science Applications International Corporation (Belanger et aI.

Suppon Docwnentfor Air Resources,lNEL Environmental Restoration and Waste Management

1995a), which provides additional detail on assessment methodology and results,

Programs (Belanger et aI. I995a).

including projected emissions and impacts for specific projects and waste management
options.

F-3.1.1 Scope
Two reports prepared by Science Applications International Corporation (Raudsep et
The assessments described in Section F-3 consider both nonradiological and radiological air
quality related to baseline conditions, projected increases to the baseline, and the consequences of

aI . 1995 and Belanger et aI . 1995b), which provide specific information on the
assessment of Prevention of Significant Deterioration.

ER&WM alternative courses of action. Specifically, the scope includes background information on
air resources, air quality regulation, and assessments related to (a) existing conditions associated with

A report prepared by EG&G Idaho, Inc. (Leonard 1993), which presents estimated

actual emissions from INEL site facilities (termed the actual emissions baseline), (b) conditions that

radiological doses resulting from airborne radionuclides released by facilities at the

would be experienced if existing facilities operated to the maximum extent allowed by applicable

INEL site. This report was used as a basis for the existing radiological air quality

permits or limits (termed the maximum emissions baseline), and (c) the estimated consequences of

conditions .

emissions from projects associated with each of the four ER&WM alternatives.
A document prepared by Ecology and Environment, Inc. (E&E 1994), describing the
The assessments focus on conditions or impacts that result at onsite and offsite locations from

methods and results of the assessment of baseline conditions for toxic air pollutants .

the release of contaminants from various categories of sources . The types of emissions assessed

These results were used to establish the actual and maximum baseline levels of toxic

include radionuclides and the two major categories of nc radiological pOllutants- the so-called criteria

air pollutants .

pollutants and toxic air pollutants. The categories of sources assessed include stationary sources (such
as facility stacks and vents), mobile sources, and sources related to construction activities. The

An Engineering Design File prepared by EG&G Idaho, Inc. (Leonard 1994), which

locations for which baseline conditions and impacts are assessed include major work areas within the

presents estimated radiation doses to the maximally exposed worker and offsite

INEL site, locations along the INEL site boundary and public roads, and the Craters of the Moon

individual and population dose resulting from specific projects associated with

Wilderness Area. Assessment results are summarized in Sections 4 .7 and 5.7 (Air Resources) of the

ER&WM alternative actions . These results were used as the basis for estimating

main text and are presented in add itional detail in Belanger et aI . (1995a).

radiological doses for radionuclide emissions associated with specific alternatives and
waste stream management options.

F-3.1.2 Supporting Documentation
Engineering Design Files prepared by EG&G Idaho, Inc., describing the source terms
Section F-3 summarizes the methods of independent analyses performed by several different

estimated for no action projects (Staley 1993a) and proposed action projects (Staley

specialists from contractor organizations. In some cases, those analyses are documented in reports

1993b). These source terms were used as input to the air quality assessments for

prepared for this EIS . These documents are considered key references. Their contents and the

projected increases to the baseline and ER&WM alternatives, which included no

manner in which they were used in the air resources assessments are summarized as follows :

action and proposed action projects.
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A document prepared by Ecology and Environment, Inc. (E&E 1993), describing the

of population exposure not related to INEL site emissions. Monitoring data for areas beyond the

methods and results of assessments to estimate impacts from mobile and construction

influence of INEL site emissions are also presented. Additional information related to radiological

source emissions. These results were used as a basis for estimating consequences of

conditions (including monitoring results and airborne radioactivity associated with existing INEL site

mobile sources and construction activities related to ER&WM alternatives.

facilities) is presented in Hoff et aI . (1993).

Section F-3 attempts to integrate the descriptions of methods, assumptions, and other key

/=-3.2.1.1 Sourc .. of Radiation Exposure Not Related to Idaho National

information from the analyses cited above into a single source.

Engineering Laboratory Site Operations. The predominant source of radiation in the region is

F-3.1.3 Organization

are continuously exposed. Background radiation includes sources such as cosmic rays; radioactivity

the natural radiation background, a term that refers to natural sources of radiation to which humans

naturally present in soil, rocks, and the human body; and airborne radionuclides of natural origin
The remainder of this section is organized as follows :

(such as radon) . The dose from background radiation results from sources t:,at can be either external
(outside the body) or internal (within the body). External sources consist primarily of cosmic rays

Section F-3 .2 presents the background environmental information on the INEL site,
including background levels of radiation, radioactivity, and nonradiological pollutants

and radioactivity within soil and rocks. Internal sources include radioactivity naturally present within
the human body and airborne radioactivity that can deposit in the lungs when inhaled. The natural
background uose is increased by radioactivity still remaining in the environment as a result of

Section F-3.3 contains a description of air quality regulations and guidelines and a

atmospheric testing of nuclear weapons, although this increase is very minor (Jess than one percent).

discussion of how they apply to sources at the INEL site
Table F-3-1 presents a summary of the estimated background dose by various exposure
Section F-3.4 describes the methods and assumptions used to estimate emissions and
assess conditions and impacts for releases of radiological and nonradiologicai
pollutants and presents listings of these emissions for specific projects proposed for
ER&WM alternatives.

categories for residents of the Eastern Snake River Plain. As can be seen from these results, the
cumulative annual dose, 351 millirem, is due largely to the inhalation of airborne radioactivity. This
radioactivity consists almost entirely of radioactive particles formed by the decay of naturally
occurring radon.

F-3.2 The Idaho National Engineering Laboratory Site Environment

In addition to natural background sources, residents of the Eastern Snake River Plain receive
exposure from radiation sources of human origin (anthropogenic sources), including medical x-rays,

This section describes background levels of radiation, airborne radioactivity, and

nuclear medicine diagnostic procedures, consumer products (such as televisions, smoke detectors, or

no nradiological air quality in the environs of the INEL site.

self-luminous products), and radioactivity remaining in the environment as a result of atm~ spheric

F-3.2.1 IUdiation and Airborne IUdioactivity

average U.S . population member, with most of this dose (about 54 millirem per year) resulti ng from

testing of nuclear weapons. Collectively, these result in an annual dose of about 68 millirem to the

the medical use of radiation (NCRP 1987). This dose does not include the contribution from
The population of the Eastern Snake River Plain is exposed to environmental radiation from
both natural and anthropogenic sources (that is, sources of human origin). This section describes

radioactivity in tobacco products, which results in a substantial radiation dose (several rem per year)
to the lungs of smokers.

background levels of radiation and airborne radioactivity in this geographical region and other sources
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Table F-3-I. Summary of environmental radiation dose from natural background sources to residents
of the Eastern Snake River Plain for 1991 .·

Table F-3-2. Airborne radioactivity levels for Idaho National Engineering Laboratory onsite, site
boundary communities, and distant locations for 1991.·

Annual dose
(millirem)

Source
External sources b
Terrestrial radioactivity
Cosmic rays
Total external
Internal sources·
Airborne (inhaled) radioactivity
Radioactivity in the body
Total internal
Total dose

73
39
112
200
39
239
351

a. Dose is expected to vary by a small amount from year to year.
b. Source: Hoff et aI. (1992).
c. Regional data are not available; internal dose values are effective doses for an average
member of the U.S. population but are likely to be representative of the Eastern Snake River
Plain (NCRP 1987).

Average concentration b
(lO- IS microcuries per milliliter)

Location

Alpha

Beta

Boundary

± 0.2
1.8 ± 0.1

28

± I
± I

Onsite

1.7 ± 0.1

29

±I

Distant

2.0

27

a. Source: Hoff et aI . (1992) .
b. Values are arithmetic means with 95 percent confidence interval .

ionizing radiation exposure rates due to the combined sources of natural radioactivity in the air and
soil , cosmic rays, residual fallout from nuclear weapons tests, and radioactivity from INEL site
operations. Dosimeters are placed at seven distant community locations and six boundary locations.
The average annual exposure measured by the therrnoluminescent dosimeters for 1991 was

F-3.2.1.2 Radiological Environmental Monitoring. Over the years, radiological

conditions in the INEL site environs have been characterized by various monitoring programs .

123 milliroentgen (which corresponds to a dose of 127 millirem) for distant locations, and
121 milliroentgen (125 millirem) for boundary community locations (Hoff et aI . 1992).

Monitoring refers to a variety of activities (for example, sampling, analysis, and direct measurements)
performed to measure ambient radiation exposure rates and airborne radioactivity levels. The INEL

F-3.2.2 Background Nonradiological Air Quality

Environmental Surveillance Program includes a comprehensive network of 23 continuous air
samplers. Twelve of the sampling locations are located within the boundaries of the INEL site; II

As used here, the term background air quality refers to the levels of nonradiological air

are located offsite, including seven stations near the INEL site boundary and four distant stations

pollutants in ambient air that are not attributable to INEL site activities. Limited information is

located within the communities of Blackfoot, Idaho Falls, and Rexburg, and in Craters of the Moon

available for characterization of background air quality levels, since only particulate matter has been

Wilderness Area. It is assumed that results from onsite and boundary community locations include

monitored at locations beyond the influence of the INEL site. The INEL Environmental

contributions from background conditions and INEL site emissions, while distant locations represent

Surveillance Program, which is conducted by the Department of Energy (DOE) Idaho Operations

background conditions beyond the influence of INEL site emissions. A summary of gross alpha and

Office Radiological and Environmental Sciences Laboratory (RESL), monitors airborne particulate

beta activity measurement results for distant and INEL site boundary community locations, presented

matter concentrations at INEL site boundary communities and distant and onsite locations, as

in Table F-3-2, indicates that there is no significant difference in airborne radioactivity levels among

illustrated in Figure F-3-1. Onsite data are considered to include background levels plus contributions

these locations. Additional details regarding this program are provided in Hoff et aI . (1992).

from INEL site activities. Results for airborne particulate monitoring at distant, INEL site boundary,
and onsite locations for the period 1988 through 1992 are presented in Table F-3-3 . Monitoring of

The Environmental Surveillance Program also includes direct measurements of ambient
(environmental) radiation levels using thermoluminescent dosimeters (TLDs). ....hese devices measure

other pollutant levels, including nitrogen dioxide and sulfur dioxide, is performed at onsite locations.
Nitrogen dioxide is monitored at two locations onsite to fulfill one of the conditions in a Permit to
Construct issued by the State of Idaho. Sulfur diox ide is also measured at one of these locations.
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Figure F-3-l. The airborne radioactivity monitoring network operated by the Radiological and Environmental Sciences' Laboratory
at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory.
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Table F-3-3. Environmental surveillance program particulate matter monitoring data at the Idaho
National Engineering Laboratory for 1988 through 1992.Concentration b
(micrograms per cubic meter)
Year
1988

Distant group

Boundary group

± 20
± 14
36 ± 12
30 ± 20
26 ± 19

±9
±7
32 ± 8
28 ± 12

50

1989

40

1990
1991
1992

To protect the public from potential harmful effects of air , Iution, air quality regulations
Onsite group

have been established by Federal and State agencies. These regulations are based on an overall

± 13
±2
20 ± 9
18 ± 3
\3 ± 2

35

32

30

17

23

± 10

F-3.3 Air Quality Standards and Regulations

strategy that incorporates the following principal elements:

Designation of acceptable levels of pollution in ambient air to protect public health

Establishment of limits on emissions of air pollutants from vehicular and man-made

sources
a. Source: Hoff et aI . (19J3).
b. Values are arithmetic 6rouP means of quarterly composites of weekly samples with
95 percent confidence level for the mean.

Implementation of a permitting program to regulate (control) emissions from
stationary (nonvehicular) sources of air pollution

The State of Idaho has conducted particulate monitoring at the Craters of the Moon
Issuance of prohibitory rules, such as rul es prohibiting open burning .

Wilderness Area. Monitoring results for this activity, which was discontinued in 1990, are presented
in Table F-3-4. Since this location is approximately 20 kilometers (12.4 miles) from the INEL site
bound ary (and much further from most major emissions sources), these levels can be considered

At the INEL, programs have been developed and implemented to ensure compliance with air
qual ity regulations by (a) identifying sources of air pollutants and obtaining necessary State and

representative of general background.

Federal permits, (b) providing adequate control of emission of air pollutants, (c) monitoring emissions
Table F-3-4. Summary of total suspended particulate matter monitoring data for Craiers of the Moon
Wilderness Area.Concentration
(micrograms per cubic meter)
Year

24-hour maximum

Standard b

sources and ambient levels of air pollutants to ensure compliance with air quality standards,
(d) operating withi n permit conditions, and (e) obeying proh ibitory rules.

This section describes Federal and State ai r quality regul ations that are applicable to the

Annual average

Standard b

1984

41

260

6

75

1985

48

260

10

75

1986

41

260

10

75

1987

35

260

15

75

1988

43

260

14

75

proposed actions and programs established by DOE to comply with environmental, safety, and health
requirements in general and air quality requirements in particular.

F-3.3.1 Federal and State Air Quality Requirements
The Federal Clean Air Act establishes the framework to protect the nation's air resources and
public health and welfare. The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the State of Idaho

a. Source: IDHW (199 1). Data are for the last five years for which results are available.
b. These are primary State standards for total suspended particulates; secondary standards are
150 micrograms per cubic meter for 24-hour total suspended particulates and 60 micrograms per
cubic meter for annual average.
F-3-9
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Act. Facilities planned or currentl y operating at the INEL are subject to air quality regulations and
standards established under the Clean Air Act and by the State Department of Health and Welfare
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(IDHW), Division of Environmental Quality, and to internal policies and requi rements of DOE . Air
quality standards and programs applicable to INEL operations are summarized in Figure 4.7-2 of

Table F-3-S. National Ambient Air Quality Standards and increment values for Prevention of
Significant Deterioration (micrograms per cubic meter) .
Standard

Volume 2 of this EIS and are described in further deta il below.

Increment

Primary

Secondary

Class"
area

Class I
area

(a)

1300

512

25

Averaging
Pollutant
F-3.3.1.1 Ambient Air Quality Standards. The Federal Clean Air Act establishes
National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) to protect public health and welfare. Primary

3-hour

Sulfur dioxide

standards define the ambient concentration of an air pollutant below which no adverse impact to
human health is expected . A second category of standards (called secondary standards) has been
Particulate matter

established to prevent adverse impacts on public welfare, including aesthetics, property, and

b

the toxic properties of the pollutant in question. Ambient standards have been developed for only a

365

(a)

AMual

80

(a)

20

2

ISO

30

8

SO

17

4
2.5

24-hour

In addition, the State of Idaho has also established an

50

Nitrogen dioxide

Annual

100

100

Carbon monoxide

I-hour

40,000

(a)

<a)

<a)

10,000

<a)

<a)

<a)

1.5

1.5

<a)

<a)

235

235

<a)

<a)

8-hour

10 micrometers in diameter, which tend to remain in the lung when inhaled), sulfur dioxide, nitrogen

150

25

few specific contaminants, namely, respirable particulate matter (particles not larger than

diox ide, carbon monoxide, lead, and ozone.

24-hour

91

AMual

vegetation. Certai n standards apply to long-term (annual average) conditions; others are short-term,
applying to cond itions that persist for periods ranging from one hour to three months, depending on

time

Quarterly

Lead

I-hour

Ozone

addit ional State ambient air quality standard for total suspended particulates (all airborne particles
regardless of size) and a standard for fluorides in vegetation.' These pollutants have been termed
criteria air pollutants . A listing of National Ambient Air Quality Standards is provided in
Table F-3-5 .

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency and State of Idaho have monitored ambient air

a. No standard or increment fo r this pollutant or averaging time.
b. Refers to particulate matter less than 10 microns in size 'PM-IO). Includes recently
promulgated increment for PM-IO.

encompasses the environs of the INEL has been classified as attainment or unclassified for all

quality in an attempt to define areas as either attainment (that is, the standards are not exceeded) or

National Ambient Air Quality Standards, meaning that air pollution levels are expected to be

nonattainment of the ambient air quality standard, although many areas are unclassified due to a lack

considered healthful. The nearest nonattainment area lies some 50 miles south of the INEL site in

of regional monitoring data. The attainment status is specific to each poll utant and averaging time.

Power and Bannock Counties . This area has been designated as nonattainment for the standards

Designation as either attainment or nonattainment not only indicates the quality of the air resource but

related to respirable particulate matter.

also dictates the elements that must be included in local air quality regulatory control programs.
Unclassified areas are generally treated as being in attainment. The elements reGu ired in

F-3.3.1.2 Prevention of Significant Deterioration. The Clean Air Act contains

nonattainment areas are more comprehensive (or stricter) than in attainment areas . The region that

requirements to prevent the deterioration of air quality in areas designated as attainment of the
ambient air quality standards. These requirements are contained in the Prevention of Significant

a. In the assessments performed for this EIS, all particulate matter was assumed to be of respirable size

Dereriorarion (PSD) amendments and are adminis ered through a program that li mits the increase in

(termed PM-IO). with the exception of fugitive dust sources. Since the standard for PM-IO is more stringent
than that for total particulates. the former standard was used as basis for comparison in these assessments. The

specific air pollutants above the levels that existed in what has been termed a baseline <or starting)

assessment for fluorides in vegetation was omitted in favor of a more stringent comparative standard for levels
of toxic air pollutants in air (see Section F-3 .3.1.5). Therefore, discussions that follow do Dol include specific

year. The amendments specify maximum allowable ambient pollutant concentration increases. or

detail on total suspended particulates and fluorides.

F-3-1 1
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(designated as Class II areas), and more stringent increment limits (as well as ceilings) are prescribed

construct by the Division of Environmental Quality; applications for an additional six permits have

for designated national resources, such as national forests, parks, and monuments (designated as

been submitted and are pending approval (Hoff et aI. 1992).

Class I areas). In Southeastern Idaho, the Craters of the Moon Wilderness Area is the only Class I
area. Increment values applicable to the INEL site are presented in Table F-3-5.

/=-3.3.1.3 National Emlu/on Smndarrla for Hazarrloua AIr Pollumnts. In addition to
ambient air quality standards and Prevention of Significant Deterioration requirements, the Clean Air

The State of Idaho Department of Health and Welfare, Division of Environmental Quality

Act designates requirements for sources that emit substances designated as hazardous air pollutants .

(DEQ), administers the Prevention of Significant Deterioration Program. Proposed new sources of

These requirements are specified in a program termed NQJionai Emission Standards for Hazardous Air

emissions at the INEL site and modifications are evaluated to determine the expected level of

Pollutams (NESHAPs). This program was substantially amended in 1990 and has yet to be fully

emissions of all pollutants. The INEL site is considered a major source, since facility-wide emissions

implemented . However, one section of the National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants

of some air contaminants exceed 250 tons per year. As such, a Prevention of Significant

program that currently applies to INEL operations is contained in Title 40 of the Code of Federal

Deterioration analysis must be performed whenever any modification would result in a significant net

Regulations (CFR) Part 61, Subpart H, National Emissions Standards for Radionuclides from

increase of any air pollutant. Levels of significance range from very small quantities (less than one

Depanmem of Energy Facilities. This regulation establishes a limit to the dose that may be received

pound) to over 100 tons per year, depending on the toxic nature of the substance. For radionuclides,

by a member of the public due to operations at the INEL. The annual dose limit (10 millirem)

significance levels range from any increase in emissions to that wh ich would result in an offsite dose

applies to the maximally exposed offsite individual and is designed to be protective of human health

of 0.1 millirem per year or greater, depending on total facility emissions. If an INEL site facility

with an adequate margin of safety. The regulation also establishes requirements for monitoring

requires a Prevention of Significant Deterioration permit, it must be demonstrated that the source

emissions from facility operations and analysis and reporting of dose.

Will b. constructed using best available control technology (a level of control which is
technologically feasible and considered cost-effective) to control significant increases

in air emissions

The INEL complies with the requirements of the National Emission Standards for Hazardous
Air Pollutants through programs to monitor radionuclide emissions, evaluate dose to nearby
residences, and report doses annually to the V.S. Environmental Protection Agency. Proposed new
sources of emissions at the INEL and modifications are evaluated to identify the expected contribution

Will operate in compiiance with all prohibitory rules

to dose to nearby residents . If specified levels (fractions of the acceptable dose for combined site
operations) are exceeded, a National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants permit

Will not cause a detriment to ambient air quality at the nearby Craters of the Moon

application is prepared for submittal to the V.S . Environmental Protection Agency . New sources are

Wilderness Area, a Prevention of Significant Deterioration Class I area

also eval uated to determine emissions monitoring requirements. The INEL currently holds 27

Will not result in an exceedance of an ambient air quality standard.

Protection Agency (Hoff et aI . 1992).

National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants Permits granted by the V.S. Environmental

The evaluation also includes an assessment of potential growth and associated impacts to air
quality-related val ues-visibility, vegetation, and soils. Generally, all Prevention of Significant

In add ition to radionuclides, emissions standards have been established under the National
Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants Program for several nonrad iological hazardous air

Deterioration projects must go through a public comment period with an opportunity for public

pollutants, including benzene, asbestos, and others. The INEL complies with the requirements for

review . The INEL has been granted a total of 23 Prevention of Significant Deterioration permits t('

eval uation, control, and permitting of nonradio logical hazardous air pollutants through programs that
are also administered by the V.S. Environmental Protection Agency. In accordance with the 1990
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Amendments to the Clean Air Act, maximum achievable control technology (MACT) will be specified

human or all imal life or vegetation) from new or modified sources. These rules are contained in

by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency for various sources. Those sources will have to

Title I, Chapter I, of the Rules for the Control of Air Pollution in Idaho (IDHW 1994) and are

implement programs or controls to achieve maximum achievable control technology by the scheduled

implemented through the air quality permit program described above. Emission levels of significance

implementation date and analyze residual risk. If the residual risk is above specified acceptable

have been established for about 700 toxic air pollutants, based on the known or suspected toxicity of

limits. additional controls will be required. Only a few maximum achievable control technology

these substances. Expected emissions above administrative screening levels must be evaluated using

levels have been proposed, and the INEL is not yet directly affected. It is expected that future

standard air dispersion modeling techniques (computerized programs to predict pollutant

controls will be required as maximum achievable control technology levels are promulgated for source

concentrations based on source emissions, release characteristics, and meteorological conditions) and

categories, including (but not limited to) waste treatment, storage and disposal facilities, industrial

risk assessment methodologies to assess potential impacts. A facility will not be granted a permit

boilers, process heaters, stationary internal combustion engines, hazardous waste incinerators, and site

unless it can be shown that the emissions will comply with all applicable toxic air pollutant increments

remediation activities.

for carcinogenic (cancer-causing) and noncarcinogenic substances (IDHW 1994). As pan of the
permit evaluation process, requirements related to toxic air pollution control equipment, facility

F-3.3.1.4 State of Idaho Permit Programs.

The Idaho Air Pollution Control Program,

administered by the Division of Environmental Quality, requires that permits be obtained for potential

modifications, and materials substitution, may be specified to limit ambient levels of toxic air
pollutants.

sources of air pollutants. Unless the source is specifically exempt from permitting requirements, a
Permit to Construct must be obtained before a source can be constructed. The list of exemptions is

The State has defined acceptable ambient concentration levels for many toxic air pollutants,

very specific and limited; most new INEL sources and modifications to existing SourCes would be

including both carcinogenic and noncarcinogenic contaminants. These levels are increments over

subjected to a Permit to Construct. Under Title V of the 1990 Clean Air Act Amendments, the INEL

existing levels and apply only to sources that became operational after May I , 1994. For

would also be subjected to an Operating Permit, which must be renewed periodically. Permits are

contaminants known or suspected to cause cancer in humans, this level has been defined as the

typically issued with specific emissions limits and conditions for operation. This formal permitting

acceptable ambient concentration for a carcinogen (AACC). The acceptable ambient concentration for

process allows the State to determine that emissions will be adequately controlled, the source will

a carcinogen is based on risk and corresponds to that concentration at which the probability of

co mply with all emission standards and regulations, and public health and safety will be adequately

contracting cancer is one in a million, assuming continuous exposure over a 70·year lifetime. a The

protected. Generally, Operating Permit reviews must go through a public review period with an

acceptable ambient concentration for a carcinogen differs for each carcinogenic substance due to its

opportunity for public comment .

carcinogenic potency, as defined by the U.S . Environmental Protection Agency . (The method used to
assess cancer health risk associated with air emissions from current INEL site facilities and proposed

In addition to the Prevention of Significant Deterioration permits cited in Section F-3 .3.l.2,

actions is summarized in Section F-4, Health and Safety, of this appendix.) The State will grant a

as of January 1992 the State had issued 29 Permits to Construct for sources at INEL. These sources

permit if the calculated incremental risk due to project emissions does not exceed the acceptable

do not exceed the threshold for Prevention of Significant Deterioration; the estimated emissions from

ambient concentration for a carcinogen (that is, does not result in an individual excess cancer risk

these sources are less than IO percent of levels deemed significant by the Division of Environmental

greater than olle in a million). If this level is expected to be exceeded, a permit may still be granted

Quality and Prevention of Significant Deterioration analysis is not required (DOE-ID 1992a).

if (a) the calculated risk does not exceed ten in a million and (b) toxic reasonably achievable control

F-3.3.1.5 State of Idaho Rules for ToxIc AIr Pollutants. The Idaho Division of
Environmental Quality has recently promulgated rules and methodologies to estimate and control the
potential human health impacts of toxic air pollutants (pollutants which by their nature are toxic to
F-3-lS
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a . This probability is often described as an ~individual excess cancer risk.· Excess, in the sense used here.
means above the normal cancer incidence rate, which is currently about one in three for the U.S. population.
An individual excess cancer risk of one in a million or less is generally considered an acceptable level of risk.
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technology (which is similar to best available control technology, or BACn is employed to limit

Federal, State, and local laws and regulations, as well as DOE internal policies . This

emissions of carcinogenic substances.

Order defines envirorunental protection requirements established in more general
terms in DOE Order 5480. IB .

Many air contaminants are not carcinogens but may contribute to other health impacts, such

as respiratory or eye irritants, or impacts to the cardiovascular, reproductive, central nervous or other

DOE Order 5480. 1B, "Envirorunent, Safety, and Health Program for Department of

body systems . Levels of significance for noncarcinogenic substances are called acceptable ambient

Energy Operations," details overall requirements for envirorunental , safety, and health

concentrations (AAC). The acceptable ambient concentration is based on acceptable exposure limits

programs.

for occupational workers and other reference sources of information for the contaminant in question.
For an added margin of safety, the State generally sets the acceptable ambient concentration at one

DOE 5480.4, "Envirorunental Protection, Safety, and Health Protection Standards, "

hundredth of the acceptable occupational exposure level. Permits are granted if incremental emissions

specifies and provides requirements for the application of mandatory standards

from the new or modified source are expected to result in annual average concentrations below the

applicable to DOE and contractor operations.

acceptable ambient concentration. However, if the acceptable ambient concentration is expected to be
exceeded, a permit may still be granted based on consideration of other factors , such as the toxicity of

DOE Order 5400.5, "Radiation Protection of the Public and the Envirorunent:

the substance and anticipated level of exposure.

prescribes exposure limits for exposure of the public to radiation from sitewide
activities that are equivalent to the 40 CFR 61 limits described in Section F-3 .3.1.3 .

The acceptable concentration levels specified in the regulation are increment (not cumulative)

As of December 1994, this order was in the process of being codified as Title 10,

standards that apply to new and modified stationary sources. They are used as guidelines for

Part 834, of the Code of Federal Regulations (that is, 10 CFR 834).

comparison (called reference levels) with the results of the toxic air pollutant assessments presented in
Section 5.7, Air Resources, of Volume 2 of this EIS .

DOE policy further requires effluent and envirorunental air monitoring programs to
determine whether the public and the envirorunent are adequately protected and

F-l.l.2 Department of Energy Orders and Guides

whether operations are in compliance with applicable regulations. The
"Envirorunental Regulatory Guide for Radiological Effluent Monitoring and

The DOE has developed and issued a series of orders and guides to ensure that all operations

Envirorunental Surveillance" (DOE 1991) has been issued to assist operating facilities

comply with applicable environmental , safety, and health regulations and DOE internal policies,

in implementing this policy and specifies the required elements of a radiological air

including the concept of maintaining emissions and exposures to the public and workers at levels that

monitoring program.

are as low as reasonably achievable (ALARA). The as-Iow-as-reasonably-achievable concept is
employed in the design and operation of all facilities and applies to all types of air pollutants (for

DOE Order 5483 . lA, "Occupational Safety and Health Program for DOE Contractor

example, rad ionuclides, carcinogens, and toxic and criteria air pollutants).

Employees at Government Owned, Contractor Operated Facilities ,' establishes

Orders specifically

designed for protection of environment, safety, and health are

requirements and procedures to ensure that worker protection is consistent with th at
afforded private industry employees by the Occupational Safety and Health Act of

DOE Order 5400. 1, "General Environmental Protection Program," establishes

1970.

environmental protection program requirements penaining to air and other
environmental media intended to ensure that operations comply with applicable
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DOE Order 5480.11, "Radiation Protection for Occupational Workers," establishes

F-3.4.1.1 Source Terms for Existing F.cllltl... The source terms used for existing

standards for protection of workers from occupational exposure to radiation. This

radiological conditions were obtained primarily from Engineering Design Files (EDFs) used to

Order has been codified as Title 10, Part 835, of the Code of Federal Regulations

prepare the 1991INEL National Emission Standard/or Hca.ardous Air Pol/utants. Annual Report

(that is, 10 CFR 835).

(DOE·!D 1992a) and Supplement (DOE·!D 1992b). Other source term·related data were obtained
from the INEL Radioactive Waste Management Information System (RWMIS) (Litteer et al . 1993.

F-3.4 Air Quality Impact Assessment Methodology

Taylor 1994) and from operating contractors of existing facilities . Radiological source terms for
existing INEL site facilities are summarized in Table 4.7-1 of Volume 2 of this EIS and are detailed

Distinct types of assessments have been performed to assess air quality for existing conditions

in Leonard (1993).

and future actions. These are
The maximum hourly and annual average emission rates for criteria and toxic air pollutants
Radiological air quality assessments, which are performed for radionuclide emissions

from existing facilities and anticipated projects are listed in Table 4.7-2 of Volume 2 of this EIS .

from stationary sources

Criteria pollutant emission rates for existing facilities are based on data contained in the INEL Air

Nonradiological air quality assessments. which are performed for criteria and toxic air

Toxic Air Pollutant Emissions Inventory for 1989 (DOE·!D 1993a). These are the two most recent

Emissions Inventory for 1991 (DOE·!D 1992c). Toxic pollutant emission rates are from the INEL

pollutant emissions from stationary (stack and diffuse) operational sources and fugitive

years for which the required data are available. To characterize a maximum emissions baseline,

dust and combustion product emissions associated with construction equipment and

actual emission rates were increased by appropriate scaling factors. In general, these scaling factors

some operational sources

are based on maximum emission rates allowed by facility operating permits or on maximum
throughput or capacity of the process producing the emissions. The rationale and method for this

Degradation of visibility assessments, which are performed for certain criteria

process is described in fumer detail in E&E (1994) and Belanger et al. (1995a).

emissions from stationary sources

Emission rates are estimated for all criteria pollutants. However, since there are so many
Assessments of criteria pollutant emissions from mobile sources.

toxic air pollutants (many of which are released in only Irace quantities), analysts used a screening
approach to reduce the number requiring assessment to only those toxic emissions that have the

This section describes the methodology used in each type of air quality assessment, inr.luding
the general approach to source term estimation and atmospheric dispersion modeliag, as well as
specific

inior~;ation

on related assumptions, methods, and data used in the analyses.

potential to result in concentrations approaching applicable standards or guidelines. For the baseline
assessment, this was done by comparing current (1989) emission rates to the screening emission level
proposed by the State of Idaho (IDHW 1994). Emission rates below this level are considered by the
State as not likely to have significant impacts and therefore do not warrant further analysis . Notably,

F-3.4.1 Source Term Estimation

the proposed State regulations would apply only to new (and not existing) facilities; nevertheless, the
screening emission levels are useful as indicators of potentially significant emissions.

The type and quanti ty of pollutants emitted to air from a specific source, or group of sources,
is often referred to as the source term. This section summarizes methods used to estimate

Some projects that were originally considered part of Alternative A (No Action) are now

radiological and nonradiological source terms for current and projected INEL site facilities.
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considered as projected increases to the baseline (that is, it was assumed , at the time of the analysis ,
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that they would become operational prior to the implementation star! date for the ER&WM
alternatives).

Fugitive dust and criteria pollutant emissions from mobile sources.

Source terms for these projects were estimated as described below for ER&WM

alternative projects but are reported on Table 4.7-2.

The radiological and nonradiological source terms for ER&WM projects are documented in
Staley (1993a, 1993b) for no action and proposed action projects, respectively. However, since the
time those documents were prepared, projects have been added, deleted, or changed in scope or

/=-3.4.1.2 Source Term Estimation for Envlronmentlll R..tontlon and Waste
Management Alternative.. Emission rates were estimated for each project associated with one or

definition. Emissions data have been revised to reflect updated project information. Revised

more of the ER&WM alternatives. Source terms for specific projects associated with ER&WM

emission rates for radionuclides, criteria pollutants, and toxic air pollutants are presented in

alternatives were estimated using conservative engineering calculations based on knowledge of the

Tables F-3-6, F-3-7 , and F-3-8, respectively. These tables present emission rates for each project for

proposed facility or activity. Typically, these evaluations considered the processes to be incorporated,

which emissions are expected, as well as the ER&WM alternative and waste stream or program with

materials to be used, activities to be performed within the systems, and operating experience with

which each project is associated.

similar systems. For some projects, emissions estimates had previously been made and documented
as part of an Environmental Assessment, Permit to Construct, or other action. In such cases, the

F-3.4.2 Radiological Assessment Methodology

previously estimated source terms were either used directly or were revised to reflect updated project
information. Where applicable, the analysis used emission factors from authoritative reference

This section summarizes information on the data and methods used to assess radiological
conditions aod dose to individuals at onsite and offsite locations due to routine emissions of

sources, such as EPA (1992a).

radionuclides from existing and proposed INEL site facilities .
Source term estimates for ER&WM projects include the following components:

/=-3.4.2.1 Model Selection and Application. The computer program GENII (Napier et
Radionuclide emissions from projected facility operation: as a minimum, all

aI. 1988) was used to calculate doses from all pathways and modes of exposure likely to contribute

radionuclides that COllectively contribute 95 percent or more of the projected dose are

significantly to the total dose from airborne releases. These are

specified individually
External radiation dose from radionuclides in air
Criteria pollutant emissions from facility operations: all criteria pollutants are
included in the estimates

External dose from radionuclides depositeJ on ground surfaces

Toxic air pollutant emissions from facility operations: the toxic air pollutants that are

Internal dose from inhalation of airborne radionuclides

assessed were those that were either (a) included in the baseline assessment and
emined by any proposed project or (b) emined by proposed projects in a cumulative

Internal dose from ingestion of contaminated food products .

quantity that exceeds the screening level emission rate proposed by the State of Idaho
(even if the toxic was not assessed in the baseline)

GENII incorporates algorithms, data, and methods for calculating doses to various tissues and organs
and for determination of effective dose equivalent, based on the recommendations of the International

Fugitive dust and criteria pollutant emissions from construction and demolition (that
is , decontamination and decommissioning projects) activities
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Table F-3-6. Listing of projected Idaho National Engineering Laboratory site radionuclide emissions by project and alternative.
Project. location. and ~roarom or

Cob.h· 60

Krypton· 8S

Xenon· 13 1m!
.cnoo· 133

Strontium·
90'

Antimony·
12S

Dryin. opcrotiono

9 .6 )( 102

(I)

(I)

(I)

2.9 )( 10. 2

(I)

3.4 )( 10. 2

SlDro.e opcrotiono

3.9 )( 10- 1

(I)

(I)

(I)

(I)

(I)

Rclricval of wille and lOiI

(I)

(I)

(I)

(I)

(I)

(I)

Thennallrcalmcnt

(I)

(I)

(I)

(I)

(I)

(I)

(I)

(I)

(I)

(I)

(I)

TAN Pool Fuel T ..... fer. TAN.
opent nuclear ru.1

Pit 9 Retrieval . RWMC.
rcmcdiotion

,

t-..)
t...)

lodiDo-I291 Ceoiwn·1341
iodine· 131 ceoium·I3S

Uf'IIlIium

PIuIonium

Americium·
241

Other

(I)

(I)

6 .6 )( 10. 4

2.2 )( 10. 4

(I)

(I)

(I)

(I)

(I)

(I)

(I)

(I)

(I)

(I)

4 . 1 )( 10. 4

2. 1

X

10. 4

(I)

(I)

(I)

(I)

8. 1

X

10' )

4 .2

X

10' )

(I)

(I)

(I)

(I)

(I)

4 .2

X

10"

I.S

X

10-'

(I)

(I)

(I)

(I)

(I)

2.7

X

10"

9 .3

X

10. 6

(I)

2.2

X

10. 7

A.B.D

A.B.C.D

T .....uf'llllic SlDro,e Area
Enclooure ODd Sloroce. RWMC.
tRnIurarUc wllte

A.B.C. D

(I)

Wutc Clwwctcrizalioo Focilily.
RWMC. u-unnic w ..tc

A.B.C .D

(I)

(I)

(I)

(I)

0

(I)

(I)

(I)

(I)

I.S

X

10-6

2 .0

X

10"

(I)

2.0

X

10. 6

(/)

B.D

2.0 )( 10. 1

1.2

X

10"

(I)

(I)

3.8

X

10. 7

1.0

X

10. 4

(I)

J.3

X

10"

(/)

10-2

1.9

X

10. 6

(/)

(/)

1.1 )( 10"

2.2

X

10' )

10- 3

6 .8

X

10- 7

(/)

2.6

(/)

(I)

(/)

1.6

X

10. 1

(/)

I.S )( 10- 1

3.8

X

10-2

(/)

(I)

(/)

S.8

X

10. 4

(/)

I.S

10- 1

1.1

X

10-2

X

10- 1

New Colcinc Sloro.e. ICPP.
ru,b·lcvel wootc

'Tl
,

lUdionuclide emillioo rata
(Curlco per year)
Hydro,CI1'
3/corbon· 14

WMte etreama. ,c

t...)

ANOC·
iatcd
ohern·
ltived

Add iIionaI Jncre.at Rock
CopIICiIy. ICPP. opcnI nuclear fuel
Dry Fuel Sioroce Focilily. ICPP.
opent nuclear fuel

B.C.D

1.8

X

4.2

X

(/)

8.9

X

10. 6

(/)

3.1

X

10-6

10-7

(/)

1.9

X

10-'

(/)

0.0)( 100

(/)

3 .0

X

10- 1

(/)

0.0

(/)

1.0

X

10-3

4 .7

X

10- 1

(/)
X

Wootc lmmobi1izalioa Focilily.'
ICPP. ru,b-level _
s..p.rotioao
Direct vilrir..:.tioa
Mixed/Low- ~e1

Wille
T reatmcnl Focilily. eM( of
h
RWMC. low-level and mixed
Iow-level_

C.D

4 .2 )(

B

4 .2 )(

102
102

X

X

100

0

Incinemion

(/)

7. 3

X

10. 2

(/)

(/)

1.2 )( 10-2

2.7

X

10-2

(/)

3. 1

10- 3

J.3 )( 10. 3

I.S

Sit.... and COIIIpKtion

(I)

7.0

X

10. 2

(/)

(/)

2.0 )( 10-3

2.7

X

10. 2

(I)

5 .0 )( 10- 2

2.S )( 10-3

1.3 )( 10-)

I.S )( 10- 4

1.8 )( 10- 1

-

RcmoIe MUed Wootc Treolmmt

2.S

X

X

10- 4

B.D

1.7 )( 10'

(I)

1.6 )( 10'

(/)

(/)

(I)

(I)

(/)

(/)

(/)

(/)

(/)

F ort St. V raiD Spent Nuclear Fuel
Receipt and Storoce. ICPP. open!
nuclear fuel

B.D

(/)

S.6 )( 10-'

(I)

(I)

1.8 )( 10. 6

(I)

(I)

2.4 )( 10-7

(I)

S.6 )( 10- 7

(/)

2.4 )( 10-7

Greotcr-n -· C .... C Dcdicotcd
SlDroce. TAN •• reotcr-lbanC __ C low-level w..tc

B.D

3.2 )( 10"

(I)

(/)

(/)

1.4 )( 10-'

(I)

(I)

S.3 )( 10- 2

8.6)( 10-'

7.8 )( 10. 4

S. 1 )( 10-'

1.2 )( 10-'

Idaho Wootc Proceoou., Focilily.'
_tofRWMC. h

B. D
(I)

1.9 )( 10-5

(/)

(/)

4 .0 )( 10- 4

(I)

(I)

4.4 )( 10-4

1.9 )( 10-4

S.4 )( 10-2

1.8 )( 10. 2

I.S )( 10- 4

Focilily. ANI,.. W. mixed Iow·level

<
0

r"

~
rn

.....

tRmUJ'1llUc WMCe

5 30

or<

Table F-3-6. (continued).

~
rn

..,

Project. Ioc.tioo. and ~ro,ram or
wute .trcame. .c

AYnciated
Iltem-

.lived

low-level and mixod low-level
wute

Rad ionuclide em.iaeion rlitca
(C uria per year)
Hydro,cn3/c1ll'OOo- 14

Cobalt-SO

KryplOn-8S

Xenon- Ill mI
xmon-1l3

Strontium90"

Antimony125

(I)

L3 )( IO- s

(I)

(I)

2 _8 )( 10-"

lodino-I291 Caium-I341

iodino-Ill

ccoium-l3S

Uranium

Plutonium

Americium24 1

Other

(I)

(I)

3.1 )( 10- 1

1.9 )( 10-6

6.0 )( 10-'

2.0 )( 10-1

1.2 )( 10-6

Incr<:Ued Rack Capoocily. IC PP.
opent nuclear fuel

B.D

2.0 )( 10- 1

1.2 )( 10-1

(I)

(I)

3.8 )( 10- 7

1.0 )( 10-'

(I)

1.3 )( IO-S

(I)

(I)

(I)

3_1 )( 10-6

Wute Experimental Reduction
Flcility IncinerotioD.J PBF. lowlevel and mixed low-level wute

B.D

1.3 )( 100

7.3 )( 10-2

(I)

(I)

1.2 )( 10-2

2.7 )( 10- 2

(I)

3. 1 )( IO- t

2.5 )( 10- 3

1.3 )( 10- 3

1.5 )( 10-'

6. 1 )( IO- t

RWMC Modificotiono 10 Support
PriVlte SeclOr Treatment of AlphaContaminated Mixed Low-level
Wute. RWMC . tran2uronic wute

B.D

Drum ventin,

(I)

(I)

(I)

(I)

4 .6 )( 10-1

(I)

(I)

(I)

(I)

2. 1 )( 10-1

4 .0 )( IO- S

(I)

Retrieval encloeure

(I)

(I)

(I)

(I)

(I)

(I)

(I)

(I)

(I)

1.7 )( 10- 7

6.0 )( (0"1

(I)

Nonincineroble Mixed Wute
Treatment. PBF. mixed low-level
wute

B.D

(I)

4 .7 )( 10-7

(I)

(I)

9.0 )( IO- s

(I)

(I)

7.3 )( IO-S

4.1 )( 10-'

(I)

(I)

(I)

EBR-n Blanket Treatment.
A.'1L-W. opent nucJeor fuel

B.D

1.6 )( 101

(I)

4 .9)( 103

5. 1 )( 10 1

(I)

(I)

(I)

(I)

(I)

(I)

(I)

(I)

PIuma Hearth Proccao. AN L-W.
mixed low-level and hazardouo
wute

B.D

(I)

(I)

(I)

(I)

(I)

(I)

(I)

(I)

2 .3 )( 10- 7

1.6 )( 10-7

9.4 )( 10- 10

7.6 )( 10- 10

E1ectromctaJlur,icoJ Proceu
Dcmonolntioo. ANL-W. opent
nuclear fuel

B.C . D

8.4 )( 102

(I)

1.4 )( 10'

1.3 " 101

(I)

(I)

(I)

(I)

(I)

(I)

(I)

(I)

Sod ium Proceuin,.
ANL-W. mixed low-level wute

B. D

5.0 )( 10- 2

(I)

(I)

(I)

5.0 )( 10-'

(I)

(I)

1.0 )( 10- 3

(I)

(0

(I)

8.0 )( 10- 3

Sew Clk:ine SlOro,e. IC PP.
high-level wute

B.D

(I)

(I)

(I)

(I)

3.2 )( 10-'

(I)

(I)

3 _8 )( 10-1

(I)

(I)

(I)

3.0 )( 10-7

0

3. 1 )( 103

1.9 )( 10-6

5.0 )( 103

(I)

5.8 )( 10- 2

1.6 )( 10 1

4.4 )( 10- 1

1.8 )( 10- 1

(I)

7.7 )( 10-3

(I)

2. 1 )( 10- 1

7.2 )( 103

2.2 )( 10- 1

5.2 )( lOS

1.8 )( 102

J.J )( 10- 1

1.6 )( 10 1

6 .3 )( 10- 1

9. 1 )( 10- 1

8. 1 )( 10- 3

7_5 )( 10-2

2.3 )( 10-2

1.5 )( 100

Fuel Proceuin, Complex. ICPP.
opent nuclear fuel
TolAlk

=

=

=

=

I . TAN - Teat Area North; RWMC
Rad i.,..,tive Wute Mana,c:mcnt Complex; ICPP
Idobo CbcmicoJ Proccaoin, Plant; ANL-W
Argonne NltiooaJ uooratol}'-Wat; EBR-n
Expcrimcnlal Breeder ~r-n;
PBF = Power Bunt fac ility _
b_ All projccto wilb projected radionuclide emiooiono Ire lioted .
c . The radiolo,icoJ lir cmiaoiono ,iven in Ibe deacription for the Expended Core Flcility 01)' Cell Project in Appendix C of Volume 2 of Ibia ElS are within tbe preacnt operotiq envelope for that flcility .
d. A
Alternative A (No Action); B
Alternative B (Ten-Year Plan) ; C
Alternative C (Minimum Treabnent. Storo,e. and DiopooaJ); 0
Alternative 0 (Maximum Treatment, Storqe. and Diapoaal) .
e . An equal amount of yttrium-90 ia uoumed to l ceompany 011 olrontium-90 emiooiono .
f. 1'0 emiaoiono of radionuclida are expected from tbia project.
g. The Wllte Immobilization Facility rnoy operote in either of two modc:a-<lirect vitrificotioll (under Altemotive B) or ICJl'lratiooo (W1der Altemotive C or 0).
h. The prcciae Ioc.tion for Ibeae facilitiea two not yet boen determined; for purpooe of analy.ia. \be reference Iocotioo io oli,blly cut of RWMC .
i. Emiaoiono for tbio flcility depend on wute type; ICJl'lrote cmiaoiono Ire liated for \be proceuinJ of tranouraoic w ..te or oJpha-cOlltaminated low-level or mixed low-level _\ea. EmiooioDo Iiated are for ,'.!ternative D.
and Ire alimated 10 be IS percent bi,ber than for Ibe urne facility operolin, W1der Alternative B. Similar emiaoiono would be prejectcd for \be Privlte Sec:lDr Alpha-Contaminated Milled Low-level Wille Treatment
Flc ility. which io I compelin, project that would have I .imilar dailn and proceu the lime typca of wille.
j. Thia project includa incincrotioo only; other wute procaoin, ia UIQIod u anticipated inc....- to tbe "-line.
k. Thio IOlAI would IPPIy only to Alternotive 0 and only if all facilitiea were operatin, oimultaDeouoly; total oJao _uma that Idobo Wille PrncaoinJ Facility ia proc-inJ tranouraoic
See Tlble 5.7- 1 for toto!
rad ionuclide cmiaoiono by litemotive and oource ,roup.

=

=

=

=

w_.

Table F-3-7. Listing of projected Idaho National Engineering Laboratory site criteria air pollutant emissions by project and
alternative.

Project, location, and program or waite
streama
Radiological and Environmental Sciences
Laboratory Replacement, CFA,
infrastNclUre

Associ.ted
altern·
ativeb

Carbon monoxide

Nitrogen dioxide

Particulate matter

Sulfur dioxide

Volatile organic
compoundl

Lead

Max.hr.
(glbr)

Annual
(icg/yr)

Max.hr.
(glbr)

Annual
(icg/yr)

Max.hr.
(glbr)

Annual
(kg/yr)

Max.hr.
(glbr)

Annual
(kg/yr)

Max.hr.
(glbr)

Annual
(kg/yr)

Max.hr.
(glbr)

ArmuaI
(kJ/yr)

A,B,C ,
0

14

118

66

580

3

29

7

60

3.5

130

(c)

(c)

A,B ,C,
0

200

176

940

814

67

58

63

55

75

65

(c)

(c)

(c)

292

(c)

52

(c)

(c)

(c)

6.5

(c)

(c)

(c)

(c)

(c)

(c)

(c)

(c)

0.67

1.3

(c)

(c)

(c~

(c)

0.0004

0 .0007

4,250

16,600

32,600

127,000

3 .6

14

144

562

(c)

(c)

2.6

10

418

3,680

1,880

16,500

136

1,190

5,580

48,900

341

2,970

0.15

1.3

BORAX-V 0&0, EBR-l/BORAX-V
area, D&O
Emergency generator
Demolition (bleating)
Pit 9 Retrieval, RWMC, remediation

'Tl
I

~
I

tv
lI\

A,B,C,
0

Retrieval of watte and &Oil
Thermal treatment
Boiler
Tranluranic Storage Area EnclolUre and
Storage, RWMC, tranauranic waite

A,B,C,
0

1,660

14,500

3,BO

30,900

145

1,270

415

3,640

612

5,360

0 .16

1.4

Waite Characterization Facility, RWMC,
tranauranic wa.te

A,B,C,
0

1,700

3,450

6,800

13,600

0.25

0.49

0.0009

0.002

14

28

0 .0003

0 .0005

Waite Handling Facility,
ANL-W, low-level watte

A,B,C,
0

122

23

564

11

40

7.7

38

7.2

(c)

(c)

(c)

(c)

Waite Immobilization Facility,d ICPP,
high-level waste

With separations

C,O

1,300

420

190,000

1,650,000

530

4,600

6.5

57

7.8

68

o.()()()()()3

0.00002

With direct vitrification

B

0.04

0 .4

190,000

1,630,000

420

3,700

130

1,100

84

740

0.000002

0.00001

Mixed/Low-Level Watte Treatment
Facility, RWMC! low-level and mixed
low-level waste

<

0

0

Incineration

24

137

232

1,330

0.003

0.02

68

390

24

137

4.9

28

c:
:::m
..,

Sizing, compaction, treatment

(c)

(c)

(c)

(c)

0. 12

0.24

(c)

(c)

12,700

1,940

0.01

0.08

r-

53'c

<

0

r

~
rr1

Table F-3-7. (continued) .

N

Project, location, and program or waste
streama

AsllOCiated
altemativeb

Emergency generator
Fon SI. Vrain Spent Nuclear Fuel
Receipt and Storage, ICPP. apent nuclear
fuel

B,D

Carbon monoxide

Nitrogen dioxide

Paniculate mailer

Sulfur dioxide

Volatile organic
compounda

Lead

Max.hr.
(glhr)

Annual
(kg/yr)

Max .hr.
(glhr)

Annual
(kg/yr)

Max .hr.
(glhr)

Annual
(kg/yr)

Max.hr.
(glhr)

Annual
(kg/yr)

Max.hr.
(glhr)

Annual
(kg/yr)

Max.hr.
(glhr)

Annual
(kg/yr)

4,060

211

18,800

918

1,340

10

1,250

65

1,500

18

(c)

(c)

5.0

0. 11

25

0.82

1.3

0.04

0 .26

0 .008

1.4

0.04

(c)

!c)

Idaho Waste Processing Facility.r
RWMC. transuronic, low-level, and
mixed low-level waste

'"r1
,

,

Incineration

B

6,190

11,650

18,430

1,210

0.21

0.63

660

520

21

6

2,420

112

Incineration

0

1,810

20,300

21,200

8,290

0.32

0 .13

156

595

31

1

2,180

198

Emergency generator

B, D

1,290

319

21,100

1,400

2,110

144

3,210

110

129

38

(c)

(c)

Heating boiler

B,D

386

1,210

4,250

14,000

541

1,180

9,8:10

32,300

81

281

0.6

2.0

RWMC modifications to suppon private
sector treatment of alpha..:ontaminated
mixed low-level waste. RWMC,
transuranic waste

B,D

1,200

11 ,000

5,500

49,000

400

3,500

310

3,300

680

4,600

0.5

4

Waste Experimental Reduction Facility
Incineration,' PBF, low-level and mixed
low-level Wllte

B,D

330

1,900

400

2,300

41

211

660

3,800

2.2

13

2.9

11

Plasma Hearth Process, ANL-W. mixed
low-level and hazardous waste

B,D

82

251

2,200

6,850

0 .001

0.005

18

51

(c)

(c)

0.14

0.42

29,550

14,295

316,686

1,903,623

5,916

12,031

22.528

94,986

16,883

16,395

2,192

262

\,oJ

N

0\

Total b

a. Only those projects with criteria pollutant emissions are listed; CFA = Central Facilities Area; BORAX-V = Boiling Water Reactor Experiment-V; EBR-I = Experimental Breeder
Reactor-I; 0&0 = decontamination and decommissioning; RWMC = Radioactive Waste Management Complex; ICPP = Idaho Chemical Processing Plant; PBF = Power Burst Facility;
ANL-W = Argonne National Laboratory-West .
b . A = Ahernative A (No Action); B = Alternative B (Ten-Year Plan); C = Alternative C (Minimum Treatment, Storage, and Disposal); 0 = Alternative 0 (Maximum Treatment, Storage,
and Disposal).
c. No emissions of this type are predicted for the projecl.
d. The Waste Immobilization Facility may operate in either of two modes: direct vitrification (under Alternative B) or separations (under Alternative C or D).
e. The precise location for these facilities has not yet been determined; for purpose of analysis, the reference location is slightly east of RWMC .
f. Incinerator emissions under Ahernative 0 are assumed to be 15 percent higher than for the same facility operating under Alternative B; similar emissions would also be projected for the
Private Sector Alpha-Contaminated Mixed Low-Level Waste Treatment Facility, which is a competing project that would have a similar design and process the same type of waste .
g . This project includes incineration only; other waste processing is assessed as anticipated increases to the baseline.
h . This total would apply only to Alternative 0 and only if all facilities were operating simultaneously; see Table 5.1-2 for totals by alternative and program or waste atream.

- 7 ....
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Table F-3-8. (continued).

Table F-3-8. Listing of projected Idaho National Engineering Laboratory site toxic air pollutant
emission rates by project and alternative.

Emi,.ion rate
A ..,,·

Emiuion rale

Project name, loe.lion • • nd
...lOCi.ted proanm or IM)Uf'CC

A ..,,·
ei.ted
alter-

,roup'

nltivc"

RadiolOJtcal .nd Environmenc.tl

A,B,C, D

Science LAboratory Rep lacement,
Ccnlflll Facililiu Are. ,
infnlllltUcture

Botlina W.ter Relctor
Experimcnt-V (BORAX-V)
Decontamination Ind
Deconvniaaionina. Experimenlal
Breeder RCictor"-lfBORAX-V
arca . decontamination Ind
dccommiaaionina
Pit 9 Retrievil. Radioactive
Wute Mlnagement Comple:.: ,

A,B,C,D

MlXimum hourly
Compound

A,B,C, D

X

10-2

4.0

X

10 1

4 .4)( 10-2

10-9

6.4

X

10. 12

5.8

X

10-9

6.4 X 10- 12

1.9

X

10, 1

4.2 x 10' ·

3.9 x 10,1

2.2 X 10- 10

4 .8 X 10. 13

4.4

10- 10

4.8 )( 10- 13

C.dmium

3.2 )( lO- t2

7.0)( IO- u

6.4 x lO- t2

7.0 x IO- u

Clrbon tetrachloride

4.5

10- 1

9.9 x 10-4

9.0 x lO- t

9.9 x 10- 4

Chromium

1.2 x 10-'

2.6 X 10-7

2.3 x 10-'

2.5 X 10-7

Fonnaldehyde

2.1 x 100

4.6

10-3

4.3)( 100

4.7)( 10-3

Me~ury

1.5 X 10-9

3.3 x 10- 12

3.0 x 10- 9

3.3 x 10- 12

4.8 x 10-4

Methylene chloride

1.1 x

2.4 )( 100

2.0 x lol

2.2 )( 100

4.5 x 10- 2

Nickel

I.J )( 10-3

2 .9)( 10-6

2.6)( 10-3

2.9)( 10- 6

Nitric acid

1.0 )(

2.2 x 10- 1

1.8)(

Polychlorinated biphenyll

2.0 X 10·1\

1.8 )( 10-1

2 .0)( 10- 11

Pe~hl "roethylene

9.0 X 10-9
4.5 )( 10- 2

9.9 X 10-5

9.0)( 10- 1

9.9 x 10-4

Sulfuric acid

1.4 )( 10 1

3. 1 )( 10- 2

2 .S X 10 1

2.8 )( 10-2

Trichloro-trifluorocthlne

2.8 x 10- 1

6.2 x 10'"

5.6 X 10"

6.2 x 10-4

T richloroethylene

1.6 x 10- 1

3.S x 10.4

3.2)( 10- 1

3.S x 10 .

Cadmium

8.1 X 10-5

1.8 X 10-1

7.1 x 10-'

7.8 X 10- 7

Chromium

2.6 x 10-'

S. 7 X 10-11

1.6 x 10-'

1.8 X 10"

Hydronuoric aeid c

1.2 x 102

2 .6 x 10- 1

1.1 x 10'

1.2 X 100

Me~ury

2.7 X 10'

S.9 x 10- 2

2.4 X 102

2.6 X 10- 1

2.0)( 10-4

8.0 x 10-'

8.8 )( 10"

9.5 )( 102

10-5

3.3

X

10-'

1.1

X

10-7

6.S X 10')

6.9 x laD

1.6

X

10')

Nitric Icid

7.0)(

to"

1.5 x 10. 2

1.4 x 10 1

1.5

X

10- 2

Beryllium

Sulfuric Icid

2.0 X 101

4.4 x 10-2

4.0 x 101

4.4 x 10-2

Ammoni.

1.1 x 102

2.4 x 10- 1

1.6 x 100

1.8

Benzene

3.0 x 100

6.6

2.6 x 100

2.9 x 10-)

Aabeltol

1.1

Benz..cnc

4.7 x

X

100

1.3 )(

5.0)(

100

10- 1

2.5 x 10-4

4.4

100

1.0 )( 10'2

4.1)( 10 1

X

10- 1

X

9.8 X 10-)

2.2 x 10- 5

3.8 x 10- 2

4.2 x 10-5

5 .7 x 100

1.2

10-2

9.4 x 100

1.0

X

10-2

Chlorofonn

1.3 x 100

2.8 )( 10-J

2.1 x 100

2.3

X

IO'J

6.4)( 10,2

1.4 )( 10'"

5.6

X

10,1

6.2)( 10'"

5.2 )( 10 1

1.1 x 10-1

4.5)( 102

5.0 )( 10-1

X 10 1

10- 2

8.1)( 101

8.9 )( 10-2

2 _1

4.6

X

Mereury

9.3

X

10- 1

2.1

X

10-3

3.6 x 100

4.0

X

10-)

Nickel

7.3

x

10·t

1.6

x

10')

6.4)( 100

7.0

X

10-3

2.9 x

10-3

X

10-3

1.3 )( 100

2.2)( 100

2.4

Trichloroeth ylene

1.9 x 100

4.1 x 10-3

3.1 x 100

3.4 X 10-3

Asbesto.

5.0 X 10- 9

1.1 X 10- 11

1.6 x 10- 1

1.8

10-2

7.4 X 101

8.2 X 10-2

X

1.9

Beryllium

7.5 X 10- 13

1.7 x 10- 15

2.4 X 10- 12

2.6 X 10- 15

Cadmium

1.1 X 10- 11

2 .4 x 10-1'

3.5 X IO-t!

3.9 X 10- 14

Carbon Ictrschloride

2.3

X

5.0 x 10-4

7.3

Chromium

6.8

X

10-2

Fonnaldehyde

9.3

X

10'

2.0

10- 1

X 10- 1

8.0 x 10-4

1.5 x 10-4

6.0 X 10- 1

6.6 x 10- 4

10- 1

8.2 x 102
4 .8 x 10-2

9.0 x 10- 1
5.2 x 10-5
7.S X 10-3

X

Methylene chloride

1.5 x 10-2

Nickel

7.8 X 10- 1

X 10-5
1.7 X 10-3

6.8 x 100

Perchloroethylene

2.3 )( 10-1

5.0 X 10-5

7 .3 x 10-2

8.0 x 10-'

Trichloro-trifluoroethane

1.4 )( 10. 1

3.0 x 10-'

4.7 x 10- 4

Trichloroethylene

3.2 X 10-'

4 .3)( 10- 1
4.8 X 10- 1

S.2 X 10. 4

6.0 X 10- 2

2.3)( 102

2.5

10- 1

3.2

102

Nickel

9.1 )( 10-6

TribUlyl pho. phate

!.I x

102

Cadmium

3.4

X

10. 6

2.4 x 10- 1
7.S x 10-9

Chromium

4.4

X

10. 5

9.7 x 10"

1.0 x 10-'

Hydrofluoric aeid c

1.2 )(

102

2.6 x 10- 1

1.1 x

Mercury

2.7 X 10 1

S.9 X 10-2

2.4 x

loJ
102

3.1

Nickel

1.4 x 10-'

Arsenic

1.4

X

10-'

X

10'

3 .0

X

2.0 )( 10- 1

4

1.0 x 100

1.2 )(

ioO

2 .6 x 10- 1

1.2

X

10-7

1.3

3.0 x 10-4

8.0

X

10- 1

8.8 x 10. 4

X

10- 11

X

10- 10

3.4 X 10-3

Benzene

6.0

1.3 X 10- 1

3.1 )( 100

Cadmium

1.9 )( 10- 1

4.2 )( 10. 4

1.1)( 100

1.2 )( 10' )

Chromium

5.6

X

10"

1.2. X 10-)

3.2 x 100

3.5 X 10-3

X

6.6 X 10-)

1.2

102

2.6 )( 10- 1

6.0 x 100

I .S )( 10'

3.3 X 10-2

1.9 )( 100

10- 3

Polychlorinated biphenyll

1.1 x 10"

4.8

Benzene

4.8 )( 10-)
5.6 x 10-2

1.2 x

1 0' ~

1.8 )( 10-)

X 10-9
2.0 X 10-6

Formaldehyde

1.1

x 10-'

3.4 x 10' )

3.7 )( 10-6

2.7

Chlororonn

9.0 X 10- 1

2.0

x 10-3

7.6 x 100

8.3

Perchlorocthylenc

1.1 x 10"

2.3 X 10-)

8.8)( 100

9.7 X 10-3

F-3-27

Mixed/Lo.....-Level Wlsle
Treatment Facilily, cast or
Radioactive Waste Mlnagement
Complex, low-level and mixed
lo..... -Ievel WlSle

o

102

Me~ury

X 10 1

53f(

W.sle L-nmobiJi1..alion Facility,
(direct vitrificalion)~, Idaho
Chemicil Proccssing PI.nt, highlevelwaslc

lol

X

4.3 )( 10' ·

Fonnaldchyde

X

X

C,D

X

x

10- 1

1.5

Carbon ICI",chloride

X

Waste Immobilization F.cility,
(Kpa"'tioru)ci, Idaho Chemical
ProceJling Pla nl , high-level .......Ie

10- 11

8.4 x 100

X

A,B,C,D

5.5 X 10-)

Beryllium

X

Wnte Ch.rscterizltion F.cility,
R.dioactive Waste M.nagement
Complex, Irsnsursnic wiste

10-3

Carbon tetrachloride

Perehlorocthylenc

A,B,C, D

1.0

X

3.0 x 10"

5.8 x

per
yea r)

(TORI

hour)

4.7 x 100

Hydrofluoric .cid'"

10-2

'YCrliC

2.9

X 10' 2

10-)

Annu.1

(pound. per

Albuto.

3.2

X

(GnuM per
hour)

Trichloroethylene

year)

2.9 x 10 1

Hydrochloric acid

Vadolt Zone Remediation,
Radioactive Waite Management
Cample:.:, remediation

(Ton. per

3 .2 x 10. 2

Formaldehyde

A,B,C,D

(Kiloj:ranu
per yeu)

1.5 )( 10 1

Chromium

T",nsuranic Siorage Arca
EnclolUre and SlOraee,
Radioaet.ive Waste Management
Complex, lransuranic wa.te

(Pound. per
hour)

Compound

Hydro<:hloric acid

FonnaJdehyde

~mcdiation

(GnlrTwpcr
hour)

Projc.. t name, loc.tion. and
ISlOCillcd proiram or I04Jrce
iroupll

Annu.1 ,"crlac

M.ximum hourly

d .led
.lIernative"

VOLUME 2

Fort SI. V",in Spenl Nuclear Fuel
Receipt and Storage, Idaho
Chemica l Proceuing Plant , spcnl
nuclcl r fuel

VO LUME 2

8.0

F-3-28

535

x 10- 1

2 .4

X

10-6

2. 1 )( 10-3
5.3

Table F-3-8. (continued).
Table F-3-8. (continued).

EnUuion file

Emiuion
Project MnIC, locltion, and
.uoci.ted pro,tlm or .ourcc
,roup·

C ompound

Idaho w..te Proccui", Facility,
.ite not dctcnnincd (re(crt;ncc .ite
i. C.IIt of Radio.clivt WIIU
Mana,cmeDl CO"1'lex);
IfinlUfiniC. low-level, Ind mixed
low-lcvclwIIlc

Idaho W.ste Proceuina F.cility.'
site not detcnnined (reference lile
il cast of Radioactive W.ste
M.RI,emcnt Complex);
lranJUl'lnic, low-Ievc:l, .nd mixed
Iow-levc:l w.ste

R.td toactive Wlltc M.Rliemcnl
Complex ModificatioN 10
Support Priv.te Sector Treltment
of Alpha Mixed Low-Level
W.ste Trulmcnl of A1ph. Mixed
Low-uvel w.ste, Rld toaclive
W••e MIRliemcnl Complex,
If'IImurimc ...ste

Annuli ,vcraac

Maximum hourly

o

(Pound. per
hour)

4.0)( 10"

(Kjloaraml

per yur)
X 10- 3

5 .7

(Tona per
yelf)

1.6 X 101

1.8 )( 10-3

7.0 x lal

1.7 )( 10, 1

Methylene chloride

5 .1 x 10-2

1.3 x 10' ·

1.9 x 10. 1

2. 1 )( 10"

Nlc:kel

l .1 X 100

4.7

1.9.x 10 1

2 .1

2 .4 )( IO' J

Pcrchlorocthylenc

9.0

2.9 )( 10- 1

3 .2 x 10"

8.4 )( 10- 1

9.3 x 10"

TrichlofOolrinuoroeth.ne

5.4 X 10. 1

1.1

X

1.9 X 10-)

7.2 )( 10,2

Trichloroethylene

5.8 x 10' !

1.3

X

10-3
10- 3

1.7 )( 100

6.5 x 10 1

1.9)( 100

2. 1)( to"

1.2

X

10"

2.1

2.4 )( 10"

8 .9 )( 10. 5

6 .3 )( 10- 2

6.9 )( 10"

Cubon lell'1lchloride

3.4 x 100

7.4 )( 10' )

2.2 x 100

5.S X 10. 4
1.1 x to' l

Hydrochloric . cid

2.7 )( 10'

5.8 x 100

5 .7 x 10'

6.3 x laO

Hydrofluoric .cid"

1.3 )( 10

2 .9 x to' 2

1.5 x to l

3.8 )( 10,2

Mercury

6.0 )( 10"

1.3 x 100

5.6 )( 101

6 . 1 )( 10, 2

Melhylene chloride

6 .7 x 10-2

1.5 x 10' ·

1.4 X 10. 1

1.5 x 10' ·

Nickel

2.9 x 100

6.4

9.5)( 100

1.0 x 10' 2

X

10' )

PolychloriRiled biphenyl.

3 .7 x 10 1

8.2

3.0 x 100

1 .3 )( 10' )

Perchloroelhylenc

3.4 x 100

7.4 )( 10' )

2 .2 X 10- 1

2.4)( 10'·

Trichloro-trifluoroclh.ne

7.4 x 10-)

1.3 x 100

1.4 x 10' )

Trichloroclhylene

3 .4 x 100
1.0 x 101

2.2 x 10, 2

1.4)( 100

I.!i X 10-)

Albellol

2.1 )( 10- 1

4.6)( 10' ·

6.6 x 10' )

3 .4 )( 10 1

7.5 )( 10-2

3.1 x 10,2

6 .8)( 10"

X

10,2

4.4

Chromium

3.8 )( 10' )

8 .4 )( lO,e

x 10' ·

1.2 x 100

1.3 )( 10' )

2.2 x 10' 2

2.4)( 10"

Nickel

2.0

4 .4 x 10' ·

1.2)( 100

I.J x 10-)

1.4 x 100

3.1 X 10' )

8.2)( 100

9 .0 x 10' )

3 .4 X 10, 2

3 .7)( 10"

Ancnic

4.5 X 10 ' )

9 .9 x 10,e

1.4 x 10. 2

1.5 x 10"

Beryllium

8.5 x lO· e

1.9 x 10"

2.7 x 10"

3.0)( 10"

9.1 x 10"

2 .0)( 10"

2.8)( 10, 2

3 .1)( 10"

2 .0 X 10' )

4 .4 x 10. 6

6 .1 )( 10' )

6 ,7)( 10' 6

5.5)( 10' "

8.4 X 10"

1.8

6.5 x to l

7.2 )( 10. 2

Hydrochloric .cid

3.1 x lal

6.7 x 100

6.6 x 10'

7.2 x 100

Plilma Hearth Procell, Argonne
N.tiol'lll lIbOl'llory,West. mixed
low-level .nd hl2.lrdoul w.1k

B,O

Chromium

9.3)( 10-"

X

10,1

Hydrochloric . cid

4.5

X

10 1

9 .9 x 10. 2

1.4 x 102

1.6 )( 10, 1

Mercury

2.3

X

10' 2

5 .1 x 10"

7 . 1 X 10. 2

7 .8)( 10"

Nickel

1.4

X

10,1

3. 1 )( 10-·

4.2)( 10. 1

4.6)( 10' ·

1.8 x 10"

4.0)( 10 1

1.6 )( 10'

1.8 )( 100

Hydrofluoric . d dc

3.8 x 100

8.4 )( 10"

1.6 )( 10 1

1.8 )( 10, 2

1.0)( 10,2

Mcthyl ilObutyl ketone

2.7 )( 10'

5.9 )( 100

2.3 )( 10"

2.5

3.4 )( 100

3 .8 x 10"

Tribulyl phosphite

8.6 )( 100

1.9 )( 10' 2

5.5 )( 10 1

6.1 )( 10,2

2.9 )( 10"

6 .3 )( 10 1

4 .8 )( 10'

6 .0)( 10 1

4.0 x 101

4.4 X 10-2

6.4 X 101

7.0

1.7 )( 10' ·

1.6 X 10- 1

1.8 )( 10'·

2.9 x 100

6.4 X 10-)

9.5 x 10"

Polychlorinaled biphenyll

4 .3 X 10 1

9 .5 )( 10- 2

X

10,2

Perchloroethylene

3.9 )( 100

1.5 )( 10' )

2.5 )( 10' 1

2.7 x 10' ·

Trichloro-trifluoroeth.ne

3.9 x 100

8.5)( 10' )

1.5 x 100

1.6 X 10' )

Trichloroethylene

1.7)( 10' )

1.2 X 10 1

2.6 X 10-2

1.6)( 100

AthellOI

2 .0 x 10"

4 .4)( 10- 11

6.4)( 10"

7. 1 )( 10·1!

Ben7.ene

9.4)( 100

2. 1)( 10 ~2

6.3 X 10 1

7.0)( 10,2

Beryllium

3.0 X 10' 12

6 .6 x 10- "

Q fIi

X 10, 12

I 1 )( 10, 1.

4.3 X 10' 1\

9.5 X 10- 1•

1.4)( 10, 10

I.!i X 10, 13

9.0 )( 10, 1

2.0)( 10' )

2.9 x 100

3.2 X 10' )

.53<.0

2.0 x 10, 1

Trichloroethylene

2.5 x 10"

F-3·29

1.2 )( 10'"

C.dmium

8 .0 x 10' )

8. 1 )( 10'

Clrbon tetr.chloride

10- 1

X

7 .3 x laO

Formaldehyde

Nickel

5.3)( 10' ·

I.l

7.3 X 10-6

Chromium

7.7 x 10, 2

4 .8 X 10, 1

4.2 )( 10"

1.1 x 10 1

2.8 X 10' )

Methylene chloride

1.9 )( 10' ·

1.9 )( 10,2

1.6 x 10' 1

2.5 x 100

x 100

8.4 x 10'2

1.0 )( 10"

8.5 )( 10-)

1.5

Ancnic
Beryllium

1.4)( 102

3.9 x 100

3 .4 X 10,2

10"

10. 2

4.0 )( 100

C.rbon letl'1lchloride

1.5 X 10 1

X

X

5.5 )( 10-2

7.9)( 10"

7.0)( 102

B.O

2.0 x 10'·

1.8 x 10'

7.2)( 10-2

Hydrofluoric .cid"

Wllte Experimenlll Reduction
F.ci lity Incinel'1llion,' Power
Burst F.cility, low-Ievc:l .nd
mixed 10w, Ievel w.ste

Mercury

10' 3
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Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP), as contained in Publications 26 and 30 (ICRP 1977,
1979). This model has several technical advantages over other available methods, including the

Table F-3-9. Comparison of doses to maximally exposed individual due to Idaho National
Engineering Laboratory site emissions as calculated by the GENII and CAP-88 computer codes.

ability to assess dose from many different release scenarios and exposure pathways. In addition, it

Dose to maximally exposed individual
(millirem)

conforms to the strict quality assurance requirements of NQA-I, Basic Requirement 3 (Design
Control) and Supplementary Requirement 3S-1 (Supplementary Requirements of Design Control),
which includes requirements for verification and validation of computer codes.

An additional dose model, CAP-88 (Clean Air Act Assessment Package), is routinely used at
the INEL for the specific purpose of evaluating compliance with National Emission Standards for

GENII 1991"

Source category

CAP-88 1991b

CAP-88 1992<

Monitored

9.8

x 10-3

4. 1

x 10-3

1.4

X

Diffuse

3.0

x 10-3

2.4

x 10-5

3. 1

x 10-5

Unmonitored

3.0

x 104
1.3 x 10-2

1.2

X

104

1.0

X

x

10-3

1.5

x 10-3

Total

4.2

10- 3

104

Hazardous Air Pollutants standard 40 CFR 61. As prescribed by that standard, CAP-88 is used to
calculate the highest offsite dose to any member of the public resulting from annual airborne
radionuclide emissions from cumulative INEL site operations. The result must be below 10 millirem
to demonstrate compliance with the standard. The CAP-88 model was used in the prescribed manner
to support the 1991 and 1992 INEL National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants
Reports (DOE-ID 1992a, b; 1993). As part of that effort, detaiied comparisons between results

a. Source: Leonard (1993); calculation for monitored source emissions from Idaho Chemical
Processing Plant has been revised (Leonard, 1994).
b. Source: 1991 INEL National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants Report and
Supplement (DOE-ID 1992a, b).
c. Source: 1992 INEL Annual National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants Report
(DOE-ID 1993b).

obtained with GENII and CAP-88 were made and documented (Maheras 1992, Ritter 1992). A
comparison of GENII and CAP-88 dose results for the maximally exposed individual is presented in

influence the release, effectively lowering the release height to ground !evel. In some cases, stacks

Table F-3-9. In both cases, the dose results represent a summation of the external effective dose

were modeled as individual release points; in other cases, sources were grouped together and treated

equivalent (EDE) from the ground deposition and air immersion pathways and the 50-year committed

as a single release point. For example, elevated sources at the Power Burst Facility (the Waste

effective dose equivalent (CEDE) from the inhalation and ingestion pathways. These results are not

Experimental Reduction Facility North and South Stacks, and the Power Burst Facility Stack) were

directly comparable in that there were minor differences in the source terms used. Benchmarking of

modeled as individual elevated releases. Conversely, effluents from various vents at the Naval

the GENII and CAP-88 codes for application at the INEL site has been performed and documented

Reactors Facility were summed and treated as a single ground-level release. The manner in which

(Maheras et aI. 1994). These tests provide confidence that the application of GENII, including tlie

specifi c sources were modeled is described in Leonard (1993, 1994). Additional related information,

source term and receptor-related assumptions used in this Environmental Impact Statement, produces

including specific facility locations and stack data, are presented in Belanger et aI. (I995a)

results that are likely to be conservative.

F-3.4.2.3 Meteorological Data. The atmospheric transport modeling performed as part of
F-3.4.2.2 Release Modeling-Releases from stacks or vents may be modeled as either

these radiological assessments was based on actual meteorological conditions measured at eight

elevated or ground-level releases. For this EIS, the decision whether to model a given emission point

different locations at the INEL site. In particular, the data files prepared for these assessments were

as a stack or ground-level release was based on guidelines issued l" the U.S. Environmental

derived from observations at INEL site weather stations over the period 1987 through 1991, which

Protection Agency (EPA 1993a) and the National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements

was assumed to be representative of conditions during the years covered by the Environmental Impact

NCRP 1986). In esse nce, if the height of the release point is less than or equal to 2.5 times the

Statement (1995 through 2(05). The method used for incorporating these data into wind files that can

height of attached or nearby buildings, turbulent (wake and downwash) effects are assumed to

be used by the GENII program is documented in Leonard (1992).
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/'-3.4.2.4 Recepfor Locef/on.. Doses were assessed for individuals located at the onsite

INEL Site Worker. INEL site workers may be exposed to radiation anributable to

and offsite locations of highest predicted dose and for the surrounding population. described as

INEL sources both as a direct result of job performance (such as work within a radiologically

follows . In each case, the dose was assessed for baseline conditions, projected increases to the

controlled area) and incidentally (such as from airborne releases from facilities within their work area.

baseline, and ER&WM alternatives .

as well as more distant sources within the INEL site). Onsite concentrations of radionuelides due to
incidental exposure were assessed as described in this section. (Direct, job-related occupational

Maximally Exposed Individual. The offsite individual whose assumed location and

exposure is discussed in Section 4 . 12, Health and Safety, of Volume 2 of this EIS .) An individual

habits are likely to result in the highest dose is referred to as the maximally exposed individual

who would receive the highest dose due to incidental exposures is termed the maximally exposed

(MEl). The location of the maximally exposed individual was identified on the basis of the source-

worker. The dose to the maximally exposed worker was assessed for all major INEL site work areas

receptor distance and direction combination that yielded the highest predicted offsite dose. For each

as a result of radionuelide emissions from all current and projected sources. The dose was calculated

INEL site area, radionuelide concentrations were calculated for the minimum distance to the INEL

using the general methodology described in previous sections. One major difference is the fact that

site boundary for each of the 16 compass directions. Since this location was assessed separately for

the worker dose calculations did not inelude the food ingestion pathway. since workers do not

emissions from each of the INEL site areas, the maximally exposed individual receptor locations are

consume food products grown onsite.

merely points on the INEL site boundary and do not correspond to any actual residences or quarters.
These maximum impacts were conservatively summed to derive cumulative impacts, although they

F-l.4.l Nonradiological Assessment Methodology

occur at spatially distant locations. (The actual maximally exposed individual locations for five of the
major INEL site facilities are all located along a segment of the southern boundary, southwest of the
facilities in question.) Although unrealistic, this cumulative maximally exposed individual assessment

Air pollutant levels have been estimated by the application of air dispersion computer models
that incorporate mathematical functions to simulate transport of pollutants in the atmosphere. The

process serves to establish the upper-bounding dose. Despite the inherent conservatism, the results

modeling methodology conforms 10 that recommended by the U.S. Environmental Protectio n Agency

obtained were low; and further resolution of the actual maximally exposed individual location and

(EPA 1993a) and the State of Idaho (DOE-ID 1991) for such applications . The models and

dose was not necessary . The same general method for dose determination to the maximally exposed

application methodology are designed to be conservative; that is, they employ data and algor ithms

individual is used in the annual National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants compliance

designed to prevent underestimating the pollutant concentrations that would actually exist. In general ,

evaluation.

the methods used to assess consequences of proposed actions were identical to those used in the
baseline assessments . Minor exceptions (such as the use of refined versus screening-level modeling)
Population Dose. Dose was assessed for the collective population residing in a

will be noted where applicable . The primary objective of the assessments is 10 estimate

circular area defined by a radius of 80 kilometers (50 miles) extending out from each major INEL site

nonradiol ogical pollutant concentrations and other impacts in a manner that facilitates compariso n

facility . Population data used were based on 1990 census data provided by the U.S. Census Bureau .

(a) 10 applicable standards or guidelines and (b) between alternative courses of action.

For projects associated with ER&WM alternatives and for projects expected to become operational
before Iune I , 1995, growth projections for the counties surrounding INEL were applied. These
growth estimates are approximately 10 percent per decade. Since the period of analysis for this EIS

The types of pollutants assessed inelude the criteria pollutants and certain types of toxi c air
pollutants. Criteria pollutant concentrations were estimated for locations and over periods of time

extends to the year 2005 , the population doses reported in Section 5.7, Air Resources , of Volume 2

corresponding to State of Idaho and National Ambient Air Quality Standards . Since th ese standard s

of this EIS are the high est obtained for any year throughout this period.

apply only 10 ambient air (that is. locations to which the general public has access), criteria pollutant
concentrations were assessed for offsite locations and public roads traversing the INEL site . The
nonradiological assessment did not specifically address impacts related to ozone format ion because
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(a) volatile organic compound emission levels are below the significance level designated by the State

in very close proximity of sources. In addition, the model accommodates multiple sources and

of Idaho; (b) no simple, well-defined method exists to assess ozone formation potential (Wilson

calculates concentrations for user-specified receptor locations . Concentrations can be calculated over

1993); and (c) while the Idaho Division of Environmental Quality has no ozone monitoring data from

a range of durations, from one·hour maximum values to annual averages. The ISC-2 model is not

the vicinity, it is not aware of problematic ozone levels in the area (Andrus 1994).

well suited for conditions where the receptor elevation exceeds the stack height. However, this is not
the case for the INEL; the terrain is generally flat enough to avoid use of models developed for

Offsite levels of carcinogenic and noncarcinogenic toxic air pollutants were evaluated on the

complex terrain (DOE-ID 1991). In summary, dispersion modeling using ISC-2 allows for a

basis of annual average emission rates and compared with annual average standards (increments)

reasonable prediction of the impacts of proposed facilities and , therefore, is ideally suited for use in

recently promulgated by the State of Idaho. Toxic air pollutants were also assessed for onsite

the Environmental Impact Statement process.

locations because of potential exposure of workers

10

these hazardous substances. Onsite levels of

specific toxins were calculated using maximum hourly emission rates and compared with occupational

The SCREEN model (EPA 1992b) was used to estimate toxic air pollutant concentrations.

exposure limits set for these substances by either the Occupational Safety and Health Administration

SCREEN is a relatively simple model that incorporates conservative data and methods. SCREEN is

(OSHA) or the American Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists (the lower of the two

limited to the calculation of only one-hour maximum concentrations from a single source for various

limits being used) .

user-specified or predefined distances and performs iterations to determine the distance and

concentration at the point of maximum impact. Persistence factors (averaging time adjustment
F-3.4.3.1 AtmospheriC Dispersion Models for Crlterle end Toxic Air Pollutent
Evaluations. Atmospheric dispersion models used to estimate upper-bound levels of toxic and

factors) recommended by the U.S . Environmental Protection Agency or the Idaho Division of
Environmental Quality were used to scale one-hour SCREEN results to other required averaging
times. A persistence factor of 0.125 was used to scale one-hour results to annual average estimates,

criteria impacts, as well as impacts to visibility and highway hot spots, are described below.

as recommended by IDHW (1994). For onsite concentrations, a factor of 0 .7 was used to scale oneF-3.4.3.1.1 Model Description and Applicatlot>-The modeling effort employed

hour results to eight-hour estimates suitable for comparison to occupational exposure limits.

two levels of sophistication-screening·level and refined . Screening-level modeling was used in many
cases where a source's contribution to air quality levels was expected to be minimal (that is, well
below acceptable standards) . This method is less rigorous mathematically than refined modeling and
results in an overestimation of pollutant concentrations (greater than that of refined modeling).

Since SCREEN can only accommodate a single source, most cases required multiple sources
within an area to be grouped and treated as a single source. This model incorporates building wake
algorithms; however, in the manner employed herein (that is, combining impacts from multiple stacks
and simulating as a single source), this feature was not used. Wind direction is not taken into

The short-term version of the U.S . Environmental Protection Agency Industrial Source

account; therefore, impact levels were assumed to be equal in all directions from the source.
SCREEN was used in these assessments only to estimate baseline concentrations of toxic air pollutants

Complex-2 (lSC-2) computer code (EPA 1992a) is a refined model that was used to estimate
concentrations resulting from routine operational emissions of criteria pollutants. The ISC-2 model

and to identify which of these pollutants warranted further refined modeling . For cases where the

incorporates site-specific data (such as meteorological observations from INEL site weather stations).

SCREEN model predicted that toxic air pollutant concentrations were close to (within 50 percent or

This model takes into account effects such as stack tip downwash and turbulence induced by the

so) an acceptable level, remodeling with ISC-2 was performed to provide a more realistic estimate.

presence of nearby structures. Account was taken for building wake effects in the baseline
assessments of criteria pollutant emissions. However, it was not feasible to include wake effect

Those operations th at would result in the generation of fugitive dust, including construction

cal culations into th e proposed action assessments, since building dimensions and distances have not

activities and equipment, travel on paved or unpaved roads, the concrete batch plant, mixing and

been defi ned . This is not expected to show appreciable differences in results other than in locations

pouring, and gravel pit and landfarming operations, were assessed using the U.S. Environmental
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Protection Agency-recommended Fugitive Dust Model (FDM) (Winges 1991). The Fugitive Dust

site is heaviest along State Route 33 and U.S. Route 20/26. All emissions, therefore, were assumed

Model was designed specifically for computing concentration and deposition impacts from fugitive

to occur along these routes. Because approximately 11.4 percent of the buses travel to Test Area

dust sources through improved algorithms for deposition. Sources may be either point, area, or line.

North, 11 .4 percent of the total paved road emissions was assigned to State Route 33, the primary

Model execution may include up to 20 particle size classes, with calculation of gravitational senl ing

route to the Test Area North facility, and 88 .6 percent to U.S . Route 20/26. The estimation of

and deposition velocity for each hour. Similar to ISC-2, concentrations may be calculated over a

emissions from employee vehicles assumed 1.5 persons per vehicle, 100 mile round trip, and 250

range of durations, from one-hour maximum values to annual averages; 24-hour and annual average

trips per year in IighHluty (Pickup) trucks.

assessments were conducted .

Modeling of fugitive dust sources with the Fugitive Dust Model has

been shown to be superior to ISC-2 for area ground-level ambient temperature releases

F-3.4.3.1.3 Meteorological D._The modeling effort made use of two types of

(Winges 1991).

meteorological data: (a) ISC-2 and the Fugitive Dust Model modeling incorporated data from
measurements of meteorological conditions (temperature, wind speed and direction, atmospheric
F-3.4.3.1.2 Model Input Da_The use of air dispersion models requires emission

stability, and so forth) made at the INEL site by the National Atmospheric and Oceanic

parameters, such as stack height and diameter and exhaust gas temperature and flow rate; size of area

Administration (NOAA); and (b) SCREEN modeling used a standard (not specific to INEL) set of

(for example, disturbed areas related to construction sources); and pollutant emission rates. For the

meteorological data, which are incorporated into the model to derive a worst-case approximation of

most part, emission parameter data were obtained from the INEL site air emissions inventories

pollutant concentrations. The following description pertains only to the site-specific data used by

discussed above. In some cases, data were observed to be missing or in errOr. The missing data

ISC-2 and the Fugitive Dust Model.

were replaced by substituting parameter values from similar sources at the INEL site. (For example,
data for emergency generator combustion engines were obtained from other generators of the same
capacity.) The specific values used fo r stack-related parameters (height, diameter, flow rate, and
temperature) are presented in Belanger et aI . (I 995a).

Meteorological data collected by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
meteorological monitoring towers located at Grid 3 (lower, north of Central Facilities Area), Test
Area North, and Argonne National Laboratory-West were used in the assessment of source impacts .
Conditions at these three locations are representative of the three major wind flow regimes at the

The estimation and evaluation of impacts from fugitive dust sources was dependent on the

INEL site (Clawson et.1. 1989). Sources at Test Area North and Argonne National Laboratory-West

type of source (see Section F-3 .4.3.2). For construction sources, the size of the disturbed area was

were modeled with meteorological data from those respective locations. All other sources were

assumed to be two times the construction project footprint. For example, construction of a 100-by-

modeled using data from the Grid 3 Station. The locations of these and other meteorological

100-meter bu ilding is expected to disturb a 200-by-200-meter area during construction. Use of

monitoring stat ions on and around the INEL are shown in Figure F-3-2 . The meteorological data

watering was assumed . prov idi ng a 50 percent reduction in fugitive emissio ns and preferentially

used contained hourly observations of wind speed, direction, temperature, and stability class for the

removing larger-<liameter particles. The resultant distribut ion was estimated to contain 64 percent

years 1991 and 1992. Data required for the calculation of mixing height are currently being collected

dust of respirable size. [This follows methods devel oped by EPA (I 993b)] . Construction-related

at the INEL but are not available for these periods. Therefore, default mixing heights were used .

emissions were averaged over the expected hours of construction activity-12 hours per day, 6 days

For short-term assessments, a value of 150 meters (500 feet) , which represents the lowest val ue

per week, for 26 weeks per year. Fugit i\' _ dust emissions were similarly calculated for demolition

measured at the INEL site. was used . For annual average evaluations, 800 meters (2,600 feet) was

projects. Emissions related to the use of unpaved roads were di vided equally across INEL site areas.

used . This value has been cal cul ated by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration and is

Emissions of dust fro m paved roads were assumed to be generated primarily by the INEL bus fleet.

recommended for use in dispersion modeling assess ments (Sagendorf 1991 ). Each case was assessed

These emissions incl ude tire wear and road dust but exclude exhaust particulates, which were

separately using data from these years, and the highest of the predicted concentrations was selected .

cal culated separatel y in the evaluat ion of mobile source emissions . Paved road use within the INEL
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F-3.4.3.1.4 Receptor Locetlon_The ISC-2 and Fugitive Dust Model are capable

of determining air quality impacts at receptor locations using either a grid layout pattern or
user-specified recepto r points . Based on modeling efforts performed previously, maximum impacts at

~orth

To Mackay

ambient receptor locations are expected to occur either (a) along public roads that traverse the INEL
site or (b) along the INEL site boundary. No points of maximum impact are expected to occur at
locations beyond the INEL site boundary . Thus, only discrete receptors at those locations (as
opposed to a gridded array) have been used fo r regulatory air assessments at those locations and at the
Craters of the Moon Wilderness Area. (Gridded arrays were used, however, in modeling performed
to identify the areas where fine spacing of discrete receptors points is necessary.)

Due to the large areal extent of the INEL site, fine spacing of discrete receptor locations at
regular intervals is not feasible. Therefore, an approach has been employed that utilizes a mix of
coarse and fine receptor intervals , ranging from 100 meters (330 feet) to 2,500 meters (8,200 feet),
depending on the potent ial for maximum impact. The process used to develop the receptor array used
as a starting point the complete coarse grid of ambient air locations described in the INEL Air
Permitting Handbook (DOE-ID 1991). This grid incorporates receptor locations spaced at
approximately 500-meter (1,64O-foot) intervals along (a) the entire perimeter of the INEL site;
(b) public roads traversing the INEL site; and (c) the eastern and northern boundaries of the Craters

of the Moon Wilderness Area. Fine-grid modeling [using intervals of approximately 100-meter
(330-foot) x-y coord inate spacingJ was then performed, and the results were plotted to identify those
MIN ..

areas wher. closer receptor spacing was warranted. A substantial margin of conservatism was
provided by extending the range of 100-meter (330-foot) spacing to well beyond the expected range of
maximum impact (from several hundred to several thousand meters, depending on the uncenainty of

.. Meteorological monitori ng stations

the case.) Once these ranges were established , Unive rsal Transverse Mercator (UTM) coordinates

Approximate scale
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I

were determined for receptor locations at 100-meter (330-foot) intervals along these ranges, and these
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coordinates were incorporated into the receptor array file. The modeling also revealed the areas that

I
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40
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Kilometers

are clearly beyond the locat ions of maximum impact and that could be eliminated from the receptor
array. Additional details of the method for identifying the receptor areas of maximum impact,
including examples of isopleth plots used for this purpose, are presented in Belanger et aI . (1995b)
and Raudsep et al. (1995).

Ambient air impacts. including Prevention of Significant Deterioration increment
Figure F·l-2. Locations of meteorological monitoring stations at the Idaho National Engineering
Laboratory site and surrounding communities.
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nearest the INEL site. Previous modeling has shown that there is only minor variation in

identifying the maximum value and corresponding location. The same process was used to sum the

concentrations between coarsely spaced receptor locations at the Craters of the Moon-a fact that is

contributions from baseline sources, projected increases to the baseline, and proposed action sources.

not surprising in light of the substantial distance between this Class I area and the INEL sources.
Thus, Class I area increments have been assessed at discrete receptor locations along the eastern and
northern boundaries at intervals of 2,500 meters (8,200 feel) (that is, using every fifth coarse grid

As provided by applicable regulations, the estimated impacts from temporary fugitive dust
sources, including construction and demolition activities, were characterized and evaluated with
respect to ambient air quality standards (but not for Prevention of Significant Deterioration standards,

receptor point).

which exclude these types of activities from review). The cumulative emissions from fugitive dust
Concentrations of air pollutants at onsite facility areas were assessed to indicate potential
levels to which workers may be subjected. For the onsite assessments, II separate receptor grids

sources of a more permanent nature, including vehicle travel on paved and unpaved roads and landfill
and concrete batch plant operations, were assessed for compliance with ambient air quality standards.

were developed. In general, these were 2-by-2-kilometer (1.2-by-1.2-mile) grids with fine [IOO-meter

However, these sources were not analyzed for Prevention of Significant Deterioration because they

330-foot)) spacing centered on the major source groups at each facil ity. The grids for Test Area

became operational prior to the baseline date and are not associated with net emissions increases.

North, Power Burst Facility, and Central Facilities Area were made larger to accommodate the
distribution of sources within those areas. These grids are described in detail in Belanger et a1.

The onsite assessments used separate grids, and the results had to be processed differently.

(l995b) and were used to determine maximum impacts as a result of emissions from sources where

This involved summing the contribution from each area to each area-specific discrete receptor point.

low release elevations or building effects are prevalent. In addition to a fine grid, the assessments for

This discrete receptor summation was then added to the maximum value calculated with use of the

each facility area also included discrete receptor locations of other facilities. For example,

fine-grid network for the area under review. For example, maximum impaClS at the Central Facilities

assessments for sources at the Central Facilities Area included discrete receptor points at the Idaho

Area consist of the maximum·predicted impact from sources within the Central Facilities Area and the

Chemical Processing Plant, Power Burst Facility, and other facilities. In this way, it was ensured that

sum of contributions from all other areas.

contributions of sources at locations other than the facility being assessed were represented in the total

at locations other than the facility being assessed were represented in the total concentration.

In this way, it was ensured that contributions of sources

concentration.

F-3.4.3.3 Impacts on Visibility. Atmospheric visibility has been specifically designated as
F-3.4.3.2 Summation of Results. An important function of the modeling effort is to

an air quality-related value under the 1977 Prevention of Significant Deterioration Amendments to the

identify the location of highest predicted impact and the magnitude of the impact. This is complicated

Clean Air Act. Therefore, in the assessment of proposed projects that invoke Prevenlion of

by the fact that there are numerous sources in widely dispersed locations at the INEL site, and the

Significant Deterioration review (see Section F-3 . 1. 1.2), potential impacts 10 visibility must be

determination of the highest concentration must consider the contributions from each of these sources.

evaluated and shown to be acceptable in designated Class I areas and associated integral vistas . The

Also, in some cases, sources at different facility areas required different meteorological input data.

Craters of the Moon Wilderness Area, located approximately 20 kilometers (12 .4 miles) southwest of

These factors precluded the execution of a single modeling run in which all sources and receptor

the INEL site, is the only Class I area in the Eastern SnaJce River Plain .

arrays could be included and necessitated the application of computer-aided data consolidation
techniques. Since a common receptor array was used for all ambient air assessments, a summation of

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency has designed methodologies to estimate potential

concentrations at each receptor point as a result of emissions from each source was possible. The

plume visual impacts due to emissions of proposed sources. The methodologies include three levels

value and location of high est impact were identified by entering the resuUs from individual modeling

of sophistication. Level-I is designed to be very conservative; it uses assumptions and simplifying

ru ns for a specific type of assessment (for example, maximum one-hour carbon monoxide

methodologies that will predict plume visual

concentrations) into a spreadsheet program, summing the values for each receptor point, and

input and modeling assumptions . Level-2 visual impact modeling employs more site-specific
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information than that of Level-I. It is still conservative and designed to overestimate potential

than its background, its contrast is negative. In VISCREEN, contrasts at three visual wavelengths are

visibility deterioration. Level-3 visual impact modeling is more intensive in scope and designed to

calculated to characterize blue, green, and red regions of the visual spectrum to determine if a plume

provide a more realistic treatment of plume visual impacts. The U .S. Environmental Protection

will be brighter, darker, or discolored compared to its viewing background. If plume contrast is

Agency has developed computer codes to implement the calculations associated with each level of

positive, the plume is brighter than its viewing background; if negative, the plume is darker. If

visual impact modeling. The VISCREEN model is designed to implement the methodology of the

contrasts are different at different wavel engths, the plume is discolored. If contrasts are all zero, the

Level-I analysis (EPA 1992c).

plume is indistinguishable from its background . With a range of wavelengths, a measure of contrast
must recognize both overall intensity and perceived color; perceptibility is a function of changes in

The VISCREEN model was used to evaluate the potential visual impact of the cumulative

both brightness and color. To address the dimension of color, a parameter called delta E is used as

emissions of proposed sources at the INEL site on the Craters of the Moon Wilderness Area. As

the primary basis for determining the perceptibility of plume visual impacts in screening analyses. In

stated above, Level- l screening is designed to provide a conservative estimate of plume visual

order to ascertain whether the plume from a facility has the potential to be perceptible to untrained

impacts, that is, to estimate impacts that would be larger than those calculated with more realistic

observers under worst-case conditions, the VISCREEN model calculates both delta E and contrast for

input and modeling assumptions. This conservatism is achieved by the use of worst-case

two assumed plume-viewing backgrounds: the horizon sky and a dark terrain object. Results are

meteorological conditions, including extremely stable (class F) stability coupled with a very low wind

provided for two assumed worst-case sun angles (to simulate forward and backward scattering of

speed (I meter per second) persisting for 12 hours, with a wind that would transport the plume

light), with the sun in front and behind the observer, respectively. If either of two screening criteria

directly adjacent to a hypothetical observer in the Class I area. Maximum short-term (hourly)

is exceeded, more comprehensive and realistic analyses should be carried out. The first criterion is a

emission rates of particulates and nitrogen oxides and minimum and maximum distances from the

delta E value of 2 .0; the second is a green contrast value of 0.05. Regional haze, which is caused by

source to the Class I area are used. The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency recommends default

multiple sources throughout a region, is not calculated or estimated with the VISCREEN model.

values for various model parameters. In this analysis, default values were used for all parameters
with the exception of background owne concentration, for which a site-specific value of 0.06 parts

For this assessment. the potential impact of incremental emissions of particulate matter and

per million was used . Use of this value has been agreed to by the Idaho Division of Environmental

oxides of nitrogen associated with each project was evaluated. Cumulative impacts were estimated for

Quality (DOE-ID 1991) and the National Park Service (NPS) (Notar 1993a). The annual average

each alternative as the sum of the impacts from specific projects associated with those alternatives and

background visual range as measured by the National Park Service at Craters of the Moon is

waste stream options. Current operations were considered in the baseline (that is, the impact of

esti mated to be 140 kilometers (87 miles) (Notar 1993b); however, as suggested by the National Park

current emission levels is monitored at the Craters of the Moon. resulting in a 158-kilometer

Service, the maximum seasonal average of 158 kilometers (98 miles) was used in this assessment

(98-mile) value for maximum seasonal visual range) ; however, projected increases to the basel ine

(Notar 1993a, b).

were also evaluated and added to the cumulative assessment for each alternative. All emission
sources were included except construction emissions and emergency diesel generators, which are not

The objective of the VISCREEN analysis was to calculate the potential visual impact of a

eval uated in a Prevention of Significant Deterioration assessment.

plume of specified emissions for specific transport dnd dispersion conditions. If screening
calculations using VISCREEN demonstrate that during worst-case meteorological conditions a plume
is either imperceptible or, if perceptible, is not likely to be considered objectionable, further analysis
of plume visual impact would not be required (EPA 1992c).

n,_VISCREEN model determines

F-3.4.3.4 Mobile Source Assessment Methodology. Ambient air quality impacts at
offsite receptor locations due to INEL bus fleet operations. INEL fleet light- and heavy-<luty vehicles.
privately ow ned vehicles. and heavy-<luty commercial vehicles servicing the INEL site faciliti es were

whether a plume is visible by calculating contrast. If a viewed object, such as a snow-covered peak,

quantitatively predicted using emission factors and screening-level methodologies developed by the

is brighter than its background, it will have a positive contrast; alternatively, if an object is darker

U .S. Environmental Protection Agency . The methodology included the use of a computerized
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mathematical model, CALlNE-3 (Benson 1979), recommended for analysis of highways characterized
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Table F-4-I. Estimated doses 10 members of the public from Idaho National Engineering Laboratory
airborne releases 1987 to 1991.

F-4 HEALTH AND SAFETY
Potential health impacts to the public and workers can arise from

Year

Maximally
exposed
individual
(millirem)

1987

a variety of sources under

key data required for evaluating the health effect impacts reponed in this EIS.

The methods presented here are organized under three broad categories: (a) health impacts

Percent of dose

0.54

Sb-125
1-129
Ar-41

96.0
J.I
1.0

4.5

1988

0.13

Sb-125
1-129
Ar-41

68.0
19.6
6.1

1.7

1989

<0.01

Ar-41
Kr-88
Xe-138

59.9
12.3
11.6

0.04

1990

<0.01

Ar-41
Kr-88
1-129

82.2
6.3
3.4

0.04

1991

0.02

Ar-41
1-129
Cs-137

45.1
40.3
4.8

0.06

from effluent releases, (b) normal workplace hazards, and (c) chemical releases under accident
conditions. The first category includes effluent releases of radioactivity, carcinogenic chemicals, and
chemical toxins to air and water, and addresses health effects to both the public and workers . The
second category includes radiological and nonradiological hazards to INEL workers in the normal
conduct of their jobs. The final category of methods addresses the special case of toxic chemicals
released under accident conditions.

F-4.1 Background information
This section provides essential background information on health effects to INEL workers and
the public surrounding the INEL. The information provides a historical perspective on health and
safety concerns, and a basis fo r projecting future impacts 10 workers from normal occupational

Population dose
(person-rem)

Principal
radionuclides

several distinct circumstances. The appropriate methods for evaluating health impacts are somewhat
different under each of these conditions. This appendix describes the methods used and presents the

substantially less than 1 millirem per year over the 5-year period examined. Current regulations limit
releases of airborne radioactivity from DOE facilities to no more than 10 millirem per year to any
member of the public.

hazards .
The principal radionuclides contributing to offsite doses reflect the operation of different site
F-4.1.1 Public Health and Safety

facilities . During 1987 and 1988, for example, the fuel dissolution facility at the Idaho Chemical
Processing Plant was operating and the antimony-125 releases characteristic of that facility were the

The primary public health and safety concern at the INEL is the potential for exposure of the

largest contributors to offsite dose. The fuel dissolution facility at the Idaho Chemical Processing

surrounding public to radioactivity. The principal pathway by which the public may be exposed to

Plant did not operate during 1989 or 1990. Consequently, offsite doses were smaller and were

radi oacti vity is through releases to the atmosphere. Radiation doses to members of the public from

dominated by releases of argon-41 and other noble gases from the Advanced Test Reactor. In 1991 ,

airborne releases at the INEL are calculated annually by the Radioactive and Environmental Sciences
Laboratory using information from the Radioactive Waste Management Information System database

the New Waste Calcining Facility operated for pan of the year and contributed a small amount of
other radionuclides such as iodine-129 and cesium-137.

(Chew and Mitchell 1988, Hoff et al. 1989, 1990, 1991, and 1992). Table F-4-1 presents the results
of these cal culations for the five years of site operation from 1987 through 1991. The table indicates
that offsite radiation doses to any individual member of the public from normal operations have been

F-4-1
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Collective doses to the population residing in the vicinity of the INEL are also estimated
annually by the Radioactive and Environmental Sciences Laboratory (Chew and Mitchell 1988,
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Hoff et al . 1989, 1990, 1991, and 1992). These calculations sum the potential radiation doses to the

Table F-4-2. Estimated natural background radiation dose for the Snake River Plain.'

population of approximately 121,000 people living within 80 kilometers (50 miles) of the [NEL
facilities . As indicated in Table F-4-I, site operations have resulted in an offsite collective dose of

Annual effective dose equivalent (millirem)

Source

6.3 person-rem for a five-year period. The average for the period 1987 through 1991 was about 1.3

External

person-rem.

Terrestrial

Past activities at the [NEL have resulted in larger doses to the public than current operations.

75

Cosmic

39

Subtotal

114

Estimates of these doses have been made for all years of [NEL operation before 1989 (DOE-ID

Internal

1991). The largest doses were during the late 1950s aod mid-1960s and ranged between I and 10
millirem. The organ receiving the largest dose has been the thyroid during years when large
quantities of radioactive iodine were released, or the skin during years when releases were dominated
by radioactive noble gases. Since the early 1970s, there has been a steady decline in offsite doses as

K -40 and others

40

Inhaled nuclidesb

200

Subtotal

240

Total

354

controls on emissions have improved and various reactor programs at the [NEL have been completed.

To put the offsite doses from the [NEL into perspective, it is useful to compare them to the
levels of natural background radiation in the vicinity of the INEL. Table F-4-2 summarizes the
estimated annual dose equivalent from natural sources for an individual living on the Snake River

a. From: Idaho National Engineering Laboratory Historical Dose Evaluation, Volume I ,
DOEIID-12119 (DOE-ID 1991).
b. The dose from inhaled radionuclides is due primarily to sbort-lived decay products from radon
and varies widely with geographic location. The value shown represents the United States
population average.

Plain (DOE-ID 1991).

Doses from airborne releases over the operating history of the INEL site have been small
compared to doses from sources of natural background radiation, a maximum of 3 percent of the

Workers at the [NEL site may be exposed either internally or externally to radiation. Internal

natural background effective dose equivalent in 1956. Since the early 1970s, doses from airborne

exposures arise when radioactive materials are deposited in the body through inhalation, ingestion, or

releases have been small, even when compared to the variability in natural background.

absorption through intact skin or wounds in the skin. External exposures in the workpl ace are those
received from radiation-emitting sources outside the body.

F-4.1.2 Occupational Health and Safety
All workers in areas with a potential for airborne or surface contamination are monitored

F-4.1.2.1 Radiological Hazards. Because of the nature of the work done at the INEL site,

routin ely for internal radioactivity using bioassay techniques. Whole body counting is used to detect

occupational radiation exposures above background levels will inevitably occur for some workers.

internally deposited gamma emitters. Urinalysis and fecal analysis are used to detect beta and alpha

The rad iation protection programs required by regulations and DOE orders are designed to ensure that

emitters that cannot be measured adequately using whole body counting, for instance, monitoring for

no worker receives doses larger than the applicable limits and that worker doses are kept as low as

uranium and plutonium uptakes. Radiation workers participate in the bioassay program if there is a

reasonably achievable. [n addition, Federal regulations and DOE orders require that records of

potential th at they could receive intakes resulting in a dose of 100 millirem or more in the 50-year

occupational exposure are maintained. Reports of radiation doses are provided annually to each

period following an intake. If routine bioassay results indicate measurable intakes, workers

worker. Summary reports are also provided to DOE and published periodically.

participate in follow-up bioassay programs to determine the date and source of the intake and to
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estimate the radiation dose received. Internal radiation doses constitute a small fraction of the
occupational dose at the INEL site. All cases of measurable internal radioactivity are investigated

Table F-4-3. Total collective dose equivalent for Idaho National Engineering Laboratory site workers
from normal operations.

CoUectivc dose
equivalent'

individual for
all monitored
indivKJuali

Average dole
equivalentb per
individual with
measurable
expolure

Avenge dole
equivalentb per

thoroughly to determine the cause and to assess the potential for additional internal dose to the
workforce.

External radiation dose is the largest fraction of the occupational dose received at the INEL
site. There are many more facilities at the INEL site with a potential for external exposure to workers
than there are with a potential for internal exposure. Facilities wi'" a potential for external radiation
exposure are those containing large quantities of gamma-emitting radioactive materials. Certain
devices, such as accelerators, x-ray machines, and nuclell reactors, can produce external radiation
exposure while operating, whether or not radioactive materials are present.

In addition, there is a

Number of
individuals with

Vear

Number of
individuals
monitored

(penon-rem)

(millirem)

(millirem)

1981

5.588

1.831

290

52

158

1988

5.199

2.201

288

SO

131

1989

5.883

2.118

351

60

166

1990

6 .381

2.138

381

60

118

1991

6.646

1.224

182

21

149

6.060

t.902

298

49

156

fi'fe-.yeaJ'

measurable
cxpc)lure

nerqe

potential for external radiation dose during any maintenance, construt,.'tion, environmental remediation,
or decontamination activities at facilities where gamma-emitting radioactive materials have been used

Collective Dose Equivalent: The .um of the dose equivalcnu 10 aU memben of. group of interest. For example,
if 100 worken c&ch received a dose equivalent of 0 .1 rem, the collective dose equivalent would be 10 penon·rem (100
penonl )( 0 .1 rem).
I.

in the past.

Personnel that could potentially receive annual external radiation exposures greater than 100
millirem are assigned a thermoluminescent dosimeter that must be worn at all times during work on

b. Average Dole Equivalent: The average dose to memben or a group of interett. For example, if the collective dose
equi.valent for a group of 100 worken wu 1 penon·rem, then the average dose equivalent for each member of the
group would be 0 .01 rem (1 penon·rem + 100 persons).

the INEL site. The dosimeter measures the amount and type of external radiation dose the worker

receives.
1'-4.1.2.2 Worlfplace Hazards Other Than Radlat/on. There is widespread diversity of

All INEL site facilities are required to keep records of the individual exposure of each

the types and quantities of chemicals used at the various INEL facilities . Consequently, industrial

employee. For normal INEL site operations, the summary establishes a baseline for comparing the

hygiene monitoring and sampling programs are designed to ensure that personal and lor area

potential impacts of alternatives considered in this EIS. Reported doses resulting from normal INEL

monitoring strategy is directed toward the chemicals that pose the greater risks and hazards . All

site operations for a recent five-year period of site operation are representative of current INEL site

aspects of the toxic chemical control program are designed to reduce risks and maintain potential

operations, and are used here as a baseline for routine operational acti·,ities. Table F-4-3 shows the

exposures to hazards as low as reasonably achievable. The sampling and monitoring programs at the

collective dose equ ivalent measured on personnel dosimeters for each of the last five years of data.

INEL provide data to enable assessments for characterizing the more common materials and toxic

The number of individuals monitored for radiation exposure over the last five years has averaged

chemicals, such as asbestos, lead, cadmium, beryllium, formaldehyde, benzene, hydrogen chloride,

about 6,000. Of these, an average of about 31 percent receive measurable radiation doses. The

nitric acid, sulfuric acid, hydrogen fluoride, sulfur dioxide, welding by-products, coal dust from coal-

average dose equivalent of those individuals with measurable exposure ranges from about 130 to 180

fired genera1ion plants, solvents, NOx , and other potentially hazardous substances. The more

millirem. The average dose equivalent of all monitored individuals ranges from 27 to 60 millirem.

common physical agents encountered include noise, beat stress, nonionizing radiation sources, and
ergonomic factors . Use of chemical carcinogens at the INEL is extremely limited and occurs only

The average radiation dose rate to all INEL site workers over this five-year period was 27

when absolutely required for a specific activity, and no other practical substitute can be found . When

milli rem per year. This is the dose rate that is used to project doses to workers at the INEL site
under each of the alternati ves of this EIS.
F-4-S
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used, every effort is made to minimize the potential of exposure to as low as reasonably achievable
levels and to limit the size of and access to the work area.

The INEL Motor Vehicle accident loss was a total of $202 ,000 for the 1987 to 1991 period
(EG&G Idaho 1993d). An average loss rate of $3 . 11 per 1,000 miles traveled is only 65 percent of
the DOE-wide average loss of $4.76 per 1,000 miles of travel (EG&G Idaho 1993d) and four times

The primary source of information on nonradioactive hazards to the workers at the INEL are
reports of occupational injuries. Data for DOE contractors were obtained from the EG&G Safety

less than the National Safety Council rate of $12 .47 for the same five-year period . The INEL loss
rate for each of the five years is considerably below the DOE-wide average loss.

Performance Measurements System to provide comparative statistics for total recordable injury and
illness cases, lost workday cases, and lost workdays for 1987 to 1991 (EG&G Idaho 1993a, b).

The INEL fire loss experience for the five-year period from 1987 to 1991 shows only two

There were 1,337 total recordable injury/illness cases experienced at the INEL from 1987 to 1991 by

reportable los~es over $1 ,000. A loss in 1989 resulted in $25,000 damage and one in 1991 totaled

an average of 8,385 employees that worked a total of 79,654,000 hours (EG&G Idaho 1993d). The

$63 ,000 in damage loss. The INEL experienced a total of 20 reportable non-fire property damage

total recordable injury/illness cases rate of 3.4 for the INEL was slightly above the DOE-wide rate of

losses (over $1 ,(00) from 1987 to 1991. The total value of the loss from these 20 cases was

2.9, but less than half the Bureau of Labor Statistics rate of 8.5.

$1 ,292,000. In 1988, seven cases accounted for a loss of $1 ,026,000, which represents 80 percent of
the five-year total .

Of the 1,337 total recordable injury/illness cases at the INEL from 1987 to 1991,668
(50 percent) of the cases resulted in lost workdays or lost workdays restricted (EG&G Idaho 1993c).

F-4,2 Health Effects Methodology

The INEL lost workdays rate of 1.7 was slightly higher than the DOE-wide rate of 1.4, but less than
half the Bureau of Labor Statistics rate of 4.0. A total of 8,497 lost workdays resulted from the 668
lost workdays cases. The INEL lost workdays rate of 21 .3 is nearly half that of the DOE-wide rate
of 36.0, and almost four times better than the Bureau of Labor Statistics rate of 79.1.

This section describes the methods used to evaluate (a) potential adverse health effects to
workers and members of the public from releases of radioactive and nonradioactive effluents 10 the
environment under routine operating conditions, and (b) hazards to workers from normal workplace
conditions. The scope of the health effects evaluation in the EIS follows the recommendations

Of the 1,337 total recordable injury/illness cases at the INEL, 114 cases were classified as
occupational illnesses fa!ling into the following six categories: <a) 34 cases were skin diseases or
disorders, (b) 55 cases were repeated trauma disorders, (c) 13 cases were respiratory condition

specified by the DOE Office of National Environmental Policy Act Oversight in their

RecommendaIions for lhe Preparalion of Environmental Assessl1U1nts and Environmental Impact
Slalel1U1nts (DOE 1993a).

because of toxic agents, (d) 4 cases were disorders caused from pbysical agents, (e) 2 cases were dust
diseases of the lungs, and (I) 6 cases were from all other illnesses (EG&G Idaho 1993a).

F-4.2.1 Health Effects from Effluent Releases to the Environment

Other measures of occupational hazards include motor vehicle accidents and property loss due
to fire and other causes. The average number of goveroment vebicles driven at the INEL was 805 for
the five-year period of 1987 to 199 1 (EGG 1993d). The INEL experienced 90 recordable motor
vehicle accidents (over $500 loss) during 64,711 ,000 miles of travel (EG&G Idaho 1993d). The
resultant accident rate of 1.4 compares very favorably with the DOE-wide rates for the same five-year
period of 2.4, and is nearly nine times better than the National Safety Council five-year rate.

F-4-7

In general , health impacts are estimated for releases of rad ioactive and nonradioactive
contaminants to air and groundwater. However, the "sliding scale" concept has been applied 10 the
evaluation of health effects by considering the relative importance of specific contaminants and
exposure pathways. For example, there are no permanent surface waters on the INEL site and no
surface drainage from the INEL 10 offsite locations. Therefore, this EIS does not include a detailed
analysis of this exposure pathway.
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For routine or accidental releases from facilities, the following three categories of exposed

Table F-4-4. Risk of fatal cancers and other health effects from exposure to radiation.'

individuals are addressed as a minimum: (a) maximally exposed individual located at the INEL site
boundary, (b) population within 80 kilometers (50 miles) of the operating facilities , and (c) nearby
workers. For routine releases, the population within an 80-kilometer (50-mile) radius was evaluated .

Nonfatal canc:cr

Genc::tic cffcctl

Workers

4.0)( 10....

8.0 x 10"

1.0)( IO'S

Total detriment

5.6 x 10"

General public:

S,O )( 10'"

1.0)( 10....

1.3 )( 10....

7.3 )( 10....

For releases from accidents, the most populous section of a l6-point compass section was evaluated.
In special circumstances, a fourth receptor location may be appropriate for evaluating accidental
releases at individual sites. For example, at the INEL, where the site is traversed by public

• . Units when applied to an individu.aJ arc -lifdimc probability or cancer per rem of radiation dote- . Units when
applied to • population of individuals are -execss number of cancen per penon-rem of radiation dote- . Gendic: effcell

apply to populations, not individuals .

highways, it is possible that a member of the public on or near the highway could be affected by
some potential accidents .
collective rad iation dose (in person-rem) and the estimated number of fatal cancers in the affected
For offsite transportation accidents, four categories of exposed individuals are addressed :

population. The maximum individual effects are reported as individual radiation dose (in rem) and

(a) maximally exposed individual located 100 meters downwind of the accident scene, (b) urban

the estimated lifetime probability of fatal cancer. Estimates of health effects from routine and

population density (3,861 persons per square Idlometer), (c) suburban population density (719 persons

accidental radiation exposures are based on the

per square kilometer), and (d) rural population density (6 persons per square kilometer). Onsite

Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP 1991). The risk factors to be used in this EIS are

1m Recommendalions o/the InternaJiona/

transportation accidents are treated similar to facility accidents. However, onsite transportation

consistent with those recommended by the DOE Office of National Environmental Policy Act

accidents may be treated using the methods described for offsite transportation accidents where

Oversight and contained in the Preamble to Standards/or Protection Against Radialion (FR 1991) .

deemed appropriate on a case-by-case basis. Impacts from transportation are presented in Section
The risk factors in Table F-4-4 are applicable for all cases involving low individual doses

5.11 of this EIS.

«
Health effects from radioactive and nonradioactive contaminants are reported separately and
are not summed . Adding these impacts can be misleading because of the differences in environmental

20 rem) and low individual dose rates

«

10 remlbour). At higher doses, near-term effects other

than cancer are the primary concern. Those unusual accident situations that may result in high
radiation doses to individuals are considered as special cases.

modeling methodology, health effect end-point, and basis for the risk factors used . Similarly, where
distinctly different types of effects are reported for chemical exposures (that is, carcinogenic and

As indicated in Table F-4-4, the risk per unit of radiation exposure is slightly smaller for
workers than for the general public. This is because the worldng population is made up of a narrow

noncarcinogenic) they are reported separately and not summed.

age group that excludes infants, children, and the elderly.
F-4.2.1.1 Radiological Health Effects from Effluent Release• • Estimation of health
effeclS fro m radio nu clides are based on the

1m Recommendations o/the International Commission

Other health impacts could result from environmental and occupational levels of exposure to
radiation. Additional health effects that contribute to total impacts include nonfatal cancers in the

on Radiological Protection (ICRP 1991). The risk factors from Table F-4-4 were used.

exposed population and genetic effects in subsequent generations. The combined incidence of all
In the interests of clear and consistent presentation and to allow ready comparison with health

adverse health effects determines the "total detriment."

impacts from other sources, such as chemical carcinogens, the measure of impact used for evaluation
of potential radiation ex posures in this EIS is risk of fatal cancers. Population effects are reported as

Risk factors have been provided in Table F-4-4 so that anyone desiring to calculate other
impacts and total detriment from the fatal cancer risk estimates reported in th is EIS may do so . As an
example, total detriment from radiation exposures for a given case can be obtained by multiplying a

F-4-9
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latent cancer fatality estimate by a factor of 1.4 for workers and by 1.46 for the general public. In all

Table F-4-S . Exposure to dose conversion factors .

cases, risks expressed as total detriment are only slightly larger than the fatal cancer risk.

Expolure to dote convcnion factor
(millitem per microcurie)

t_pc

6.4)( ur2

Tritium

For the calculation of health effects from exposure to airborne radionuclides, the actual or
modeled exposure (in either rem for individuals or person·rem for populations) provided in Sections

lodlnc-l29

4.7 and 5.7 of this EIS is multiplied by the appropriate risk factor from Table F-4-4 . The measure

Sttontium-9Q

2 .76 x
1.42

102

x .02

of impact used for evaluation of potential radiation exposures in this EIS is risk of fatal cancers.
Population effects are reported as collective radiation dose (in person·rem) and the estimated number
of fatal cancers in the affected population. The maximum individual effects are reported as individual

Standards (CFR 1977) for evaluating criteria pollutants. When possible, all values were taken from
the Integrated Risk Information System database (EPA 1994). If the information was not available in

radi ation dose (in rem) and the estimated lifetime probability of fatal cancer.

the Integrated Risk Information System database, other sources were used, primarily the U.S.
The concentration of radionuclides in water is reported in Sections 4.8 and 5 .8 of this EIS .
To calculate health effects from radionuclide concentrations in water, the total quantity of radionuclide

Environmental Protection Agency's Health Effects Assessment Summary Tables (EPA 1993) and the
National Ambient Air Quality Standards (CFR 1977).

ingested must be converted to an effective dose equivalent and then the appropriate risk factor
applied . This is accomplished by multiplying the concentration of radionuclide in the drinking water
(microcurie per liter) by the consumption rate (liter per day) and by the consumption period (days) to
obtain the quantity of radionuclide ingested . This ingested quantity (microcurie) is then multiplied by
the appropriate exposure to dose conversion factor (mil.lirem per microcurie) to obtain the dose which

For occupational exposures, data were obtained from occupational standards. These include
eight·hour time-weighted averages established by either the American Conference of Governmental
Industrial Hygienists (ACGIH 1993) or Occupational Safety and Health Agency and proposed
standards for carcinogens from new sources under State of Idaho Rules for the Control of Air
Pollution in the State of Idaho (IDHW 1994).

is then multiplied by the appropriate risk factor.

Per U.S. Environmental Protection Agency's guidance, each contaminant was categorized as
Exposure to dose conversion factors were obtained from Federal Guidance Report No. 11

limiting Values of Radionuc1lde Intake and Air Omcentrarion and Dose Ccnversion Factors for
Inhalation, Submersion, and Ingestion (EPA 1988). These dose conversion factors were used to
convert a quantity of intalce to an effective dose equivalent for the subsequent application of the
appropriate risk factor obtained in ICRP (1991). The dose·to-conversion factors used in this EIS

carcinogenic or noncarcinogenic. Exposures to contaminants were then evaluated for potential health
effects. The method used was dependent on whether the exposure was to the public or to a worker
and whether the contaminant was classified as a carcinogen or a noncarcinogen. Health effects were
reported separately and were not summed where distinctly different types of effects were reponed for
chemical exposures (that is, carcinogenic and noncarcinogenic).

have been provided in Table F-4-5.

The organization of the following sections is based on the difference in evaluation methods
F-4.2.1.2 Non,..dlologlcal Health Effects from Effluent Releases. For public

used for nooradiological health effects to the public and to workers.

exposures data concerning the toxicity of carcinogenic and noncarcinogenic constituents were obtained
from dose·response values approved by the U.S . Environmental Protection Agency. These values

1=-4.2.1.2.1 Non,..dlo/oglcal Health Effects to the Public-For carcinogens,

include slope factors and unit risks for evaluating cancer risks, reference doses, and reference
concentrations fo r eval uating exposure to noncarcinogens, and primary National Ambient Air Quality

risks are estimated as the incremental probability of an individual developing cancer over a lifetime as
a result of exposure to the potential carcinogen (that is, incremental or excess individual lifetime
cancer risk).

F-4·11
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Values for slope factors and unit risk were talcen from the Integrated Risk Information System

Quantitative carcinogenic risk assessments are performed for chemicals in Groups A and B,

database (EPA 1994). If the information was not available in the Integrated Risk Information System

and on a case-by-case basis for chemicals in Group C. Cancer slope factors [formerly called cancer

database, other sources were used, primarily the Health Effects Assessment Summary Tab les (EPA

potency factors in the Superfund Public Health Evaluation Manual (EPA 1989») are estimated through

1993).

the use of mathematical extrapolation models, most commonly the linearized multistage model , for
estimating the largest possible linear slope (within the 95 percent confidence limit) at a low
For carcinogenicity, the probability of an individual developing cancer over a lifetime is

estimated by multipl ying the slope factor (milligram per kilograrn-<Jay) for the substance by the
chronic 70-year average) daily intalce. Hence, the slope factor converts estimated daily intakes

extrapolated dose that is consistent with the data. The slope factor or risk is characterized as an
upperbound estimate, that is, the true risk to humans, while not identifiable, is not likely to exceed
the upper-bound estimate and in fact may be !!)wer.

averaged over a lifetime of exposure directly to incremental risk of an individual developing cancer.
This risk is considered a conservative estimate because the upper bound estimate for the slope factor
is used with the "true" risk likely being less.

Unit risk estimates for inhalation and oral exposure

caJl

be calculated by dividing the

appropriate slope factor by 70 kilograms and multiplying by the inhruation rate (20 cubic meters per
day) or the water consumprion rate (2 liters per day), respectively, for risk associated with unit

The unit risk that is calculated from the slope factor is an estimate in terms of either risk per

concentration in air or water. Hence,

microgram per liter drinking water. or risk per microgram per cubic meter air concentration. In
assessing the carcinogenic potential of a chemical , the Human Health Assessment Group of the

risk per p.g/ml (air) = (risk per mglkg/day) x InO kg x 20 ml/day x W-l (mg/p.g)

Environmental Protection Agency classifies the chemical into one of the following groups, according
to the weight of evidence from epidemiologic and animal studies:

risk per p.g/L (water) = (risk per mglkg/day)

Group A-Human Carcinogen (sufficient evidence of carcinogenicity in humans)

x

Ino kg

x

2 L/day )( IO-l (mg/p.g) .

Ingestion :md inhalation slope factors are best estimates (that is, median or 50th percentile
val ues) of the age-averaged, lifetime excess cancer incidence (fatal and nonfatal cancer) risk per unit

Group B-Probable Human Carcinogen (81 - limited evidence of carcinogenicity in

of activity inhaled or ingested, expressed as risk per picocurie or risk per becquerel.

humans; B2 - sufficient evidence of carcinogenicity in animals with inadequate or
lack of evidence in humans)

In the interest of simpliCity, and to ensure a bounding assessment, all U.S . Environmental
Protection Agency weight-{)f-evidence classes were pooled and Class C (those with equivocal evidence

Group C-Possible Human Carcinogen (limited evidence of carcinogenicity in animals

of carcinogenicity) were included with Classes A and B.

and inadequate or lack of human data)
Noncarcinogenic and criteria pollutant health effects are presented using the method described
Group D-Not Classifiable as to Human Carcinogenicity (i nadequate or no evidence)

in the Risk Assessment Guidance f or Superfund, Volume I, HUI1UJn Health EvalUlllion Manual (pan A)
(EPA \989). This approach presents noncarcinogenic effects in terms of a hazard quotient, which is

Group E-Evidence of Noncarcinogenicity for Humans (no evidence of

the ratio between the cal cul ated concentrations in air or drinking water and the reference dose or

carcinogenicity in adequate studies).

reference concentration, respectively. Doses or concentrations for each chemical and exposure
pathway are compared with the route-specific reference dose or reference concentrat ion. If the hazard
index (the summed hazard quotients) for all chemicals and pathways exceeds one, the potential may
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exist for noncarcinogenic health risks . If the hazard quotient is less than one, then no adverse health
effects are expected. In situations where simultaneous exposure to maximum baseline chemical
concentrations is not feasible, the hazard quotients are reported separately and are not summed .

greater the level of concern. Be sure, however, not to interpret ratios of E/RfC as statistical
probabilities; a ratio of 0.001 does not mean that there is a I in 1,000 chance of the effect occurring.
Further, it is important to emphasize that the level of concern does not increase linearly as the
reference dose is approached or exceeded because reference concentrations do not have equal

For criteria pollutants (ozone, carbon monoxide, nitrogen dioxide, sulfur dioxide, particulate
matter, and lead) that are regulated through the National Ambient Air Quality Standards, the potential
for health effects was based on a hazard quotient given by the ratio of calculated air concentration to

accuracy or precision and are not based on the same severity of toxic effects. Thus, the slopes of the
dose-response curve in excess of the reference concentration can range widely depending on the
substance.

the appropriate regulatory limit. Because the primary National Ambient Air Quality Standards (CFR
1977) and the inhalation reference concentration serve essentially the same function, and the primary
National Ambient Air Quality Standards have extensive databases rigorously reviewed, the primary
National Ambient Air Quality Standards with annual averaging times was used in lieu of an inhalation
reference concentration. Primary standards are designed to protect public welfare.

Where appropriate, to assess the overall potential for offsite (public) noncarcinogenic effects
posed by more than one chemical, a hazard index (HI) approacb was used following the
Environmental Protection Agency's Guidelines for Health Risk Assessmem of Chemical Mixtures (FR
1986). This approach assumes that simultaneous subthreshold exposure to several chemicals could
result in an adverse health effect. It also assumes that the magnitude of the adverse effect will be

The measures used to

describ~

the potential for noncarcinogenic toxicity to occur in an

individual are not expressed as the probability of an individual suffering an adverse effect. Instead,
the potential for noncarcinogenic effects is evaluated by comparing an exposure level over a specified
time period (for example, Iifttime) with a reference dose derived from a similar exposure period.
This ratio is called a hazard quotient and is described below.

proportional to the sum of the ratios of the subthreshold exposures to acceptable exposures. The
hazard index is equal to the sum of the hazard quotients, as described in the box below, where
exposure level and the reference concentration represent the same exposure period (for example,
subchronic, chronic, or shorter-term). When the hazard index exceeds unity, there may be concern
for potential health effects. While any single chemical with an exposure level greater than the toxicity
value will cause the hazard index to exceed unity, for multiple chemical exposures, the hazard index

Noncancer Hazard Quotient = ElRfC

can also exceed unity even if no single chemical exposure exceeds its reference concentration.

where:
Noncancer Hazard Index = E/RfC J

E = exposure level (or intake)

+ EiRfC2 + ... + E/RIC j

where:

RfC = reference concentration

exposure level (or intake) for the i,h toxicant

E and RfC are expressed in the same units and represent the same exposure period (that is, chlOnic,

reference concentration for the i,h toxicant

subchronic, or shorter term).
E and RIC are expressed in the same units and represent the same exposure period (that is, chronic,
The noncancer hazard q'Jotient assumes that there is a level of exposure (that is, reference

subchronic, or shorter-term).

concentration) below which it is unlikely for even sensitive populations to experience adverse health
effects. If the exposure level (E) exceeds this threshold (that is, if ElRfC exceeds unity), there may

F-4.2.1.2.2 NOflrtldl%glcal Health Effects to Women>-The primary difference

be concern for potential noncancO( effects. As a rule, the greater the value of E/RfC above unity, the
between health effects evaluation of nooradiological exposures to workers and to the public is due to
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exposure duration. For the public, exposure is assumed to occur, at the given concentration, for the
individual's lifetime (70 years). For the worker, exposure occurs only in the workplace and is,
therefore, of a limited duration.

The potential for occupational bealth effects from exposure to all chemical contaminants is
evaluated using the method outlined for public exposures to noncarcinogens, with the exception that
all uccupational concentrations were compared with the applicable occupational standards. The
hazard quotient for occupational exposure then becomes the ratio of the chemical concentration to the
occupational standard.

Table F-4-6 provides the appropriate reference concentrations, unit risk factors, National
Ambient Air Quality Standards, and occupational standards for evaluating exposure to chemicals in
air. To estimate the potential for health effects, these values were applied to the air emission
concentrations given in Sections 4.7 and 5.7 of Volume 2, of this EIS. Note that all values presented
in this table were obtained from the reference published as of January 1, 1994.

F-4.2.1.3 Additional Assumptions. In addition to the values reported in Tables F-4-4
through F-4-6, the following assumptions were made. Where modeled plume concentrations are
predicted to impact site drinking water, the following assumptions were made:

•

The facility worker consumes 1 liter of water (one-half of the total daily consumption)
from a contaminated onsite well.

•

Consumption of the contaminated water is assumed to occur for a sample interval (a
sample interval is the time between samples plus two weeks). The additional two
weeks is used to allow sufficient time for the sample to be analyzed and the results of
the analysis returned to the appropriate water control personnel.

•

All workers at the facility are assumed to obtain water from the same water supply.

•

The level of drinking water contamination is equal to the modeled groundwater plume
concentration (no allowance is made for treatment).
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Table F-4-6. Chemical contaminant risk evaluation factors (airborne). a
Carcinogens

00

4.3 X 10-3

Benzene
Beryllium
Cadmium
Carbon tetrachloride
Chlorofonn

101
100e
103

10"
103

10-1 (fiber/mL)
8 .3 x 10~
2.4 x 10-3
1.8 x 10-3
1.5 x 10-5
2.3 x 10-5

Fonnaldehyde
Hexavalent chromium
Methylene chloride
Nickel

3.7
5.0
1.7
1.0

102
101
loS
102

1.3
1.2
4.7
2.4

x
x
x
x

10-5
10-2
10-1
10-4

Perchloroethylene

1.7 x loS

4.8

X

10-1

Trichloroethylene

2.7 x loS

1.7 x 10~

Asbestos

~
I

Noncarcinogens

1.0 X
3.0 x
3.0 x
2.0 x
5.0 x
1.3 x
9.8 x

Arsenic

'Tl

Occupational ex~sure limit
{stg/m )b

x
x
x
x

100
100

2.3

X

Ammonia
Preon
Hydrochloric acid
Hydrofluoric acid
Lithium
Mercury
Methyl isobutyl ketone
(Hexone)
Nitric acid
Sulfuric acid
Tributyl phosphate
Trivalent chromium
Criteria pollutantse
Carbon monoxide
Lead

Nitrogen dioxide
Particulate matter
Sulfur dioxide

Occupational ex~sure limit
{stg/m )b
1.7
7.6
7.0
2.6
2.5
5.0
2.1

x 10"
x 106
x 103
x 103
x 101
X 101
x loS

5.0
1.0
2.2
5.0

x
x
x
x

103
103
103
102

Chronic reference concentration
(stg/m 3)
1.0 x 102 (subchronic)
3.0 x 10"
7.0
2.6 x 103
None Available
3.0 x 10-1
80
50 (AAC)
70 (AAC)
2.2 x 103
5 (AAC)d

Primary standards

Average time

10 mg/m3
1.5 llg/m3
100 llg/m3
50 llg/m3
80 llg/m3

8-houn t
quarterly
annual
annual'
annual

a . All valuea preaeDled in !hi. lib Ie were obllined from the MOlt re<:ent dall I I of January I, 1994.
b. Occupational expowre Iimill .re 8-hour, time-weighted averagea elllbliahed by either the American Conference of GovenunentlodultriaJ HygienilU (ACGIH) or Occupational Safety and
Health Adminillration (OSHA); the lower of the two i. uaed.
c . Value reported for aabeatoa IIIndard i. mau equivalent of molt reltrlctive Nationallnatitute of Occupational Health and Safety ltandard of 0.1 fibera per cubic centimeter.
d . AAC = Accepllble Air Concenlnltion.
e . Criteria pollullnt, from the National Ambie.. Air Quality Standard. (NAAQS); EPA HEAST Table A-V-l.
f. No( 10 be exceed more than one per year.
g . The ltandard i. atllined when the exp«:ted annual arithmetic mean concentration i. leu than or equal to SO p.glm 3 .

075'

The water supply is assumed to be isolated from human consumption at the time
sample results are obtained.

The average annual dose rate for INEL workers was derived from the measured doses
reponed over the period 1987 to 1991 , as presented in Table F+3. The value used for projecting
doses to the INEL workforce is 27 millirem per worker per year. The number of workers under each

Where actual facility drinking water data are used, the following assumptions are made:

The facility worker consumes 1 liter of water (one-half of the total daily consumption)

alternalive is based on the values reponed in this Appendix F, Section F-I, Socioeconomics.

F-4.2.2.2 Worl<place Hazards Other than Radiation. The measures of impact for

from the contaminated drinking water distribution system.
workplace hazards used in this EIS are (a) total repomble injuries and illness, and (b) fatalities in the
Consumption of the contaminated water occurs 5 days per week for 50 years.

workforce. Injury and fatality rates for construction workers are considered separately because of the
relatively more hazardous nature of construction work. Table F+7 gives the rates for reponable
injury and illness and for workplace fatalities for DOE and its contractors.

Offsite health effects were calculated assuming:

The rates for DOE

construction workers include both categories reponed by DOE, that is, direct DOE contractors (cost
contractors) and their subcontractors (lump contractors). These rates are applied to the estimated

The individual would have access to the highesl modeled or measured offsile

workforce under each alternative to evaluate potential occupational bealth effects. The number of

contaminant concentration.

workers under each alternative is based on the values reponed in this Appendix F, Section F-I ,
The individual's entire water consumption would be from the contaminated water

Socioeconomics.

supply.
The average rates for private industry in the United States are also provided for perspective.
While the reponing practices of the DOE and the National Safety Council are not identical, they are

The consumption would occur for 70 years.

similar enough to provide a good basis of comparison between DOE and private industry.
F-4.2.2 Hazards to Workers from Nonnal Workplace Conditions
F-4.2.3 Accidents
The primary impacts to workers al the INEL are nol a result of effluent releases, bul arise
from occupational exposure to radioactivity and other workplace hazards. This section describes the

For evaluation of accident scenarios, bealth effects from exposure to radiation are evaluated
using the methodology outlined in Section F4.2. I. I. However, due to acute exposure conditions

methods used to evaluale these occupational hazards.

under accident scenarios, it is inappropriate to apply either occupational or public standards to
chemical releases. Therefore, the following methods have been used to evaluate chemical
F-4.2.2.1 Radiological Exposure and Health Effects. The activities 10 be performed by

concentrations under accident scenarios.

workers under each of the alternatives are similar to those currently performed al each sile.
Therefore, the polential hazards encountered in the workplace will be similar to those that currently

F-4.2.3.1 Nonradloactlv. R.I....s from Accld.nB. For accident conditions, possible

exisl. Further, these hazards will be controlled by occupational and radiological safety programs
operating under the same regulatory standards and limits that currently apply at DOE facilities. For
these reaso ns, the average collective radiation dose to the INEL workforce is anticipated to be

impacts to human health are assessed by comparing the airborne concentrations of each substance at
specified downwind locations to standard accident exposure guidelines for chemical toxicity.

proponional to the number of workers employed under each alternative.
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Table F-4-7. Average occupational injury/illness and fatality rates at the Idaho National Engineering
Laboratory.a
All labor categoriea
Total injury/illness

Fatalitiea

For Emergency Response Planning Guideline-I , Threshold Limit Value, TimeWeighted Average values (ACGIH 1993) are substituted: The Time-Weighted

Construction worken

Total injury/illncsa

Average is the time-weighted average concentration for a normal eight-hour workday

Fatalities

and a 4O-hour workweek, to which nearly all workers may be repeatedly exposed, day

DOE and contracton b

3.2

0.0032

6.2

0.011

Private indUStrylC

8 .4

0.0097

13

0.034

after day, without adverse effects.

For Emergency Response Planning Guideline-2, Level of Concern values (equal to 0.1
a. All incidence rates arc given per 100 workc:r·ycan.
b . 1988-1992 ave .. gea (DOE 1993b).
c. 1983-1992 average. (NSC 1993).

of Immediately Dangerous to Life or Health) are substituted: Level of Concern is
defined as the concentration of a hazardous substance in air, above wbich there may
be serious irreversible health effects or death as a result of a single exposure for a
relatively sbort period of time (EPAIFEMAIDOT 1987).

Where available, Emergency Response Planning Guideline values are used for this comparison
(Homann 1988). The Emergency Response Planning Guideline values are estimales of airborne
concentration thresholds above which one can reasonahly anticipate observing adverse effects. The

For Emergency Response Planning Guideline-3, Immediately Dangerous to Life or

Emergency Response Planning Guideline values are specific for each substance, and are derived for

Health values are substituted: Immediately Dangerous to Life or Health is defined as

each of t."ree general severity levels:

the maximum concentration from which a person could escape within 30 minutes
without a respirator and without experiencing any effects which would impair the
ahility to escape or irreversible side effects (NIOSH 1990).

Exposure to concentrations greater than Emergency Response Planning Guideline-l
values results in an unacceptable likelihood that one would experience mild transient

Possible health effects associated with exceeding an Emergency Response Planning Guideline-

adverse health effects, or perception of a clearly defined objectionable odor.

2 or -3 are specific for each substance of concern, and must he characterized in that context. When
Exposure to concentrations greater than Emergency Response Planning Guideline-2

concentrations are found to exceed an Emergency Response Planning Guideline or substitute value,

values results in an unacceptable likelihood that one would experience or develop

the specific toxicological effects for the chemicals of concern are considered in describing possible

irreversible or other serious health effects, or symptoms that could impair one's

health effects associated with exceeding a thresbold value.

ability to take protective action.
Emergency Response Planning Guideline values are based upon a one-bour exposure of a
Exposure to concentrations greater than Emergency Response Planning Guideline-3

member of the general population. In this EIS, exposures resulting from the release of toxic

values results in an unacceptable likelihood that one would experience or develop life-

chemicals during an accident condition were postulated to occur over a period of I hour or less to

threatening health effects.

allow for a direct comparison to the Emergency Response Planning Guideline values. This approach
provides an additional element of conservatism in the evaluation of accidents with releases that last

Where Emergency Response Planning Guideline values have not been derived for a toxic

much less than one hour.

substance, other chemical toxicity values are substituted, as follows :
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F-4.3 Data Analysis
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F-5_1 Introduction
Section F-5 provides background information for Volume 2, Section 5. 14 (facility accidents at
the INEL associated with environmental restoration and waste management operations as well as the
receipt, storage, and handling of spent nuclear fuel). For this EIS, the likelihood of accidents has
been categorized into events that are abnormal (for example, minor spills), design basis (accidents a
facility was designed to withstand), and beyond design basis (accidents a facility is not designed to

F-5-IS

withstand). This section presents analyzed consequences of facility accidents in these categories for a
member of the public at the nearest INEL site boundary, for the collective population within SO

F-5-22

kilometers (50 miles), and for workers.

An accident is an unplanned sequence of events that results in undesirable consequences.
Initiating events for accidents were defined in three broad categories: external initiators, internal
initiators, and natural phenomena initiators. All types of initiators were defined in terms of those
events that cause or may lead to a release of materials and energy by failure or bypass of
confinement.

To obtain a perspective on potential accidents involving spent nuclear fuel and waste
management and environmental restoration operations at the INEL, the approach was as follows :

Summarize histori cal accidents at the INEL

Review previous accident analyses for spent nuclear fu el, waste management, and

environmental restoration activities

Perform an independent analysis of the accidents with the greatest potential
consequences .

This section describes the selection of locations or operations for analysis , the process used to
identify maxi mum reasonably foreseeable accident scenarios, the basis for evaluating selected
scenar ios, and the selection of computer codes and modeling assu mptions used to estimate health
VOLUME 2
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effects consequences . The analyses of accidents are intended to be <.:onservative in the sense that
where uncenainties exist, assumptions that bound the potential for credible environmental

such form and quantity that a nuclear hazard potentially exists to the employees or the general public.

consequences are used.

Excluded from the definition are facilities with generation of radioactive emissions (for example,
x-ray machines, industrial lasers, rad iography sources, or electron microscopes).

F-S.2 Methodology
After excl uding offices and facilities without radioactive materials (that is, considering only
nonreactor nuclear facilities), facilities were screened using preexisting "hazard classifications ."
F-S.2.1 Accidents with Potential Release of Radioactive Material
Radioactive materials are involved in a wide variety of operations at the INEL, including
scientific research and engineering development for both domestic and national defense purposes. In
the past four decades, the INEL has been the world's most notable research and development center
for testing of nuclear power reactor concepts, their fuels, their stability, and their behavior in

Contractors operating nonreactor nuclear facilities are required by DOE Order 5480.23 (DOE (994)
and DOE guidance (DOE 1992a) to perform a hazard dassification of a facility to assess the
consequences of an unmitigated release of radioactive and lor hazardous material in one of the
following categories:
Caregory J. The hazard analysis shows the potential fo r significant offsite consequences

accidents, as well as a center for the reprocessi ng of spent nuclear fuel. Radioactive materials
encompass potentially valuable resources, such as spent nuclear fuels and various isotopes, but also
include waste products ranging in form from contaminated laboratory equipment and metal filings to
contaminated trash and liquids. These resources and wastes present a potential for releases of

Caregory 2. The hazard analysis shows the potential fo r significant onsite consequences
Caregory 3. The hazard analysis shows the potential for only significant localized
consequences.

radioactive materials caused by human error, equipment failure, or severe natural phenomena such as
These categories (or the equivalent classifications performed under the previous DOE order)

eanhquaIces .

were used as a screening threshold . Category 3 (low) hazard facilities were excluded since accidents
This section describes the selection of facilities and operations for analys is and discusses the
computer codes used in the analysis . The assumptions concerning atmospheric dispersion, scenarios,
and generic data used to calculate consequences is presented in Section F-5 .3.

in these fac ilities would be bounded by those in Category 2 (moderate) or Category 1 (high) hazard
facilities. Those facilities wi th a hazard classification of Category 2 or greater were evaluated
funher. They were ranked on the basis of their total quantities of radioisotopes, their potential and
likelihood of an accident occurring, and their relationship with surrounding facilities . Changes in

F-S.2.1.1 Selection of Facilities and Operations for Radio/ogica! Accident

projected inventories by alternative at the various facilities were considered .

Scenarios.
F·5.2.1 .1.2 Determination of Qualitative Likelihood of "Reasonably
Rad iological accident scenarios were selected and classified as described in the following

Foreseeable" Accidents-The estimated frequency of each postulated accident was based on an
identification of the physical basis for the accident and estimates of the frequency or probability of

sections .

independent events combined with the conditional probability of the dependent events required for the
F-S.2.1.1 .1 Selection Process-The accident analysis considered all INEL nonreactor

accident to occur. Once the frequency was estimated for each accident, they were classified by a
frequency range. Descriptions of the accidents and data obtained from a variety of sources were used

nuclear facilities (accidents at the Naval Reactors Facility are considered in Appendix D of Volume
I ). U.S. Depanment of Energy (DOE) Order 5480.23 (DOE 1994) defines non reactor nuclear

facilities as those with activities or operations that involve radioactive andlor fissionable materials in
VOLUME 2

to estimate accident frequency . Once an accident frequency was estimated , it was categorized into
one of the likelihood ranges described below . In addition , a brief description was developed on the
basis of the frequency determination for each acc ident.
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The three frequency ranges chosen, based on the frequency of an accident per facility year,
are as follows :

and ingestion . (lbe ingestion pathway applies only where food is raised locally and potentially
consumed there.) Population doses are the product of individual dose and the number of people in
the affected population.

Frequency range
(accidents per year)

Category
Abnormal events

Source Term Calculation. For most accident scenarios, the radioactive source term is

frequency > 1 x 10-3

calculated separately by the analyst for input to RSAC-S. Alternatively, for accident scenarios

Design basis events

x 10-3 > frequency

2:

x 10-6

Beyond design basis events

x 10-6 > frequency

2:

x 10-7

Results of the screening process are given in Section F-S.4.

involving reactor fuel , the source term can be calculated by RSAC-S directly. The laner option is
useful for calculating fission product inventories . However, activation products and actinide
inventories (for example, uranium and plutonium) must be calculated separately and input by the
analyst. RSAC-S includes an option to calculate radioactive decay of the entire radionuclide inventory

F-S.2.1.2 Computer Modeling to Estimate Radiation Doses. To determine dose from
radioactive material releases using computer codes, factors such as receptor locations and biological
upta1ce parameters, material transport mechanisms, and radionuclide inventory are required as input

or selected specific nuclides.

Atmospheric Dispersion Calculations. Because this analysis addresses accidents , doses
are calculated for discrete releases of specific quantities of radioactive material.

variables . This section explains these input parameters, notes the degree of conservatism, and
describes computer models used to perform dose estimates. Generic input parameters used in the
accident analyses are summarized in Section 3.

The RSAC-S code uses a two-dimensional Gaussian atmospheric-dispersion model to estimate
the dispersion of the radioactive-material plume at various distances downwind from the point of

The Radiological Safety Analysis Computer Program (RSAC-S) (Wenzel 1993) was the
computer code chosen for estimating radiation doses resulting from the accidental airborne release of
radionuclides. Two other computer codes, ORIGEN2 . 1 (Croff 1983, RSIC 1991 ), and Microshield
3. 13 (Grove 1988) are used for some accident scenarios to calculate radionuclide inventories as input
to RSAC-S.

release. INEL-specific values of these dispersion coefficients are built into RSAC-S for calculation of
dispersion factors (xIQs).

The user has the option of directly entering xlQ or having the xlQs calcul ated by the code.
Other code options for calculating atmos pheric transport include plume depletion by wet or dry
deposition and building wake effects.

F-S.2.1.2.1 RSAC-S Code-The computer code RSAC-S was developed for the DOE

Dose Calculations. As recommended by the International Commission on Rad iological

Idaho Operations Office by Westinghouse Idaho Nuclear Co., Inc. (Wenzel 1993) and is in the public

Protection (ICRP 1974, 1979), RS AC-S uses weighting factors for various body organs to calculate a

domain .

"committed effective dose equi valent" (CEDE) from radioactivity deposited inside the body by
inhalation or ingestion.
RSAC-S simulates potential radiation doses to maximally exposed individuals or population

groups from accidental ai rborne releases of radionuclides to the environment. From a specified or
RSAC-calculated source term users can calculate the environmental transfer, uptake, and human
exposure. Individual doses are determined at specific distances onsite, at the site boundaries, and

RSAC-S calculates an effective dose equivalent (ED E) fo r the external exposure pathways
(immersion in plume, from ground surface contaminatio n) and a SO-year CEDE fo r the internal
exposure pathways (inhalation, ingestion) . The sum of the EDE from external pathways and the

away from the site via airborne plume immersion, ground surface contaminatio n (shine), inhalation,
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CEDE from internal path ways is called the "total effective dose equivalent " (TEDE). The TEDE

been issued. The changes from Microshield 3. I3 do not affect the validity of the calculations

summation is performed external to RSAC-S .

presented in the E[S .

Doses may be calculated for an individual at a specified receptor location out to 100

F-S.2.2 Accidents With Potential Release of Hazardous Material

kilometers (62 miles) or for a population within a 80-kilometer (SO-mile) radius of the point of
release. Population doses are determined by calculating an average individual TEDE at 16-kilometer

Like radioactive materials, hazardous materials are involved in a variety of operations at the

(lO-mile) radial intervals of a compass sector and then mUltiplying by the number of people to whom

[NEL As a result of these operations, a potential exists for releases of hazardous materials due to

that average TEDE applies .

human error, failure or malfunctioning of equipment, and severe natural phenomena such as
eanhquakes.

1'-5.2.1.2.2 OR/GEN2.1: Isotope Generation and Depletion Cod_ORlGEN

(Croff 1983, RS[C 1991) is a computer code system for calculating the buildup, decay, and
processing of radioactive materials (fission products, actinides, and activation products). It is one of
two computer codes recommended by the NRC (l977a) for calculating the radioactivity initially
present and later produced in an inadvenent nuclear chain reaction in a fuel reprocessing plant.

ORlGEN2 . 1 was used in accident analyses involving significant contribution of actinides and
activation products to the radioactive source term associated with spent fuel and inadvenent nuclear

This section describes the selection of facilities and operations for analysis and discusses the
computer codes used in the analysis. The assumptions about weather conditions, atmospheric
dispersion, scenarios, and generic data utilized to calculate consequences are presented in Section
F-S.3.2 . 1.

F-5.2.2.1 Selection of Facilities and Operations for Hszardous Material Accident

Scenarios.

chain reaction accidents . The radioactivity of each such rad ionuclide (in curies) in the material
damaged by the accident, as calculated by ORlGEN2.I, was multiplied by the appropriate release
fraction and suppl ied as input to subsequent RSAC-S calculations.

1'-5.2.2.1.1 Selection of Hszardous Material Accident Scenarios-Starting with a

compilation of [NEL hazardous chemicals (priestley [992) used in the preparation of the Superfund
Amendments and Reauthorization Act of 1986 (SARA) 112 Repon for 1992 (CFR 1993a), a search

F-5.2.1.2.3 Microshleld 3. 13-Microshield (Grove (988) is a rad iation shielding code

developed for anal ysis of shielding design, container design, and selection of temporary shielding .
Another use of Microshield , employed in some of the accident analyses performed for this E[S , is the ' •
calculation of source strength on the basis of rad iation measurements from a shielded source of known

was made for those chemical quantities that were (a) in excess of 227 kilograms (SOO pounds), or
(b) in excess of reportable quantities (usually one pound) on the U.S. Environmental Protection

Agency (EPA) Title III List of Lists (EPA 1990), which includes hazardous chemicals defined in the
following lists :

material and dimensions . Th is calculation is an iterative process of estimating values of the source
strength until the measured radiation values are matched by the calculation.

Microshield has solution algorithms for 14 different geometries, including sources configured
as points, lines, spheres, disks, cylinders, slabs, and rectangular solids. Microshield 3.13 contains a

SARA Section 302 Extremely Hazardous Substances (CFR 1993a)

Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA)
Hazardous Substances (CFR 1993b)

li brary of approximately SOO radionuclides . The user selects the nuclides appropriate for the
application and enters the acti vity in curies for each. A later version of Microshield (Version 4) has
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Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) Hazardous Wastes (CFR 1993d)

conditions at the release temperature, the

EPIcode~

calculates a more realistic release rate and a

corresponding longer release time based on the properties of the spilled materials.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) list of 100 extremely hazardous chemicals (EPA
1990)

In calculating effective release height, the actual plume height may not be the physical release
height, for example, the stack height. Plume rise can occur because of the velocity of a stack

EPA, 40 CFR Part 9 and 68 (FR 1994) list of regulated substances.

emission and the temperature differential between the stack effluent and the surrounding air.
EPIcode~

As part of the initial screening, facilities were assigned classifications on the basis of the

calculates both the momentum plume rise and the buoyant plume rise and chooses the

greater of the two results. In this application, the standard terrain calculation of EPIcode~ is always

chemical inventories provided in the SARA list of Extremely Hazardous Substances . Final hazard

used. Except as otherwise noted, the established 95 percent meteorological (stability class and wind

classifications were based on the reportable chemical quantities within the facilities, Environmental

speed) conditions for INEL are input into

Protection Act (FR 1994) classifications of chemicals stored at the facilities, and the potential

(0 meters) and, as in RSAC-5, the mixing layer hzight is always 400 meters (1,300 feet) . The

consequences of mixing chemicals during an accident. Reviews of existing safety analysis

deposition velocities listed in Table F-5-2 in the next section are used.

EPIcode~ .

The receptor height is always ground level

documentation and discussions with plant personnel confirmed that accidents in the resulting facilities
would have the potential of producing bounding consequences .

F-S.2.2.1.2 Determlnlltion of QUlllitlltlve Likelihood of "Rellsonllbly
Foreseellble" Accidents-The method of estimating qualitative likelihoods is the same as that
described in Section F-5 .2.1.1.2 for radiological accidents.

F-S.3 Generic Input Parameters
F-5.3.1 Accidents with Potential Release of Radioactive Material
Calculation of doses rely upon numerous input parameters . Generic input requirements and
parameters are discussed below.

F-S.2.2.2 EPlcode"". Like RSAC-5,

EPIcode~

(Homann 1988) uses the well-established

Gaussian Plume Model to calculate the dispersion of airborne hazardous chemicals usually at the same
receptor locations as used for RSAC-5 ; that is, facility worker, nearest public access, nearest site
boundary, and nearby communities. The

EPIcod e~

library contains information on over 600

hazardous substances listed in ACGIH (1988); all substances analyzed for the INEL were contained in
the 1ibrary .

given process in the facility of interest. It is the material the scenario postulates to be potentially
available for release, and is not necessarily the total quantity of material present. The release fraction
is a multiplier applied to material at risk to estimate initial source term.

The continuous release models require specifying the source term as an ambient concentration
and a release rate. For term releases, the user specifies the release duration and the total quantity of
material released .

For airborne releases, the overall release fraction is the product of the damage ratio, the
airborne and respirable fractions, and the leak path factor. The source term (Q) fo r each scenario is
therefore developed as follows:

By specifying a release quantity, release duration, and release area, the user effectively
proposes a release rate per unit spill area.

F-S.3.1.1 Source Term. The source term is expressed as the fraction of the radioactive
material at r isk that is released into the immediate environment. The material at risk is specific to a

EPI code~

confirms that the volatility of the spilled

Q = material at risk x damage ratio x airborne release fraction x respirable frac tion
x leak path factor.

substance can support such a release rate. If the proposed release rate exceeds the saturation
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/=-5.3.1.1.1 Damage Ratio-The damage ratio is the fraction of material exposed to
the effects of the energy/force/stress generated by the postulated event. A damage ratio of one is
applied for accidents involving 100 percent of the material at risk.

system following inhalation. It is applied only to the source term for the inhalation pathway.

/=-5.3.1.1.2 Airbome Release Fraction-The airborne release fract ion is the fraction
of the material that is made airborne due to the accident. Values from generic DOE guidance are
used for the analyses unless more specific information is provided in source documents applicable to a
particular accident scenario. These generic values are summarized in Table F-5-1.

Fire

Explosion

Inadvertent
nuclear chain
reaction

Gases
Noble gas
Krypton

0 . 10
0.30

1.00

1.00

Halogens
lodine-129

0 . 10
0 .30

1.00

1.00

F-5.3. 1.2 MeteorologicaUDispersion Parameters. For accidents initiated within the
INEL site, radiological doses are calculated not only for the general population, but also usually at

0.01
O.Olf

0.01
0.01
0.01

Chemical Processing Plant), at 100 meters (328 feet) from the source, (b) at the nearest public access
to the accident location, and (c) at the nearest INEL site boundary. A qualitative assessment of
representative accidents for workers less than 100 meters (328 feet) from the source is given in
Siaughterbeck et al . (1995).

0.25 c

Except for releases through operable discharge systems such as the main stack at the Idaho
Chemical Processing Plant, most releases of radioactive material are assumed to be at ground level.

(d)

Solids
Volatile
Nonvolatile
Fly ash

of airborne radioactivity that is ultimately released to occupied spaces of the faCility or to the

three locations: (a) for facility workers within the originating facility area (for example, Idaho

Release mechanisms

Failed fuel gap

/=-5.3.1.1.4 Leak Path Factor-The leak path factor accounts for the action of
removal mechanisms, such as containment systems, filtration , deposition, etc., to reduce the amount

environment . A leak path factor of one is assigned for a major failure of confinement barriers .

Table F-5-J. Release fractions for various release mechanisms for accidents at the Idaho National
Engineering Laboratory.·

Material

/=-5.3.1.1.3 Respirable Fraction-The respirable fraction is the fraction of the
material with particle sizes less than 10 microns (DOE 1993) that could be retained in the respiratory

(e)

0.01
0.01

The ground-level release assumption is conservative because the slower dispersion compared to
elevated releases results in higher ground-level concentrations and , therefore, higher estimates of
radiation exposures near the point of release. Credit is taken for plume rise where applicable, such as
that due to thermal buoyancy of combustion products from a fi re. Release of a plume either from a
height above ground level or with an elevated temperature could cause the plume to partially or

a. SoUIUO: Elder et aI. ( 1986).

b. - indicates no recommendation or not applicable.

completely miss nearby receptors.

c. Includes release and plateaut.

The assumed mixing height puts a limit on vertical dispersion of the plume. The selected
d. Use Regulatory Guide values (NRC 1977a, 1979a,b).

value of the mixing height of the plume is 400 meters (1 ,300 feet) , considered to be conservative

e. 100 mg/ml for particul.'" airborne material.

(Clawson et al . 1989). Both conservative and average meteorological conditions were assessed. For

r.

Actually semivolatile (cesium , rubidium , ruthenium , antimony , selenium, technetium, and tellurium); review

the conservati ve assessment, meteorological conditions were selected that would be unfavorable to

OD

a case·by-ase basis.

atmospheric dispersion of contaminants, and would not be exceeded more than 5 percent of the time.
Applicable parameters are listed in Table F-5-2.
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Table F-5-2. Meteorological/dispersion parameters used in dosimetry calculations for accidents at the
Idaho National Engineering Laboratory . a
Facility
worker

Parameter

Nearest public
access

Nearest site
boundaryb

Receptor distance (m)

100

Specificc

Specificc

Wind velocityd (m/s)
95 percent
50 percent

0.5
0.5

0.5/2 .0
0.5/4.0

2.0
4.0

Release elevatione (m)

0

0

0

Wind stability class
95 percent
50 percent

F
Not applicable

F
Not applicable

Of

0.001
0.01
0
0.001
0.001

0 .001
0.01
0
0.001
0.001

0.001
0.01
0
0.001
0.00 1

Release duration c

Specific

Specific

Specific

Release coefficiente

Linear

Li near

Linear

Diffusion coefficientse

Markee

Markee

Markee

F

Dry deposition velocityg (m/s)
Solids
Halogens
Noble gases
Cesium
Ruthenium

a. To convert meters to feet, multiply by 3.28.
b. Nearest site boundary values also used in population dose calculations.
c. Specific to accident scenario.
d. 0.5 meters per second for less than 2 kilometers from source; 2.0 meters per second for greater than 2
kilometers with 95 % meteorological conditions and 4.0 meters per second for 50% meteorological conditions.
For cases with plume rise, fumigation is employed.
e. Applies to most accident scenarios; deviations identified in specific accident descri ptions (Markee 1967).
f. 50% meteorology is used only for the population dose calculations.

g. Applies to materials (element and physical slate) included in specific source terms.
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Dry deposition. as modeled in RSAC-5 . is as.umed so no washout factor is specified . Plume
depletion by dry depos ition means that ground surfaces are contaminated during plume migration as

Another conservatism in RSAC-5 involves tritium as a radioactivity source, that is, the source
terms for H-3 (tritium) are assumed to be 100 percent tritiated water (HTO).

particles fall to ground surfaces by gravitational settling. Dry deposition is conservati ve for the
ground surface and biological uptake pathways because radionuclides are made availahle for uptake.
lt is slightly nonconservative for inhalation and immersion pathways due to the fractional loss of
activity within the plume.

F-S.3.1.3.2 Ingestion Pathway Parameters-Constants used for calculation of

internal dose from ingestion of agricultural products such as leafy vegetables, stored vegetables, meat,
and milk are default parameters in the RSAC-5 code. They are based on the most current available
guidance from the NRC and DOE (NRC 1977b, Moore et al . 1979, DOE 1988). The fraction of the

To model the at mospheric transport of released radioactive materials from the INEL.

food consumed locally that is grown locally is assumed to be 10 percent, and this assumption is

site-specific meteorological data were reviewed to determine the prevailing meteorological conditions.
Accidents were evaluated for both average and conservative meteorological conditions. For results
that represent the upper bound on consequences. stable meteorological conditions that give rise to

minimal dispersion are assumed.

implemented by multiplying the calculated ingestion dose by 0.1. Consumption rates for the average
population are lower than the maximum individual values from the above references. They are based
on Rupp (1980). Concentration ratios and transfer coefficients are based on the data of Baes et al .
(1984).

Workers within the facility area and individuals at the nearest public access and nearest site
boundary are assumed directly downwind f. Jm the accident location. For population doses the wind
direction is constrained to the directions with the highest consequences fo r the general population.

F-S.3.1.4 Dose Estimates for Individuals. Underlying assumptions for exposure times,

for purposes of dose estimates are discussed below. The following assumptions apply to workers
within the facility area:

F-S.3.1.3 Biological Parameters. Inhalation and ingestion pathway parameters are

Workers are exposed unprotected to the plume for a limited time (a maximum of five

discussed below.

minutes). An alarm andlor a 'Take Cover Alert' is assumed to sound shortly a.fter
accident initiation. Workers, as they are trained to do, would immediately take cover

F-S.3.1.3.1 Inhalation Pathway Parameters-Inhalation parameters are the same for

inside the nearest building or, particularly in case of an earthquake, evacuate upwind or

all radiological scenarios . Breathi ng rates are assumed to be 3.33 x 10-4 cubic meters per second

crosswind from the release location.

(worker average) for exposures at controlled areas like the Idaho Chemical Processing Plant facility
area [DOE Order 5480. 11 (DOE 1992b)[ and 2.66 x 10-4 cubic meters per second (member of

After the accident is over and the airborne release is terminated, workers are evacuated

public average) for uncontrolled areas like public highways inside the INEL site and at the nearest

to buses in a nearby parking lot. During transit from buildings to the buses, workers are

INEL site boundary .

exposed to radioactivity deposited on the ground surface for a limited time (a maximum
of IS minutes).

RSAC-5 prov ides options for specifying pulmonary cl earance classes for each isotope in the
in ventory, or for using cude-selected default clearance cl asses. Clearance classes are selected on the

Workers are exposed to radioactivity via the inhalation, air immersion, and ground

basis of conservatism. unless otherwise supported hy " 'ailable data on the chemical form of isotopes.

surface pathways only. Ingestion of food plants or animals grown onsite al INEL is not

For INEL facili ty accidents. the RSAC-5 default selections are used except for the alternate classes of

expected for facility workers.

weekly for plutonium and yearly for strontium .
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The following assumptions apply to the maximally exposed individual at the nearest public

exposure time to the plume would be for the entire release duration. Crops and grazing

access:

land are exposed for the entire duration of plume passage.
The nearest public access to the location of an accident is usually a public highway [for

Food contaminated by the accidental release of radioactivity is assumed to be ten percent

example, for the Idaho Chemical Processing Plant, U.S. Hij,nway 20/26 near the

of the hypothetical individual's diet during the ensuing year. This percentage is

Experimental Breeder Reactor I National Historic Monument is approximately S.9

considered consistent with normal practices that would reduce contamination, such as

kilometers (3.7 miles) from the Chemical Processing Plant area]. This location is within

sprinkler irrigation and washing of vegetables. It does not take credit for interdictive

the INEL site boundaries and is patrolled by the INEL Security force . In the event of an

measures, such as enforced limits on consumption unless exposures reach values where

accident with potential impacts outside the complex boundary, public access to the

protective action guidelines are exceeded .

hifhway was assumed to be controlled by INEL Security and State Highway Patrol. It is
conservatively assumed that a motorist could be on such a highway for up to two hours

Exposure time to radioactivity deposited on the ground surface would be a maximum of

before being evacuated by INEL Security personnel.

70 percent of the year following the accident, because the individual could reasonably be

expected to spend, on the average, at least 30 percent of each day indoors and shielded
A memlJer of the public on such a public highway directly downwind of an accident

from ground surface radioactivity.

location would be exposed to radioactivity via the inhalation, air immersion, and ground
surface pathways only. Consumption of food plants or animals grown onsite is not
expected for a member of the public temporarily on INEL site. For the inhalation and
air immersion pathways, exposure time to the plume would be for the entire . 01ease
duration up to a maximum of two hours. Exposure time to radioactivity deposited on the
ground surface would be a maximum of two hours.

F-S.3.1.S Population Dose Estimates. The RSAC-S option for calculating population

doses (in person-rem) involves determining a total effective dose equivalent (rEDE), in rem, for an
average individual at several locations within an SO-kilometer (SO-mile) radius and mUltiplying that
TEDE by the number of persons for whom it applies. The TEDE calculation is similar to that for the
ma··imum exposed individual at the nearest site boundary, with some limitations and exceptions:

For the population option, RSAC-S limits the radionuclide inventory to 100 entries . For

The following assumptions apply to the maximally exposed individual at the nearest site

scenarios with more than 100 nuclides, such as those for inadvertent nuclear chain

boundary:

reactions, a screening step is performed. Only those nuclides that produce an EDE or
A hypothetical member of the public resides at the INEL nearest site boundary (for

CEDE greater than one millirem for anyone of the four pathways at any of the three

example, for Idaho Chemical Processing Plant, approximately 14 kilometers or 22.5

locations are included.

miles). This individual grows crops and raises animals for personal food consumption.
The wind is assumed to blow directly toward this person and this person's land when the

In the ingestion pathway. the consumption rates are red uced as described in Section

accident occurs , and this person is assumed to receive no warning of the accident.

F-S.3.1.3.2.

This hypothetical member of the public at the nearest site boundary directly downwind of

The adjustment for respirable fraction in the inhalation pathway is done outside RSAC-S.

the accident would be exposed to radioactivity via the inhalation, air immersion,
ingestion, and ground surface pathways . For the inhalation and air immersion pathways,
F-S-IS
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The method for calculating population dose effectively assumes that the plume travels at a
constant velocity (unaer both 95 percent and 50 percent meteorological conditions) in a straight line

conservatisms, and describes the computer models used to perform exposure estimates. Generic input
parameters used in the accident analyses are given in Table F-54.

out to SO kilometers (50 miles) over the sector with the maximum population. Th is method is
conservative because changes in actual wind directions and speeds that vary with time and distance
from the accident would cause greater diffusion of the pl ume and result in lower doses .

Table F-S4. Release and dispersion parameters used for calculating hazardous chemical
concentrations resulting from accident scenarios at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory.'

F-S.3. 1.8 Hea lth Effect.. Health effects expected from the estimated doses are discussed in
Meteorological/dispersion parameter

the followi ng sections. The risk factors used for calculation of these health effects are taken fro m
ICRP Publication 60 (ICRP 1991), NCRP Report No. SO (NCRP 19S5), and NUREGICR4214

Receptor distance (m)

(Abrahamson et al. 1990) and are presented in Table F-5-3.

Wind velocity (m/s)

Table F-5-3. Risk estimators for health effects from exposure to ionizing radiation from accidents at
the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory.
Risk factor
(probability per rem)
Nuclide

Facility worker

Fatal cancer (all organs)

All

4.0 x 10-4

5.0 x 10-4

Fatal, nonfatal , and severe
genetic effects (all organs)

All

5.6 x 10-<\

7.3 x 10-4

Cancer and severe genetic
effects (thyroid)

lodine-131
Iodine 132

1.05 x 10-5
3. 15 x 10-5

1.05 x 10-5
3.15 x 10-5

Lifetime risk of hypothyroidism

lodine-131
lodine-132

1.7 x 10-5
1.7 x 10-5

1.7 x W-5
1.7 x 10-5

Effect

General population

Facility
worker

Release elevationC(m)
Wind stability c1assc ,d
Deposition velocityf (m/s)
Solids
Gases/vaporsniquids
Unspecified
Release duration b
Release areag
I.

Co-located
facilities and
nearest public

access

Nearest site
boundary

100

Specificb

Specificb

0.5c ,d

0.5/2 .OC,d,.

2.OC,d

0

0

0

F

F

F

0.01
0.001
0.00 1

0.01
0 .001
0.00 1

0.01
0.001
0 .001

Specific

Specific

Specific

Point

Point

Point

To convert from meter.; to feet, multiply by 3.28.

b. Specific to accident scenario.
c. Applies to most accident scenarios; deviations identified in specific accident descriptions

d.

Worst~

meteorological conditions are calculated for some scenarios by optional routine.

e. O.S meters per second for less than or equal to 2 kilometers from source; 2.0 meters per second for
greater than 2 kilometers.

F-5.3.2 Accidents with Potential Chemical Exposures

f. Applies to materials (element and physical state) included in specific source terms.
g. Unless area-release calculational optioD is used.

Input parameters for the analyses and the potential health effects of accidents with potentital
chemical exposures are discussed below.
F-S.3.2.2 Health Effect.. Hazardous constituents dispersed during an accident could induce
F-S.3.2.1 Input Parameters. Factors such as receptor locations, terrain, meteorological

adverse health effects among exposed ind ividuals. This possible impact is assessed by comparing the

conditions, release conditions, and characteristics of the chemical inventory are required as input

airborne concentrations of each substance at specified downwind receptor locations to standard

parameters for hand calculations or computer codes to determine human exposure from airborne

exposure guidelines for chemical toxicity .

releases of hazardous

~hemicals .

This section discusses these input parameters, notes the degrees of
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Where available, Emergency Response Planning Guideline (ERPG) values are used for this

30 minutes without a respirator and without experiencing any escape impaicing or

comparison. ERPG values are estimates of airborne concentration thresholds above which one can

irreversible side effects (NIOSH 1990).

reasonably anticipate observing adverse effects (Rusch 1993). ERPG values are specific for each
substance, and are derived for each of three general severity levels:

Possible health effects associated with exceeding an ERPG-2 or -3 are specific for each
substance of concern and must be characterized in that context. ERPG values are based upon a one-

Exposure to concentrations greater than ERPG-I values result in an unacceptable

hour exposure of a member of the general population. In this EIS , ERPG values are applied only to

likelihood that one would experience mild transient adverse health effects, or perception

time-averaged exposures of one hour or less in duration. This approach provides an additional

of a clearly defined objectionable odor.

element of conservatism in the evaluation of accidents with releases that are significant ly less than one
hour.

Exposure to concentrations greater than ERPG-2 values result in an unacceptable
likelihood that one would experience or develop irreversible or other serious health

F-S.4 Accident Screening Methodology

effects, or symptoms that could impair one's ability to take protective action.

F-S.4.1 Screening and Selection Process

Exposure to concentrations greater than ERPG-3 values result in an unacceptable
likelihood that one would experience or develop life-threatening health effects.

There are many types of postulated events that may lead to accidental release of radioactive
and/or hazardous material of which only some have the potential to cause consequences away from the

Where ERPG values have not been derived for a toxic substance (Weitzman 1992), other
chemical toxicity values are substituted, as follows :

facility or immediate local area. These events could generate consequences to the environment,
workers, and the public at the nearest site boundaries. The screening and selection process focused on
events with potential to generate consequences to the public at the nearest site boundary locations.

For ERPG-I , threshold limit value/time-weighted average (TLV-TWA) values (ACGIH

This screening may not identify maximum consequences to the worker within the facility or within 100

1988) are substituted : The TWA is the time-weighted average concentration for a normal

meters (328 feet) of the accident location. These consequences are addressed qualitatively and by

8-hour workday and a 4O-hour workweek, to which nearly all workers may be repeatedly

analysis of accident consequences in terms of worker injuries, deaths, or exposures from a historical

exposed, day after day, without adverse effect.

perspective.

For ERPG-2, level-of-concern values (equal to 0. 1 of the immediately dangerous to life or

F-S.4.2 Screening of Locations, Spent Nuclear Fuel, Waste and Activity Types

health value-see below) are substituted: level-of-concern value is defined as the
concentration of a hazardous substance in air, above which there may be serious

Sufficient quantities of each material type to "ause a potential impact if released are defined in

irreversible health effects or death as a result of a single exposure for a relatively short
period of time (EPA/FEMA/DOT 1987).

accordance with DOE-STD-1027-92, "Hazard Categorization and Accident Analysis Techniques for
Compliance with DOE Order 5480.23, Nuclear Safety Analysis Reports " (DOE 1994) for a
Category 2 hazard. Results by waste stream or material type for the nin e major areas are given in

For ERPG-3 , immediately dangerous to life or health (IDLH) values are substituted:

Volume 2, Section .<. 14.

IDLH is defined as the maximum concentration from which a person could escape within
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F-5.4.3 Screening of Accident Initiating Event Types

Each INEL facility area was screened for initiating events with the potential to cause
consequences to the worker, environment, or public at the nearest site boundary.

F-5.4.4 Estimation of Accident Event Release Frequency Ranges

Most types of accident events considered in this screening have never occurred at the INEL.
They are defined as rare events in that the frequency with which these events are expected to occur is
very small. The estimation of the frequency of occurrence is based on analytical analysis and statistics
of the occurrence of conditions and contributing events leading to an accident. Frequencies are
defined in terms of annual frequency of occurrence.
Annual frequency range estimates are derived from three sources: (a) existing safety analysis
documentation, (b) other accident safety analysis documentation with similar frequency of occurrence
information, or (c) best engineering judgment if no other reference or similar information is available.

F-5.4.5 Summary of Accident Event Selection and Categorization

The selected accident events are categorized in Table F-S-S according to the expectoo annual
frequency of occurrence range of the event. Table F-S-S also summarizes these accidents by
frequency of occurrence, source term, dose at the nearest site boundary, and dose to populations.
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Table F-S-S. Accident screening process summary : events selected for consequence analysis and consequence assessment information for
accidents at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory .a

Accident

Frequency

Approximate total
source tenn b

Largest souree
contributor

Total EDE at site
boundary (rem)d

Maximum dose
to sector
populationC
(person-rem)

Spent Nudear Fuel-Abnormal Events and Design Basis Accidents

'Tl
I

VI
I
IV
IV

Idaho Chemical Processing Plant (ICPP)I Spent Fuel Storage
Facility inadvertent nuclear chain reaction (1 x 10 19 fissions,
8-h release)

I x 10-3

4.2 x 103 Ci

Xe-l38

I x 10-3

0.59

Argonne National Laboratory-West (ANL-W)/Hot Fuel
Examination Facility (HFEF) earthquake-induced breach and
fuel melt

I x 10-5

1.7 x loS Ci

Xe-133

5

1.4 x 104

ANL-W/Fuel Cycle Facility (FCF) earthquake-induced breach
and fuel rite

x 10-5

8.5 x 103 Ci

Cs-137

5

6. 1 x 103

ANL-W/HFEF fuel handling accident, fuel pin breach, noble
gas venting

x 10-2

(f)

(f)

2 x 10-3

(f)

ICPP dissolver hydrogen explosion

x 10-5

(f)
(f)

0.81

x 10-6

(f)
(f)

6.3 x 10-4

ICPP inadvertent dissolution of 30-<lay cooled fuel

3.0 x 10-2

29

Spent Nudear Fuel-Beyond Design Basis Accidents
Test Area North (TAN) Hot Cell Comp'lex inadvertent nuclear
chain reaction in spent fucl (3 x 1010 19 fission.
I-h release)

5 x 10-7

3. 1 x 106 Ci

Kr-S5

16

4.0 x 103

TAN Hot Cell Complex inadvertent nuclear chain reaction in
spent fuel (1 x 1010 19 fissions, 8-h release)

5 x 10-7

3.0 x 106 Ci

Kr-85

0.29

3.4 x 102

x 10-7
x 10-7

1.8 x loS Ci
1.1 x 104 Ci

Xe-133

5

2.0 x 103

Cs-l37

8.5 x 103 Ci

Xe-138

1.8
2.8 x 10-2

2.6 x 103

x 10-7

ANL-W/HFEF aircraft crash (radiological)
ANL-W/FCF aircraft crash (radiological)
ICPP/Spent Fuel Storage Facility seismic p<?ol drain and
nuc\ear chain reaction at CPP 603 (3 x 10 19 fission,
I-h release)

5.6

Table F-S-S (continued).

Accident

Frequency

Approximate total
source tenn b

Largest source
contributor C

lIigh-uvel Waste-Abnormal Events and Design Basis Accidents
1.3 x 10-2 Ci
Sb-125
3 x 10-5

ICPP filter bank fire
ICPP main stack earthquake-induced collapse

ICPP/Calcined Solids Storage Facility earthquake-induced
structural collapse
ICPP/New Waste Calcining Facility explosion
ICPP earthquake-induced high-level waste (HLW) tank failure

3 x 10-4
x 10-5

Total EDE at site
boundary (rem)d

IS

Sb- 125

95

Cs-137

x 10-5
9 . 1 x 10-2
7.6 x 10-2

3 x 10-6
x 10-5

1.2

Maximum dose
to sector
populatione
(person-rem)

0 . 13
17
4 .3

x 102

(f)

0 .2

(f)

Cs-137

NA

NA

Cs-1 37

\.I

High-uvel Waste-Beyond Design Basis Ac:c:idents

2 x 10-7

ICPP/CSSF aircraft crash (radiological)

2 .9 x 104 Ci

Transuranic: Waste-Abnormal Events and Design Basis Accidents

x 10-5

Radioactive Waste Management Complex (RWMC) lava flow
(radiological)

2

RWMCrrransuranic Storage Area (TSA) fire

x 10-6
2 x 10-4
4

RWMCrrSA explosion

4 .3 Ci

Pu-24 1

(f)
(f)

(f)
(f)

x 10-2

96

x 10-6
2.0 x 10-7

(f)
(f)

9.4
1

Transuranic Waste-Beyond Design Basis Accident
I

RWMCrrSA aircraft crash

x 10-7

(I)

(f)

6

x 10-4

(f)

Mixed Low-uvel Waste-Abnormal Events and Design Basis Accidents

o<
r

~

fTI

tv

RWMC/Subsurface Disposal Area (SDA) fire

x 10-3

(I)

(f)

Waste Experimental Reduction Facility (WERF) design basis
fire

x 10-3

(I)

(f)

4 X 10-4
2.8 x 10-3

(f)
(f)

<

~

Table F-5-5 (continued).

tTl

Total EDE at site
boundary (rem)d

Maximum dose
to se.:tor
population e
(person-rem)

1.4 x 10-2

(I)

35% o f ERPG 3

NA

N

Accident

Frequency

Approximate total
source term b

Mixed Low-Level Waste-Beyond Design
WERF Wa ste Storage Building beyond design basis fire

I x 10.7

Bas~

Largest source
contributorC

Accidents

(I)

(I)

Hazardous Materiab-Abnormal Events and Design Basis Accidents

x 10-5

ANL-W chlorine and sodium hydroxide release

'Tl
I
VI
I

IV
~

RWMC lava flow (hazardous materia\)

2 x 10-5

Central Facilities Area (CFA) :
Hazardous Waste Storage Facility fire
Sewage Treatment Plant chlorine release

I

ICPP chlorine release

5 x 10-6
I x 10-5

ICPP earthquake-induced HLW tank failure (hazardous
material)

300 Ib
6 x 105 Ib

chlorin~

1.4 x 104 kg

mercury

30% of ERPG 3

NA

660 gal
150lb

nitric acid
chlorine

4% of ERPG 3
10% ofERPG 3

NA
NA

270 Ib

chlorine

7% of ERPG 3

NA

300,000 gal

nitrates

4% ofMCL

NA

sodium

x 10-4

INEL Research Center hazardous material release

x 10-4

68 kg

sulfur dioxide

33% of ERPG 3

NA

ICPP hydrofluoric acid spill

x 10- 5

3.000 gal

hydrofluoric
acid

0 .2% of ERPG 3

NA

ICPP nitric acid spill

x 10-5

300 gal

nitric acid

0.05% of ERPG 3

NA

ICPP anhydrous ammonia release

x 10-6

36,000 gal

a .hydrous

12% of ERPG 3

NA

ammonia

lIazardous Materials-Beyond Design Basis Accidents
ICPP/CSSF aircraft crash (ha7.ardous material)

2 x 10-7

30 kg

zr0 2

<ERPG 1

NA

9 .7 x 104 g

TCE
mercury

<ERPG I
0 .2% of ERPG 3

NA

x 10-7

5.6 x 103 g

cadmium

<ERPG 1

NA

x 10-7

1.3 x 103 kg

depleted
uranium

<ERPG I

NA

ANL -W/ HFEF aircraft cras h (ha7.ardous material)

x 10-7

ANL -W/ FCF aircraft crash (hazardo us material)
Test Area North deplded uranium fire

l,(/1

Table F-5-5 (continued) .

Accident

Frequency

Approximate total
source tenn b

Largest source
contributorC

Total EDE at site
boundary (rem)d

Maximum dose
to sector
population e
(person-rem)

Environmental Remediation and Decontamination Ind Decomm~sioning Waste-Abnormal Events and Design Basis Accidents b
RWMC/Pit 9 vent release
RWMC/Pit 9 design basis fire
RWMC/Pit 9 beyond design basis fire

2 x 10-3
9 x 10-5

(I)

(I)

5 .1 x 10-2

(I)

(I)

0 .8

x 10-5

(I)

(I)

0.33

(I)
(I)
(I)

Definition of acronyms:

'Tl
I

VI
I
IV
VI

EDE - effective dose equivalent
ERPG - Emergency Response Planning Guideline
MCL - maximum contaminant level
NA - not applicable
TCE - 1.1.1 trichloroethane
a. All analyses use RSAC-5 (Wenzel 1993) for radiological consequences and EPlcode (Homann 1988) for hazardous material consequences .
b. Sum of the individual source tenns .
c . Largest source by magnitude (activity or mass).
d . For ha7..a rdous material. exposures are given in tenns of percentage of ERPG 3 values (immediately dangerous to life or health) or less than ERPG I values (mild
transient health cffects or objectionable odor) .
e . 95% meteorology.
f. The safety analysis report used for this accident does not provide this infonnation because it was developed before the DOE orders specifically required this
infonnation .
g . An estimated 20 Ib of chlorine were released in an accident on April IS. 1994.

C5

r-

~

rn

....,

h. No beyond des ign hasis accidents were identified for environmental remediation and decontamination and decommissioning activities .
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